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I. INTRODUCTION
1.

The Appeals Chamber of the International Tnl>uua1for the Prosecution of Persons

Responsible for Serious Violations of International HumanitarianLaw Committed in the Territory
of the former
Yugoslavia since 1991 ("Appeals Chamber" and ''Tribunal" or "ICTY'', respectively)
is seised of the appeals filed by Vlastimir Dordevic ("Dordevi6")1 and the Office of the Prosecutor
(''Prosecution"/ against the judgement rendered by Trial _ChamberII on 23 February 2011 in the
3

case of Prosecutor v. Vlastimir l)ordevic (''Trial Judgement'' and ''Trial Chamber''; respectively).

A. Background
2.

Dordevic was born on 17 November 1948 in Koznica, Vladicin Han municipality, in

Serbia.4 He commenced bis career with the Ministry of the Interior of the Republic of Serbia
6

("MUP") in 1971.5 On 11 September 1996, he was appointedAssistant Minister of the Interior. On
• 30 May 1997, Dordevic was assigned to the position of Acting Chief of the Public Security
7

Department ~f the MUP (''RIB"), and on 27 January 1998 he became Chief of the RJB. He
remained in this post until 30 January 2001, when he was appointed Counsellor to the Minister of
8

the Interior and member of a coordination body for the south of Serbia. Further, in July 1997,
Dordevic was promoted to the rank of Colonel-General. making him the highest ranking MUP
officer at the time.9
3.

-The events giving rise to these appeals took place in Kosovobetween 1 January and 20 June

1999. The Prosecution charged Dordevic with the following crimes against humanity under
Article 5 of the Statute of the Tribunal ("Statote"): deportation under Article 5(d) (Count l); other
inhumane acts (forcibletransfer) under Article S(i) (Count 2); murder under Article S(a) (Count 3);

1

2

3

4

5

•
7

'

'

Vlaslimrr Dord.evicNotice of Appeal, 24 May 2011 ("ElordevicNotice of Appeal"); Vlastimir Dordevic Appeal
Brief, 15 August 2011 (confideutilll.public redacted version filed on 23 January 2012) (''Dord.evicAppeal Brief')
(collcctivcly, ''Dordevic Appeal'').
Prosecution .Notice of Appeal, 24 May 2011 ("Prosecution Notice of Appeal"); Prosecution Appeal Bnef,
15 August 2011 (confidential,public redacted version filed on 17 August 2011) ("Prosecution Appeal Brief'')
(collcctivcly, "ProsccutionAppeal").
•
Prosecutor v. Vlastimir Dordevic, Case No. IT--05-87/1-T, Public Ju~nt
with Omfidential ;\nru,i,
23 February 2011.
Trial Judgement, para. 2200.
Trial Judgement, para. 2200.
Trial Judgement, paras 38, 2209.
Trial Judgement, paras 40; 2209.
Trial Judgement, paras 40, 2209.
Trial Judgement. paras 43, 2209.

1
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and pe.secutions on politicai, racial, and religious grounds under Article S(h) (Count 5).10 The
-

Prosecution also charged Dordevic with murder as a viola)ion of the laws or.customs of war under
Article 3 of the Statute (Count 4). 11 The Indictment alleges Dordevic to be responsible for these
crimes pursuant to both Article 7 (1) (planning, instigating, ordering, aiding and abetting, and
committing through participation in a joint criminal enterprise) and Article 7(3) (failing to prevent
or punish the crimes committed by his subordinates).12
4.

The Trial Chamber concluded that crimes occurred in well over 40 ncighbouihoods,

villages, and towns across 14 different.municipalitiesin Kosovo and found that "some 724 Kosovo
Albanian residents w_eremurdered and hundreds of thousands were displaced within Kosovo or
across the borders [to Albania, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia ("FYROM") or
Montenegrot' .13 Toe Tri.al Chamber found that Dordevic particip~ted in a joint criminal enterprise
with the purpose of modifying the etbni_cbalance·in Kosovo to ensure Serbian control over the
province (''JCE"). 14 This was achieved through. the commission of murders, deportations, other
inhumane acts (forcible transfer), and persecutions (through deportation, forcible transfer, murder,
and destruction or damage to property of cultural aod religious significan~). 15 The Trial Chamber
16

also found that Dorde,ic aided and abetted these crimes. Jn addition, the Trial Chamber found
Dordevic criminally responsible pursuant to Article 7(3) of the Statute for his failure to prevent and
punish the crimes
committed by the members of the MUP under his authority.17 However, the Trial
Chamber entered convictions on all counts solely on the basis of Article 7(1) of the Statute, while
18
taking Dordevic' s position of command as an aggravating factor in se11tencing.
The Trial

• Chamber ~osed

10
11
12

13

"
15
16
17

"

19

a single sentenceof 27 years of imprisonment 19

Prosoculbr v. Vlastimir F>ordevic,Case No. IT-05-87/1-PT, Fourth Amended Indictment, 9 July . 2008
("Indictment''),pp 8-20.
Indictmont.pp 15-19.
Indictment, paras 16-22.
Trial Jadgement,para. 2212.
Trial Judgement,paras 2003, 2130, 2134,2149,2152, 2193, 2210, 2213.
Trial Judgement,paras 2130, 2149, 2193, 2213.
Trial Judgeinent,para.2194.
Trial Judgement,para. 2195.
Trial Judgement,para. 2195.
Trial Judgement,para. 2231..
2
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B. Appeals
I. Dordevic Appeal
5.

Dordevic challenges the Trial Judgement on 19 grounds.20 First, he argues that the Trial

Chamber erred in inferring that the JGE existed.21 Second, Dordevic submits that while the Trial
Charobfl!was bound to apply the jurisprudence of the Tn'bunal on all categories of joint criminal
enterprise, cogent reasons exist for the Appeals Chamber to depart from its previous decisions
establishing that joint criminal enterprise liability exists in customary international law.22 Thlrd, he
contends that the Trial Chamber committed errors of law and fact in relation to the natnre, timing;
and members of the JCE.23 Fourth, Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erroneously found the
existence of a "plmality of persons" for the pmposes of the JCE.24 Fifth, he argues that the· Trial
Chamber erred in concluding that the JCE members shared the common pmpose of the JCE.25
Sixth. he claims that the Trial Chamber erroneously followed and, in any case, misapplied the law
with respect to attribnting' to the JCE members crimes physically perpetrated by non-members.26
Seventh, Dordevi6 asserts that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the crimes of mmder and
•persecutions fell within the first category of joint

criminal
enterprise.27 Eighth, Dordevic sub~ts

that the Trial Chamber erred in law by allowing liability under the third category of joint criminal
· enterprise for specific intent crimes.28 Under bis ninth and tenth grounds of appeal, Dordevic
advances a series of arguments challenging bis participation in the JCE.29 Under his eleventh
ground of appeal.,Dordevic challenges the Trial Chamber's conclusions on aiding and abetting.30
Under bis twelfth through fifteenth grounds of appeal, Dordevic raises arguments with respect to
the definition of the term civilian,31 the displacement acr~ss a de facto border with regard to

the

crime of deportation,32 premeditation in relation to the crime of murder,33 and the elements of the
34

criIDe~fpersecutions through destructionof religious sites. Dordevic's sixteenth ground of appeal

E>ordevicNotice of Appeal
E>ordevitNotice of Appeal. paras 5-11; £)ortlevicAppeal Brief, paras 6-19.
22
E>ordevicNotice of Appeal, paras 12-17;E>cm!evic
Appeal Brief, paras 20-77.
"' E>ordevicNotice of Appeal, paras 18-27;I>ordev:icAppeal Brief, paras 78-88.
"' E>ordevicNotice of Appeal paras 28-32; E>ordevicAppeal Brief, paras 89-99.
25 E>ordevicNotice of Appeal, paras 33-36; E>ordevic
Appeal Brief, paras 100-107.
,. E>ordevicNotice of Appeal paras 37-41;£>ordevicAppeal Brief. paras 108-129.
er, E>ardevicNotice of Appeal paras 42-49; Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 130-H6.
,. Dordevic Notice of Appeal, paras 50-52; I>orckvicAppeal Brief, paras 147-155.
29
E>arilevicNotice of Appeal, paras 53-85; E>ordevicAppeal Brief. paras 156-295.
30
E>ordevicNotice of Appeal, paras 86-88;E>mdcvic
Appeal Brief, paras 296-303.
31
E>ordevicNotice of Appeal, paras 89-94;Ilordevic Appeal Brief, paras 304-319.
32
E>ordevicNoµce of Appeal, paras 95-97; ElordevicAppeal Brief, paras 320-328.
33
E>ordevicNotice of Appeal, paras 98-100;Dordevic Appeal Brief. paras 329-343.
34
DordovicNotice of Appeal,paras101-105;E>ordeviC
AppealBrief.paras344-351.

7Jl
21
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dealswith specific incidents allegedly not charged in the Indictment.35 His seventeenth ground of
appeal relates to allegations of errors in relation to sp~ific crime sites.36 Dordevic' s eighteenth
ground of appeal concerns concurrent and cumulative convictions.37 Under bis nineteenth ground of
appeal, Dordevic alleges a number of errors of law and fact relating to bis sentence.38
6.

In response, the Prosecution argues, inter alia, that E>ordevic~
s appeal should be dismissed

in its entirety because bis arguments"lack merit".39
7.

In reply, E>ordevicsubmits that the Prosecutionhas failed to refute any of his arguments on

appeal.40
2. ProsecutionAppeal
8.

The Prosecution raises two grounds of appeal agamst the Trial Judgement First, the

Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber erred in fact and in law as it failed to conclude that there
was sufficient evidence to establish that at least five Kosovo Albanian women had been persecuted
by way of sexual assault 41 It argues that E>ordevici~ responsible for persecutions through sexual
assault, a crime against humanity under the third category of joint criniinal enterprise.42 Second, the
Prosecution alleges that the Trial Chamber erred in imposing a manifestly inadequate sentence in
light of the gravity of crimes and E>ordevic's role in them.43 The Prosecution requests that the
'

'

Appeals Chan!ber increase'E>ordevic's sentence to life imprisonment.44
9.

In response, E>ordevicargues that the Prosecution has failed to show any errors in the

impugned parts of the Trial Judgement and that, in any event, the Appeals Charober does not •
possess the power toenter new convictions or increase a sentence when there is no right of a further

appeal.45

"
,.
37

"
39

'°
41
42
43

44

.,

Dordevic Notice of Appeal. paras 106-112; Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 352-361.
Dordevi6 Notice of Appeal, paras 113-119 (claiming tha11he Trial Chamber', factual findmgs do not support its
ultimate conclwtions with respect to certain crime sites); see also Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 362-379.
Dordevic Notice of Appeal,paras 120-125; Donlevic Appeal Brief. paras 380-406.
Dordevic Notice of Appeal, paras 126-140; Dmdcvic Appeal Brief, paras 407-426.
Prosecution Response Brief. 26 September 2011 (confidential; public redacted version filed on 30 January 2012)
("Prosecution Response Brief"), para. 8, •
Vlostimir Dordevic Reply Brief, 26 October 2011 (confidential; reclassified as public on 9 February 2012)
(''Dordevic Reply Brief').
Prosecution Notice of Appeal. paras 2-3; Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 1.
Prosecution Notice of Appeal,para. 3; Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 1, 4-56,
Prosecotion Notice of Appeal, para. 4; Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 2, 57-96.
Prosecution Notice of Appeal, para. 4; Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 2, 57-96,
Vlastimir Dordevic Response Brief, 26 Sept=bor 2011 (confidential; public redacted version filed on 30 January
2012) ("'Donlevic ResponseBrief'), paras 3-6.
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10. •

In reply, the Prosecution argues that according to the Statute and we!l-establi.shed

jurisprudence, and contrary to Dordevic's. submissions, the Appeals Chamber has jurisdiction to
. enter new convictions and increase a sentence, and has repeatedly exercised this jurisdiction.46 The

. Prosecution further argues that Dordevic has failed to demonstrate why the Appeals Chamber
should refrain from doing so in this case.47•
3. AppealHearing
11.

The Appeals Chamber heard oral submissions from the parties regarding these appeals on

13May2013.
12.

Having considered the written and oral submissions of the Prosecution and Dordevic, the

Appeals Chamber hereby renders its Judgement

i

I!

46
47

Prosecution Reply Brief, 26 October 2011 (cnnfidootia); public redacted version filed on 8 February 2012)
("Prosecution Reply Brief'), para. I.
Prosecution Reply fuief, para. I.
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IT. STANDARDOF APPELLATEREVIEW
13.

Article 25 of the Statute stipulates that the Appeals Chamb_ermay affum, reverse, or revise

the decisions taken by a trial chamber.The Appeals Chamber recalls that an appeal is not a trial de
novo.48 The. Appeals Chamber reviews only errors of law that have the potential to :invalidatethe

i

I

decision of the. trial chamber and errors of fact that have occasioned a miscarriage of justice.49
These criteria are set forth in Article 25 of the Sta1nteand are well-establishedin the jurisprudence
of both the Tribunal andth~ futemational ~ Tribunal for Rwanda ("ICTR").50 fu exceptional
circumstances,the Appeals Chamberwill also hear appeals in which a party has raised a legal issue
that would not invalidate the trial judgement but is nevertheless of general significance to the
Tribunal's jurisprudence.51
14.

A party alleging an error of law must identify the alleged error, present arguments in

support of its cllrim, and explain how the error :invalidatesthe decision.52 An allegation of an error
•of law that has no chance oichangingthe outcome of a decision may be rejected on that ground.53
However, even if the party's argoments are_insufficient to support the contention of an error, the
Appeals Chamber may find for other reasons that there is an error of law.54 It is necessary for any

41

Kordic and CerlrezAppealJudgement, para. 13.
Sainuvic et aL Appeal Judgement. para. 19; Perilic Appeal Judgement. para. 7; L,,Jdc and Lukic Appeal
Judgement. para. HJ; Gotl7Vina
and Ma:rkacAppeal Judgement, para. 10.
so Sainovic et aLAppeal Judgement. para. 19; Lufdt and Lukic Appeal Judgement. para. 10; Boikoski and Tarcu!ovski
Appeal Judgement, para. 9; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Mr/die and SljivancaninAppeal Judgcmrot,
para.. 10; Kraji§nikAppeal Judgement, para. Jl; Martie Appeal Judgement, para. 8; Hadiihascuwvic and Kubi;,-a
Appeal Judgement, para. 7; HaUlovicAppeal Judgement, para. 6; Gatete Appeal Judgement, para. 7; Seromba
• Appeal Judgement, para.9; Nahimana et aL Appeal Judgement. para. 1 L See Periiic Appeal Judgement, para. 7;
Gotovina and. Marl:oi5Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Ndahimana Appeal Judgement, para. 7; Mugenti and
MugiranezaAPpeel Judgement.para. 11.
51 Sainovic et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 19; Perfiic Appeal Judgement, para. 7; Lukic and Lu/de Appeal
Judgement, para. 10; Gotovinaand MarkacAppeal Judgement, para. 10; D. Mik,ievic Appeal Judgement, para. 12;
Mrkslc and Sljrvancamn Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Krajilnik APpeal Judgement. para. 11; Martie Appeal
Judgement. para.-8; Orie Appeal Judgement. para. 7; Hadfihasanovic
and KuburaAppeal Judgement, para. 7. Cf.
Ndahi:rnanaAppeal Judgement. para. 8; Mugen,j and Mugiraneza Appeal Judgement, para 12; Gatete Appeal
Judgement, para. 8.
.
52
Sainovic et aL Appeal Jndgemcnt, para. 20; Perisic Appeal Judgement. para. 8; Llddc and Lukic APpeal
Judgement. para. 11; Gotl7Vinaand Marlcat Appeal Judgement, para. 11; Boskoski and Tarculovski Appeal
Judgement, para. 10; D. MilosevicAppeal Judgement, para. 13; NdahimanaAppeal Judgement, para. 8; Mugenzi
and MugiranezaAppeal Judgement, para. 12; GateteAppeal Judgement, para. 8.
•
" Sainovic et· al. Appeal Judgement, para 20; Peri.fie Appeal Judgement, para 8; Lukic and Lukic Appeal
. Judgement. para. 11; Gotovina and Markac Appeal Judgement. para. 11; BoJkoski and Tarcull7VskiAppeal
Judgement. para. 10; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Mrkiic and S/jiwmcanin Appeal Judgement,
para.. 11; Strugar Appeal Judgement, para. 11; Orie APpeal Judgement, para. 8; Halilovic Appeal Judgement,
para.. 7. See NdahimanaAppeal Judgement, para. 8; Mllgenziand MugiranezaAppeal Judgement, para. 12; Gatete
Appeal Judgement, para.
8.
•
54
Sainavic et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 20; Perilic Appeal Judgement, para. 8; Lukic and Lu/de APpeal
Jndgement. para. 11; Gotovina and Markal Appeal Judgement. para. 11; Boihnki and Tarculovski Appeal
..
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appellant ciamrlng an error of law on the basis of the lack of a reasoned opinion to identify the
specific issues, factual findings, or argumentsthat the appellant submits the trial chamber omitted to
55

address and to explain why this omissioninvalidatesthe dec.ision.
15.

Toe Appeals Chamber reviews the trial chamber's findings of law to determine whether or

not they are correct.56 Where the Appeals Chamber finds an error of law in the trial jndgement
arising from the application of the wrong legal standard, the Appeals Chamber will articulate the
57

correct legal standard and review the relevant factual findings of the trial chamber accordingly. In
so doing, the Appeals.Chamber not only corrects the legal error, but when necessary applies the
correct legal standard to the evidence containedin the trial record and determines whether it is itself
convinced beyond reasonable doubt of the factual finding challenged by an appellant before the
finding is confirmed on appeal.58 Toe Appeals Chamber will not review the entire trial record de

novo. Rather, it will in principle only take into account evidence referred to by the trial chamber in
.the body of the judgement or in a related footnote, and evidence contained in the trial record and
referred to by the parties.59
16.

When considering alleged errors of fact, the Appeals Chamber will only substitute its own

finding for that of the trial chamber when no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the original

55

56

57

"

59

Judgement. para. 10; D. Milos""i6 Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Mmi6 and Sljiv;,,,ianin Appeal Judgement,
para. 11; Krajimilc .AppealJudgement, para. 12; Martie .AppealJudgement, para. 9; Strugar Appeal Judgement,
para 11; Hadlihasanai,u and Kubura Appeal Judgement, para 8;Ndahimon.aAppeal Judgement, para. 8; Mugenzi
and MugiranezaAppeal Judgement, para. 12; GateteAppeal Judgement, para. 8_
Sainovi6 et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 20; Perisi6 Appeal Judgeineut, para. 9; LuJdc and J.,,kic Appeal
Judgement, para. 11; D. Milos~ Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Krqjisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Marti6
Appeal Judgement, para. 9; Halilovi6 Appeal Judgement, para. 7; Brdonin Appeal Judgement, para. 9_
Sainovi6 etaL Appeal Judgement, para. 21; LuJdcand billc Appeal Judgement, para 12; Bos/ioslciand Tarculovski
Appeal Judgement. para. 11; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para 14; Mrkiic and Sljivancanin Appeal
Judgement, para 12; Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Martie Appeal Judgement, para. 10; StrugarAppeal
Judgement, para. 12; Halilovi6 Appeal Judgement,para. 8.
•
•
Sainavic et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 2;t; Perine Appeal Judgement. para. 9; Lukic and J.,,kic Appeal
Judgement, para. 12; D. Milos~ Appeal Judgement, para. 14; Mrkii6 and Sljivancanin Appeal Judgement,
para. 12; Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para_ 13; Martie .Appeal Judgement, para 10; Orie Appeal Judgement,
para. 9; Hadvhasanovi6 and Kubura Appeal Judgement, para. 9; NdahirrumaAppeal Judgement, para. 9; Mugenzi
and MugiranezaAppeal Judgement, para. 13; GateteAppeal Jud,,oement,para. 9.
Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 21; Perisuf Appeal Judgement, ~ 9; LJJkic and Luld6 Appeal
Judgement, para. 12; v_ Milos~ Appeal Judgement, para. 14; Mrkiic and Sljivancanin Appeal Judgement,
para. 12; Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Martie Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Strugar Appeal Judgement.
para. 12; Orie Appeal Judgement, para. 9; NdahimanaAppeal Judgement, para. 9; Mugenzi and Mugiraneza
Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Gatete Appeal Judgement, para. 9_
.
Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 21; Lukicand LuJdcAppeal Judgement. para 12; Boskosld and Tarculovski
Appeal Judgement, para. 11; D_ Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para 14; Mrkiic and Sljivancanin Appeal
Judgement, para 12; Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Ha,Jfjhasanovic and Kubura Appeal Judgement,
para 9; Erdmun Appeal Judgement. para. 15; Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 8.
•
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decision.60 The Appe.tls Chamber·applies the same reas.onablenessstandard to alleged errors of fact
regardless of whether the finding of fact was based on direct or circumstantial eviden:ce.61 It is not
any error of fact that will cause the Appeals Chamber to overturn a decision by a trial chamber, but
•only one that has caused a miscarriage of justice.62
17.

.

Jn determining whether or not a trial chamber's finding was reasonable, the Appeals

Chamber will not lightly disturb findings of fact by the trial chamber.63 The Appeals Chamber
recalls, as a general principle, the approach adopted by the Appeals Chamber in Kupreskic et al.,
•wherein it was stated that:
[p]ursuant-to the jurisprudence of the Tribunal, the task of hearing. assessing and weighing the
evidence presen!M at trial is Ji,ft primarily to the Trial Chamber. Thus, the Appeals Chamber must
give a margin of deference to a finding of fact reached by a Trial Chamber. Only where.the
evidence relied on by the Trial Chamber could not have been accepted by any reasonable 1ribonal
of fact or where the evaluation of the evidence is ''whoUy erroneous" may the Appeals Chamber
snbstitnte its own finding for that of the Trial Chamber." '
•

18.

The same standardof reasonableness and the same deference to factual findings apply when
65

the Prosecution appeals against an acquittal.

Thus, when considering an appeal by the

)"rosecution. the Appeals Chamber will only hold that an error of fact was committed when it
determines that no reasonable trier of fact could have made the impugned finding. 66 Considering

'°

Sainovic et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 22; Perisic Appeal Jndgement, para. 10; Luldc and LJJ/dt Appeal
Judgement, para. 13; Gotovina and MorkaE Appeal Judgerne'}t, para 13;. Haradinaj et aL Appeal Judgement,
para. 12; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement,para. IS; Mrksic and Sljivani'ani:nAppeal Judgement, para. 13; Krojisnik
Appeal Jndgornem, para. 14; Martie Appeal Judgement. para. 11; Ndahimana AppeaI Jndgorneut, para. 10;
Mugenzi and Mugirana.aAppeal Judgement, para. 14; Gatete Appeal Judgornenl,,para.10,
.
" Sainovic et al, Appeal Judgement,para. 22; Lukic and Lukic Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Bofkosld and Tarculovski
Appeal Judgement, para, 13; Mrksic and Sljivanlonin Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Krajisnik Appeal Judgerueot,
-eani.14; Martie Appeal Judgement,para. 11.
•
•
62
Sainav16 et aL Appeal Judgeroem, para. 22; Perisic Appeal Judgement, para. 10; J.,,/r;icand Lukit Appeal
Judiwment, para. 13; Gotovina and Markui! Appeal Judgement, para 13; Boskoski and Tarculovski Appeal
Judgement, para.. 13; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, para. 14; Martie
Appeal Judgement, para. 11; SimicfAppeal Judgement,para. 10; Nduhimana Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Mugen'd
and Mugiraneza Appeal Judgement,para. 14; Gatete Appeal Judgement, para. 10.
" Sairwvlc et aL Appeal Judgemeot, para. 23; Periiic Appeal Jndgemeut, para. 10; Gotovina and Markai! Appeal
Judgement, para. 13; D. MiUJsevicAppeal Judgement, para. 15; Mrkiic and Sljivancanin Appeal Judgement, .
para. 14; Strugar Appeal Judgement. para. 13; Hadiihasanovic and Ku/mra Appeal Judgorneut, para. 11; Simic
Appeal Judgement, para. 11; Kmojelac Appeal Judgement, para.. 11; NdahimanaAppeal Jndgemem, para. 10;.
Mugenzi and Mugiraneza Appeal Judgement, para. 14,
•
64
Kupresldc •~ aL Appeal Jndgement, para. 30, See also Boikosld and Tarlulovsld Appeal Judgement, para.. 14;
Mrkfic and Sljivanlanin Appeal Judgement,para. 14; Martie Appeal Judgement,para. 11; Kupres/de et aL Appeal
Judgement, para. 30; Ndahimona Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Mugenv. and Mugiraneza Appeal Judgement,
para. 14;-Gatet,,Appeal Judgement,para..10.
·
.
.
" Sr,inuvicet aL Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Boikosld and Tarculovsld Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Mrksic and
Sljivanc~n Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Martie
Appeal Judgement,· para. 12; Strugar Appeal Judgement,
.para. 14; Ntinhimana Appeal Judgement,para. 10; Gatete Appeal Jndgement, para. 10,
.
66
Sainavtc et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Boikosld and Tarcu/.ovsldAppeal Jndgernent, para. 15; Mrksic and
Sljivanlanin Appeal Judgement,·para. 15; Martie Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Strugar Appeal Judgement,
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that it is the Prosecution that bears the burden at trial of proving the guilt of an accused beyond

reasonable doubt, the significance of an e=

of fact occasioning a 1niscaniage of justice is

somewhat different fur a prosecution appeal against acquittal than for. a:defence appeal against a
conviction.67 An accused must show that the trial chamber's factual errors create reasonable doubt

asto his or her guilt.68 The Prosecution must show that, when account is taken of the mrors
of fact
committed by the trial chamber, all ;eas'onabledoubt of the accused's guilt has been eliminated.69
19.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that, as held in the D. Miloseviccase:
it has inherent discretinn to determine which of the parties' submissinw;merit a reasoned opmion
in writing and ihBtit lllllYdismiss arguments which are evidently unfonnrled without providing
detailed reasoning.'° Indeed, 1heAppeals Chamber's man<late cannot be effectively and efficiently
cio:ied out without focnsed cnntributions by the parties. Jn order for the Appeals Chamber tt>
assess a party's arguments on appeal, t!>e
party is expected tt>present its case clflarly, logically,
and exhaustively. The Appeals Cha/nbot •may dismiss submisswns as unfounded without
providing detaile4reasoning if a party's submissions are obscore, CO!itradictt>ry,
vagne, or suffer
from other formal and obvious insufliciencies.71

20.

When applying these basic principles. the Appeals Chamberrecalls that in previous cases it

has identified thy general types of deficient submissionson appeal which may be dismissed without
detailed analysis.72 In particular, the Appeals Chamber will generallydismiss: (i) arguments that fail
to identify the challengedfactual findings, that misrepresent the factual findings or the evidence, or
that ignore other relevant factual findings; (ii) mere assertions that the trial chamber must have

para. 14; HatJv;luz,anovic and Kubura Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Hali!uvic Appeal. Judgement, para 11;
Ndahimana Appeal Jildgemen~para. 10.
" Sainovic et al Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Bofkoski and Tarculovs/d Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Mrk:sic and
Sljivancanin Appeal Judgement, para.15; Martie Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Ndahimana Appeal Judgement,
~ara. 10.
" Sairwvic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Bofkoski and Tarculovski Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Mrk:sic and
Sljivancaniri Appeal Judgement, para.15;· Martie Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Ndahimana Appeal Judgement,
~ara. 10.
•
69
Samovic et al Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Bo.fkoski and Tarculuvski Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Mrk:sic and
Sljivanlaniri Appeal Judgcmen~ para. 15; Martie Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Strugar Appeal Judgement, para.
14; Ndahimona Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Seromba Appeal Judgerocn~para. 11; lhltaganda ·Appeal Judgement.
para. 24.
.
.
70
D. Milos<Yic Appeal Judgement, para. 16, reforring ro Mrkiic and S!jivancanin Appeal Judgement, para. 18.
Krajimik Appeal Judgement, para. 16, Strugar Appeal Judgoment,para. 16. Korera Appeal Judgement, para. 12.
. Soe Koradiic 9&bis Appeal Judgement, para. 16; Perilic Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Gotovina and Markai!
Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Ndahimana Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Mugenzi and Mugiraneza Appeal
Judgement, para. !6; Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 16; Gatete Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Zigiranyiraz;o
Appeal Judgement, para. 13.
.
,
.
71
D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 16, referring to Mrlriic and Sljivanltmin Appeal Judgeroent, para.17, •
Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 16, Martie Appeal Judgement, para. 14, Strugar Appeal Judgeroent, para. 16;
OriL Appeal Jadgement, paras 13-14 and reforenp,s cited tberein, Kare.raAppeal Judgement, para. 12. Soe Peri.sic
Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Qotovina and Markaif Appeal Judgement,para 15; Ndahimana Appeal Judgement,
12; Magenzi and Mugiranew Appeal Judgement,para 16; Gatere Appeal Judgement,para. 12.
72
Sainovic et _alAppeal Judgement, para. "X/;I1tld6and Luki6 Appeal Judgement,para. 15; Bofkos/d and Tarculovski
Appeal Judgement, para. 18; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 17; Krajisnik Appeal.Judgement, para. 17;
Martie Appeal Judgement,para. 15; Strugar Appeal Judgemen~ para. 17; StaJci6Appeal Judgement, para. 13.
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failed to consider relevant evidence without showing that no re,.sonable trier of fact, based on the
evidence, could have reached the same conclusion as the trial chamber did; (iii) challenges to
factual findings on which a conviction does not rely arid arguments that are clearly irrelevant, that
lend support to, or that are not inconsistent with the challenged finding; (iv) arguments that
challenge a trial chamber's reliance or failure to rely on one piece of evidence without explaining
why the conviction should not stand on the basis of the ri,maiaing evidence;.(v) ru:gumentscontrary
to common sense; (vi) challenges to factual findings where the relevance of the factual finding is
unclear and has not been explained by the appealing party; (vii) mere repetition of arguments that
were unsuccessful at •trial without any demonstration that their rejection by the trial chamber
constituted an error warranting the intervention of the Appeals Chamber; (viii) allegations based on
material not on the trial record; (ix) mere assertions unsupportooby any evidence, undeveloped
assertions, failure to articulate errors; and (x) mere assertions that the trial chamber failed to give
sufficient weight to evidence or failed to interpret evidence in a particular manner.73
21.

Finally, where the Appeals Chamber finds that a ground of appeal, presented as relating to

an alleged error of law, formulates no clear legal challenge but challenges the trial chamber's
factual findings in terms of its assessment of evidence, it will either analyse these allegations to
determine the reasonableness of the impugned conclusions or refer to the relevant analysis under
other grounds of appeal 74

"

74

Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 27; ud:iL an,II,ddc Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Boikosld and Tarlu/,""ski
Appeal Judgement, para. 18; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 17; Krajiin.ikAppeal Judgement, paras 17-27;
Manic Appeal Judgement, paras 14-21; Srrugar Appeal Judgement, paras 18-24; Brdanin Appeal Judgement,
paras 17-31; Galic Appeal Judgement, paras 256-313,
D. Milosevic Appeal Judgcmoot, para. 18. See also Strugar Appeal Judgement, paras 252, 269.
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III. "COGENTREASONS"FOR THEAPPEALSCHAMBERTO DEPART
FROMITS JURISPRUDENCE
A. Introduction

22.

Throughout bis Appeal, Dordeyic frequently submits that there are cogent reasons for the

Appeals Chamber to depart from a previous decision. Specifically, under bis second, sixth. and
eighth grounds of appeal, Bordevic advances.a number of arguments suggesting that the Appeals
Chamber should depart from its jurisprudence on various aspects of the first and third categories of
joint criminal enterprise.75 Considering the recurrence of such submissions, and noting the
frequency with which submissions on cogent reasons have been brought before the Appeals
Chamber,76 the Appeals Chamber will deal with them in this preliminary section of the Judgement,
after briefly setting out the relevant law.
B. Applicablelaw

23.

It is well established in the jurisprudence of the Tnbunal that the Appeals Chamber may

exceptionally depart from its previous decisions if there are cogent reasons to do so.77 In the
Aleksovski case, the Appeals Chamber held that "in the interests of certainty and predictability, the

Appeals Cl).ambershould follow its_previous decisions,but should be free to depart from them for
cogent reasons in the interests of justice".78 The Appeals Chamber in that case firrtber stressed that
"the normal rule •is that previous decisions are to be followed, and departure from them is the
exception".79 The Appeals Chamber will therefore "only depart from a previous decision after the
most careful consideration has been given to it, both as to the law, including the authorities cited;
and the facts".80
24.

The Ap9eal Chamber understands that the notion of "cogent reasons" encompasses

considerations that are clear and compelling.As such, cogent reasons requiring a departure from
previous decisions in the interests of justice include situations where a previous decision was made
"on the basis of a wrong legal principle" or givenper incuriam, that is, "wrongly decided, usually

" SeeDardcvic Appeal Brief, paras 20-22, 32, 68-71, 110, 117, 129, 155.
" . See e.g. Orie Appeal Judgement, paras 161-168; Nal,tilic andMartinovic.' Appeal Judgement. paras 582-586;
Blaskit Appeal Judgement, paras 167-182;Kupreikic et al. Appeal Judgemmt, paras 415-426.
77
Aleksovski Appeal Judgoment, para. 107; KmfiJnik Appeal Judgement, para. 655; Galic Appeal Judgement,
para. 117.
1
-'
Aleksovilci Appeal Judgement, para. 107. See also Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 117.
79
Aleksovski Appeal Judgement, para. 109. See also Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 117.
80
AleksovskiAppeal Judgement, para. 109.
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because the judge or judges were ill-informed about the applicable law".81 It is for the party- submitting that the Appeals Chamber should depart from a previous decision to demonstrat<rthat
there are cogent reasons in the interests of justice that justify such departure.82
. [

C. Dordevic's secondgroundof appeal:existenceof joint crjmmalenterpriseliabilityin

I

customarymternationallaw
1. Introduction
25.

Under his second ground of appeal, Bordevic submits that although the Trial Chamber was •

. bound to follow the currentjurisprudence of the Appeals Chamber, there are cogent reasons why
the Appeals- Chamber should depart from its previous decisions holding that joint mminaJ
enterprise exists in customary international law as a form of commission.83 At the core of
Dordevi6's submission is that the reasolllllg set out in the Tadic Appeal Judgement is "shallow and
uncertain" and, in any case, does not support "all of the levels of JCE identified in that case" nor
"the subsequent extension of JCE to leadership cases when an accused is structurally and
geographicallyremote from a crime and the physical perpetrator is not a member of the JCE".84 For
these reasons, Bordevic requests that the Appeals Chlfuiber:(i) reverse all of his convictions to the
extent that they rely on joint criminal enterprise; or in the alternative (ii) reverse any existing
convictions "that are found to (pursnaot to other grounds of appeal)· rely upon JCE IiI"; or
(ili) clarify that joint criminal enterprise is a form of accomplice liability rather

thana form of

85

commission liability and adjust his sentence accordingly.
26.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic has failed to demonstrate the existence of

exceptionalcircumstancesthat would justify a departure from the Appeals Chamber's jurisprudence

Aleksuvsld Appeal Judgement,para. 108.
See e.g. Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 655; Galic App""1 Judgement, para. 117; Milutbwvic et aL Appeal
Deci&icmon Joint CriminalEnterprise of 21 May 2003, para. 18.
_
" Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, paras 20-23, refexring to TadicAppeal Judgement, Krajisnilc Appeal Judgement,
•Milurinovi6et al. Appeal Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 21 May 2003, Aleksuvski Appeal Judgement,
paras 107-108. Dordem also refers to a number of otlicr decisions in support of his contenlion tba1 the Appeals
Chamber may and should •depart from its previous jurisprudence on the· matter (Dordevic Appeal Brief,
paras 24-27, refemng lo Kordic and Cah!t Appeal Judgement, para. 1040, Lau.rent S,:man;.av. TheProsecutor,
Case No. ITCR-97-20-A. Decision, 31 May 2000. p_aras92-97 and Separate Opinion of_Judge Sbababuddeen,
para. 38, Prosecutor v. Miio Stanisii and Stojan :hq,ljanin, Case No. IT-08-91-AR65.l, Decision on Mico
Stanisic"• Appeal Against Decision on bis Motion fur Provisional Release, 11 May 2011, Separate Ojrinion of
Judge Robinson, paras 16, 21, Prom:utor v. Zoran tigii, Case No. IT-98-30/1-A. Decision on Zoran Zi.gic's
''Motion for Recon.sideJ"ation
of Appeals Chamber Judgement IT-98-30/1-A Delivered on 28 Febrruny 2005",
26 June 2006, para. 9).
• "' Dorru;vicAppeal Brief,para. 21. See also Dorclem Appeal Brief, paras 29-31; Dordem Reply Brief, para. 10.
85 Dordevic Appeal Brief,para. 77.
"
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on joint r.riminal enterprise.86 Toe Prosecution further argues that (i) the Appeals Chamber
correctly assessed the customary natll1'eof joint criminal "nterprise in'the Tadic case; (ii) the third
'

'

category of joint criminal enterprise is an established mode of liability in customary international
law; and (iii) joint criminal enterprise is a form of commission regardless of whether the physical
• perpetrators engaged to commit the crimes were non-membersof the joint criminal enterprise.87
2. Alleged erroneous applicationof the law and weight attached to post-World War II
jurisprudencein the Tadic Appeal Judgement
(a) Argipnents of the parties
. 27.

Dordevi.c submits that the methodology used in the Tadic Appeal Judgement in order to

deduce rules of customary international law "was fundamentally flaw[ed]".88 He. argues that the
Appeals Chamber in Tadic relied on obscure and unpublished sources, and failed to explain how it
established the existence of joint criminal enterprise in custornazyinternational Iaw.89 He submits
three separate arguruents.90
28.

First, he claims that the Appeals Chamber in Tadic failed to consider the approach taken by

the Intemati_onalMilitary Tribunal at Nuremberg (''IMT') and its Charter ("ThIT Charter"),
whereby "participation in a common.plan" was rnminalised pruyin relation to "crimes against the
•peace" and not "war crimes" or "crimes against humanity''.91 Dordevic further claims that the
findings of the IMT in the IMT Judgement provide no basis for ·a conclusion that joint criminal .
enterprise is a form of commission of crimes.92 He also argues that the Appeals Chamber erred in
dismissing a similar argumentadvanced in the Rwamakubacase.93
29.

Second, E>ordevicclaims that t:b,eTadic Appeal Judgement misunderstood and misapplied

the provisions of the Statute of the International Criminal Court (''ICC Statute" •and "ICC",

86

Prosecution ResponseBrief. para. 32, referring to Alek:savskiAppealJudgement,paras 108-109.
ProsecutionRespon,;eBrief. para. 35.
" Dmde\OCAppeal Brief. para. 29; DordevicReply Brief, paras 10-17.
" Dordevic Appeal Brief, pru:as29, 31.
,o Dor~
Appeal Brief, paras 32-67.
91 Dardevic APPeal Brief, paras 32-43, referring to the !MT
Charter,Article 6, The United States af America,
the
French
Republic, the United Kingdom
af Great Britain
and
Northern
Ireland.
and the Union of Savi.et Socialist
&pub lies against Herman Wilhelm Goring et al., Judgoment. 1 October.1946, Trial of Major Wa, Criminals
Before the IntemalionelMilitary Tribunal Under Control CouncilLaw No. 10, Vol. 1 (1947) (''IMT Judgement'').
See also Dordevic Reply Brief, paras 10-11.
92
Dordevic AppealBrief,para. 44.
" Dorilevic Appeal Brief. paras 38, 43, teferrin~to RwamakubaAppeal Decision·on Joint Criminal F.nteipriseof
22 October 2004, para. 15; DordevicReply Brief, para. 11.
•
17
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I.
respectively).94 Dordevic submits that Article 25 of the ICC Statute, as applied in ICC decisions,
95

"decisively reject[s] JCE as a form of principal liability".

He further argues that unlike the

approach taken by the Tribnnal and the ICTR, Article 25(3)(d) of the ICC Statute provides for "a
residual and broader form of accessorialliabilj.tythan JCE"96 and that Article 30 of the ICC Statute
97

· excludes the application of the tlrird category of joint criminal enterprise.
30.

Third, Dordevic claims that the Tadic Appeal Judgement placed inappropriate wtjght on
98

certain post-World War II cases in support of joint criminal enterprise. He further relies on
academic opinions suggestiiig that these cases dealing with mob violence or prison camps are
actually examples of co-perpetrationin the sense of Article 25(3)(a) of the ICC Statute; but do not
support the "sprawling" concept of joint n:imioal enterprise adopted by the Tribunal and the
. ICTR.99 With respect to the Appeals Chamber's reliance on the Einsatzgroppencase in the Tadic
Appeal Judgement, Dordevic refers to the Joint Separate Opinion of Judges McDonald and Vobrah,
attached to the ErderrwvicAppeal Judgement, which considered the EinsatzgruppenJudgement to
be "of 'questionable' international character" becl/USeit applied American, rather than "purely
international law".100 He also points out that, in any event, the Appeals Chamberin Tadic referred
to the Prosecution's opening and closing arguments in the Einsatzgruppencase rather than the
actual judgement 101 With regard to·the Justicecase, Dordevic argues that the Appeals Cha:mper.in
the Kunarac et al. case clearly rejected the approachsuggested in the Justicecase whereby a policy
•or a plan was a necessary element of a crime against humanity.102 Additionally,he submits that in

Bri!anin, the Appeals Chamber erroneously relied on the Justice case to hold that physical
perpetrators do not need to be members of the joint criminal enterprise because the Justice case did

Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 32, 46-55. See also DordevicReply Brief, para. 12.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 53, See also DordevicAppealBrief, paras 47-52.
96
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 54.
97 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 54.
" Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 56-67, refutrini; to The United States of America v. Otto Ohlenforf et al., U.S:
Military Tribunal, Judgement, 8 and 9 April 194&,.Trials of War Crinrinals.Before 1he Nuemberg Military
Tribunals Under Control ConncilLaw No. 10, Vol. IV ("Eiruatzgruppen case"), The United States of America v.
Alstoetter et al., U.S. Military Triblillal,Judgement,3 and.4 December 1947, Trials of War Crimin,!1sBefore the
Nueroberg Military Tribllllals Under Control Council Law No. 10 (1951), Vol. III ("Justice case''), The United
States of America v. Greifelt et al., U.S. Military Tribunal. Jud,iemmt. 10 March 1948, Trials of War Criminals
Before lhe Nuemberg Military TrilronaL,Under Control Council Law No. 10 (1951), Vol. V ("Iii.SHA case").
See also Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 64 (arguingthat these cases should be treated with CB11tion
as they do not
reflect internationalcustomaryJaw bot rather rely on Americanlaw).
99
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 57, referring to J.S. •Martinez/AM. Damwr, "Guilty Associations: Joint Criminal
Enterprise, Command Responsibility,and the Development of Intanational Criminal Law'', 93 California Law
Review 15 (2005), p. no.
•
,
100 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 59, citing Erdemavic AppealJudgement, Joint Separate Opinion of Judge McDonald
• and Judge Vobra)l,paras 53-54.
•
101 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 60,mforringto Tadic AppealJudgenient,para. 200, fn. 245.
!{ll
Dordevi6Appeal Brief, para. 61,refming to KrmarDI: et al. Appeal Judgement,para. 98, fn. ll4.

94

"
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not clearly apply the theory of joint criminal enterprise.103 Furthermore, the defendants in that case
were not convicted in relation to specific crime sites, as is the practice of the Tribunal, but rather
were convicted for taking part in a "system of cruelty and injustice".104 Finally, with respect to the
RuSHA case, Dordevic claimsthat even if this smrrceis considered authoritative,it does not support

the concept of joint criminal enterprise as applied by the Appeals Chamber.105 In any event, and.
with all of the caveats regarding the reliability of these cases, Dordevic insists that none of these
cases support joint criminlll.enterprise as a f=

of principal liability and that they cannot be

transposedto leadership casessuch as the present one.106
31.

The Prosecution respondsthat the Appeals Chamber in the Tadic case already conducted a

"thorough and balanced analysis" of the law. on joint criminal enterprise and that Dotdevic only
repeats arguments that have been previously consideredand rejected.107 The Prosecution argues that
the Appeals Chamber was correctlyinformed about the law with regard to joint criminal.
enterprise

and properly considered the IMT Judgement and IMT Charter, the ICC Statute, and post-World
War II jurispru~nce.

108

It adds that the jurisprudence of the ICC, which is premised on the

interpretation of the ICC Statlite,is irrelevant to the assessmentof the Tadic Appeal Judgement as
well as the legality of joint criminalenterprisein customaryinternationallaw.109
(b) Analysis
a. Alleged failure of the AppealsChamber to consider the approach taken in the IMT Judgement
and IMT Charter

32.

Regarding Dordevi6's contentionthat in Tadic the Appeals Chamber ignored the fact that

the IMT "rejected" a form of liability similar to joint criminal enterprisein relation to war crimes or

10
'
104

Dorde,ic Appe.al.Brief, para. 62.
DordevicAppeal Brief, para. 62.
105
DorilevicAppeal Brief, para. 63. See also Dorde\ic Reply Brief, para. 15.
106
Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 66-67.In his reply, Dordevic furtber asserts that the jurisprudence analysed in the
fodic Appeal Judgement and referred to by the Proseclllionis unreliable as it does not explicitly support joint
criminal eotcrprise liability end is d!;rivedfrom national, as opposed to international.law (Dordcvic Reply Brief,
paras 15-17).
•
1
°' Prosecution Response Brief,para. 36, referring to Taduf Appeal Judgement,paras 185-226. Sec also Prosecution
Response Brief, paras 37-38, referring to Milutinovic et a• Appeal Decision on Joint Crimma1 Enterprise of
21 May 2003, para. 29, Krajiinik AppealJudgement,para 659, Martie Appeal Judgement,paras 80-81.
"' •PrDGeClltion
Response Brief, para. 39, referring to RwamabJbaAppeal Decision on Joint Criroioal Enterprise of
22 October 2004, para. 15, Ta,J;i Appeal Judgement, paras 195-223. See also Prosecution Response Brief,
paras 40-51.
1
°' ProsecutionRespcmseBriet paras 45-49.
'
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crimes against bmnanity,110 the Appeals Chamber considers that be conflates the notions of
conspiracy and joint criminal enterprise liability. The Appeals Chamber has already clarified this
difference in its Milutinovicet aL Decision of 21 May 2003.111 Dordevic's argument suggesting that
consJ:)iracyand participation in a common plan are forms of liability which were rejected by the
IMT Judgernentm is contradictedby the plain language of the' IMT Judgement:
Count One, however, cbargeo not only the conspiracy to commit aggressive war, but also to
commit WBICrimes and Crimes against Hmnanily. But the Charter
does not define as a separate
crime arry conspiracy except the one to commit acts of aggressivewar. Article 6 of the Cbaru,r
provides:
'Leaders, orgmrlms, instigators, and accompfu:esparticipatingin the formulation or execution of
a Common Plan or Conspiracy to commit any of the foregoing crimes are responsible for all acts
petfonned by any petsom in executionof such plan.'
Jn the opinion of the Tribunal these WOids do not add a new and separate crime to those already
listed. The words are designed to establish the responsibilityof perso"-'participatingin a common
• pla,,. The Tribunal will tbetefare disregard the chl!tgesin Count Onethat the defendants consprred
to commit War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity, and will consider<>Dlythe common plan to
prepare; initiate, and wage aggressivewar.113
.

It is clear that the IMTrestricted its jurisdiction in relation to the crimeof conspiracy only to acts of
aggressive war. However; the IMT did not exclude that liability through participationin a common
plan can apply to any other crimes under its Charter.114 In any event, the IMT's interpretation of its
own Charter,' does not detract from the consistent application of the joint crimfual enterprise
doctrine accordmg to the Tribunal's own Statute and jurisprudence.
33.

The Appeals Chamber further finds unpersuasive Dordevic's references to academic

writings purportedly suggesting the cOirtraiy.115 The authors referred to by Doidevic do not
expressly state that the IMT Judgement or IMT Charter excluded liability accordmi to a common
plan or joint criminal enterprise. Jnpeed, they discuss the use of "conspiracy" and the absence of a
specific provision for accessorial liability.116 Further, the Appeals Chamber recalls that while
writings of highly respected academics may be consideredin det=ining

the law, their subsidiary

'
110

See Dotdevic Appeal Brief. paras 37-38, cinng !MT Judgement, p. 226. See also Dotdevic Appeal Brief,,
paras 39-45.
l1l Milutinuvi6 et al Appeal Decision on Joint Criarinal Enterpriseof 21 May 2003, paras 22-23.
112
E>otdevicAppeal Brief, paras 38-43;
113
!MT Judgement, p, 226 (emphasisadded).
ll< See also The Umted Simes of America, the French ·R£puhlic,the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, and the Union af Soviet SocialistRepublics against Herman Wilhelm Goring et al., International Military
Tnbunal, Indictment dated 6 Octobet 1945, Trial of Maj0t War Criminals Befme the Jntematicina!Military
Tnbunal, Vol 1 (1947), Comts 3 and 4, pp 42-68.
"" See E>ordevitAppealBrief, paras 40, 42, 44.
n, R. Ccyer/ H. Friman/ D. Robinson/ E. Wllmslmtst, An Introductionto International CriminalLaw and Procedure
(Cambridge University Press 2007), pp 304,-305; H. Oiasolo, The CriminalResponsibility of Semor Poli!ical and
Military L,,.adersas Principals to InternationalCrimes(Hart Publishing,2009), p. 213.
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nature is well-established and the AppealsChamber is not bound by thein. 117Dordevic has failed to
show how these academic writings provide a cogent reason to depart from the Tribunal's existing
jurisprudence.
34.

Additionally, Dordevic has failed to demonstrate that the Appeals Chamber erred when

holding, in its Rwamakuba Decision of 22 October 2004, that the judgements of the IMT and the
Ru.SHA case ''found the defendants rnmioaUy liable [... ] on a basis equivalent to that of joint
criminal enterprise".11B The AppealsChamber reasoned that although the ThITJudgement did not
speci.fi_cally
refer to joint criminal enterprise, ''the factual discussion in that case ma[de] plain that
several defendants were convicted for participation in a vast plan to commit atrocities which
9
amounted to genocide".11
Dordevic appears to disagree with this interpretationand claims that the

Appeals Chamber was "ill-info.rmed"when so concluding,120 but fails to substantiateany error in
this regard.
b. Alleged misinte;mretatiouof the ICC Statute
35.

Dordevic's argument that the ICC jurisprudence proves that the Appeals Chamber in the

Tadic case was incorrect in its interpretation of custommy international law in relation to joint
criin:inal"1lterpriseis unpersuasive.As discussedbelow,121 the Appeals Chamberin Tadic'based its
analysis on various sources, includingthe IMT and other post-World War II jurisprudence, national
legislation and case law, and international conventions, in order to ascertain that joint •criminal
enterprise was a valid f=

of liability in customary internationallaw.122 The ICC Statute was also

analysed in this framework with the caveat that, at the time, it was stiU a non-binding treaty
indicati~e ofopinio Juris of the signatoryStates.123
36.

Dordevic's argument is essentiallythat the Appeals Chamber in Tadic incorrectly referred

to Article 25(3) of the ICC Statute in support of its finding that joint criminal enterprise is a

111

111

119
120

121

122
U3

Article 38(1) .of the Sl:l!bIIJ,of the In!fmlilional Court of Justice ("ICT'), which i£ regarded as customary
international law, onum,a:ates.inter alia: "the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various
nations. .. subsidiary means for the deter:mlnationof rules of law''. See Kuprei/cic et al. Trial Judgement, para. 540;
.Ce!ibici Trial Judgemeat, para. 414; F,uwuizija Trial Judgement, para. 227; Alehovsl;i Trial Judgement,
Declaration of Judge Hunt, para. 2; Erdemnvi6Appeal Judgement, Separate Opinion of Judge McDonald and Judge
Vohrah, para. 43. See also KristieAppeal Judgement,para. 11, fn. 20.
RwamakubaAppeal Decision on Joint CriminalEnterprise of 22 October 2004. para. 15.
Rwamakuba.Appeal Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 22 October 2004, para. 23. referring to. JMT
Judgement pp 226-228.
E>ordew; Appeal Brief, para. 43; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 11.
See infra,paras 40-45.
See Tadic Appeal Judgement,paras 194-226.
Tadic Appeal Judg=t,
para. 223.
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principal, rather than accessorial,form of liability.124 Article 25(3) of the ICC Starute states, in part,
that:
a person shall be criminally responsible and liable for pnnfsbment for a crime within the
jurisdiction of the Court if 1ha.tperson:
(a) Commit., soch a crime, whether as an individual, jomtly 'with another or through another
person. regardless of whether 1hatother person is c:riminallyresponsible;

(b) Orders, solicits or indnces the commission of such a crime which in fact occurs ar is
attempted;
(c) For the purpose of facilitaling the commission of such a crime, aids, abets or otherwise
assists in its commission or its attempted commission, including providing tbe means for its
coIDIIllSsion;

(d) •In any other way conlribnlesto the connnission or attemptedcommission of snch a crime by
a group of persons acting with a cO!DillDn
pmpose. Such conliibulion shaJI be intentional and shaJI

either:
(i) Be made with the aim of furthering the crimlna!
activity or criminal purpose of the
group, where such activity or PlD'P"•• involves the coIDIDissionof a crime within the
jurisdiction of the Coort; or
(ii)

(e)

Be made in the knowledge of the mtention of the group tq commit the crime;

In respect of the crime of genocide, directly and publicly incites others to commit genocide;

Attempts to connnit such a crime by tiking action that cOilllDCllces
its execution by means of
a substantial step, ·but the crimedoes not occur because of circumstances independent of the
porson's intentions, Howeva, a person who abandons the effort to commit the crime or otherwise
prevents the completion of the crime shall not be liable far punisbmcnt noda this Statote for the
attempt to commit that crime if 1hat person completely and volnmm::ilygave up the criminal
purpose.
(f)

37.

The Appeals Chamber in Tadic expressly noted that the subjective and objective elem=ts

provided for by Article 25(3) of the ICC Statute were to a certain extent different from those
required by the case law examinedfa the Tadic Appeal Judgement in relation to common criminal·
purpose, and were still to be tested by the ICC jurisprudence.125 Moreover, it stated that the text
adopted ·in the ICC Statute was "consistent with the view that the mode of accomplice liability
under discussion is well-establishedin international law and is distinct from aiding and abetting".126

•

Nowhere does the Tadic Appeal Judgement state that Article 25(3) of the ICC Statnte provides for
so-called principal liability, as this was not the point discussed. In fact, the relevant secticmof the
Tadic Appeal Judgement :referringto 1he ICC Statute deals with the notion of a common plan and

124

Donlevic Appeal Brief, paras 47-48, 52-53.
•
.
Tadic Appeal Judgernenr, para. 223. See also Milutinovicet aL Appeal Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of
21 May 2003, para. 20; Milutinovicet aL Appeal Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 21 May 2003, Separate

,:zs•Tadic Appeal Judgement, fit. 282.
126

i
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127

participation therein as distinct from liability through aiding and abetting.

Consequently,

Dordevic has failed to show any error in the Tadic Appeal Judgement in relation to the
interpretation of this provision.
38.

128

As regards the ICC jurisprudence referred to by Dordevic,

the Appeals Chamber finds

that it is irrelevant to the discussion whether tliere are cogent reasons to depart from the analysis in
the Tadic Appeal Judgement with respect to the state of !!UStomaryinternational law. The ICC
juris!)iudence did not address the issue of the existence of joint criminal enterprise in customary
international Jaw, nor did it exclude it.1z9 Rather, it elaborated on the "distinguishing criterion
between principals and accessoriesto a crime where a criminal offence is committed by a plurality
of persons",130 based on the detailed provisions of the ICC Statute.131As discussed above, in the

Tadic Appeal Judgement, the Appeals Chamber relied on the ICC Statute only as evidence
revealing the existence of a mode of liability based on "a group of persons acting with a common
purpose" distinct from aiding and abetting.13z It then reached its conclusion on the existence of joint
133

r.rirnioalenterprise in customary international law based on a number post--WorldWar II cases.

Consequently, the interpretation in the ICC jurisprudence regarding the objective or subjective
elements of the mode of liability based on a "common purpose" derived from the ICC Statute does

Opinion of Judge Shababuddeen,para. 7. Toe "accomplice liability'' referred to in the Tadi.cAppeal iudgement is
1horeforenot to be confusedwi1hthe so-calledaccessmial liability.
m Jn fac~ the relevant secliOJ!of the Tadi.cAppeal Judgement referring to the ICC Statute deals with 1he notion of a
common p1m and participation !herein as distinctfrom liability 1hrongh aiding and abetting (Tadic Appeal
Judgeme~ para. 221).
128 See f)ordey;c Appeal Brief, paras 49-50, referring to Prosecutor v. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, Case No.
ICC-01/05-01/08, Decision PmsU>IIt to Article 61(/)(a) and (b) of 1he Rome Statute on 1he Charges of the
Prosecutor Against Jean-Piorre"BombaGombo, 15 June 2009, Prosecutor v. OmarHassan Ahmad Al Bashir, Case
No:ICC-02/05-01109, Decision on 1he Prosecution's Application for a Warrant of Arrest against Omar Hassan
Ahmad Al Bashir, "4March 2009, Prosecutor v. Gennain Kattmga and Mathieu Ngudjoln, Case No. ICC-01/0401/07, Decision on 1heConfinnalion of Charges, 30 September 2008, Pros,cutor v. Thoma:,LJJbangaDyilo, Case
No. ICC-01/04-01/06, Decision on the· Confirmation of Charges, 29 January 2007 ("Luban.ga Decision on
Confirmation of Charges").
"
"' See Lubanga Decision on Confumationof Charges,paras 326, 335, 338.
uo Lubanga Decision on Confirmationof Charges.para. 327.
"' Article 25 (3) of 1heICC Stawte.
132
Tadic Appeal Jndgem~ para. 220.
133 Tadic Appeal Judgornen~paras 194-225. Specifu:ally,paras .197 (reforring to Trial of Otto Sandrock and Three
Others, British Military Court for 1he Trial of War Criminals, Almelo, Holland. 24-26 November 1945, Law
Reports of Trials of War Criminals, UNWCC, vol. L Case No. 3, HiJkP et al., Canadian Miliiary Co~ Aurich,
Germany, Royal Canadian Air Force Binder 181.009 (D2474), Record of Proceedings of the Canadian Military
Court. 25 ,M,rch-6 April 1946, vol. L pp 341, 347, 349 (copy on file with 1he Llbrary of the Tribonal)), 198
(referring to Trial of GustavAlfredlepse• et ul, Proceedings of a War (:rimes Trial, Luneberg, Gen:rumy,13-23
August 1946, Judgemeot ?f 24 August 1946,p. 241 (miginal trmscripts in Public Record Office, Kew, lticbmond;
copy on file wi1h the Llllrary of 1he Tnbunal), Trial of Franz Schoef•ld and Nine Othus, British Military Co~
&sea. 11-26 Jone 1946,LawRoports of Trials of War Criminals, UNWCC, vol XI, Case No. 66, p. 68 (summing"
up of the Judge Advocate)), 199 (reforringto Trial of Feur<teinand others, Proceedings of a War Crimes Trial,
. Hamburg, Germany, 4-24 August 1948, Judgement of 24 Aogust 1948 (original traoscripts in Public Record
Office, Kew, Richmond; copy on file with the Library of the Tribonal)),200 (referring to Einsatzgruppencase).
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not undermine the Tribunal's analysis on the issue of the existence of the "notion of comm.on

I

purpose" in customary international law. Accordingly, Dordevic's submissions in that regard are
dismissed.
39.

In sum, the Appeals Chamberin the Tadic case was entitled to examinethe ICC Statute as

one of the sources indicative of the existence of elements of joint criminal enterprise liability in
customary international law. Furthermore the Tadic Appeals Chamber's interpretation of
Article 25(3) of the ICC Statnte was correct, and the subsequent ICC case law based on this
provision does not affect its conclusion.Dordevic has failed to show otherwise.
c. Post-World War II jurisprudence
40.

The Appeals Chamber has previously underscored that the Tadic Appeal Judgement.

provided "detailed reasoning for inferring the grounds for conviction in the [post-World War II]
cases it cited".134 It has also establishedthat those cases show that joint criminal enterprise applies
to ''large-scale cases, and that JCE is legally distinct from conspiracy and organisational
liability".135 The Appeals Chamberfinds that the majority of Dordevic's submissions in relation to
post-World War II do not reveal anything new in this regard and, therefore, will address only those
argmnents warranting consideration.
41.

Having reviewed the Tadic Appeal Judgi::mentand the sources it relied on, the Appeals

Chamber is not persuaded that these som:cesare obscure and unpubli$hed.136 The Appeals Chamber
notes that the Tadic Appeals Chamber examined a variety CJfcases in setting out its reasoniog,137

13

< Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, pora. 659, refening to Tadic Appeal Judge)llell_l.
paras 195-219.

135

Krajisnik Appeal Judgement. para. 659 (citationsomitted), referring to Brrianin Appeal Judgement. paras 422-423,
Rwamaku/,a Appeal Decision on·Joint Criminal Bnte,prise of 22 October 2004, para. 25, Mib,li,wvic et al. Appeal •

Decision on JoiDtCriminal P..nterpriseof 21 May 2003, paras 23, 25-26. In ligbt of tlre discussion below rejecting
E>ordevic'sarguments concerning tlre authodty of tlre Justice, RuSHA, and Einsarzgruppen cases, tlre Appeals
. Chamber also rejects bis contentinn that these cases are "an inadequate basis to sustain JCE liability in leadership
cases" (DorilevicAppeal Brief, para. 75).
136
ContraDorclevic Appeal Brief, paras 21. 29, 31, 56-67.
137 Tadic Appeal Judgement, paras 194-225. Specifically, paras 197 (rcfen:ing to Trial of Otto Sandrock andThree
Otliers, British Military Conrt for the Trial of War Criminals, Almdo, Holland, 24-26 November 1945, Law
Reports of Trials of War Criminals,UNWCC, vol I, Case No. 3, Holzeret al., Cao•di•n Military Court, Aurich,
Germany, Royal Canadian Air Force Binder 181.009 (02474), Record of Proceedmgs of the Canadian Military
Court; 25 .MarclJ...6April 1946, vol I, pp 341, 347, 349 (copy on _filewith the Library of the Tribnnal)), 198
(referring to Trial. of Gustav Alfred Jepser, et al., Proceedings of a War Crimes Trial, Lnnebcrg, Germany,13-23
August 1946, Judgement of 24 Augnst 1946, p. 241 (Qrij;inaltranscriptsin Public Record Office, Kew, Richmond;
copy on file with the Library of the Tribnnal), Trial. of Fran, Schonfeld and Nine Others, British Military Court.
Essen, 11-26 JllDe1946, Law Reports of Trials of War Criminals, UNWCC, voL XI, Case No. 66, p. 68 (smmning
up of the Judge Advocate)), 199 (refening to Trial of Feursrein and other,, Proceedings of a WFirCrimes Trial,
Hamburg, Germany, 4-24 Augnst 1948, Judgement of 24 August 1948 (original transcripts in Public Record
Office, Kew, Richmond; copy on file with the Library of the Tribunal)),200 (referring to Eins~pen
case).
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and finds these sources reliable. Upon review of these cases, the Tadic Appeals Cbamber was
satisfied that "the doctrine of acting in pursuance of a common purpose [was] rooted in the national
law of many States".138 In addition, the Tadic Appeals .Chamber differentiated the "notion of
common purpose" itself from "the approachto the notion" and found that, although the major legal
systems of the world recognised the notion, they did not take the same approach to the notion.139
The Tadic Appeals Chamber finally reached the conclusion that the docttjne of joint criminal
enterprise existed in customaryinternationallaw based on the "consistency and cogency of case law
and the treaties referred to [ ... ], as well as their consonance with the general principles on criminal
responsibility laid down both in the Statute and general international criminal law aridin national
legislation".140Thus, Dordevic is not correct in stating that the Tadic Appeals Chamber failed to
explain how it established the existence of joint criminal enterprise in customary international
law.141
42.

With respect to Dordevic's contention that the Braanin Appeal Judgement contradicted the

Kunarac et al. Appeal Judgement and wrongly relied on the Justice case, which according to

Dordevic did not°'applyjoint criminal enteq,rise liability,14z the Appeals Chamber considers that
Dordevic conflates the issues involved in ·these cases. The Kunarac et aL Appeal Judgement.dealt
with the question of "whether a policy or plan constitutes an element of the definition of crimes
against hwrunrity".143 ll was in that context that the Appe.als Chamber referred to the opinion •
expressed by a Judge in the Polyukhovich·case in support of its finding that "nothing in the Statute
or in customary international law at the time of the alleged acts [ ... ] required proof of the existence
of a plan o:rpolicy to commit these crimes".144In the Brdanin case, the Appeals Chamber referred
to the Justice and RliSHA cases as it found them to "provide strong support for the Prosecution's •
contention" that post-World War II jurisprudence allowed holding an accused responsible for his
participation in a common criminalpurpose although the actus reus of the crime was perpetrated by
persons who did not share such purpose.145The Appeals Chamber sees no contradictionbetween its

'"

Tadit Appeal Judgement,para. 224.
Tadic Appeal Judgement,para. 225.
"' Tadit Appeal Judgement. para. 226. For the Tadit Appeal Cb.ambers"analysis, see Tadit Appeal Judgement,
paras 194-225.
"' Comm DordevicAppeal Brief, paras 29, 31.
141
Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 61-62.
143
Kunaracet al. Appeal Judgement,para. 98, fn. 114.
1"' Krmaracet al Appeal Judgement,para. 98, referring to, inter alia, the Justice case and commcntthereupon :inIvan
TimofeyevichPolyuk/uwich v The C,,mmonwealthof Australia and Anor, (1991) 172 CLR 501 ("Polyuk]wvich
case"), pp 586-587.
"' Brdanin APPea1
Judgemeut, para..394. See _alsoBrdaninAppeal Judgement.paras 395-404.
139
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two judgements. Moreover, Dordevic has failed to show that cogent reasons exist to depart from the
said finding in the Brdanin Appeal Judgement..146
43.

E>ordevic's additional claim that the Tadic Appeals Chamber could not have relied on

domestic jurisprudence or the jurisprudence of the courts operating under Control Council Law
No. 10147 in order to assess the state of customary in~ation.al

law is unsustainable. Both

international and national sources may be indicative of international custom.148 Specifically with
respect to post-W odd War Il jurisprudence, the Appeals Chamber notes with approval the
following observation made in the Kupresldc et al. Trial Judgement:
[i]t cannot be gainsaid that great value ought to be attached to decisions of such mtemalional
crimmal courts as tbe intematiooal tribumtl, af Nmemborg or Tokyo, or to natiorud courts
operating by virtue, and on tbe strongtb, of Control Council Law no. 10, a lcgiBlaliveact jointly
passed in 1945 by the four OccupyingPowors and thus reflecting inlemational agreement among
tbe Great Powers on the law applicable to inmmationa! crimes and tbe jurisdiction of the courts
called upon to rule on those crimes. These courts operated undor inlemational instruments laying
down provisions that were either ~ of existing law or wbich had been gradually
transformed :intocustomaryinternationallaw. 1
•

44.

Beyond disagreeing with. this statement,150 Dordevic has failed to undermine it. Clearly,

there is no requirement to examine customary international law solely from the point of view of
"international law" .151 To the contrary, the Appeals Chamber reca).lsthat:
[iln appraising the formation of customaryrules orgeneral principles one should I-..] be aware
that [... ] relisnce must primarily be placed on 'such e.lcmentsas official pronouncements of Slales,
military manna!s and judicial decisions.152
,

146

The Appeals Cbambor has never stated that neitha tbe Justice nor the Ru.SHA cases applied the joint criminal
eotcrprise liability in the exact way as it bas been developed in the jurisprudence of the Tribunal Rather, it relied
on these cases, among mulliple other som:ces,to establish that tbe essential elements of this mode of liability we.re
recogoisedin customary internationallaw (see infra, para. 58).
147
The Appeals Chambe.rrecalls that Control Council Law No. 10 is _a legislative act that eotered into force on
20 December 1945 and was passed by the four Occupying Powersreflecting intemational agreementbetween those
coUjltrieson the law applicableto internationalcrimes and the jurisdiction of the courts called upon IDrule on those
crimes. Control Council Law No. 10 provided definitions for specific offences,. in order ID ensure that Allied
powers would be using the same legal standard(see Kupreskic et al. Trial Judgement, para. 541; see also Trials of
War Criminals before the Nw-emberg Military Tribunals wuler Control Counci1 Law No. JO (1946-1949)
15 volumes, Wasbingtoo D.C,, U.S. GovermnentPrinting Office).
1
"
See Kupreikic et al Trial Judgement, paras 537-542; Funmdzija Trial Judgemrot, para. 227; Nortb Sea
Continent,] Shelf cases, ICJ, Judgrment, 20 February 1969, ICJ Reports 1969,p. 43, para. 74. The TtullcAppeals
Chamber, however, emphasisedthat ''reference to nationallegislation and case Jaw only serve[d] IDshow that the
notion of common purpose upheld in internationalcrimioallaw has an underpinning in many national systems". It
• added that "in the area 1lilderdiscussion,national legislation and case-law [could not] be relied upon as a source of
international principles or rules, under the doctrine of the general principles of Jaw, recogoised by nations of the
world: for this reliance to be pe,missible, it would be necesssry IDshow that most, if not all, countries adopt the
same notion of conunon purpose'' (Tadii Appeal Judgement,para. 225).
149
K,,.prellic et al. Trial Judgerneot,para. 541.
ISO Don1evicAppeal Brief, para. 58.
lSI' Contra DardeviCAppealBrief, para.59, referringto Erdemovic Appeal Judgement,.Joint SeparateOpinion of .
JudgeMcDonald and Judge Vohrab, paras 53-54.
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Consequently, the Appeals Chamberin Tadic correctly examined the sources,including the post-

:i
I I
•

World War II jurisprudence under the Control Council Law No. 10 and national case law, because
"[t]be basis for the Appeals Chamber's finding that JCE liability was founded in international
customary law was_the 'consistency and cogency of the case law and the treaties' referred to earlier

in its discnssion."153
45.

Finally, with respect to E>ordevic'scontention that the analysis of the Einsatzgruppen

Judgement in the Tadic Appeal Judgementis flawed because it refers to the parties' arguments and
not the court's reasoning,154 the Appeals Chamber notes, with approval, the clarification provided
by Judge Shahabuddeen,who presidedover the Tadic Appeals Chamber,_statingthat
_ the Appeals Chamber was competent, particalarly 'wbro a clear judicial statement was
unavailable', to examine the statements of counsel engaged in those cases to ascertainhow the
conrt in fact proceeded; conrts sometimesdo that. The arguments of counsel are given in the better
law reports of some jurisdictions before the judgementis laid out That practice, wbere it applies,
is not an ornament.alflourish on the part of tLereporter. counscls' arguments help appreciation of
what the issues were. Thus, itcaonot be wrong to reforto counsel's arguments. [... J IT]hematerial
question is whether [these stsrements]cmrectlyreflected customary intcmalionallaw.,s'

3. Existence of cogent reasons to depart from the third category of joint criminal enterprise

jurisprudence
(a) Argilmentsof the parties
46.

Dordevic submits that the Appeals Chamber should depart from the current jurisprudence,

which finds that there is such a form of liability as the third category of joint rnminaI r,nterprise.156
Dordevic clmms that the authority.of the case law relied upon by the Appeals Chamber in Tadic is
questionable and certainly does not demonstratethe existence of the third categoryof joint criminal
enterprise in customary international_law .157 Similarly, he argues that the concept of the third
category of joint criminal enterpriseis either unsupported or explicitly rejected by other sources,

152

Prosecutor v. Dus'l::oTadic, Case No. IT-94-1-AR72,Decision on the DefenceMotion for Interlocutory Appeal on
Jurisdiction, 2 October-1995,panL 99.
153
Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, SeparamOpinion of Judge Shahabnddeen, para.31, citing Tadic Appeal Judgement,
para. 226.
•
4
"
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 60.
5
"
Krajilnik Appeal Judgement, Sepanll> Opinion of Judge Shahabnddeen, para. 24 (citations omitted). This
clm:ificalionwas made in relation to the argument advanced by Krajisnik's counscl that "the Tadic Chamber took
• wide latitude in its interpretation, repeatedly - and unsoundly - infwing the ba,es for liability from isolated
statementsby the prosecutocs,when a clear judicial statement was 11navailable"(Pros,cutor v. Momcilo Krajiinik,
Case No. IT-00-39-A. Brief on Joint CriminalEnterprise on Behalf of Monicilo Krajisnik, 4 April 2008, para. 12
(without any specific reference to a parsgra;phin the Tadic Appeal Judgement)).
"' Dardevic Appeal Brief. paras 68-71.
_
157
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 70. See alsoDordevic Reply Brief, para. 14.
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158

- including IMT jurisprodence, post-World War II cases, and the ICC Statute.

E>ordeviccontends

that these arguments apply both to the Trial Chamber's findingsregarding the third category of joint
criminal enterpri~eliability as an alternative to the first category of joint criminal enterprise and to
the Prosecution's first grrnmd of appeaL159 In support of his arguments, E>ordevicalso refers to a
decision of the Pre-Trial Chamber of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Can!bodia_
160

(''ECCC"), which he _arguesrejects the existenceof the third category of joint criminal entei:prise.
47.

The Prosecution responds that the Tadic Appeals Chamber correctly analysed the Borkum

Isumd and Essen Lynching cases as illustrations of the third category of jQintcriminal enterprise in

light of the parties' arguments.161 It also responds that the Appeals Chamber in Toaic referred to
post-World War II rulings of Italian courts in support of the third category of joint criroinal
enterprise.162 The Prosecutionreiterates that the related jurisprudence of other tribunals, such as the
ECCC or the ICC, is not binding on tlie Appeals Chamber.163 It also points to other post-WorldWar
II cases that have not been discussed in the Tadic Appeal Judgement which sepport the customary
164

nature of the third category of joint criminal enterprise.
(b) Analysis
48.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that, in Karemera et al., the ICTR Appeals Chamber had

declined to review the Tadic Appeal Judgement in relation to the third category of joint criminal
enterprise, confirming that "under the third - or 'extended' ·- category of JCE liability, the accused
can be held responsible for crimes physically committed by other participants in the JCE when

i ..

"'

Dorde~ic Appeal Brief, para. 71.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 68.
.
160 Dordevic Appeal Brief. para.. 69, refen:ing to Prosecutor v. Ieng Thirith et al. (Case 002), Caso File No.:
002/19--09-2007-ECCC/OCIJ(PTC38), Decision on the Appeals Agamst the Co-Investigative Judges Ordec on
Jo.int Criminal Enleiprise (JCE), 20 May 2010 ("ECCC Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 20 May 2010"),
para. 83.
161 Prosecntion Responxe Brief, para. 54, referring to Tadic Appeal Judgement, paras 205-213; Trial of Erich Heyer
and Six Other,, British Military Courtfor the Triol of War Criminals,Esse;,, llf'-1<1' and 21"-22"' December,
1945, law Reports of Trials of War Criminals, UNWCC,voL I, Case No. 8 ("Es,en Lynching case"), The United
States of America v. KljT/ Goebel/ et al._,Records of United States Army War Crimes Trials, February 6 March 21, 1946, National ArchivesMicrofilm PublicationsMll03, (Washington:1980) ("BorkumIsland case").
162 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 54, referring to TadicAppeal JudgemeDI,
paras 214-219.
'" Prosecution Response Brief; paras 55-56.
,.. Prosecution Response Brief. paras 57-60, refen:ingto RuSHA ease, pp-117, 120, 160-162.Decision of the Supreme
Court for the British 2Dne
against Sch. et al., 20 April 1949, Entscheidungendes Obersten Gerichl.slwfesfor die
Britische Zan,, Entscheitbmgepin Straf,ac/u,n,Walter de Gruyter & Co. (Berlin: 1950), voL 2 C'Sch. etaL case''),
pp 11-15, Review of Proceedings of General Mili1'IIyCourt in the case of United States v,. Martin Gottfried Weiss
et al. of the Recommendationof the S1"ffJudge Advocate ("Weiss et al case"), pp 1, 141.
159
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-these crimes are foreseeable consequences of the JCE, even if the accused did not agree with other
165

participants that these crimes would be committed';_
49.

For the reasons set out below, the Appeals Chamber is not convinced by Dordevic's

suggestion that cogent reasons exist to revisit the jurisprudence_cited above and to abolish the third
category of joint criminal enterprise.166 In particular, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic' s
167

assertion - that the authority of the Borkum Island and Essen Lynchingcases is "questionable"
is insufficient to unden:i:rinethe Appeals Chamber's analysis in the Tadif case.

168

-

•

Apart from

pointing to these two cases, Dmdevic has failed to show a reason why the Appeals Chmnb.ershould
revisit its well-established case law, based on numerous sources, that both civil and common law
jurisdictions recognise liability for taking part in a COIIIIIlon
criminal plan in relation to crimes
169

committed outside the _co~on plan but that are nonetheless foreseeable.
50.

Finally, the ECCC Decision on Joint Criminal Hnterpri.e of 20 May 2010 is not binding on

the Appeals Chamber and, as such, does not constitute ·a cogent reason to depart from its well-established case law. In any event, the Appeals Chamber notes that the ECCC did not determine
whether or not the third category of joint

criminalenterprise liability was a part of customary

international law. 170 The ECCC noted the cases relied on by the Tad.icAppeals Chamber and
considered them not to be "proper precedents for the purpose of determining the status of customary
intemationallaw in this area". 171 It then concluded that these cases did not "consti_tutea sufficiently
firm basis to conclude that JCE ill formed part of customary ijiternational law at the time relevant
to Case.002". 112 The ECCC Pre-Trial Chamber-deemedit unnecessary to cond~ct an analysis as to

whether or not the thirdcategory of joint criminal enterprise was a part of customary international
law.173 It concluded that no provision in Cambodian law provided notice of such an extended form
of respomibility at the time of the alleged crimes, and stated as follows:
[t]he Pre>-Tri.alChamber bas not been able to identify in the Cambodian law, applicabl~ at the
relevant time, any provision that could have given notice to the Charged Persons that such

165

166
167

16'

109
l'l<l
171
172
173

Edouard Karemera et al. v. The Prosecutor, Case Nos. ICfR-98-44-AR72.5, ICTR-98-44-AR72.6,Decision on
Jurisdktional Appeals: -Joint Criminsl Enterprise, 12 April 2006, para. 13, referring to Vasi1j~ic Appeal
Judgement,para. 99, Taaic Appeal Judgement;para. 220.
ElordevicAppeal Brief, paras 68-71.
See Dordevic AppelliBrief, para. 70.
Dordevic's challenges to these other sources relied upon by the Appeals Chamber in the Tadic case are
unpersuasive and are thereforerejected (see DordevicAppeal Brief, para. 70).
Tadic Appeal Judgemeol,paras 204--220,224.
ECCC Decision on JointCriminalEnterpriBeof 20 May 2010, para. 87.
ECCC Decision on Joint CriminalEnterprise of 20 May 2010, para. 82.
ECCC Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 20 May 2010, para. 83 (emphasisadded).
ECCC Decision on Joint Criminal EnterpriBeof 20 May 2010, para. 87.
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extended frum of responsibilitywas punishable as well. In such circumstances,the principle of
legality require, the ECCC to refrain from relymg on the extended form of JCE in its
~"-"M

~~~L

51.

,,.

.

•

•

The ECCC thus identified flaws in the reasoning of the Tadic Appeals Chamber in

det=ining

the existence of the third category of joint criminal enteiprise in customary

international law,175 bµt limited its finding "insofar as the applicability of the JCE ill before the
ECCC is concerned"/7 6
52.

Further, despite criticising the approach taken in Tadic, the ECCC did not perf=

any

• further analysis of relevant state practice and opinio juris to determine whether the thin! category of
joint crimiiial enterprise·wiis part of customary international law but limited its assessment to the
sources analysed ~ the Tadi6 Appeal Judgement 177 The Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the
sources of law examined by the Tadic Appeals Chamber are reliable and that the principles in·
relation to the third category of joint c:riminalenterprise set out therein are well-establishedin both
customary international law and the jurisprudence of this Tribunal.178 Finally,_while the Appeals
Chamber does not doubt the persuasiveness of the ECCC Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of
20 May 2010 beyond the jurisdiction of the ECCC, it recalls that the Appeals Chamber is n~t bound
byit
53.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that the ECCC Decision on Joint

•Criminal Enteiprise of 20 May 2010 does not constitute a cogent reason for the Appeals Chamber
to depart fromits consistentjurisprudence.
4. Alleged errors concerningthe nature of joint criminal enterprise liability

(a) Arguments of the parties

54.

Dordevic submits that the Appeals Chamber in Tadic and subsequent cases mistakenly

characterised joint r.riminal <mterpriseas a principal form of liability and applied it in so-called
"leadership cases" where the physical perpetrators were not part of the joint criminal enterprise.179
Dordevic submits that the liability of high-level accused who "use" physical perpetrators to commit

174

ECCC Decision on Joint CriroiualEnterpriseof 20 May 2010, para. 87 (emphasisadded).
ECCC Decision on Joint CriroinalEnterpriseof 20 May 2010. paras 79-85.
"' ECCC Decision on Joint CriroinalEnterpriseof 20 May 2010, para. 88.
177 See ECCC Decision ou Joint CriminalEnterpriseof 20 May 2010,paras 77, 79-85.
"' See also ,rq,ra, para. 41.
•
179
DordevicAppeal Brief, paras 48c53,55, 66, 72,-76,77.
175
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the

crimes
on the ground cannot be equated with commission (or principal liability). 180 Thus, he

submits that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting him for committing and consequently imposed a
bigha: sentence than would have been the case had bis liability correctly been characterised as
181

accessorial/accomplice, rather than principal.

55.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic cannot claim that the principle of legality has been

violated as he knew that he was accused of committing the crimes perpetrated by non-members of
the JCE.182 It submits that all categories of joint criminal enterprise liability properly fall under
"cmnrnission" because the members of a joint criminal enterprise have a common criminal purpose,
sh~ the intent for crimes, and are aware of the risk associated with their actions in furtherance of
such purpose. 183
(b) Analysis

56.

The Appeals Chamber has repeatedly held that participation in any category of joint
184

criminal enterprise is a form of commi~sion. As explained in the Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, a
conviction pursuant to joint criminal enterprise liability for crimes committed through physical
perpetrators who were not part of_the joint criminalenterprise also properly falls under Article 7(1)
of the Statute.185
57.

fu any event, Dordevic is wrong to suggest that his responsibility and sentence should be

adjusted to account for the fact that he did not personally commit any of the crimes for which he is
held respornble pursuant to joint criminal enterprise. As repeatedly emphasised by the Appeals
Chamber, the participation and contribution of a joint

criminal
enterprise member "is often vital in

facilitating the commission of the offence in question" and, therefore, "the moral gravity of such

180

Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 7'1,-76,referring, inter alia, to Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, para. 664, Brilanin
Appeal Judgement. para. 413, fn. 891, Milutinovic et al. Appeal Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 21 May
2003, paras 20, 31.
1111Dordevic Appeal Brief. para.72.
181
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 62.
"' Prosecution Response Briof, paras 63-65, referring, inter alia, to Milutinovic et aL Appeal Decision on Joint
CcimmalEnterptise of 21 May 2003, para. 20.
,,. Soe ,.g. Krajimik Appeal Judgement, paras 663-664; Kvocka et aL Appoal Judgement, para. 80; Brdanin Appoal
Judgement, para. 413, fn. 891; Tadii Appeal Judgement, paras 188, 191-192. This conclusion is, in particular,
snpported by the Justice arul.RuSHAcases (see arutlysisin the Brdanin Appeal Judgemen~paras 395-404). See also
supra, paras 32-34.
"' Krajiinik Appeal Judge:mcnt.para. 665.
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participation is often no less - or indeed no different - from that of those actually carrying out the
186

acts in question".

.

5. Conclusion
The Appeals Chamber, in light of the analysis set out above, waf6uos that joint criminal

58.

iI.
'

enterprise, including tlie third category of joint criminal enterprise, is a fouo of commission under
customary international law, and .finds that Dordevic bas not demonstrated the existence of cogent
reasons to depart from well-established jurisprudence on this matter. The Appeals Chamber
therefore dismisses Dordevic' s second ground of appeal
D. Dordevic's sixth ground of appeal.in part: alleged errors with respect to attributing
perpetrators' crimes to joint criminal enterprise members

1. Introduction
Dordevic submits that: (i) joint criminal enterprise liability, if it exists at all in customary

59.

international law, does not apply to "leadership cases" and that the Appeals Chamber should depart
from its jurisprudence in the Brdanin, Martie, and· Krajisnik Appeal Judgements or clarify the
approach in these cases;187 and.(ii) in any event, the Trial Chamber erred in applying the standard it
relied

uponand "simply imputed crimes to E>ordevicon the basis of the affiliation of perpetrators.

(MUP, [Yugoslav Army ("Vr°')], etc.)".

60.

188

.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic fails to point to cogent reasons for the Appeals

Chamber to depart from its well-establishedjui:isprudence.189 It further responds that Dordevic fails
190

to show that the Trial Chamber erred in applying the law on joint criminal enterprise.

2. Alleged contradiction between the Britanin Appeal Judgement and the Stakic Appeal Judgement
(a) •Arguments of the parties
61.

Dordevic submits that the approach taken in the Brdimin Appeal Judgement contradicts that

followed in the Stakic Appeal Judgement.191 The Appeals Chamber understands Dordevic to argue

186 Krafisnik Appeal JudgOIIlent.para. 663, citing Kvoc7caet al. Appeal Judgement, para. 80, Tadic Appe.alJudgement.
para. 191.
187

DordevicAppealBrief, para. 110. See also Bardevic AppealBrief, para. 129.
Darc!evicAppealBrief, para. 111. See also Bor&vic AppealBrief, para. 129.
"' Prosecution ResponseBrief, paras 96-97.
190 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 105-106.

188
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I

that the theory of joint criminal enterprise liability retained in Brdanin - whereby the physical
perpetrators of the crimes do not need to be members of the joint criminal enterprise as long as a.
member of the joint criminal 1'nterprise,acting in accordance with the common plan, used thei:nto
carry out the crimes - is, in fact, based on the notion of control over the act of the physical
192

petpetrator.

1bis notion of control, in :E>ordevic'sview, was expressly rejected by the Appeals

Chamber in Staldc.193 He· suggests that the form of joint criminal enterprise retained in Brdanin;
when applied to leadership cases, is simply "indirect co-perpetration by another name".194 In
Dordevic's view, this inconsistency alone constitutes a cogent _reasonfor the Appeals Chamber to
depart from the approach taken in the Brdanin Appeal Judgement 195 In further support of bis
submission, :E>ordevic
refers to the opinions of Judges Cassese and Shahabuddeen, two "fathers of
the JCE jurisprudence", both of whom disagree with the application of joint criminal enterprise
liability in the Brdanin AppealJudgement 196
62.

The Prosecution responds that :E>ordevic
fails to point to cogent reasons why the Appeals

Chamber should depart from the Tribunal's well-establishedjurisprudence.197 It argues that there is
no inconsistency between the Appeals Chamber's rejection of co-perpetration in Stakic and the
determination in Brdanin that members of a joint criminal enterprise can incur liability for acts of
non-members of the joint 'criminalenterprise.198 In fact, it submits, the Appeals Chamber in Brdanin
relied on the principle approved in Stakic that members of a joint criminal enterprise areliable for •
•crimes perpetrated by non-membersof a joint criminal enterprise.199
(b) Analysis
63.

The Appeals Chaolberhas consistentlyheld that joint criminal enterpriseliability.applies to

leadership cases, even where the crimes are ,;;ommittedby non-members of the joint criminal •
enterprise.200 The Appeals Cbamber'finds Dordevic's argument that the approach taken in the

191

Dordevi6 Appeal Brief.paras 116-117.
SeeDorde~Appeal.Brief,p=
116-117.
'" -f>ordevicAppeal.Brief,para. 117.
194
f>ordevu5Appeal Brief, para. 117. See also f>ordevicAppeal Brief, paras112, 116; DordevicReply Brief, para. 32.
195
~ Appeal Brief, para. 117.
•
196
f>orde~ Appeal Brief, para. 118, referring to Antonio Cassese, "The Proper Limits of Individual Responsibility
Under the Doctrine of Joir,t Criminal F..ntmprise",Jounwl of InternationalCriminallustic,, vol. 5 (2007),pp 126,
133;Brdanin Appeal Judgement,Partially DissentingOpinionof Judge Sbahabuddecn,para. 18.
,., Prosecution Response Brief, paras 96-97.
,,. Prosecution Respome Brief, para. 100.
"' Prosecution Response Brief, para. ioo.
"'° Brdanin Appeal Judgement,paras 410-414, 420-424,430431. See also Gotovi11Lland MOTkaifAppeal Judgement,
para. 89; Krajffoik APPeaJ.
Judgement, paras 664-665; Martie Appeal Judgement,.paras 168-169; I.imaj et al.
Appeal Judgement. para. 120.
192
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Brdanin Appeal Judgement contradicts that followed in the Staldc Appeal Judgement to be

unpersuasive. In Stakic, the Appeals Chamber found that the Stakic Trial Chamber.erred in relying
- on the framework of "co-perpetratorsbip"because this mode of liability "does not have support in
customary internationallaw or in the settledjurisprudence of this Tribunal'' and was ')lot valid law
1
within the jurisdiction of this Tribunal".2°
It did not, as contendedby Dordevic, "explicitly reject''

co--perpetratorshipbecause of the concept of "control over the physical perpetrators".202 The
.Appeals Chamber notes that, unlike the form of co-perpetration applied by 1he Trial Chamber in
Stakic, joint criminal eni:erprise liability as articulated in Brdanin, when it applies to crimes

committed by physical perpetrators who are not members of the joint criminal enterprise, does not
require "coordinated co-operationand joint control over the criminal conduct''.203 \=ontraryto whaf
Dordevic implies, it also does not require that 1he use of the physical perpetrator by the joint
criminal enterprise member be equivalent to that of a ''tool".204 In order to impute liability to an
•accused - as a member of a joint criminal enterprise - for a crime physically carried out by a nonmember of the joint criminal enterprise, the Appeals Chamber reqwres the existence of a link
between 1he accu~edand the crime, which is to be assessed on a case-by-casebasis.205 It must also
be shown that one of the joint criminal enterprise members acted in accordancewith_the common
plan when "using" a principal perpetrator:206
64.

Dordevic has failed to show any inconsistency between the Brdanin aud Stakic Appeal

Judgements or that 1hereare any other cogent reasons for the Appeals Chamber to depart from its
establishedjurisprudence.
65.

Finally, the Appeals Chamber observes that it has never departed from the joint criminal

enterprise theory it set out in the Stakic and Braanin Appeal Judgements and has applied it

201

Staldc!Appeal Judgement. para. 62.
See Stakic Appeal Judgemen~para. 62. Contra Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 117. The issue of control discussed by
the Trial Chamber in Stakic relates to the control of the co-perpetrators over the execution of the common acts. In
that case the Trial Chamber consideredthat for the type of co-perpetratorship it was assessing. it was typical, but
not mandatory, that one co-perpetrator po,scssed skills or antborily which the olbcr co-perpetrator did not It tbeo
exp!Jrinedthat these skills or authority "can be described as shared acts which when brought toget:t,,,:achieve the
shared goal based on the same degree of control over the execution of the common acts". The Trial Chamber in that
case did not suggest there was a requirement of control over physical pmpelrlllOtB_of the crime, and.importantly,
this was not "precisely what the Appeals ChamberrejectedinS1akic" (see l;)ordevitAppeal Brief, para. 117).
203
StakicTrial Judgem~ para. 440; Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 412. '
,,,._ See Brdanin Appeal Judgement, paras 412-413, Contra Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 116.It is nota_finding of the
Appeals Chamber, rather it is the Prosecution's position that the link is to be found in the fact that the membm of
the JCE use the principal perpetralDl:sas "tools'' to carry out the crime (Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 412).
'"' Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 413.
206
Brdanin Appe!'l Judgement, para. 413.
202
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consistently in the cases •that followed over the years.'1iJ7 The Appeals Chamber respectfully
acknowledges the valuable contn'bntion made by Judges Cassese and Shahabuddeen to the legal
discourse on this issue. However, the Appeals Chamber considers that in light of the consistent •
jurisprudence set out above, in simply pointing to their writings and opinions, Dordevic has failed
to demonstratehow these constitutecogent reasons to depart from the establishedjurisprudence.208
3. Alleged error in relyingon the Martie Appeal Judgement and the Kraiisnik Appeal Judgement
(a) Arguments of the parties
66.

In the alternative to his arguments above, Dordevic argues that, in any event, there is deep

• uncertainty in leadership cases as to the nature of the link to be established between the accused
joint criminal enterprise member and the non-member physical perpetrator of the crime.209 He
further argues that the Martie Appeal _Judgementshould not have been relied upon either by the
Trial Chamberin the presentcase or by the Appeals Chamber in Krajisnik, because it is inconsistent
with both the Stakic and Limaj et al. Appeal Judgements.210
67.

The Prosecution responds that there is no contradiction between the Martie and Staldc

Appeal Judgements, since the formerfollowed the latter's methodology to assess whether certain
crimes could be imputed to a joint criminal enterprise member.211 The Prosecution further argues
that Dordevic misrepresents the Limaj et al. Appeal Judgement and that there is no contradiction
between the Martie and Lirnaj et aL Appeal Judgements.212 According to the· Prosecution. in
Lima} et al., the Appeals Chamberdeclined to discuss the responsibility of one of the accused for

crimes committed by non-members of the j oiut criminal enterprise, as the issue was not raised
during trial or appeal 213 Finally, the Prosecution submits that Dordevic fails to advance any
argumentas to why the AppealsChambershould depart from the approachtaken in Krajisnik.214

"" Gowvina and Markac Appeal Judgement, para. 89; Kraj/Jnik Appeal Judgement, para. 225; Martie Appeal
Judgerrum~para. 168;Limaiet al. Appeal Judge:mcnt,para. 120.
•
208 See supra,.paras 23-24.
"" E>ordev:ic
Appeal Brief, paras 110, 119, pointing to !ho way the Appeals Chamber articulated the reqmred link m
1heBrdimin,Martie and Krojimik cases.
•
210
DordevicAppeal Brief. paras 120-122;DordovicReply Brief, para. 33.
m ProsecntionResponse Brief.para. 102.
111
ProsecutionResponse Brief.para. 103.
213
ProsecutionResponse Brief.para. 103.
214 ProsecutionResponse Brief.para. 104.
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68.

I>ordevic replies that the concept of "toolsn has never been fully explained and that the

Appeals Chamber should clarify the Brdanin, Martie, and Krajisnik Appeal Judgements.215
(b) Analysjs
69.

The Appeals Qiamber notes that I>ordevic misrepresents parts of the Martie Appeal

Judgement. He submits that the Appeals Chamber in that case heldthat the Martie Trial Chamber
''failed to make an explicit finding on how the JCE used physical perpetrators".216 However, from
the paragraph that I>ordeviccites in support of his submission, it is clear that the Appeals Chamber
• was referring to the Trial Chamber's failure to make an explicit finding that the joint criminal
enterprise members, when using certain identified forces under their control, wwere acting in
accordance with the commonpurpose';_m It found that while the Trial Chamber should have made
such a finding, the omission did not invalidate the Martie Trial Judgement.218 The Appeals
Chamber then noted in relation to certain armed structures and paramilitary units, that the Trial
Chamber had not made definite findings on the link between these forces and Milan Martie.219 With
that in mind, the Appeals Chamber analysed the Trial Chamber's findings on _thecrimes for which

Milan Martie was held r.rimiuaUyresponsible,220 and quashed several convictions when it found
that such link was too tenuous.221 However, the Appeals Chamber held that the link was sufficiently
established when the crimes were committed by the Yugoslav People's Army ("JNA'), Territorial _
Defence ("TO"), and other forces, based _on:
the Trial Chamber's findings on Martie' s position as Mirrlster of the rnterior and his absolute •
anthority over the Mill', his control over the anned forces, the TO and Milicija Krajine, the
cooperation between the TO, the JNA, the Milicija Krajine and the anned forces of the ["Serbian
Autonomous District,("SAO")] Krajina, and the control over the JNA and the TO exercised by
other members of the JCE.222
•

This approach is consistent with that followed in the Sta.ldeAppeal Judgement, where the Appeals
Chamber assessed whether the crimes could be imputed to Milomir Stakic under the ':firstcategory
of joint criminal enterprise, after it had rejected the Stakic Trial Chamber's reliance on the "coperpetratorship" mod.eof liability.223 I>ordevic's argument in this regard is therefore dismissed.

Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 3 I.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, pan. 120 (emphasisin original)..
217
Martie Appeal Judgement;para. 181 (emphasisadded).
"' Martie AppeaUudgemeot, para. 181.
219
Martie Appeal Judgement,para. 181 (emphasisadded).
220
Martie Appeal Judgement,paras 181-212
221 Martie Appeal Jwlgemeot,paras 192, 200, 207. •
m Martie Appeal Judgement,para. 187. See also Martie Appeal Judgement,paras 189,205; 210.,
"'· Stakic Appeal Judgement,paras 59, 6Hi3, 79~85.See Martie Appeal Judgement, para. 169.
,is
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70.

As to the alleged inconsistency between the Ma.rti.cand Li.maj et aL Appeal Judgements,

£>01:devic
misrepresents the Appeals Chamber's conclusionsin those cases. In the Lima} et al. case,
the Appeals Chamber did not reject the concept that non-members of the joint c.rimina)"nteiprise
could be ''used" to commit the crimes. Rather it acknowledged that whether the accused "could
incur systemic joint criminal enterprise liability for crimes committed by non-members of the
enterprise" had not been argued at trial or on appeal and held that it would be unfair to enter new
convictions at that stage.224 Furthermore,in that case, the Trial Chamber did not enter a conviction
on the crimes committed by "outsiders" because it was unable to identify the perpetrators or
establish that these crimes had been committed in furtherance of a common plan, and not because
the perpetrators were non-membersof the joint criminal enterprise.225 This reasoning is consistent
with the Tribunal's jurisprudence that the essential requrrement to impute responsibility to a joint
criminal enterprise member.for crimes.committed by non-members is that "the crime in question
forms part of the comnwn criminal pwpose". 726 The Appeals Chamber sees no contradiction
between its two judg=ents. Dordevic' s argument in this regard is therefore al.sodismissed.
71.

• Dordevic' s arguments in relation to the Krajisnik Appeal Judgement demonstrate bis

misunderstanding of the findings in that case. The Appeals Chamber did not quash Momcilo
KrajiBnik's.convictions as a result of the Trial Chamberhaving erred in setting out the law on joint
criminal enterprise. To the contrary, the Appeals Chamber found that the Trial Chamber correctly
set out the applicable law on the use_of non-members of the joint criminal enterprise to commit the
crimes, in line with the Brdanin Appeal Judgement.227 It quashed several convictions because the
Trial Chamber in that case erred in applying the law to the f~ts and failed to make relevant
find:ings.228 Moreover, E>ordevicignores that the Appeals Chamber upheld other convictions when
it was satisfied that the Trial Chamber had made the necessary factual findings establishing a link
between the physical perpetratorsand a joint r.rimioalenterprisemember.229
•4. Conclusion

72.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has not shown that

cogent reasons exist for the Appeals Chamber to depart from well-established jurisprudence

J.imaj et al. Appeal Judgemen~para. 120. The I.imaj et al. Appeal Judgement refers _to"outsiders'.'of the detention
camp (I.imaj et al. Appeal Judgement.para. 120).
•
225
See Limoj et al. Appeal Judgement,paras 115, 117.
""' Brdanin.Appeal Judgement.para. 418 (emphasis in original).
w KrajisnikAppeal Judgement,paras 225-226, 235-236.
228
KrajisnllcAppeal.Judgement,paras 237,281,284.
229
See Krajisnik Appeal Judgement. paras 237, 256-257, 259-261, 264,267,270,272,275,278,282.

""
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permitting the physical perpetrators' crimes to be attributed to members of a joint c.rirnioal
enterprise.

E. l)ordevic"seighth ground of appeal: liability for specific intent crimes pursuant to the
third category of ioint criminal enterprise
1. Arguments of the parties
73.

Under his eighth ground of appeal, Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in

conc~udingthat if, contrary to its_findings'.-some crimes had not been intended as part of the
commoo_plan (ICE), they were a natural and foreseeable consequence thereof (third category of
joint c.rirnioal enterprise).230 According to Dordevic, this alternative conclusion is erroneous
because, as a matter of principle, no convictions for specific intent crimes can be entered on the
basis of the third category of joint criminal enterprise.231 He also requests the Appeals Chamber to
decline entering any new convictions, in the context of the Prosecution Appeal; for rape asa form
232

of persec~tions solely on the basis of the third category of joint criminal enterprise.
74.

Dordevic acknowledges that the case law of the Tribunal allows for the ·applicability of the
233

third category of joint criminal enterprise with respect to specific intent crimes.

However, he

asserts that the Appeals Chamber should depart from this jurisprudence and clarify that. "ICE ill
234

does not support convictions for specific intent crirnes".

Referring to the Brdmtin Appeal

I
I

Decision of 19 March 2004, Dordevic claims that the Appeals Chamber should espouse Judge
Shahabuddeen's approach suggestingthat a person cannot be convicted of a specific intent crime as
a principal perpetrator unless be possesses specific intent 235 Furthermore, Dordevic refers to the
Krstic Appeal Judgement in which, according to him, the Appeals Chamber "appears to have

approved [... ] Judge Shahabuddeen's approach by reversing convictions for genocide pursuant to
JCE I and ICE ill on the basis that General Krstic did not possess the necessary special intent for
genocide.',236 He also claims that the Appeals Chamber has never established that customary
international law allows for the application of the third category of joint criminal enterprise to

23' DordevicAppeal Brief, para. 147,referring to Trial Judgement,para. 2158.
231 - E>ordevic
Appeal Brief, para. 155;Dordevic Reply Brief,para. 43. See also Dordevic AppealBrief, paras 150-154.
231 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 147, 155. The Appeals Clwnbor observes that !be specific crime appealed by !be
Prosecutionis the crime of persecutionsthrough sexaa!assault (seeProsecution Appeal Brief, para. 56).
133 Dordevic Apjieal Brief, para. 148, referring to Rwamakuba.Appeal Decision on Joint Criminal F;nterpriseof
22 October 2004, para. 9; BrdaninAppeal Decision of 19March 2004, para. 7.
"' Donlevic Appeal.Brief,para. 155.
235 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 149-150, citing Brdanin Appeal Deruion of 19 March 2004, Dissenting [sic]
[Separate]Opinion of Judge Sbahabuddeen,para.4. See also DordevicReply Brief, para. 43.
136 E>oiclovic
Appeal Brief, para. 151,referringto Kn-ticAppealJudgement,para. 134.
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special intent crimes.237 Finally, in support of bis arguments, Dordevic cites the extrajudicial
writings ·of Judge Cassese and a holding of 1he Appeals Chamber of the Special Tnlmnal for
Lebanon ("STL"), which states that "the better approach under international law is not to allow
convictions under JCE for specialintent crimes".238

75.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic has failed to proyide cogent reasons for 1he

Appeals Cba:i:ob,,rto depart from its jurisprudence allowing convictions for specific intent crimes
pursuant to the third category of joint criminal enterprise liability.239 The Prosecution further
submits that 1he Krstic Appeal Judgement relied upon by Dordevic does not address whether the
third category of joint criminal enterprise is applicable to specific intent crimes.240 Moreover, the
Prosecution contends that 1he relevant parts of the Tadic Appeal Judgement analysing customary
international law on the matter do not suggest that the tbiro category of joint criminal enterprise is
incompatible with specific intent crimes.241 Finally, the Prosecution submits that decisions from
otherjurisdictions referred to by Dordevic are not binding on the Appeals Cbamber.242
76.

Dordevic replies that the Krstic Appeal Judgement is relevant because, according to him,

''the Appeals Chamber declined to enter or even consider a conviction under JCE ID when it
quashed the conviction under JCE f' .243 In his submission, this shows that the jurisprudence on the
matter "is not 'well-settled' ."244 Dordevic also claims that the Pro~ution failed to explain why the

Appeals Chamber should not give "careful consideration" to the STL Decision of 16 February

i

2011.245

237

Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 152. referring to Rwamakuba Appeal Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of
'12October 2004, para. 9; Tadic Appeal Judgement,paras 205, 207-209.
:m Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 153-154, citing Antonio Cassese, "Too Proper Limits of Individual Responsibility
under the Doctrine of Joint Crinrinal Enterprise", Journal, of Internatwnal CriminnlJustice,· vol 5 (2007),•p. 121, •
and referring to The Prosecutor v. Salim JamilAyyash et al, Case No. STL-U-01/I/ACIR176bis, Interlocutory
Decision on the Applicable Law: Terrorism, Conspiracy, Homicide, Perpetration. Cumnlative Charging,
16 February 2011 ("STI..Decision of 16 February 2011"), para. 249.
•
239
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 124.
240
Prosocution Response Brief.,para. 125, referring to KrsticTrial Judgm,rot, para. 633, Krstic Appeal Judgement,
para. 134.
.
,., Prosecution Response Brief, para. 126. Ra1hea:,according to the Prosecution, "the Appeals Chamber recalled that
what matters :is that the crime not envisaged by 1he plan must be a pre<lictabledevelopment and not merely an
incidental consequence of 1he intended crime" (Prosecution Response Brief. para. 126, referring to Tadic Appeal
Judgement, paras 218-220). •
1
"
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 127.
143
Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 42.
™ Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 42.
245
Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 43.
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2. Analysis
77.

The Appeals Chamberrecalls that
[aJs a mode of liability, the thlrd category of joint criminal enterprise is no different from other
fa=• of criminal liability which do not~
proof of intent 1Dcommit a crime on 1he part of an
accused before criminal liability can attach. '
•.
Provided that 1he standard applicable 1D1hat head of liability, Le. "reasonably foreseeable and
natural consequeores" is established, cmmnal liability cao attach to ao accused for any crime that
fall, outside of an agreed uponjoint cmmnal enterprise."''
•
•

In particular, the Appeals Chamber has held that an accused can be found criminaUyliable uruier
• the third category of joint criminal enterprise for specific intent crimes, provided that the crimes
.

'

241!

were reasonably foreseeable to the accused.
78.

For the reasons set out below, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to

demonstrate the existence of any cogent reasons to departfrom this jurisprudence.
79.

In the Brdanin Appeal Decision of 19 March 2004, Judge Shahabuddeendid not dissent but

expressed a. separate opinion, stating that the third category of joint criminal enterprise "was not
excluded in the case of crimes requiring proof of a specific inte~t''.249 In Judge Shahabuddeen's
view, applying the third category of joint <Tiroiaalenterprise "does not dispense with the need to
prove intent; what it does is that it provides a mode of proving intent in particular circurnstaru:es,
namely, by proof of foresightin those circumstances".250
80.

Dordevic~s argwnent is misleading with respect to the Krstic Appeal Judgement.251

In

Krstic, the conviction for·genocide was entered on the basis of the first category of joint <Tiroiaal
enteq,rise, which requires that all members of the joint criminal·enterprise share the intent to·
commit the cqnceited criroe.252 In "thatcase, the Appeals Chamber found.-that the. Trial Chamber
erred in concluding that RadislavKrstic possessed the intent to commit genocide, and instead found

""' BrdaninAppeal Decision of 19 March 2004, para. 7.
" 1 BrdaninAppeal Decision of 19 March 2004, para. 9.
,.. CJ Brdanin Appeal Decision of 19 March 2004, para 6 (where 1he Trial Chamber found that an accused can be
hold liable for the crime of genocide under the third category of joint ocinrlna1en!mpru;e).See also Stal:uf Appeal
Judgement, para. 38.

'" BrdaninAppeal Decision of 19 March 2004, Separate Opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen,para. 8.
"'' Brdanin Appeal Decision of 19 March ·2004, Separate Opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen,para. 2. See also Brda.nin
Decision of 19 March 2004, Separate Opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen, paras 6-8. For a more detailed overview of
J,is position on 1hemat1,:r,see KrajisnikAppeal Judgcmcn~ Separate Opinion of Judge Shababuddeen, paras 29-52.
251

252

Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 15l.
Krstic Trial Jndgeme.il~para. 644.
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him responsible for aiding and abetting genocide.253 As regards the third category of joint c:riminal
enterprise, the Appeals Chamber upheld Radislav Krstic' s convictions for inhumane acts and
persecutions, committed as natural and foreseeable consequences of a joint criroiruil enterprise to
forcibly remove the Boscian Muslim civilians from Potocari.254 Jn doing so, 1heAppeals Chamber
clarified that "it was sufficientthat [the occurrence of other crimes] was foreseeable to him and that
those other crimes did in fact occur".255 Contrary to Dordevic' s claims, the Krstic Appeal
Judgement actually confirmed that convictions for specific intent crimes can be entered under the
256

third category of joint r:riroinalP-nterpriseliability.
81.

With regard to Dordevic's argument that the Appeals Chamber has never found that

customary international law supports the third category of joint criminal enterprise liability for
special intent crimes, the Appeals Chamber notes that it has established that the third category of
joint criminal enterprise, as a mode of liability, existed in customary international law prior t_othe
time period covered by the Indictment.257

Jnaddition, the Appeais Chamber has stated that joint

criminal enterprise applies to all crimes within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal, thereby including
specific intent crimes.258 In •light of this, in the Appeals Chamber's view it is not required to •
demonstrate that every posSible combination between crimeand mode of liability be explicitly
allowed by, or have precedentsin, customaryinternationallaw.
82. •

As regards the Essen Lynching and Borkum Island cases, which Dordevic contends are not

supportive of the applicability.of the third category of joint ccimin8l enterprise to special intent
crimes,259 the Appeals Chamber notes that they were relied upon in Tadic as being "illustrative" of
the existence of the third category of joint ccimin8lenterprise as such,260 and were not - and need .
not have been - discussed in the context of specific intent crimes. Therefore, these cases are
irrelevant 'to the present discussion. The Appeals Chamber is also not-convinced by Dordev:ic's

253

Krstic Appeal Judgement, paras 133-134, 143-144. Judge Sbahabuddoonexplained that be disagreed with the
majority of the Appeals Chamber and believed that the Trial Chamber correctly found that Krstic possessed the
requisite intent for a conviction of g=cide under the first category of joint criminal enterprise (Krstic Appeal
Judgement, Partial Dissenting Opinion of Judge Sbaha!Juddeen,paras 2, 72, 95-96). Dordevic fails to substmtiatc
why the Appeals Chamber in the Krstic case needed to considora possible conviction for genocide under the third
category of joint criminal enterprise (see Krstic Appeal JudgemCllt,fn. 234, specifying that in the context of that
appeal. the Appeals Chamberwas onlydealing with aiding and abetting).
,,. ·Krrdc Appeal Judgement,paras 149-151,p. 87;KrsticTrial Judgement,paras 617-618.
255 Krstic Appeal Judgement,para. 150.
,
25' Krstic Appeal Judgement,paras 150-151,p, 87; KrsdcTrial Judgement,paras 617-618.
'157 See supra, para. 58.
.
258 Tadi.cAppeal Judgement, paras 188-193;RwamakubaDecision on Joint Criminal Ente,:priseof 22 October 2004,
paras 10, 17, refernngto Todic Appea!Judgoment,paras 188,190.
•
25S Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 152.
""' Tadi.cAppeal Judgement,para. 205.
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claim that the Essen Lynching case "suggest[s]that [the third category of joint criminal enterprise]
cannot be used to convict an accused of a crime that involves a greater mens rea than the original
plan".261 To the contrary, the Appeals Chamber observes that although the defendants' originalplan
in Essen Lynching involved the ill-treatment of detainees, they were ultiniately convicted of murder
because they foresaw and willinglytook the risk 1hat murder could occur.262
83.

Finally, with respect to Dordevic's reliance on the STI..Decision of 16 February 2011, the

Appeals· Chamber notes that this jurisprudence is not binding on the Tribunal.263 The Appeals
Chamber of the STL found it preferable not to allow convictions under the third category of joint
criminal enterprise for specific intent crimes, such as terrorism.264 While Dordevic asserts that the
STL Appeals Chamber held that "customary international law does not allow for convictions as a
principal perpetrator for specificintent crimes on the basis of a meirs rea standard of foreseeability
and risk-taking",265 the STI.,Appeals Chamber does not refer-to customary international law when
discussing the issue.266 The jurisprudence of this Tribunal not only allows for convictions under the
third category of joint criminal enterprise for specific intent crimes as a matter of principle, but
several accused have actually been convicted of specificintent crimes pursuant to the 1hird category
_of joint criminal enterprise liability.267 These are precedents not to be lightly dismiss~d by the
Appeals Chamber simply because another tribunal has decided the matter differently. Sinrilarly,
while the Tribunal may take into considerationscholarly writings and decisions of other courts and
tribunals in ascertaining the law, the Appeals Chamber observes that Dordevic fails to provide an
explanation as to why the S1L Decision of 16 February 2011 or independent writing of Judge
Cassese justifies a departure frompast practice.
3. _Conclusion
84.

Accordingly, the AppealsChamber finds that Dordevic's submissionsdo not provide cogent •

reasons to disturb the well-establishedjurisprudence of the Tribunal with regard to liability for
specific intent crimes pursuant to the third category of joint criminal enterprise.

261

"'

"'

204 -

'"
,..

w

Dorde-.:icAppeal Brief, para. 152.
.
Essen Lynchi1'g case, pp 89-90. See also IIllnScriptof the 'parties' oral arguments in Trial 4 Erich Heyer and Six
Others, British Military Court for the Trial of War Crimmals, Essen, 18"'-19"' and 21"-22 nd December, 1945, Law
reports of trials of war criminals,UNWCC, voL I, pp 65-66. See supra, paril..49.
Cf. Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 24.
STL Decision of 16 February 2011, para. 249.
•
f>ordc-.:icAppeal Brief, para. 154.
STLDecisionof 16 February 2011, paras 248-249.
E.g. Krstic Appeal Judgement, para. 150; Martie Appoal Judgement, paras 194-195, 202-204, 205. See also
Popovic et al. Trial Judgement, vol. 2, paras 1195, 1332, 1427, 1733-1735 (pending appeal).
•
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F. Conclusion
85.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses f)ordevic's second. sixth Cm

.·part),268 and eighth grounds of appeal

,..

One, of the submissions that Dardevic makes in tbe context of ground of appeal 6 C••· tbal: the Trial Chamber
misapplied existing standardswith regard to the use of physic,1 perpetrators by JCE Illilmhers)has been analysed
separatelyin Section VIII of the Judgement(see infra, paras 161-172).
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IV. DORDEVIC'SFIRST GROUNDOF APPEAL:ALLEGEDERRORS

WITHREGARDTOTHE EXISTENCEOF THE JCE
A. Introduction

The Trial Chamber concluded that the JCE was formed by mid-January 1999, if not

86.

269

earlier.

The JCE existed with the purpose ofchanging the ethnic balance of Kosovo, in order to

ensure Serbian control over the province, by waging a campaign of t=r

and violence against

Kosovo Albanians.270 The Trial Chamber found that this campaign started in' 1998, before the JCE

bad

come
into existence by mid-January 1999, and was implemented by forces of the FRY, in

particular forces of the VJ, or forces of the Republic of Serbia, in particular forces of the MUP, or a
combination of these forces ("Serbian forces") against Kosovo Albanians, from 1998 and
continuing throughout the war.271 It •also found that the scale, nature, and structure of the
"coordinated forces which implementedit'' demonstrated the existence of a ''leadership reaching
across the political, military and police arms of governments of the FRY and Serbia who were
272

directing and coordinating the events on the ground".
87. •

In reaching its conclusion on the existence of the JCE, the Trial Chamber identified and

analysed the following seven factors as evidence of the common plan: (i) demographic indications;

I.'.

I

(ii) the build up and use of Serbian forces and the 'arming of the non-Kosovo Albanian civilian
population in violation of the October Agreements and ongoing peace talks in early 1999; (iii) the
pattern of crimes; (iv) the coordinateduse of the MUP and VJ; (v) the disproportionateuse of force

269

Trial Judgement, para. 2134; i,ffea, paras 121-123.
,,,- Trial Judgemenl, paras 2007, 2128, 2130-2131.The Indictment alleges that the purpose of the ICE "was, inter alia,
the modification of the ethnic balance in Kosovo in order to ensure continued Serbian control over the province.
This purpose was to be achieved by crinrinalmeans consisting of a widespread or systematic a campaign of terror
and violence that included deportations, murders, forcible transfers and persecutioru; directed at the Kosovo
Albanian population during the Indictmentperiod" (Indictment,para. 19).
m Trial Judgement, paras 2130, 2134. The Trial Chamber defined Serbian forces as forces of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (''FRY''), in particular forces of the Yugoslav Anny ("'Vr'); or forces of the Republic of Serbia, in
particular forces of the MUP, or a combm.,tlonof these forces (Trial Judgement, para. 6). 'The Appeals Chamber
will operate the same definitionin the cum:nt Judgement.
m Trial Judgement, para. 2130. See also Trill! Judgement, paras 2121>-2128.The Trial Chamber identified the
following members of the JCE:
•
[i]n regard to the political component [... ] Sloboo,m Milosevic, President of the FRY, Nlkola
Sainovic, Deputy Prime Ministerof !he FRY responsible for Kosovo [... ]. In respect to the MUP
membership [... ] Vlefko Stojiljkmic, Minister of I:ntcrlor,the Accused VIastintlrDordev;t, Chief
of the RIB, Radomrr Markovic, Chief of the [State Security Depamrumt of the MUP ("RDB"),
Sreten l.\Jkic, head of the MUP Sr.JI for Kosovo, Obrad Stevaoovic, cbief of the RIB Police
Administl:anonand Dragan Ilic, chief of the RIB Crime Police Administration [... ].With regard to
. the VJ component [ ... ] Dragoljuh Ojdanic, Cbief of the VJ General Staff/Supreme Command
Staff, Nebojsa Pavkovic, Command""of the VJ 3" Army and V1admrirLazarevic, Commander of
the Pristina Corps [ .. -l-(Trial Judgement,para. 2127),

i
I
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in "anti-ternirist'' actions; (vi) the systematic collection of Kosovo Albanian identification
documents and vehicle licence plates;-and (vii) efforts to conceal the crimes against Kosovo •
Albanian civilians.Z73
88.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred when "assessing the intentions of alleged

JCE members" and hence the mere existence of the JCE, as well as "when concluding that there
existed a widespread and systematicattack directed against the civilian population;'.274 Specifically,
Dordevic claims that the Trial Chamberfailed to assess correctly the following factors, individually
and •cumulatively: (i) the breach of the October Agreements;275 (ii) the nature of the Kosovo
Liberation Army (''KLA") threat; and (iii) the nature of the NATO threat.276 As a result, the Trial
Chamber, according to Dordevic, failed to assess the situation in its proper context and amved at the wrong ultimate conclusion that the entire Kosovo Albanianpopulation was regarded by the JCE
members as the enemy.277
89.

The Appeals Chamber will consider whether the Trial Chamber erred in considering these

factors separatelyand r.umulatively.
B. Breach of the October Agreements

1. Argum.entsof the parties
90.

.Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred_in characterising the FRY' s actions as

breaches of the October Agreements and, therefore, indicative of the existence of the JCE.278
Dordevic argues that the FRY should not have been considered bound by the October Agreements
because the Kl.A did not respect them and the Kosovo Verification Mission ("KVM") failed to
ensure that the KLA respected them.279 According to him, these agreementsprovided that the FRY

213

Toal Judgement.para. 2008.
DorclevitAppeal Brief, para. 6. See also ElordevicAppetl Brief, paras 8, 17.
275 Dorilevic Appeal Brief, para. 6. The Tritl Cbambor defmed the tam "October Agreements" as includiog:
(i) a documententitled "UnderstandingBetween [Kosovo Diplomll1icObserver Mi,sion] and Ministry of Interior
of the Republic of Seibia", signed by Shaun Byrnes, for the intcmationtl delegation and by Elardevic, fonhe
Serbian side; and (ii) a docmnent entitled "Record of Meeting in Belgrade. 25 October 1998" signed for the FRY
antborities by N"lkolaSainovic ('Sainovic"), Deputy Prime Minister of the FRY, far the Repablif of Seibia by
Elordevic, Chief of the RIB of tbe MOP, and for the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation ("NATO") by Oenertl
KlausNanmann and GeneralWesley Cllll:k(TrilllJudgement,paras 360-363).
270
ElordevicAppeal Brief, para. 6; AppealHearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 171-172.
xn ElordevicAppeal Brief, para. 8, referringto Trial Judgement,para. 2018.
278
Elordevic Appeal Brief, para. 10, refoning to, inter alia. Trial Judgement. Section Xll.B.2(ri). See E1soDortlevic
Reply Brief, para. 7.
m Dordcvic Appeal Brief, para. 9.

274
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had the right to respond to KLA actions.280 Moreover, Dordevic claims that the October
Agreements were "dead in the water''.281 He adds·that the Trial Chamber in the Milutinovicet al
case was presented with more relevant evidence and recognised that the negotiations of the October
•Agreements had been biased against the FRY.282
9L

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber properly considered the violations of the
283

October Agreements as evidence of the existence of a common criminal plan.

It further _submits

that contrary to. Dordevic's arguments, the Milutinovicet al Trial Judgement contirins similar
284

reasoning and reaches the same conclusionin this regard.
2. Analysis
. 92.

The Appeals.Chamber finds that Dordevic roisunderstaodsthe Trial Chamber's reliance on

the FRY breach of the October Agreements.The Trial Chaniberdid not find that the violation of the
285

October Agreements per se was an indicator that the JCE existed.

Rather, it considered the

attitude of several JCE members towards the October Agreements in the context of the totality of
the evidence/ 86 and concludedthat:
evidence-of the build-up anduse of VJ andMUP and associatedfon,;,s and the arnring of the non-Albaniancivilian population in Kosovo from early 1999 in violation of the Oclober Agreements
and contrary lo stated intentions 1o pursue a political solulian to the Kosovo problem, together
with the series of meetings from the end of October 1998 involving senior political, military and
MUP leaders· at which plans to thwart the •proper monitoring by the KVM of VJ and MUP
activities in Kosovo were discussed, inilica!cs that a common plan had fonned among senior
Serbian and FRY political, military and police leaders_,.,
.

93.

-The Appeals Chaniber is therefore of the view that whether the international negoti.ati.qns

were not entirely even-handedis immaterial in light of the Trial Chamber's finding that a common
plan amongst senior FRY political, military, and police leaders had formed, based on evidence of,
inter alia, the build up of. Serbian forces in Kosovo, the arming of the non-Albanian civilian _
population of Kosovo, and meetings at which plans to thwart the proper implementation of the

280

f>ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 9, refemng to Exhibit P837, Article III.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 10. See also Appeal Hearing; 13 May 2013, AT. 168-169,where Dordevic argues that
''to hark back" 1o events surronnilingthe Oclober Agreemenl5of 1998 led the Trial Chamber to overreach and
overstate his role in the JCB.The Trial Chamber's reliance on events from 1998 1o assess his partipation in the JCB
will be discussed under Dordevies groundof appeal 9{C) (see infra, paras.292-299).
"' Dordevic Appeal Brief. para 10, refeiring to Milutinovicet aL Trial Judgement,vol. I, para. 410.
283 Prosecntion Response Brief, para. 15,referring to Trial Jndgement,paras 2008, 2026.
™ Prosecw:i.onResponse Brief, para. 18, citing Milutinovicet aL Trial Judgement,v_ol.1, para. 410, vol. 3, para. 76.
215 'The Appeals Chamber recalls !hat the Trial Chamber based its conclusion on the existence of the JCE on seven
in!licators (see supra, para. 87. See also infra, para. 183).
286
Trial Judgement, paras 2012-2014.
217
Trial Judgement, l'ara. 2026.
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October _Agreementswere discussed.288 FurtheIIDore, whether or not the FRY was bound by the
'

October Agreements or bad the "right to respond to KLA action'' does not und=ine
289

Chamber's conclusion that the attacks were carried out against the civilian population

!;

the Trial
or that the
290

Serbian forces used disproportionate force during purported anti-terrorist operations.

The

Appeals Chamber therefore finds that Dordevic has failed .to show that the Trial Chamber
committed an error.
C. Nature of the KLA threat

I

1. Arguments of the parties
94.

Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of the size and nature of the

KLA. 291 First, he submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the VJ and the MUP
outnumbered the KLA by more than seven to one.292 In particular, he claims that the Trial
Chamber
·erred in relying on the evidence of Witness Richard .Ciaglinski ("Witness Ciaglinski"), who
indicated that there were 10,000 KLA soldiers, rather than the evidence of Witness Bislim Zypari
293

("Witness Zypari"), who estimated that the KLA bad 17,000-18,000 soldiers.

Dordevic argues

that the Trial Chamber erred in: (i) failing to consider Witness Ciaglinski'.s evidence that it was
"almost impossible" to estimate the numbers of KLA soldiers; (ii) concluding that Witness·Zypari
may have had an interest in presenting a higher number of soldiers; and (iii) ignoring the evidence
94

of other international observers who stated .that the KLA membership was potentially un!imited.2

95.

Second, Dordevic argues that the Trial Chambererred in failing to take into account the
295

KLA's tactics when considering the FRY's actions.

In particular, he claims that when reaching

its ultimate, findings on the disproportionate use of force, the Trial Chamber erred in failing to
consider: (i) the weaponry the KLA possessed;

296

(ii) that the KLA was "opportunistic -

proclaiming to be farmers by day but actually being KLA by night'', thus making it impossible for

2811

See Trial Judgement, paras 2013-2014.
See Blas?cicAppe,l Judgement, para. 109.The Appeals Chamber recalls that is settled in !he jurisprudence of 1he
"Tribunalthat "whether an attack was ordered as pre-emptive, defensive or offensive is from a legal point of view
:irrelevant [... ]. The issue at band is whether 1he way !he military action wax camed out wax criminal or not"
(Martie Appeal Judgement, para. 268 citing Kordic and CerlcezAppeal Judgement, para. 812)! See· Trial
Judgement, para. 2016.
•
"" See Trial Judgement, paras 2052-20_69.See supra,para. 87; infra,paras 102, 106-109, 184.
291 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 1,1.
292 Dardevic Appeal Brief, para. 12, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 2061.
"'" E>ordevicAppeal Brief, paras 11-12,referring to Trial Judgement,para. 1540,Exhibit P833, p. 3336.
294 Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 12, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 1540. See also Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 8.
295
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 13.

2"
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the FRY forces to distinguish between civilians and combatants;297 ("rii)the evidence of Witness
Karol John Drewienkiewicz that the KLA declared_that1999 would be the year of independence of •
Kosovo and became more opportunistic during and after the-Rambouillet discussions"inFebruary
1999;29g and (iv) the evidence of Witness Joseph Maisonneuve that by 23 January 1999, the KLA
had completed plans for a more general resumption of hostilities and that in March 1999, it would
·return to full-scale violence.299 Dordevic contends that the -Trial Chamber repeatedly and
erroneously drew the inference that the military action by FRY forces was disproportionateto the •

threatfaced.300
96.

Toe Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber was reasonable in its assessment of the

KLA' s size and tactics.301 In any event, the Pro.secutioncontends that even if Dordevic' s arguments
regarding the KLA threat were accepted, they do not undermine the Trial Chamber's ultimate
conclusion that the Serbian forces' operations were disproportionate and went beyond counterterrorism.302
2. Analysis
97.

In relation to the size of the Kl.A, the Trial Cha:inberexpressly considered and rejected

Witness Zyrapi's evidence that the KLA numbered 17,000-18,000fighters, after having assessed
the credibility of the witness.303 The Appeals -Chamber finds that Dordevic merely repeats

arguments that were unsuccessfulat trial,304 and has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in
305

preferring the evidence of Witness Ciaglinski to that of Witness Zyrapi.

The Appeals Chamber

therefore finds that Dordevic has not shown that the Trial Chamber erred in its estimation of the·
number of KLA fighters. In any event, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber found
that th\! Serbian forces in Kosovo numbered between 14,571 and 15,779MUP personnel and
61,892 VJ personnel.306 It therefore considers that even if the Appeals Chamber were to find that
the Trial Chamber erred in rejecting evidence.that the KLA numbered 17,000-18,000fighters, this

290

'-"'
,.,
299
300

"'
302

303
304

305

'"'

Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 13, referring to Trial Judgement,para. 1567. Dordevic refers to anti-tank weapons,
heavy machlne guns, rocki,tpropelledgrenades, Zoljas, 82 and 120 millimetre mortars, and olher heavy weapons.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 13, referring to Karol Joho Drewieckicwicz,22 Jun 2009, T. 6378, Exhibit P997,
p. 7878.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 14, referring to ExhibitP996, paras 114, 189.
Dordevw Appeal Brief,para. 15, referring to ExhibitsP873, p. 3, P853, pp 11044, 11119-11121,11126.
Appeal Hearing, 13May 2013,AT.171.
Prosecution Response Brief,paras 19-27.
ProsecutionResponse Brief, paras 23, 27, refening to Trial Judgement, par&&
2052-2053,2055, 2061, 2069.
Trial Judgement, para. 1539-1540,2052.
Trial Jndgement, paras 2052, 2055, 2065. See supra, para. 20. See also infra, para. 522.
Trial Judgemeot, paru; 1539-1540,2052, 2058.
Trial Judgement, para. 2060.
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would have no impact on the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the Serbian forces heavily
outnumbered the KLA and that these figures were a "farther indication" that the purpose of the
Serbian forces operations went beyond connter-terrorism.307 It would also not invalidate the Trial
Chamber's finding that the use of force by the Serbian forces was disproportionate.308 Toe Appeals
Chamber notes that in reaching this conclusion on the proportiolllllityof the attacks, the Trial
Chamber did not rely on its finding that the Serbian forces outnumberedthe KIA. It considered this
evidence together with extensive evidence on the pattern of excessive.use of force against the
Kosovo Albanian population by Serbianforces.309
98.

Furthermore, contrary to Dordevic's contention. the Trial:Chamber took into account'the

KLA's tactics on the ground in Kosovo and the weapons it had at its disposal.310 Particularly, it
expressly accepted that at times the Serbian forces may have been confronted with individuals
whom they suspected were KLA members, ·even if they were, wearing civilian clothing.JU
Moreover, the Trial Chamber was aware of the attitude of the KIA prior, during, and after the
Rambouillet negotiations.312 However, it was satisfied that the vast majority of the crimes.
committed in Kosovo in 1999,occurredin situations in which there was little or no KIA activity.It
therefore concluded that the nse of force by the Serl>ianforces was ''patently disproportionate".313
Bordevic repeats argumentsthat were unsuccessful at trial,314 and has failed to ~how that no
reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion.
99:

Finally, the Appeals Chamber finds that the attitude of the KLA during international

negotiations and its statementsand declarationshave no bearing on tlie Trial Chamber's assessment
on the disproportionateuse of force by Serbian forces.315 While tlie Trial Chamber did not refer
specifically to the evidence cited by Bordevic, it explicitly consideredthe attitude of the KLA prior,
during arid after the Rarnbouilletnegotiations.316 As descnoed above, the Trial Chamber considered
the KLA's tactics on the ground,as well as the fact that in1999 the extent and degree of the KLA's

"" Trial Judgement,para. 2061.
'°" Trial Judg~ paras 2065-2069.
Trial Judgement,paras 2062-2069,2083-2085.
10
'
Trial Judgement,paras 1564-1570,2065.
311
Trial Judgomcnt,para. 2065. •
""- See Trial Judgement,paras 432-433.
313
Trial Judgement,para. 2065.
1
' ' Trial Judgement,paras 2054-2055,2064-2065.See supra, para. 20. See also infra, para. 522.
315
See infra, paras 106-110. .
"' See Trial Judgement, paras432-433.

'°'
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territori~ conlrol in Ko~vo was less significant than in 1998.317 Dordevic' s argument in this regard
is therefore dismissed.
I

D. The Nature of the NATO threat

!

1. Argumentsof fue parties
100.

Dordevic argues that, when considering 1he proportionality of the FRY's actions, the Trial

Chamber erred in failing to take into !ICCC>unt
(i) the NATO bombing, which resulted in the killing
of at least 500 civilians;318 and (ii) the evidence establishing that "NATO had decided to support 1he
KLA and 'regime change' inSerbia and that the KLA was a tool to make .1hishappen".319
101.

The Prosecution asserts that the Trial Chamber properly assessed and considered the NATO

intervention, and that its :findingsregarding the use of the MUP and VJ for the implementation of
the common c:tiroinalplan remain unaffectedby Dordevic' s arguments.320
2. Analysis
102.

The Appeals Chamber finds 1hatDordevic has failed to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber

erred in :finding that the use of force by Serbian forces was disproportionate in the context of an
attack directed against the Kosovo Albanian population. Dordevic has failed to explain how
shelling, looting, and/or .burning of villages, .constitute proportional use of force against the
KLA/NATO when there was little to no KLA activity in those villages l!Ild when the killing of
Kosovo Albanian individuals who were unarmed, in detention, or otherwise not taking part in
hostilities.321

E. Combinedeffect ofI>ordevic's challenges.
1. Argumentsof the parties
103.

Dordevic insists that had the Trial Chamber properly considered all of the factors addressed

above, it would have found that the FRY plans and operations were proportionate and legitimate

317

311

319

320
321

See supra,paras 97-98;Trul Judgemmt, para. 2059.
.
Elordevic Appeal Brief, para. 16, referring to 'the ICTY Final Report to the Prosecutor by the Committee
Established to Review the NATO BombingCampaignAgainst the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia,para. 54. See
also Donmvic Appeal Brief, para. 18.
•
Dordcv;t Appeal Brief, para. 16, referringto Exlnoiu; Pl335, pp 3-10. P1402 p. 9866, Dl70, D545, D549, D750,
para. 21, D767. See alsoDordevic Reply Brief,para. 9.
ProsecatiouRespoose Brief, paras 28-29,refcning to Trul Judgemeot,paras 2017, 2020.
Trial Judgem.eot,paras 2027-2035,2055, 2065.See sr,pra,para. 98; m.fra,.para. 524.
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responses to the KLA and NATO threats, rather than indications of the existence of both a joint
criminal enterprise and a widespreadand systematic attack against civilians.322 Dordevic argues that
in the absence of proper consideration of the context and the threats faced by the FRY, the
conclusion that the civilian population was its primary target is unsustainable.323 In addition,
Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the JCE existed on the basis of
the mere fact that crimes had been committed.324 He admits that the "[n]ecessary action" by the
FRY forces was "accompaniedby crimes against civilians" but claims that "it does not necessarily
follow that the leadership's purpose was crirninal".325
104.

The Prosecution suggeststhat this ground of appeal be summarilydismissed and that, in any

, event, Dordevic fails to demonstratethat no reasoniil,le trier of fact could conclude that the use of
force by the Serbian forces was disproportionate.326 According to the Prosecution, Dordevic
disregards the relevant factors that the Trial Chamber considered as establishing the existence of a
common criminal plan, such as: (i) the demographic indications; (ii) the pattern of crimes; (iii) the
cOOTdinate.cl
use of the MUP and VJ in the commission of the crimes; (iv) the widespread collection
of identification documents; and (v) the concealment of the erimes against Kosovo Albanian
"vilians"
327
Cl
•.
105.

Dordevic replies that the Trial Judgement merely mentions NATO and KLA actions when

i

discussing the common plan but does not place those actions in their proper context as combined
threats to the "sovereign integp.ty of the FRY".32l! Consequently, according to Dordevic, the Trial

Chamberimproperly "assess[ed] the intentions of JCE members in a vacuum''.329 In Dordevic' s
view, the FRY actions were proportionateto the threat, so the conclusion that they were directed

I

against civilians cannot be sound.330
2. Analysis

I

I

106.

The Appeals Chamber finds that the core of Dordevic's challenge under this ground of

appeal relates to the Trial Chamber's findings on the disproportionateuse of force by the FRY in

322
323
324
3

'-'
326

327

"'
329
330

.

l>ordovicAppeal Brief, para. 17, rcfemng to Trial Judgement, paras2020:2026.
DarclevicAppeal Brief, para. 18, referringto Trial Judgement,paras 1599-1600.
Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 3.
•
Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 5(2). See also DordevicReply Brief, para. 5(3).
Prosecution Response Brief, paras 9-10, 12-13, 30-31.
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 11.
Donlevic Reply Brief, para. 1, referringto Trial Judgement,pam. 2020.
Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 2 (emphasisomitted).
Dardevic Reply Brief, para. 6.
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"anti-terrorist".actions.331 1be Appeals Chamber notes that this is only one of the seven factors
• relied upon by the Trial Chamberto concludethat the JCE existel
107.

332

In reaching these findings, the Trial Chamber explicitly considered the issues that Dordevic

reiterates on appeal, including his argument that the FRY' s actions were a legitimate anti-terrorist
campaign in defence of the country rather than a coIIIIlloncriminal plan.333 However, it concluded
that while certain operations of the Serbian forces "may have been conducted under the guise of
anti-terrorist operations, and that may have been among the objectives, it [was] starkly clear from
the evidence that these operations were not limited to members of 1he KLA" but targeted the
Kosovo Albanian civilians.334 In this regard, 1heTrial Chamber found that:
the operations [of the Semim forces] were typically aimed at terrorising tJieKosovo Albanian •
civilian population in cities, towns and .villages. This was achieved by a variety of means. •
Populated areas were shelled by Serbian forces using bea,'Y weapons. [ ... ] The effect of the
actions of Serbian forces to terrorise Kosovo Albanians was so grave 1lllltmany fled from their
. homes, villages or towns to escape from Serbianforces wi1hontactoally being ordered to do so.
[...]
Toe deportations, murders, forcible transfers and persecutions were typical features of the
campaign of terror and violence. [ ... Toe} scale and nature and the structure of the coordinated
forces which implemented it demonstrates, in the finding of the Chamber, the existence of a
leadership reaching across tI:iepolitical, military and police arms of governmentsof theFRY and
Serbia wbo were directing and coordinating the events on the p:onnd. The exisl<:Iice of the
common plan as alleged in the Indictmentis therefore established.33
.

108.

Beyond disagreeing with 1hese findings, Dordevic advances no substantial argument as to

how the Trial Chamber erred. His submissionsare therefore dismissed.
109.

In particular, Dordevic's arguments in relation to 1he context of the conflict and the threats

faced by 1he FRY336 have no bearing on the Trial .Chamber's finding that it was the nature, or
pattern, of the crimes committed by 1he Serbian forces 1hat cle~ly demonstratedthat the Kosovo

Albanian population was the primary target thereof.337 Contrary to pordevic' s suggestion, the Trial
Chamber inferred the existence of the JCE from, inter alia, the way in which the crimes were
committed rather 1hanfrom 1hemere fact that such crimes occurred.338 It found that Serbian forces
"implemented a campaign of terror and extreme violence in Kosovo directed against. Kosovo
Albanian people".and that 1hescale, structure,and nature of their coordinatedactions demonstrated

331

Trial Judgemeut,paras 2052,.2069.
,n See supra,para. 87.
333
Trial Judgement,para. 2002.
,,. Trial Iudgement, para. 2129.
335 Trial Judgement,paras 2129-2130.
"' See supra,paras 90, 94-95, 100. .
"' Trial Judgement, paras 2_128-2129.
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the existence of a leadership in FRY .and Serbia drrecting and coordinating the events on the
groillld.339 E>on1evichas failed to demonstratethat this inference was unreasonable. Consequently,
even if the Appeals Chamber were to accept, arguendo, all of Dordevic's assertions with respect to
the context of the conflict,340 this cannot exoneratethe members of the JCE from their responsibility
for the crimes planned and committedagainst the Albanianpopulation of Kosovo. Dordevic has not
shown that his suggested alternativeinference - that such a campaign involved the proportionate
use of force in response to KLA/NATOaction - was unreasonably.excluded by the Trial Chamber.
•He has therefore failed to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same
conclusion as the Trial Chamber.
110.

"'
339
340

In light of the foregoing,the Appeals ChamberdismissesDordevic's first ground of appeal.

See Trial Judgement, paras 2027-2035,2132-2135, 2137-2140.
Trial Judgement.,para. 2130.
Namcly, that~ FRY should not have been considered bound by the October AgreementE1hat the KLA may have
used rerrorist tactics, and that NATO ac1ionsmay have resul,tedin civilim losses (see supra.,paras 90, 95, 100).
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V. DORDEVIC'STHIRDGROUNDOF APPEAL:ALLEGEDERRORS
CONCERNINGTHENATURE,COMMENCEMENT,
DURATION,AND
MEMBERSOF THE JCE
111.

As recalled earlier, the Trial Chamber found that a joint criminal enterprise existed to

_change the ethnic balance of Kosovo to ensure Serb control over the province by waging a
campaign of terror and violence against the Kosovo Albanian population, which included
deportations, forcible trans_fers,murders, and destruction of culturally significant property.341 lt
further found that the JCE members included Slobodan MiloseVi.c,President of the FRY, Nikola
Sainovic, Deputy Prime Mirusterof the ·FRYresponsible for Kosovo, VlaJ'koStojiljkoVi.c,Minister
of Interior, Vlastimir DordeVi.c,Head of the RIB, Radornir Markovic ("Markovic'), Head of the

RDB, Sreten Lukic ("Lukic''), Head of the MUP Staff for Kosovo, Obrad Stevanovic
("Stevanovic'), Chief of the RIB Police Administration,Dragan Ilic, Chief of the RIB Crime Police
Administration, Dragoljub Ojdanic ("Ojdanic"), Chief of the VJ General Staff/SupremeCommand
of the VJ 3rd Army, aod Vladimir Lazarevic

Staff, N ebojsa Pavkovic (''Pavkovic''), ~der

("Lazarevic''), Commanderof the Pristina Corps.342 The Trial Chamberalso found that the JCE had
.beenformed by mid-January 1999 and ~Y have already existed in October 1998.343
A. Introduction

112.

Under his thW ground of appeal, Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber's findings are

impermissibly vague in relation to: (i) the nature of the common plan underlying the JCE~ (ii) the
point$in time at which it existed; and (iii) its constituent members.344 The Prosecution responds that
Dordevic' s arguments ignore and misrepresent the relevant findings of the Trial Chamber and •
should therefore be summarily dismissed.345 The Appeals Chamber will address DordeVi.c's
argumen~ in tum.

341

Trial Judgement, para. 2007_See also supra, para_86_
,.,_ Trial Judgement, para. 2127_
34
' Trial Judgement, para. 2134,.. E>ordevicAppeal Brief,paras 78, 83, 88_
'" Prosecution Response Brief,para. 67.
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B. Nature of the commonplan
1. Arguments of the parties
113.

Dordev:ic claims that the Trial Chamber's findings characterisingthe co=on

purpose of

346

the JCE are inconsistent. In particular, he takes jssue-w:iththe following conclusions of the Trial
Chamber: (i) the purpose· of the JCE was to alter the ethnic balance of Kosovo so as to ensure •
continued Serlrian control over the province; (ri) the purpose of the JCE was to regain control over

theterritory of Kosovo; and (iii) the objectives of the JCE evolved throughout the conflict from
revenge to retaliation to destroying the KLA.347 Dordevic subnrits that the latter finding js "too
loose a peg on which to hang criminal responsibility'', especiallyin light of the Appeals Chamber's
finding in the Krajisnik case that evolution of a common purpose must be agreed upon by the
members of the joint c,timinal"nterprise.348
114.

Toe Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber adequatelydeterminedthe common purpose

and that all the crimes for which Dordevicwas convicted fell withinthe object of the JCE to modify
the ethnic balance in Kosovo.349 It further contends that "continuing and regaining control [over
Kosovo] were indistinguishableaspects of the same plan to ensure thelong-term objective to assure

°

Serbian rule in Kosovo".35 Finally, the Prosecution subnrits that, contrary to Dordevic's argument,
the Trial Chamber did not find that the common plan evolved to include additional crimes, bnt
rather noted that "additional reasonsto act - such as revenge and retaliation - evolved during the
implementation of the plan".35.1 This, according to the Prosecution,)s immaterialto the nature of the
co=on
115.

plan.352
Dordevic replies that the Prosecution's suggestion that the Trial Chamber found that mere

"reasons to act'', rather than the objectives of the JCE, ha"e evolved, makes no sense as these "are

,.. l;)ordevic Appeal Brief. para. 84. Soc also Appeal Hearing. 13 May 2013, T. 61 (submitting 1hat 1l)c Trial
Chamber's findings on Dordevic's role and mtent undergo a ''meta:mmphosiB",
whereby "earlier discussions on the
evidence are s•n:nmariscrlincorrectlyand then used to support sweepingconclusions").
,., Dordevic Appeal Brief. paras 84-85_
"' Dordevic Appeal Brief, _para_85, referring to Krajilnik Appeal Judgement. para. 163- See Trial Judgement,
para. 2007.
"' Prosecution Response Brief, para_68_
"' Prosecution Response Brief, para. 69.
"' Prosecution ReSPonseBrief. para 70.
"' Prosecution Response Brief, para. 70.
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explicitly different purposes whereas the purpose must be common".353 He insists that the relevant
finclings·ofthe Trial Chamberare impennissibly vague.354
2. Analysis
116.

In considering whether a joint criminal enterprise existed, the Trial Chamber noted that the

overall purpose of the alleged ICE - namely, the demographic modification of Kosovo to ensure
continued Serbian control over the province - was not in itself a crime provided for in the
Statute.355 It further articulated that "only if, and once, this pm:poseamounted to or involved the
commission of a Statute crime[ ... ] aJCE would exist''.356
117.

The Trial Chamberfurther found that the evidence:
reveals a number of characteristics about the way that crimes wore cornroiUod>.g3lllS1:
Kosovo
Albamms that, in the Charobor's view, are persuasive evidence of a common plan by the
leadership of the FRY and Serbia, including politicians, military figures, and the police leadership
(as identified in more detril below) to modify the ethnic balance in Kosovo by waging a campaign
of terror against the Kosovo Albanian civilim popalalion. This plan inclnded deportations,
forcible transfers, mnnlers and the destruction of cull:Urillly significant property. The evidence
related to the way the crimes were comnrittt:dagainst the Kosovo Albanian civilian·population
•also establishes that other objectives of the common plan evolved, especially throughoutthe armed
conflict that cOII!IDCDCed
on 24 March 1999, including revonge for the killing of MOP aod VJ
members, retaliationfor the NATO bombing campaign, and fighting and des~g
the KLA once
. and for all, including through the use of executionsand disproportionateforce.'

118:

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber first set ant that while the overall

purpose of the ICE was alleged to be the demographicmodification of Kosovo to ensure continued
Serbian control over the province, it had to establish that such common purpose involved or
amounted to a crime under the Statute.358 It w~ in the, context of establishingthis elem~t that

the

Trial Chamber turned to the political conten and noted that the Serbian leadership, as the result of
escalated separatist tendencies and· tensions, wanted to regain control over Kosovo by means of
altering the demographic balance of the province,·thus pressuring the Albanianpopulation to move
out of Kosovo.359
119.

On this basis and having considered the evidence adduced in the case, the Trial Chamber

concluded that the co=on

353

"'

355
•

355
357

"'

359

criminal purpose of the JCE was "to modify the ethnic balance in

Dordevic Reply Brief. p,rra. 19.
Dordevie Reply Brief, para. 18.
Trial Judgement, para. 2003.
Trial Judgement.para. 2003.
Trial Judgemeot, para. 2007.
Trial Judgement. para. 2003.
Trial Judgement, para. 2005.
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Kosovo by waging a campaignof terror against the Kosovo Albanian civilian population [mcluding
through], deportations, forcible transfers, murders and the des1ruction of culturally significant
property".360 There is consequentlyno contradiction in the Trial' Chamber's ref~ence to ensuring
continued control over Kosovo or regaining such control because these terms were used in different
contexts. Importantly, these rather descriptiveterms are virtually irrelevant to the Trial Chamber's
ultimate finding regardingthe COilllilOil criminalpurpose of the JCE, which only refers to modifying
the ethnic balance through criminalmeans and not controlling the province.361
• 120.

Regarding the evolution of the co=on

plan, the Trial Chamberheld that "other objectives

of the common plan evolved [and later also included} revenge for the killing of MUP and VJ

members, retaliationfrn: the NATO bombing campaign, and fighting and destroying the KLA once
and for all, including through the use of executions and disproportionateforce".362 The Appeals
Chamber considers the use of the expression "other objectives" by the Trial Chamber must be
understood in its proper context, especially in light of the fact that revenge, retaliation for NATO
bombing, and fighting to destroythe KLA as such may not constitute crimes under the Statute. As
correctly noted by the Trial Chamber,-the common purpose of the JCE must amount to or involve
the commission of a statutory crime.363 Therefore, in using the word "objective", the Appeals
Chamber understands the Trial Chamberto state that with the developmentof circumstances on the
ground, the perpetrators resortedto acts which could have been motivated, for example, by revenge
or retaliation in furtherance of the common plan. What motivated.the perpetratorsto act, however,
is not relevant to the determinationof the common criminal purpose of the JCE364
motivation to co=it

Whik.the

the crimes as part of the common plan evolved to include, inter alia, revenge

killings and retaliation for NATObombing,365 the objectiveitself, Le.modifyingthe ethnic balance
in Kosovo remained uochanged.The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that the Trial Chamber ilid
not commit an error in this respect Further, and contrary to Dordevic's suggestion, the Krajisnik
Appeal Judgement is irrelevantbecause it deals with expanded crimes under the common purpose
of a joint criminal enterprise.366

"'' Trial Judgement. para. 2007.
'" Tri,alJudgement, para. 2007.
361
Trial Judgement, para. 2007 (emphasisadded). The Trial Chamber also accepted that anti-tro:orist operations =Y
have been among the obfectives of the Sorbian'oporations (I rial Judgement,para. 2129).
"' Trial Judgement,para. 2003,referrihgto Vasi/jevic Appeal Judgement,para. 100.
'"' See e.g. Trial Judgement, para. 2063, referring to the excessiveuse of force m murders colllDlitted out of
retaliation. and para. 2069 concludingthat ''the purpose of the operationswas to perpetuate the crimes established,
rather than, or madditionto, fightingthe KLA".
"' Trial Judgemen!,para. 2007.
66
'
See Kngisnik Appeal Judgement,paras 161-178.
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C. Commencementand durationof the .TCE
1. Arguments of the parties
121.

Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber conjradicted itself when it found, on the one hand,

th\rtthe JCE came into existence no later than January 1999, and on the other hand, it held that a
joint criminal enterprise can arise extemporaneously.367 As a result, Dordevic argues~

the Trial

Judgement is impennissibly vague as to whether the expulsion of hundreds of thousands of civilians
was pre-planned or not 368
122.

Toe Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber's observation that a common plan can

materialise .extemporaneouslyis not inconsistent with its findiog that the JCE came into existence
by mid-January 1999.369

!
2. Analysis

123.

Toe Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic takes the Trial Chamber's findings out of

context. When mentioning the aspect of exte.nporaneous materialisation of a common purpose or
criminal means, the Trial Chamber did so in general terms while recal;lingthe applicable law on
commission through participation in a joint criminal enterprise.370 It then established, in another
part of the.Trial Judgement, after a lengthy_and detailed analysis of the evidence, that the JCE was
371

formed by mid-January 1999, _andpossibly even earlier.

Contrary to Dordevic's· contention, this

finding is not impermissibly vague as it clearly identifies when the common plan to change the
ethnic balance of Kosovo came into existence. The fact that the Trial Chamberalso referred to
aspects of the law concerning extemporaneous materialisation of a common purpose does not
detract from that finding. There is no contradiction_betweenthe affirmation of the general principle
of law and the factual findiog in question.372 Dordevic's argument is therefore dismissed.373

367

Dordevic·Appeal Ilrief, para. 86, _referringto Trial Judgement, paras 1862, 2rffl, 2025-2026, 2134. See also
Dordevic Reply Brief. para 20.
"' Dordevi.6Appeal Brief, para. 86. See also Dardevic Reply Brief, para. 20.
"'' Prosecution Rcspom:eBrie(para. 71, referring to Trial Judgement,paras2007, 2134.
370
Trial Jndgemmt. paras 1862, 2007,referring to Tadic Appeal Judgement,para. 227, Kmoje/ac Appeal Judgement,
para. 97, Vasiljevic Appeal Judgement,paras 100, 109,Brdanin Appeal Judgement, paras415, 418. See also Trial
Judgement,paras 1859-1868.
371
Trial Jndgmwnt, para. 2134. See also Trial Judgement,paras 2003-2133;2135-2153 (these paragraphs concern 1he
crimes falling within the cnnnnonpmpose).
•
372
Contra Dor&vic Appeal Brief, para. 86.
373
See supra, para. 20.
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D. Members of the .TCE
1. Arguments of the parties

124.

Donlevic submits that the Trial Chamber was inconsistent in identifyingthe members of the

JCE considering that it listed some members, including hipiself, by name while making vague
references to "senior political military and police leadership".374 He submits that such
impermissibly vague references were rejected by the Appeals Chamber in Krajisnik. 375 He argues
that the Trial Chamber "introduced yet further uocertainty by concluding that it was 'uoable •to
.makean exact determinaticmas to who were participants and who were perpetrators'".376
125.

1be Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber correctly identified tli.eJCE members by

nam.e and found that they held most of the bi~est political, VJ, and MlJP positions in the FRY in
Serbia.377 Furtb=ore,

the Prosecution argues that no vagueness was introduced when the Trial

Chamber found that some of the perpetrators may not have been members of the JCE, considering
that it is not required to establish that the physical perpetrators used as tools by the JCE members
shared the co=on
126.

plan.378

In reply, Dordevic agrees that the "[frial] Chamber's findings should be limited to the

specific individuals it identified by name as JCE members" but refers to bis arguments presented
under bis fourth and sixth grounds of appeal for "the implications".379

I

2. Analysis
127.

1be Trial Chamber correctly identified the applicable law on this matter.380 In malting its

factual findings with respect to the members of the JCE, the Trial Chamb.erconcluded that the
common criminal· purpose was shared by "the senior political, military and police leadership",
namely "political leaders of the FRY and Serbia, the leadership of the VJ, including the relevant
Corps in Kosovo, and the MUP and the leadership of the relevant administrations of which it was
comprised and its Staff in Kosovo".381 The Trial Chamber further specified by name the "core

E>orclevicAppeal Brief, para. 87, referring to Trial Judgement, pmns2051, 2126, 2127.
E>ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 87, refernng to Krajilnik Appeal Judgement, para. 157.
,,. E>ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 87, citing Trial Judgement, para. 2128.
377
Prosecution Response Brief, paras 72-73, refeIIing to Trial Judgement. paras 1861, fn. 6359, 2126-2127, 221L
• "' Prosecution Re&ponseBrief, para. 74.
"' E>ordevicReply Biief. para. 21.
380
Trial Judgement, para. 1861.
381
•
TrialJudgement,para.2126.
"'

375
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members" of all three components, including, amongst others, Slobodan Milosevic, Nikola
Sainovic, Vlajko Stojiljkovic,Dragoljub Ojdanic,and Vlastimir Dordevic.382
128.

The Appeals Chamber 1hereforedismissesDordevic' s submissionthat 1he Trial Chamber's

vague reference to a "plan existing among senior political, military and police leadership"383 is no
•better than the "rank and file" joint_criminal enterprisemembershiprejected in the Krajisnik Appeal
Judgement 384 In 1hat case, the trial chamber referred to a "rank and file consist(ing] of local
politicians, military and police commanders, paramilitary leaders, and others".385 The Appeals
Chamber found this reference to have been impermissibly vague because "[t]he Trial Chamber
failed to specify whe1herall or only some of the local politicians, militaries, police commaodersand
paramilitary leaders were rank and file JCE mernbers."386 In the present case, however, the
members are identified by name and are listed within the relevant componentsof the JCE.
129. .Contrary to Dordevic's assertion,the Trial Chamber's noting that it was ''unable to make an
exact determination as to who were the participants and who were perpetrators" does not render its
findings regarding 1heJCE membership vague.387 In fact, this statement relates solely to members
of special units of the MUP and VJ who "were drawn into the plan as participantsand perpetrators",

i

I

ra1her than the "core members" of the JCE identified by name who directed "the overall common
plan"_Jss

I
130. · Consequently, the Appeals Chamber finds 1hat the Trial Chamber's findings389 are
sufficiently specific in identifyingthe JCE members, consideringthat the "core members" are listed
by name and the others are adequatelyreferred to by unambiguousc'.1tegoriesor groups of persons.

"'' Trial Judgement,para. 2127. See also Trial Judgement,para. 2211.
"' E>ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 87, citing Trial Judgement,paras 2051, 2126.
,.. Donlevic Appeal Brief, para. 87, refen:ingto Krajfrnik Appeal Judgement,para. 157.
3115
Krajisnik Trial Judgement,para. 1087.
386
Krajiinik Appeal Judgement,para. 157. The Appeals Chamber also fouod that the Trial Judgement was too vsgue
. both wilh respect to the temporal and the geographical scope of the ICE, which, .. noted above. is not an issue in
the Trial Judgement in Ibis case.
,., Trial Judgement, para. 2128.
''" Trial. Judgement, para. 2128. The Trial Chamber clearly stated that while it was nnable to mm a.n exact
det=ination as to who were the participants and who were the perpetrators,it was clear 1hat
•
certain members of such units workl?(ltogetherin the implementationof the commonpurpose. The
forces of the MUP and the VJ worked in a highly coordinated manner, :and units :and individual.
mi::mberswere drawn into the plan as participants and perpetrators,while the overall common plan
was directed by al least the core members of the JCE identified above (Trial Judgement,
para. 2128).
'" Trial.Judgement, paras 2126-2128.
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E. Conclusion
131.

In light of the foregoing,the Appeals Chamber dismissesDordevic's third ground of appeal

in its entirety.

I

I

I

I
I
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VL DORDEVIC'S FOURIB GROUNDOF APPEAL:ALLEGEDERRORS
CONCERNINGTHE PLURALITYOF PERSONS
A. Arguments of the parties .

132.

Under his fourth ground of appeal, Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber committed

errors of law and fact in assessing: (i) whether tlie identified members of the JCE acted in unison;
and (ii) if they did, whether their joint action was in furilieranceof a shared mmioa] purpose.390
133.

With respect to the first submission,Dordevic claims that the Trial Chamber failed to take

into account its own finding that" the MUP was not re-subordinated to the VJ when it assessed
whether the VJ, MUP, and civilian leaders acted in unison.391 In his submission, the Trial
Chamber's finding that the MUPand VJ forces wer~ coordinated by the Joint Command for
Kosovo and Metohija (respectively, "Joint Command" and "KiM'') is insufficient to establish the
'

required unison of action.392
134.

With respect to the second submission, Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber erred in

failing to assess the conduct of each member of the JCE in detail and compareit with the conduct of
the other members in order to concludethat they acted in pursuit of the common purpose.393
135.

In addition, the Appeals Chamberunderstands that there is a common underlying argument

throughout this ground of appeal. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in reaching a
different conclusion than the one reached by the Trial Chamber in the Milutinovic et al. case,
although based on the same evidence; and that it did so by incorrectly applying a different and
lower standard of proof to the evidence concerning the coreJCE members in this case, comparedto
the one applied in the Milutinovic et aL case.394 Specifically,Dordevic contends that no reasonable
trial chamber could have concludedthat Ojdaoic and Lazarevi6were members of the JCE and acted
in unison with its other members, especially bearing in mind that the Milutinovic et al. Trial
Chamber found that they were not members of the JCE.395 He argues that a different result could

"°
Doroe'1idAppealBrief. para. 93.
391
"'
"'
394

"'

.
Dorde'1it Appeal Brief.para. 94, referringto Trial Judgement,paras 261-263,2126. See also DordevicReply Brief,
para. 23.
Dorde'1it Appeal Brief. para. 95, referringto Trial Judgement,para. 264.
Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 97, referringto Krajisnik Appeal Judgement,paras 250-282.See also Dorcte'1icReply
Brief. paras 24-26.
•
Dorde'1icAppealBrief, paras 96. 98.
E>orde'1:id
Appeal.Brief. para. 96, referring to Milutinovic et al. Trial Judgement, vol. 3, paras 618, 919. See
Dordevic Reply Brief. para. 26.
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not be reached in the present case, as "[t]here was no more evidence before the Trial Chamber in
Dordevic' s trial than was before the Trial Chamber in Milutinovic et ale case".396 In addition,
Dordevic submits that another reasonable conclusion was CJPl?n
on the basis of the evidence, namely
that the preparations for military action in early 1999 were a joint action in pursuit of legitimate
tirrgets, such as the Kl.A or NATO.397 Similarly, Dordevic points out that the Trial Chamber in the

Milutinovic et al. case could not conclude _that the actions of Lukic were part of the criminal
purpose in relation to the concealmeot of crimes.398 As a result, Dordevic contends thatthe "test of
joint action in pursuit of a JCE" was not satisfied by the Trial Chamber's approach in this case and
that a higher threshold was necessary to impose criminal liability. 399
136.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic misstates the law in arguing that in order to satisfy

the criteria for joint criminal enterprise liability, it is requrred to establish that a plurality of -persons
acted in unison. 400 The Prosecution

furtherargues that the Trial Chamber's factual findings

demonstrate that the •required plurality of persons acting together .was established on the
evidence. 401 The Prosecution adds that Dordevic's reference to the Milutinovic et al. Trial
_Judgement is inapposite because the findings in that jndgement can have "no preclusive effect on
the DordeviL Trial Chamber''.

402

Regarding Dordevic's argument that the Serbian forces acted in

pursuit of legitimate targets, the Prosecution responds that Dordevic ignores the Trial Chamber's
finding that while anti-terrorist activities might have been among the objectives, the .Serbian
operations were directed against the Kosovo Albanian civilians.403 Fmally, the Prosecution argues
that contrary to Dordevic's submissions, the Trial Judgement contains sufficient findings with
respect to the acts of each of the 11 identified JCE members.404

137.

Dordevic replies that, rather than suggesting an additional requirement to joint criminal

enterprise liability, his argument is that where the "alleged JCE members do not act in unison", a

396

Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 96.
Dordcvic Appeal Brief, para. 98. In this regard, Dordcvic refers to the M11utinovicet al. Trul Chamber's finding
that it w.. UDB.bleto conclude that Ojdanies and Lazarevies actions "reflected a shared criminal purpose".
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 98, refening to Milutirwvicet aL Trial Judgement, paras 618; 919. See also Dordevic
Reply Brief, para. 26.
'" Dordcvic Appeal Brief. pai:a. 98, refening to Trial Judg<lment,para. 2120, fn. 51 74,
'" Dord<me Appeal Brief, para. 98.
400
Prosecntion Response Brief, par .. 75, 78-80.
1
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 81, referring to Trul Jodgem,,nt, para. 2126.
'°'
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 82.
403
Prosecntion.Rcspoose Brief, para. 83, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 2129-2130,
"°'.Prdsecution Response Brief, para. 84, refea:ing, by way of example, to the Trial Chamber'• findings with respect to
Slobodan Milosevic (Trial Judgemcul,.pantB230, 233, 1979).

397

"°
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trier of fact is expected to scrutinise the evidence before concluding on the existence of a shared
=on

405

pUipose.

B. Analysis

138.

With regard to Dordevic's first submission. the Appeals Chamber emphasises that in order

to conclude on the existence of a common pmpose, it is not required to establish that a plurality of

persons act.eelin unison.406 Wbat is required to be established is "that a plurality of persons shared
the common criminal purpose".407 The existence of such·a common criminal purpose, particularly
one that has not been previously arranged or formulated but :materialisedextemporaneously,may be

i

)-

inferred "from the fact that a plurality of persons acts in unison to put into effect a joint mroinal

enterprise".408 In other words, it is not necessary to establish that joint criminal enterprise members
acted in unison in. order to reach a conclusionon the existence of the commonpurpose.
139.

In the present case, the Trial Chamber concluded that there existed "a plan, involving a

plurality of persons, to modify the demographic balance of Kosovo by a campaign of terror and
violence, and that these persons particip.atedin the common PUipOSeand shared the intent to
409

commit such crimes".

\

It based this conclusion on. inter alio, the "scale of the operations across

Kosovo, the pattern of crimes committed against Kosovo Albanian civilians, and the multitude of
different units of the VJ and MUP involved in such actions".410 In support of this conclusion the
Trial Chamber referred to several factors, inter alia, evidence regarding the establishment and
functioning of the Joint f'nmmand to plan and coordinateoperations of the MUP and VJ in Kosovo,
minutes of meetings of MUP and VJ organs where joint operations were planned and ordered,
orders effectuating such plans and evidence that the plans were implemented on the ~ound,
monitored, and reported on by the same persons, and the fact that at least some ICE members·were
directly, involved in the concealment of crimes committed pursuant to the common p!an.411 In
addition to the above factors, tl:ieTrial Chamber also noted that the evidence adduced in the

Ca&(?

allowed it to conclude that the members of the JCE acted in unison to implement the JCE.412 The

405 Bordevi6 Reply Brief, para. 22.
..,. Brdanin Appeal Judgement. para. 430, and references cited therein. Contra Bordevic Appeal Brief, para. 91:
401 Brdanin Appoal Judgement, para. 430, and references cited therein.
"'' Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, fn. 418, and references cited therein.
'°' Trial Judgement, para. 2128,
<1-0 Trial Judgement, para. 2128.
411
Trial Judgement. para. 2126.
,
412
Toe Trial Clixmbe, poru;idcred:(i) evidence on the establisbmeni and ''functioning'' of the Joint Command to plan
and coordinate the MUP and VJ; (tl) minutes of meetings of thi, VJ Collegium, the Supreme Defence Conncil, the
VJ General Slaff, the MOP Collegium, and the MOP Slaff for Kosovo, where the joint operations were planned and
ordered; (iii) orders effectuating the plans; (iv) evidence that such plans were impleme.nted on the ground,
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· Appeals Chamber finds that even if the MUP was not re-subordinatedto the VJ, Dordevic has failed
to show how this would vitiate the Trial Chamber's conclusion on the existence of the JCE.
Therefore, beyond merely ,disagreeingwith the Trial Chamber's findings, Dordevic has failed to
demonstratethat they are erroneous.
140.

The Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic's argument regarding the link of coordination,

rather thah subordination, between the MUP and the VJ was presented at trial.413 The Trial
Chamber concluded that the forces of the MUP and the VJ "worlced'in a highly coordinated
manner'' towards the achievement of the. criminal goal.414 In this context. the absence of
subordination between the two bodies is irrelevant considering that cooperation between the
participants .of the JCE implies the existence of the common criminal purpose. Nor does
cooperation, rather than subordination, undermine the Trial Chamber's finding that the JCE
members acted in unison.415 Indeed, the Trial· Chamber's finding that the Joint Command
coordinated the actions of the MUP and VJ does not wd=ine,

and can only provide further

support for, the finding that the JCE members acted together in implementing the common
purpose.416 Moreover, the Trial Chamberwas clearly cognizant of the re-subordinationissue when
making these findings.417 The Appeals Olamber finds that Bordevic has failed to show that the
Trial Chambererred.
141.

As regards Dordevic's second submission, the Appeals Chamber recalls that in order to

conclude that persons.identified as joint criminal enterprise members acted in furtherance of the
joint criminalenterprise, a trial chamberis requiredto identify.the plurality of persons belongingto
the joint criminal enterprise and establish that they shared a common criminal purpose.418 The
plurality of persons can be sufficientlyidentifiedby referring to "categories or gronps of persons",

andit is not necessary to name each of the individuals involved.419 Furthermore, the common
purpose can be inferred from the fact that a plurality of persons acts in unison to put into effect a
joint criminal enterprise.420 It is thereforenot required,as a matter of law, that a trial chambermake
a separate finding on the individual actions and the intent of each member of a joint criminal

41
'
414
415
416

417
411
419

.I!lOilitoredand reporred on by the same persons; and (v) that at Jea,;tsome JCE members were diiectly involvedin
the concealmeot of crimes (Trial Judgement,para 2126).
See Trial.Judgement,para. 2123, referring to Dor&vic ClosingBrief, para. 297.
Trial Judgement, para. 2128.
See supra, para. 139.
ContraE>mdevicAppealBrief, para. 95, referringto Trial Judgement,para 264.
See Trial Judgement,para. 2123.
See supra, para. 138. See also Br:daninAppeal Judgement.para. 430.
See Krajisnik Appeal Judgement. para. 156, rofeiring to Limaj et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 99, Bnhnin Appeal
Judg=wnt, para. 430.
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enterprise to establish that a plurality of persons acted together in implemeI:\tingthe co=on
pq,rpose.The Appeals Chamberthereforefinds that the Tri.alChamber was not required to examine

I

!

the individual actions or scrutinisethe intent of each member of the JCE.
142.

Furthermore, in relation to Dordevic'.s•general contention that the Trial Chamber erred in

I

reaching a different conclusion by applying a different standard than the Trial Chamber in
Milutinovic et aL case,421 the Appeals Chamber considers that "findings of criminal responsibility

made in a case before the Tribunal are binding only for the individuai accused in that specific
case".422 Therefore, in the Milutinovi.c et al. case the Trial Chamber wai, required to scrutimse the
actus reus and mens rea of each JCE member who was accused in that case in order to reach a

conclusion beyond a reasonable doubt on their individual criminal responsibility.However, in the
present case, findings concerning those individuals are only relevant to the analysis aimed at
establishing that Dordevic acted in concert with a plurality of persons and shared the common
purpose to further the JCE, in order to make a finding beyond a reasonable doubt regarding his
individual criminalresponsibility only. .
_143.

In any event, the Appeals Chamberrecalls that in making factual findings,judges rely solely

and exclnsively on the evidence adducedin the particular case.423 Therefore, itis entirely acceptable
that on the basis of two different case records, judges arrive at different conclusions, even if they
concern the same events.424 Merely referring to factual conclusionsfrom ~other case falls short of
showing that rw reasonable trier of fact could reach the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber on
425
the basis of the evidence adducedin this_particularca.se.

144. • The Appeals Chamberthereforerejects Dordevic' s subroissioothat the Trial Chamber erred
in failil:\gto address individual actions and intentions of the identified participants of the JCE by
applying a lower standard.

"" See Krajisnik Appeal Judgement,fn. 418, and referencescited therein;Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para.430.
421
Elardem Appeal Brief, paras 96, 98.
"' Prosecutorv. AnU Gotavinaet aI., Case No. IT-06-90-A, Decision on Motion to Intervene and Statement of
Interest by !be Ri,public of Croatia, 8 February 2012,para. i2.
"" CJ.,in a difforent conlI:xt, Nahimana•et aL Appeal Judgement, paras 78, 84-85; Akayesu Appeal Judgement,
para_269.
•
"' I.,,Jjc and Lukic Appeal Judgement,para. 396, citing KrnojelacAppeal Judgemrot, paras 11-12. It must be borne
in mind that two judges. both acting reasonably,can come to different conclusions even.on the basis of !be same
evidence (see e.g. Kupreskic et aI. Appeal Judgement, para. 30; Tadic'-AppealJudgement, para. 64; Riitaganda
Appeal Judgement; para. 22).
"' See supra, para. 20.

I
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145.

The issue before the Appeals _Chamberis instead whether a reasonable trier of fact could

reach the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, on the basis of the evidence on the record in this
case. The Trial Chamber discussed ample evidence in this regard and made findings on
contributions of JCE members to the commonpurpose. 426 It identified the coremembers of the JCE •
aod, as discussed above, concluded that they acted in unison tofurther the JCE:427 Further, the Trial
Chamber made several findings on the shared intent of JCE members with respect to the

I

I

implementation of the common purpose through the commission of deportation, forcible transfer,
murder, and persecutions.428 AJ,.discussed later in this Judgement, Dordevic does not show why, in

bis opinion, the TrialChamber erred in relying on these findings to conclude that the JCE members
participated in the commonplan.
146.

The Appeals Chamber has already discussed and rejected Dordevic' s arguments suggesting

that the Serbiao forces acted in pursuit of a legitimate target rather than in furtherance of a common
CTiminalpmpose.429 Dordevic's submissionsunder this ground of appeal do not add anything in this
regard.
147.

Considering the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no

reasonable trier of fact, based on the evidence, could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial
Chamber did; and merely repeats the arguments that were unsuccessful at trial without
demonstrating that their rejection by the Trial Chamber constituted an error warranting the
intervention of the Appeals Chamber.430
148.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's fourth ground of

appeal.

426

See Trial Judgement,paras 2012, 2013, 2018, 2020, 2021, 2023, 2025, 2035, 2037, 2051, 2068, 2112, 2118. 2127.
• see· aloo Exhibits P387, p. 3; D343. These contributionscompriBedof orderingco-ordinated operationsof the MOP
and VJ and associatedforces to commit crimes in furtherance of the commonplan, and to conceal the evidence
tbereof (Trial Judgement, paras 2112, 2118, 2128). See also irifra,paras 179-193,198-208.
"" See s,,pra, para. 139;Tri.alJudgement,paras 2126-2128.
'"' Trial Judgement, paras 2014, 2018, 2020, 2021, 2023, 2025, 2118,,2126.
"'" See s,,pra, pam 97-98.107-109.
-'
430
See s,,pra, para. 20.
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VII. DORDEVIC'SFIFTHGROUNDOF APPEAL:ALLEGEDERRORS

'I .

CONCERNINGTHE COMMONPURPOSE

!

A. ,Arguments of the parties

149.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the purpose of the JCE was to

modify the ethnic balance of Kosovo in order to ensure Serb1811
control over tlie province, without
any proof that the JCE members, including Dordevic, intended to expel Kosovo Albanians on a
permanent basis.431 He argues that an intention to expel on a temporary basis would lead to a

temporary shift in the ethnic balance; therefore, it would not achieve tbe purpose of ensuring
Serbian control over the province, since such control would be lost the moment the Kosovo
Albanians rehllned.432 Moreover, Dordevic argues that there is a "gap" in tbe Trial Chamber's
analysis as tbere is no finding as to "how the intentional displacemcmtof Kosovo Albanians on an
internal and/or temporary basis supported the conclusion that the purpose of the JCE was to •
permanently alter the ethnic balanceof Kosovo".433
150.

Further, Dordevic contends that tbe Trial Chamber erred in finding that the seizure and

destruction of identity doci:nnentswas widespread and syste:matic434 since: (i) the identification
. documents of at least eight witnesses - in six municipalities·- were not confiscated upon their
departure from Kosovo;435 and (ii) it failed to consider the possibility that the destruction of
documents was not tbe result of a pre-planned general practice formulated at a higher level, but
rather an occurrence caused.by frequent hostility and ill-disciplineamongst low ranking VJ and/or
MUP members.436 Furtb=ore, Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber's findings are inconsistent
and inadequately reasoned because the Trial Chamber made "imprecise references to 'senior
leadership or [... ] FRY and Serbiangovernments"', instead of scrutinisingthe intentions of tbe JCE
members.437

431

4
"433
434

"'
436

437

I>ordevi~Appeal Brief.paras 100-101,105-107;I>ordevicReplyBrief, para. 27. See alsoAppeal Hearing, 13 May
2013, AT. 173, where I>ordevicreiterates, in relation ·1o the JCE members, that although paragraph 2127 of the
Trial Judgementidentifies them, thcir respectiveroles are not clear {AppealHearing, 13 Msy 2013, AT. 173).
I>onlevicAppeal Brief, paras 100-101,105-107;I>ordevicReply Brief, l'"a. 27.
I>cmlevicAppeal Brief, paras 105-107.
I>ordevicAppeal Brief, paras 102.-103,refcning to Trial Judgement,paras 20D7-2008,2080.
Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 103, referring to Trial Judgement,fn. 1857,paras 643, 724, 777, 822, 1075, 1095,
1099.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 103.
ElordevicAppeal Brief, para. 104,refotringto Trial Judgemeot,para. 2051.
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151.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic's challenges should be summarilydismissed.438 It

contends that despite Dordevic's claims to the contrary, the Trial Chamber relied on a "wealth of
evidence'' in. finding_that the MUP's practice of confiscating and destroying Kosovo Albanians'
identification documents was

a

common and widespread occ=nce.

439

With regard to tlie

witnesses whose identificationdocumentswere not confiscated,the Prosecutionnotes that the Trial
Chamber considered that these individuals were subject to a series of acts that were intended to
instil fear ~d persuade them to leave Kosovo.440 The Prosecution also notes that in addition to the
MUP' s destruction of identificationdocuments, the Trial Chamber considered six other factors in
finding that JCE members shared a common purpose, namely: (i) demographicindications; (ii) the •
build up and use of Serbian and FRY forces along with the arming of the non-Albanian civilian
population; (iii) the pattern of crimes; (iv) the coordinated use of MUP and VJ forces; (v) the
disproportionateuse of force in "anti-terrorist"actions; and (vi) efforts to concealthe crimes against
Kosovo Albanian civilians.441 Further, the Prosecution argues that Dordevic failed to reference any
instance in which the Trial Chamberfound that the displacement of Kosovo Albanians was meant
to be temporary.442 The Prosecution contends that Dordevi6 fails to iden\ify the Trial Chamber's
findings he alle_gesto be "inconsistent and inadequately reasoned" and this argument should
therefore also be summarilydismissed.443 It also argues that Dordevic fails to substantiatehis claim .
that the Trial Chamber did not scrutinisethe intentions of the alleged JCE members.444
152.

Dordevic replies that the Prosecution ignores his contentions that the Trial Chamber was

required to find that the JCE members shared a common goal of permanently expelling Kosovo
Albanians, and that the Trial Chamberfailed to make such a finding.445
B. Analysis

153.

The Appeals Chamberfinds that Dordevic's submissionsmisrepresentthe Trial Chamber's

findings. The purpose of the JCE, as found by the Trial Chamber, was not to permanently change
the ethnic balance of Kosovo,but to·demographicallymodify Kosovo ''to ensurecontinued Serbian
control over the province',446 by waging a campaign of terror against the KosovoAlb~an civilian

0

Prosecution Response Brief, p~ _86.
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 87.
Prosecution Response Brief, paras 90-91.441
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 89, refening to Trial Judgement, paras 2009-2069, 2081-2108.
""- Prosecution Response Brief, para. 93.
'" Prosecution Response Brief, para. 92, refomng to Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 104.
444 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 92.
"' Dordevic ReP!y Brief, para. ZI.
""' Trial Judgement, para. 2003.
'

439
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population, which included deportations, forcible transfers, murders, and the destracti~ of religious
or culturally significant property.447
154.

The Appeals Chamber considers that this goal does not require a finding that the ethnic

• balance be changed PeilllllD;ently,
or that all members of the JCE shared the intent to permanently
remove the Kosovo
or common purpose does not need
. Albanians. As a matter oflaw,. the objective
.
to be achieved in order for a trial charober to conclude that a plurality of persons shared a common
purpose or that crimes were _conunittedin furtherance of a joint criminal enterprise.448 Therefore,
the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the common purpose was to change the ·ethnic balance of
Kosovo to ensure Serb control over the province would still be reasonable even if the shift in ethnic
balance was temporary and the purpose in fact not achieved. Moreover, in relation

to the

crimes

through which a common purpose is implemented, the Appeals Chamber stresses that the mens rea
of deportation •and forcible transfer do
border on

a pennanent

449

basis.

nDt

requjre an intention to displace the persons across the

The Trial Chamber was therefore not required .to enter snch

findings.
155. • Nevertheless, the Trial Chamber would not be prevented from relying on evidence of
permanent_displacement in support of its conclusions. Jn this case, the Trial Chamber was clearly
cognisant that evidence of preventing the return.of the Kosovo Albanian population indicated the
common purpose of changing the ethnic balance of Kosovo and ensuring Serbian control The Trial
Chamber found that the only reasonable inference as to the intent behind the policy of seizing and
destroying identification documents and vehicle licences and plates, for example, was "to prevent

the Kosovo Albaniansfrom proving their identitiesas citizenswith the right to return".450 Toe Trial
Chamber was "satisfied that this constitute[d] strong evidence of a criminal plan to expel the
Kosovo Albanian population from Kosovo".451 The Appeals Chamber finds that there w,is no gap in
the Tdal Chamber's analysis.
151).. .The Appeals Chamber further finds that the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the seizure of
identification documents and vehicle licences and plates amounted to a widespread and systematic

447

See Truil Judgement, paras 2003, 'JIXYl,2128, 2130-2153.
"" Sec Vasiljevic Appeal Judgement,para. 100.
.,
449
Krajifnik Appeal Judgement, para. 304. See also Stakic Appeal Judgement, paras 278, 307; Bn1aninAppoal
Judgem,,n~para. 206.
Truil Judgemont, para. 2080 (emphasis added). The Trial Chamber found unpersuasive Dordevic' s argument that
!he docmn= woro not actnally lost since Kosovo Albanians could simply reapply for replacomont documents,
because that wonld entail roapplyjng·to 1fle same forcos that had originally confiscated tb= and the Serbian
governmen\ had ordered that personal identification number,; would noi be re-issued "until fintbor notice'' (Trial
Judgo,ru,nt,para. 2079).

"'°
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policy is not undermined by the fact that the identification documents of at least eight persons were
not

452
seized.
In

reaching its conclusion on the existence of such a practice, the Trial Chamber

relied on ample evidence that in March and April I 999, MUP forces confiscated and destroyed the
identification docriments, and, at times, vehicle licences and plates, of individuals who .were
453

expelled from a nllmber of towns and villages.

It further relied on the fact that the practice took

place in almost all mmricipalities in K"OSovo
and that people travelling in convoys were asked for
their identification documents multiple times at designated checkpoints, and aga,in at the border
crossing.454 The Trial Chamber was presented with overwhelming evidence that people crossing the
border in refugee convoys were instructed to give up their identification documents, vehicle
455

registration, and licence plates at the crossing.

Based on the evidence of two witnesses, the Trial

Chamber ·found that in June 1999, MUP· officers purposefully burned a large number of
456

identification documents, passports, and applications for passports in Pristina/Prishtine.

The Trial

Cham~
noted that although the trial record contained
no written orders directingthe MUP and the
.
•
~

VJ to confiscate documents, Witness K54 gave evidence that it was "common knowledge" that
there were orders for the police and the VJ to confiscate Kosovo Albanians' identification
documents at the border and bum them, in order to prevent them from claiming that they wen; from .
Kosovo.457 Witness K89 testified that lie received an order to destroy identification documents of
Kosovo Albanians and that he also witnessed identification documents being confiscated and
destroyed by the VJ.458 .Furth=ore,

the Trial Chamber also considered and found unreliable the

evidence of Defence witnesses who claimed not to be aware of any such practice or who claimed

m
452
453

454

"'

456

"'
458

Trial Judgement. para. 2080.
See I>ordevic Appeal Brief. para. 103.•
Trial Judgement, paras ur72-'2JJ73.
Trial Judgement, paras 2072-ur73, 2080. See also Trial Judgement, para. 2077, discussing the credibility of
Defence witoesses who denied being aware of the practice to seize identification documents or that documents
were seized by the VJ andMUP forces.
•
Trial Judgement. paras 530-531 (nnclear how many persnns, as witnesses gave inconsistent evidence: 8,000,
10,000, or 4,000-5.000 (Trial Judgemen~ fn. 1943)), 700 (several thousands), 739 (nndefined how many persons,
however the evidence is that the convoy was transported to the border by 20 busses and truck that made several
rides (Trial Judgement. paras 736-738)), 90S (300 persons), 906 (7,000-8,000), 909 (10,000-15,000).
See Exlnbits P281, p. 3 (about 10.000-12.000were m the convoy; there was a basket at the border where people
had to throw the identificalion documents in); P499, pp4458-4459, 4484 (there is no indicalion of numbers,
however the convor crossing ovc::rthe harder took:so long and was so crowded that it took the witness three honrs
to advance appro:riiilalely50 melfis. At the border there were baskets where the refugees had to throw in their
identification documents before crossing the border); P628, pP 41564157 (a little less than 20,000); K81, 15 May
2009, T. 4545-4546 ("apprmcimatelya thousand'.').
Trial Judgement, paras ur75-2076, refci:ring to Richard Ciaglinslti, 25 May 2009, T. 5290-5291, Karol John
Drewienlriewicz, 23 Jun 2009, T. 6399, Exhibits P832, p. 10, P833, pP 3210-3211, P834, pp 6848-6849, P997,
pp 7816, 7822, 7994-7996.
Trial Judgement,, para. 2078, referring to ExhibitP784. p. 2.
Trial Judgement, para. 2078, referring to Exhibit Pl274 pp 9124-9126, 9154-9155, 9186, K89; 26 Aug 2009,
T. 8476-8478.
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that there was no such practice.459. While the Trial Chamber recognised that the eight witnesses
referred to by Dordevic did nothave their identificationdocuments seized, the Appeals Chamber is
satisfied that based on its extensive analysis of the evidence, the Trial Chamber reasonably
concluded that the·practice of seizure of identification documents and vehicle licenses and plates
existed and was widespread and systematic.460
157.

Inrelation to Dordevic' s argumentthat the 1:rialChamber failed to consider and exclude the

possibility that instances of destruction of identification documents were eqnally consistent with
"hostility and ill-discipline" amongstlow ranking members of the VJ and/orMUP rather than proof
of a high level policy,461 the Appeals Chamberrecalls that a trial chamber does not have to discuss
other inferences it may have considered,as long as it is satisfied that the inference it retained was
.the only reasonable one.462 Besides disagreeing with the Trial Chamber's· finding, Dordevic has
failed to point to any evidence on the record supportinghis theory and to demonstratehow the Trial
Chamber erred. His argument is thereforedismissed.463
158. . The Appeals .Chamber further finds unpersuasive Dordevic's contention that the Trial
Chamber's findings are "inconsistent and inadequately reasoned", because it rnade ''imprecise
references to 'senior leadership' or[ ... ] 'FRY and Serbian governments'" instead of "scrutinising"
the intention of the alleged JCE members.464 First, the Appeals Chamber recalls that in order to
establish that a plurality of persons shared the common purpose,465 the Trial Chamber was not
required as a matter of law to scrutinise the intention of each JCE member.466 Further, it was .
entitled to infer, as it did, that the JCE members shared the common plan based on circumstantial
evidence; including the fact that they acted in unison.467 Furthermore, Dordevic ignores the Trial

• 59

Trial Judgement, para. 2071, referring to Defence Closing Brief, paras 351-352, 355 and 358. See also Trial
Judgement. paras 2007-2008, 2072-2080 (citations omitted). The Appeals Chamber no.Illsthat the Trial Chamber
did not estimate the munber of those whoso identification documents wore seized, however, it did estimate that at
least 200,000 Kosovo Albanians were deportedfrom the specific locations listed in the indictmeJJ1from 24 March
to 20 June 1999 (Trial Judgement,para. 1700).
•
460
Trial Judgernem; para. 2080. The Trial Chamber found that tltls was strong evidence and not, as Dotdevic argues,
the strongest indication of a plan to prevent the Kosovo ATuaniansfrom returning (Trial Judgentent, para. 2080.)
Contra Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 102-103.
461
Donlevic!Appeal Brief;para. 103.
.., Krajiinilc Appeal Judgement, para. 192. See Trial Judgement, paras 2080, 2130. See also Trial Judgement,
para 2077 (dealing with the credibility of Defence witnesseswho claimed they did not know of any such policy).
463
See supra, para. 20.
464
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para 104. See Trial Judgement,paras 2121>-2128.
465 BrdaninAppealJudgemmt,para.430_andreferencescited therein.See supra, paras138-139~141; i,ifra. para.175. .
466 See Kraji.fnik Appeal Judgem<:nt,fn. 418, aud references cited therein; Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 430, and
references cited therein. See also supra,para. 141.
"" Trial Judgement, paras 2025-2026, 2051, 2121>-2128.See Krajiinilc Appeal Judgement, fn. 418, aud references
cited therein. See also ,upra, para. 145.
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Chamber's other relevant findings.468 As discussed in other parts of this Judgement, the Trial
Chamber clearly identified the core members of the JCE,469 discussed extensively and in detail the
r.ommand structure coordinating the actions of the Serbian forces in Kosovo, set out the role of the
identified JCE members in this structme,470 and found that the evidence supported a finding that •
they. acted in unison to implement the JCE.471 Dordevic' s argument is therefore dismissed.472
159.

In light of the above considerations, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to

show that no reasonable trier of fact could conclude that a shared common plan existed with the
purpose to modify Kosovo's ethnic balance and ensure Serbian control over the territory by waging
a campaign of terror and violence against the Kosovo Albanian population.

C. Conclusion
160.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic' s fifth ground of appeal .

in its entirety.

I

!

461

See Dotdevic Appeal Brief, para. 104, referring to Trial Judgement. . para. 2051. See Trial Judgement,
paras 2126-2128.
460 See supra, paras 111, 127, 145. See i,ifra,para. 166.
70
•
See i,ifra, paras 166-169.
71
•
See supra, paras 139, 145. The AppealsChambernotes Dotdevit suggestionin passing that the Trial Chamber also
failed to establish the alleged JCE members' intent to commit Il1llnlersand p=ecutions of Kosovo Albanians
(Dor&vic Appeal Brief, para. 106). 'This argument will be addressed later in this Judgen,ent (see infra,
paras 188-193, 199-207).WhetherDo,devic possessed the requisite intmt will be addressedlater in this Judgement
(see infra, paras 463-514). •
•n See supra, para. 20.
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VIII. DORDEVIC'SSIX'IHGROUNDOFAPPEAL,IN PART:ALLEGED
ERRORSWITHRESPECTTO ATTRIBUTING
PERPETRATORS'
CRIMES
•TO JCE MEMBERS
A. Introduction
161.

The Trial Chamber found that the JCE members shared the common plan to change the .

ethnic balance of Kosovo in order to ensure Serbian control by waging a campaign of terror against ••
the Kosovo Albanian population through murders, deportation, other inhumane acts (forcible
transfers), and persecutions (through murder, deportation, forcible transfer, and wanton destruction
of religious sites).473 Af, recalled earlier, the Trial Chamber found that this campaign was
implemented by the Serbian forces against Kosovo Albanians starting in 1998, before the ICE had
co= into existence by mid-January 1999, and continuingthroughout the war.474

B. Argumentsof the parties
162.

AI; part of the submissions in his sixth ground of appeal, Dordevic contends that the Trial

Chamber failed to establish and/or provide reasoning as to ''how each physical perpetrator was used
to commit the crimes that they committed",475 thus extending his joint criminal enterprise )iability
far beyond the jurisprudence of the Brdanin and KrajisnilcAppeal Judgements,476 He adds that the
Trial Chamber's approach in this regard is too vague and is phrased ambiguously as the Trial
Chamber simply concluded that the vast majority of the crimes, but not all of them, were part of the
common purpose.477 Dordevic argues that in so doing, the Trial Chamber failed to demonstrate the
required link for each crime site.478
163.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber properly applied the law and found-that

ICE =mbers controlled MUP and VJ structures and used the~ in coordination to implement the
JCE.479 The Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber properly convicted Dordevic after having
. made the necessary findings in relation to: (i) the nature.of the common plan; (ii) how the JCE
members used the physical perpetrators to implement it; and (iii) which crimes fell within the

,m
414

475
476

m
<78
479

Trial Judgement.paras 2126-2128,2130, 2136, 2138-2149,2151-2152.
See supra, para. 86.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 126.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 126;Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 173.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 127-12&,rcfomngto Trial Judgement, paras 2051, 2069, 2128, 2132, 2136.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 127-12&,rcfomngto TrialJudgement. paras 2051, 2069, 2128, 2132, 2136.
Proseculi.onResponse Brief, paras 105-106.
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common plan.••o The Prosecution argues that Dordevic fails to show that no reasonable trial
chamber could have reached this conclusion.481
164.

Dordevic replies that based on the case Jaw, =ely

identifying a physical perpetrator's

apparent affiliation (e.g. MUP or VJ) without showing who used that physical perpetrator is
insufficient 482 Finally, he submits that in any event the Trial Chamber applied the wrong standard,
because it suggestedthat the crimes were committedas a result of "vague languagein orders".483

C. Analysis
165.

Toe Appeals Chamber recalls that all members of a joint criminal enterprise are responsible

for a crime committedby a non-memberof the joint criminalenterprise if it is shown that.the crime
can be imputed to at least one member who acted in furtherance of the connnon plan when using
• the non-member.484 Toe establishment of the link between the crime in question and the joint
criminal enterprisemember is to be assessed on a case-by-casebasis.485 As a matter of law, there is
no requirement that a trial chamber demonstrate "how each physical· perpetrator was used to

I

commit the crimes" in order to establish such link, provided that the trial chamber identifies how
one or more members. of the joint criminal enterprise used the forces to which these physical

I

486

perpetratorsbelonged in futtherance of the con;rrnonplan.
166.

The Trial Chamber identified the following individuals as members of the JCE: Slobodan

Milosevic, President of the FRY; Nikola Sainovic,Deputy Prime Minister of the FRY responsible
for Kosovo; Vlajko Stojiljkovic, Minister of the Interior; Vlastimir Dordevic, Head of the RIB;
Radomir Matlmvic, Head of the RDB; Sreten Lukic, Head of the MUP Staff for Kosovo;
Stevanovic, Chief of the RIB Police Administration;Dragan Die, Chief of the RIB Crime Police
Administration; Dragoljub Ojdanic, Chief of the VJ General Staff/Supreme Comm.and Staff;
Nebojsa Pavkovic, Commander of the VJ 3tdArmy; and Vladimir L;rzan)vic,Commander_of the
Pristina Coi:ps.487

"° Prosecution~J)OOseBrief,paras

106-111.
Prosecution Response Brief, pam. 111.
482
Dcmlevic Reply Brief, paras 29-30.
483
E>ordevwReply Brief, pam. 35.
484
•
Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, paras 225,235 .
.., Ma:rti.cAppeal Judgement, paras 168-169; Brdanin Appeal Judgement. paras 413, 418; Kraji§nik Appeal
Jndgement, paras 225-226, See also'Krujisnik-AppoalJudgement,paras 235-237.
'" See Krajilnik Appeal Judgement. paras 235-237. Contra ElordevicAppeal Brief, para. U6 (empbasi.B
in original).
487
Trial Judgement. para. 2127.
"'1
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167.

• • 1:

It finther concluded that VJ, MUP, and associated forces that physically committed the

crimes "were used by JCE members, in coordination, to implement the common plan".488 In
reaching this conclusion it found that the Joint Command coordinatedthe actions of the VJ, MUP,
and associated forces in Kosovo before and during the Indictment period.489 The Trial Chamber also
held that the commandbodies of the VJ (being the Supreme Defence Council,the VJ Collegium, as
well as the leadership of the VJ 3mArmy and of the Pristina Corps in particular) and of the MUP

I
!

(being the MUP Staff in Pristi:na/Prishtine,the MUP Collegium, the chiefs of the RDB and RIB,
and within the RIB the heads of the Police Administration and Crime Police Administration) "who

I

'

continued to exercise their powers of authority and control
over. the forces under
.
- • their command,
including Special Police and Special Anti-Terrorist Units ("PJP" and "SAJ'', respectively), were
responsible for implementingthe plan for the use of the forces in an operationalsense".490
168.

The Trial Chamber also set out in great detail the hierarchical structure and functioning of
.

.

•the VJ and MUP forces present and/or deployed in Kosovo, as well as paramilitary or volunteer
forces.491 These forces included for the MUP: the RIB, under the control of Dordevic,49Zthe most
important organisational units of which were the Crime Police Administration,headed by Dragan
llic, and the Police Administration,headed by Stevanovic;493 the Secretariat for Internal Affairs
("SUP") ( composed of the OUP), all subordinatedto the RIB494 and whose operationswere planned
and coordinated by

theMOP Staff in

Pristina/Prishtine headed by Lukic;495 the PJP, under the

497
control of Dordevic;496 the SAJ, under the control of E>ordevic;
and the RDB, directed and

controlled by Slobodan Milosevic through its Chief, Markovic.498 For the VJ, the primary unit in •
Kosovo was the Pristina Corps, an element of the VJ 3rd Army, with a headquarter in

481

Tri.alJudgement, para. 2051. See also Tri.alJudgement,paras 2036, 2128.
Trial Judgemon~ paras 252, 241, 2051. Too Appeals Chamber reca1Isthe Trial Chamber's previous finding that
members of the Joint ·Command included the following JCE members: Nikola Sainovic, Vlastinrir Dordevic,
Nebojsa Pavkovic, Sreten Lukic, Vladinrir Lazarevic (Trial Judgement, para. 239. See also Trial Judgement,
para. 241).
490
Tri.al Judgement, para. 205L''Ibe Tri.al Chamber further considered: the testimony of VJ witnesses who testified
they were ordered to expel.KosovoAlbanians or to bum villages (Tri.alJudgemenl, para. 2007); orders issued by
the VJ General Staff, 3"' Army command on the use of the VJ m coordinalion with the MOP prior to NA10
intervention (Trial Judgemenl,para. 2018); Dordevic~s dispatch for the call and registration of volunteers to bolster
the MIJP for the forthcomingmopping up operations (Trial Judgement, paras 2020-2021);and its finding on a joint
decision to use pararnili!ariestogelher with the MOP (Trial JudgeIIlflilt,para. 2021).
"' Trial Judgement, ChaptcrN. •
492
Trial Judgement, paras 40-45, 1892, 1898, 2154, 2171.
'" Trial Judgement, paras 41, 60. _
.,. Trial fudgement, paras 46, 48.
"' Trial Judgement, paras 49, 1897.
,,. Trial Judgement, paras 61-63, 1892, 1898, 2154, 2171.
7
"
Trial Judgement, paras 71-72, 1892, 1898, 2154, 2171.
'" Trial Judgement, para. 79. The RDB included the JSO, headed by Franko SimaJ:ovic(Trial Judgement, para. 80).
489
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I
Pristina/Prishtine.499 It was headed by Lazarevie, who responded to the Commander of the
3oi

500

Army,. Pavkovic.

I

In addition. there were two special forces that dealt with. anti-terrorist

activities: the VJ 72 Special Brigade and 63"1Parachute Brigade, directly subordinatedtothe VJ
nd

General Staff, under the control of Ojdanic.501 The Trial Chamber also found that Dordevic, as
Head of the RJB and as AssistantMinister, had de jure powers and exercised effective control over
the police in Kosovo who perpetrated the majority of the crimes against Kosovo Albanians during
the Indictment period, inclnding reserve and regular police, the PJP, SUP, and the SAJ.502
169. In sum, the Trial Chamber identified which MUP and VJ units and/or departments were

active in Kosovo during the relevant time, the leaders of these units in the operational sense, and
how these persons were linked to the higher command bodies of the MUP and VJ in Belgrade. It
found that the MlJP forces active in Kosovo were ultimately responding to Dordevic, directly or
through other ICE members present on the ground, such as Lukic, Stevanovic, and Dragan Die. It
further found that the VJ units ultimatelyresponded to Ojdanic, either directly or through other JCB
members on the ground, such as Pavkovic and Lazarevic. The Trial Chamber identified to which
units of the VJ or MUP the paramilitary/volunteerunits were associated or re-subordinated.503 The
Trial Chamber thereby established that the physical perpetrators were under the responsibility or
command of several individuals it explicitly identified as ihe core ICE members. The Appeals
Chamber recalls that the llnk between the physical perpetrator and a joint criminal enterprise
member need not be direct but may be indirect, Le. establishedbased on the hierarchicalstructure of
the forces involved.in the perpetration of the crimes.504 The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that

"" Tria1Judgement, para. 158.
500
Trial Judgeme~ paras 158, 166.
501
Tria1 Judgement, paras 155, 157-158,164,'166. As for the paramilitaries, see Tria1Judgement,paras 205, 208-209,
. 214, 216; infra, SectionX.F.
so,, TrialJudgom~
paras 1892, 1898,2154, 2171.
.
'°' Trial Judg~ paras 204-207, 1231-1261 (SCOI])ions),208-211 (Arkan's Tigers), 212-215, 938-1012 (White
Eagles), 2-16(Pauk Spider&).
, 04 See Martie Appeal Judgement, paras 174-181,referring to Martie Tria1 Judgement. paras 135, 140-143, 155,
159-160, 445-446, 453-455, where the Trial Chamber fonnd that a link between Martie and the physical
perpetrators was established mainly on the basis of: (i) the bieruclrical structnro wiflnn the JNA, the police and
other Serb forces active on the territory of the SAO Krajina and the Republic of Serbian Krajina; (ii) Martie',
general role as the Minister of Interior, bis absolute authority over the MUP and his control over the armed forces· ·
of the SAO Krajina; (fu) the cooperationbetweenthe TO, the JNA, the Milicija Krafine and the armed forces of the
SAO; (iv) the control over the lNA and the TO by other members of the JCE; and (v) Martie' s couduct and mens
rea..See furtherMartie Appeal Judgement,paras 187-189, 195, 205-206,referring to Martic'Tria1Judgement,paras
• 114-181. 202-203, 244-247,266, 274-275,281-288,294, 443-444,446, 450-454, where the Trial Chamberreferred
to evidence establishing Iha! some armed men identifying themselves as "Martie s men", "Martie', Militia", or •
"reserve forces, Martles troops or Martic's army" wearing uniforms like those of the army wore, in fact, JNA.ar
TO soldiers, or members of the Mi!icijaKruji,,a,or were at least acting in concert with the !NA to commit crimes
that fell within the JCE. See also KrajisnikAppeal Judgement, para. 226; Brtlimin Appeal Judgement, para. 413;
MartieAppeal Judgement,para. 169, holding that the establishmentof a link between a physical perpetrator - who
is a nnn-momborof the ICE - anda member of the JCE is a matter to be assessed on a case-by-<:asebasis.
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the Trial Chamber established the necessarylink between the physical perpetrators and several JCE . .
members.
.170.

The Appeals Chamber further notes that in !he section of !he Trial Judgementdiscussing the

crimes alleged in the Indictment, the Trial Chamber detailed which Serbian forces were engaged in
each municipality and described the ordersby which these forces were deployed.505
;
•

505

Far the municipality of Orahovac/Rahovec:Trial Judgement, paras 450-455, 478 (Bola Crlcva/Bellac&ke),501
(Mala Krusa/Krushe-e-Vogi:1), 515 (Velih Krosa/KruEh!-e--Madhe and NogavadNagavc), 533-534
(CelinalCeliDc). For the municipality· of Prizren: Trial Judgemeot, paras 563--564 (Prizren town), 572
(Dusaoovo/Dushaoove),581-582 (Piran,/Pir11I1e),
590-592 (.Laodovica/Landovice),597 (Srl,ica/Serbica).For the
mnnicipalit)' of Srbica/Skenderaj: Tri;,1Judgemcnt. paras 610, 644, 649, 651. For the municipality of Suva
Reka/Suharelre: Trial Judgemeot, paras 653, 658, 692 (Suva Reka/Suharekll town), 704 (Pecane/Peqan), 708
(Tmjcffemtje), 714, 716, 718 (Belanica/Bellanice),727 (Budalcovo/Budakove).For the municipality of Pet/Peje:
Trial Judgement, paras 742 (Pec/Poje town). Far the DJ.UDicipality
of Kosovslra Mitrovica/Mitrovice: Trial
Judgeme!lt, paras 766-767, 774 (Kosovslra Mitrovica/Milrov:ice), 786, 789, 791 (Zaban:/Zhabar). For
J>ristina/PrisbJin;;:Trial Judgemeot, paras 7'R, 800, 816-817, 819, 823, 825; 829. For the municipality of
Dakovica/Gjakove: Trial Judgement, paras 923, 925 (Dakovica/Gjakove), 949-950, 953, 955, 1002-1010
(Carragojs, Ereoik and Trava Valleys - OperalionReka). For the municipality of Gnjilane/Gjilml:Trial Judgement,
paras 1013, 1041, 1054, 1056. For the municipalityofUroievac/Ferizaj: Trial Judgement,paras 1062-1063.For the
municipality of Kaca:nfr/Ka\:anik:Trial Judgeoi.eot,paras 1105, 1127. 1134. For the municipalityof~
Trial Judgement, paras 1144, 1157-1159.For the municipality of Vui'ib:D/Vushtni:Trial Judgement, paras 1162,
1165, 1218 (Vucib:D/Vushtrri.town), 1169 (Douji Svracalr/Sfar~ak-i-Poshtem), 1176, 1182 (Donja
Sodimlja/Sfudime--e-Poshtme),1213 (Smrekovnica/Smrekonice}, 1215 (Dobra Luka/Doberllnkc}. For the
municipality ofPodujevo/Podujeve: Tri.alJudgement,paras 1223, 1225, 1230, 1239, 1261.
For example, when discussing the operalioncarried out by combined VJ and MUP force, in Orahovac/Rahovec,
the Trial Chamberfound that:
•
[oJn 23 .March 1999, the Joint Command for Kosovo issued an order assigning elements of a
remforced VJ Pristina Corps, comprised-of the 549"' Motorised Brigade, the 243" Mechanised
Brigade and the 202•• logistics base, mcooperalion with the "aoned non-KLA populaliou", to
urulertake;m operation to provide support in '"blocking, crushing and destroyiog'' the KLA forces
in the geoeral areas of OrahovacJRahovecaod Velika Krnia/Krusbe-e-Madhe (Trial Judgement,
para. 450}.
•
.
.
Jn line with this Joint Cornmaodorder, on 23 March 1999, Bozidar Deli,:, c.mumeoderof the 549'"
Motorised Brigade, aod the direct snbordina!eof lieutenant-General Vladimir Lazarevic who theo
commanded the PJillina Coq,s, ordered the 37"' Company of the Nil PJP of the MUP, the 4"'
Company of the Prizren PJP of the MUP and the 4" Company of the Dakovica/GjakovePJP of the
MUP to actm coardioation with the 549" Mo~Brigade
(Trial Judgement, para. 451}.
Following the operalional aclivity tlrrougboutthe Orahovac/Rahovecmunicipality[... ] reports to
the Priitina Corps Command werereceived that confirmed that VJ and MUP forces were present
mthe municipalitybetween 25 Marcli1999 and 3 April 1999. [... ]It was recorded that duriog the
operation that took place in the municipalityfrom 25 March 1999 around 2000 members of the
Seroian farces were deployed.
1020 of which were members of the MUP. VJ units involved
mthe operation (in the municipalityof Orahovac/Rahovec)included: the 101~ Military Territorial
Detachment, the 243"' Motorised Brigade, the 15"' Annomed Brigade, the 120'"Mortar Company,
and the 200 Motorised Battalion. The MUP forces deployed m the area of the operation as of
25 March 1999 included: the 37,. Nis PJP detachment, the 23"' PJP detaclnnent, the 5"-Company
of the Prilltina/Prishlinc PIP and the 4"' Company of the Dakovica PJP delacbmeot (Trial
Judgement,para. 455. See also TrialJudgement,paras 450-454 (detailing the deploymeotorders)).
The Trial Chamber theo detailed the evidence of the aclivilies of these forces when it discussedthe events alleged
mthe Indictment (Trial Judgement, paras456-554).

=
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D. Conclusion
171.

Jn conclusion, the Appeals Chamber is not persuaded by Dordevic's suggestion that the

Trial Chamber was required, and failed, to establish "how each physical perpetrator was used to
commit the crimes"506 Whenattributingcriminalresponsibility to him pursuant to the joint criminal
enterprise doctrine for crimes committedby non-membersof the joint criminalenterprise. The Trial
Cblllnber was required to establish: (i) that the alleged crimes were committed; (ii) who were the
physical perpetrators _ofthe crimes (individual, group, or unit); (iii) that the crime fell within the
common criminal purpose; and (iv) that at least one JCE member used the physical perpetratoIBin
furtherance of the commonplan.507 A,; described above, after an extensive and detailed analysis of
the evidence, the Trial Chamberestablishedthat the crimes were committed,identified the physical
perpetratoIB (in this case units of the VJ, MOP, . and associated forces), established who was
responsible for or in command of these forces, established that the acts of the physical perpetratoIB
were the' direct consequence of the orders and directions of those it identified to be in co=and,
and established that those in commandwere JCE rnembm. In doing so, the Trial Chamber followed

the jurisprudence of the Brdanin and Krajisnik Appeal Judgements. Dordevic has failed to show
how the Trial Chamber went beyond or extended such jurisprudence. Further, Dordevic has not
shown that the Trial Cblllnberfailed to establish the required link, Le. how a JCE member ordered
the deployment of the forces to wbich the physical perpetrators of the crimes belonged, in order to
implement the common plan.
172.

The Appeals ChamberthereforedisurissesDordevie's sixth ground of appeal,in part.508

'" Dordevi.cAppeal Brie~ para. 126.

,
See Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, paras 225-226, 235-237; Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 41Ml4. See also
Marlic Appeal Judgement, paras 1269, 183-189.
•
• •
508 See also supra, paras 59-72, where 1hc Appeals Chamber dismisses 1hc remainder of Dordevic's sixth ground of
appeal.
507
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IX. DORDEVIC'SSEVENTHGROUNDOF APPEAL:ALLEGEDERRORS

WITH RESPECTTO THE.FINDINGTHATMURDERANDPERSECUTIONS

I

FELLWITHINTHE JCE

I

A. Introduction
173.

The Trial Chamber found that the JCE members shared the common plan to modify the

ethnic balance of Kosovo in order to ensure Serbian control, by waging a campaign of terror against
the Kosovo Albanian population, which included murders, deportations, other inhumane acts
(forcible transfers), and persecutions (through murder, deportation, forcible transfer, and destruction
of religious or,cultnrally sigruficantproperty).509
174.

The Trial Chlunber based its conclusion on, inter alia,the evidence of: (i) the establishment

of the Joint Command;510 (Ii) minutes of the meetings of the VJ Collegium, the Supreme Defence
Council, the VJ General Staff, tbe MUP Collegium, and the MUP Staff for Kosovo, during which
joint VJ and MUl' op;,rations were planned and ordered;511 (iii) such orders being issued,
implemented on the ground, monitored, and reported on;512 (iv) the "build-up" and use of the VJ,
MUP, and associated forces in violation of tbe 'October Agreements;513 (v) the coordinated me of
tbe VJ, the MUP, and the associatedforces;514 (vi) the pattern of crimes committed by these forces
when taking over and entering villages;515 (vii) ~ plan and concealment of bodies of Kosovo
Albanian civilians killed during these operations;516 (viii) the disproportionateuse of force;517 and
(ix) the attitude of key political and military leaders.518

175.

Particularly, the Trial Chantber found that although the orders and directives regarding tbese

joint operations did. not explicitly order the armed forces to commit crimes, their. "calculated .
imprecision allowed, indeed encouraged, ·an interpretation that included the execution of KLA
fighters, suspected KJ,Afighters and people perceived as KLA supporters and

the'clearing'

of

'°'
Trial Judgement, paras 2126, 2128, 2130. See also Trial Judgement. paras 2136-2149, 2151-2152.
510

Trial Judgem!'(lt,paras 2126-2127.See also Trial Judgement,paras 226-237.
su Trial Judgement, paras 2126-2127,2134. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2023-2024.
512 Trial Judgement, paras 2126, 2132-2136.

•

513

Trial Judgement, paras 2010-2026.
Trial Judgement, paras 2036-2051.
515
Trial Judgement, paras 2027-2035,2036-2051,2129-2130,2132-2135.Th<>
Trial Chamberfound that the VJ would
secure·tbe perimeter of tbe village or area under a1lacl:and provide ~cry
support'if needed, while the MUP
forces would engage in infantry assault (Trial Judgement,para. 2037). See also Trial Judgement, Chapt&VI.
"" Trial Judgement, paras 2111-2117.
517
Trial Judgement, pm:BS 2052-2069.
"' TrialJudgement,paras 2023-2025,2062.
"'
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entire swathes of territory of Kosovo Albanian residents, across the borders, by all means
available" .519 The Trial Chamber therefore concluded that
[t]he scale of the opo,:ationsacross KosoVo,the pattern of crimes commitred agamst Kosovo
Albanian•civilians, and the multitude of different uniis of the VJ and MUP involved in such
actions persuade the Chamber that there was a plan, involving a plurality of persons, 1Dmodify the
demographic balance of KoSoVoby a campaign of terror and violence, and 1hat these perwns
participated in the commonpmpose and sharedthe intent to commit such orimes.520

176.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crimes of murder and

persecutions (through deportation, forcible transfer, and destruction of religious sites) fell within the
JCE, because the Trial Chamber failed to establish that each member of the JCE shared the requisite

mens rea. 521 The Appeals Chamber will :fu:Btconsider his submissions in relation to murder and
then his submissions in relation to persecutions.

B. Allegederror-inconcludingthat the crime of murderwas partof the JCE
1. Argument.s of the parties
177.

Dordevic takes issue with the fact that, while in the Milutinovic et al. case it could not be

established that Sainovic, Ojdanic, Pavkovic, Lazarevic, or Lukic had the intent tn murder, the Trial
Chamber in the present case "utilized the orders and commands of these men tn manifest an
inference of intention to murder that was then transferred to

theJCE and Dordevie'. 522 Dord:evic

refers to the conclusion in the Milutinovic et aL Trial Judgement, purportedly based on the same
facts, that there was no clear pattern of murder.523 Dordevic argues that had murder been within the

519 Trial Judgement, para. 2132 (emphasis added). The Trial Cbamberfurtlierfoll.\ldlhllt.

the VJ and MOP fon:es implemented [these orders and directives] :in the majority of cases in a
lllllllllOI that encompassedthe forced expulsion of Kosovo Albanian civilians from their homes, the
burning of Albanian houses, villages md property, the ldlling of Kosovo Albanian civilians,
particulm:lymen and boys of fighting age, and the execution of captured KL.Afightera (Trial
Judgement, para. 2133).
These joint operations involved eradicating the KLA by killing its members, clearing areas of
Kl.A or NATO mppart systems m anticipation of a NATO ground inv~ion, and killing or
removing the KOSoVo
Albanian civilian population from areas, m many cases moving them across
the border so 1hatthey wore no longer part of the population of Kosovo. In order 1Dachieve these
goals, forcible traru;fe,:, deportation,murdor and the destruction of homes and villages, as well as
religious oi culturally significant property of the Kosovo Albanian civilian popuW:ion wore,
intended as a mems to implement the plan (Trial JudgeJl)flllt,para. 2135).
'"' Trial Judgement, para. 2128.
•
521
Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 130, 132-133,refiming to Tadi.6Appeal Judgement, paras 197, 220, Brt!anin Appeal
Judgement. paras 365,418, Milutinovi.cet.al. Trial Judgemen~ vol 1, para. 109, Kwxko. et al Appeal Judgement,
para. 110. See also DardevicAppeal Brief; para. 136,
522
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 137.
523
DordevM Appeal Bricl', para. 136, rofetring to Milutinovitet al Trial Judgement, vol. 3, para. 94, adding that the·
Trial Chamber in the present case recognised this conclusionbut only in its consideration of sentencing (Dordevic
Appeal Brief, fn. 191, referringto the Trial Judg~
para. 2227, fn. 7435).
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intended JCE, a far larger number of individuals would have been killed throughout Kosovo and
there would have been more instances of mass killings.524 Instead,the Trial Chamber found that the
''murder'' of at least 724 individuals was established in ten locations in Kosovo,525 involving only
7 out of 14 municipalities, and occurring mostly in villages rather than major cities.526 Dordevic
also argues that the Trial Chamber's alternative finding in relation to bis mens rea pursuant to the
third category of joint criminal enterprise is ambiguous and suggests that the inference remained
that Dordevic and othermembers of the JCE did not intend to kill. s-rr•

178.

The Prosecution responds that since the Trial Chamber was not bound by findings made in .

the Milutinovic et aL case, Dordevic's argument should be dismissed.528 The Prosecution further
responds that the Appeals Chamber should ieuroroarilydismiss Dordevic's argument that a larger
number of :i;,eopleneeded to be killed throughout Kosovo in order for the Trial Chamber to find that
murder fell within the scope of the JCE.529 The Prosecution submits that Dordevic fails to explain
how many persons should have been killed for the Trial Chamber to make such a finding, and
argnes that there is no minimum number reqwred. 530 Moreo~er, Dordevic ''ignores the Trial
Chamber's findings that murder was 'a: central element of the campaign of terror,' often employed
'to cause Kosovo· Albanians to leave Kosovo'", 531 and substitutes bis own evaluation of fue
evidence for that ofthe Trial Chamber.532 Finally, the Prosecution argnes that the Trial Chamber's
findings on fue third category .ofjoint criminal enterprise were inade in the alternative and are not
ambiguous.533
2. Analysis

179.

The Appeals Chamber understands that there are furee underlying arguments at the core of

Dordevic's submission that it was unreasonable for the Trial Chamber in thi~ case to conclude that

E>ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 134; Dorde.;t Reply Brief, para. 36. Dordevi6 also contends that mass killings in
Kosovo were relativelyrare comparedto other conflicts(Dordevi6AppealBrief, para. 134).
'"· Dordevic Appeal Brief,para. 134,referringto Tri,,1Judgement,para. 1780.
526 Dordevic Appeal Brief,para. 135.
"' Dordevic Appeal Brief,para. 138,fu. 196; DordevicReply Brief. para. 39, Dordevicalso submits that the fact tha1
the Trial Chamber made alternative lhird category of joint criminal enterprise· finclings,suggests that the Trial
Chamber was ''not sure'that he intendedto kill" (Dardevic Appeal Brief, para. 138, fn. 196). Tlierefore,be argues
tha1 the inference that he did not have the requisiteintent far murder wasequally open to the Trial Chamberon the
basis of its own factualfindings (DordevicAppealBrief. para. 138, referringto Tri,,1Judgement,paras 2139, 2141,
2145, 2147, 2153, 2158, Kvoc'l,, Appeal Judgement, para. 237). Whether Dordevic had the requisite intent in·
relati.onto murder willbe addressedilller in this JudgelllCilt(see infra,ChapterXI).
521
ProsecutionResponseBrief,para.117.
"' Prosecution RespPUSe Brief,para. 112.
"" Prosecu1ionResponse Brief,paras 112, 116.
531
Prosecution ResponseBrief.para. 115, referringto Tri,,1Judgement, para. 2137.
532
Prosecution ResponseBrlef.paras 112, 115-116,referring to Trial Judgement.paras 674-675. 2007, 2032, 2137'·
"'
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murder was witl:rlnthe scope of the JCE. First, be argues that the Trial Chamber erred because it
based this conclusion on orders and directives issued by Sainovic,Ojdanic, Pavkovic,Lazarevic, or
- Lukic, while the Milutinovic et al. Trial Chamber could not conclude,based on the same facts, that
fuey possessed the requisite intent for murder.534 Second, be argues that the fact that the murders
were limited in numbers and locations shows that there was no wide ranging plan to kill Kosovo
Albanians, and that the JCE members did not share the intent to murder.535 Consequently, the
inference remains open that murder "was not within the aim of the alleged JCE".536 Third, he argues
_that the Trial Chamber failed to make a finding on the intent of murder of the other JCE members,
thereby failing to outline the "essentialrequirement'' that the JCE members sharedthe intent for the
agreed crimes.537 TheAppeals Chamberwill address these three issues in tum.
180. -As for Dordevic' s first argument,regarding the conclusions of the Milutinovic et aL Trial
-Chamber .on murder, the Appeals Chamber recalls that in makiog factual findings, .judges rely
solely and exclusively on the evidence adduced in the particular case before them.538 It would be
highly irregular for the Appeals Chamber to take into considerationanything which is not on the
record of the case before it on appeal:539 "quod non est in actis, non est in mundo". Even on the
same facts, evidence and witness testimony may differ from case to case. It is therefore accepted
1hat two reasonable triers of facts might reach different but equally reasonable conclusions, even if

they concern the same events.540 The question before the Appeals Chamber is whether no
reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber and not
whether the conclusion reached by another trial chamber was a reasonable one.541 The Appeals

"' _Prosecutiou Resporue Brief, para. 119.
"' See Dordevi6 Appeal Brief; paras 136-137.The Appeals Chamber notes that the Milutinovic et aL Trial Chamber
found that common plan did not inclnde the crime of murder (Milutinovii et al. Trial Judgement, paras 94-95). It
however fonnd -that mmder was the reasonably foreseeable to Saino,-ic,Pavkovic, and Lukic (Milulimmc et aL
Trial Jndgement, vol. 3, paras 470, 785, 1134)and convicted them for murder on the bakis of the lhird category of
joint criminal enterprise (Milutinovic it al. Trial Judgement, vol. 3, paras 475, 788, 1138).The Appeals Chamber
further notes that the Trial Chamber in the Miluwwvii et al. case fonnd that wbile there was ''considerable
evidence" supporting the allegation that Ojdanic and Lazarevic were supportive of the cammission of crimes
tl;ironghontKosovo by the VJ and MUP forces, it had not been proven beyond reasonable doubt that they "shared
the intent of the joint criminalentetprisemembors" (Milutinuvic et al. Trial Judgemezi!.vol 3, paras 616, 917).
"' Dor<levicAppealBrief,paras 134-135.
"' Dordevic Appeal Briof;paras 134-136.
537
Dor<levicAppeal Brief, paras 136-137.
538
See, in a difference context, Nahimana etal. Appeal Judgement,paras 78, &4-85.See also supra, para. 143.
"' See Galic Appeal Judgement,paras 311, 312.
540
uddc and I.,,kic Appeal Judgement,para. 396, citing Kmojelac Appeal Jndgement, paras 11-12. The Appeals
Cliambor recalls that ''two Judges, both actil!g reasonably, can eome to different conclnsions"even on the basis of
the same evidence (Kupreikic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 30; Tadu! Appeal Judgement,para. 64; Rlltaganda
Appeal Judgement, para. 22).
•
541
See supra, para. 16.
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- Chamber will therefore detei:minewhether it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber to rely on orders
• of Sainovic, Ojdanic, Pavkovic, Lazarevic, or Luldc to conclude that mmder was within the JCE.
181.

The Appeals Chambernotes that Dordevic does not explicitly identify any of the orders and

directives of Sainovic, Ojdanic, Pavkovic, Lazarevic, or Lukic, which he argues the Trial Chamber
used to erroneously infer that murder was within the common plan.542 Rather, he cites several Trial
Judgement paragraphs,543 which refer to: (i) a VJ directive of 16 January 1999 signed by Ojdanic
("Operation Grom-3 Directive");544 (ii) Pavkovic~s -orderon the lllie of the VJ 3roArmy in Kosovo
dated 27 January 1999;545 (iii) examples of orders to "clear the terrain";546 (iv) examples of.orders
to establish "combat control'.' over certain areas in Kosovo;547 and (v) several Joint Command
orders and one Pristina Corps Command order to "destroy" the Kosovo Albanian "terrorist
'

-

forces".548
182. - The Appeals Chamber notes that only three of these orders can be attributed to Sainovic, _
Ojdanic, Pavkovic, Lazarevic, or Lukic: (i) the VJ directive of 16 January 1999 signed by
Ojdani6;549 (ri) the order on the use of the VJ 3nlArmy in Kosovo dated 27 January 1999 issued by
Pavkovic:;550 _and (iii) the Pristina Corps Command order to "destroy'' the Kosovo Albanian
"terrorist forces" issued by Lazarevic.551
183.

The Trial Chamber discussed the VJ directive of 16 January 1999 signed by Ojdani6552 and

Pavkovic's order on the use of the VJ 3xdArmy in Kosovo of 27 January 1999,553 as part of the
evidence showing that there was a build-up and use of VJ and MUP forces in Kosovo "in violation

"'
"'

Donlevic AppealBrM, para. 137.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 137, fn. 193, reforing to Trial Judgement,paras 2018-2026,2034-2035,2051, 2056,
2062, 2066. 2069, 2126, 2129, 2130, 2132, 2134-2135,2138-2152.Several Trial Judgementparagraphs ci!ed by
Dordevic do not supporthis submission.For example.paragraph 2056 refecsto severalverbal ordei:,,but none of
1besewe.reissued by Seinovic;Ojdanic,Pavkovic,Lazarevic, or Lukic (Trial Judgemeot,para. 2056; K89, 26 Aug
2009, T. 8476 (private session); Exhibit Pl273, p. 9124 (confidential);Exhibit Pl274, p. 9124 (public redacted
version of Exhibit Pl273); Exhibit P320, para. 41 (confidential);Exhibit P321, para. 41 (public redacted version of
Exhibit P320)). Paragraph2062 of the Trial Judgementdiscussesthe reports prepared by intematioolllobserverson
1be disproportionatense of force by the VI and MUP forces in response to KLA actions. Paragraph 2066 also
discusses the disproportionateuse of force in light of the principles JHL protecting the civilian population aod
paragraph 2069 containsthe Trial Chamber's conclusionon the disproportionareuse of force by VJ and MUP.
44
'
Ex:!nbitD179. See Trial Judgement,paras 2018, 2035, 2134.
545
Exhibit D343. See Trial Judgement,para. 2018.
"" Ex:lnbitsP957, p. 3; P493,paras 45-46; P782,p. 2; K54, 13 May 2009, T. 4367. See Trial Judgement,para. 2132.
'"' Exhibit P896, pp 4, .6. SeeTrial Judgement,para. 2132.
548
Exhibits P350; P969;P970;P766; P767; P961;Pl235; Pl382. See Trial Judgement,para. 2132.
..., Exbibi1D179. See Trial Judgement,paras 2018, 2035, 2134.
"°
Exhibit D343. See Trial Tudgemcut,para. 2018.
551
Exhibit P961. See Trial Judgement,para. 2132.
552 Exhibit D179. See Trial Judgement,paras 2018, 2035, 2134.
551
Ex:!noitD343. See Trial Judgerneot,para. 2018.
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of the October Agreement and contrary to the stated intentions to pursne a political solution to the
Kosovo problem".554 The build-up and use of force is one of the seven "critical elements" identified
and analysed by the Trial Chamber as evidence of the common plan. 555 The Operation Grom-3
Directive, was addressed to the commands of the VJ 1st, 21Jll,and 3rd Army, the Air Force, antiaircraft defence, and the Special Units Corps. It tasked these forces with, inter alia, preparing for

the anticipated NATO intervention, preventing the forced introduction of .a roulJ:inationalNATO
• brigade in Kosovo, and carrying out mobilisation and coordinated actions with the MUP to crush
the multinational NATO brigade and destroy the "Siptar terrorist forces".556 Similarly, Pavkovic's
order o~ the use of the 3nl Army for operation Grom-3 followed on 27 January 1999 and, in
accordance with the VJ directive, tasked the 3ro Army units, in cooperation with MUP forces, to
break up and destroy the NATO brigade and "Siptar terrorist forces", an.dmake it impossible for the
two to collaborate.557
184. • Significantly, the Trial Chamber found that the "Kosovo Albanian population as a whole
became viewed as the enemy" andthat operations carried out tinder the guise of "anti-terrorist''
operations in fact targeted the Kosovo Albanian civilian population. 558 The Trial Chamber noted
that although these documents referred to attacks against the Albanian terrorist forces and that the
publicly declared objective of the Serbian forces was to fight terrorism, there was an abundance of
evidence, including tbe disproportionate use of force by these forces,559 showing that the Serbian
forces acted "co=iously

and determinedly against the whole Kosovo Albanian population of

Kosovo".560

554

Trial Judgement,para. 2026. Seealso Trial Judgement.paras 2010-2025.
:Trial Judgement,para. 2008. The seven "critical elements" identified by lhe Trial Chambersas evidence of lhe
commonplBn are: (i) demograpbicindications;(rl.) the build up and nse of Serbian forces and the arming of the
non-Kosovo Albanian populationin violation of lhe 1998 Oc1Dbe,:
Agreements and ongoingpeace talks in early
1999; (iii) tbe pattern of crimes; (iv) the coordinateduse of the MUP and VJ; (v) the disproportionateuse of farce
in "anti-terrorist'' actions; (vi) tho systematiccollectionof Kosovo Albanian identificationdocumentsand vehicle
licence plates; and (vii) the efforts 1Dconceal the CillJl\'S
against Kosovo Albanian civilians (Trial Judgement,
para. 2008). Seesup,a, paras 173, 174.
5
"
Exbibi1D179,pp 1-2, 7. See alsoTrial Judgement,para. 2018.
.
m Exhibit D343, pp 3, 6-8. See also Trial Judgement, para. 2018. The·order also engaged lhe "armed non-Siptar
population" to secure Serbian forces, military features, and communicationroutes, and defend the non-Siptar
population (Exhibit 0343, pp 5-6. See alsoTrial Judgement,para. 2018).
m See Trial Judgemeol,paras 2018,2035,205S-2056,2062, 2065, 2069,2129. See also i.nfra,paras 521-526.
"' Trial Judgement. paras 2018, 2JJ27-2035,2036-2051, 2052-2080. The Appeals Chamber.has already dmnissed
elsewhere in this Judgement Dordevic's argume'nts that the Trial Clwnber erred in its findiogs on the
disproportionateuse of farce by Serbian forces (see supra, para. 108). See also Trial Judgement, paras 2035,
2055-2056,2062, 2065,2069, 2129.See also i.nfra,paras 351-371.
560 Trial Judgement,paras 2018, 2035,2134-2135.
•
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185.

The Tri;tl Chamber further considered evidence of: (i) meetings involving the senior
62

leadership of Serbia;561 (ii) public statements of senior politicitl figures;5 (iii) the engagement of
volunteers;563 and (iv) the plan to conceitl crimes committed against the civilian population.

564

In

the Triitl Chamber's reasoning, this evidence, together with the orders of Ojdanic and Pavkovic,
indicated that the war with NATO and the KLA would allow a 'justification as to the use of the VJ
and MUP forces in combat operations and provide cover, in particular, for the killing of Kosovo
Albanian men of fighting age".565 It further found that "[n]ot only were criines intended as a means
to implement the common pmpose, but the concealment of evidence of such crimes - the bodies of
hundreds of Kosovo Albanian civilians - was also planned and carried out by JCE members and
forces used by them". 566
186.

AJ;

for Lazarevic' s order identified above, the Trial Chamber considered it together with

other orders567 to conclude that the crimes committed by the Serbian forces in _thecourse of pre.

.

planned and coordinated operations were part of the JCE, rather than isolated incidents, as
submitted by Dordevic at trial.568 While orders relating to such operations did not explicitly
mandate the commission of crimes, the Trial Chamber considered that the manner in which the VJ
-and MOP forces implemented them was· significailt in understanding their true meaning.569 The
Trial Chamber considered, inter alia, the extensive evidence on the patterns of the crimes and use
of disproportionate force by the Serbian forces discussed in more detail in previous parts of this
Judgement.570 It therefore concluded that the "calculated imprecision of these orders" encouraged
the commission of crimes by the VJ and MUP during the pre-planned and coordinated VJ and MUP
operations.571 Dordevic has failed to show that it was unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to rely on
such evidence.

561

Trial Judgement,paras 2020, 2025, referringto ExlnbitsP85, P387.
Trial Jndgement,paras 2023-2024,referring to Knut Vollebaek,10 Jul2009, T. 7215-7218.
563
Trial Judgement,para. 2021. See also infra, Sectionx.F.
564 Trial Judgement,paras 2025, 2081-2082,2086-2105,2108-2120.See also infra, SectionX.G.
'" Trial Jndgement, para.2026.
566
Trial Judgement,para. 2026.
567 See supra, paras 183-184. The orders iru:lude: (i) orders to "clear the terrain'' (Trial Judgement, para 2132,
referring to Exlnbits P957, p. 3, P493, paras 7, 45-46, P782, p. 2, K54, 13 May 2009, T. 4367); (ii) orders to
establish "combat control" over cerlllin areas in Kosovo (Trial Jndgoment,para. 2132, refeui:ilg to Exhibit P896,
p. 4); and (iii) several Joint Command orders and one Pristina Corps Cmnnumd order to "destroy" the Kosovo
Albanian "terrorist forces" (Trial Jndgomrol, para 2132, refemng 1o Eµrlbits P1235, P%9, P970, P1382, P766,
P767, P350, 1'961 (Pristina Corps Command),D104).
"' Trial Jndgement,paras 2132-2135.
569 See supra, para..184. See alsc Trial Judgement,paras 2007, 2133.
sro See Trial Judgement,paras 2007, 2132-2133.See supra, paras 97-99, 102, 184.
571 See supra, para. 175. Seo also Trial Judgement,paras 2027-2035(pattcms of crimes). 2036-2051 (coordinateduse
of the MUP and VJ), 2132:
562
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The Appeals Chamberfurther finds that ordersreferred to by Dordevic were part of a wider

array of evidence analysed by the.Trial Chamber.572 The Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic

m:s

failed to develop his argument, point to any error witlrinthe Trial Chamber's analysis, or show that
it was unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to conclude as it did based on all the evidence discussed
and' considered.573 Dordev:ic's
argument relies on the fact that the Milutinovii et aL Trial Chamber
.
reached a different conclusion,but has failed to advanceany other argument why in this case it was
unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to conclude that murder was part of the JCE. The Appeals
Chamber therefore finds that Dordevic has not shown that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on
these orders to conclude that murder was one of the crimes through which the ICE was
implemented.
188.

As for Dordevic's second argument,regardingthe number of individualskilled, the Appeals

Chamber clarifies at the outset that there is no legal r~t

that a minimum number of killings

occur in order to supporta finding that murder is part of a joint criminal enterprise.574
189.

The Appeals Chamber considers that, at times, Dordevic conflates the objective of the JCE

with the mminal means through which this was to be implemented.m The Trial Chamber found
that there was a plan to change the ethnic balance of Kosavo and that this plan was implemented
through a campaignof terror and violence against the KosovoAlbanianpopulation, a typical feature
of which included murders.576 Murder was th~fore but one of the means identified by the Trial
Chamber through which the common plan was to be implemented,and not its ultimate purpose. In
the Trial Chamber's reasoning,the killings, including of women,children, and entire families, were
.carried out to cause _theAlbanian populationto·leave, by showingwhat would occur if !hey did not .
leave or simply by creating an atmosphere of terror to induce 1hepopulation·to leave.577 Dordevic
fails to challenge 1hisreasoning and these findings.

571

See Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 137.
See supra, para. 20.
514
CJ.Krojisnik Appeal Judgemen~para. 309. The Appeals Chamberalso recalls that, "exceptfor exre.rmination.it is
not necessary that a.crime be carried out against a multiplicityof victimsto constitute a crime ag,rinsthumanity: an
act directed against a limited number of victims or even against a siogle victim can cona crime against
humanity, provided it forms part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian popula.tioo"
(Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 309). See. also Kr~"k
Appeal Judgement. Separate Opinion of Jridge
Shahabnddeen,para 25.
•
m See Dordevic Appeal Brief, pa:ra.135.
"' Trial Jadgeme.nt,paras 2130-2131.
m Trial Judgement, paras 2032. 2137-2140, 2143. The Trial Clwnbcr discussed in more detail cases where entire
families we,ekilled(Trial Judgement,paras 2137-2140)..
573
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190.

Particularly noteworthy is the Trial Chamber's conclusion that. the public killing of

prominent Kosovo Albanianfamilies (the Berisha, Vejsa, and Calra families) had an impact on the
578

rest of the Kosovo Albanian population of those villages, causing large numbers to leave.

The

Appeals Chamber agrees with the Trial Chamber that the intended killing of a few prominent
persons may be sufficient to cause people to leave and therefore further the common purpose of the
JCE. E>ordevic's suggestion that the number of murders "fall short of showing that murder was
within a JCE p!an"579 is therefore without merit. Similarly, E>ordevic's arguments that the facts are
inconsistent with a finding that murder was part of the JCE, because the murders, most of which
occurred in villages rather than major cities, w= established in only seven municipalities, is also
unpersuasive.580 The Appeals Chamber considers that where the killings occurred is immaterial
since the Trial Chamber found that ·the killings set "an example for the local Kosovo Albanian
population by showing what would happen if they did not leave their villages, towns orcities, or
581

simply to create an atmosph= of terror to induce the Kosovo Albanians to leave".
191.

With regard to E>ordevic'sthird argument concerning the Trial Chamber'.sfailure to make a

finding on the requisite intent for murder of the 9ther JCE members, the Appeals Chamber recalls
its finding that the Trial Chamber was not required to analyse separately the intentions of each
member of the JCE.582 Rather, it was required to identify the plurality of persons belonging to the
JCE and establish that they shared a common criminal purpose.583 The Appeals Chamber notes that
the Trial Chamber found that murder was

a crime through which the common purpose· was

implemented.584 The Trial Chamber held. that "the JCE members intended to implement the
co=on

plan by way of the crimes of deportation, forcible transfer, murder, and persecution

through such acts."585 The AppealsChamber therefore considersthat the Trial Chamber did not fail •
to make the requisite findings. This argumentis rejected accordingly.
192.

Finally, the Appeals Chambernotes that the Trial Chamber clearly and unequivocally found

that the ~s

586

were committedpursuant to the first category of joint criminal enterprise.

Out of

. an abundance of caution, the Trial Chamber'noted that even if these crimes had not been intended
as part of the JCE, the evidence also supported a finding that they were the natural and foreseeable

578

Sec Trial Judgement, para. 2032. See also Trial Judgement, paras 500, 668-676, 687-{i89,904, 2045, 2143,
,.,. Sec Dcmlevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 134.
"' See Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 135.•
581
Trial.Judgement, para. 2131.
82
'
Sec supra, para. 141.
'" Sec supra, para. 141; Brtlanin Appeal Judgement, para. 430.
584
Trial Judgement, paras 2126, 2137-2149.
'" Trial Judgemerir, para. 2025. Sec also Trial Judgement, paras 2010-2026, 2035, 2051.
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_consequence of the common plan.587 The Appeals Chamber finds no ambiguity and that it was
within the Trial Chamber's discretionto reasonably make such findings.
193.

'i •

In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber.finds that Dordevic has failed to show that a

reasonable trier of fact could not have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and as
such has failed to show that the Trial Chambererred in q:>ncludingthat murder was within the JCE.
C. Alleged error in concluding that the crime of persecutions was part of the JCE

1. Arguments of the parties
194.

With respect to the findings on the discriminatoryintent for persecutions,Dordevic submits

that the Trial Chamber failed to establish, in relation to each crime site for which it entered a
588

conviction, that individuals were targeted because of their etbnicity.

In relation to persecutions

through murder, Dordevic contends that the Trial Chamber erred in failing to establish the
necessary discriminatory intent of the perpetrators with regard to 4 out of 10 crime sites for which it
entered convictions.589 As for persecutions through deportation and forcible tamsfer, he submits _
that the Trial Chamber's general findings that those forcibly displaced were targeted on the basis of
their ethnicity are inadequate.590 With respect to persecutions through· destruction-of religious or
culturally significant property, Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber failed to establish that three
of the eight mosques destroyed were specifically targeted.591 In addition, he claims no reasonable
trier of fact could conclude that the destruction of religious sites was withio the intended scope of
the JCE on the basis that "only eight mosques were damaged throughout the entirety of Kosovo
during the conflict".592
195.

Dordevic further argues that the weakness of the Trial Chamber's reasoning is revealed by

its reliance on an order issued to a VJ unit deployed in Orahovac on 24 March 1999, that '"not a
single Albanian ear' was to remain in Kosovo".593 He contends that the evidence did not establish

586

See Trial Judgement, paras 2135-2136;2138, 2140.
See Trul Judgement, paras 2139, 2141, 2147, 2153.
"" Dordevjc Appeal Brief, paras 139, 141. Dor<lt,vicdoes not challenge the Trial Chamber's finding that deportation
and forcihle traosfer were part of the JCE. rather, he only cballenges the Trial Chamber's finding that persecutions
through these crimes werefoUDdto be intendedby the JCE (DordevicAppeal Brief, paras 130, 140-142).
589 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 139, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1780-1790; Donlevic Reply Brief.
paras 37-38. Dordevic also points out that the Prosecution did not respondto his subnti&sionthat the Trial Chambe,
failed to establish the mens rea for murder of the JCE members (Dordevickply Brief, para. 38).
m DordovicAppeal Brief, para. 141,referringto Trul Judgement,para. 1m.
591 E>ordevic
Appeal Brief, para. 144;DordevicReply Brief, para. 41.
592 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 143;Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 41.
593 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 142,citing Trial Judgement,para. 2056.
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that this order, or the intention behind it, was attributable to any specific member of the JCE.594
Furthermore, he submits that the Trial Chamber also failed to mention that the evidence_indicated
that the actual order may well have been that '"not a single terrorist ear' was to remain in
Kosovo".595
196.

Jn relation to the requisite discriminatory intent for persecutions through murder, the

Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber found that "the 'requisite special intent' was
established in relation to all the murders" and that Dordevic.misrepresents the Trial Chamber's
findings.596 In relation to the six crime sites Dordevic mentions, the Trial Chamber identified
"additional specific evidence" of discriminatoryintent.597 The Prosecution further responds that the
Trial Chamber's findings that the J_CEmembers intended to_commit persecutions through forcible
transfer and deportation are based on overwhelming evidence, and that Dordevic fails tp show that
the Trial Chamber erred.598 It points to the Trial Chamber's finding that approximately 800,000 .
Kosovo Albanians were driven out of their homes between 24 March and 10 June 1999, and to the
incident by incident analysis showing a pattern of forcible displacement and murder of Kosovo
599

A1baIµan civilians by Serbian forces.

197.

Finally, with respect to persecutionsthrough destructionof religious or culturally significant

property, the Prosecution argues that Dordevic fails to explain how many culturally significant sites
must be destroyed before the Trial Chamber can find that •the crime of persecutions was
established.600
2. Analysis
198.

Although Dordevic initially states that the Prosecution must prove that an accused shared

the_required specific intent with the other JCE members,601 apart from pointing to the Trial
Chamber's failure to attribute the 24 Marc)1.1999 order (or the intention behind it) to any JCE

594
595

Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 142.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para.. 142, citing Exhibit Pl274, p_.9179, K89, 26 Ang 2009, T. 8443 (closed session)
(e:mphw omitted).
''" Prosecution ResponseBrief, para. 118.
597 ProsecutionResponse Brief, para. 118,referring to Trial Judge:ment,para. 1783.
593 )'rosecutionResponse Brief, paras 113,120,123.
59
' Prosecution Response Brief, para. 120, referring to Trial Judgement.paras 1613-1704, 2009.
Prosecution
snbmits 1hatDordevic also misstales tbe.eyiclence(Prosecution Response Brief, para. 120, fn. 359, referring to
Exhibit Pl273, pp 9179"9180(confidential).
•
600
ProsecutionResponse Brief, paras 114, 121.
601
SeeDonlevicAppea!Brief, paras 133, 140-142. •
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member, bis argumentsfocus on the mens rea of the physical perpetrators.602 The Appeals Chm:nber
therefore understands Dordevic to argue that these alleged deficiencies in the Trial Chamber's
analysis show that the Trial Chamber failed to properly assess whether the underlying acts could
support a finding of persecutions.603
199.

At the outset, the Appeals Chamberrejects Dordevic's suggestion that the Trial Chamber

erred in concluding that the crime of persecutionswas an intended part of the JCE due to its alleged
failure to establish that individuals in each incident were targeted because they were Kosovo
Albaman:s. Discriminatory intent may be inferred from circumstantial evidence, including the
general discriminatory nature of

Ill).

attack, as long as, in light_of the facts of the case, the.

circumstances surrounding the commission of the alleged acts of persecutions substantiate the
existence of such intent.604
200.

Toe Appeals Chamber notes that this is the methodology that was used by the Trial

Chamber in this case. After performing an incident by incident analysis of the events, it established
that the victims of.the underlying offences of persecutions were Kosovo Albanian and that they
were targeted precisely because of their ethnicity.605

201.

In relation to persecutions through murder, the Appeals Chamber considers that Dordevic .

misrepresents and takes the Trial Chamber's findings out of context The Trial Chamber made

"" See f>ordevic Appeal Brief, panu; 139, 140-142. Specifically, in relation to murder, he argues that "the Trial
Chamber failed to establish that individuals were killed because they were Kosovo Albanian in relation to ew:r:y
crime &ite"and that the Trial Chamber perfonned the necessazy mens rea analysis of the "perpelrators" in only
6 out of the 10 crime &ites(I)oo!evic Appeal Brief, para. 139 (emphasisin original)),.In relation to·deportation and .
forcible ttansfcr, lie arw,es that the Trial Chamber erred becauso it failed to make a "specific finding that
individuals in each specific crime &itewere targeted becaose of their efunic.ity"before eotering a conviction for
persecutions (I)ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 141). Simil.,rly,his argomenlin relation to desttoction of religious sites
is focused on whefue:rthe perpelrators specificallytargeted the mosques(I)ordevi<!Appeal Brief, para. 144).
"'' Whclhe.rl)ordevic shared the requisite discririlinator:y
intent wilh the othecJCE members will be addressed later in
this Judgement See infra, paras 466-476.
004
B!aJkic Appeal Judgement,para. 164; Krnojelac Appeal Judgement,para. 184. The Appeals Chamber recalls that
however. the discriminatoryintent may not be inferred directly from the general discriminatorynature of an attack
against the civilian population alone (Bla!ldc Appeal Judgement, para. 164; Krnojelm: Appeal Judgement,
para. 184).
•
'°' See Trial Judgement, panu;1626-1627. 1629, 1633, 1638, 1640-1642,'1646-1650, 1652, 1656-1657, 1659, 1663,
1665, 1667-1668, 1670-1671, 1673-1674, 1679 (for depDrll!tion).1619-1620, 1622, 1627-1628, 1630-1631 (in
connection with para.. 606), 1635-1637,1645, 1651, 1653-1655, 1658 (in connection with para. 1015), 1660 (in
connection with paras 1036, 1048 - when the popnlation relllmcd, they found !hat "approltimately 120 Albanian
housos totlllly bm=d and some 420 housespartially bm=d. The.Serb houses remained intact''), 1664, 1666, 1669,
1672, 1676-1677 (for forcible transfer), 1681, 1683, 1697, 1776-1778(for both deportation and forcible lransfer),
497, 1710-1712,1715-1718,1721-1724,1727-1728, 1731-l732, 1735-1736, 1738-1739, 1742, 1744, 1745 (for ao
example where the Trial Chamber found that the evidence was insufficient both to establish the intent of the
perpettators and to exclude that the victimliwere not !likingan active part in the hostilities and therefore found that
murder had DOtbeen established), 1747, 1750-1751,,1781-1790(for murder); itifra, paras 555-569 (for deslruction
of religions or cultw'ally signfficantproperty)...
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explicit findings that the victims were targeted because of their ethnicity, in relation to all 10 crime
sites where murder ~ been established.606 Based on its analysis and findings on this issue, it
concluded, in the part of the Trial Judgement dealing with the legal findings on persecutions
through murder, 1hal the Serbian forces acted with the requisite discriminatory intent when
committing these murders.607 In this context, it further noted that in relation to some of the killings
there was even additional specific evidence of discriminatoryremarks, conduct, and demands made
by the Serbian forces, and gave examples of six such instances.608
202.

A5 for persecutions through deportation and forcible transfer, the Trial Chamber performed

an extensive analysis of the evidence on each incident of deportation and forcible transfer, which
showed: (i) the organiseif manner in which the VJ, MUP, and associated forces attacked villages
and forcibly displaced the population;609 (ii) that the majority of the victims were Kosovo
Albanians;610 (iii) that the majority of villages attacked were almost c~letely

Kosovo

Albanian;611 (iv) if part of the populationof these villages was Serbian, they and their property were
spared from the attack;612and (iv) the organised practice of seizing identification documents and
.

.

.

.

vehicle plates from Kosovo Albanians who,were deported, in order to prevent them from proving
their identity and returning to Ko~vo. 619The Trial Chamber concluded that the Serbian forces
acted with the requisite discriminatoryintent 614Although the Trial Chamber accepted that people
of other ethnicities may have left Kosovo during the Indictment period, it held that this did not alter
its findings in relation to the underlying acts and that the vast majority of the victims were Kosovo
Albanians.61s

606

Trial Judgement, Chapter VI, specificallyparas 472, 473, 481-482, 485, 486, 495, 633, 672, 676, 678. 683, 873,
889, 892. See also Tri.alJudgement.para. 1718.
"" Trial Judgement, Chapter XI, specificallyparas 1779-1782.
608
Trial Judgement.paras 1783-1789.
609
See Trial Judgement, paras 2036-2051.
610
Trial Judgement, para. 1697. For specific Tri.al Judgement firn:lingssee supra, fns 565, 568. See also e.g. Tri.al
Judgement. paras 457 (Bela Okva/Bellaci'.Ikil:"All of the inhabitants were Kosovo Albanian."), 482-483 (Mala
Krusa/Krushe-e-Vogel: "The Serlrumforces were being guided by local Serbian villagers, who would identify
which houses were Alrnmianand then, with members of the Serbian forces. they would sot Albaman houses on
fire"; ''Because the Serbian forces were &hootingand setting fire to houses, out of fear, some 400 to 500 Kosovo
Albanians fled from the village"; "Serb residents mmaim>Iin their houses''), 494,497, 500, 570 ("A policeman in
black mrifunn told them that they should go to Albania, and that there was no place far them in Kosovo"), 576
(Serbian police told Roma and Gonmieswho were a1so·1ravelingin the convoy of displaced Kosovo Albanians to.
go bacl: to thcirhomes), 1621-1622,1627, 1629, 1777.
611
See supra,fn. 586.
612
See Trial Judgement, para. 1171.
13
'
Trial Judgement, paras 2077-2080.See also supra, paras 157-158.
614
Trial Judgement. para. 1777.
•
615
Trial Judgement. para. 1681.
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20.3. The Appeals Chambercomiders that the fact that people not belonging to the targeted group
were affected by attacks of the Serbian forces ag3llllltthe Kosovo Albanian population does not
deprive such conduct of its discriminatorycharacter.616 Dordevic's argurru;ntthat the Trial Chamber
made impe:rmissibly generali~ findings in relation to the perpetrator's discriminatory intent
ignores the Trial Chamber's other relevant findings.
204.

IIi relation to persecutionsthrough destruction of religious or culturally significantproperty,

Dordevic' s argument that the mosques had to be specifically targeted is addressed and dismissed
elsew~

in this Judgement.617 As for Dordevic's argument that too few mosques were destroyed

to support a finding that this crime was part of the JCE, the Appeals Chamber finds that again he
confuses.the ·objectiveof the JCE with the means through which it was to be achieved.618 As noted
above, the Trial Chamber found that the common plan was to change the ethoic balance of Kosovo
by terrorising the Kosovo Albanian population.into leaving619 and the destruction of mosques was
one of the means of implementing the common plan.621l Dordevic has failed to show that it was
unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to draw this conclusion. His argument that too few mosques
were destroyed to support a finding that persecutions through-destructionof religious or cillturally .
1

significant property was within the JCE is thereforedismissed.
205.

[•

As for the order of 24 March 1999 that "'not a single Albanian ear' was to remain in

Kosovo" the Appeals Chamber finds that Dotdevic misstates the evidence and ignores the Trial
Chamber's other relevant considerations in relation to this order. While it is true that in crossexamination Witness K89 stated that the order may have referred to "terrorist ear" rather than •
"Albanian ear",621 in re-examination, the witness confirmed having heard "Albanian ear".622
Furthermore, contrary to Dor~vic' s contention, the Trial Chamber explicitly discussed the
witness's inconsistent evidence and explained why it decided to accept parts of Witness K89's
testimony that this orderreferred to all Albanians, including civilians.623
206.

In addition, the Appeals Chaniber finds that Dordevic's reliance on the 24 March 1999

order in support of his challengeto the Trial Chamber's findings on persecutions, takes this order

610

Cf K.rnojelac Appeal Judgement.para. 185.
See infra, p= 555-569.
618
See Dordevic Appeal Btief, paras i44-145; Dcmlevjc Reply Brief, para. 41. See also Dordevic Appeal Brief,
para. 134 where DOJ"devicargue, that the nlllllOOtof mmdm committed "fall short of showmg tbat murder was
wiiliin a JCE plan".
619 Trial Judgement.paras 2126, 2128, 2130, 2136-2149,2151-2152See also •upra, paras 111, 173, 189.
.., Trial Judgement.para. 2151. See alsosupnz,paras 204.
.
.
621
K89, 26 Ang 2009, T. 8442-8443(privatesession). See also ExbibitP1273, pp 9179-9180 (confidenti,,]_).
"" K89, 26 Allg 2009, T. 8475-8476(private,ession). See also ExbibitP1273, pp 9179-9180 (confidentiaI).
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out of its proper context. 1be Trial Chamberdiscussed this order in the context of its analysis on the
disproportionate use of force by Serbian f=s

against Kosovo Albanians during the course of
625

624

purported.anti-terroristoperations. E>ordevic'
s argument is therefore disnrissed..

. 2fJ7. .The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonable trial
chamber could have concluded as the Trial Chamber did and as such has failed to show that the
Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the. crime of persecutions through murder, deportation,
forcible transfer, and destructionof religious or culturally significantproperty was part of the JCE.

D. Conclusion
208.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's seventh ground of

appeal in its entirety.

""· Trial Judgement, ConfidentialAnnex.p. 970, fn. 1570 (confidential).
624 Trul Judgement,para. 2056. See also Trial Judgement,paras 2052-2069.
"' · s~ supra, para. 20.
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I. I'

X. DORDEVIC'S NINTH GROUND OF APPEAL: ALLEGED ERRORS.
CONCERNING DORDEVIC'S PARTICIPATIONIN THE JCE
The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic significantly contributed to the JCE626 based on the

209.

I

following factors: (i) Dordevic, as Head of the_RJB and Assistant Minister of the MUP, had "de

jure powers and exercised effective control over the police in Kosovo", iocluding the PJP and the
SAJ, during the Indictment period;627 •(ii) he was one of the most senior MUP officials at the
time;628 (iii) he played a key role in the coordination of the MOP f~rces in Kosovo in 1998 and
1999;629 (v) he was a member, and regularly attended the meetings, of the Joint Command and the
MUP Collegiam;630 (vi) he was present on the ground, and attended.the meetings of the MOP Staff.
io Pristina!Prishtine;631 (vii) he was ~ jure responsfble for the forces involve.din the disarming of
Kosovo Albanians, while the Serbian civilian population in Kosovo was being armed and organised
• in Reserve Police Squads ("RPOs");632 (viii) he represented the Republic of Serbia during the
iotemational negotiations of October 1998 on the role of the police in Kosovo;633 (ix) he played a
leading role in the MUP efforts to. conceal the killing of 45 civilians in Rllc~ak
634

1999;

in January
635

(x) he con1nbuted to the deployment of paramilitary units in Kosovo;

(xi) he was

personally and directly involved in the incorporation of the Scorpions into the MUP, their formal
636

attachment to the SAJ, and their deploymentto Kosovo in 1999;

(xii) he had a leading role in the

MUP efforts to conceal the mnrder of Kosovo Albanian civilians and others taking no active part in
hostilities;637 and (xiii) at no time during bis tenure as the Head of RIB, did Dordevic take any
measures to ensure investigationsinto the crimes committedin Kosovo or to punish those involved
in their commission.638
210.

The Trial Chamber also found that Dordevic acted with the requisite intent 639

"" Trial JndgemeD!,para. 2158.
"' Trial Jndgemont, para. 2154.
628
Trial Jndgemont, para. 2154.
629
Trial Judgement. para. 2154.
630
Trial Judgement, para. 2154.
'" Trial Judgemrot, para. 2154.
632
Trial Judgement, para. 2154.
633
Trial JudgemeD!,para. 2154.
634
Trial Judgement, para. 2154.
li35 Trial Judgement, para 2155.
'" Trial Judgement, para. 2155.
"' Trial Judgement, para. 2156.
"' Trial JudgemeD!,para. 2157.
"' Trial Judgement, para. 2158. The Appeals Chamber has upheld.the Trial Chamber's conclusion that£lordevic acted
with the requisite intent (see infra, paras 463; 468,470 477, 504, 513-514).
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211.

Under bis ninth ground of appeal, Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber committed a

number of errors of law and fact which, inclividnally and cumulatively, resulted in a
mischaraclerlsation of his conduct and improperly linked him to the JCE.640 Particularly, he argues
that the Trial Chamber's reasoning is flawed as it is based on the erroneous premise that he
exercised effective control over the perpetratorsof the crimes.641 Dordevic sets out his argumentsin
eight sub-grounds of appeal, which the Appeals Chamber will addressin tum.
A. Sub-ground 9(A): alleged errorsin relation to the Trial Chamber's assessmentof the
slrocture of the MOP and Dordevic"s
role

1. Introduction
212.

The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic, as Head of the RIBand Assistant :M:inisterof the

MOP, had de jure power over the organisational units of the RIB operating in Kosovo at. all
relevant times.642 Dordevic, who was also a member of the MOP Collegium and the Joint
Command, held the highest attainable rank, Colonel-General, and was described as the ''number
two man" in the Ministry,was also found to have "exercised effective control, both de jure and de
facto, over the MUP forces under the RIB in Kosovo throughout 1998 and 1999".643 The Trial

Chamber further found that his powers in relation to the RIB tiruts participating in anti-terrorist
activities were not diminished after the establishmentof the·MinisterialStaff for the Suppression of
Terrorism;in Kosovo ("MinisterialStaff') on 16 June 1998.644
· 213:

Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber "fundamentally misunderstood and overstated his

role in Kosovo in 1999".645 In partictilar,he submits that: (i) the creation of the Ministerial Staff had
646
an impact on bis role vis-a-vis th~ police in Kosovo_;
(ii) the Trial Chamber e=d in concluding

that he actively parlicipated or hadeffective control over events in Kosovo in 1998 ~d 1999;647
(rii) there is no evidencethat Ji exercised control over the PJP and/or_SAJunits;648 (iv) he ·was not

privy to reports concerningMUP operationsin Kosovo and was thus unaware of the events on the

640

Dardevic Appeal Brief, para. 156; Appeal Hearing.13 May 2013, AT. 61. •

,u Dor&vic Appeal Brief. para. 156.
"'
"'
""
'"

Trial Judgement. paras 40, 1892, 1898.
Trial Judgement, para.1898.
Trial Judgement. p,,ra.1895. See also Trial Judgement,paras 108-124. ,
Dardevic Appeal Brief, paras 157, 194; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 61, 71-72, 74, 80-81. See also
Dordevic Appeal Brief,para. 160; Donlevic ReplyBrief, paras 4445.
•
.., Dordevic Appeal Brief, parax 161-172; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 79-80. See E>orde\-icReply Brief,
paras 45-49.
647
Doolevic Appeal Brief, para. 173. See also 'ElanlevicReply Brief, paras 49-50. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May
2013, AT. 168-169.
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ground;649 (v) the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the other Assistant Ministers were
subordinate to bim;650 (vi) the evidence does not support the Trial "Chamber's finding that
Ministerial Collegiummeetingswere used to discuss and plan MUP engagementsin Kosovo;651 and
(vii) the Trial Chamber erred in relation to its :findingsregarding Dordevic's role in the negotiations

leading to the October Agreements.652 Accordingto Dordevic, these errors invalidate the finding on
bis control over the RIB and participationin the JCE.653 Thus, Dordevic requests that all of his
convictions be quashed or his sentencebe reduced accordingly.654
214.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that Dordev:ic

participated in the JCE.655 It conteruisthat Dordevic merely repeats arguments expresslyrejected by
the Trial Chamber, without showing any =r,
656

summarily dismissed.

and that these arguments should therefore be

In addition, the Prosecution argues that Dodevic's arguments fail on the

merits.657

215.

The Appeals Chamberwill considerDordevic' s submissionsin tum.
2. TheMinisterialStaff and Dordevic's role

' (a) Introduction
216.. The Trial Chamber found that on 11 June 1997, Dordevic set up the MUP Staff for Kosovo,
which created an intermediate level of command between the MUP headquartersin Belgrade and
the SIJPs in Kosovo.658 The MUP Staff was tasked with the planning, organising,and undertaking
of "'measures _andactivities to suppressarmed rebellions;prevent and suppresscivil disorder; [and]
prevent terrorism"'. 659 The Trial Chamberfurther found that on 15 January 1998,Dordevic issued a
decision expanding the mandate of the MUP Staff to include cooperation with the "RDB, the VJ,
other state organs and organs of local self government'', and that one of thetasks of the MUP Staff

04
'

DordevicAppealBrief, paras 174-179._Seealw E>ordevicReplyBrief, para. 51.

649 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 180-185;Dordevic Reply Brief, paras 52-53. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013,
05
- •
651
052
653
654

655

"'
657
05

'

AT. 170-171.
E>ordevicAppeal Brief, para.s186-190;Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 71, 74. See a!w Dordevic Reply Brief,
paras 54-55.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, pm. 158. See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 194; Dordevic Reply Brief, paras 5 6-57.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 193.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 194.
Dordevic Appeal Brief; para. 194.
ProsecutionResponooBriet; paras 129, 156. See also Appeal Hearing. 13 May 2013, AT. 116-117.
Prosecution Response Brief, paras 129, 131, 133, 139-142, 145-146, 149, 152-154, 156. See also Appeal Hearing,·
13 May 2013, AT. 116-117.
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 132.
Trial Judgement, paras 104, 107..
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was the· "prevention and suppression of terrorism".6(/J On 15 May 1998, Dordevic issued a decision .
661

by which he extended the. mandate of the MUP Staff for one year.

He issued another decisi~ on

11 June 1998 whereby Lakic was appointed Head of the MUP Staff and the membership of the
662

· MOP Staff was expanded to 14 members, all of whom were from the RJB.

The Trial Chamber

further found that Don1evicdid not have the authority, as Head of the RIB, to formally include the
'

'

RDB in the MUP Staff, and that only the Minister had the legal power to formally ensure the
··representation of the RDB in the J\,1lJP Staff.663 The Minister, as found by the Trial Chamber, did so
ou 16 June 1998 when he issued a decision establishing the Ministerial Staff, which expanded the

~embership of the MUP Staff to include the chiefs of the "secretariats for internal affairs, centres
and branches of the RDB".664 The Trial Chamber noted that:
• [w]hile in f= 1lliswas a new staff which supen;eded tbe existing Staff, and while the Accased
maintained he had not been consulted about this decision, its leader remained SrellmLuldc of the
RIB, and most of its composition was uncbanged from 1ha1put in place byf>ordevrejust five days
earlier. The significant change was !ho formal mclusion of the state security represe,;rtatives(lhe
RDB).

217.

665

•

It fwther found that "[t]he MUPStaff for the Suppression of Terrorism was a coordinating
666

body between the Ministry in Belgrade and the SUPs in Kosovo".

The Trial Chamber concluded

"' -Trial Judgement, para. 104, refening to Exhibit D402, item 2, Vlastimir Dordevic, 2 Dec 2009, T. 9469-9470.
'° Trial Jndgcment. para. 105.
661
Trial Judgement, para. 105.
"" Trial Jndgement, para. 106, refouing to Exlnbit P760. The :aiembersof the MOP Staff were: Sreten Lukic,
Assistant Chief of !he Secretariatin Belgrade for police affairs, as Staff leader; Radoslav Djinovic, Assistant Chief
of the SUP in Smelderovo, as Staff deputy leader; Goran Rarlosavljevic,Chief of the section for PIP in the SUP
Belgrade, as Assislanl Staff leader for interventions; Zarko Brakovic, Chief of lhe police department of SUP
Prutina/Prisbtine, as !he Assistant Staff leader for police affirirs;Milu1inVukovic, Cnmmande, of !he Mechanised
Brigade in Prislina/Prishtine, as Assistant Staff leader for mechanised units; Miodrag Rsumovic, Chief of the
Department for the Suppressionof Financial Crime, SUP Belgrade, as the coordinator for financial crime; Novica
Zdravkovic, woiling in the suppressionof financial crime in !he CriminalPolice Departnwotin the SUP Vranje, as
1be general crime coordinator; Radovan Vusorevic, Chief of the Department for Border Police, Aliens and
Administrative Affairs of the SUP Novi Sad, as the Assistant Staff leader for border police, aliens and
administrative affms; Milan Cankovic,providing communications equipment,vehicles and other equipment in the
Police Administration of the Minimy, as the Assistant Staff leader for radio communications;Milos Deretic, Chief
of the Depamnent of Communications in the SUP Pristina/Prishtine, as the Assistant Head of Staff for wire
communications; Milorad Rajicic, Chief of the Department for Joint Affairs of the SUP Pristina/Prishtinli, as the
, Assistant Staff leader for qoartermaste,: security;Gojko Celebic, working in the defence preparationsin 1he Police
Department of the SUP Pristina/Prishtine, as Assistant Staff leader for logistics; Dobrasin Krdzic,wmking in
matters of preventive medicine as the Assistant Staff leader for medical security; and Raska Milenkovic, Chief of
the analysis Department of the SUP Pristina/Prishtine, as the Assistant Staff leadet _forsurveillance analysis (l'rial
Judgement, fn. 392).
'" Trial Judgement, paras 107-108.
'" Trial Judgement; para. 108, refeuing to ExhibitP57.
"' Trial Judgement, p,u:a.108. See also Trial Judgemeot,paras 110, 1896-1897.The Trial Chamber also noted 1hat"of
the 14 original members of the Staff of 11 June 1998, just four (Brakovic,Rsumovic, Deretic, and Celebic) did not
continue to be members in the MinixterialStaff'' (Trial Jndgement, fn. 394).
666 Trial Judgement, para. 1897.
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that, contrary to the_Defence case, the creation of the Ministerial Staff did not cmtail Dordevic's
powers and did not interrupt or affect his authority over the SUPs and the police in Kosovo.667

I

(b) Arguments of theparties
218.

Dordevi.c argues that with the creation of the Ministerial Staff, the RIB and RDB chains of

command were merged andbrought under the direct supervision of the Minister, who delegated all
command over these forces to the Head of MUP Staff, Lukic, as well as those chosen by the
Minister and physically present in Kosovo.668 The heads of RIB and RDB, therefore, were bypassed
and excluded from the chain of command.669 Consequently, although Dordevic remained Head of
the RIB, he could no longer exercise command or control over the police in I(:osovo.670•
219.

Dordevic contends that the Trial Chamber erred in its analysis of the Minister's decision of

16 June 1998 ("Minister's Decision") establishing the Ministerial Staff.671 According to Dordevic,
item 3 of the Minister's Decision contains two different provisions: "l. 'The Head of [MUP] Staff
shall repprltrJ the Minister [.. .r' and 2. '[inform] the Minister about [... ]"'. 672He argues that
these provisions have distinct me;ining and that the Trial Chamber failed to appreciate the original
.languageused-in the Serbian text of the Minister's Decision.673 Dordevic submits that the use of the
term odgovora in original Serbian version, which means "shall answer to", shows that the Head of
Staff was responsible only to the "Minister.674 In his view this interpretation is supported by the
Minister's decision of 31 May i999 which extended the Minister's Decision, stating: "the Head of
Staff shall answer for his own work, that of the Staff and the security situation to the Minister''.675
Dordevic submits that the additional use in both decisions of the term izvestava - meaning
informing -in the latter half of the sentence would be redundant if the two terms had the same
meaning.676 He states that it is_therefore clear that the Ministerial Staff fundamentally.restructurc;d
the hierarchy and functioning of the MUP, thus eradicating Dordevic's former role andrerouting

,., Trial Judgement,paras 111-124,1895-1897.
_
661
Doi-devicAppeal Brief, para. 162. See Dordevit Appeal Brief, pora. 159, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 124.
See also DorclevicAppeal Brief, para. 168; Dordcvic Appeal Brief, para. 161, referring 1DTrial Judgement,para.
108; ExhibitP57; Appeal Hearing, 13 May2013,AT. 75-76, 79.
"' Dordevic AppealBrief, paras 162-163.See also APpealHearing, 13May 2013, AT. 77-78.
610
E>ordevitAppealBrief.paras 163, 167. See also DordevicReplyBrief, paras 45-46.
rn Dordevic AppealBrief, para. 164, referringto ExhibitP57.
m Dordevic AppealBrief, para. 164 {emphasismoriginal).
673
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 164;referring1DExhibit P57.
"" Dordevic AppealBrief, para. 165.
.
615 Dordevic AppealBrief, para. 165;ExhibitP67, Item 3 (emphasismoriginal).
616 Dordev:icAppealBri.ef,para. 166,n,ferring to ExhibitsP57, It=.3, P67, Item 3.
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responsibility directly from the Minister to· the Head of .theMUP Staff.

677

In Dordevic' s view, the
678

transfer of Stojanovic should have been considered as a decisive sign of this change of hierarchy.
220.

Dordevic further submits that the Trial Chamber erroneously relied on the evidence of

Witness Ljubinko Cvetic ("Witness Cvetic"), who was the Chief of one of the seven SUPs in
679

Kosovo, to conclude that the creation of the Ministerial Staff had no impact on Dordevic' s role.

Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber erred in: (i) failing to acknowledge that Witness Cvetic
changed his evidence when confronted: with the Minister's Decision; and (ii) relying on.
Witness Cvetic' s evidence because ''he had no direct knowledge of the relationship between the
Ministerial Staff and Belgrade".680 He notes that Witness Cvetic acknowledged that "the
relationship between Kosovo and Dordevic had changed with the creation of the Ministerial
Staff'. 681 Dordevic further submits that the Tri,alChamber erred in relying on the hearsay evidence
of Witness Shaun Byrnes ("Witness Byrnes'') and on the inaccurately summarised statement of
682

Dordevic' s chef de cabinet, Slobodan Borisavljevic (''Borisavljevic'').
Borisavljevic's ~tatement,Dordevic further notes that it was not admi~
221.

Jn relation to •
683

into evidence.

In addition. Don1evicargues that the Trial Chamber.erred in finding that he appointed and

dismissed Chiefs of SUPs.684 He insists that it was the prerogative of the Minister, whose
authorisation was required when Dordevic appointed and dismissed RJB members to and from the
Ministerial Staff.6BSDordevic claims that his ''limited role bore no relation to beiog 'actively
engaged' in the actual functioning of the Staff until the end of the war''.
222.

686

The Prosecution responds that the evidence supports the finding that Hordevic' s role as
687

Head of the RIB remained unchanged after the establishment of the Ministerial Staff.

It argues

that ''[t]he Trial Chamber reasonably found that the RIB chain of command flowed from MUP
Minister Stojiljkovic and Dordevic'' to the MUP Staff headed by Ltikic, "who was in charge of
688

coordinafinr;and IDll!lagingMUPunits engaged in combat actions in Ko~ovo". Furthermore, the

,m f>ordevicAppeal Bricl';para. 166.
..,. Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 78. See also Don1evi6Appeal Brief, para. 170, n:femng to Exhibit D99.
679 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para, 168.
680 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 168. See also Dordevic Reply Brief, pern. 47.
681 Donlevic Appeal Brief, para. 168, referring to Ljubinko Cvetic, 2 Jul 2009, T, 6789-6790.
6112 DordevicAppealBrief,para.169.
!)ordevic AppealBrie:f,para. 169.
"' DDl'.®vicAppeal Brief, para. 17L See also I>ordovicReply Bricl', para. 48.
6115 Dordevic Appeal Brid, pern. 172.
,,. I>ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 172, rorerring to Trial Judgement, paras 120-121.
'" Prosecution Response Brief, pern. 130.
'" Prosecution Response Brief, pern. 134.

°"
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Minister's Decision does not contradict the Trial Chamber's finding that Dordevic remained Head
of the RIB and Lukic' s superior.689
223.

Regarding Witness Cvetic's testimony, the Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber

properly exercised its discretion in accepting it and that Dordevic incorrectly asserts that
Witness Cvetic acknowledged be was mistaken.690 It further argues that Dordevic fails to
substantiate the claim that the Trial Chamberrelied _onweak evidencethat Lukic continued to report
to Dordevic after the Minister's Decision.691 Toe Prosecution contends that, by focusing on only
one paragraph of the Trial Judgement,Dordevic ignores other factual findings, "merely asserts that
the [Trial} Chamber failed to interpret the evidence in a particular manner, lWdpoints to other
evidence, without demonstratiog that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached this
conclusion".692
224.

Similarly, regarding Dordevic's powers to appoint and dismiss SUP chiefs; the Prosecution

states that Dordevic repeats arguments that the Trial Chamber considered and rejected, without
showing~ error.693
(C) Analysis

225.

At the outset, the Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic reiterates on appeal some of the

same arguments made at trial thatwere explicitly considered and ~ejectedby the Trial Charober.694
The Appeals Chamber therefore recalls that appeals proceedings are not a trial d,e nova;rather, the
Appeals Chamber will hear appeals when an error of law or fact is alleged.695 Itis established in the
jurisprudence of the Tribunal that mere repetitions of arguments that were rmsuccessful at trial,
without showing that their rejection constitutedan error warrantingthe intervention of the Appeals·
Chamber, may be summarilydismissed.690
226.

With respect to the Trial Chamber's consideration of the Minister's Decision, the Appeals

Chamber observes that while the Trial Chamber found that pursuant to the Minister's Decision,

6
"
690

Prosecution Response Brief, para. 134.
Prosecution Rt:sponse Brief, para. 136.
1
"
Prosecution Rt:sponse Brief, para. 137.
"' Prosecution Response Brief, para. 137, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 1897, Dardcvic Appeal Brief,
paras 169-170.
"' ProsecutionRes_ponse Brief, paras 138-139.
"' See Trial Judgement, paras 111, 115, 1893; Closing Arguments (14 Jul 2010), T. 14451-14452, 14481,
14492-14493; Dordevic Closing Brief, paras 136-137, 146-148, 185-209, 285, '406. See supra, paras 211, 214,
218-224.
•
"" Article 25 of.the Statute; supra, paras 13-19.
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Lukic was to "report to the Minister al;>outbis actions", it did not solely rely on this wording or
document to conclude that Dordevic's power had not been limited by the creation of the Ministerial
Staff.697 To the contrary, the Trial Chamber reasoned that the wording of the Minister's Decision
did not suggest anything extraorilinaryfrom the standard functioning of the MUP, namely that the
"Minister remains the person ultimately responsible and who can intervene and make demands or
• give instructions as he'deems it necessary".698 Jt further reasoned that the normalfooctioning of the
MUP also entailed that senior chiefs of sections carry out their normal duties in assisting the
699

Minister.to fulfil bis role.

The Trial Chamber then engaged in a detailed analysis of the evidence

supporting the finding that Dordevic~s role and involvementin the activities of the MUP in Kosovo

i.
i

i

were not diminished.700 .It consideredevidence that: (i) Dordevic was often on the ground in 1998
and 1999 and played a direct role in the engagement ofMUP forces in Kosovo;701 (ii) he actively
participated in the Collegium meetings . at which anti-terrorist operations were discussed and
planned;702 ("rii)he actively participated at the Joint Command meetings dealing with the
coordination oJ the VJ and MUP forces in Kosovo;703 (iv) the majority of the operations in Kosovo
continued to be carried out by the RIB, including PJP and SAJ detachment, for which Dordevic
remained responsible;704 (v) Dordevic made decisions regulating the rights of the MUP members
· assigned to the Ministerial Staff,including Stevanovic;705 and (vi) Lukic recognised Dordevic as bis

I'

superior.706
227.

In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds unpersuasiveDordevic's claim that the use

of both odgovora and izvestava in the Minister's Decision clearly show that "the Ministerial Staff
fundamentally restructured the hierarchy and functioning of the MUP by requiring that the Head of •
Staff directly answer to •[the Minister] and additionally inform him about security-related

'"

See supra, para, 20.
See Trial Judgement.para. 110.
698
Trial Judgement.para. 112. See also Trial Judgement,para. 115.
699
Trial Judgement. paras 112-114.
'/Oil See Trial Judgement,para. 118.
701
Trial Jndgement. paillS 118,244,359,398, 1900-1907, 1920-1925,2178. See infra, paras 231, 235-238, 242-243,
450-451.
•
•
7112
Trial Judgement. paras 98, us; 1897.
703
Trial Judgement.paras 118, 229, 237, 239-240,244, 247, 249, 1902, 1904, 1906, 1988,2178. See i,ifra, paras 250,
283-287, 321. The Appeals Chamber further notes that, as will be discussedin detail below, Dordevic conlinnedto
issue dispatches deployingPJP units to Kosovo !lnoughoutthe Indictmentperiod (see infra, para. 242).
'°' Trial Judgement.paras 118, 124.
"" Trial Judgement.para. 120. See infra, para. 230.
706
Trial Judgement.paras 119, 1897-1899.Seei,ifra, para. 229.
@
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developments, measures taken and the effects of those measures".707 These arguments are therefore
dismissed.
228.

The second error alleged by Dordevic relates to the Trial Chamber's reliance on the

evidence of Witness Cvetic and· Witness Byrnes, and on the summary of Borisavljevic's
statement.708 The Appeals Chamber is not convinced by Dordevic's argument that

theTrial

Chamber erred in relying on Witness Cvetic' s evidence to conclude that Dordevic's authority and
powers remained unaffected by the creation of the Ministerial Staff. The Appeals Chamber
observes that Witness Cvetictestified about the MUP Staff and stated that it was a ''mid-command"
between the MUP in Belgrade and the SUPs in Kosovo.709 He did not testify ~ relation to the
Ministerial Staff and, contrary to Dordevic's contention, did not change bis evidence
710

acknowledge that he was mistaken.

or

Upon review of Witness Cvetic's testimony, it is clear that

when discussing the relationship between the MUP Staff and Belgrade, he was referring to the
MUP Staff established by Dordevic in.1997, which the Trial Chamber clearly distinguished from •
the Ministerial Staff establishedby the Minister's Decision.711 Witness Cvetic testified that during
the Indictment period he did not know of the existence of the Ministerial Staff and had never seen

the Minister's Decision establishingit prior tobis testimony.712 In other words, he did not perceive
a change in the relationship between the SUP and the headquartersin Belgrade, in relation to the
MUP Staff originally established by Dordevic.713 His testimony is consistent with the Trial
Chamber's conclusionthat the creation of the Ministerial Staff was a formality to include the RDB
in the MUP Staff in Kosovo, but did not affect the relationship between the SUPs in Kosovo, the
MUP Staff, and the headquartersBelgrade in that they remained subordinateto the RIB, and hence •
·10

Dordevic.714 In reaching this conclusion, the Trial Chamber also considered the fact that Lube

continued to be the Head of the Staff and that, with the exception of the inclusion of the RDB
representatives, the composition of the new Ministerial Staff remained for the most part

7'17

See Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 166.
SeeDordev:icAppealBrief.parBB 168-169.
..,. Trial Judgement, para. 124.
710
See Ljubmko Cvetic, 2 Jul 2009, T. 6789-6790.
711 See Trial Judgemen~ paras 104-107, 123; Ljubinko Cvetic, 29 Jun 2009, T. 6590, 6597; Ljubinko Cvetic, 30 Jun
2009, T. 6645.
•
712 Ljubinlro Cvotic, 30 Jun 2009, T. 6624-6626;LjubinlroCvetic. 2 Jul 2009, T. 6784-6785.
713 See Ljubmko Cvetic, 2 Jul 2009, T- 6785-6786.
714
Tri.alJudgement, para. 124.
708
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unchanged.715 The Appeals Chamber is not convinced by £>ordevic'sassertions,which misrepresent
the relevant witness testimonyand evidence. His arguments are therefore dismissed.

229.

As to the evidence of Witness Byrnes, the Appeals Chamber notes that he testified that

Lukic told him that during bis w~kly trips to Belgrade he- reported to both Dordevic and
Stevanovic.716 The Appeals Chamber recalls that it is within the discretion of a trial chamber to
adinit hearsay evidence, although in assessing its probative.value, the surrounding circumstances
must be considered.717 The AppealsChamber observes that the Trial Chamber did not solely rely on
Witness Byrne's testimony to conclude that Dordevic retained control over Lukic, but also relied on
718

evidence of Dordevic's role in the negotiations leading to the October Agreements.

As for

Borisavljevic's statement givenbefore the Belgrade War Crimes Chamber719 that Dordevic received
reports by phone from Lukic,720 the Appeals Chamber notes that indeed this statement was not
admitted into evidence in this trial. However, the Trial Chamber did not rely on Borisavljevic's
statement to reach the conclusion that Dordevic "remained in control of the Ministerial Staff and
Sreten Lukic''.721 Borisavljevic's stakment was .simply put to Dordevic during Dordevic's
testimony. In assessing bis credibility, the Trial Chamber observed ,that Dordevic failed to
"consistently and convincingly'' maintain bis evidence denying that Lukic was reporting to bim.722
The Appeals Chamber therefore considers that the Trial Chamber relied on Borifavljeyic' s
statement to assess Dordevic's credibility on the issue, and not, as £)ordevic suggests, for the truth
cifits content.723 •The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic takes the Trial Chamber's findings out
of their context and ignores its detailed analysis of the testimonial and documentary evidence upon

715

Trial Judgement, paras 108-109. The Appeals Chamber finds that contrary to the Dordevic's clam,, the Trial
Chamber considered aruireasonedthe changes in the compositionof lhe Ministerial Staff from the MUP Staff (see
Trial Judgeme~ paras 108-109,fn. 394. Conlra Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 162). Dordcvic simply offors an
altemative interpretationof the facts,igooring all !he relevantTrial Chamberfindings,
71
• Trial Ju~
fu. 6502.
717 See Lulcicand LuJdcAppeal Judgement,para. 303; Blas"'lcic
AppealJudgement,para. 656,fn. 1374;Ha:radinajet al.
Appeal Judgement,paras 85-86.
71
' Trial Judgem~ para. 1897.
719 Chamber.created in Juoe 2003 within the Belgrade District Court, with jurisdiction over crimes against humanity
and violations of internationallaw as set out in the SerbianPenal Code, and over seriousviolationSof international
IJnmoi,itarianlaw that occurredon:lhe territoriesof the former Republicof Yugoslaviasince 1 January 1991.
,w •Trial Jndgemeot;,para. 1897,fn. 6502.
721 See :rrlal Judgement,para. 1897,fn. 6502. Contra DordevicAppealBrief, para. 169.
721 Trial Judgement, fu. 6502. See also YJ.astimkDordevic, 14 Dec 2009, T. 10061. Dordevit also suggests that the
·Trial_CllmnberinaccuratelySUillIJJaiiBed
the testimonyof BorisavljevM(DordevicAppeal Brief, para. 169).Having
reviewed the transcript, 1he Appeals Chamber notes that that is not lhe case. The Trial Judgement reported
Borisavljevie s statementthat Dordevicreceived oral reports from Lulic, who contactedhim by phooe, which;,;
consistent with Borisavljevit statement as read into the record (ef.·Trial Judgement, fn. 6502 with VlBstimir
Dordevit, 14 Dec 2009, T. 10063).
•
•
"' See Trial Judgement,fn. 6502;VlaslimirDordevic, 14Dec 2009,T. 10061-10067.
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which it concluded that the Ministerial Staff did not alter the superior-subordmaterelationship
between Dordevic and Lukic.724 His arguments are therefore dismissed.
230.

The Appeals Chamber further finds unconvincing Dordevic's argument that he Jacked the

power to· appoint and dismiss the SUP chiefs. The Trial Chamber explicitly considered and rejected •
this argument.725 Dordevic merely asks the ~ Chamber to accept his interpretation of the
evidence, without pointing to an error.726 In addition. Dordevic' s argument .that his role in
"appointing and dismissing RIB members to and 'from the Ministerial Staff' was limited to
regulating individnal employment rights reveals his misunderstanding of the Trial Chamber's
finding.727 Indeed, the Appeals Chamber understands lhe Trial Chamber to have found that
notwithstanding Dordevic's lack of "power _to appoint'' members of the Ministerial Staff, by
regulating the rights of those RIB )Ilembersassigned to the Ministerial Staff, he "remained actively
engaged in fue membership and functioningof the Ministerial Staff in Kosovo throughout 1999.'.ns
Dordevic merely offers an alternative conclusion but has failed to show that lhe Trial Chamber
erred. His argument is therefore dismissed.
3. Dordevic's role in the events in Kosovo in 1998 and 1999
(a) Introduction
231.

The Trial Chamber found that, following the adoption of the Plan·for the Suppression of

Terrorism in Kosovo in July 1998, Dordevic was present in Kosovo for about three months, where
he monitored the implementation of lhe plan and actively participated in the Ministerial Staff
meetings.729 TQ.eTrial Chamber also found that at a meeting of the Ministerial Staff in Kosovo.on

m Trial Judgement, paras 104-124,1897-1899;
725 Trial Judgement, paras 40, 48; l)ordovic Closing Brief, paI11.163.

m
m
72'

,:zs

Seo supra, para. 20.
l)ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 172.
Trial Judgement, para. 120. The evidence analysed by the Trial Clwnber mcludes two decisions signed .by
Dordevic relating to the entitlement of Stojanovic and Bozovic (Trial Judgement, para. 120, referring to
Exlnbits Pl044, D40S, respectively); Lukic's Jotter to I>ordevicproposing tbe tmnination of appointments aod
additioo of members to tbe MinisterialStaff as C!f1 June 1999 (Trial Judgement, para. 120, refeo:iog to Exhibit
D406); tbe Minister's subsequeot decision reflecting Luldc's proposal to 0ordevic (frial Judgement, para. 120,
referring to Exhibit P67); and I>ordevic's decision of 30 May 1999tcnninating.theemploymentof Milan Cankovic
as member of tbe MmiBterialStaff (Trial Judgement,para. 120,referring to Exbil,it P144).
Trilll Judgement, para. 1901. The Appeals Chamber notes that '':inkeeping witb tbe generalusage of witoessesand
submissions during the trial" the Trial Chalnber used "the description the 'MlJI> Staff', or tbe 'Mm' Staff for
Kosovo', whether the reference is to lhe MUP Staff for Kosovo before 16 June 1998, or the Mmisterial Staff for tbe
Suppression of Terrorism in Kosovo after 16 June 1998." The Trial Chamber stressed tba! this "usage is convenient
for brevity and does not imply anyfailure to recognise the change in [tbe] fomutl structure" of tbe Staff (Trial
Judgement, para. 123). The.Appeals Chamber will instead difforenci.tc between the two and refor to J,,furisterial
Staff when discussing the Staff after 16 June 1998.
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22 July 1998, Dordevic ins1ructedthose present on their future obligations in accordance with the
Plan for the Suppressionof Terrorism :inKosovo.7'0 It further found that throughout 1999, Dordevic
"continued to maintain bis :involvement:inKosovo and was active with the Minister in Kosovo on
more than one occasion".731 The Trial Chamber fonad this condnct to be :inconsistent with
:Dordevic's position at trial that the Minister kept him "out of the loop" about the events :in
Kosovo.732
(b) Arguments of the parties
232.

:Dordevicargues that the effect of the creation of the Ministerial Staff on his "control over

the events :inKosovo was :instantaneous"733 and that the Trial Chamber erred :inconcluding that he
"actively participated :in"-:inMinisterial Staff meetings, or had "effective control'' over events :in
Kosovo in _1998and 1999.734 He contends that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that he
actively participated :in Ministerial Staff meetings in 1998.735 Dordevic submits that as 1998
proceeded, his involvement :inKosovo waned, and in 1999 he was in Kosovo on only a handful of
occasions.736 Jn support of his argument, :Dordevic points to: (i) his alleged presence ·and
:involvementin Racak/Rac;:ak
in mid~January1999; (ii) a staff meeting on 17 February 1999, headed
by Lukic on the Minister's behalf, in which Dordevic barely spoke; ("rii)a Ministerial Staff meeting
on 8 March 1999, chaired by the Minister and Head of MUP Staff, ·in which Dordevic did not
contribute; (iv) a visit to Kosovo on 16 and 18 April 1999 where he terminated the duties of two
SUP chiefs, on the Minister's authorisation, and met with Lukic and Stevanovic; (v) his alleged
presence at the Joint Command meeting on 1 June 1999; and (vi) his presence at a meeting on
737

10 June 1999 pertaining to the withdrawal ofMIJP forces from Kosovo.
• 233.

Jn support of this argument, :Dordevicalso points to evidence of a number of Ministerial

Staff meetings during which Stevaoovic was either chairing the meeting or giving detailed
ins1ructions,while :Dordevicwas not even present

738

730

Tri.alJudgement,para. 1901.
Trial Judgement, para. 1925.
m Trial Judgement, para. 1925.
"' Dordevic Appeal Briof.para. 173.
"' DordevicAppeal Brief,para. 173.
735 Dordevit Appeal Brief,para. 173.
'" Dordevic Appeal Brief,para. 173.
"' Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. -173.Dordevic?• involvementin Racak/R~ in January 1999 and a Joint Command
meeting on 1 Jnne 1999,will be addressedUDder,respectively,sub--groUDds
9(E) and 9(B) of bis appeal
731 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 78-79. Specifically, Dorilevic poinlE to the following Mmisterial Staff
meetings: (i) 21 December 1998 (see Exhibit P1043); (ii) 4 April 1999 (see Exhibit P764); (iii) 7 May 1999 (see
Exhibi1P771); and(iv) 11 May 1999 (see Exhi.bitP345).
731
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234.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber rejected Dordevie s assertiom that he

seldom attended Ministerial Staff meetings in 1998 and was rnrely on the ground in Kosovo in

•!

1999.739 It contends that the Trial Chamber reasonably reached this conclusion after weighing the
evidence regarding Dordevic's presence on the ground following the establishment of the
Ministerial Staff in June 1998, and was not convinced by his assertion that he was kept "out of the
•

7~

loop" about events in Kosovo.
(c) Analysis
235.

The Appeals Chamber observes that Dordevic submits that "[it] was wholly erroneous to

conclude that [he] 'actively participated' in Ministerial Staff meetings in 1998".741 The Appeals
Chamber considers that this. statement is taken out of contexL The complete Trial Chamber's
· finding is as follows:
[f)rom July 1998 onwards, fur a period·of a1 least three months, the Accused was present m
Kosovo, monitoring the hnplemenh!tion of the Plan for the Suppression of Terrorism in Kosovo
and actively participating in MUP Staffmeetings.742
.

236.

The Trial Chamber's findings in this regard are based on extensive evidence concerning

Dordevic' s involvement in Kosovo throughout 1998 and his active participation in the
establishment and implementationof the Plan for the Suppres.sionof Terrorism in Kosovo.743 The
Appeals Chamber recalls that the full title of the Ministerial Staff was "Ministerial Staff for the
Suppr~sion of Terrorism"744 and that it was created to formally bring together the RIB and RDB
for the purpose of "combating terrorism" in Kosovo.745 Immediately after the creation of the
Ministerial Staff, Dordevic was sent to Kosovo to monitor and implement the Plan for the
Suppression of Terroris~.746 Dordevic himself testified that he occasionally participated in the
Ministerial Staff meetings, ''took part in the work of the meetings, contribut[ed] to them with some
proposal [... ] or help[ed] them in any way [he] thought [he] cmtld''.747 Similarly,when discussing
his role in Kosovo at the time, he testified that he was not "merely an observer" but that his task
was ''to get involved and provide assistance in the activities being carried out down there andto

· .,,, Prosecution Response Brief, para.141.
740
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 141.
741
DordevicAppealBrief,para.173.
742
Trial Jndgemen~ para. 1901.
743
Trial Jndgement. para. 1901,fns 6522-6531.See also Trial Judgement,paras 228-293, 1900-1907.
744
Trial Jndgement. para. 108. See also supra, paras 209-211.
745
Trial Judgement, para. 110.
'" VlastiIIrlrIlardevic, 8 Dec.ember2009, T. 9791; Trial Judgement, paras 1900--1907.
747
Trial Judgement, fu. 6526,referring to Vlastimir Dordevic. 3 December2009, T. 9589..
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give [bis] contribution to the success of the anti-terrorist activity."748 In light of the above, the
Appeals Chamber finds that the fact that Dordevic did not attend all the meetings of the Ministerial
Staff ashe pointed out, does not unden:ninethe Trial Chamber's conclusion that he was actively
participating in Ministerial Staff meetings.749 Similarly, it also does not undermine ihe Trial
,Chamber's conclusion that the creation of the Ministerial Staff did not, as Dordevic suggests, have
an impact on his involvementin the events in Kosovo. His argumentsin this respect are dismii;sed.
237.

Dordevic further contends that the Trial Chamber erroneously relied on evidence of his

limited participation in meetings in Kosovo in 1999, to establish that he was an active participant in
and had effective control over forces in Kosovo in 1999.750 Dordevic, however, ignores the Trial
Chamber's finding that his visits to Kosovo in 1999 were considered in the context of his active
participation in the establishment of the Plan for the Suppression of Terrorism in Kosovo and his
"commanding presence in Rac~ak''.

751

Dordevic's relative silence during certain meetings or

the fact that a meeting was chaired by someone other than Dordevic does not negate· these
findings.752 To the contrary, given his role in the establishment of the Plan for the Suppression of
Terrorism in Kosovo and his "commandingpresence in Rac~ak'',

as well as his senior status,

Dordevic's presence in Kosovo and at meetings aimed at "boost[ing]the morale of the police force"
and evaluating the ''handover of duties of the two SUP chiefs" is relevant to the Trial Chamber's
determination of Dordevic's continued involvement in Kosovo during the Indictment period.753 It
was therefore reasonable for the Trial Chamber to consider his participationat meetings in Kosovo
.in 1999 to establish that he was still active in.Kosovo and was not kept "out of the loop" as
Dordevic.argued at .trial.754
238.

Jn any event, Dordevic misunderstands the findings of the Trial Chamber insofar as he

submitsthat it failed to establish that he had "effective control" over events in Kosovo.755 The Trial
Chamber did not consider whether or not he had effective control in these specific instances, but
i:atherthat Dordevic "played a key role in coordinating the work of the MUP forces in Kosovo in
1998 and 1999"756 and, additi~nally,.that he had

de jure

powers and effective control over the

,... Trial Judgement,fn. 6526,refoa:ingto VIastimirDordev;t, 8 December 2009, T. 9791.
,., Contra Dordevic Appeal Bricl, fn. 256.
750
See Trial Judgement.para. 1925.
751
Trial Judgement. para. 1925.
752 SeeDorllcvicAppealBrief, para. 173,refea:ingtoErln"bitP85, p. 4, TrialJadgcment,para. 1925.
m Trial Jadgement, para. 1925.
•
•
7
"
See Trial Jndgement, para. 1925.
755
See DordevicAppeal Brief.para. 173(b).
755
Trial Jadgemf:nt.para. 2154. •
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police in Kosovo.757 The Trial Chamber made its findings with respect to Dordevic's presence in
Kosovo in 1999 to show that Dordevic "continued to maintain his involvement in Kosovo, and was
active with the Minister in·Kosovo on more than one occasion".758 In light of bis continual visits
throughout 1998 and 1999, bis "commanding presence" at times, and bis key role in coordinating
MUP forces in Kosovo, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded
that Dordevic Illllllltainedbis involvementand was active in Kosovo in 1999.
239.

In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed ·to show that no.

reasorutbletrier of.fact could have reached the same conclusionas the Trial Chamber, and as such
has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concludingthat he remained involved and active
in Kosovo throughout 1999.
4. Authority over the PJP and the SAJ

(a) Arguments of the parties
240.

Dordevic submits that tlw Trial. Chamber erred in concluding that he liad authority and

effective control over the PJP and the SAJ, because he engagedand deployed them.759 Moreover, he
argues that he merely implementedthe Minister's decisions and bis role ended there.760 He :further
contests the Trial Chamber's finding that he admitted members of PJP and SAJ units into the
reserve forci::sand deployed them to Ko~ovo.761
241.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably found that Dordevic was

responsible for .PJP and SAJ units in Kosovo throughout 1998 and 1999 and rejected Dordevic's
argument that he merely implemented the Minister's decisions.762 The Prqsecution maintains that
the establishment of the Ministerial Staff in June 1998 did not diminish Dordevic's authority over
the PJP and SAJ units.763 The Prosecution also clan:nsthat Dordevic has failed to show that the
Trial Chamber's finding regarding the deployment of volunteers and reservists to Kosovo was
unreasonable.764

757
751
759

'°

7

761

762
763

7

"

Trial Judgement, para. 2154,
Trial Judgement, para 1925.
Dordev:ic Appeal.Brief, paras 174, 176, 178-179.
Elordev:icAppeal.Brief,paras 17S, 177-179.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 177.
PrOBeCUtion
Response Brief, para. 143. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 119.
Prosecution Response Br:icl,para. 144.
Prosecution Response Br:icl,para. 145.
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(b) Analysis
242.

The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber foun~ that "th~ mobilising and

engaging of the PJPs could b~ done on orders of the Minister and, when approved by the Minister,
765

also on orders of the Chief of the RIB", namely Dordevic.

The Trial Oiamber explicitly

considered Dordevic' s evidencethat he was never authorised by the Minister to "use" the PJP to be
sent. on mission. and found this to be ''blatantly" incompatible with the evidence before it

766

It

concluded that the Minister had authorised him to make decisions on engagingthe PJP forces at the
relevant time, based on: (i) documentary evidence showing that
Dordevic, as Head of the RIB,
,
.

767

issued dispatches deploying the PJP units throughout the Indictment period;

and (ii) the

testimony of Witness Cvetic, Chief of the Kosovska Mitrcivica/MitroviceSUP, that it was normally
768

the Head of RIB, i.e. Dordevic, who made the decision to engage PJP units.

The Appeals

Charorer finds that Dordevic fails to· support his contention that he merely implemented the
Minister's decisions and that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on the testimonies and
documentary evidence upon which it reached its conclusion. The Appeals Chamber therefore finds
that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber's reasoning and assessment of the evidence
was erroneous.769
243.

With regard to Dordevic's argument in relation to the SAJ, he suggests that the Trial

Chamber's finding that he had authority over the SAJ because he could deploy them. falls short of
effective control.770 To the extent Dordevic argues that effective control necessarily implies control
772

during combat operations,771 the Appeals Chamber recalls that this is incorrect as a matter of law.

Jn any event, the Appeals Chamber finds that Whetherhe had control over these units in Kosovo
during their combat operations is irrelevant to the u).timatedetermination of whether by deploying

Trial Judgement, para. 61, referring to Exhibits P58, para. 2, P1360, p. 5, Ljubinko.Cvetic, 29 Jun 2009, T. 6604,
6607, Vlastimir Elordevic, 1 Dec 2009, T. 9453, Vlastimir Elordevi6, 2 Dec 2009, T. 9459. The Appeals Chamber
notes that in support of bis argument, Elordevic points to evidence that only snpports the Trial Chamber's general
finding that it was willrin the Minister'• power to engage the PlP (compare Elordevic Appeal.Brief. paras 174-175.
m.263 with Trial Judgement, para. 61).
766 See Trial Judgeruent, para. 61, refening to Vlastimir Elordevic,2 Dec 2009, T. 9459.
m Trial J~"tllllflilt, para. 61, referring to Exhibits P131, P132, P137, Pl38, P139, P346, Pl182, P1183.
761
Trial Judgement, para. 61.
769 SCI>
supra, para. 20.
_
,
710 Elordevic Appeal Brief, para. 176. In this context, Dordevic challenge., the Trial Chamber's conclnsion that he
admitted members into the reserve fprces and deployed them, based solely on challenges to !ho Trial Chamber's
filldings on the deployment of the Scorpions (see Elordevic Appeal Brief, paras 176-177). The Appeals Chamber
will address.this argumentlll1f:rin this Judgement (see infra, paras 355-362, 366-371)..
m Elordevic Appeal Brief, paras 176, 178-179.
m Toe Appeals Chamber recalls that ''[w]bether the effective conlrol descends from the superior to the subordinate
culpable of the crime through int=ediary snbordinates is immaterial as a matter of law; instead, what matt= is

765
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them he acted in furtherance of the JCE. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber
explicitly found that although_the PJP and SAJ units receivedtheir assignmentsfrom the MUP Staff
773

in Pristina/Prishtine following their deployment,Dordevic remained responsible for them.
244.

Dordevic has therefore failedto show that the Trial Chamber erred in finrling that he had

effective control over the deployedunits.

5. Thereportingsyst.emwithin the MUP
(a) Arguinents of the parties
245. . Dordevic' s argumentin relation to the reporting system within the MUP is twofold. First, he
argues that the reporting patterns within the MUP were affected by the creation of the Ministerial

Staff, which is further evidencethat this event curtailed Dordevic's powers.774 Dordevicparticularly
takes issue with the Trial Chamber's finding that SUP reports sent from the Ministerial Staff to the

MUP headquarters in Belgrade, including the heads of RIB and RDB, contained information on
anti-terrorist operations carried out by the police units.775 In his view, the fact that there was a
double-track reporting system, one from the SUPs to the Ministerial Staff in Priiltina/Prishtine,and
the other one directly to the MUP, shows that he was uot informed of the MUP operations in
Kosovo.776 Second, Dordevic contends that the Trial Chamber erred in inferring that he had
knowledge of the events in Koso~o, since reports to Belgrade did not :includeinformation on antiterrorist operations, even if the MUP Staff had received all the relevant infonnation on the Mill'
and anti-terrorist:activities.777
246.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber's finding that. Dordevic was infonned of

MUP operations in Kosovo was reasonableand ''based on a wealth of evidence".778

whether the superior has the marerial ability to prevent or punish the criminally responsible subordinate" ( Orie
Appeal Judgement, para. 20).
773
Trial Judgement, paras 72, 110, 112, 118, 124, 1896-1897.See also infra, paras 406-408.
774
•
See E>ordevicAppeal Brief, paras 180, 182, 184-185;E>ordevicReply Brief, paras 52-53.
71
' E>ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 182,referring to Trial.Judgement, para. 132. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013,
AT. 170-171.
776
E>ordevicAppealBrief, para. 184. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 170-171.
711. See E>ordevicAppealBriei.paras 180,182, 184-185;E>ordevicReplyBrief,paras 52-53.
778
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 147. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 125. The Prosecution further
submits 1hat the Trial Chamber found 1hatE>orde,1c's knowledge came from various sources including the detailed
and extensive reporting systems ill place ill the MUP, reports by telephone,personal contact,his participationill
meetings of the MUP Still, Joint Command, MUP CollegillJD,and personal tours on the grourui (Prosecution
Response Brief, paras 1~7-148).
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(b) Analysis

• 247.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber discussed in detail the reporting system

within the MUP.779 In making its findings on the reporting system, it relied on the MUP instructions
on information and reporti'ng,780 Dordevic's, Witness Cvetic's, and Witness Simovic's testimonies,
as well as other documentary evidence.781 It found tha't: (i) in 1999, the SUPs in Kosovo782 sent
reports about the events occurring in the territory of Kosovo to both the MUP headquarters in .
Belgrade and the MOP Staff in Pristina/Prishtine;783 (ii) the most importairt.•security-related
information that occurred within the territory of all the SUPs was in turn sent by the aaalytics
department of the RIB in Belgrade to all the SUPs and the head of the MUP Staff, informing them
of the situation outside their territory;784 (iii) the chiefs of the SUPs reported to Lukic every
morniag on ~y additional information that had not been included in the daily bulletins;785 and
, (iv).reportswere given daring the meetings of the MUP Staff.786 The Trial Chamber also found that
the MUP Staff submitted reports to ·theheadquarters in Belgrade and summaryreports to the MUP
. in Belgrade of everything that happened in the field. These S1lilliillUY
reports were described by
Dordevic

asa "doable-track chanael", in light of the fact that the same informationwas also sent by

the SUPs to the operation centre of the MUP.787
248.

When discussing these reports, the Trial Chamber rejected Dordevic's evidence that while

such reports were to include information on t)le movement of the police and police operations, the
information received by Belgrade covered only terrorist activities (and therefore not anti-terrorist
responses by the VJ and MUP).788 The Trial Chamber instead found that these reports covered:
(i) terrorist actions.and the police response to these actions; (ii) police operations,including the type
of operation, its time and place, the number of police members participating, combat and noncombat equipment used, and the result and consequences;(iii) movement of police units to, from,
and within Kosovo; and (iv) observations on the work of the KVM mission members.789 These

779

Trial Judgement, paras 125-135.
Exhibit D232.
See Trial Judgement, panµ; 125-135,1258.
,n pie 33 Secretariats for Intemar Affairs (SUP,) were subordinate to the RIB and responsi"blefor the security
situation in a particulll geographic area for which Ibey were es!Bblisbedin the tmitory of the Republic of Serbia
(Trial Judgement, para. 46).
"' Trial Judgement, para. 129,referring to Ljnbinko Cvetic, 1 Jul 2009, T. 6723, 6726, Exlnbit Pl060.
784 Trial Jndgement, para. 129, referring to Vlastinfu Dordevic, 2 Dec 2009, T. 9495, 9499-9504.
"' Trial Judgement, para. 129, referringto IJnbinko Cvetic, 2 Jul 2009, T. o/63.
,.. Trial Judgement, para. 129,referring to Ljnbinko Cvetic, 3 Jul 2009, T. 6860,Exlnait P764.
m Trial Judgement, para. 131,referring to VlastimirDordevic, 2 Dec 2009, T. 9508 (<liscussingExhibit D284).
'" Trial Judgement, para. 132, referring to Exhibit P104l.
•
"' Trial Judgement, para. 132.

''°
781
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topics were set out in a dispatch from Lukic

to

all the SUPs in Kosovo on 21 October 1998 in light

of the obligations entered into by Serbia in the October Agreements.790
249.

The Appeals Chamber considersthat the Trial Chamber's·finding is not clear on whether the

content of the ''reports" refers to the reports sent: (i) from the SUPs to the MOP Staff, (ii) from the
SUPs to the Operations Centre of the MOP in Belgrade, or (iii) from the MOP Staff to Belgrade.
The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber referred to Exlnbits D274 and D275. 791
Exhibit D274 is a report from a SUP to the MUP Staff dated 14 January 1999, which covers
precisely the areas of reporting set out in the dispatch of 21 October 1998 issued by

792
Lukic.

Exhibit D275, is a dlrilyreport from a SUP to the OperationsCentre in Belgrade, which on the other
hand, only covers crintinal offences, events, and incidents, but makes no reference to police
operations.793- However, .for the reasons set out below and elsewhere in this Judgemeut,794 the
Appeals Chamber finds that this distinction has no bearing on the Trial Chamber's conclusion that
the creation of the Ministerial Staff did not limit Dordevic's powers and that he·was aware of the
events unfolding in Kosovo.
250.

The Appeals Qiamber observes that the Trial Chamber explicitly found that despite the

detailed and extensive reporting system whereby both the SUP and the MUP-Staff reported to
Belgrade on the events that ocpurredon the ground in Kosovo, these reports did not mention serious
crimes committed by MUP forces against the Kosovo Albanian•populationduring the course of
1998 and 1999.795 It therefore inferred Dordevic's knowledge of the events occurring in Kosovo

based on::(i) evidence that reports from the SUPs were sometimes given to the MUP headquarters
by phone; 796 (ii) evidence that on 28 March 1999, Simovic, SAJ Comroand,,r,informed Dordevic
by telephone of the crimes committed against Kosovo Albanian civilians by the Scorpions unit
attached to the SAJ in Podujevo/Podujeve on that day;797 (iii) Dordevic's personal and direct
contact with, inter alia, a number. of SUP chiefs in Kosovo and the Head of the MUP Staff,
Lukic; 798 (iv) his attendance at and active participation in the Joint Command meetings;799 (v) his

790

Trial Judgemenl,para. 13Z;Exlubit P1041.
Trial Judgement.para. 132.
792
See Ex!nbirsD274, P1041.
793
SeeExlubitD275.
794 See supra, paras '12S-227,235-238;uifra, paras 250-251.
"' Trial Judgement,paras 1985-1986.
'" Trial Judgement.para. 1986,refemng to the testimony of l,iubinko Cv<,tic,1 Jul 2009,T. 6723, 6726.
"' Trial Judgement, para. 1986, refu:ring to the testimony of V1astimir Dordevic, 7 Dec 2009, T. 9703, Zonm
Siinovit, 19 Apr 2010, T. 13588-13589,Zoran Simovic,20 Apr 2010,T. 13654.
7
" Trial Judgement,para. 1987. The Trial Chamberconsidered evidencein 1999he was present in Kosovo on several
occasions, attending M1JPStaff meetings and visiting SUP chiefs (Trial Judgement. para. 1987). ParticuiHrl.ythe
Trial Chamberfound that (i) in 1999 Dordevic attencleda MUP Staff meeting during which Lukic discussed the
791
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.
.
participation' a1 the MUP Collegium, where the Trial Chamber
found
that VJ/MUP anti-terrorist
'
•
.
800
•operations were discussed in de\ail.; (vi) his knowledge· of crimes committed by the Serbian
'

forces in Kosovo already in 1998;801 (vii) his presence on ·the ground in Racak/Ragakin January
1999, where an opl,'rationdirect.eelagainst the

KLAresulted in the death of many civilians;802
804

(viii) his involvement in the concealmentof crimes;803 and (ix) the national media.

The Appeals

Chamber therefore finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have
· concluded as the Trial Chamber did. and as such has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in
805

concluding
that he had knowledge of
the events occurringin Kosovo. .
.
.
251.

.
.
Turning to Dordevic's argument that after 24 March 1999,·the·communicationsystem was

damaged and news from the field was severelyhampered. the.Appeals Chambernotes that the Trial
Chamber explicitly found that the telephone system of reporting was interrupted during April 1999
as a result of the bombing of the Pristina/Prishtinepost office.806 While the Trial Chamber did_not
explicitly state how the reporting system continued. evidence cited in the footnotes supports its
finding that the reporting system continued·to function throughont the war.807 The Appeals
Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber referred to Dordevic's own testimony concerning a set of
808

dispatches sent from the RIB to the SUPs and the MUP Staff in April and May 1999.

•Particularly, when testifying on a dispatch dated 24 April 1999, Dordevic stated that he received all
the daily reports809 and that the dispatch was sent to "all the secretariats and the MUP in

RIB "mopping-up" operation to be cam.ed out in Podujevo/Podujeve, Dragobilje/Dragobil and Drew.ea (frial
· Judgement,para. 19B7,refening to ExhbitP85, p. 1); (ii) in March 1999, while "mopping-up" VJIMUP operations
were being carried out in Kai:~an:ik
and Vucitm/Vusbilni, he tookpart in discussions with the MUP Staff
ou the overall security si1uationmKosovo and the implementation of a defence plan (frial Judgement, para. 1987,
referring 1o Ljubinko CVetic, 1 Jui 2009, T. 6682-6683. See also Trial Judgement, para. 1925); (iii) on 16 April
1999 he accompanied the Minister on a visit toKosovo during wbich they met the chiefs of the SUP, and the MUP
Staff (Trial Judgement, P"''- 19_87,referriug to Vlastimir Dordevic, 7 Dec 2009, T. 9735); (iv) OD 18 April 1999
Dordevic returned lo Kosovo to oversee the handover of duty concerning the chief of a number of SUP, duriug
which be met with Lukic, Petric, Pavkovic, Lazarevic, and Dokovic (frial Judgement, para. 1987, refening to •
V1ammirDordevic, 7 Dec 2009, T. 9738-9739,Vlastimir Dordevic, 11 Dec 2009, T. 10020).
799 Trial Judgement, para. 1988. See supra, para. 226; infra, paras 283-287, 321.
' 00 Trial Judgement, para. 1989. The Appeals Chamberrecalls that it has upheld the Trial Chamber's conclusion that
anti-ten:oristope,:ationswere discussedduring the Ministerial Collegin;m.
meetings (see infra, paras 269-271).
1
"'
Trial Judgement, paras 1990--1991.
.
l!ll2 Trial Judgement, paras 1920-1924,1992.The Appeals Chamber has upheld the Trial Chamber's findings in relation
· to the Rai:~akincideutand
Dordevic's role therein (see infra, paras 338-340, 345-349).
803 Trial Judgement, paras 1994, 2156. The Appeals Chamber has upheld the Trial Chamber's findings and
conclusionsin relation to I>ordevic's involvementin the concealment of the crimes committedby Serbian forces in
Kosovo (see infra, paras 378-384,406-409, 413-415,421-425, 428-433).
'°'
Trial Judgement, para. 1996. See infra, para. 501.
805
See also infra, paras 463,468,470,477, 504, 513-514.
806 Trial Judgement, para. 130. See Dordevic Appeal Brie.f,para. 185.
.
llll7 Trial Judgement, fn. 442, referring to VlastinrirDordevic, 2 Dec 2009, T. 9499-9504,Exhibits D407, D408, D410,
D411, D412. See also Ljubinko Cvetic, 1 JuJ2009, T. 6723-6724.
'°' Trial Judgement, fn. 442, refening to ExhibitsD407, D408, D410, D41L
"" Trial Judgement. fn. 442, referringto Vlas1imirDordevic, 2 Dec 2009, T. 9500.
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[Pristina/Prishtine]".810 The Appeals Chamber also notes Witness Cvetic's testimony in the context
of the discussion on the destruction of the post office that caused the telephone lines to be cut, that
the SUPs had communicationcentres and used ''teleprinters" to send dispatches and bulletins to the
MUP Staff and the headquartersin Belgrade.811Dordevic' s argument therefore fails.
252.

The Appeals Chambertherefore finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial

Chamber erred in concluding that the creation of the Ministerial Staff did not limit his powers and
that he was aware of the MUP operation and other relevant events unfolding in Kosovo.
'
6. Areas of responsibilityof the AssistantMinisters
. (a) Introduction
. 253.

The Trial Chamber held that:,.atall times relevant to the Indictment, Dordevic exercised de
control over the RIB,812 which was the largest organisational element within the MUP.813 .It

jure

found that in Jnly 1997, Dordevic was promoted to Colonel-General, the highest attainable rank
within the MUP and thus became the highest ranking MUP -officer.814 On 27January 1998,
Dordevic was appointed Chief of the RIB.81~ The Trial Chamber further found that the other
Assistant Ministers within the RIB were subordinateto Dordevic based on: (i) his rank of ColonelGeneral; (ii) his position as Head of the RIB; (iii) Witness Alehander Vasiljevic's ("Witness
Vasiljevic'') testimony that Dordevic was "the number 2 man in MUP";816 and (iv) the fact that he
held the higbest attainablerank in the MUP.817
(b) Arguments of the parties

254.

Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber erred in concludingthat, as Assistant Mmister and

Chief of the RIB, he was superior to the other three AssistantMinisters from the RJB.m He insists
that all Assistant Ministers were directly responsible to the Minister.819 He points to several laws

and two docunients issued by the Minister and argues that instead of "deal[ing]" with these

810

Vlasti:mirDonlevic, 2 Dec 2009, T. 9500.
m Ljutrinko Cvetic, 1 Jui 2009, T. 6723-o/24.
812
Tri,µ Judgement,para. 40.
813
Trial Judgement,para. 43.
'"' Trial Judgement,paau; 43, 1898.
ru Trial Judgement,para. 43.
816
Trial Judgement,paras 43, 1898.
"' Trial Judgement,paras 43, 1898.
'" Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 159(ii),refemng to Trial Judgement,paras 42-43, 1976.
_
819
Dardevic Appeal Brief, para. 186, referring 10Exhibits P258, Article 18, P263, D208. See also Dordevic Appeal
Brief, para. 188;Appeal Hearing. 13 May 2013, AT. 76, referring to &:lri.bitsP208, P258, Article 18, P263.
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documents, the Trial Chamberbased its conclusions on the MUP hierarchy and on the testimony of
Witness Vasiljevic and Witness K87.820 According to Dordevi.c, the_Trial Chamber erred in _
focnsing on his rank to determine bis statns vis-a-vis the other Assistant Ministers, as unlike in the
military, the principle of hierarchy was not well respected in the MOP and a superior rank did not
entail superior control in the MUP.821 Dordevic states that the Milu.tinovicet~

Trial Chamber

correctly recognised this, and that the Trial Chamber in this case should have come to the same
conclnsion.822 He submits that the evidence of Witness Vasiljevic was irrelevant on this issue and

thatWitness K87

was at the "very bottom of the RIB". 823 Dordevic insists that limitations to

Dordevic's power arose when there was
824

Ministers.

anoverlap between the_responsibilities of other Assistant

He maintains that the Trial Chamber co=tly

noted this, but then failed io properly

assess the role of two Assistant Ministers, Petar 2'.ekovic("2'.ekovic~')
and Stevanovic, whose roles
overlappedwith Dordevic's.8:,s
255.

Dordevic further contends that there was no evidence that 2'.ekovic was Head of the

Administration of Joint Affairs and that Stevanovic was Head of the Police Administration in the
•

826

RIB, as found by the Trial Chamber.

256. · The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber did consider the laws; evidence and
witnesses referred to by Dordevic in support of his argument and found that the areas of
responsibility of Stevanovic and 2'.ekovicdid not overlap with, or limit, Dordevic' s authority as
Head of the RIB. 827 The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chambercorrectly reasoned that, as the
highest ranking MOP Officer in the RIB and the "number 2 man in the MUP" and becanse the
"principle of hierarchy was well-respectedthroughout the MUP structure",the three other Assistant
828

Ministers, 2'.ekovi6, Stevanovic, and Misic were subordinate to Dordevic.

Furthermore, the

-Prosecution adds that the Trial Chamber correctly relied on mutually-corroboratingevidence and
found· that Assistant Ministers 2'.ekovic and Stevanovic held positions within the RIB and

820

Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 73, 75-76.
Dorderic Appeal Brief, para. 187, referring to Milutinuvic et aL Trial Judgemeni. voL3, paras 943-944. See also
Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 74-75, 174.
"'- Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 187.
_
.,, Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 188;Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 73 76.
"' Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 189-190; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, T. 75-77. See also l)ordevic Reply Brief,
para. 55.
"' Dordevic Appeal Brief, para, 189-190; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 78-81. See also l)ordevic Reply Brief,
para. 55.
826 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 189-190; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 79, 172. I>ordevic also notes that
Zekovic arranged for the collection of bodies froi:nPristina/Prishtinc and Kosovska Mitrovica/Mitrovice and their
direct transportation to the Petrovo Selo PJP centre (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 79).
827 Appeal Hearing, 13-May2013, AT. 126.
"' _ProsecutionResponse Brief, para. 150; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 126.
821
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reasonably found that both men headed departments that were withinthe RJB.829 On the other hand,
the Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber found there was no evidence to support the theory
that the area of responsibilityof these Assistant Ministers overlappedwith that of Dordevic.830
(c) Analysis
257.

The Appeals Chamberfirst recalls that a trial chamber must make findings .based on all of

the evidence presented before it, and that two reasonable triers of fact may reach different but
•equally reasonable conclusionson the basis of the same evidence.831 Therefore, an error cannot be
established by merely pointing to the fact that other trial chambershave exercisedtheir discretion in
a different way.832 The question before the Appeals Chamber is whether no reasonable trier of fact
could have reached: the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber.833 The Appeals Chamber will
therefore determine whether it was reasonable for the Trial Chamberto concludethat Dordevic was
superior to other AssistantMinisters.
258.

The Appeals Chambernotes that the Trial Chamber considered,but found unconvincing, the

testimony of Dordevic and Witness Stojan Misic ("Witness Misic~'),MUP Assistant Minister, who
testified that, unlike in the military, the system of hierarchy did not exist in the MUP and that each
Assistant Minister was responsibledirectly to the Minister.834 The Trial Chamber_insteadconcluded
that the other Assistant Ministers within the RIB were subordinateto Dordevic, based on his rank
and position as Head of the RIB, as well as the supporting te~timonyof Witness Vasiljevic.835
259.

The Appeals Chamber notes that in reaching its conclusion that .those Assistant Ministers

who also had a position in one of the RIB sections were subordinateto Don1evic,the Trial Chamber
relied mostly on Dordevic's role and position as Head ·of the RJB.836 Contrary to Dordevic's claim,
. the Trial Chamber dld consider the legai framework concerning the organisation of the MUP.837
Specifically, the Trial Chamber noted that according to Article 54 of Exhibit P357 - the Rules of
Internal Organisation of the MUP of 1997 - the "Departments shall be controlled by· chiefs of

1129

Prosecution Respon&eBrief, para. 151; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 126-128,referring 1o Trial Judgement,
paras 40-41, 60, 100. 1936,2127, 2175,Exhibits P263, P357. Article 13, P537.
· ''°. Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT.127, referring to Trial Judgement,para. 43.
"' Kmojelac Appeal Judgement,paras 11-12. See also supra, para. 180.
132
See Kmojelac Appeal Judgement,para. 12. •
"' See supra, paras 16-17.
834
Trial Judgement. para. 43.
"' Trial Judgement. para. 43, referringto AleksanderVasiljevic, 11 June 2009, T. 5933, K87, 17 May 2010, T. 14162.
,,. Trial Judgement, para. 43.
837
Sec TrialJudgemont, para&37, 40-41;AppealHearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 75-76, 78.
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839

•departments",838 and that Dordevic, as "Chief of the RIB", was in control of the RJB.

Based on

the same rules, the Trial Chamber also noted that the RIB comprised several administrations,
including the Crime Police Administrationand the Police Administration.840 The Appeals Chamber
consi\lers that these findings are not disturbed by the additional laws Dordevic points to in support
841

of his submission that the Assistant Ministersreported directly to the Minister.

In this respect, the

Appeals Chamber notes that Exhibit P69 is an extract· of the decree on the "Law on State
Administration" dated 8 April 1992, which was considered by the Trial Chamber in setting out the
•structure of the :MUP.842 Dordevic refers to Article 46 of this decree which establishes that:
[a]&Ristantministm shall be appointed in the nrinistry to bead certain departmenllaand carry out
tasks specified in the document on job organization and pllllliling and other duties which the
minister may entmsl to them.
. At the minister's propo&al,the government shall appoint assistant ministers to four-year terms and
relieve them of their duties."'
•
•

The Appeals Chamber notes that this provision does not create -a direct and exclusive line of
reporting between Assistant Ministers and Ministers within the Republic of Serbia. Rather, it
establishes how the Assistant Ministers are appointed and that the Minister may entrust them with
duties. This is further confirmedby Exhibit P258 - a decree "establishing the principles that shall
apply to grading and classification of posts within ministries and special organisations" dated
6 July 1994 - also referred to by Dordevic.844 While the Trial Chamber did not explicitly refer to
Exhibit P258, the Appeals Chamber considersit was within the Trial Chamber's discretion not to
do so,845 considering that the content of this decree mirrors the evidence already before the Trial
Charober.846 In this respect, the Appeals Chamber notes that while Article 18(2) of Exlnl>itP258
sets out that the "Assistant Minister [... ] is directly responsible to the Minister"847, Article 18(3)
of the same exhibit establishes that:
[t)be head of an :inlcmaIorganisation unit shall be responsible for Iris work and for the work of the
organjsation unit be runs to the head of the sector to wbich Iris intemal organjsation unit belongs;

638

Trial. Judgement, para. 40, referring to Exhibit P357.
Trial Judgement, para. 40, referring to Vlastimir Dordevic, 1 Dec 2009, T. 9396-9397, Exhibits P357, D396,
Vlastimir Dardel,,;t, 8 December 2009, T. 9788, 9817.
Trial Judgement. para. 41.
"' 1 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 75-76 ..
"" See Trial Judgement, para. 37.
1143
Exhibit P69, Article 46.
"' See Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 73, 75-76.
"" See e.g. Kvocka et aJ.Appeal Ju<4ement, para. 23; Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 498; K»presldc et aJ. Appeal
Judg=ent. para. 39; Kordic awl Cerke,;Appeal Judgement, para. 382.
""' See Trial Judgement, paras 37, 40-41.
847 Exhibit P258, Article 18(2).

"'

"°
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i.e. bo shall be responslbleto the chief executivewho is io cbm:geof the administrativeorgan or of
a specW organisalianwithin the Ministry.""

260.

It follows that Assistant Ministers who were also heads of an mtemal unit within a

department in any ministry were also responsible to the head of the sector to which their internal
unit belonged.849 In this case, and in Im~ with what is set out in Article 54 of Exhibit P357 and as
found by the Trial Chamber, the heads of administrations witllin the RIB were responsible to the
HEl:!ld
of the RIB, Dordevic.850
261.

The Appeals Chamber notes that 1he Trial Chamber's reliance on Vasiljevic's testimony

was not crucial to its •conclusion that the other three Assistant Ministers in the RJB were
subordinate officers to Dordevic.851 The Appeals Chamber obsenres that Witness Vasiljevic, who
was the Deputy Head of the Security Service of the VJ, was present m Kosovo during the
852

Indictment period, hadcontact with the rnilitazy,MUP and political leadership.

He also attended

at least one Jomt Cornrnandmeeting.853 Vasiljevic testified 1hat he was not specifically familiar
with the chain of command between Stevanovic and Dordevic and whether there was a superiorsubordinate relationship between the two.854
855

"number 2 man m the MUP''

N

ever1heless,he testified that Dordevic was the

and that from the communications"[theyl all knew that [Dordevic

and Stevanovicl were the public security sector of the MUP."1!56 Based on Vasiljevic's positiou, his
. involvement m Kosovo during the Indictment time, and his contact with 1he MUP and political
leadership at the time, the Appeals Chamber finds that it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber to
rely on his testimony that Dordevic was the second ranking man in the MlJP. Dordevic has failed to
. show that the Trial Chambererred m doing so.
262.

With regard to the testimony of Witness K8'7, the Appeals Chamber notes that 1heWitness

corroborates Witness Vasiljevic's evidencethat Dordevic was "the number two man" m the MOP,
and that only the Minister was superior to him.857 The Appeals Chamber further notes that Witness
K87 was a member of !he SAJ (a special unitwitbin the.RIB, under the control ofDordevic),

858

that

he was mvolved in the rebmial of bodies at the Batajnica SAJ Centre, and that he had personal and

Ex!nbit P258, Article 18(3).See also ExbibitP258, Articles·15and 17.
"" See ExbiliilEP258, Articles 16-18;P357,Article 54.
&SO Exhibit P357, Article 54.
m Trial Judgement,para. 43.
'" See Trial Judgement,paras 196, 237, 262, 1898,
853
Trial Judgement,para.237.
854
A1eksanderVasiljevic,8 Jun 2009, T. 5683
• ess AJohander Vasiljevic,11 Jun 2009,T. 5933.
'" Aleksande,-Vasiljevic,8 Jun 2009, T. 5683.
" 7 See K87, 17May 2010,T. 14162, 14164-14165,14172-14173,14176-14177.
"" Trial Judgement,para& 70-77; supra,paras 242-243.
1141
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contact with Dordevic throughout the reburial operations.859 In light of Wilness K87' s

di=t

position as a member of the SAJ and perso!W and direct contact with Dordevicat the relevant time,
the Appeals Chamber finds that it was therefore reasonable for the Trial Chamber to consider
Witness K87's testimonythat Dordevicwas the second ranking man in the MUP.
263.

The Appeals Chamber is ther:efotesatisfied that it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber to

conclude that, based on his position within the MUP and as Head of the RIB, Dordevic was
superior to the other RIB Assistant Ministers who were also head of admiaistrations within the
RIB. Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in reaching this conclusion.
264.

As to the position held by Assistant Ministers Stevanovic and Zekovic, the Appeals

Chamber notes that contrary to Dordevic's contention, there is evidence that Zekovic was the Head
of Administration of Joint Affairs 860 and that Stevanqvicwas the Head of the Police Administration
until 1999.861 The Appeals Chamber :findsthat whether Stevanovic had any role within the MUP
other than that of Assistant Minister, is irrelevant. The Trial Chamber only considered Zekovic' s
position as subordinateto Dordevic in the RIB in 1999, together with other factors, to conclude that
862

Dordevic kuew of the concealment of bodies at the-Petrovo Selo PJP Centre.

Apart from this

consideration, the Appeals Chamberrecalls that Dordevic was not found to have contributed to the
JCE by virtue of his position vis-ii-visthe Assistant Ministers, but rather by virtue of, inter alia, the
fact that he had effective control over the MUP forces deployed in Kosovo, that he was personally
and directly involved in the deploymentof the Scorpionsto Kosovo, and that he took active steps to
prevent investigations into and conceal·the crimes committed by the forces under his effective
controL863
26$.

Finally, Dordevic insists that there was an overlap between his area of responsibility and

those of Zekovic and Stevanovic, which resulted in a !imitation of his "powers".864 However, the
Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic fails to indicate how Zekovic's area of responsibility
overlapped with his and therefore limited his power.865 P>B
for Stevanovic,.the core of Dordevic's

"'

See Trial Judgement,paras 1325-1347.

"'! See VlastimirDordevic, 1 Dec 2009, T. 9409-9410,9751; LjubinlroCvelic, 29 Jun 2009, T. 6594; Stojan Misic,
861
862
863

864
1165

28 April 2010, T. 14070;Exhibit P263.
See V1astimirDordevic, 1 Dec 2009, T. 9409-9410;LjubinkoCvetic, 29 Jun 2009, T. 6594;Exhibit P263.
See infra.Section X. G. 4-. (c) .
See supra. panm 242-243; infra,paras 304-308,315-324, 355-362, 366-371, 378-384, 406-409,413-415, 421-425,
428-432.
E>ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 189.
See Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 75, 79. Too Appeal Chamber notes that Dordevic's clann that tho
Minister's decision of 4 Jm,e 1997 creaJed "fiefdmru"for Zekovic and Stevanovicis unsupported by the evidence
(see Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 76, refen:ing to Exhibit P263). Too Appeals Chamber notes that by this
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argument is in fact that Stevanovic came to ''take the bands-on role on the ground in Kosovo for the
[M]inister" with the creation of the Ministerial Staff and that therefore Dordevic' s role and powers
were reduced. 866 As extensively discussed above, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial
Chamber reasonably concluded that Dordevic remained involved and active in Kosovo throughout
1999, even if Stevanovic did chair some of the meetings of the Ministerial Staff, and that
Dordevic' s powers were not limited by the creation of the Ministerfal Staff.

867

7. • The Ministerial Collegium
(a) Introduction
266.

The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic was a member of the Jilinisterial Collegium during

• the Indictment period 868 and that at the Ministerial Collegium meetings, its members discussed and
planned MUPengagement in Kosovo.

869

(b) Arguments of the parties
267.

Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber erred in holding that anti-terrorist activities must

have beeo discussed at the Ministerial Collegium meetings.

870

Dordevic maintains that all evidence

confirmed that the Ministerial Collegium meetings merely relayed the general security situation in
Kosovo and related logistics support, but that no plans or reports regarding the anti-terrorist
operations were discussed at those meetings.871 Furthermore, he contends that the only documentary
eVJ.dencethe Trial Chamber relied on was a diary entry, which was not admitted into evidence and
~as rejected by Witness Misic. 872

very decision, Zekovic and Stevanovic were appointed to lhc Admnristrationfor Joint Affairs and lhc Police
Administration,respectively (sec Exhibit P263). Connsolfor Dordevic concedethat the findings regarding Zekovic
are much more limited and ODlypoint to the fact that be was involved in the concealment of bodies, without further
elaboration (see Appeal Hearing; 13 May 2013, AT. 79-80).
•
860 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 78-79. Specifically, Doidevic points to the following Ministerial Staff
meetings-inKosovo doring which Stevanovic was either chairing the meeting or giving dot.ailedinstroctions, while
Dordevic was not even present (i) 21 December 1998 (Exhibit Pl043); (ii) 4April 1999 (ExlnlritP764);
(iii) 7 May 1999 (Exhibit P 771); and (iv) 11 May 1999 (ExhibitP345).
867
See supra, paras 225-230, 235-239. "' Trial Judgement, para. 2154.
869
Trial Judgement,"para. 103.
"" Dmdevic Appeal Brief, panL 159, refening to Trial Judgemeot, para 101.
871 Dordevic Appeal Brief, pane 191, referring to Stojan Misic, 27 Apr 2010, T. 14032, 14040. 14053-14054, Stojan
Mille, 28 Apr 2010, •T. 14087-14090, 14094-14096, Slobodan Spasic, 18 May 2010, T. 14196-14198,
14230-14231, 14241-14242. See also DordevwReplyBricl, para. 56.
•
872 Dontcvic Appeal Brief, para. 192, referring to Trial Judgement, para 102, Stojan M;sic, 28 Apr 2010,
T.14099-14100.
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268.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial .Chamber correctly and reasonably considered

witness testimony and documentary evidence in finding that the Ministerial Collegium. of which
873

I

•Dordevic was a member, discussed and planned the engagement of the MUP in Kosovo.
(c) Analysis

269.

The Appeals Chamber notes_that the Trial Chamber expressly considered, but found

unconvincing, the testimony of Dordevic and Witness Misic th;j.tno information regarding antiterrorist and combat activities in Kosovo was discussed. and that no decisions in that respect were
taken at the MinisteJ;ial Collegium meetings.874 The Trial Chamber found that it would have been
"incredible'' if the Ministerial Collegiumhad not discussed or made decisions about the situation in
Kosovo in 1998 and 1999, considering that it was the "single most pressing security issue facing the
MOP and Serbia at the time".875 The Trial Chamber considered the testimony of Witness Mi.sic,
who in contradiction with his other assertions, stated that: (i) at several Ministerial Collegium
meetings they analysed the "overall security situation and sought solutions"; (ri) the Minister
declared at a Ministerial Collegium meeting that a Ministerial Staff was· created "to deal more
effectively with the problem of terrorism"; and (ill) one of the priorities of the Ministerial
Collegiinn was the situation in Kosovo and Metohija and the requests for logistic support for the
'
'
poIice .c,orces there.876
'

270.

The Trial Chamberreasoned that in order to address such requests for additional units, re-

enforcemeI)ts, and equipment,the members of the Ministerial Collegiumhad to have knowledge of
877

the operations for which they were required in order to properly deal with such requests.

The

Trial Chamber also found it incredible that the MUP would have large numbers of men, including
key units, regularly engaged and active in Kosovo without the Ministerial Collegium being
involved in, or aware of, these activities.878 Finally the Trial Chamber also acknowledged that the

"" Prosecution Response Brief, para. 152.
.,. Trial Judgement, paras 100-101.In relation to Witness Slobodan Spasic (''Wrtness Spasic''), the Appeals Chamber
notes that the Trial Chamber did not rely oo his testimony in its Judgemen~but ratbor relied on the testimony of
W}loessMisic, who was Assistant Ministerin l:beMUP and Wrtness Spasic's direct superior (See Slobodan Spasic,
18 May 2010, T. 14187). The AppealsChambernotes 1heTr:ialChamber's considerationthat tm:rewas a ''marked
inconsistency" in the testimony of the Dcfeoce witnesses as to whelhcr anti-terrorist operations were discussed
(Trial Judgement, para. 100), Hildthe fact that it transpired from Witnss Spasies testimony tllll1he may not have
attended all the MUP meetings ("the [anti-terroristoporalions] wore not discussed at the [C]ollegiummeetings that
I attended", Slobodan Spasic, 18 May 2010, T. 12231).The Appeals Chambertherefore finds that it was wilbin the
discretion of the Trial Chambernot to rely on Witness Spasic' s testimooy.
.,, Trial Judgemen~ para. 101.
'" Trial Judgement, para. 101.
"" Trial Judgement, para. JOI.
"" Trial Judgement, para. 101.
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Ministerial Collegiumdid not engage indetailed planning of specific operations,as this activity was
carried out by the MUP Staff in Pristina/Prishtine.879 In light of these considerations, the Appeals •

I"

i

Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have
concluded as the Trial Chamberdid, and therefore has failed to show that the Trial Chamber =ed
in concluding that anti-terroristoperationswere discussed at the MinisterialCollegium meetings.
271.

Turning to Dordevic's cllrirnthat the Trial Chamber relied on documentationnot admitted

into evidence, the Appeals Chamber notes that the said documentation•consists of notes from a,
Ministerial Collegium ·meeting held on 14 February 1999 attended by, inter aUa, Dordevic,
Mai:kovic,and Witness Misic, during which the ~ to develop a response to an imminent NATO
attack was discussed.880 The no~s were put to Witness Misic during·his testimony at trial, and he
881

denied being present at any suchmeeting and questioned whetherthe meeting was ever held.

The

Trial Chamber considered that while the notes were not admitted into evidence, "very similar
sentiments" described in those notes were recorded at a meeting of the Ministerial Staff in
882

Pristina/Prishtine on 17 February 1999 and at another meeting scheduled for 20 February 1999.

At both of these meetings the deploymentand engagement of approximately5,000 policemen were
discussed.883 The Trial .Chamber considered that the evidence on these additional meetings,
884

specifically the minutes of the Ministerial Staff meeting of 17 February 1999,

demonstrated ~

"full extent" to which the MinisterialCollegiummembers were involved in planning and discussing

MUPoperations in Kosovo.885 It also relied on this evidence to decide on the credibility of Witness
Misic's testimony that he had no knowledge of an RIBplan to prevent entry ofNATO·troops into
Kosovo.886 The Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber relied on Witness Misic's
testimony on the notes of the Ministerial Collegium meeting of 14 February 1999 to assess bis
887

.credibility, and did not rely on those notes for the truth of their content.

The Appeals Chamber

therefore finds that Dordevic mischaracterisesthe Trial Chamber's findings ,when he claims that it

1179

"°
881
882

"'

884

'"
886
881

Trial Judgement, para. 103.
Trial Judgement, para. 102.
Trial Judgement, para. 102.
Trial Judgement, para. 102.
,
•
Trial Judgement, para. 102, referring to Exhibit P85, Stojan Milic, 28 Apr 2010, T. 14104-14i05. Based oo the
content of the minutes of the 17 February 1999 meeting.which also included a discussion oo the future deployment
of aboul 4000 policemen,70 policemen of the operative group and some 900 reservists, the Trial Chamber further
fonnd Witness Milic incredible when be stated that be was not aware of any RIB plan to prevent the entry of
NATO troops in Kosovo (Trial Judgement para. 102, referring IDStojanMisic, 28 Apr 2010, T. 14099-14100).
TrialJudgement, para. 102, refuring to ExhibitPB5. •
Trial Judgement, para. 102.
Trial Judgement, para. 102.
See Trial Judgement, paras 101-102.
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relied on evidence not admitted into evidence to find that anti-terrori!1operations were discussed
and planned at the MinisterialColleginm meetings.
8. The October Agreements
(a) Introduction
272.

The Trial Cl!amberfonnd that Dordevic's role at the negotiations leading to the October

Agreements was indicative of his. effective control over the police forces_inKosovo and further
evidence that he had not been excluded from authority over the MlJP forces by the decision of
16 June 199.8establishingthe Ministerial Staff.888
(b) Arguments of the parties

273.

Dordevic argues that his participation in negotiationsleading to the October.Agreements in

1998 cannot amonnt to evidence of effective control, because at these meetings his decisions were
not absolute and he was only one of several members authorisedto sign 011behalf of a delegation of
the Republic of Serbia.889 Furthermore,he argues that the Trial,Chamber failed to analyse the intent
of the FRY during the negotiations leading to the October Agreements, which was the peaceful
resolution of the crisis in Kosovo.890
274.

The Prosecutionresponds that the Trial Chamberreasonably fonnd that Dordevic's leading .

role in the negotiations of the October Agreements showed that he was responsible for the units in
Kosovo, that he had detailed knowledge of the situation on the gronnd, and that he was fully
891

informed about the activitiesof the MUP forces.
(c) Analysis
275.

Toe Appeals Chamber rejects Dordevic's submissions regarding the Trial Chamber's

findings in .relation to the October Agreements: Contrary fo Dordevic' s suggestion, the Trial
Chamber did not find that his participation in the negotiations of the October Agreements itself
"amonnt[ed] to effective control at the time of the Indictmentincidei:its",namely in 1999.892 Rather,
the Trial Chamber found that Dor4evic's participationin the negotiation of the October Agreements

'"
'"
890

"'
1192

Trial fudgcmcnt.para. 1917.
Dordcvic AppealBrief,para. 193. Seo also Dotdevic Reply Brief,para. 58.
Dordevic AppealBrief. para. 193.
Prosecution ResponseBrief,para 155.
See Dordevic AppealBrief,para 193.
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was indicative of his effective control over the police force in late 1998.

In reaching this

conclusion, it noted that Dordevic was able to give undertakingson behalf of the Republic of Serbia
about the withdrawal of police forces, as well as negotiate the establishment of a number of
observation points and their specific location.894 It also fouod that these facts further r~vealed that
Dordevic had not been excluded from authority over the police forces in Kosovo and their
operations by the establishment of the Ministerial Staff and that he had detailed knowledge "about
the situation on the ground, of MUPforces in Kosovo in 1998, and the strategicneeds and concerns
of these forces".895 The Trial Chamber found this to be indicative of Dordevic's effective control
over the police forces in that he was able to decide on their "deployment, withdrawal, movement
and operational functioning in Kosovo".B% However, it did not base its conclusion on Dordevic' s
effective control over the MUPforces in 1999 on his role in the negotiations leading to the October
Agreements alone. As discussed extensive!y elsewhere in the Judgement, the Trial Chamber also
considered other indicators, such as: (i) his ability to dispatch PJP units throughoutthe Indictment
period; (ii) his authorisationto incorporateparamilitary forces and volunteers in the SAJ during the
Indictment period; and (iii) the fact that the SUP chiefs reported to him.

897

The Appeals Chamber

therefore finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in assessing his role in
the negotiations leading to the October Agreementsin late 1998.
276. . The Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber was cautious in llll!kingthese findings
898

with regard to Dordevic's role during the in the negotiations of the October Agreements.

Indeed,

• the Trial Chamber did not improperly draw the conclusion that his role itself amouoted to effective
control over the MUP forces in Kosovo in 1999. Rather, the Trial Chamberconsidered this role in
the October Agreements in late 1998 together with other identified indicators to determine whether
899

Dordevic acted in furtheranceof the JCE with the required intent.
277.

The Appeals Chamber thus finds that the Trial Chamber acted within the scope of its

discretion and reasonably relied on Dordevic's role and responsibilities during the negotiations of
the October Agreements as indicative of his effective control over the police forces.

"'

Tri,,l Judgement. paras 191~1917.

894

See Trial Judgement.paras 191~1917.
Trial,Jodgement, paras 1917-1918.
896
See Trial Judgement, para. 1917.
897 See supra, paras 242-243,247-252; irrfra,paras355-362, 366-371; Trial Judgement. para. 2173. .
"' See Trial Judgement, paras 1916-1917.
899 Trial Judgement. paras 191~1919, 2154-2158.
895

J11
~-
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9. Conclusion
278.

In light of the foregoing, •the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic' s sub-ground of

appeal 9(A) in its entirety.
B. Sub-ground 9IB): alleged errors in relation to the Trial Chamber's assessment of the
Joint Command and Dordevic's participation therein

I. Introduction
279.

The Trial Chamber found that the Joint Command was established pursuant to an order of

then President Slobodan Milosevic in June 1998.900 It began operating on 22 July 1998901 and
"functioned for about a year, by decisions and actions at the very highest political, military and
.
.
police levels, so as to coordinate !fild jointly command the operations of the Federal VJ and
Provincial MUP, with some either Serbian forces, in anti-terrorist and defence measures in
Kosovo".902 The Trial ·chamber found that "altho~gh the end of October 1998 signalled the end of.
the first phase of the wo:r:k:
of the Joint Command, it was decided that the Joint Command should
continue to function as the most effective means to coordinate the operations of the VJ and
MUP"903 and that the evidence confirmed that the Joint Command operated "at least until I June
1999".904 The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic was a member of this body, representing the
RJB.905

2. Argumentsof the parties
280.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chambererred in finding that he was a member of the Joint

Command .during the Indictment period and in relying on his membership as indicative of his
participation in the JCE.906
281.

Specifically, Dordevic claims that the Trial Chamber's conclusion that he was a member of

the Joint Command is based exclusively on the "notes taken during the summer of 1998", whereas

900

Trial Judgement, para. 230.
Trial Judgement, para. 230.
902 Trial Judgement, para. 231.
903 Trial Judgement, para. 233.
904 Trial Judgement, para. 236.
Trial Judgem,:nt, para. 239, referring to Exhibit P886, p. 2, Ljubinko Cvetic, 30 Jun 2009, T. 6627-6628, Milan
Dakovic, 17 Aug 2009, T. 7880.
''" Dor&vi6 Appeal Brief. paras 195-201. See also Dorilevic Reply Brief, para. 59.
'

01
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the "evidence as to the future membership of the Joint Command was inconclusive".

Dordevic

argues that his attendance at a single meeting of the Joint Command on 1 June 1999 cannot
establish his membership and r~le in its operation during the Indictment period.90!IDordevic also
. asserts that the Joint Command operated from the Pristina/Prishtinearea, but that he was in Kosovo
on only a few occasions.909 Dordevic further suggests that the Trial Chamber failed to properly
consider 16 orders bearing the heading "Joint Command for KiM'' ("16 Orders'') registered in the
Pristina Corps logbook and the amendment to a Joint Command order dated_22 March 1999 signed
by the Commander of the_Pristina Corps.910 In his view, this evidence shows that ''[t]here was no
evidentiarybasis upon which to conclude that Dordevicplayed any role in the operation of the Joint
Command during the Indictment period."911 F~y.

he submits that the Joint Command was

''properly within the discrejion of the President of the FRY".912 Accordingly, "[n]o inference of
impropriety arose", and, in any event, the Trial Chamber found that membership in "the. Joint
913

Command was not equivalentto membership of a JCE".
282.

The Prosecution responds that this sub-groundof appeal should be summarily dismissed as

Dordevic merely repeats submissions which were unsuccessful at trial, without showing any error
in the Trial Chamber's conclusion.914 The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber carefully
considered the 16 Orders and reasonably concluded that these orders revealed that the Joint
Command played a central role in planning and commandingthe joint VJ-MUP actions during the
Indictment period.915 The Pro~ecution also points to other contemporaneous military orders
corroborating the Joint Command's role.916 Finally, the Prosecution submits that Dordevic ignores
relevant evidence supporting the finding that he was a member of the Joint Command and
" participatedin the JCE.917

,o; Dordevic AppealBrief. para. 197,referringto Tri•lJudgement, paras 233, 238-239,ExhibitP87, pp 12-15.
'" -Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 200, refcmng to Trial Judgomcnl,para. 1925. See .iso Dordevic Reply Brief,
para. 61.
"" DordevicAppealBrief, para. 199. See also DordevicReply Brief,para. 59.
" 0 DcmlevicAppeal Brief, para. 198, referring to Trial Judgement,paras 236, 241, fo. 837, Milan Dakovic, 17Aug
2009, T. 7945-7946,MilanDakovii:,19 Aug 2009, T.8067-8068,ExhibitsDl04, D105.
,n Dardevic Appe-'1Brief, para. 198, referring to Trial Judgement,paras 236, 241, fo. 837, Milan Dakovic, 17 Aug
2009, T. 7945-7946,MilanDakovic, 19 Aug 2009,T. 8067-8068,Ex!nbitsD104,D105.
'" Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 196, referring to Trial Judgement,paras 23l, 252. Soe "'1soDordevic Reply Brief.
para. 60. ContraProsecutionResponseBrief,para. 158.
'" DordevicAppealBrief, para.196.See also DordevicReply Brief,pa,ra..60.
914 ProsecutionResponse Brief, paras 157, 159-160.
' 15 ProsecutionResponseBrief,para. 161, refemng to Trial Judgomcnl,para. 236.
916 ProsecutionResponse Brief,para. 161,referring to Trial Judgement,para. 236.
"' ProsecutionResponseBrief,para. 162.
'j:.
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3. Analysis
283.

At the outset, the Appeals Chamber notes, and Dordevic does not contest, that he was an

active member of the Joint Command in 1998,918 nor does he challenge the Trial Chamber's
919

cpnclusion that the Joint Command continued to function until at least 1 June 1999.

This latter

:findingis linked to the Trial Ch.jmher's finding on Dordevic' s continued membership in the Joint
Command. In reaching its findings, the Trial Chamber relied ~n: (i) the minutes of Joint Command

meetings in October 1998,920 attended by Dordevic,921 during which opinions were voiced
regarding the continued eicistenceof the Joint Command;922 (ii) President Milosevic's support for
''the proposal for the continued status of the Joint Command";923 (iii) a MUP Staff meeting on

5 November 1998, which Dordevic attended, during which President Milan Milutinovic
summarised the decisions that had been reached and stated that "[w]ith regard to the Yugoslav
Army and police, everything will remain the same as it has been up to now, (a joint command, VJ
units will not withdraw, and police forces have only been reduced by the number that has already

been withdrawn)";924 (iv) the minutes of the VJ Collegium of 21 January 1999 which record
General Ojdanic's observation that the Rae~

operation had been ordered by the Joint

Command;925 (v) 16 Orders, directing combat operations in Kosovo, issued during the Indictment
period;926 (vi) combat reports from the Indictment period indicating that taskswere taken pursuant
to the foint Coi:nmanddecisions;927 and (vii) Witness Vasiljevic's evidence a~ut a meeting of tJ:ie

'"

The Trilll.Chamber, in parfu:nlar,fmmd that Dordevic was present for nearly all of 1he body', frequent meetings in
1998 and that during lhese meetings he regularly pro,ided updates on operation, and/or detailed instructions on
actions to be taken (see Trilll.Judgement,paras 239, 244, 247, 249, 1901,1902, 1904. See al$0Exhibit P886).
'" Trilll.Judgement, paras 231, 233-236. See also Trial Judgement, para. 237.
920 Trial Judgement, para. 233, referring to Ex!nbit,;'P87,P886.
921 Exhibits P886, pp 137, 140 (Dordevi~is not listed as absent); PB?, p. 1. The Appeals Chamber observes that, like
for other members, it was specifically noted when f>ordew! was absent doring a Joint Command meeting (see
Exhibit P886).
922 Trilll Judgement, para. 233, referting to Exhibits P87, P886. On 26 October 1998, Sainovic stated that "'[t]his
section of combat·operations shonldbe closed" (Trial Judgement,para. 233, referring to ExlnbitP886, p. 139). On
28 October 1998, Milomir ~ is recorded as saying_that "this command shonld remain unchanged and work
until !he end of the year, meeting when nocessary'" (Trilll.Judgement,para. 233, referriog to Exhibit P8B6,p. 142).
On 29 October 1998, Sainovic is recorded.to have suggested that the compositionof the Joint Command shonld be
re-evaluated (Trial Judgement,para. 233, referriogto Exhibit PB?,p. 13).
923 Trilll.Judgement,para. 233, referring to Exhibit PB?,p. 12
-"" Trial Judgement, para. 234, referring to Exlnbit P770, p. 4.
' 25 Trial Judgement, pera. 236, referring to Exlnbit P902, p. 11.
"' Trilll. Judgement, para. 236, refeaing to Exhibits P973, D104; P972, P350, P971, P970, P1235, P1382, P766,
Pi383, Pl384, P1385, P969, P767, P1386, D105. See infra, para. 286.
"" Trial Judgement, para. 236, referring to ExhibitsP1393, p. 2, P1394, p. 2
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Joint Co=d

in Pristina/Prishtineon_1 June 1999, during which.he took detailed notes and at

which Dordevic was also present 928
284.

In addition, the Appeals Chambernotes that Dordevichad a leading role in the Racak/Ra9ak

operation in January 1999, which was ordered by the Joint Co=and,

929

and that he attended a

meeting of the Joint Command as late as June 1999.930 The Appeals Chamber considers that
Dordevic' s attendance at this meeting is relevant to establishbis continuedmembership in the Joint .
Command after 1998 (lind throughout the Indictment period), especially when considered in
conjunction with the evideoce of bis participation in earlier Joint Command meetings and
operations. The Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that
Dontevic remained an active member of the. Joint Command during the Indictment period. The
Appeals Chamber is therefore satisfied that the evidence referred to by the Trial Chamber clearly
shows that the Trial Chamber did not, as submitted by Dordevic, rely solely on "notes taken during
• the silmmer of 1998" to establish his continuedparticipationin the Joint Commandin 1999.931
285.

The Appeals Chamber also finds unconvincing_Dordevic'sclaim that he could not have

been a member of the Joint Co=d

in 1999 as its seat was in Pristina/Prishtine and he was in

Kosovo in 1999 only on "a handful of occasions".932 The Appeals Chamber cannot discern, eve~ if
his actual physical preseoce in Kosovo was limited, how this renders unreasonable the Trial
Chamber's conclusion concerninghis membership in the Joint Commandconsidering the totality of
the evidence relied upon by the Trial Chamber. Moreover,the Appeals Chamberrecalls that it has
already found· that the Trial . Chamber reasonably concluded that Dcirdevic maintained bis
involvemerit and was active in Kosovo in 1999.933
286.

With regard to the 16 Orders, the Appeals Chamber observes that Dordevic repeats
.

'

arguments already made at trial, namely that the orders were in fact not issued by the Joint

""' Trial Judgement, pa,a. 237, referring lo Aleksandar Vasiljevic, BJan 2009, T. 5691:5696,Exhibit P885. See also
Trial Judgement. para. 235.
.
,,. Trial Judgement, para. 236, refening lo Exhibit P902, p. 11. The Appeals O,a,nber; notes in particular thll1with
respect to the events in~
it has eonfumcd later mtlris Jndgement the Trial Oiamber's finding Iha!
Donlevic took a leading role in t1risoperationwhich was orderedby the Joint Command(see infra, para. 349).
930
Trial Judgement, para. '2:37.The Appeals Ch3Inber notes that in submitting that bis presence at the 1 June 1999
Joint Command meeting does not es1llblishhis membership lo the Joint Command, Dorde,>icrepeats arguments
already made at trial (see Dordevic Dosing Brief, para. 461). Elordevichos failed, however, to show that it was
unreasonable for the Trial Chambel"to consider tlris in its assessment of Donlevic's membershj.p lo the Joint
Command
•
931
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 197.
931
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 199.
933
See supra, paras 235-239.
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Command, but rather by the Pristina Corps.934 The Appeals Chamber further notes that the Trial
Chamber specifically addressed and rejected Dordevic's contention that the Joint Command could
not issue orders, and instead found, after a detailed analysis •of the evidence, that "the Joint
Co=and

was a body wbich issued commands and did so on a regular basis during the Indictment

period" .935 Dordevic' s contentionthat orders were at times registered in the logbook of the Pristina
Corps does not negate the Trial Chamber's :findingthat the Joint Co=and
coordinated use of the VJ and MUP f=s

issued orders for the

to conduct combat operations against specific villages,936

nor does it address the Trial Chamber's additional consideration of operations ordered by the Joint
Command such as that in Racak/Ragak.937 The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Triai ~
noted that the actual drafting of the Joint Command orders was usually undertaken.by the VJ,938 and
that operational command was left to the units on the grounds.939 The Trial Chamber did not
explicitly address Witness Milan Dakovic' s ("Witness Dakovic") evidence that the orders were
registered in the Pristioa Corps logbook and that the amendment to a 22 March 1999 Joint
Command order was sigoed by Lazarevi6, Commander of the Pristina Corps. However, the Appeals
Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber took into account the role of the Pristina Corps in
finding that the ~s

we~ issued by the Joint Command.940 Additionally, the Trial Chamber

neither accepted nor found credible Witness Dakovic' s testimony with respect to the issue of the
Joint Command and its ability to issue orders.941 The Trial Chamber expressed that it had "the
distinct iropressio~ that he strained to play down the nature and role

~fthe Joint Command".942 Jn

the Appeals Chamber:'s view, Dordevic has failed to demonstrate any error by the Trial Chamber in
its analysis of the 16 Orders.943

934 See Dordevic Closmg Brief, para. 462. See also Dordevic Closmg Brief, paras 322-327.
935 Trial Judgement, para. 243. See also Trial Judgement,paras 241, 242, 244-251.
936
Trial Judgement, para. 241. See also Trial Judgement,para. 236.
937
Trial Judgement, para. 236.
938
Trial Judgement, para. 254.
939 Trial Judgement, paras 250, 254, 948.
"° See Milan Dakovit, 17 Aug 2009, T. 7945-7946; ExbibitED104 (22 March 1999 Joint Command Order); Dl05.
{amendmc:ntto the 22 March 1999 Joint Command Order), p. 5. The Appeals Chamber also recalls mthls respect
tj,at m addition to the Trial Chamber having broad discretion in weighing evidence, it is not required lo articulate
every step of it, ma.,oningor lo list every pi= of evidence which ii considm; in making its finding (see Krajisnik
Appeal Judgement. para. 27; MarticA~
Jud,,cement,para.19; Strugar Appeal Judgement, para. 21. See also
Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Celebici Appeal Judgement, p,,ra. 481; Gacwnbitsi Appeal Jodgmoen~
para. 115).
•
941
Trial Judgement, para. 243. See also Trial Judgement,para. 242.
942 Trial Judgement, psra. 243. See also Trial Judgement,para. 242.
9
"
See Trial Judgemen~ paras 236, 241-252,254, and evidence cited therein.
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2.87. Based on the foregoing,the Appeals Chamberfinds that Dordevic has failed to show that no
reasonable trier of fact could have found that he was a member of the.Joint Command during the
Indictment period.
288. • Turning to Dordevic's argument that the Trial Chamber erroneously considered his
membership to the Joint Command as indicative of bis participation in tbe JCE,944 the Appeals
·Chambern_otesthat the Trial Chamber explicitly found that "[w]bile the Joint Command may have
facilitated the implementationof the common plan, this does not entail that all members of the Joint
Command were necessarily members of the JCE or intended the crimes committed pursuant to
it."945 The Trial_Chamber thus did not eqaate Don1evic's membership to the Joint Command to his
participation in the JCE. Rather, it took into consideration bis membership, in combination with a
significant number of other factors, when assessing bis alleged participation in the JCE.946 Having
already concluded that the Trial Chamberdid not err in finding that Dordevic was a member of the •
Joint Command,. the Appeals Cbaruber finds that it was reasonable to consider this factor in
assessing Dordevic' s allegedparticipationin the JCE.
289.

Finally, Dorttevic argues that the Trial Chamber erroneously made an inference of

impropriety based on the fact that the Joint Command was not provided for by the legal order of the
FRY and the Republic of Serbia.947 The Appeals Chamber understands him to argue that the Trial
Chamber erroneously relied on this finding as evidence of existence of the JCE, while the creation
of the Joint Command was a mere presidential action aimed at coordinating the MUP and VJ.948
The Trial Chamber found that:
[t]he Joint CoIIlJJllllld
was not a hody contemplatedby the Constitutions of the FRY or of Serbia.
The FRY legal strocturepursuant to which the VJ fnoctioned, and the Republic of Serbia legal
structure pursuant to whichthe MUPfunctioned,were quite distinct There was no legal autbi>rity
fora Joint Command of the VJ and theMUP.949

290. • The Appeals Chamberconsiders that !he Trial Chamber's finding must be read in light of .

i

!

Dordevic's submission at 1rialthat the Joint Co=and could not have existed as it was not provided
for

in FRY

or Serbia's legal order.950 The Trial Chamber was not convinced by Dordevic's

submission in this regard and found ·instead that "despite ·the •constraints of !he existing

944 See E>oroevicAppeal Brief, para. 201.

.
'" Trial Judgemeot, para. 2124.See DordevicAppeal Brief, paras 196, 201.
946 See Trial Judgeanent,paras 2154-2158.See also Trial Judgement,paras 2051, 2126-2128.
941

E>oroevic
Appeal Brief, para. 196.
946 See E>ordevicReply Brief. para. 60.
949
Trial Judgement, para. 23L
950
See Trial Judgement, para. 231. See also DorilevicOosingBrief, paras 38-41, 298-299:
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constitutional and legal regimes, a Joint Co=and

was created" and .that "the constraints of the

existing legal structures were ignored and overridden by !hose at the highest levels of power in an
attempt to achieve desired political and social outcomes".951 It further found that; "[c]learly, out of
necessity; the Joint Command was an extraordinary measure established by the President in
conjunction with the political, VJ and MUP leadership to provide, in a period of crisis, a more
effective m=

952

to carry out the agenda of the Serb leadership for Kosovo."

The Appeals

Chamber considers that it was within the discretion of the Trial Chamber to consider lhat the Joint
Command was an extraordinarymeasure used to achieve the goals of the Serbian leadership, and to
rely on its creation, amongst other factors, to infer that a plurality of persons acted in concert to
achieve the common pm:poseof the JCE. The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic's arg11IDent
ignores the relevant context of the Trial Chamber's findings.953 His arg=e~t is therefore dismissed.
4. Conclusion
Based on the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses sub-ground of appeal 9(B) in its

291.

entirety. ·
C. Sub-ground 9(C): alleged errors in relation to Dordevic"sactions in 1998 as a.basis for
joint criminalenterprise liability for crimes committed in 1999

1. Introduction
292.

Toe Trial Chamber found that the JCE formed among senior Serbian and FRY political,
954

military, and police leaders, including Dordevic, came into existence no later than January 1999.

In reaching its conclusionon lhe existence of the JCE and Dordevic' s criminal responsibility for bis
participation in it, the Trial Chamber co:nsidered,inter alia, evidence of bis conduct and events
955

which occurred prior ti) the Indictmentperiod.

2. Arguments of the parties
293.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erredin relying on the events that took place in

1998 and early 1999 in order to infer his mens rea in relation to the crimes charged in the

'"
"'

Trial Judgement,para. 231. See also TrialJudgement,paras 242, 252, 2124.
Trial JudgemoD!,para. 252.
•
See Trial Judgement,paras 2008, 2036-2051.See also supra, paras 90-109, 116-120, 127-130, 138-147, 153-159,

' 53

179-193, 198-208.
954

"'

Trial Judgement, paras ;!025-2026.See also lndicimeD!,para. 72.
See Trial Judgement,paras 2026, 2083-2085.
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Indictment 956 He claims that such ail approach is "inherently unfair and should be discouraged by
the Appeals Chamber".957 In particular, Dordevic contends that the .Trial Chamber should have
followed the approach taken by the Milutinovic et aL Trial Chamber, namely that "in order for the
Prosecution to rely on crimes in 1998, it had to prove that those crimes were committed".958
Dordevic argues that those crimes should have been "alleged, litigated and proved beyond
reasonable doubt'' .959
294.

The. Prosecution responds that Dordevic's arguments are underdeveloped and should be

summarily dismissed.960 It.argues that the Trial Chamber reasonably relied on Dordevic's conduct
and events in 1998 as a basis for his liability for crimes committedin 1999 through his participation

in the JCE.961 It further claims that Dordevic had sufficient notice of the allegations and that he
specifically addressed them at trial.962
3. Analysis
295.

At the outset, the Appeals Chamber finds unconvincingDordevic's contention that the Trial

Chamber's consideration of evidence outside the Indictment period was inherently unfair. The

Appeals,Chamber recalls that Rule 89(C) of the.Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the Tribunal
("Rules'') gives a trial chamber discretion to admit any "relevant evidence which it deems to have
probative value".963 It has been established that pre-mdictment period materials may be used to
define "the development of the Common Purpose which was :inplace durmg the relev:nrtperiod of
the Indictment as well as the role played by the Appellant during that period".964 Accordingly, the
Appeals Chamber is satisfiedthat it was within the Trial Chamber's discretion to consider evidence
pre-dating the Indictment period for the above-mentionedpurpose.

956

'"
'"
'"
,.,
'"
,.,
963

"'

Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 203-204,207: See"alsoDordovicReply Brief. paras 62-63; Appeal Hearing, 13 May
2013, AT. 113-114, 168.
Dordevic AppealBrief, para. 204.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 205, referring to Milutinovic et at Trial Judgement. vol 1, para. 844. See also
DordevicReply Brief, para. 63. Dordevic argues that no such ~•ution was takro in this case (I)ordevic Appeal
Brief, para. 205).
DcirdevicAppeal Brief, para. 204. See also DordevicAppeal Brief,para. 206.
ProsecutionResponse Brief, para. 167.
ProsecutionResponse Brief,para. 163;AppealHearing, 13 May 2013,AT. 157-158.
ProseeutionResponse Brief,paras 164-165,referringto Dardevic ClosingBrief, paras 36-37, 43-68, 74-93, •
Stakit Appeal Judgement,para. 122;Ku:preildcet al. AppealJudgement,para.31, citing Rnie 89(C) and (D) of the
Rllles.
Stakic Appeal Judgeme!lt,para. 123.
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296.

I

Dordevic also argues that the Trial Chamber should have established all events referred to in

its findings beyond a reasonable doubt 965 Initially, the Appeals Chamber observes that Dordevic
fails to point to instances in which the Trial Chamber erred in applying the correct standard of .
proof; instead, he refers to a single incident, which took place in Racak/R~ak in January 1999,
without identifying any specific error.966 In any event, the Appeals Chamber recalls that ''not each
and every fact in the Trial Judgement must be proved beyond reasonable doubt, but only those on
which a conviction or the sentence depends".967 Similirrly,"each piece of circumstantialevidence"
does not need to be proven beyond.a reasonable doubt.%8 The Appeals Chamber ;L"ecalls
that the
rights of an accused are protected by requiring that findings at trial based on circumstantial
evidence must be the only reasonable conclusionto be drawn from that evidence.969
297.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Jrial Chambertook into considerationa number events

which occurredin 1998 and early 1999,including: (i) a series of meetings amongst senior political,
1
military aod MUP 1eaders;970 (ii) the build up of Serbian forces in Kosovo from early 1999;97
I

(iii) the excessiveuse of force by Serbianforces against the Kosovo Albanian population already in •
1998;972 (iv) flordevic's involvement in anti terrorist operations in Kosovo as of l\farch 1998;973
0

(v) Dordevic' s role in disarming Kosovo Albanians;974 and (vi) his participation at the iniemational
negotiations in October 1998.975 The Appeals Chamberfinds that it was within the discretion of the
Trial Chamber to rely on such events to establish that the JCE existed, as well as in assessing
Dordevic' s role therein and his mens rea. In this context, the Appeals Chamber observes that
Dordevic neither contests the value of the events of 1998 and early 1999 in demonstrating his
knowledge and intent in relation to Indictment crimes, nor alleges a single error committed by the
Trial Chamber beyond the mere act of relying on the events in Racak/R.~

976

Accordingly, the

Appeals Chamberfinds that flordevic has failed to show that the Trial Chambererred in relying on,

"'-' Dordevic Appeal Bricl, para. 204.
966·The RacakfRal'ak
incident is discussed.in det!lil in sub-ground 9(E) and will therefore be addressed separately
(see infra, pw:as 325-350).
!"' D. Miloievic Appeal Judgemen~ para. 20.
9"
Galic Appeal Judgement para. 218, refca:ing to Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 219; Celebici Appeal Judgement,
para. 458.
969 Galic Appeal Judgement para. 218; Staki6 Appeal Judge.men!,para. 219; (;elebici Appeal Judgement, para. 458;
Kupreild6 et al. Appeal Judgement, para.
303.
•
910 Trial Judgement, para. 2026.
971 Trial Judgement, paras 2010-2026.
m Trial Judgement, paras 2062-2063, 208:1-2084.
"' Trial Judgement, paras 1900-1907.
9
"
Trial Jndgemcnt,paras 1908-1912.
~
''" TrialJudgcmenl, paras 1916-1919.
,
•••
"'' See DardevicAppeal Brief, paras 202-206.
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inter alia, the events from 1998 and early 1999 to establish Dordevic' s awareness of a specific

pattern of criminal activity by MUP forces and absence of investigativeactimi.m .
298.

FIIlllliy,Dordevic appears to suggest that the pre-Indictment events were not sufficiently

pleaded.978 The Appeals Chamber recalls that where the specific state of mind of an accused is
pleaded as a material fact, "the facts by which that material fact is to be established are ordinarily
. matters of evidence, and need not be pleaded".979 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Indictment
specifically pleaded that Dordevic had the reqnisite mens rea for liability under Articles 7(1) and
.

'

7(3) of the Statute, and that this inference could be drawn, inter alia, from events that occurred in
1998 and his knowledge thereof.980 The Appeals Chamber observes that the pre--Indictmentevents
were used by the Trial Chamber only to demonstrate his knowledge and intent with respect to the
commission of crimes for which he was convicted..981 Accordingly,the Appeals Chamber finds that
the pre-Indictment events considered by the Trial Chamber to establish the state of mind of
Dordevic did not have to be "specificallyalleged" in the Indictment.
4. Conclusion
299.

For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevi6's sub-ground of

appeal 9(C) in its entirety.

D. Sub-ground 9(0): allegederrors in relation to anning local Serbians and disarming
Kosovo Albanians
1. Introduction

300.

The Trial Chamber found that in rnid-1998, pursuant to the FRY plan to quash KLA activity

in Kosovo, adopted in July 1998 ("Plan of the Suppression of Terrorism"), the Joint Command
tasked the VJ and MUP to undertake the disarming of predominantlyAlbanian villages in Kosovo
982
and the arming of Serbian civilians.
These actions were to be implemented by the SUPs.983 The

77

See Trial Judgement, paras 1906,2083-2085.•
ElordevicAppeal Brief, para. 204. See also Ilonlevic Appeal BrioJ;para. 206.
BWkic Appeal Judgement.para. 219. See also Nammana et al Appeal Judgement,para. 347. See e.g. D. Milosevic
Appeal Judgement, where the Appeals Chamber upbeld the Trial Chambor' s llSe of facts from incidents not
charged .in the Indictment to make findings about the siege of Sarajevo,finding that "the Trial Chamber properly
based its findings about the pmpose of the siege Oil the evidence" by consideringwitness testimony as to the goals
and strategy of the campaign(D. Miluievic Appeal Judgement,para. 133).
9SO Indiciment.
para. 64.
'" See Trial Judgement, paras 1900-1907,2026, 2083-2084.
'"' Trial Judgement, paras 92, 1910-1915.

'

'"
"'
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atming of Serbian civilians in Kosovo alsoinvolved theorganisation of the Serbian population into
local defence units, known as RPOs, that were then armed and trained by the VJ and the JJUP. 984
The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic was "de jure responsible for the disarming of Kosovo

Albanian villages",985 and that be was aware of the atming of the Serbian civilian population in
1998 and 1999.986
301.

Dorde~c submits that the Trial Chamber erred in: (i) finding that the disan;ning of Kosovo

Albanian villagers and arming of the Serbian civilian population were related to the JCE; and
,(ii) relying on these matters asrelevant to Dordevic's participationin the JCE.987
2. •Analysis
(a) . Alleged error in finding that the disarming of Kosovo Albanian villages and arming of the
Serbian civilian population were related to the JCE
a. .Arguments of the parties
302.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erroneously linked the disarming of Kosovo

Albanian "1-illagesand arming of the Serbian civilian population to the JCE.988 In support of bis
submission, he argues that these actions carried out in 1998 were "reasonable steps to combat and
defend against the KLA".989 With respect to the disarming of Kosovo Albanian villages, Dordevic
specifically argues that the Trial Chamber erred in failing to find that it was a defensive action
unrelated to any criminal purpose.990 By way of example, Dordevic refers to the situation in
Istinic/lsniq in 1998, allegedly showing "the return of refugees and, separately, the surrender of
KLA weapons".991 He submitsthat such actions were legal and that the inference remained that the
disarming was a legitimate and necessary measureagainst a "growing terrorist threat''.992 With
regard to the arming of Serbian civilians, Dordevic clainis that the RPOs were created "for the sole

'"

Trial Judgement, paras 92. 1910. In relation to. the disarming of Kosovo Albanians, ·while the SUPs were
responsible for the disarmingof the villages mKosovo,the Pristina
Corps was tasked to disarm villages located m
the border belt (Trial Judgement,para. 1910). •
'" Trial Judgement,paras 92, 1911, 1913.See also Trial Judgement,paras 93-97.
'" Trial Judgement, para. 1910.
"'·Trial Judgement, paras 1910-1915.
'" Dardevic Appeal Brief,para. 208,referringto Trial Judgement,para. 2154.
"' Dor&vic Appeal Brief,paras 208-209,212
"' Dordevic Appeal Brief,paras 208-209,212. See Dordevit Reply Brief, para. 64.
"° Dardevic Appeal Brief, P"'a. 209 (emphw and citations omitted), refoa:iilg to Exbibit,P431, p. 5, Trial
Judgement,para. 1566.
"' Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 210 (citationsomitted).refeumg to Trial Judgement,para. 1910, Exhibit D429.
92
'
E>ardevicAppeal Brief. para. 210.
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purpose of defending against terrorist forces" and contends that they were ucivilianswho operated
as a volunteer territorial defence".993
303.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic fails to articulate an error in the Trial Chamber's

findings.994 It submits that the Trial Chamberrejected Dordevic's arguments that the disarming of
Kosovo Albanians was necessary to removeillegal wea:ponsfrom the reach of the KLA and that the
arming of the non-Albanian population was lawful, and instead reasonably found that the!ie actions
were carried out on a discriminatorybasis and were not limited to the self-defence of the civilian
population.995 Jn particular, with regard to the village of Istioic/Isniq, the Prosecution asserts that
"[t]he Trial Chamber consideredand rejected Dordevic's testimonythat the disarming of the village
was done with

thesole intention of allowing the return of the refugees and the surrender of KLA

weapons."996
b. Analysis
304.

The Appeals Chamber notes that in submitting that the disarming of Kosovo Albanian

villages ·and the arming of the Serbian population were "reasonable steps to combat and defend
against the KLA",997 Dordevic repeats arguments that have already been considered but were
unsuccessful at trial.998
305.

With regard to the disarming of Kosovo Albanian villages, the Appeals Chamberfinds that

the Trial Chamber reasonably rejected Dordevic's proposition that this was a legitimate operation
uorelated to the JCE, in light of the other events which unfolded at the time and were considered by
the Trial Chamber to be indicative of a commonplan.999 In particular, the Trial Chamber explicitly
considered Dordevic' s submission that the disarming of the village of Istinic/Isniqin Decani/D~an
municipality was legitimate on the basis that the MUPhad entered the village seeking to prevent the
escalation of the situation by requesting "terrorists', who were intermingled with the civilian
population to leave the area".1000 While the Trial Chamber conceded that the disarming of the
village oflstinic/Isniq might also have this objective, it rejected Dordevic's position at trial in light

'" DordevicAppeal Brief,para. 212.
'" ProsecntionResponseBrief,paras 171,174.
995 ProsocutionResponseBrief, paras 171, 174, refening to Trial Judgement,paras 1910,1915.
"'· ProsecutionRespon.seBrief, para. 173,referringto Trial Judgement,para. 1910.
"' Doi:devicAppeal Brief,para. 208. SeeDorde~ AppealBrief, paras 210,212,217. See also supra,para. 302.
"' See Trial Judgemen~para. 1910;referringto VlastimirDardevic, 4 Dec 2009, T. 9624-9625,Vlastimir Dorde,ic,
8 Dec 2009, T. 9804. See also DordevicOosing Brief, paras 605-619.
'" See Trial Jadgcment,paras 1910-1915,2003,2026.
_
.
•
1000
See Trial Judgement,para. 1910,refCIIingto VlastimirDordevic, 4 Dec 2009, T. 9624-9625,V1astimirDordevic,
8 Dec 2009, T. 9804.•
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of the totality of the evidence concerning the disarmament of Kosovo Albanian villages by the
SUPs, and of the contemporaneous arming of the Serbian civilians and their organisation into
RPOs. 1001 The Trial Chamber clellrly found that the arming of Serbian civilians, contrary to its
official aim of "defending Serbian villages",1002 was done in a discriminatorymanner, and wa~ not
1003

limited· to the "aim of self-defence of the civilian population against the 'enemy"' .

It further

found that the armed Serbian civilians were engaged in joint VJ and MUP operations during the
Jndictmerit period.1004 1bis conclusion was based on extensive evidence, in particular documentary
evidence concerning, inter alia, the close association between the MUP and the RPOs and the
1005

engagement of armed Serbian civilians in joint VJ aridMUP operations.
306.

The Trial Chamber considered further evidence showing that the engagement of armed

Serbian civilians continued throughout the Indictment period in violation of the October

°"

Agreernents.10 The Trial Cl:iamberwas satisfied that the evidence of the build up and use of the VJ
and MUP, and the arming of the Serbian population was further evidence of the co=on
1007

aimed at changing the ethnic composition of Kosovo.

plan

Toe Appeals Chamber finds that by

merely repeating bis case that the RPOs were created with the sole purpose of self-defence against
terrorist forces, I>ordevicfails to show that the Trial Chamber erred.

•

1001

Trial Judgement. paras 1910-1911.
Trial Judgement, para. 1911.
1003
TrialJudgementpara.1915.
.
.
.
100< Trial Judgement, paras 95-96, 1915. The Trial Chamber found 1hat
[a] large number of the VJ Pristina Co,ps and Joint Command orders received in evidence, for
example, ta,~
the "non-Siptar [Le. Kosovo Albanian] populationin KiM'', "armed non-Siptars"
or "armed non-Siptar population" with supporting the MUP forces in "breaking up and destroying
Siptar terrorist forces'". Ljubinko Cvetic affioned that 1his occurred in practice. Documentary
evidence also coofimJBthis. A report of the ~rd Aony Forward Command Post (IKM) dated
2 October 1998 notes !bat "the distributionof weapons to citizensloyal to the FRY (of Serbian and
Montenegrin ethnicity) bas made it possible for large-scale resistance against the terrorists to be
organised". At a meeting of the Collegium of the VJ General Staff of 21 January 1999, it was
reported that "bearing in nrind the number of people owning or having been distributed weapons,
there is a realistic possibility on the Serbian and Montenegrin side of the Serbian population
organising itrelf to offer resistance, and of an increasing emergence of radical forces". The
Chamber accepts that RPOs had arale in combat operationsin ·conjunctionand coordination with
the MUP and the VJ. This role was not always limited to 1hestatedrale of the RPOs as is•apparent
from some ordersreferred to in the course of the Judgement (Trial Judgement,para. 95).
,
1
See e.g. Exbtoits P886 (miontcsof meetingsheld by the Joint Commandin July and August 1998, discussing, inter
alia, the arming of Serb population and their recrui1mentinto RPOs); P87 (nrinutes of a meeting bcld by the MOP
and VJ in October 1998, discussing the impl~roentaticrnof the Plan for the Suppression of TorrCirism);P690
(minutes of a meeting bcld by the MUP Staff in Kosovo, during wbicli SUP chiefs and corumanders of the PJP
gave directions to the participants, not to mention to KYM representativesthat Serb civilians were being aoned).
See also Trial Judgement,paras 92--97(on the foonation of RPOs).
•
1006
Trial Judgement, paras 1915, 2010-2026.
.
1007 Trial Judgement, para 2026. See supra, paras 183-184, 187; Trial Judgement,paras 1910-1915,2003-2026.
1002

"°'
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307.

The Appeals Chamber recalls the Trial Chamber's finding that, although joint VJ and MUP

operations had the declared objective of fighting terrorist forces, .the manner in which they were
carried out, including the disproportionate use of force and the commission of ·crimes against
Kosovo Albanians throughout, showed that the Serbian forces in fact targeted the· whole Kosovo
Albanian population.1008The Appeals Chamber has already upheld this finding.1009
308.

In light of these findings, the Appeals Chamber concludes that the actions taken to disarm·

Kosovo Albanian villages and arm local Serbian civilians were reasonably found by the Trial
Chamber to be carried out by the VJ and MUP units, as part of the Plan for the Suppression of •

.'°

Terrorism and were indicative of the existence of a joint criminal enterprise.10
309.

•Dordevic has failed to show an error in the Trial Chamber's finding. His arguments are

therefore dismissed.
(b) Alleged error in relymg on the disarming of Kosovo Albanian villages and the arming of the

Serbian civilian population asrelevant to Dordevics participation in the JCE
a • Introduction

310.

i.

The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic was de ju.re responsible for the disarming of

Kosovo Albanian villages in Kosovo.1011 In reaching this conclusion, the Trial Chamber considered
that the. Joint Command tasked MUP units with disarming members of the Kosovo Albanian
population, and the SUPs in Kosovo were responsible for such activity.1012 It then assessed
• Dordevic' s role with respect to the SUPs, as will be outlined below_IDB The Trial Chamber further
considered that Dordevic was personally involved in the disarming of the village of Istinic/lsniq in
Decani/Del,an municipality at the end of September 1998. 1014 In addition, the Trial Chamber found
that Dordevic had knowledge of the arming of the Serb civilian population in Kosovo and the
•
• iii'ans.1015•
engagement
of armed Serb civ

'°' Trial

1

Judgement, paras 2018, 2026-2035, 2036-2051, 2052-2080, 2132-2136, 2138, 2140. See supra,
paras 183-184, 187.
1009
See ,upra, para. 187.
1010
See Trial Judgement,paras.1910-1915,2003-2026,2130.
10
n Tri.alJudgement,para. 1910.
1002
Trial Judgement;para. 1910.
1013
See infra, paras 317-318.
1014
Tri.alJudgement,para. 1910.
1015
TriilJ.
Judgement,para. 1915.
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b. Arguments of the parties
311.

First, Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that be was de jure

• responsible for the disarming of Kosovo Albanians.1016 He argues that the evidence: (i) shows that
the MUP • Staff in Pristina/Prishtine exercised control over the ·sill's in the· region without
establishiiig any link to him;· and (ii) "does not point to a solid conclusion that [he] was"even
informed of the disarming, much less that he held de jure control".1017
312.

Second, Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber "=oneously concluded that he had

sweeping knowledge of 'the arming of the Serb civilian population in Kosovo' not only in 1998 but
until the end of the Indictment period in 1999", because this was not demonstrated by the
evidence.1018 Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that he: (i) played a role in the
creation or the .arming of the RPOs by relying on the • uncorroborated testimony of
Witness Cvetic;1019 and (ii) had first-hand knowledge of the RPO offerisiveactions by relying on
the events in Cicavica/Qiqavicain September 1998, as he was not physically present.10'°
313.

Dordevic contends that the cumulative error is that the Trial Chamberequates these findings

with "some kind of effective control, which it finds, goes to a 'significant contribution' to the
JCE".1021

314.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic's submission should be summarily dismissed

because he fails to show that the Trial Chamber's findings were unreasonable and repeats
arguments made at trial

1022

The Prosecution further argues that the Trial Chamber correctly found,

based on ample evidence, that Dordevic was engaged in the arming of the non-Albanian
• population,1023 that he was de jure responsible for disarming Kosovo Albanianvillages,1024 and that
he also had knowledge of the engagement of armed Serbian civilians in joint MUP-VJ actions in

Appeal Brief, para.211, referring to'TrialJudgement,paras 49, 1910, ExhibitD244.
0ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 211, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 49, 1910, Exhibit D244.
,
1011
Dorilevic Appeal Brief, para. 215, referring to Trial Judgement, para. _1915.See also Dordevic Reply Brief,
para. 64.
.
•
1019 Dortwvic Appeal Brief, paras 212-213, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 92, 1911, 2000, 2026, Exhibits P85,
P688, P901, P1052, P1054, P1055, P1355, D449-D451, Ljubink:o Cvetic, 2Jul 2009, T.6742, Ljubiako Cvetic,
Uul 2009, T. 6713.
.
1020 Dorilevic Appeal Brief, para. 214, referring to Trial Judgemcnl, para, 1903, Exhibit P866, Vlastimir Dordevic;
9 Dec 2009, T, 9863.
•
'
1021 Dorilevic Appeal Brief, para. 216 (ciWions omitted).
101.2 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 170, referring to Dordevic Closing Brief, paras
605-619.
ioz, Prosecution Response Brief, para,; 176-177, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1913-1915, Exlnbits P85, P1055,
~L
.
.
•
1
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 172, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 46, 48, 238-239, 1910, 1895. Sec a!Bo
Trial Judgement, para. 1899.
1016 Bordevic
1017

°"'
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199S and during the Indictment period.1025 Specifically with regard to the amring of Serbian
civilians, the Prosecution further responds that the Trial Chamber considered Witness Cvetic to be
credible on this issue and acceptedbis testimony, and that Dordevic made."no attempt to overcome
the deference afforded" to a trial chamber to assess the credibility of a witness.1026 Therefore,
through bis participation in the arming .and disarming process, the Prosecution. contends that
Dordevic contributed to the implementationof the JCE.1027
c. Analysis
315.

At the outset, the Appeai.sChamber stressesthat the Trial Chamber found that the disarming

of Kosovo Aibaoian villages and arming of local Serbian civilians were cmied out by the VJ and
MOP units as part of the Plan for the Suppression of Terrorism, and that these operations were
indicative of the existence of a joint criminal enterprise.1028 The Trial Chamber did not rely on the
disarming of Kosovo Albanian villages or the amring of the Serbian civilians as showing
Dordevic' s contribution to the JCE.1029 Instead, the Trial Chamberfound that Dordevic's role in the
process of disarming and arming of Serbian civilians meant that he had knowledge of these
actions.1030 The Trial Chamberreferred to this knowledge when discussingliis responSlbilityand in
concluding that bepossessed the intent for the crimes within the JCE.1031 The factual errors alleged
by Dordevic therefore relate to the findings on his mens rea and not, as Dordevic suggests, to bis
contribution to the JCE.
316.

As such Dordevic's argunient.that the Trial Chamber equated these findings with "some

kind of effective control which, it finds, goes to a 'significant contribution; to the JCE"1032 is
misconstrued. The Trial Chamber did not rely •on these findings to conclude on Dordevic's
contribution to the ICE (actus reus). 1033 Notwithstanding,the Appeals Chamber will consider his
submissions in the context of bis mens rea.

Prosocution Response Brief, para. 169, refemng to Trial Judgement, paras 1910-1915.
Prosecution Response Brief, paras 175, 179, referring to Ljnbinko Cvetic, 1 Jui 2009,.T. 6713, Aleksovski Appeal
Judgement, para. 63, Popovitlmpeacbment Judgement,para. 32; see also Galic Appeal Judgement, paras 10, 303.
1027
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 169, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1915, 2154. . ,
1028
See Trial Judgement, paras 1910-1915,2003-2026,2130.
l1l29 See Trial Judgement, paras 2154-2158.
1030
Trial Judgement, paras 1990, 1999. See also Trial Judgement, paras 1915, 1983-1989, 1991-1998. See infra,
paras 320-321.
•
1
im Trial Judgemen~ paras 1908-1915,2154.
"'" IJordevic Appeal Brief, para. 216 (references omitted).
1 3
°' See Trial Judgement, paras 2154-2158.

l02S
1026

.fJ

y'.!,
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317.

The Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic does not point to any evidence supporting bis

submission that he was "not even infonned" of the .disanning of Kosovo Albanian villages.1034
Quite to the contrary, the Appeals Chamber notes that he gave direct testimony about bis own
knowledge of the operation of disanning in the village of Istinic/Isniq in Decani/D~an municipality
at the end of September_1998.1035 Furth=ore, the Appeals Chamberfinds that Dordevic misstates
the record when he submits that the evidence "does not point to a solid conclusion" that he held "de
1036

ju:re control".over the disanning of Kosovo Albanian villages.

While correctly pointing to the .

Trial Chamber's finding that the SUPs in Kosovo were COIDillanded
at the operationallevel by the

MUP Staff in Pristina/Prishtine which coordinated and planned their operations,1037 Dordevic •
ignores the other evidence considered by the Trial Chamber establishing that he remained de jure
responsible for the work of the SUPs. The _Trial Chamber considered documentary evidence
indicating that the SUP chlefs were directly subordinate to Dordevic, who was their "only
immediate superior'', as tlie Head of the RJB.1038 The evidence also ~hawed that the. SUP chlefs
"were directly responsible only to [Dordevic],who in tum was directly responsible for his work and
work of the units and personnel that·were part of the [RIB] only to the minister".1039 The

Trial

Chamber.also found that the SUPs were sub~dinated to the RJB.1040
318.

Jn light of the above findings establishingDordevic's de jure responsibility over thework of

the SUPs, and recalling the key role of the SUPs in the disarming of Kosovo Albanian villages,1041
the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevichas failed to show that no reason~ble trial chamber could
have concluded that he was, therefore, de jure responsible for the disarming of Kosovo Albanian
• villages. l;lis submission is diSlJ]issedaccordingly.
319.

With regard to his knowledge of the arming of the Serbian population, Dordevic challenges

the Trial Chamber's reliance on Witness Cvetic's nncorroborated testimony :in order to conclude
that he played a rcilein the arming of Serbian civilians.1-042 The Appeals Chamber recalls that a trial .

11134Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 211. See supra,para. 311.

•
See Trial Judgement.para. 1910,refen:ingto VlastimirDordevic,4 Dec 2009, T. 9622,.9625.
• See DordevicAppeal Brief, para. 2ll, referringto Trial Judgement,paras 49, 1910,Exhibit D244.
1037
Trial Judgement,para. 49.
.
·
103• Trial Judgement,para. 48, refen:ingto ExhibitD933, p. 21.
1039 Trial Judgement,para. 48, refen:ingto ExhibitD933, p. 21. •
•lCMOTrial Judg=nr,
para. 46, refening to LjubinkoCvetic, 26 Jun 2009, T. 6591, 6598. The Appeals Chamber notes
that the Trial Chamber euoncously referred to T. 5691 but considersthis to be a typogrnphicalerror, as Ljubinko
Cvetic provided evidence in T. 6591 that the SUPs were subocdinatedto the RIB, See also supra,paras 216, 228,
247, 250-251.
•
1041
See supra, para. 315.
•
1042 See supra, para 312; Dordevic AppealBrief,para. 213. See Trial Judgement,paras
92, 1911,referringto Ljubinko
Cvetic, 1 Jui 2009, T. 6713.
•
•

°'
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2110
chamber enjoys discretion in weighing the evidence,1043 including the discretion to accept th~
evidence of a single witness.1044 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber extensively
relied on the evidence of Witness Cvetic throughout the Trial Judgement,in particular with regard
to the structure of the MUP,1045 and that Dordevic did not attempt to challengethe credibility of this
witness at trial or on appeal.1046
320.

Furthermore, the Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic misstates the Trial Chamber's

findings. Contrary to his argument,the Trial Chamber did not reach a ~nclusion that he ''played a
role"i047 in arming Serbian civilians, but found that he possessed knowledge-of this operation.1048
This finding was based on the totality of the evidence, as outlined below. Among this evidence was
Witness Cvetic' s assertion that the process of arming the Serbian civilians "proceeded from the
MUP down to the staff of the MUP and then the Secretariat of Internal Affairs".1049 In_this regard,
the Appeals Chamber considers that Witness Cvetic' s testimony, although uncorroborated, was
analysed by the Trial Chamberin the broader context of the formation of the RPOs,1050 aridin light
of all the other evidence establishingthat Dordevic knew of the arming, but not that he participated
in the process.1051 Dordevic has thus failed 1!:J
demonstrate an error in the Trial Chamber's reliance
on the evidence of Witness Cvetic.
321.

The Appeals Chambernotes that in challenging the Trial Chamber's conclusion that he had •

knowledge of the anning of Serbian civilians, in 1998 and 1999, Dordevic repeat~ arguments
already raised at trial without pointing to any error.1052 In relation to Dordevic's submission
concerning the joint VJ and MUP operation in the village of Cicavica/Qiqavica in September
•1998,1053 the Trial Chamber consideredDordevic's account that although he had knowledge of this
operation, he was not aware that armed civilians were being used to reinforce the army and the

Lukic Appeal Judgement,para. 88; Murryakad Appeal Judgement, para. 51; Setako Appeal Judgement,
para. 3 I., Rukruulo Appeal Judgement, para. '21f7; Simba Appeal Judgement, para. 103; Nchamihigo Appeal
Judgement, para. 47; BikindiAppeal Judgement,para. 116; Nahimana et al Appeal Judgement,para..194.
1044
Lukic and D,ki6 Appeal Judgement, para. 375, referring to Haradinaj et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 219,
Kuprellic et aL Appeal Judgement,para. 33, Ak/crovski Appeal Judg=nt, para. 62, Tadic Appeal Judgement,
para. 65.
1 5
°'
See Trial Judgement,paras 41-143.
1046
See Lji,bjnko Cvetic, 2 Jul 2009, T. 6735--6810;Ljubinko Cvetic, 3 Jul 2009. T. 6812--6871;Dordevic Appeal
Brief, para. 213. See also supra, para. 228.
1 7
°' flordevic Appeal Brief, paras 212-213.
1
°" Trial Judgement, paras 1911-1915. _
•
104
• See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 213, referring to LjulrinkoCvetic, 2 Jul 2009, T. 6713.
1050
Trial Judgement, paras 92, 1911.See also supra,para. 300.
1 1
°'
See infra, para. 321.
•
•
105
• flordevit Appeal Brief, para. 215, rcfurring to Trial Jndgement,para. 1915; I>ardev:icReply Brief, para. 64. See
also flordevic ClosingBrief, paras 605-619.
1
°'' See supra, para. 312; flordevic AppealBrief, para. 214.
111<,Lukic_and
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police because he was "on the other side of the mountain" while the operationtook place.

1054

The

Trial Chamber also took into considerationDordevic's denial that he had knowledge of the arming
of the Serbian population on a general leveL and of the involvement of armed Serbian civilians in
joint VJ and MOP operations.1055 However, it concluded that Dordevic's account was not credible
in light of the totality of the evidence to the contrary.1056 Such evidence included: (i) Joint
Command meetings that Dordevic attended in July and August 1998 at which the arming of the
Serbian population and their recruitment in the RPO were discussed;1057 (ii) minutes of a meeting
held on 29 October 1998, attendedby senior VJ and MUP leadership includingDordevic, where the
implementation of the Plan for the Suppression of Terrorism in Kosovo was discussed, which
1058

included the •arming of the _non-Albanian population and the formation of the RPOs;

(rii) Dordevic' s unsuccessful attempt to downplay the comments regarding armed Serbians and

RPOs made by Lukic during a meeting;1059 (iv) Dordevic's presence at the meeting of 17 ;February
1999 where Lukic infoi:medthose present that the RPOs in nearly all 'villageswith Serb inhabitants
were active and have increased their activities;1060 as well as (v) other meetings, along with minutes
and reports of these meetings establishing the close ties between the MUP and the RPOs in
1999.1061 In light of this evidence in its totality, the Trial Chamber concluded that Dordevic had
knowledge of the arming of the Serbian civilian population in Kosovo, their formation into RPOs,
the involvement of the MOP in relation to logistical support, and the engagementof armed Serbian
civilians in joint VJ and MUP operations.1062 It further found that this knowledgewas not limited to
1063

the second half of 1998 but extendeduntii the end of the Indictmentperiod in 1999.

11154Trial

Judgement. para. 1913, referring to Vlastimir Dordevit, 9Dec 2009, T. 9860-9863,Exlnoi:ts P866, p. 103,
PI 422. Sec Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 214.
1055 Trial Judgement. para. 1912. refeoing to \14stimir Dordevic, 9 Dec 2009, T. 9862-9863, V1astimir Dordevic,
10 Dec 2009 9901-9903. Specifically,the Trial Chamber furtherconsidered: (i) Dordevie~,testimony that the role
of 1he MUP with respect to the RPOs was limited to providing support and preparing the RPOs for defensive
actions againstterrorist (Trial Judgement,para. 1914, refeoing to VlastimirDordevic, 10 Dec 2009, T. 9938-9940);
and (ii) bis denial of bis knowledge that by February 1999. 64,080 weapons had been distributed to the existing
RPOs, as be bad never seen the report on tbis (Trial Judgement,para. 1914,referring to Vlastimir Dordevic, 10 Dec
2009. T. 9940-9941).
1056 Trial Judgement,para. 1915, refeoing to Trial Judgement, paras 92-96. See Trial Judgement,paras 1912-1914.
•
1057 Trial Judgement, para. 1913, referring to Exhibit P886; see also Vlastimir Dordev:ii;,10 Dec 2009. T. 9915,
9920-9922.Vlastimir Dordevic, 14 Dec 2009, T. 10143.
.
105• Trial Jodgemoot. para. 1913, refeoing to Exhibit P87; sec also Vlastimir Dordevic, 9 Dec 2009, T. 9872-9873,
9875.
1059 Trial Judgement,para. 1913, refeoing to Exlnoit P690.
1060 Trial Judgement.para. 1914, referringtoExbibitP85. Vlastimir Dot&vic, 10 Dec 2009, T. 9936-9937.
1°'1 See Trial Judge=nt. para. 1914,referring to a report of meetings held between 13 and 16 February 1999 and the
.
minutes of the MUP Staff mootingofl 7 February 1999. See ExhibitsP85; Pl055, p. 3.
1"" Trial Judgement.para. 1915.
•
1 3
°' Trial Judgement.para. 1915..
•
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322.

Jn light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds thatBordevic has failed to show that no

reasonable trial chamber could have come to the conclusion that Dordevic was aware of_the arming
of the Serbian popnlation in the latter half of 1998 and witil the end of -theIndictment period in
1999.
323.

Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's arguments relating to the Trial

Chamber's findings on his de ju.re responsibility for the disarming of Kosovo Albanians and his
knowledge of the arnringof the Serb civilian population in Kosovo.
3. _Conclusion

324.

Jn light of all the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's sub-ground of

appeal 9(D) in its entirety.
E. Sub-gromid 9(E): allegederrors in relation to the Racak!Racakincident and Dordevic's

role therein
1. Introduction
325.

The Trial Chamberfowid that Dordevic: (i) was aware of and took an active role in the joint

VJ and MUP operation in Racak/R~ak on ·15 January 1999 that resulted in the deaths of not less
than 45 Kosovo Albam;ms;1064 and (ii) led the subsequent ''MUP efforts to_conceal evidence of
grossly excessive force used by the police and to present the operation in Racak/R~ak as a
legitimate anti-terrorist operation".1065
326.

In particular, the Trial Chamber concluded that the Rae~

operation, which was

•ordered by the Joint Command, was "an early example of a new intensified approach to 'anti.terrorist' operations by VJ and MUP forces acting in coordination''.1066 Jt further found that by the
time the Racak/Ra~ak operationtook pl~ce. the JCE had already been formed,1067 and this type of

•

coordinated use of °VJ,MUP, and other Serbian forces was employed to achieve the goal of the
JCE.1068 In the view of the Trial Chamber, by mid-January 1999 it had become apparent to the
Serbian political, VJ, and MUP leadership that in order to achieve its objectives for assured Serbian
control of Kosovo it was necessary to intensify cooperation between VJ and.MUP forces in joint

°" See TrililJudgomcnl paras 257. 397-416, 425, 1920-1924,2134.

1

Ill6S
1066
1067

10
"

See Trial Judgement, paras 415,425, 1924.
Trial Judgement, para. 2134, referring to ExhibitP902, pp 9, 11.
Trial Judgement, para. 2134, reforringtn ExbibitP902, pp 9, 11, 29.
Trial JudgeIIient, para. 2037.
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operations.1069 Thus, the Trial Chamber determined that Dordevic's role and knowledge in the
Rac~ak
327.

operation was indicative of his involvementin the JCE. 1070

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law and fact in: (i) relying on the

•Racak/Rac,akoperation to establish his role in furthering the JCE;1071 (ii) concludingthat 45 Kosovo
Albanian civilians were killed during this operation;1072 (iii) finding that the investigative Judge
Danica Marinkovic ("Judge Marinkovic'') was presented a staged scene; and (iv) finding that
E>ordevichad any role in the concealmentof the excessive use·of force.1073 On this basis, E>ordevic
argues that the Racak/Ra.cakincident should not be considered in any evaluation of his criminal •
responsibility for the crimes contained within the Indictment and requests the Appeals Chamber to
quash his convictions Ofreduce his sentence accordingly.1074
328.

•

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic fails to demonstrate that no reasonable trial

cJ:\ambercould have reached the Trial Chamber's conclusion on the Racak/Rac,akoperation; and
therefore this sub-ground of appeal should be dismissed.1075
2. Alleged error in relying on the Racak/Racak qperation to establish Dordevic's role in furthering
theJCE
(a) Arguments of the parties

329.

E>ordevicargues that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on the Racak/Rayak operation to •

establish "'coordinated action' between the MUP and the VJ pursuant to the JCE".1076 He contends
that such a finding goes to his actus reus, whereas the. relevance·of the Racak/Ra.cak·operation
should have been limited tci his .alleged mens rea, following the withdrawal of the Racak/Rayak
incident from the Indictment.1077 In support of his argument, he points to the Trial Chamber's
Decision on Admission of Evidence of 30 March 2010, which in his view limits the use of the

°" Trial Judgemont, para. 2134.

1

1070
•
1071
1072

11
"'
l07<
107
'
1076
1017

•
Toal Judgement, paras 1920-1924,2134, 2154.
Dardevic Appeal Brief, paras 218-220.
Doolevic Appeal Brief, paras 218-223.
E>ordevicAppeal Brief, paras 223-224.
E>ardevicAppeal Brief, para. 226; E>oole\-icReply Brief, paras 65-66.
Prosecution Response Brief, paras 180, 184, 187.
E>ordevicAppeal Brief, paras 218, 220, referring to Trial Jndgemont,paras 1923-1925, 1992, 2154.
E>orilevicAppeal Brief, paras 218, 220, referring to l'rosecutor v. V/astimir fJordevic, Prosecution's Motion far
Leave to Amend the Third AmendedJoind,:rIndictment withAmlexes A, B, and C, 2 June 2008, para. 23, granted
by fJordevicDecisiOD.on Aroeudmenl<lflodictmentof7 July 2008, para& 47, 51.
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Racak/Ra~ak incident to the assessment ~f bis

men.s

rea.

1078

Therefore, be submits that findings

relating to Racak/R~ak outside of those concerning bis mens rea should be reversed for lack of
sufficient notice and litigation.1079
330.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic had sufficient notice -of the allegations regarding

•the Rac~ak

operation, as they were set out in both the Indictment and the Prosecution Pre-

Trial Brief, 1080 Dordevic testified about the events at Rac~ak.

and referred to them in bis

Closing Brief.1081
(b) Analysis
331.

At the outset, the Appeals Chamberstresses that the Prosecution only withdrew the charge

of murder in relation to the Racak/Ra~akincident and that the Trial Chamber did not convict
Dordevic for the murders committed during the Racak/Rayak incident 1082 The Appeals Chamber.
recalls that an indictment must, at a minimum, specify "on what legal basis of the Statute an
individual is being charged",1083 and that the Prosecution is required to "state the material facts
underpinning the chargesin the indictment,but not the evidence by which such material facts are to
be proven" .1084 Wbether an indictment is pleaded with sufficient particularity is dependent upon
whether it sets out the material facts of the Prosecution case "with enough detail to inform a
1085

defendant clearly of the charges againstmmso that he may prepare his defence".

'There is thus

a clear distinction between the material facts upon which the Prosecution relies, which must be
1086

pleaded, and the evidence proffered to prove those material facts."

Furth.ermore,the Appeals

Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 218, 220, referring to Dordevic Decision on Admission of Ev:idenceof 30 March
2010, para. 9. See aho Dordevi6Reply Brief, para. 67.
""' Dordev:i6Appeal Brief, paras 218, 220, referringto Trial Judgement,paras 1923-1925, 1992.2154.
1°"'Prosecution Response Brief, paras 181-182,referring to Indictment paras 6l(c), 64(g), Prosecutor v. Vlastimir
Dordevic, Case No. IT-05-87/1-PT,ProsecutionPre-Trial Brief, 1 September2008 ("ProsecutionPre-Trial Brief'),
para.289.
•
1" 1 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 182, referring to V1astimirDOidev:i6,7 Dec 2009, T. 9666-9675, Vlastimir
Dordev:i6,9 Dec 2009, T. 9885-9893,Donlev:i6ClosingBrief, paras 73-93.
lOG See ·Indictment, para. 64(g); FJordevicDecision on Amendment of Indictment of 7 July 2008, paras 45-47. No
charges of deportation or other inhumane aclla(forcible transfer) were brought by the Prosecution in relation to
Rae~
(ProsecvJor v. Vlostimir Dordew!, Case No. IT--05-87/1-PT,Prosecution's Motion for Leave to
Amend !he Third Amended Joinder Indictment with Aanexe, A, B, and C, 2 June 2008, para. 23; Dordevic
Decision on Amendmentof Indictmentof 7 July 2008, para. 47); Trial JudgeIIlllnl,para. 2230, pp 886-950.
11"' Knwjelac Appeal Judgement,para. 138.
11'84 KupreJ/ricAppeal Judgement.para. 88.
100 Stakic Appeal Judgement,para. 116, citing Kuprdldc et al Appeal Judgement,para. 88.
1 6
°' Staldc Appea!Judgem"'!I, para. 116.
_
•

1078

i
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Chamber recalls that the materiality of a particular fact cannot be established in the abstract, but is
dependant on the Prosecution's case.1087
332.

In this case, the Indictment explicitly references the Racak/R~

operation·as one of the

factors upon which Dordevic's intent could be inferred.1088 However, it also alleges that Dordevic
participated in the JCE by, inter alia, (i) exercising effective control over forces of FRY and Serbia
including all RIB units which.were involved in the perpetration of the crimes charged in the
Indictment; and (ri) participating in the planning, instigating .and ordering of operations and
activities of.the forces of the FRY and Serbia in Kosovo, which were involved in the perpetration of
the crimes charged in the Indictment, in particular the RIB and subordinateunits.1089 In its Pre-Trial
Brief, the Prosecution argued that the Rac~ak

operation was evidence of Dordevic' s "haods-

on" involvement in MUP activities in Kosovo in 1999, which_is one of the factors it alleged in
1090

support of its submission that Dordevic participated aod contribnted to the JCE.

Therefore, the

Appeals Chamber finds that the material facts relating to the nature of Dordevic's participation in
the JCE were sufficiently pleaded in the Indictment and that Dordevic was on notice that the •
Prosecution also intended to rely on the Racak!Rayakincident to prove such participation.
333.

1091

Furthermore, Dordevic risinterprets the Trial Chamber's Decision of 30 March 2010.

In

·that decision, the Trial Chamber did not set out a limitation for the relevance of the RacaldR.acak
operation.1092 Rather, it held that, although the events that occurred in Racak/Racak were not
subject to specific murder charges, "[t]hese allegations [... ] are relevaot _to other issues in the
Indictment."1093 After recognising the events at Racak/Racak:•"as a factor relev~t to establishing
his mens rea under Articles 7(1) and 7(3) of the Statute of the Tribunal", it considered that these
events "[we]re of significaocein the determination of the charges against the Accuself', also noting
that "both parties [... ] adducedconsiderable evidence on the Racak/Rac;:akoperation".1094
i

!•

334.

The Prosecution was therefore fully entitled •to rely on the incident in support of its

submission that Dordevic participatedin the JCE, as clearly set out in its Pre-TrialBrief.

1095

""" Stakic Appeal Judgement,para. 117; citing Kupreskit et al Appeal Judgement,para. 89.
ios, See Indictmeo!, para. 64(g). • •
. •
,.,. Indictment, para. 6l(a)-(c).
"'' 0 ProsecutionPre-Trial Brief, para. 289; Indictment, para. 6l(a)-(c).
1°'1 Dordevic'Decision ori.Admissionof Evidence of 30 March 2010, para. 9. See Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 218.
um DordevicDecision on Admissionof Evidence of 30 March 2010. para. 9. Sec Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 218.
•1
DordevicDecision on Admissionof Evidence of 30 March 2010, para. 9 (emphasisadded).
10" DordevicDecision on Admission of Evidence of 30 March 2010, para. 9 (emphasis added). Sec;Dordevic Appeal
Brief, para. 218.
•
1
ProsecutionPre-Trial Brief, para. 289.

°"

°"'·
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335.

In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the

Trial Chamber erred in consideringthe Racak/Racak operation as evidence of a 'coordinated action'
between the MOP and the VJ, in the cont.extofDordevic's contributionto the JCE.
3. Alleged error in concludingthat 45 Kosovo Albanian civilianswere killed in Racak/Racak on

15 January 1999
(a) Arguments of the parties
336.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that 45 Kosovo Albanian

civilians were killed in Rac~ak

on 15 January 1999.1096 He argues that the Trial Chamber

failed to consider: (i) forensic reports;1097 (ii) evidence concerningthe type of weapons recovered
from the Kl.A in Rac~ak;

1098

(iii) "further evidence of KLA activity'' which demonstratedthat

the KIA was pres~nt in the village on 15 January 1999;1099 (iv) evidence that the wounded were
treated at military hospitals;1100 (v) evidence that those who perished were buried in accordance
1101

with KLA military rules; and (vi) evidence of the existence of a KLAheadquarters.
337.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably concfuded that no less than

45 Kosovo Albanian civilians were ~ed

2

in the Racak/R~ak operation.11° It also submits that

Dordevic repeats arguments that were unsuccessful at trial,1103 offers bis own evaluation of the
1105

evidence,1104 and fails to show any error in the Trial Chamber's exercise of its discretion.

'°"Dooiew:
Appeal Brief, para. 219, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 416, 2134.

Dmdevic Appeal Brief, paras 221-222, referring to. inter alia, Exlnl,its D895 (List of persons who died in the
village of Racak/Ral,Ok),D899 (General conclusion by the medical experts on the 40 bodies fonnd in a mosque in
Ra~).
•
.
.
•
.109, Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 222, refemng to Exhibits Dl49 (Report from the investigative jndge inclnding a list
of weapons belonging .to KIA that were folIIld in Racak/Ra.ak an 15 January 1999 during an on-site
investigation). D148 (Record of on-am: investigation pedormed in~
signed by the investigative judge
on 18 January_1999), D757, p. 4 (Report from the Pristina Corps including a report an 26 dead bodies found by
KVM in ~ak
on 20 January 1999, wearing "civilian clothe< but with weaponsand 'KLA' insignia"),
D896 (Report an forensic examination of Racak/Ra.ak incident including a list of weapons found on the scene on
15 January 1999), Momir Stojanovic, 22Feb 2010, T. 11739.
•
,
""' Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 222, referring to Joseph Maisonneuve, 4 Jun 2009. T. 5539.
1100 Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 222, referring to Trial Jndgement, paras 401, 402, Exhibit P872, Joseph
Maisonneuve, 4 Jnn 2009, T. 5544-5545,BranlroMladenovic, 8 Mar 2010, T. 12500.
no, Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 222, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 401, 402, Exhibit P872, Joseph
Maisonneuve, 4 Jnn 2009, T. 5544-5545,BrankoM!adenovic, 8 Mar 2010, T.12500.
.
1102 ProsecutianResponse Bruof,para. 180, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 397-402, 421-425, 1920-1923.
•
11"' Prosecution Response Brief. para. 184, referring to Donievic Oosing Briflf,paras 73, 75-81. See also Prosecution
Response Brief, paras 184-186,referring to Dordevic Appeal Briflf,paras 221-223. •
no<-Prosecution Response Brief, paras 185-187.
11°' Prosecution Response Briflf,paras 185-187.
1097
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(b) Analysis
338.

The Appeals Chamber finds that, for the reasons set out below, none of Dordevic's

arguments show that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that 45 Kosovo Albanian civilians were
killed The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber's. conclusion that 45 Kosovo
Albanian civilians were killed as a result of Racak!Ra9ak operation was based on an assessment of

a considerable amount of evidence concerning the events which occurred.in the area on 15 January
1999 and the following days.1106 This included evidence on the series of investigation attempts by
the investigative Judge'Marinkovic,1107 as well

asevidence given by Dordevic himself and other·

Defence witnesses. 1108 Contrary to Dordevic' s contention,no~ the Trial Chamber did consider.
(i) forensic reports referred to by Dordevicm his Appeal Brief;
1111

of weapons recovered in Racak/Ra9ak;

1110

(ii) evidence concerning the type

(iii) evidence of the KLA's presence in Racak/R.a9ak
1113

during the relevant time period;m 2 (iv) and evidence of a KL.A headquarters in Racak!Rai;ak.
His arguments are therefore dismissed.

1100 Trial

i-a.

Judgemeot,
416. See Trial Judgement, paras 396-416. Jn reWion to the joint VJ-MUP operalion, the
Trial Chamber considered evidencethat sporadic shooting coming from the direction of Racak/Ra~ak could be
heard from Stimlje/Shtimepolice station in the early monririghours of 15 January and continued until the aftemoqn
(Trial Judgement, para. 397); unusual events were occuning at the Stimlje/Shtimepolice station, in that all active •
,dnty and reserve police had been called in, one PJP and 10 to12 SAJ members were there, as well as the.Chief of
the SUP and the Chief of the Urosevac/Ferizajpolice department(Trial Judgement, para. 397); there were rumours
1hal an action was under way in Racak/Ra~ to mest those responsible for the killing of four policemen (Trial
Judgement, para. 397); a couple of hours after the shooting had started Dordevic arrived at Stimlje/Shtime police
station and ·received two telephone calli from Sainovic (Irial Judgement, para. 398); the KVM started receiving
reports concerning a "major operation taking place in R~',
which was a planned joint VJ and MOP
opoiation (Trial Judgement,paras 400, 402); and KVM verifiers observed VJ Pragas and T-55 tanks-on the hills
overlooking Rae~
firing into the village and surrounding hills preventiog the civilians from leaving the
village, while MUP armouredvehicles and infantcy entered the village aod searchedthe houses (Trial Judgement,
para. 401). Jn relation to the civilims killed, the Trial Chambi,r found that: the Head of Regional Centre of the
KVM was infocmed by verifiers that there were over 25 bodies of civilians in the ,-illage, who appeored to have
been eJCecuted(Trial Judgement,para. 405); the KVM representatives inspecting the village found a decapitaled
body of ao elderly man in a farmhouse and over 20 bodies laying in a line in a gully or a trail with appearance of
having been shot at close range in the head (Trial Judgement,para. 407); and they observedfour more bodies in the
village, including an 18 year old woman aod a 12 year old boy (Trial Judgement, para. 407).
1107 See Trial Judgement, paras 410413, 1924.
•
1108 See Trial Judgement, paras 419-425. •
11°' See Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 221-222.
.
mo See Trial Judgement, para. 413, fn. 1430 (referring to Exhibit D899), fn. 1431 (referring to Exhibit D895). See
•supra, para. 336, fn. 1097.
'
•
1111 Trial Judgement, para. 411, referring to Exhibit D896. See also Trial Judgement, paras 410, fn. 1410 (referring to
ExhibitD149), 411, fns 1417, 141'8(referringto Ex:lribitD148).See supra, para. 336, fn. 1098.
1112 Trial Judgement, paras 401, 4 JO. The Trial Ownber, however, found that despite this fact there was no outgoing
fire from the village· during the coordinated VJ MUP offensive against the village (Trial Judgement, paras 401,
1922). The Appeals Chamber observes the evidence of General Drewwnldewicz,in relation to the VJ-MUP joint
operation in Racak!RJ19ak, that he expressed concem over the operation in that "firing of anti-am:raft weapons into
a village in which there were women and cqildren could not be accepted as a police operation" (Trial Judgement,
para. 404, referring to John DI;,,wienkiewicz,Exhibit P996, para. 221, Karol John Drewienkiewicz, 22 Jun· 2009,
T. 6367-6368; Exbibi1P1007).
•
•
-
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339.

As to Dordevic's argument in relation to the burials and treatment of wounded in military

hospitals, insofar as Dordevic is suggesting that the victims might have been KLA members, and
hence legitimate targets, it is speculative.1n 4 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber
found that the 45 victims were wearing civilian clothing when killed, and that an elderly man, a
woman and a child were among the deceased.1115 In addition, the Trial Chamber found that at least
one victim had been decapitatedand that most of those killed were over the age of 50 and shot in
1116
the head,. apparently at close IllD.ge.
Dordevic' s mere suggestioffthat some of the victims may

have received a military burial, as well as a vague reference to wounded being treated in military
hospitals, falls short of showing that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that 45 Kosovo
Albanian civilians were killed.
340.

The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that Dordevic has Jailed to show that the Trial

Chamber erred in concludingthat 45 Kosovo Albanians were killed in Racak/Rai,ak:on 15 January
1999.
4. Alleged error in finding that there was a "staged scene" and that Dordevic had a role in the
concealmentof the excessiveuse of force duringthe Racak/Racak:operation
(a) Introduction
341.

The Trial Chamber found that on 18 January 1999, investigative Judge Marinkovic
7

conducted an on-site investigationinto the events in Racak/Ra<,ak
on 15 January 1999_m She was
directed by the police to the mosque where she observed 40 bodies, of which all but one were
male_ms The Trial Chamberfound that the·scene shown to investigativeJudge Marinkovic did not
accord with the observations and video-recording by the KVM international observers on

1113

Trial Judgement, paras 401,410.
•
•
m 4 See Dordevic Appe,,l Brief, para. 222. In relation to the burials, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber
relied on the evidence of Witness K86 in coru:ludingthat.the bodies ·wereburied on a bill facing the mosque (Trial
Judgement, fn. 1433, referring to K86; 28 May 2009, T. 5189-5190) rather than on the evidence of Defence
Witness Mladenovic, who meotioncd that the coffins were wntpped in an Albanian flag, which in the vfow of the
witness was not the burial custom far civilians (see Billllko Mladenovic, 8 Mar 2010, T. 12500). The Trial
Chamber expressly fouod the evidence presented by Defence witnesses in relation to the RacakfRa\:ak
to be
unreliable and ''in many respects [ ... Jnot truthful" (Trial Judgement,para, 419). The Appeals Chamber finds that it
was therefore within the discretion of the Trial Chamber to prefer Witness K86's testimony over that of Witness
. Mladenovic (see Kvocka d al. Appeal Judgement, para. 23; limaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 82; Kordic and
Cerke_z
Appe,,1Judgement,para. 21, fn. 12). As to the treatment of the woundedin military hospihls, the App~als
. Chamber finds iru:oru:lusivethe evidence cited by Dardevic in his Appeal Brief (see•I>ordevic Appe,,1Brief,
para. 212, fn. 368, referringto ExhibitP872, JosephMaisonneuve,4 Jun 2009, T. 5544-5545).
.
m 5 Trial Judgement,paras 416, 1920. See supra.,fn.1106; Trial Judgement,para. 407. See also infra, paras 522-523.
1116 Trial Judgement, paras 416, 1920. See supra, para. 338, fos 1106, 1734,
m 7 Trial Judgerru:nl,para. 412.
m• Trial Judgement. para. 412.
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i6 January 1999.~119 It therefore concluded that investigative Judge Marinkovic was presented a
staged scene and that Dordevic led the MUP efforts to conceal the evidence of excessive nse of
force and to present the Ra~ak

operation as a legitimate anti-terroristoperation..1120

(b) Arguments of the parties •
342.

First; Dordevic contends that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that a "staged scene'' was

shown to investigative Judge Marinkovic.1121 He argues that there was absolutely no evidence in
support of this conclusion, noting, inter alia, that the Trial Chamber rejected the evidence of
investigative Judge Marinkovjcon this issue.1122 Second, he submits that the Trial Chamber erred in
concluding that he "led MUP efforts to conceal.evidence of grossly excessive force and present it as
a legitimate anti-terrorist operation".1123 Dordevic argues that there was "no evidence to support"
.

'

such conclusfon., but also that ''no accusation of a 'cover-up' was ever put to him during his
• testimony".1124 He suggeststhat, instead, it was more likely that "the KLA set up the initial scene
observed by the KVM on 15 Januaryfollowing a heavy firefight''.1125
343.

'

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that the scene

shown to the investigative judge was staged and that Dordevic led the MUP ·efforts to conceal the
evidence of the excessive use of force during the purported "anti-terrorist" operations.1126
(c) Analysis
344.

The Appeals Chambernotes tb.at.the Trial Chamber acknowledgedthe "extensive, and often

conflicting, evidence" presented by the parties concerning the Racak/Ra9akoperation; however, the
Trial Chamber also stated that it had carefully evaluated and weighed all the evidence in reaching
its ~nclusion that the scene at Racak/R~ak was staged and that evidence was concealed.1127
345.

The Appeals Chamber notes, contrary to Dordevic's contention, that the evidence of •

,investigative Judge Marinkovic was not rejected by the Trial Chamber; rather, it was carefully

1119 Trial Judgement. paras 412, 1924.

Trial Judgement, paras 412, 1923-1924.
l:lardevic Appeal Brief, para. 223; Donlevic Reply Brief, para. 65, refcr:r:ingto Trial Judgement,paras 415, 425,
1924,
•
UZ1. Donlevic Appeal Brief, para. 223; l:lbrdevicReply Brief, para, 65, refocringto Trial Judgement, paras 415,425,
1924.
' 123l:lardevic Appeal Brief, para. 224, referring to Trial Judgement,para. 1924.
UM l:lordt:vicAppeal Brief, para. 224, refocringto Trial Judgement,para..1924.
112' l:lordevic Appeal Brief. para. 225.
1126
Prosecution Response Brief, paras 184-186.
Im Trial Judgement. para. 396. See Trial Judgement,para. 415.
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assessed and weighed against the evidence of KVM international observers who conducted and
1128

video-taped their investigation on 16 January 1999.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the
1129

international observers carried out their investigation on 16 January 1999 in the afternoon.

They

_testified that as they approached the village they saw police and press everywhere, as well as VJ
heavy weapons, artillery, and tanks on the hillside.1130 During the investigation, the international
observers uncovered: (i) "over 25 civilian bodies in the village, including that of an elderly man,
most of whom seemed to have been executed";1131 (ii) another elderly man who had been
decapitated in a farmhouse;m 2 and (iii) 20 bodies in a gully that appeared to have been shot in the
head, at close range.1133 These bodies did not have uniforms and were "covered in dew, which
1134

indicated that they were already there in the morning".

The KVM representatives saw more

_bodies in Racak/Rai;,ak,including ~ body of an 1g year ·oldwoman and a 12 year old boy.

1135

The •

Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber noted that the evidence given by investigative
Judge Marinkovic indicated that the ~cene, she and her

team
were shown during their on-site.

investigation in Racak!Rai;,ak:on 18 January 1999, differed significantly·from that shown to the
KVM international observers.1136 This was confirmed by investigative Judge Marinkovic, who
testified, inter alia, that the bodies she. observed did not correspond to the bodies that she was
1137

shown in a videotape recorded by the KVM on.16 January 1999.

Al;

an example, she testified

that the bodies she observed had not been shot in the head and that among the 40 bodies she
observed, none had beeo "decapitated, although one or two had damage to the head which appeared
to have been caused by birds or other aoimals" .1138 The Trial Chamber was therefore satisfied that
at least some of the bodies observed by investigative Judge Marinkovic were not the bodies

Trial Judgement, par.. 407, 412-413, 415-416. See the testimony of Witnesses Maisonneuve (Joseph
Maisonneuve. 3 Juu 2009, T. 5463, 5466-5467; Exhibits P851, pans 33-34, 36, 45, 53; P852, pp 5778-5779,
5781-5782, 5786-5787, 5795-5796, 5805, 5&44, 5856, 5863; P853, pp 11059, 11170-11172),Drewii;nltiewicz
(KarolJobnDrewienldewicz, 22Jun 2009, T. 6366-6367, 6370-6373;Exhibits P996, pans 138, 141-148, 150-152,
154-156, 158-162,221; P997; pp 7792-7795, 7968, 7971), Ciaglimoo(ExhibitsP832, p. 8; P833, pp 3205-3206;
P834, pp 6844-6845),and Mx:hael Phillips (MichaelPhillips, 1 Sep 2009, T. 8712-8713;Exhibit P1303, p. 11854).
1129 Trial Judgement,para. 407.
•
1130
Trial Judgement, para. 407.
1131
Trial Judgement,para. 405.
1131
Trial Judgement,para. 407.
113
' Trial Judgement,paI11.
407.
l1'4 Trial Judgement,para. 407.
1135
Trial Judgement,para. 407.
1136 Trial Judg=ent, par_as412-416, 425, 1924.Elordevicpnt forward bis theory of who was responsiblefor the staged
scene at trial (See E>ordevicClosing Brief, para< 73, 75).
•
1137
Trial Judgement,para. 412.
113' Trial Judgement,paras 412-413,referring to DanicaMarinkovic, 18 Mar 2010, _T.13083, 13090.
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depicted in the video recorded by KVM international observers during their on-site investigation on
16 Jannary 1999.1139
346.

The Trial Chamber further considered that between 15 and 18 January 1999, investigative

Judge Marinkovic attempted to reach Racak/R~ak to conduct the investigation on three occasions,
but had to abandon these efforts because she had been shot at.'140 It was only on 18 January 1999,
when according to Dordevic's own testimony he·was in Stirnlje/Shtimepolice station to secure the
location for the on-site investigation.,that she managed to reach the bodies.1141 The Trial Chamber
noted that investigative Judge Marinkovic was shown neither the bodies shot irI the head nor the
'

.

gully depicted in the video recordingby the KVM, "yet she was shown apparent Kl.A headquarters,
which the KVM failed to see".1142 The Trial Chamber also found that on 16 January 1999, the KVM
noticed a newly dug trench that did not'appear to have been previously occupied or fought from.1143
The Trial Chamber concluded that investigative Judge Marinkovic was shown a "staged scene", set
up by the police, designed to give a false impression of the events.1144
347.

Jn light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds thatDordevic is mistaken in assertingthat

there was no evidence irI support of the Trial Chamber's conclusion. TheAppeals Chamber further

finds that, considering the heavy presence ofpolice and VJ heavy artillery on 16 January 1999,.the
fact that investigative Judge Marinkovic was prevented from arriving at the scene until 18 January,
while the KVM managed to reach the scene on 16 Jannary in the afternoon, it was reasonable for
the Trial Chamber to conclude that the scene presented to investigative.Judge Marinkovic was
staged. The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial
Chamber erred.
348.

With regard to Dordevic's role, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber

co~cluded that he led the MUP efforts to conceal the evidence of the excessive use of force based

113
'

Trial Judgement, para. 415.
""' Trial Judgement, para. 411. Investigative Judge Danica. Marinkovic a.ud her team attempted to carry out the
investigation the first time on 15 January 1999 at 2 p.m., i:besecond time on 16 January at about 10 or 10:30 a.m.,
and the third lime in the morning of! 7 Ja.uuary1999 (Trial Judgom=t; paras 410-411).
1141
Trial Jndgement,.paras412, 424-425, 1924.
ll<2 TrialJndgement, para. 415.
11
"-' Trial Judgement, para. 407.
·
11"' TrialJudgemeut, para. 415. See also Trial Jndgement,paras 411-412.As far Dordevic's claim ihat itis more likely
that "the KLA set up the initial scene observed by the KVM on ·15 January following a heavy firelight", tbe
Appeals Chamber finds he fails to point to any evidence in support of this argument (I)ordi,vic Appeal Brief,
para. 225). Furthennore, the Appeals Chm:nberfinds it implausible lb.at the KLA would be free to stage such a •
scene, considering the heavy pres= of polire, press and VJ in and around the village observed by tbe KVM
(Trial Judgement, paras 400-405, 407). His.argumentin this regard is tbcrclore dismissed.
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on circumstantial evidence.1145 The Appeals Chamber recalls that trial chambers may reach
conclusions based on circumstantial evidence.1146 The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial
Chamber considered and rejected Dordevic's own account that he did not know -anythingabout this
operation and did not visit Stimlje/Shtime or Racak/Ra9ak on 15 January 1999, finding it to be
unacceptable in manyrespects.1147 It instead preferred the testimony of Witness K86, that Dordevic
was at the police station in Stimlje/Shtimeat the time the VJ-MUP operation started and that he had
two telephone conversations with Sainovic.1148 The Trial Chamber considered this in combination
. with the close coordination between the MUP and VJ in carrying out the operation, the fact that
heavy VJ artillery was used, as well as the fact that PJP and SAJ units were on the ground, to
conclude that Dordevic "took an organising
role
regarding the actions of the police on the
•
I
ground".1149 In light of Dordevic's position as the most senior MUP officer on the ground during
the operation and his own evidencethat on 18 January 1999 he was in Stimlje/Shtimeto secure the
location for an on-site investigation,_theTrial Chamber concluded that he '1ead the MUP efforts to
conceal evidence of grossly excessiveuse of force used by the police and to present the operationin
1150

RacakfRa9ak as a legitimate anti-terroristoperation".
349.

In light of the above considerations,particularly that the scene presentedto the investigative

jndge was staged, and recalling the Trial Chamber's findings on the general pattern of
disproportionate use of force by the Serbian forces in joint MUP and VJ "anti-terrorist'' operations,
1151

tlie pattern of lack of investigations and concealment of crimes in 1998 and 1999,

the Appeals

Chamber, Judge TuzmukhamedoYdissenting, finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no
reasonable trier of fact could conclude, based on the totality of evidence, that following the
Racak/R~

operation he took a leading role in the efforts to conceal the excessive use of force by

the Serbian forces during joint operations.
5. Conclusion
350.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's sub-ground of

appeal 9(E) in its entirety.·

1145

Trial Jndgoment, paras 1923-1925.
Galic Appeal Jndgoment, para. 218; Stakic!Appeal Judgement, para. 219; Kupreooc et al Appeal Judgoment,
para. 303. Sec also BlaJki6 Appeal Judgement,para. 56; Krstic Appeal Jndgoment, para. 83.
1147 Trial Judgemenl, paras 421-425, 1924. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber found that Doroevre
was present at Stimlje/Shlimepolice station at least on 15 January 1999.
1148 Trial Judgement, paras 398, 422-425, 1921. referring to K86, 27 May 2009. T. 5127-5129, 5131.
n•• Trial Jmlgement, paras 401-406, 1923.
1150
Trial Judgement, paras 1922-1924.
1151 See Trial Judgement, paras 2052-2069,2083-2108.
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F. Sub-ground 9(¥): alleged errors in relation to Dordevic"srole in relation to the crimes
committedby the paramilitariesin Kosovo
1. Introduction

351.

The Trial Chamber concluded that Dordevic "contributed significantlyto the campaign of

terror and extreme violence by Serbian forces against Kosovo_Albanians" through, inter alia, bis
deployment of paramilitaries to Kosovo.1152 The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic was
"personally and directly involved. in the incorporation of a notorious paramilitary unit, the
Scorpions, into the MUP reserve force, their formal attachment to the SAJ and their deployment to
Kosovo in March 1999" who, upon their arrival, killed. 14 Kosovo Albanianwomen and children in
Podujevo/Podujeve.1153 The Trial Chamber also found that Dordevic "implement[ed.Ja decision to
engage volunteers and parartrilitaryunits" throughout Kosovo.1154 With respect to the deployment
of the reserve forces,including the Scorpions, the Trial Chamber found that "the Scorpions unit,
having been attached. to the SAJ, were intentionally deployed to [Podujevo/Podujeve] as an
additional force and tasked ·with 'clearing up' the part of the town not yet under Serbian
control".1155 It further found that the "vague generality of the order for clearing up a part of town
not yet under Serbian control was applied by members of this parartrilitaryforce to include the
killing of Kosovo Albanians".I 156
352.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred with respect to: (i) the nature and extent of

his involvement in and knowledge of the "atrocity committed in Podujevo/Podujeveon 28 March
1999" when me~bers of the Scorpions murdered.a group of Kosovo Albanian civilians;1157 and
1158

(ii) his responsibility for crin).escommitted by other paraniilitaries in Kosovo.

The Appeals

Chamberwill consider each submissionin turn..

1152 Trial Judgcmcnl,

paras 2155, 2158.
n 53 Trial Judgement,para. 2155.
11
" Trial Judgement,para. 2155.
ms Trial Judgement,para. 2142.
1156
Trial Judgement,para. 2144.
157
'
Dor®vic Appeal Brief. paras 227, 233.
lISB DordevicAppeal Brief. paras 227. 236.
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2. Alleged errors relating to Dordevic's resporn;ibilityfor the dteploymentof the Scorpiorn;
-(a) Arguments of the parties
353.

Dordevic submits, generally, 1hat the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the crimes in

Podujevo/Podujeve were attributable to bim. 1159 He raises five arguments challenging the Trial
1160

Chamber's conclusion that the deployment of the reservists contributed to the JCE.

First,

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the inco:rporationof reserve
forces into the SAJ, including members of the Scorpiorn;, and tlieir deployment to
61

•Podujevo/Podujeve, were "criminal from [bis] perspective when those decisions were taken".U

Second, Dordevic argnes that ''there was no evidence, and the Trial Chamber did not conclude, that
[he] played any part in a criminal order for the 'Scorpiorn;' to clear up the part of the town of

[Podujevo/Podujeve] not yet under Serbian control".1162 He submits that the most likely conclusion
to be drawn is that "a fraction of the 128 SAJ reservists deployed to [Podujevo/Podujeve]went off
on a horrific frolic of their own".1163 Third, Dordevic submits that following the killings, all of the
Scorpions were removed from Kosovo, criminal investigations were commenced, and the unit was.
1164

disarmed and not, as would have been expected, "sent on to find further victims".

Fourth.

Dordevic contends that the Trial Chamber overlooked subsequent investigatiorn;and convictions
1165

related to the Scorpions and placed an unfair burden on him to investigate the crimes,
1166

''had ·no role once judicial investigations began" .

since-he

Flfth, Dordevic submits the Trial Chamber

erred in considering 1be redeployment of the SAJ reservists, as a "clear inference existed" that the
perpetrators of the murders in Podujevo/Podujeve were not among ·those redeployed to Kosovo in
1167

April 1999, given that only 108 out of 128 SAJ reservists were in fact redeployed.

He argues

1159 E>ordevicAppeal Brief,patas

'127,233..
Dordevic Appoal Brief.paras '127-233.
1161 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 22&;Dordevic Reply Brief, para. o9. He contends that (i) the Trial Chamber's
findmg that he "could not but have known'" of the crimes committedby the Scorpionsin the early to mid-1990s
was speculative; (rl) only a small proportion of SAJ reserve forces deployed to Podujevo/Podujevewere fooru,r
members of the Scmpions; (iii) tbcir lack of combat experiencewas cciDSistent
with evidence.tha1new recruits were
"needed io a support capacity"; and (iv) backgroundchecks were unckrlaken for new recruits (DordevicAppeal
Brief, para. 228; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013,AT. 63--64).Dordevic also submits that it is
knowledge
that the video capturingthe 1995massacreof Tmovo committedby thc Scorpionscame to light for the first during
1he Slobodan Milosevicttia1 before this Tribunal,and therefore after the year 2001 (AppealHearing, 13 May 2013,
AT. 63).
. um. Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. '129;DordevicReply Brief, para. 70.
11
" E>ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 229.
064 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 230; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 71. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013,
AT. 66-67.
1165 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para 23L See also DordevicReply Briel; para. 72. See also AppealHearing, 13 May 2013,
AT.67-$.
•
1166 DordevicAppeal Brief.para. 231. See also AppealHearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 67-68:
1167 Dordevic Appeal Brief,para. 232. See also AppealHearing, 13 May_
2013,AT. 68-69.
1160

common
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1168

that any crimes which occurred during the redeployment "should have been alleged and proven"

. and contends that the failure to do so deprived him of the "opportnnity to investigate" such
conduct.1169
354.

Toe Prosecution responds that "[t]he Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that Dordevic

contributed significantly to the implementation of the JCE and acted with requisite intent when he
deployed paramilitary units, including the Scorpions, to Kosovo in 1999."1170 Toe Prosecution
further responds that "it is immaterial that the Chamber did not find that Dordevic ordered the
Scorpions to clear up part of the town" and that the actions of the Serbian forces "furthered the
common ·plan, and the murders that ensued were clearly within the common plan"_un The
•Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber reasonably relied on evidence of crimes.committed by
'

the Scmpions following their redeployment to Kosovo in April 1999 and concluded that Dordevic,
in full awareness that a proper investigation had not been conducted into the events at
1172

Podujevo/Podujeve, aut:1?,orised
the redeployment of the Scorpions to Kosovo.
(b) Analysis

355.

The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic's deployment of reservists and paramilitary units

itself, including the Scorpions, served as a contribution to the common plan.1173 The Appeals
Chamber observes that Dordevic misunderstands the Trial Chamber's findings when he suggests•
that it inferred his contribution from the fact that the incorporation and deployment were c.riminal
from his perspective. Toe Trial Chamber did not consider whether the incorporation of the
1174

Scorpions into the SAJ and their deploymentto Podujevo/Podujevewere "criminal".

Instead, the

Trial Chamber assessed their deployment in light of its finding that Serbian forces (MUP, VJ, and
associated forces) were used to create an atmosphere of violence and fear in order to force ihe

11"'

Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 232; Dordevic Rt>ply•Brief, para. 73. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013,
AT.69-70.
1169
Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 73.
1170 Prosecution Response Brief,.para. 188. See also Prosecution Response Brief, paras 190-197; Appeal Hearing,
13 May 2013, AT. 119-120, 128.
11'1ProsecutionResponseBrief, para. 193. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 119.
• 1172 Prosecution ResponseBrief, paras 196-197.
1173 Trial Judgemeot, paras 2155, 2158. Dordevic lllh,s issue wilh the fact that the Trial Chamber referred to the
Scorpions as a paramilitaryunit, because they were "incorporated into the SAI reserve forces and brought into its
chain of coI!llllBlld,so they weren't para anything" (see Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 65). The Appeals
Cbaml;,erhowever notes that the Trial Chamber also found that lhe Scorpions were incorporated io the MOP
reserve forces at Dordevic's approval and forrruillyattached to the SAI and uruler the command of the SAJ (see
Trial Judgement, para. 1943). Whether lhe Trial Chamber referred to lhe Scorpions as a paramilitary unit is
therefore ineJevanL
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Kosovo Albanian civilian populationto_leave, as a means to achieve the common plan of changing
the ethnic balance of Kosovo.1175 In tbi~ context, the Trial Chamber concludedthat the actions of
Serbian forces, including the Scorpions,in Podujevo/Podujeve advanced the co=on plan and that
the killing of women and children was witbio the common plan and "aimed at terrorizing the
Kosovo Albanian population [:.. ] with the ultimate aim of ensuring that [ ... ] this population would
leave the town".1176 In doing so, it considered not only that the Scorpions were a notorious
paramilitary unit, but also that they were deployed without basic background checks and/or proper
training in the context ofan ethnically volatile conflict 1177 The Appeals Chamber further recalls
that Dordevic, in addition to deployingthese units, participated in the JCE through his "key role in
coordinating the work of the MUP forces_"
.1178 While responsible for this coordination, Dordevic
"was aware that police u&edforce disproportionatelyin 1998" and also of ..the arming of [the] Serb
civilian population in Kosovo [... ] in 1998 and 1999" 1179 Dordevic fails toarticulate how sending
additional forces, including a notorious paramilitary unit, to assist in these operations does not
constitute a contnbution to the JCE.
356.

Further, and contrary to what Dordevic maintain8, the Trial Chamber did not find that he

"could not but have known" of the Scorpions' criminal past. 1180 Rather, the Trial Chamber found
that Dordevic ..could not but have known of their existence, and in the least," of their presence
amongst the reservists to be deployedto Kosovo.1181 1be Trial Chamber concluded that Dordevic's
• knowledge of the Scorpions' presence emphasisedthe "need to screen [the reservists'] backgrounds

See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para- 228, where Dordevic stares that "lhere was_no basis (other than
guesswork
supported by hindsight) to hold that the incorporation of [the Scorpions] into the SAJ and its deployment to
Podujevo was cruninal from Dordevic's perspective when those decisionswere taken".
1115Trial Judgement,paras 2142-2144.
•
•
1176
Trial Judgemi,nt,para. 2144. The AppealsChamber~
that the common plan was to modify the ethnic balance
of Kosovo, to ensure Sabian.controloverthe region, by waging a campaignof terroragainstthe Kosovo Albanian
civilian popolalion (see Trial Judgemen~paras 2126, 2130), and that the campaign of lf:ttO( was implemented by
Serbian forces (VI, MOP, and associatedforces) (see also supra, paras 86,161,173).
UTT Trial Judgement, para. 1955.Wtth regard to Dortlevic argumentthat only a fraction of the original Scorpions were
• part of the group that was deployedto Podujevo/Podujeve(see DordevicAppeal Briof, para. 228; Appeal Hearing,
13 May 2013, AT. 64), the Appeals Chambernotes that 1llispoint was expressly consideredby the Trial Chamber
(see Trial Judgement,para. 1937). Again, Dordevic suggests that the Trial Chamber relied heavily on the criminal
past of the Scorpions as a basis for concludingthat he contributedto the ICE. The Appeals Chamber finds that this
is not the case: the Trial Chamberexpresslyconsideredthat only a portion of the fmmer Scorpions was deployed to
Podujevo/Podujeve, to highlight the fact that half of them bad no previous lnlining, received only a one day
traimng on the use of automatic rifles, and no traimng on the treatment of civilians (see Trial Judgemen~ para.
1937). Yet they were given uniforms, Scorpionsinsignia, weapons, and sent to a volatile ethnic conflict (see Trial."
Judgement, paras 1937, 1955).
1178
Trial Jud,,oement,
para. 2154.
1179
Trial Judgement,para:.2154.
mo SeeE>onlevicAppea!Brici, para 228;Appea!Hearing, 13 May2013,AT. 63.
1 Trial Judgement,para. 1953. Conua Dordev;t Appeal Brief, para. 228(a).
118_
1174

l
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as required by the law"_usi The Trial Chamber finther found that Dordevic: (i) did not ensure that
these units possessed basic combat training; (ii) did not in fact conduct any background checks; and
(iii) upon learning of the commission of crimes in Podujevo/Podujeve by the Scorpions, chose to
immediately redeploy the unit 1183 The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber concluded
that Dordevic contributed to the JCE with the required intent based on numerous factors, including
bis role in the concealment ofbodies:bis senior position in the MOP, and the fact that he exercised
effective ·control over the MOP forces that committed the crimes in Kosovo.

1184

It was in this

context that tbe Trial Cbamb.er also found that the deployment of the reservists constitnted a
contribution to the JCK 1185Based on the findings considered by the Trial Chamber and the context
in wbich the deployments occurred, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that Dordevic has failed to
show that no reasonable trier of fact could have foun4that he contnlmted to

theJCE through the

deployment of the reservists.
357.

In relation to Dordevic's assertion that the' Trial Chamber "failed to consider evidence
1186
demonstrating that checks were indeed undertaken and came back negative",
the Appeals
••

Chamber observes that individuals within the Scorpions unit sent to Kosovo did in fact have
criminal records at the time they were deployed.m 7 When an investigation into their backgrounds
took place after they were recalled from Kosovo following the events in Podujevo/Podujeve in May
88

1999, it was determined that ·there were "criminal types in their ranks, problematic people".11
9

Given Dordevic's clear:legal obligation to ensure reservists did not have a c.riminalrecord,m and
the fact that upon a proper background check the criminal record of the reservists was in fact
• revealed, 1190 the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that
Dordevic failed to ensure that adequate background checks into the criminal past of the reservists,
including members of the Scorpions unit, who were deployed to Kosovo were undertaken.
358.

Turning to Dordevic' s submission concerning the issuance of the order to "clear up"

Podujevo/Podujeve, 1191 the Appeals Chamber .finds, Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, that
whether Dordevic issued the order is irrelevant to the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the

m:i Trial Judgement, para. 1953. Doraevic's submissionin relation to the 1995 massacre of Tmovo also fails (see
AppealHeating, 13 May 2013,AT. 63).
UB3 Trial Judgement,paras 1955, 19('i6.
1184 See supra. paras 166-169,209-210.See alsoTrial Judgement,paras 2027-2035.
u,s See Trial Judgement paras 2154-2155.
.
ll86 See E>ordevicAppealBrief, para. 228(c); Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 64-65.
UB7 Trial Judgement,para. 1954.
.
1188 Trial Judgement,fn. o122,,referring to Aleksanrlei:
Vasiljevic,8 Jun 2009, T. 5666-5667.
1189
J:rial Judgement, para. 1955.
1190
Trial Judgement,para. 1954.
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deployment of. the reserve forces to Kosovo constituted a contribution to the JCE. The Trial
Chamber considered Dordevic' s decision to deploy the Scorpions in the context of bis senior role
within the •government, bis order to· engage paramilitaries and volunteers, and bis additional

contributions to the JCE.1192 Considering that Dordevic's contribution to ·the JCE included, inter
alia, the deployment of the Scorpions, the Appeals Chamber considers the fact that the direct order

to the Scorpions was not issued by Dordevic to be irrelevant The Appeals Chamber further recalls
that the order to uclear up" the town was issued by the leader of the Scorpions and that it was
Dordevic' s decision to incorporate and deploy this unit to Kosovo.1193 The Appeals Chamber is also
not convinced by Dordevic's submission that u[tJbe most likely explaniltionwas that a fraction of
the 128 SAJ reservists [... ] went off on a horrific frolic", 1194 or that the withdrawal of the

Scorpions,·disarmament of reservists, or administration of first aid following the murder of civilians
in Podnjevo/Podujeve in any way negates the Trial Chamber'• finding that Dordevic deployed the
individuals that committed the crimes.1195 These submissions are rendered moot, in any event, by
Dordevic' s decision to authorise "the re-deployment of members of the same unit to Kosovo a few
days" after the atrocity.1196
359.

In relation to Dordevic's contention that the Trial Chamber "placed an unfair burden on

[him] in relation to the investigafion of [the] atrocity",1197 the Appeals Chamber recalls that the

Trial Chamber found that despite being informed about the crimes at Podujevo/Podujeve on the day
of their occurrence, Dordevic failed to take any action against police officers who failed to include
the crimes in their report.119g The Trial Chamber also found that the bodies of the victims laid in the
courtyard until 30 March 1999 when an initial investigation by an investigative judge took place. 1199
The investigation report, however, nanted only one of the victims, made no mention of ethnicity of
any of the victims, did not reference the perpetrators, and resulted in no apparent follow up
measures.1200 The Trial Chamber further found that a subsequent report of 13 May 1999 concerning
the engagement of the reserve forces with the SAJ, which was provided to Dordevic, failed to
outline any measures that had been taken against members of the reserve unit and, rather than

1!91 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 229.
1192 Trial Judgement,paras 2154-2158.
11
"
n 94

See Trial Judgement,para. 1238;Exhibit P493, para. 46.
Dordevic Appeal Briof,para. 229.
•
•
•
"" See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 230. The Appeals Chamber is also not convinced that the medical assistance
provided by a different unit. and not the Scorpions,bas any hnpact on the Trial Chamber"s conclusionsconcerning
the actions of the Scorpions(see Trial Judgement;para. 1253; contra DordevicAppeal Brief, fn. 389).
119
' See Trial Jndgement,para. 2155. Soo also Trial Judgement,p,rrBB 1947-1948.
m, Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 231.
119
' •See Trial Judgement.paras 1258. 1958, 1963.
"" Trial Jildgement,para. 1959.See also Trial Judgement,para. 1258.
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1201

punishing any of the alleged perpetrators, discussed their immediate redeployment.

While the

filing of a criminal report, dated 23 May 1999, did result i.ii the temporary detention of two
· members of the Scorpions for a period of 10 days,1202 the Trial Chamber found that these
i.iidividuals were not in fact prosecuted or convicted and that "[d]uring the entire period of
[Dordevic's] tenure as Chief of the RIB, no person was prosecuted for the crimes committed in
Podujevo/Podujeve."1203 . In light of these findings, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied, Judge
Tnzmuk:ham,-,dov
dissenting,that the Trial Chamber did not place an unfair burden on Dordevic and
reasonably concluded that he ''was fully aware of the lack of investigation and, armed with that
knowledge, he nonetheless authorisedthe re-deployment of members of the same unit to Kosovo to
•participate in further operations".1204
360.

Turning to Dordevic's fifth submission, the Appeals Chamber observes that .the Trial

•Chamber explicitly acknowledged that some of the suspected . perpetrators of crimes in
1205

Podujevo/Podujeve had been removed from the Scorpions prior to being redeployed.

The

Appeals Chamber finds, however, Judge Tuzmnkbamennv dissenting, that a fioding that some
members of the unit had been purged has no bearing on the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the
1206

redeployment of the unit further displayed his contribution to the furtherance of the JCE.

Toe

Appeals Chamber recalls, moreover, that no meaningful investigations were, in fact, commenced
irrunediately following the atrocity.1207 The Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting,
is therefore satisfied that the redeployment of the majority of the unit, immediately following the
commission of the atrocity and in. the absence of any meaningful rnminal investigations,·supports
the Trial Chamber's finding that the deployment of paramilitaries was done in furtherance of the
JCE.120l!
361.

The Appeals Chamber also finds Dordevic's contention that the Trial Chamber failed to

establish that any crimes were committed by the Scorpions following their redeployment to be

'° Trial Judgement, para. 1960,referringto Exlnbi1D44l.

12

1201

Trial Judgement, para. 1961,referring to Exhibit D442.
Trial Jndgemen~ para. 1962,referring to Exhibit,; P1592, P1593.
•
12"' Trial Judgement, para. 1962.The Appeals Chambernotes that the, Trial Chamber also found that a trial agl!instSalia
Cvetan eventually started in the Prokuplje District Court and was·transferred to the Belgrade district court as it
became clear that pressure was being put on those who were giving evidence (Trial Judgement, para. 1962,
referring ta Exhibit P493, paras 83-88, Goran Stoparic, 26 Mar 2009, T. 2845-2849, 2867-2868, Exbihits P40,
P41).
. •
UCM-Trial Judgemen~ para. 1966.
120S Trial Judgement; para. 1946.
1206 See Trial Judgement, paras 1946-1948.
1207 See Trial Judgement, para. 1966.
1201 See Trial Judgement, paras 1948, 1966. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2154-2158.
1202
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without merit.1209The Trial Chamber consideredtheir redeploymentto further emphasise its finding
that no meaningful criminal investigation into the events at Podujevo/Podujevewas conducted by
Dordevic.1210 In any event, and in contrast to Dordevic' s contention that these ~vents should have
~ "alleged and proven",1211 the Triar Chamber considered the testimony of Witness Goran

Stoparic ("Witness Stoparie') that the redeployed Scorpionmembers worked in cooperation with
both VJ and MUP forces to drive out "Albanian terrorists, and to seize local villages and hamlets, a
process he described as 'cleaning"'. 1212
362.

Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show any error with

respect to Trial Chamher's finding that Dordevic contributed tcithe JCE by the deployment of the
Scorpions and in finding him responsible for the crimes committedin Podujevo/Podujeve.
3. Alleged error in finding that Dordevic was responsiblefor other paramilitariesoperating

in Kosovo
(a) Introduction
363.

Toe Trial Chamber fouod that "paramilitary groups present in the field in Kosovo [ ... ]
1213

work[ed] in concert mamly with MUP uoits in order to supplement the forces".

The Trial

Chamber concluded that Dordevic "acted to implement a decision to engage volunteers and
paramilitary uoits by sending a dispatch to all SUPs in Serbia requesting them to establish complete
control over volunteer and paramilitary units and their membe,;;."1214 In reaching this finding, the
1215

Trial Chamber considered: (i) the deployment of the Scorpions •to Podujevo/Podujeve;
1216

(ri) Dordevic's knowledge of paramilitariesoperating in Kosovo;

and (iii) numerous dispatcheS,

including an 18 February 1999 dispatch (''Dispatch") that demonstrated Dordevic' s intent "to
1217

engage paramilitaries in anti-terroristoperationsprior to the start of the war".

•

1209

E>ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 232.
See Trial Judgement, paras 1948, 1964-1966.
1211 See E)ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 232; E>ordevic
Reply Brief;para. 73. See sr,pra,para. 293.
1212
Trial Judgement,para. 1948.
!ID Trial Judgement, para. 1927.
1214 Trial Judgement, para."2155.
1215
Trial Judgement,para. 1928.
1210 Trial Judgement,para. 1928.
••
1211 Trial Judgement,para. 1929,fn. 6616.

1210
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(b) Arguments of the parties

364.

Dordevic rubmits that the ''Trial Chamber unjustifiably extended [bis] involvement in the

deployment of the 'Scorpions' to entail r.riminal responsibility for the acts of all paramilitaries
operating in Kosovo" and that its findings concerning the role of various paramilitary groups in
Kosovo do not show that .these groups w=
1218

criminalresponsibility to attach to [him]".

"'used by' JCE members as i;equired in order for
Dordevic contends that: (i) outside of his deployment

of the Scorpions, th= was no basis to conclude that paramilitaries were incorporated into the ranks
of the RIB; (ii) even if the Dispatch were construed against him, there was no evidence to suggest
that paramilitaries were incorporated into and used by the MUP and VJ; and (iii) the findings with
respect to the paramilitary groups known as Arkan~s Tigers, the White Eagles, and the Pauk Spiders
1219

~e inadequate and do not show that these groups were used in the cOIDIILission.
of crimes.

Elordevic further argues that "the Trial Chamber was not entitled to construe [the Dispatch] against
him" because it failed to consider the evidence of Witness Cvetic that the Dispatch "was ·understood
by the SUP' s to be an order to prevent the introduction of volunteers".
365.

1220

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber "had a sound evidentiary basis upon"

which to conclude that paramilitaries were incorporated into the MUP and VJ and used by
them". 1221 The Prosecution argues that: (i) the Trial Chamber relied on the e~idence of several
witoesses to establish that p~tary

groups were active in Kosovo;1222 (ii) Dordevic's arguments

are un~upported, vague, and wideveloped;1223 (iii) the JCE members "used [paramilitary groups] to

carry out the actus reus of crimes forming part of the common criminal p~se";

1224

(iv) the

Dispatch and other documents show that it was a joint decision to "engage paramilitaries together
with MUP forces. in Kosovo"; 1225 (v) the Trial Chamber properly considered Witness Cvetic's
evide~;

1226

and (vi) the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that Dordevic contributed to the JCE

in the deployment of the paramilitaries based on the totality of the evid~ce.

1227
• •

1218

Ilorclevic Appeal Brief, para. 234.
I>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 234.
•
1"" I>ordev:icAppeal Brief, para. 235; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 75.
uzr Prosecution Response Brief. para. 198.
1222
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 198.
"'' Prosecution Response Brief, para. 199.
1
"' Prosecution Response Brief, para. 200.
"" Prosecution Respoose Brief, para. 202.
'""' Prosecution Response Brief, para. 203.
l2ZI Prosecution Response Brief, paras 203-204.

1219
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(c) Analysis
366. . At the outset, the Appeals Chamber rejects Dordevic' s argument that "there was no
evidentiary basis" 1228 for the Trial Chamber to conclude that paramilitary groups worked
concert mainly with MUP nnits in order to supplement the

1229
forces". •

"in

In reaching this conclusion,

tbe Trial Chamber considei;edwitness testimony and relevant documentary evidence that various
231

paramilitary groups, specifically Arlam's Tigers,1230 the White Eagles,1
played an active part in the joint operations of the MOP and VJ.

1233

1232

and the Pauk Spiders,

This included evidence that

these paramilitary nnits contributed men to the RDB and that they carried RDB identification
badges.1234 The Appeals Chamber further recalls that the Trial Chamber found that Dordevic
1235

deployed the Scmpions, a paramilitary group, as reservists to the Serbian forces in Kosovo.

In

light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonable
trier of fact could have reached thesame conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and as such hasfailed to
show that the Trial Chamber =d

in concluding that paramilitary units worked in concert with, and

at times were included in the plans of, MUP and VJ forces within Kosovo.
367.

The Appeals Chamber further observes that Dordevic' s contention that the Dispatch was

intended "to preclude the wide~ead incorporation of paramilitaries into Kosovo, consistent with
preventative steps Dordevic took in 1998"1236 is a restatement of his position at trial.

1237

Dordevic

has failed to show why the Dispatch was an ins1IUction"to prevent the use of paramilitaries and
volunteers operating in Kosovo", rather than ·"quiteclearly an instruction" to engage volunteers as
found by the Trial Chamber.1238 In its analysis, the Trial Chamber considered the plain language of
the Dispatch including the need to "establish complete control over volunteer and paramilitary units

1
• ""

See E>ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 234.
194, 1927.
1230 Trial Judgement, paras 209-210,referring to, inter aZia,Nike Peraj, 18 Feb 2009, T. 1211.,Nike Peraj, 20 Feb 2009,
T. 1266, Adnan Merovc~ 13 Mar 2009, T. 2210-2211,Sada Lama, 24 Apr 2009, T. 3698, Aleksander Vasiljevic,
8 Jun 2009, T. 5668-5670, 5681, Baton Haxhin. 18 Jun 2009, T. 6226, K89, 26Ang 2009, T. 8547, 8567-8568,
Exhibits P283, p. 4, P313, paras 38, 80, P416, pan. 44, P661, pp 2-3, P793, p. 7086,P798, p. 2, P884, p. 1, P1274,
pp 9127, 9224-9225,Pl400, para. 15,P994, pp 6092, 6133.
1231Trial Judgement, paras 212, 214, referring to N'ike Peraj, 20 Feb 2009, T. 1258, Hysni Kryeziu, 5 Jun 2009,
T. 5607-5608,BajranBucalin. 25 May 2009, T. 5054,Exhibits P313, paras 17, 95, P420,p. 4, P512, pan. 35.
1231Trial Judgement,para. 216, referringto AleksanderVasiljevic, 8 Jllll 2009, T. 5663, 5680, Aleksander Vasil.jevic,
11 Jnn 2009, T. 5908, 5921,ExhibitsD723, pp 19778-19780.P884, p. 1.
1233 Trial Judgement,paras 208-216(and ref=ces
lhereln).
1234 Trial Judgement,para. 209, referringto AlekEanderVasil.jevic,8 Jun 2009, T. 5669-5670,Exhibit P884, p. 1.
12
" See supra,para. 351.
123
' Dordevic Appeal Brief, pan. 235.
'"' See DordevicClosing Brief, para. 101.
1231 Trial Judgement,para. 2021.
1229 Trial Judgement,paras
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11

and their members"1239 and a subsequent dispatch.issued by Minister Stojiljkovic,which referenced

the Dispatch and concerned "the anticipated engagementof paramilitary units in. Kosovo".1240 1be
Trial Chamber also considered evidence of governmentmeetings, at which Dordevic was present,
in which the integration of volunteers into the MUP was discussed, as well as Dordevic's personal
1241

and direct involvement in deploying the Scorpionsto Kosovo in March 1999.
368.

Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Twmukhamedov dissenting, is satisfied that the

Trial Chamber did not err in relying on

the content of the Dispatch

or Dordevic' s role in the

deployment of the Scorpions to reach its conclusion that be intended to engage, and not limit the
involvement of, paramilitariesin the operations of the MUP in Kosovo.
369.

i

j.

The Appeals Chamber also finds that the Trial Chamber reasonably interpreted

Witness Cvetic's testimony.1242 In contrast to Dordevic' s contention, the Appeals Chamber
observes that Witness Cvetic clearly stated that ·theparamilitariesand volunteers were to be placed
"wider control''.1243 Moreover;this statement was coosideredby the Trial Chamber in the context of
additional evidence that a number of paramilitary groupswere operating in Kosovo, in coocert with
1245

MUP forces, throughout the Indictment period,1244 that Dordevic was aware of these units,

and

that he and Minister Stojiljkovicissued dispatchesrequiring the MUP to establish "complete control
over volunteer and paramilitary units" and to deploy them as necessary.1246 In ligbt of these_
findings, Dordevic has failed to provide any basis for his contention that the Trial Chamber's
findings "fall short'' of showing that JCE members used paramilitary forces-in the commission of·
•
1247
cnmes.

123' Trial Judgement, fn. 6616,reforring to ExlubitP356.
1240 Trial Judgement, fn. 6616, refening to &hibi1P702.
1241

Trial Judgement, para. 1928.
=
Doolevic Appeal Brief, para. 235 .
.,., See Trial Judgement;fn. 6616; Ljubinko Cvetic, 1 Jui 2009, T. 6679,
O,ntra

1244

Trial Judgement,para. 194. .
Trial Judgement, paras 1927-1929.
.
124' Trial Judgement, fn. 6616. The Appeals Chamber observes that !he Trial Chamber considered additional evidence
indicating the MUP' s control over the units. This included the Trial Chamber's revrew of the minut,,s from a
meeting of the Pristina/Prishtim MUP sWI on 17 February 1999and found within the report a quote from Minister
Stojiljko,i<lstating "[a]pproach and engage volunteers carefully, linking their engagement through the reserve
police force when assessedas necessary"·(Trial Judgement,para. 195). The following day, Dordevic sent a dispatch
to the RDB and all the SUP, in Serbia with a similar underlying message (Trial Judgement, para. 195).
Fmthennore, on 24 Maicl, 1999, Stojiljkovic sent another dispatchto lhe chief of the RDB, the headquarters of the
RDB organizationalunits, all the SUPs, MUP staff mPristina/Prish:tin!\
and all the traffic police stations requesting
them to ''register all voluntix,rsand paramilitary units and theirmembers to keep them under control mcase you
might need to engage them" (Trial Judgement,para. 195).
1247 See E>orllevic
Appeal Brief, para. 234.
1245
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370.

In light of the foregoing analysis, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber

reasonably concluded that paramilitary groups were integrated into, and acted in concert with, MUP
forces during the COIIJilllSsion
of crimes in Kosovo throughout the Indictment period.
4. Conclusion
371.

Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, is satisfied that the

Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that E>ordevicwas involved in, and aware of, the deployment
of paramilitary units to Kosovo, includiog the deployment of the Scorpions to Podujevo/Podujeve,
in concert with MUP and RIB forces, and that this formed part of bis significant contributioo to the
JCE.1243 The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses sub-ground 9(F) in its entirety:
G. Sub-ground 9(G): alleged errors in relation to Dordevic"srole in the concealment of
crimes
1. Introduction
372.

The Trial Chamber found that, as of March 1999, a plan existed amongst senior members of

the FRY government, including E>ordevic, to conceal the crimes committed against Kosovo
Albanian civilians by Serbian forces in Kosovo, through the concealment of bodies.12A9
The Trial
Chamber concluded that E>ordevic played a direct and leading role in the concealment
operations.1250 It further found that this plan was "strong evidence that killings were part, of the
common plan to terrorise a significant part of the Kosovo Albanian population into leaving Kosovo
[... ] [and] further evidence of the collusion and shared purpose held by Milosevic, Stojiljkovic, [... ]
E>ordevicand Markovic to use, inter alia, the forces of the MUP to commit crimes and to conceal
the evidence of such"_mi
373.

fu concludiog that a plan to conceal bodies existed, the Trial Chamber considered that the

crimes committed by members of the VJ and MUP against Kosovo Albanian civilians were neither
reported nor investigated.1252 It found that "the lack of reporting

andinvestigations

into the

commission of crimes by members of the MUP and VJ against Kosovo Albani.an civilians alone is
indicative of a plan to conceal these killings".1:,s3 The Trial Chamber further considered the official

12
"
1149

Trial Judgement, para. 2158.
Trial Judgement, paras 1980-1981,2117. See also Trial Judgement,para. 1967.
l:ZSOTrial Judgement, paras 1972, 2211.
1251
Trial Judgement, para. 2025.
1252 Trial Judgement, para. 2111.•
1253
Trial Judgement, para. 2111.
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notes of a worki.riggroup ("Working Group Notes" and "Working Group", respectively) convened
by the Serbian government in 2001.1254 The Working Group Notes included evidence suggesting
that Dordevic, during a meeting held in March 1999, "raised the issue of 'clearing·up the terrain' in
Kosovo" 1255 and that, during a subsequent MUP Collegium meeting in March 1999, an order was
1256

given to Dordevic to remove evidence of civilian victims.

i.
I

The Trial Chamber found that

"clearing the terrain" referred to "the concealment of bodies of persons, killed by Serbian forces
1257

during anti-terrorist operations, including persons taking no active part in hostilities".
374.

Under sub-ground 9(G), Dordevic raises three main arguments. He submits that the Trial

Chamber erred in: (i) finding that the concealment of the bodies contributed to the JCE;

1258

(ii) its

consideration of the Working Group Notes and its conclusion that a plan existed to conceal
bodies; 1259 and (iii) applying an unfair standard with respect to inferences about his role in the
concealment operations.1:,,;o
The Appeals Chamber will address each argument in turn.
2. Alleged error in concluding that the con_cealmentof bodies contributed to the JCE
(a) Arguments of the parties
375.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the concealment of the

bodies constituted a contribution to the JCE.1261 He also argues that the con~ealmentof the bodies is
262

an ex post facto action which cannot contribute to an earlier crime.1

He contends that the Trial

Chamber's findings concerning the concealment of bodies could give rise to superior responsibility
pursuant to Article 7(3) of the Statute, but do not support the conclusion that his actions constituted
263

a contribution to the JCE pursuant to Article 7(1) of the Statute.1
finding "blurs" the distinction between the two modes of liability.

Dordevic contends that such a

1264

1
""

Trial Judgement,paras 1289, 2112.
Judgement,para. 2112. See also Trial Judgemcn~para. 2025.
1256 Trial Judgemen~ paras 2025, 2112.
1257 Trial Judge~
paras 2025, 2116.
125
' E>ardevicAppealBrief, paras 237-267.
1
"'
E>onlevicAppeal Brief, paras 244-251.
12611E>orilevicAppeal Brief, paras 252-267;E>ordevic
Reply Brief, para. 80.
1261 Dorilevic Appeal Brief. para. 240; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 77.
""' Donlevic Appenl Brief, para. 240.
.
•
.
1263 Donlevic Appeal Brief, para. 240. E>ordevic
observes· that actions may aid and abet an earlier crime if an •
accomplice "agreed irr advance with lbc physical perpetrator that such assistance would be provided" (E>ordevic
Appeal Brief, para. 240, refeiring to Alebuvski Trial Judgement,para. 62, Blagojevic OlldJokic Trial Judgemen~
paras 731, 745).
•
1264 Dorilevic Appeal Brief, para 240.
1255 Trial
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376.

Dordevic further submitsthat there is a missing evidentiary link between the concealment

actions and the JCE1265because: (i) contrary to any concealmentplan, the Trial Chamber's findings
demonstrate that investigations were undertakenregarding the discovery of the refrigeratedtruck in
the Danube River;1266 (ii) the Trial Chamber was "unable to make specific findings against 'other
specific senior political, MUP wd VJ officials"' concerning the concealment of bodies;1267 and
(iii) the Trial O:iamber's findingthat a '"conspiracy cifsilence' existed at all levels of the MUP and
VJ" is negated by its other findings.1268 In Dordevic' s view, the only exceptionto bis submissionsis
'
the. "suggestion of a March 1999meeting'' based on the "highly unreliable evidence of the Working
Group"_1269
377.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that the

concealment of bodies furtheredthe JCE.1270 It submits that Dordevic "erroneouslycharacterisesthe
concealment operation as assistance after the fact'' while the evidence shows that the. plan was
already in place l)y the start of NATO attacks.1271 The Prosecution also argues that in claiming that
attempts were made _toinvestigatethe crimes, Dordevic ignores the Trial Chamber's findings and
evidence that he frustrated-any investigationinto the concealment of bodies.1272
(b) Analysis
378.

The Appeals Chamber is not persuaded by Dordevic's submission that the concealment of

the crimes in this case is an ex post facto action _thatt=t,
crime.

1273

therefore, contribute to an earlier

As discussed indetail below, the Trial Chamberheld that there was a plan to conceal the·

crimes as early as March 1999.1274 The Trial Chamberfound that:
[t]he plamring for the concealment of hundreds of bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians killed
during joint VJ-MUP a<:tionsis strong evidence that la'Jlings were part of the common plan to
leIIOrisea signifi=t part of the Kosovo Albanian population into leaving Kosovo.u 75

1
""

Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 243.
.
,,.. Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 242. referring lo Trial Judgemenl. paras 1293-1296.
1267
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 243, referring 1o Trial Judgement, para. 2119.
126
' Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 241, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 2108.
12
"' Doroevic Appeal Brief, para,.
243. Dordevi); also argues that if the plan had been to '"t=orise a signifu:ant part of
the Kosovo Albanum population into leaving Kosovo', the more reasonable inference was that the bodies would
have been left where Ibeyfoll" (Doroev:ic Reply Brief, para. 77, reforring to Prosecution Response Brief,
para 209).
1270
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 209.
1271
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 210, referring to Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 240.
1272
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 211.
127
' Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 240.
1274
Trial Judgement, para. 2118.
1275
Trial Judgement, para. 2025.
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The Trial Chamber also found that this planning was further evidence of the shared purpose of
Dordevic and other members of the JCE "to commit crimes and to conceal the evidence of
such".1276 In reaching these conclusions, the Trial Chantber relied on a series of meetings in
March 1999 between· senior government officials and members of the· ICE, during which:
(i) Dordevic raised the issue of "clearing up the terrain";1277 (ii) President .Milosevic ordered
Minister Stojiljkovic to take measures to remove all traces of evidence that could indicate crimes
were committed .in Kosovo;1278 and (Iii) Minister Stojiljkovic assigoed the respoilS11Jili.ty
for
implementing the task of "clearing up the terrain" to Dordevic and llic, •with the objective of
"removing civilian victims who could potentially become the subject of investigation by the Hague
Tribunal".1279 The Trial Chamber ultimately concluded that these meetings concerned the removal
1280

of bodies of.Kosovo Albanianskilled by VJ and MUP forces.

The Trial Chamber also found that
1281

the pattern of failure to investigate the crimes was indicative of a plan to conceal the killings
1282

considered corroborative evidence concerning the ·concealment of the bodies.

and

The Appeals

Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber reasonably relied on these findings, including its
interpretation· of the phrase ''clearing up the terrain", to conclude

~

Dordevic's role in the.

concealment of bodies was part of the coordinated plan ''to remove evidence of crimes by Serbian
forces against Kosovo Albanians in Kosovo during the Indictment period" .
379.

1283

Furthermore, the Appeals Chaniber observes that Dordevic' s - involvement m the

concealment of bodies and failure to investigate crimes occurred contemporaneously with or, in
some instances, prior to thfl commission of additional crimes by Serbian •forces in Kosovo,
including mass kil}ings.1284 For example, the Trial Chamberfound ttiat after J:!iediscovery of the
1285

bodies in· Tekija,
in early April 1999, and their subsequent
removal and burial,
.
.

296
Kosovo •

Albanians were killed by-Serbian forces on 27 and 28 April 1999 during the joint VJ and MUP
action code-named "Operation Reka".1286 The Trial Chamber also found that rather than
investigating these killings, coordinated efforts were taken by Serbian authorities to conceal the

IZ70 Trial

Judgement, para. 2025.

= Trial Judgement, para. 1373,referring to ExlubitP387, p. 3
ms Trial Judgement, para. 1373,referring to ExhibitP387, p. 3.
1279

Trial Judgement, pm-a.1373, referring to ExhibitP387, p. 3.
Trial Judgement, paras 2025, 2117. .
1281
Trial Judgement, para. 2111.
,,., See Trial Judgement, paras 2113-2116..
"" Trial Judgement, paras 2126, 2156. 2158. See also supra, paras 373, 378.
!.'Zll4-See Trial Judgemem, paras 1967-1982,2099-2103,2146.
1285
Trial Judgement, para.1287. 1286
Trial Judgement, paras 2099, 2146.
1280
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1287

crimes through the removal and clandestine burial of the bodies of the victims.

The Appeals

I
I

Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber's. findings show that Dordevic's involvement in the
1288

concealment operation occurred at the same time as, or prior to, the commission of the crimes.

The Appeals Chamber thereforefinds that these actions directly refute Dordevic's assertion that the

acts were merely ex post facto.
380.

The Appeals Chamber is also not convinced by Dordevic's assertion that the fact that a

municipal investigative judge, deputy municipal prosecutor, and coroner were called to the scene
and the district prosecutor was informed following·the discovery of bodies in the.DanubeRiver, is
contrary to a plan to conceal the killings.1289 Dordevic ignores the Trial Chamber's findings that the
municipal judge and prosecutor declared themselves incompetent when a large number of corpses
1290

were found in the truck and had no further involvementin the ·investigation.

He also ignores the

fact that while the district investigativejudge and district prosecutor were called, they did not attend
the scene.1Z91 Dordevic further disregards that his actions were in fact directed t<:>obstructing any

investigation.1292 In particular, the Trial Chamber found that, pursuant to Dordevic's instructions,
the bodies found in the refrigerated truck in the Danube River were trarisported to Belgrade and
buried in mass graves at the Batajnica SAJ Centre in an effort to conceal the discovery of the
bodies, as well as their ethnicity and origin, and to obstruct any further investigationinto the deaths
of these individuals.1293 It further noted that Dordevic instructed SUP Chief Caslav Golubovic
("Golubovic~)not to make the case public and to have the refrigerated truck destroyed once the
bodies were removed.1294 Jn light of the above, the Appeais Chaniber finds that Dordevic has failed
to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial
Chamber, and as such has failed t:qshow that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that a plan
existed to conceal.the bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians.·
381.

In addition, the Appeals Chamberis not persuaded that the Trial Chamber's decision to not

make specific findings regarding the involvement of other senior political, MUPand VJ officials in

Trial Judgement, paras2099, 2146. Whilethe Trial Chamber noted that the evidence doesnot ro=tify where the
bodies were ttansferred to, the remains of 295 of the victims of "Operation Relca"were exhumed from mass graves
at the BaJajnica SAJ Centre m2001 (Trial Judgement, para. 2099).
1211
' See supra,para. 378.
1211
' See f>ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 242, referring to Trial Judgemeot,paras 1293-1296.
1"° Trial Judgement, para. 1321.
'"' Trial Judgement, para. 1321.
1292 Trial Judgement, paras 1321, 1324.
1293 Trial Judgement, paras 1324, 1329, 1333, 1970.
,,,. Trial Judgement, paras 1302,·1313, 1970.The Trial Chamber also noled !hat Dordcvic acknowledgedthat the order
to destroy the truck was unlawful (Trial Judgement, fn. 6790, referring to Vlastimir Doroevic, 11 Dec 2009.
T.10002).

1"'
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the concealment of bodies demonstrates that there is "a missing evidentiary link as to how [the
concealment plan] was an agreed part of the JCE".1295 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial
Chamber considered the concealmentof crimes in its analysis on whether a joint criminal enterprise
existed and on Dordevic' s contributionto it.1296
382. - As discussed above, the Trial Chamberreached its conclusion on the plan to conceal crimes
in Kosovo based, inter alia; on its analysis of the conduct of several JCE members involved in the
operation, i.e. President Milosevic, MinisterStojilJlrnvic,and Ilic. 1297 The Trial Chamber explicitly
found that the operation regarding the concealment of the bodies was conducted "under the
direction of [Dordevic], with Dragan Ilic,
on direction of Minister Stojiljkovic, and pursuant to an
• order of President Milosevic".129s The Trial Chamber chose not to make more specific findings
regdrding the involvement of other senior political, MTJP,and VJ officials in the conceahnent of
bodies.1299 It reasoned J:1latbased on the evidence, however, it was "likely that a number persons
had direct involvement in, or at least had knowledge of, the concealment of bodies."1300
Considering that the Trial Chamber was only concerned with Dordevic~s contribution, the Appeals
Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber n;rade the necessary findings in relation to "other
specific senior political, MUP and VJ officials"1301 to snpport its conclusion that a plan to conceal
the crimes existed and·that Dordevic's participation in this plan was part of_his contribution in
furtherance of the JCE. In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to
show that no reasonabletrier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber.
383.· Finally, the Appeals Chamber is not persuaded by Dordevic's unsubstantiated assertion that
the Trial ·Chamber negated its own findings concerning a •:conspiracy of silence".1302 Dordevic
argues that the Trial Chamber contradicted itself because it found that written records of the
activities and progress in Kosovo, including the concealment of crimes, were' not kept or were _
destroyed, bnt in the same paragraph also found that there was reporting, oral and/or written, of the
activities and progress in Kosovo.130' A reading· of the full paragraph of the Trial Judgement,
however, shows that there is no contradictionin the Trial Chamber's reasoning. The Trial Chamber
found that there was an "almost complete absence of any reports; records or minutes of meetings"

u 95 Oordevic Appeal Brief, para, 243.
.
129
' Trial Judgement, paras 1981, 2025-2026, 2154-2158,
1197
See s,,q,ra,para. 378; Trial Judgement, paras 2112-2116.
1298 Trial Judgement, para. 1980, See also Trial Judgement, paras 2117-2118,
1299
Trial Judgement, paras 2119-2120.
1300
Trial Judgement, para. 2119,
1301
Trial Judgement, para. 2119.
1301 See Trial.Judgement, para. 2108; Dordevic Appeal.Brief, para. 241.
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on the actions and progress of the MUP and the VJ in Kosovo.

It further held that "it was not

feasible to accept that these subjects, which were critical to the very survival of the Serbian
government and nation [... ] went unreported".1305 The Trial Chamber therefore reasoned that there
was oral and/or written reporting on these matters but that "either ali.written records [had] been
destroyed, or there was a very determined effort at all levels to avoid written records so that there
1306

could be nothing cinwhich international investigations could proceed, or both."

It found that this

inference was supported by the few written records that were found. as well as conduct that
1307

evidenced knowledge of these events at the most "senior Serbian levels" .

The Appeals Chamber

does not find the Trial Chamber's reasoning to be contradictory.Dordevic's assertion is, therefore,
dismissed.
384.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmuldlamedov dissenting, finds

that Dordevic has not demonstratedthat the Trial Chambererred in concluding that the concealment •
of bodies, and Do:rdevic's role therein, constituted a contribution to the JCE. Consequently,
Dordevic's argument that his conduct should rather have been analyse(! in the context of
Article 7(3) liability is dismissed.

3. Alleged errorswith re~ect to the Working Group Notes
(a) Introduction
385.

Based on fue Working Group Notes, fue Trial Chamber found that two meetings were held

in March 1999, during which the issue of the concealment of bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians·
was discussed.1308 The first meeting was held in President l'vfilosevic's office and attended by,
among others, the President himself, Dordevic, Minister Stojilkovic, and the then Chief of the RDB,
1309 The Trial Chamber found that, during this meeting, Dordevic "raised th~ i~sue of
Mru::k:ovic.

'clearing up the terrain' in Kosovo" and that in this respect, _"PresidentSlobodan Milose,ic ordered
Minister Stojiljkovic to take measures to remove all traces which could indicate the existence of

evidence of 'the crimes cOD.lmitted'there".1310 The Trial Chamber also relied, inter alia, on the

1303

See Trial Judgement, para. 2108; Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 241.
Trial Judgement, para. 2108 (emphasis added).
1305 Trial Judgement, para. 2108.
•
1
Trial Judgement, para. 2108.
Trial Judgement, para. 2108.
1'0B Trial Judgement, paras 2112, 2117. The .Appeals Chamber will refer to these two meetings"" the March 1999
meetini; and the suhseg_uentMUP Collegiummeeting.
'"" Trial Judgement, para. 2112, refe:rringto Exhibit P387, p. 3.
mo Trial Judgement, para. 2112, ref=ing to Exhibit P387, p. 3. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2113-2117.

1304

'°"
"°'
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-Working Group Notes in finding that at a subsequent MUP Collegium meeting, M:inister
Stojiljkovic issued an order to Dordevic and Ilic to perform the task of "'clearing up the terrain' in
Kosovo with the aim of removing evidence of civilian victims who could potentially become the
subject of investigations by the Tribunal".
386.

1311

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that there was a plan to conceal

the bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians "when it placed substantial weight on the Working Group
[Notes]" evidence regarding the March 1999 meetingsP

12

In particular, Dordev:ic: (:i)-challenges

the reliability of the Working Group Notes;1313 and (ii) argues that.the Trial Chamber placed undue
emphasis on the Working Group Notes in reaching the conclusion that a plan to conceal the bodies
existed. 1314
(b) Reliability of the Working Group Notes
a. Arguments of the parties
387.

Dordevic contends that the Working Group Notes are unreliable and should not be given

any weight considering the lack of: (i) reference numbers, dates, places of interview, and signatures;
and (ii) any opportunity for the individual interviewed to review the information.

1315

Additionally,

-Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in identifying the date of both the establishment of
1316

the Working ·Group and the publication of its repor:t.
"und=ine

the deference which the Appeals Chamber might otherwise pay a Trial Chamber in its

discretion to assess the evidence b~fore it" .
388.

According to Dordevic these errors

1317

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber provided a reasoned opinion regarding the

reliability of the Working Group's evidence.1318-It further submits that any alleged error concerning
1319

the date of the Working Group's establlsmnent is irnmaterial.

Trul Judgement, para. 2112, refen::ingto Exlnbit P387, p. 3, Trial Judgement, paras 1289, 1387-1394. See also
Trial Judgoment,paras 2113-2117.
1312 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 244; Appeal Hearing, 13-May 2013, AT. 86-87.
1313 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 247; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013,:AI. 86-87.
"'" Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 251. •
•
ms Dordevic Appeal Brief, para 247, referringto K84, 12Mar 2009, T. 2123-2128,T. 2132 (closed session).
1316 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 246:
,
1317
Dor®vic Appeal Brief, para. 246.
1318 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 216, refemng to Trial Judgoment,paras 2113-2116 (regmding the Trul
Chamber's reference to other evidence).
n 19 Prosecution ResponseBrief, para. 215, refeuing toDoraevic AppealBrief,para. 246.
1311
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b. Analysis
389.

The Appeali;Chamber is not convinced that the Trial Chamber erred in it~ consideration of

the relative indicia of reliability of the Working Group Notes. The Appeals Chamber observes that
the Trial Chamber acknowledgedE>ordevic'sarguments at trial and, in this context, noted that the
Working Group Notes needed to be approached with caution.1320 The distinct question of whether
the contents of the Working Group Notes w= contradictedby witness testimony, their probative
value, and the Trial Chamber's consideration of the evidence in the context of the plan to conceal
1321

the bodies, will be consideredlater in this section.
390.

With respect to identifying the <la.teson which the Working Group was established and

issued its reports, the· Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber, in two instances,
incorrectly stated that the Working Group existed in 1999 when.·in fact, the Working Group was
not established until 2001.1322 In particular, it erred in finding that an indictment by this Tribunal
against Slobodan Milosevic was issued 'Just days" prior to the press conference held by the
Working Group;1323 and that a member of the Working Group approached E>ordevicin May
1999.1324 Apart from these two errors, the Trial Chamber,in all other instances,correctly referred to
1325

the date of ·theWorking Group's establishmentand publication of its first report as May 2001.

It

would thus appear that at least on one occasion, the reference to May 1999 was a simple clerical
error.1326 Moreover, the Appeals Chamber observes that the two instances in which the date of the
Working Group was wrongly reported have no bearing on any of the substantive findings of the
Trial Chamber.1327 Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that these errors had no effect on the
Trial Chamber's findings with respect to the Working Group's evidence.

13211Trial

Judgement, para. 1289, fn. 4974.
See infra, paras 395-399.
uzz Trial Judgement, paras 1371, 1982.
Trial Judgement, para. 1371, fn. 5292.
1324
Trial Judgement, para. 1982.
1325 See Trial Judgement, paras 1289, 1369, 1371-1372.
IP-' See Trial Judgement, para. 1982.•
1327 With regard to the date of the indictment against Slobodan Milosevic, the Appeab; Chamber observes that it wasan
additional observation relating to E>or(levic' s argument that the report was hastily written and released and that it
wa.smade in the context of othor findings by the Trial Chllmbor (see TrialJndgemeot, paras 1370-1373).

im
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(c) Alleged error in relying on the Worldng Group Notes
a. Arguments of the parties
391.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on the Working Group Notes to

conclude that a plan existed to conceal bodies.1328 He argues that the Working Group Notes'
"suggestion that these two meetings [m March 1999] took place rested on the flimsiest of
foundationsn and that no reasonable trial chamber could have concluded that ''these meetings either
occurred or as to what happened at them".1329 He contends that multiple witnesses challenged the
contents of the Working Group Notes and testified that the Working Group "expressed pressure on
them to falsely incriminate Dordevic~.1330
392.

Dordevic fwther submits that the prejudicial effect of the Working Group Notes, arising in

part due to the lack of any primary sources used during their creation, far outweighs their probative
value.1331 Specifically,he argues that while the Working Group Notes primarily rely on a statement
by the Chief of the RDB, Markovic, to members of the RDB, the Working Group did not in fact
have this statement while compiling its report and, additionally, that the secondary notes used by
the Worldng Group, in lieu of this statement,were not admitted into evidence at trial.1332 Dordevic
.

~

.

.

.

contends that while hearsay evidence is admissiblebefore.the Tribunal, no reasonable trial chamber
could have found that the Worldng Group Notes were reliable in light of the deficiencies,including
the lack of an original statement made by Markovic.1333 He submits that the question of the
probative value of the Working Group Notes is especially important because it is the only evidence
_of the alleged March 1999 meeting in President Milosevic's office and the subsequent MUP
Collegium meeting.1334
393.

Finally, Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on Witness K84' s

testimony because: (i) "neither [Witness K84] nor the Working Group found any evidence to
indicate that the removal of bodies from Kosovo was discussed at any MUP Collegium or any such

=
Dordovic Appeal Brief, para. 244.
1329Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 251.
1330

Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 248.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 249.
_
13
" Dardevic Appeal Brief, para. 249; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 86--87.
1333
Dordevic Appeal.Brief, para. 251; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 86-87.
"" Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 2.44,249; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 86. The Appeals Cbamber notes that
Dordovic mistakenly refers to the dale of this release as May 1999 in para. 249 (but see Trial Judgement, para. 245,
stating May 2001 as lhe correct date). 13
"
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meeting with Milosevie'; 1335 and (ii) Witness K84 testified that Dordevies chef de cabinet,
Slobodan· Borisavljevic, never said that the concealinent of bodies was discussed at any MUP
Collegiums. 1336
394.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber properly relied on the Working Group's

evidence in drawing its conclnsions regarding the two meetings

inMarch 1999.

1337

The Prosecution

asserts that Dordevic's arguments fail on the merits as he has not demonstrated how the Trial
Chamber's evaluation of this evidence was unreasonable. 1338 The Prosecution further submits that
the Trial Chamber did not rely solely on this evidence in finding that the meetings occurred.1339
b. Analysis
395.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that "it is settled jurisprudence of the International Tribunal

that it is the trier of fact who is best placed to assess the evidence in its entirety as well as the
demeanour of a witness". 1340 The Appeals Chamber further recalls that it is within the discretion of
a trial chamber to ·resolve inconsistencies in the evidence, "evaluate whether evidence taken as_a
whole is reliable and credible and to accept or reject fundamental features of the evidence". 1341 The
Appeals_Chamber will defer to a trial chamber's judgement on issues of credibility and "will only
find an error of factif it determines that no reasonable trier of fact could have made the impugoed
finding". 1342 Jn this context, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber acknowledged
D9roevic' s challenge to the contents of the Working Group Notes, explaining that:
[i]t is the Deferu:eposition that the Prosecutionwtjustifiably seeks to place consmerablevalue on
some of [the Working Group] Notes for the truth of their conteots [ ... ]. [O]ne of the witnesses,
K87, challenged the content of almost the entirety of the [WorkingGroup Notes] compiled of his
inte<View,claiming that it was full of untruths and inaccuracies. Another witoess, K93, ciaimed
that when interviewinghint, the Working Group applied pressure by soggestingto him that it must
have beeo Dordevic who was involved. While conscious of the positions these two and other
witoesses have taken with respect to the contents of the [WorlringGroup]Notes of their respective
interviews, the Chamber ill.so observes that. as set out earlier, it bas difficuhy accepting in

1335

Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 250, referring to Exhibit P390, K84, 10 Mar 2009, T. 2019 (closed session), K84,
11 Mar 2009, T. 2049-2050 (closed session), K84, 12"Mar 2009, T. 2160-2173 (closed session). T. 2177-2178
(closed session), T. 2186 (closedsession), T. 2193-2195(closed sessinn),Adnan Merovci, 13 Mar 2009. T. 2208.
1336
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 250, referring to K84. 12 Mar 2009, T. 2168-2169(closed session).
1337 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 213.
'
•
m, Prosecution ResponseBrief, paras 214-215.
"'' Prosecntion Response Briet para. 216. xeferring to Trial Judgemmt, paras 2113-2116 (regarding the Trial
Chamber's reference to o1hcrevidence),
134
• Iimaj et aL Appeal Judgement.para 88, citingKordii and Cerkez Appeal Judgement,para 21, fn. 12.
-,..., Mun:yaka:dAppeal Judgemen, para 51, citing Simba Appeal Judgement, para 103; Setoko Appeal Judgement, para. 31. See also HaraJino,iet al. Appeal Judgement,paras 129-130.
•
1342
See Sllf'rtl, para 16. See also Setako Appeal Judgement, para_ 31, referring to Renzaho Appeal Judgement,
para. 355. Gacumbitsi Appeal Iudgemenl, para. 70; Km-era Appeal Judgement,para. 173; Nahimana et al. Appeal
Judgement, para. 42&.
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particolar the evidence of K87 and K93 in this trial with respect to critical aspect£coriccrningthe
role of the Accused in the events.Where a witnesshasgivenspecificevidence about the content
and accuracy of the [Wm:kingGroup Notes] of the witness's ime,view, the Chamberhas weighed
this evidencein the conlext of the entirety of the evidence of that wi~s. as well as other relevant
evidence before the Chamber.1343
•

The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber made its findings regarding the interviews
provided in the Working Group Notes on the basis of the entirety of the evidence and expressly
addressed the concerns raised by Dordevic with respect to the Working Group Notes.

1344

In this

respect, the Trial Chamber prefaced its discussion of the .WorkingGroup Notes by stating that the
lack of reporting and investigations into the crimes conunitted by Serbian forces was, in and of
itself, already "indicative of a_plan to conceal" the killings.1345 It then went on to consider other
evidence which corroborated the.Working Group Notes, including: (i) an Official Note recording
that an.individual telephoned Dordevic and asked for instructions or information concerning the
arrival of a truck contaming bodies at the 13 Maj Batajnica Centre in April 1999, to Which
Dordevic responded that "the territory in Kosovo was being mopped 11p",the truck "was to be put
away on our premises", it was a "number one secret", and that Dordevic was to inform President
Milosevic about this issue;1346 (ii) a written statement by Dordevic' s chef de cabinet, Slobodan
1347

Borisavljevic, discussing a decision to clear up the battlefields in Kosovo;

('tii)the testimony of

·Witness Zivko Trajkovic (''Witness Trajkovic') regarding a conversation he had. with Dordevic in
June 1999 about the decision to bury bodies at the Batajnica SAJ Centre, which Witness Trajkovic
understood

tohave been taken "with regard to the

sanitation and clearing up of the terrain", and

Witness Trajkovic's view that Ilic was in charge of this kintl'of operation;

1348

and (iv) the minutes

of a Joint Command meeting held on 1 June 1999, recording that Dordevic informed those present
at the meeting that Ilic was unable to attend the meeting as he was busy "attending [to] some tasks
that had to do with sanitation and )lygiene.measures in the field".

1349

The Appeals Chamber also

observes that the Trial Chamber explained why it preferred the evidence of one witness over

1343

Trial Judgement,para. 1289 (citationsomitted).
See Trial Judgement,para. 1289. The Appeals Chamber further observesthat the Trial Chamber "carefully weighed
the differing observationsby the persons interviewed about tbe procedures followed during the interview of each
witness and [... ] regarded the content of each Official Note with much care and caution before, in some cases,
being prepared tri accepr what is contamedtherein" (Trial Judgement,fit. 4974).
•
1345
Trial Judgement,para.'2111.
1346 . Trial Judgement,para. 2113, refening tri ConfidentialAnnex (ExhibitP413 (confidential),p. 1).
1"' 7 Trial Judgement, para. 2114, referring to Exhibit P390 (confidential),K84, 10 Mar 2009, T. 2024-2025 (closed
session), K84, 12 Mar 2009, T. 2172 (closed session).
.
1348 . Trial Judgement,para. 2115, referring to Zivko TraJlmvic,29 Sep 2009, T. 9126-9127, 9129-9130,9138.
1349 Trial Judgement, para. 2116, citing AleksandarVasiljevic, 8 Jun 2009, T. 5694 (private session), 5702. See also
Exhibit P885. The Trial Chamber noled that this is m contrast tri Dordevic's lestimony that "Ilic told him on 2 June
1999 that he had gone to Kosovo to provide SUP, with inslructions on how to improve the work of on-site
investigations during war time conditions" (Trial Judgement, para. 2116, referring to Vlastimir Dordevic, 7 Dec
2009, T. 9747, V1astimirDardevit, 11 Dec 2009, T. 9987).

1"'
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another when it was presented with conflicting evidence.1350 The Appeals Chamber is· therefore
. satisfied that the Trial Chamber carefully considered the differing positions, weighed the .
evidence, inclwling additional corroborating evidence that supported the existence of a plan to
conceal the bodies, ~d approached the Working Group Notes with caution.1351 The Appeals
Chamber therefore finds that Dordevi6 has failed to demonstratethat the Trial Chamber erred in
its considerationof the evidencewhen it decided to not rely on witness testimonythat contradicted
the Working Group Notes.
396.

Turning to E>ordevic'scontention that the Trial Chamber's conclusions concerning the

March 1999 meetings were not supported by the Working Group Notes, the Appeals Chamber
observes that Dordevi6 is correct insofar as he asserts that the Working Group did not have access
to a direct statement concerning the existence of the meetings.1352 The Trial Chamber, however,
recognised this issue and, whileit placed considerable emphasis on the Working Group Notes, it did
so cautiously and in the contextof corroboratingevidence:
[w)bile it is well aware that the evidenre of the meetings io March of 1999 is not first hand, the
ClJamheris also aware that there are a munbor of pieces of evidence which tend, in combination,
to confum their undalying truth. The Chamber ~.
on the basis of the entirety of the
evidence viewed together, that it is established that at one or more meetings in March 1999 and
1herea&r the "clearing of the terrain" in the context of concealing the bodies of w:tims killed by
Serbianforcesin Kosovowas discussed.1353
•
-

397.

The Appeals Chamberrecalls that a trial chamber has "the discretion to cautiously consider

and rely on hearsay evidence".1354 While Dordevic correctly asserts that the Working Group Notes
provides the only evidence of the March 1999 meetings, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the
Trial Chamber considered the probative value of the Working Group Notes with sufficient caution
and reasonably concluded, based on the totality of the evidem;e,that a plan existed amongst senior
government leaders to concealthe bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians killed by Serbian forces.1355
While the additional findings of the Trial Chamber refer to events subsequent to the Man:h 1999
meetings,1356 they display a clear and consistentiotent on the part of Dordevic to put into effect a
plan to conceal the bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians and strongly corroborate the Working
'

•

Trial Judgement. ms1210, 121s. 7280.
Trial Judgement, para. 2112. The Appeals Chamber lherefore considers that Dordevic. in contending that the
IIIl[eliabilityof the Working Group_Notes is of paramount importancebecause they are the only evidence of the
Marcil 1999 meetings, misstatesthe findings of the Trial Chamber (DordevicAppeal Brief, paras 244, 249).
See Elcm1evicAppeal Brief, para. 249.
•
.
•
"" Trial Jndgement, para. 2117. See Trial Judgement,para. 2113.
"" Mu,ryaka,;i Appeal Judgement, para. 77, citing Kalimanzira Appeal Judgement, para. 96; Km-era Appeal •
Judgement, para. 39; Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 831. See also Naletilic and MarwwvicAppeal
Judgement,para. 217.
1355
Trial Jndgement,para. 2117-.

1350

1351

=
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Group Notes. These conclusions were further reinforced by the Trial Chamber's finding that the
1357

complete lack of investigationsinto crimes constituted evidence of a plan to conceal bodies.
398.

The Appeals Chamber is also not convinced by Dordevic's assertion that the Working
1358

Group did not find any evidence to indicate the removal of bodies.

The Appeals Chamber

observes that, contrary to Dordevic's submission.;the Working Group did obtain evidence that the
concealment of bodies was discussed at the meetings, namely the statement ofMarkovic.

1359

c. Conclusion
399. • In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no
reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber and, as such,
has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on the evidence of the Working Group in
concluding that a plan to con~

bodies existed.

•4. Dordevic's role in the concealmentof bodies
(a) Introduction
400.

The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic played a leading role in the MUP efforts to conceal

the bodies of Kosovo Albanians by giving orders concerningthe handling, transport, and reburial of
bodies.1360 It relied, inter alia, on· hisinvolvement in the burial operations of bodies transported
from Kosovo to various locations in Serbia which "w_asundertaken as part of a coordinated
1361

operation to remove evidence of crimes".
401.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber·erred by inflating the extent of his responsibilityin

concealment operations.1362 In particular, he submits that the Trial Chamber erred in its findings
concerning: (i) the concealment of approximately80 bodies discovered on 4 April 1999 in the back
of a refrigerated truck in the Danube River near the village of Tekija, the subsequent transfer to and
burial of these bodies at the Batajnica SAJ Centre, and a number of subsequent reburials at

1356

See TrialJudge,ru,nt, paras 21ll-2117.
See Trial Judge,ru,~ para. 2111.
m, See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 250.
1359 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 249-250. See also Trial Judgement,para. 2114.
1360 Trial Judge,ru,ot,paras 1969, 2156.
•
"" Trial Judgement,paras 1969, 2156.
1362 Dor&"ic Appeal Brief, para. 253; Dordevic Reply Brief, paras 76, 80; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 88-89..

1357
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Batajnica;1363 (ii) the two d~liveriesof bodies at the Petrovo Selo PJP Centre in April 1999;1364 and
(iii) the burial of bodies next to Lake Perucac.1365
402.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that Dordevic •

played a leading role in actively concealing evidence of widespread murders of Kosovo
Albanians.1366 The Prosecution argues, in general, that Dnrdevic misstates ·the Trial Chamb.er's
findings, repeats submissions wade during trial, and fails to show that any other reasonable
inferences were available.1367
(b) Alleged error in finding that Dordeyic participated in the reburial of bodies of ·Kosovo
Albanians found in a refrigeratedtruck in the Danube River
a. Introduction
403.

The Trial Chamber found that in early April.1999, Dordevic arranged for the transport of

the bodies of Kosovo Albaniansfound in a refrigeratedtruck in the Danube River near Tekija to the
Ba1ajnicaSAJ Centre1368 and instrillied that the bodies be buried there in mass graves;1369 The Trial
Chamber noted that "[w]bile none of the evidence demonstratesclirectlythat he had knowledge that

I

the specific location to where these bodies were to be brought was the Batajnica SAJ Centre [... ]
the only inference to make is that he had such knowledge."1370 The Trial Cha,rr;berconcluded that
Dordevic "was the initial, and primary, point of contact" and that it was "clear that [Dordevic] gave
orders with respect to the secret handling,transport and reburial of bodies".1371

i

i

b. Arguments of the parties
404.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that he participated in the

concealment operations concerning the 80 bodies discovered on 4 April 1999 in the back of a
refrigerated truck in the DanubeRiver near the village of Tekija.1372 In particular, he argues that the
Trial Chamber erred.in concludingthat he had knowledge "that the specific location to where these
bodies were to be brought was the Batajriica SAJ Centre" given that it previously had found that

"" Boroevic:AppealBrief, par... 252, 255-258.
1364
Dordevic Appeal Brief, par88 252, 262-263.
13
Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras252, 259-261, 263.
""' Prosecution Response Brief, para. 217.
• 1361See Prosecution Response Brid, paras 217-231.
136
' Trial Judgement, paras 1301-1324,1969.
I36'l Trial Jndgemen~ pa,as 1325-1352, 1969.
1310Trial Judgement, para. 1347.
1371
.
Trial Judgement, para. 1969.

°'
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"none of the evidence demonstrates directly" that he had such knowledge.

He also contends that

his "surprised and delayed reaction'' when contacted about the bodies found near Tekija shows that
he did not have prior knowledge of the bodies:1374 Dordevic further claims that the Trial Chamber
mischaracterised the evidence when it found that he contacted Witness K87 and told him in advance
fil!()ut the arrival at the Batajnica SAJ Centre of additional trucks driven by
1375

carrying bodies in April and likely into May 1999.

MUP•employees

Dordevic also submits that the Trial Chamber

failed to take into account his "repeated requests to the Minister Stojiljkovic
to investigate
the
.
'
'

discovery of bodies at Tekija", and that, even if his requests did not result in judicial investigations,
1376

th= was also ·no finding that he precluded such investigations or that he could have done so.
405.

'
•The Prosecution
responds that the Trial Chamber did not err in finding that Dordevic

"played a leading and crucial role in the clandestine re-burial operation of bodies at the Batajnica
SAJ Centre".1377 ll: submits that Dordevic ignores and misstates the evidence demonstrating that he
1378

arranged for the transport of bodies from:Tekija tc the Batajnica SAJ Centre io early April 1999.

According to the Prosecution, althbugh th= was no direct evidence that Dordevic knew that the
bodies found in Tekija had been taken to the Batajnica SAJ Centre, the only reasonable inference in
the context of the events was that Dordevic had such ~owledge.

1379

The Prosecution:further

contends that the Trial Chamber rejected Dordevic's claim at trial that he repeatedly made requests
tc Minister Stojiljkovic to investigate the discovery of bodies in Tekija and that Dordevic fails to
show an error in this regard.1380
c. Analysis
406.

The Appeals Chamber observes that Dordevic is correct in asserting that no direct evidence

was considered by the Trial Chamber which established that he knew the bodies would be taken to
the Bata.jnicaSAJ Centre.1381 The Trial Chamber,however, provided a detailed explanation of the
circumstantial evidence demonstrating Dordevic's role in coordinating the delivery of trucks
1382

carrying bodies and mass burial operations at the Batajnica SAJ Centre,

which iocluded

Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 252, 255-258.
,m Doroevic AppealBrief, para. 256, refcrringto Trial Judgement.para. 1347.
1374 Donlevic Appeal Brief, para. 255.
1375 Donlevic AppealBrief, para. 257, refcrringto Trial Judgement,para. 1337,fn. 5145.
m• Donlevic Appeal Brief, para. 258. ·
•
nn ProsecutionResponseBrief, para. 219.
1378
ProsecutionRJ,sponseBrief, para. 220.
""' ProsecutionRJ,sponseBrief, para. 222
1380
J:'rosecutionResponse Brief, para. 224.
llBl See DordevicAppeal Brief, para. 25613
"' See Trial.Judgement,paras 1325-1347.
1372
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evidence that: (i) on 6 April 1999, SUP Chief Golubovic contacted Dordevic and informed him of

the bodies discovered in the refrigerated truck in the Danilbe;1383 (ii) Golubovic, as instructed by
Dordevic, assisted in organising the loading and tnmsfer of most of the bodies in a truck to
Belgrade;1384 (iii) Dordevic made plans for a second truck to transport the remainder of the bodies
to Belgrade;1385 (iv) Dordevicmet with Witness K87 at some point around 6 April 1999, but before

9 April 1999, and informed Witness K87 that there were two trucks at the Batajnica SAJ Centre
containing homes and that these bodies should be buried at the Batajnica SAJ Centre;1386 and ..
(v) additional trucks containing bo\fies arrived shortly after the first bodies were buried and that
Dordevic arranged for the burial of these bodies as well.1387 The Appeals·Chamber recalls that a
trial chamber may draw inferences to establish a fact on which a conviction relies based on
circumstantial evidence as long as it was satisfied that the inference was the only reasonable one.
available.1388 In light of the evidence presented, demonstrating Dordevic's significant role in
arranging the transport and burial of the homes found in the Danube·River, the Appeals Chamber
finds that the Trial Chamberreasonably concluded that the only available inference was that
Dordevic knew that these bodies were to be brought to the Batajnica SAJ Centre. Given the nature

and extent of the evidence corroboratingDordevic' s knowledge, the Appeals Chamber is also_not
convinced that Dordevic' s surprise upon learning about the discovery of the bodies suggests that
another reasonable inferenceremained.1389
407.

With respect to Witness K87, the Appeals Chamber notes that regarding the timing of

. Dordevic informing him about the trucks he testified that:
[t]he first time it was after it arrived. And the other times I think it was before it arrived. I don't
know exactly. I really cannot say now. But I know that the first time it wasonce the truck bad
• ed.1390

am:v

•

-

.

•

.

.

1383

Trial Judgement, paras 1301,referring to Exhibits P352, p. 3, P353, pp 7405-7406,7408, Caslav Golubovif, 3 Mar
2009, T. 1741. See also Trial Judgement,pllill-1347.
1394
Trial Judgement, paras 1307-1308,referring to, inter alia, Exbibits,P352,p. 4, P353, p. 7449. See also Pro~ecntion .
Response Brief, para. 220..
1315
Trial Judgement, paras 1307 (referring.to Exlnbits P352, p. 4), 1312 (referring to, inter alia., Exlubit P359,
pp 7452-7454, Bosko Radojkovic, 4 Mar 2009, T. 1846, Confideotial Annex). See also Prosecution Response
Brief, para. 220.
.
1386
Trial Judgement, para 1329, referring to Exhibit P1414 (confidential), paras 12-13, 24, KB7, 17May 2010,
T. 1415&-14161,14164. See also ProsecutionResponse Brief,.para. 221.
1387
Trial Judgement, para. 1337, referring to Confidential Annex, Exhibits Pl415, para. 21, P370A, para. 31, K87,
17 May 2010, T. 14174-14175.See also Trial Judgement,paras 1338-1342;ProsecutionResponseBrief, para. 221.
1388
•
Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 218; Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 219; CelebiciAppeal Judgement, pllill. 458;
Kupre.f/dc et aL Appeal Judgement,para 303.
1389
ContraDordevic AppealBrief, para. 253.
""'K87, 17 May 2010, T. 14175.

l
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In his witness statement, Witness K.87 similarly stated that he was informed about the trucks after
they had arrived_at the Batajnica SAJ_Centre.1391 In light of this evidence, which the Trial
Chamber relied on, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamberincorrectly found that
Witness K87 was told by Dordevic in advance about the arrival of additional trucks, because
Witness ·K87's testimony suggests that at least on the first occasion Dordevic informed
Witness K87 about the truck after it arrived.1392 The Appeals Chamber, however, finds that
whether Dordevic contacted Witness K87 before or after the trucks arrived !it the Batajnica SAJ
• Centre neither has an impact on the Trial Chamber's conclusion that Dordevic was involved in the
burial operations at this location nor calls into question the findings of the Trial Chamber.
408.

With respect to Dordevic's submissions concerning his request for judicial investigations,

the Appeals qi=ber

observes that the Trial Chamber explicitly considered_and rejected

Dordevic's claims that he: (i) made repeated requests to Minister Stojiljkovic to investigate the
1394

discovery of bodies in Tekija;1393 (ri) did not preclude investigations and could not have done so;
1395

and (iii) did not expose what had happened because Minister Stojiljkovicthreatenedhis life.

The

Trial Chamber instead found that Dordevic did in fact take steps to preclude investigation into the
discovery of these bodies by coordinatingthe transport of the bodies aud through bis involvement in
1396

the clandestine burial of the bodies in mass graves at the Bat:ajnicaSAJ Centre.

The Appeals

Cbamber finds that Dordevic has failed.to show how the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of
this evidence. Consideringthat the Trial Chamber explicitly _addressedthese arguments; and in light
of the substantial evidence considered by the Trial Chamber concerning Dordevii' s knowledge of
and involvement in the concealment operations, as weU as the lack of any evidence provided by
Elordevicin support of his statements,the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show
that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber.
Dordevic has therefore failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in rejectingthese arguments.
409.

The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that Dordevic has failed to demonstrate that the Trial

Chamber erred in its assessmentof the evidence concerning his involvementin the conceahnent of
the bodies found in Tekija and conclusionthat his involvement furtheredthe JCE.

1391

Exhibits P14J5, para 21; P1414(confidential), para. 21.
See Trial Judgement,para. 1337.
i,;,
Trial Judgement, para. -1970.See also Dordevic Closing Brief, paras 556-557; Vlastimir Dotdevi6, 7 Dec 2009,
T. 9723; V!astimir Dordevic, 11 Dec 2009, T. 10002-10003, 10009; Closing Arguments, 14 Jul 2010, T. 14500,
14506-14507.
,,,. Trial Judgement, para. 1970. See also ThstimirDordevic, 11 Dec 2009, T. 10002-10003,10009.

1392
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(c) Petrovo Selo PJP Centre
a. Introduction
410.

The Trial Chamber found that in addition to the delivery of bodies to the Batajnica SAJ

Centre, "two further deliveries of bodies were made to the Petrovo Selo PJP Centre", where they
were buried in mass graves.1397 The Trial Chamber found that numerous similarities were present
among the concealment operations at these two sites and concluded that these were all undertaken
as part of a coordinated operation under Dordevic's direction, along with Ilic, "on the drrection of
Minister Stojiljkovic, and pursuant to an order of President Milosevic~'.1398 The Trial Chamber

furdJer
found that Dordevic :knewof the bodies transported from Kosovo to the Petrovo Selo PJP
99
Centre in April 1999.13

b. Arguments of the parties
411.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber =d

in concluding that he knew of the reburials

at the Petrovo Selo PJP Centre.1400 He argues, in particular; that the Trial Chamber erroneously:•
· (i) relied on the "connecting features" between the events at the Batajnica SAJ Centre and the
Petrovo Selo PJP Centre but then ignored that the bodies discove;redat Tekija were transported
. mnch farther away;1401 (ii) discounted that clifferentindividuals planned the concealment;1402 and
(iii) relied on his involvement in the arrest and transfer of the Bytiqi brothers to the Petrovo Selo
PJP Centre and his visit to that location "sometime before July 1999", after the Indictment
period.1403
412.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber "reasonably found that the mass grave

sites at the Petrovo Selo PJP Centre were components of the same plan to conceal evidence of

"'' Trial Judgement, para. 1971. Sre also VJastimir E>ordew5,11 Dec 2009, T. 9975-9977, 10012;V!astimirDordevic,
12Dec2009, T.10096-10097.
",. Trial Judgement, para_1970.
1397
Trial Judgement,para. 1356.See also Trial Judgemen~paras 1353-1355.
1398
Trial Judgement, paras 1976-1980.
1
"' Trial Judgement, para_1981.
1400
Dordevic Appeal Brief,paras 252, 262-263.
1401
E>ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 262. E>oroew5contendsinstead that the eventsin each location had dilierent featores.
suggesting that there was no ovorarcbingplan (Dordcw5AppealBrief, para. 263).
• •
1402
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para_262.·
•
1403
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 263; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 79. In bis reply, E>ordevicsubmits that Che
Prosecution improperlyrelies on the case of the Bytiqi brothersin its response, as it "relates to Serbia proper" after
the Indictment period and does not demonstrale conlrol ovor Kosovo (E>ordcvicReply Brief, para. 79). The
. Appeals Chamber notes that in this respect E>ordevii:appears to misconstrue the Prosecution's response on this
issue given that it submitsthat the Bytiqi brothers case rclaresto Dordevic's coll1I11.md
over the police personnel at
the Petrovo Sclo PJP Centre (seeProsecutionResponseBrief. para. 231).
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large-scaie crimes and that Dordevic played a leading role in this plan". 1404 It argues that the Trial
Chamber correctly inferred Dordevic's knowledge of the concealment. operations at the Petrovo
Selo PJP Centre based on the obvious similarities and overlap between these operations and those
_co-ordinated by Dordevic at Batajnica and Lake Perucac. 1405 Finally, the Prosecution responds that
Dordevic' s arguments merely seek to substitute bis evaluation of the evidence for that of the Trial
Chamber, warranting summary dismissal.1406
c. Analysis
413.

Toe Appeals Chamber is satisfied that in light of the striking sinillarities and connections

between the . different concealment operations and Dordevic' s direct role in coordinating the
concealment of bodies at the Batajnica SAJ Centre and Lake Perucac, the Trial Chamber reasonably
concluded that the only reasonable inference available from the evidence was that Dordevic knew
about the similar concealment operations at .the Petrovo Selo PJP Centre. Toe Appeals Chamber
refers to the Trial Chamber's findings, interalia, that: (i) the bodies buried at the clifferentlocations
came from Kosovo and the dead were persons of Kosovo Albanian ethnicity;1407 (ii) there were
similarities in the type of transportation used and manner in which mass graves were prepared;1408
(iii) some of the same equipment and personnel. were used in the concealment operations at the

different sites;1409 (iv) both the SAJ training ground in Batajnica and the PJP training ground in
Petrovo Selo fell within Dordevic's responsibility as the Chief of the RIB; and (v) MUP personnel
who were subordinates of Dordevic were involved in the concealment operations.1410 The Trial
Chamber further found that Dordevic's involvement in the arrest and transfer of the Bytiqi brothers
"demonstrate[ d] bis effective cnmroaod over the MUP personnel at the [Petrovo Selo PJP]
·,

nand that he visited the Petrovo Selo PJP Centre sometime before July 1999.

1412

Centre", 14

The

Prosecution Response Brief, para. 229.
Prosecutioniesponse Brief,para..229.
14
.°' Prosecution Response Brief, para. 231.
1407
Trial Judge=~ para. 1976.
.
14
°' Trial Judgement, para. 1976. For_example, the Trial Chamber noted that an abandoned refrigerated truck and a
truck compartment contrining bodies were found floatiug in the Danube·and Lake Perucac, :respectively,_andthat a
• similar type of plastic lining was used in a grave at the Batajnica SAJ Centre and Petrovo SeJo PIP Cen!re (Trial
Judgement, para. 1977).
1409
Trial Judgement, paras 197~1978.
1410
Trial Judgem~ para. 1978. For example, the Trial Chamber noted that according to the evid= Peter Zekovit; a
subordinate of Dordevic in tbe MUP and Assistant Minister, gave instructions.for tbe collection of the bodies in
Kosovo and their subsequent transport to the Blllajnica SAJ Centre and Petrovo Seto PIP Centre (Trial JmlgemeDI.
para:1979).
1411
Trial Judgement, para. 1978. The Trial Chamber also found that l)ordevic ccmfumed in bis testimony before the
War Crimes Chamber of the Belgrade District Court that the duty officer at the Centre, Sreten Popovic, whom he
spoke with in foly 1999, "was 'most certainly' obliged to carcy out the task which the Accused had entrusted to
him" regarding the Bytiqi brothers. (Trial Judgement, para. 1978). The Trial Chamber further noted thatI>ordevic
l"'4
4
l 0S
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Appeals Chamber is satisfied that, based on this evidence, especially in light of a clear pattern of
conduct by Dordevic in concealment operations, it was open to the Trial Chamber to conclude that
·the only reasonable inference:was that the concealment operations were "consistent in timing,
execotion and purpose" with President Milosevic' s direction in March 1999 to Minister Stojiljkovic
to "clear the terrain" and remove evidence of crimes committed in Kosovo, as well as the Minister's
subsequent delegation of the responsibility for implementing the necessary measures to Dordevic
and Ilic.1413

414.

Furthermore, lhe Appeals Chamber is not con'l-incedthat the fact that the bodies found in

•Tekija, which is very close to the Petrovo Selo PJP Centre, were taken to the much furtherBatajnica
SAJ Centre "strongly suggests" that different individuals were involved in the events .at the Petrovo
. Selo PJP Centre.1414 In light of the strength of the circumstantial evidence on lhe record, as set out
above, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber's findings regarding the similarities
between the operations, and the conclusion that Dordevic was involved in those operations was the
only reasonable inference notwithstanding the fact that the bodies from Tekija were transported
much farther away. Turning to the arrest and detention of the Bytiqi-brothers,the Appeals Chamber
observes that the Trial Chantber found that they were transferred to the Petrovo _SeloPJP Centre
upon Dordevic' s instruction and concluded that this was relevant to Dordevic' s "effective command
over the MUP personnel at the [Petrovo Selo PJP] Centre".1415 The Appeals Chamber recalls that,
even though they occurred after the Indictment period, it was within the dis=tion

of the Trial

Chamber to consider these events1416 as additional corroborating evidence that the Petrovo Selo PJP
Centre "fell under the responsibility" of Dordevic'' :1417 Dordevic, therefore; has failed to
demonstrate any error by the Trial Chamber in its evaluation of the evidence regarding the Petrovo
Selo PIP Centre. Rather, he seeks to· substitute his evaluation of. the evidence for that of the Trial
Chamber.
415.

In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no
.

'

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber and, as such,

conceded that he heard that the bodies of !he three brothers wore ~ exhllllled from a mass grave at the Petrovo
Sclo PJP Centre (Trial Judgement, para. 1978, refoning to Vlastinrir Dordevic, 11 Dec 2009, T. 9975,
10015-10017, Exlribits P1508,pp 3-7, lD-11, P815, pp 31-35).
1411
Trial Judgement, para.. 1978.
14
'-' See Trial Judge:mrnt, para. 1979.
1414
Contra Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 262.
1415
Trial Judgement, para. 1978.
1416
See Staldc Appeal Judgement. para.. 122. See also supra. para. 278. Contra Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 263,
1417 Trial Judgement, para. 1978.
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has failed to show that the Trial Chamber =d

I

in concluding that Dordevic knew about the

I

concealment operations at the Petrovo Selo PJP Centre.

I

(d) Lake Perucac
a. Introduction
416.

The Trial Chamber found that local police discovered the bodies of Kosovo Albarrian.sin a

refrigerated truck in

LlkePerucac in mid~April 1999 and that, under Dordevic's supervmon, these

bodies were buried next.to Lake Perucac.1418 The Trial Chamber noted that Dordevic conceded that
he was aware that the burial of these bodies was. unlawful and that he took no investigative
measures in relation to these bodies.1419 The Trial Chamber concluded that Ilordevic ''knew that
these were, yet again, bodies of ethnic Kosovo Albanians killed in Kosovo during the Indictment
period" and that the "instinctivereaction was to ensure that the bodies would not be discovered or
further investigated".1420
b.. Arguments of the parties
417.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on the evidence of Witness Ilorde

• Keric ("Witness Kerie'), Head of Uzice SUP in Serbia, that Ilordevic ordered the burial of bodies
next to Lake Perucac because the witness' evidence was inconsistent 1421 Ip. particular, Dordevic

I

argues that: (i) the first time Witness Keric claimed that Dordevic gave such an order was during his

I

testimony at trial and that Witness Keric had n9t made any such suggestion in his previous
evidence;1422 and (ii) the "m,mner" in .;.,.hich.the Trial Chamber accepted certain parts of .
Witness Keric' s evidence is unclear.1423 Specifically, Dordevic points out that while the Trial

141
'
1419

Trial Judgement,paras 1359-1366.
Trial Judgement, para. 1366,referring to Vlastimir Dordevic, 11 Dec 2009, T. 10002.
l'2<1 Trial Judgement.para. 1366 (citationsomitted).
.
1421
·0ordew: Appeal Brief, para. 259. The Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic additionally submits that the
uncertainty in the number of bodies exhwned at Lake Perucac should have beeo resolved in his favour (Dordevic
Appeal Brief, fit. 431). The AppealsChamber observes that the Trial Chamber addressed the discrepancybetweeo
the Serbian authorities and the Office for Missing Persons and Forensics C'OMPF') with respect to the number of
bodies exhumed at Lake Porocac and it chose to rely on the OMPF figures. Jn doing so, the Trial Chamber
explained that the following factors may explain the discrepancy: (i) the Serbian allthorities' report omitted the
remains from two of the grave sites at Batajnka; (ii) the reports oo the Serbian work refer to 'cOIDpletebodies'
notwithstanding that in many instances there were only partial remains of bodies; and (ill.)inconsistenciesbetween
the labelled and actual contents of body bags that were repatriated to Kosovo wbich inclnded commingled body
parts (Trial Judgement, paras 1460-1461.See also Prosecution Response Brief, fn. 711). The Appeals Chamber·
findsthat Dordevre has failed to demonstrate that no reasonable trier of fact could have relied on the OMPF
number, rather than those of the Serbian authorities,UDdcrlhese circUIILStances.
1422
Dardevic Appeal Brief, para. 259.
14
" l)ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 260.
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Chamber noted that Witness Keric's evidence may have been influenced by a concern not to
implicate himself in crinrinal conduct,it failed to explain why he would insteadimplicate himself in
criminal conduct before the War Crimes Chamber ofthe Belgrade District Court.1424
418.

Dordevic also argues that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that he knew that the

bodies discovered at Lake Peruca.cwere those of ethnic Kosovo Albanians killed in Kosovo during
the Indictment period.1425 He asserts that_there was no evidence establishingthat he knew, or was
. on notice of, the identity of the victims at the time1426 and argues that Witness Keric testified that he
did not know or inform Dordevic of, the origin of the bodies and instead testifiedthat he thought the
bodies originated from Bosnia and Herzegovina.1427
419.

The Prosecution responds thatthe Tri.al Chamber reasonably concluded that the bodies

found in mid-April 1999 in a refrigerated track in Lake Perocac were buried by the. local police
under Dordevic's supervision.1428 It submits that Dordevic fails to demonstrate that no reasonable
trier of fact could accept Witness Keric' s testimony that Dordevic ordered_the burial of the bodies
found at Lake Perucac·.1429 The Prosecution contends that the Tri.al Chamber carefully assessed
Witness Keri.Cs evidence.1430
420.

1be Prosecutionfurther argues that D()fdevicerroneouslyalleges that absent direct evidence

as to the identity of the victims, the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the victims were from
Kosovo and that Dordevi9 knew this.1431 According to the Prosecution, the Tri.al Chamber's
findings were "reasonableinferences ~wn from the totality of the evidence".1432 Toe Prosecution
also responds that Dordevic seeks to substitute his evaluation of the evidence for that of the Trial
Chamber.1433

1424

·Dordevic Appeal Brief, para 260. Wrt:hrespectto W"llneSsKeric's accountgiven to investigativeJudge Dilparic of
iheWar Crimes Olllmberof the BelgradeDistrict Court, the Toal Chamber explainedthat "[w]hatKerit said then
is strikingly void of references to the Accusedbeing involved at all in the decisi0ns concerningttu, recovery of
bodies and tbcir burial at the dam'' (Trial Judgemen~ para. 1364). Witness Keti6 further "suggested that the
clecision_toremove the bodies from Lake Perucac and bury them in the vicinity of the lake's dam was made by
himself and ZoranMitrlcevic''(TrialJudgemen, para. 1364,referring to Exln"bitD316).
1425
Dordevi6 AppealBrief, para. 261,referring to Trial Judgement,para. 1366.
.
1426
Dordevi6 AppealBrief, para. 261.
1427
Elordevic Appeal Brief, para. 261, referring to Dorne Kerit, 21 Jul 2009, T. 7763, Dorde Keric, 22 Jul 2009,
T. 7822.
1
"" Prosecution ResponseBrief,para. 225.
142
' Prosecution ResponseBrief,para. 226.
1430
Prosecution ResponseBrief,para. 226.
1431
Prosecution ResponseBrief,para 227.
1432
Prosecution ResponseBrief,para. 227.
14
" Prosecution ResponseBrief,para. 228.
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c. Analysis
421.

The Appeals Chamberobserves that Witness Keric gave three accountsregarding the burial

of bodies next to.Lake Perucac: (i) in a written statement to the Working Group in 2001; (ii) in a

I

statement given under oath ta Judge Dilparic of the War Crimes Chamber in Belgrade_in 2005; and
(iii) during his t;stirnony at trial.14:14 The Trial Chamber explicitly considered the discrepancies

between Witness Keric' s testimony at trial and his previous account to the War Crimes Chamber in
Belgrade in 2005. 1435 It noted .that. in his 2005 account before investigative Judge Dilparic,
Witness Keric made no reference to Dordevic's involvement in any• decisions regarding the
recovery and burial of 1he bodies at Lake Perucac.1436 Rather, he claimed that the decision to
1437

recover and bury the bodies was made
by himself and Zoran Mitricevic.

The Trial Chamber also

considered that Witness Keric's written statement given to the Working Group in 2001 appeared to
have more similarities to his testimony at·trial

1438

In assessing Witness Keric's evidence, the.Trial

Chamber considered that certam factors, such as the effect of the passage of time ori•his
recollection, the fact that he was still serving as a MOPofficer when he gave his first statement to
the Working Group but had ret;iredby the time he gave evidence in 2005, and a concern not to
implicate himself in criminal conduct, may have influenced the various .accounts prm-ided by
Witness Keric.1439
422.

Despite the various inconsistencies, the Trial Chamber ultimately fouod Witness Keric' s

testimony at trial that Dordevic instructed him in relation to the burial of the bodies recovered at
Lake Perucac, and that he spoke with Dordevic several times ta obtain further instructions, to be
convincing.1440 The Appeals Chamber recalls that a trial chamber "has the discretion to accept a
'

•

witness's evidence, notwithstanding inconsistencies between the said evidence and bis or her
previous statements;'1441 and, further, that a trial chamber has the main responsibility for resolving
1442
any inconsistencies which may arise within or among witnesses' .testimony.
In considering
t:\le
.
.

testimony of Witness Keric, the Trial Chamber considered that no investigation concerning the
recovery and burial of the bodies was undertaken by Witness Keric at the time and that it appeared

1434

Trial Judgement, paras 1357,1364.
Trial.Judgement,paras 1357-1358,1364-1365.
14
*
Trial.Judgement,para.1364,referringto ExhibitD316.
1437 Trial Judgement, para. 1364, fn. 5252, referring to Exhibit D316.
1438 Trial Judgement,para. 1357.
1439
Trial Judgement, para. 1358.
1440
Trial Judgement, paras 1364-1365.
·
1441 Rulwrulo Appeal Judgement,para. 86, referring to Kajelijeli Appeal Judgement, para. 96, &taganda .Appeal
Judgement,para 443, MusemaAppeal Judgem<:m.para. 89.
1435
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• that "such a grave disregard of his duty by Keric would only have occurred if Keric was acting
under orders".1443 The Trial Chamber additionally noted that, contrary to Dordevic's submission,
Witness Keric' s account to the MUP Working Group in 2001 was sinrilar to what he testified at
triaI.1444In that account, he stated that Dordevic ordered that measures be taken for the "clearing up
of the terrain", wbich at trial Witness Keric explained he understood to relate to the retrieval and
burial of the bodies from Lake Perucac, and informed Witness Keric that MUP representatives
would be sent to the location for coordination purposes.1445 The Appeals Chamber further observes
that Witness Keric's evidence conformed to a pattern of involvement by Dordevic in burial
operations.1446 In light of the careful consideration undertaken by the Trial Chamber of Witness
Keric' s evidence, the Appeals Chamber finds that it was within the discretion of the Trial Chamber
to accept Witness Keric' s testimony despiteprior inconsistencies.
423.

The Appeals Chamber is also not convinced that the Trial Chamber erred in concludingthat

Dordevic knew that the bodies found at Lake Perucac were Kosovo Albanians.1447 The Trial
Chamber noted the testimony of Keric, who stated that at the time the bodies were discovered,there
was a public speculation that the bodies might have been victims of the NATO airstrikes, or bodies
exhumed from mass graves in Bosnia and Herzegovina, but that "nobody thought that the bodies
were from Kosovo".1448 The Trial Chamber further noted, and found unconvincing, Keric's
evidence that he "did not dwell" on the origin of the bodies as he had other priorities at the time.1'149
The Trial Chamber later found that it could be "reasonably inferred" that Dordevic knew that the
bodies were of ethnic Kosovo Albanians killed in Kosovo during the Indictnient period,1450 based
on evidence that: (i) Dordevic conceded that he was aware that the burial of the bodies found in
Lake Perucac was unlawful; (ii) he did not take any investigativeaction regarding these bodies; and
(iii) shortly before the discovery of the bodies in Lake Perucac, Dordevic was notified that what

appeared to be the bodies of Kosovo Albanians were discovered floating in a refrigerated truck in

1442

Murtyaka;;iAppeal Judgement, para. 71, referring to Renzaho Appeal Judgement, para.. 355, Rukund,J Appeal
Judgeme!ll,para. 207, SimbaAppeal Judgement,para. 103.
1443
Trial Judgement, para.. 1366. The Trial Ch.,mberfurther elaboratedthat: "[n]o reason fur him to fail so gravely in
bis duly in this respect is apparent, other than superior orders, and no motive of self..inlerestor otberwise would
lead K6ricto act in this way, other than superior orders" (Trial Judgement,para. 1366, citing Dorde Keric, 22 Jul
2009, T. 7850). .
.
1444
Trial Judgement, para. 1361. See also Dordevic'Appeal Brief, para. 259, claiming that none of Keric's evidence
prior to bis testimony at 1ria1suggests !hatDordevicordered Ille burial of 1hebodies at Lake Perucac.
1445
Trial Jodgcme!ll,para. 1361,refemng to Exhibit Pl212, Dorde Keril, 22 Jul 2009, T. 7863.
1446
See supra, paras 378-384,406-408, 413-414,421-425.
1447
ContraDordevic Appeal Brief, para. 261, referring to Trial Judgeme!ll,para. 1366.
1441
Trial Judgement, para. 1363.
144
' Trial Judgement, para. 1363.
1<soTrial JudgenieDt,para. 1366.
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the Danube River; and (iv) equallyno investigation was undertaken with respect to these bodies.1451
The Appeals Chamber is satisfied ~ in light of the pattern of conduct and the clear
acknowledgement by Dordevic that this behaviour was unlawful, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied
that it was reasonable to infer that he knew that the bodies recovered from Lake Perucac were
Kosovo Albanians. In this •regard, the Appeals Chamber refers to the Trial Chamber's findings
concerning Dordevic' s involvementin the discovery of Kosovo Albanian bodies only a few weeks
, . 1452

pnor.
424.

.

The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that Dordevic has failed to demonstratethat the Trial

Chamber eried in concluding that he had knowledge of and played a significant role in the
concealment of the bodic;sfrom LakePerucac,
(e) Conclusion
425.

In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber and, as such,
has failed to ·show that the Trial Chamber erred in overstating 'E>ordevic'srole in the concealment
operations in relation to the BatajnicaSAJ Centre, Lake Perucac, and the Petrovo Selo PJP Centre.
5. Alleged error in the assessmentof Dordevic's role in the concealmentof the bodies
(a) Arguments of the parties
426.

Dordevic submits that the Trial· Chamber applied an unfair standard in assessing his

involvement iELthe conceahnent of bodies.1453 In particular, he argues that while the Trial Chamber
acknowledged the possibility that he acted pursuant to Minister Stojiljkovic's orders to conceal the
bodies, it failed to give Dordevic the benefit of this finding, despite absolving "Keric for not taking
further actions because he was 'under superior ·orders'".1454 He further argues that the Trial
Chamber eried in failing to consider whether it was within Dordevic' s power to take any further
action.1455 Dordevic contends that his call for iovestigations and e~pression of SUipriseupoo hearing
about the bodies discovered io Tekija would be illogical if a general "conspiracy of silence"
existc;d.1456 He also argues that his "involvement was strictly limited to a subsequentcover-up" and

1451

TriJilJudgement, para. 1366, fn. 5260.
See supra, para. 406.
1453
DordevicAppealBrief, para. 264.
1454
DorclevicAppeal Brief, para. 264.
1455
DorclevicAppo.al
Brief, para. 265.
1456
DordevicAppeal Brief, para. 266.

1452
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that the Trial Chamber overstated his role in the concealment operations because be did not
participate in the initial botched attempt_to move bodies out of K;osovo.1457
427.

The Prosecution respondsthat Dordevicmerely repeats argumentsthat failed at trial without

showing that the Trial Chamber erred 1458 The Prosecution further submits that even if Dordevic
acted pursuant to an illegal order of the Minister,he remains liable for such actions.1459
(b) Analysis

428.

The Appeals Chamberis not convincedby Dordevic's submission that be acted pursuant to

Minister Stojiljkovic's orders and.maderepeated requests to Minister Stojiljkovicto investigate the
discovery of the bodies in Tekija. The Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber reasollllbly
concluded that the evidence demonstratedthat Dordevi6 himself gave orders with respect to the
clandestine handling, transport,and reburial of bodies.1460_Jn r~hing

this conclusion, the Trial

Chamber relied on the evidence set forth in Chapter VII of the Trial Judgement, concerning the
discovery of bodies near the village of Tekija and Lake Perucac.1461 Dordevi6 essentially reasserts
his argoment rejected at trial that he was merely a conduit to conveyinformation to the Mioister,1462 ,
but has failed to identify any error on the part of the Trial Chamber. The Appeals Chamber is thus
satisfied that the Trial Chamberdid not apply an unfair standard and reasonably concluded that the
evidence established that Dordevic "was the initial, and primary, point of contact for both the
respective SUP chiefs Caslav Golubovicand Dorde Kerie' .1463 Accordingly,the Appeals Chamber,

" 57 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 253. •
•
•
1458
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 232, refening to Trial Judgement, paras 1969-1971, 1980-1982, Dordevic
Closing Brief, paras 556-561, 564, 572, 602, 604.
1459
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 232, referringto Article 7(4) of the Statnte.
.
1 0
"
See Tti,,l Judgement, paras 1969-1970,The Appeals Chamber further notes that Dordevic's assertion"thatthe Trial
Chamber absolved Keric for not takmg • further actions because be was acting pursuant to superior orders
misconstrues the Trial Chamber's reasoning, As discussed above, the Trial Chamber noted that the only apparent
reason for Witness Keric' s failure to undertake an investigation at Lalre Peracac was that be was actingpnrsuant to
mperior orders in assessing whether bis evidence was convincing (see supra, paras 416, 421-424. The Trial
Chamber, therefore, did not make any findings absolvingWitness Keric of any responsibility(see contraDordevic
Appeal Brief. para. 264).
1461
Trial Judgoment,paras 1357-1366,1969,
462
'
See Trial Judgement, para. 1969.See also Trial Judgement,paras 1301, 1316.
'"' See Trial Judgement, para. 1969,With respect to Dordevic~s assertion that be did not issue any ordersto Golubovic
conrerning the bodies before informingthe Ministerof what Golnbovicbad told him, the Trial Chambernoted that
this assertion is contradicted by Elordevic~,own statementin a letter lo the ''Nedeljini Telegraph".in 2004. In this
. letter, be stated that be gave Golubovicinstructions on how to proceed regarding the bodies immediately upon
learning of thom and 1ha1be informed the Mlni"1erof it afterwards (Trial Judgement, para. 1315, referring to
ExhihitP1474, p. 7, Vlastimir!Jordevic, 10 Dec 20D9,T. 9967-9968),
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recalling its finding that Dordevic knew of and was involved in the concealment operations on
numerous occasions,1464 dismisses E>ordevic's contention.
• 429.

T],ieAppeals Chamber is also not persuaded that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that

E>ordevicfailed to take measures to ensure.the investigation of crimes orpunishment of those who
committed them. Contrary to E>ordevic's clair,n.the evidence clearly established that E>ordevictook
actions to obstruct investigations by giving orders to Golubovic to bury the bodies discovered in
Tekija, ensured that the media was not informed, and destroyed the refrigerated truck after the
bodies were =oved.
430.

1465

With regard to E>ordevic's submission that his actions contradicted the existence of a

"conspiracy of silence", the Appeals Chanlberrecalls its finding that Dordevic failed to demonstrate
that the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of his alleged investigative efforts.1466 E>ordevic's
repeated assertion that he was surprised when hearing about the discovery of the bodies in Tekija
does not establish that the Trial Chamber erred in its overall conclusion, based on the totality of the
evidence, that a plan to conceal the bodies of Kosovo.Albaniancivilians killed in Kosovo during the
Indictment p~od existed and that E>ordevictook an active role in the c~ncealment operations.1467
The Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that the evidence
established that Dordevic was actively involved in the concealmentoperations. '
431.

Fmally, the Appeals Chamber is not convinced by E>ordevic'sassertions that two separate

cover-ups existed and that his role was limited to an additional, or separate, plan to conceal the
bodies. The Appeals Chamber recalls that E>ordevicplayed a central role in the concealment
operations and further recalls its finding that a plan existed, amongst senior leadership, to
inlplement these operations.1468
432.

In light of ihe above, the Appeals Chamber finds that E>ordevichas failed to show that no

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber and, as such,
has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in assessing bis involvement in the concealment of
the bodies.

1464

1465
1466

1467
.

1461

See supra, paras 406-408, 413-414, 421-423.
•
See Trial Judgement, P""'- 1970. See also Trial Judgement, pams 1301-1302, 1307, 1313.
See supra, para. 408.
See Trial Judgement, paras 1967-1982.
See supra, paras 400-430.
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6. Conclusion
433.

For the foregoing reasons, the AppealsChamber dismisses Dordevic's sub-ground 9(G) in

its entirety.

.

H. . S~b-ground 9(H): alleged errors in relation to Dordevic's failure to take measures .to
ensure the investig;,tionof crimes
1. Introduction
434.

The Trial Chamberfound that there was a pattern involving a general lack.of reporting and

investigation of crimes committed by Serbian forces in Kosovo against Kosovo Albanian civilians
between 1998 and at least the end of the NATO campaign in June 1999.1469 The Trial Chamber
found that, rather than conducting investigations, there was "a consistent pattern of conduct
involving MUP personnel, and at times VJ, by which complex efforts were made to prevent the
-discovery of killings, ~d to frustrate their investigations".1470 It held that as a result of the non-·
·reporting, lack of investigations, and concealment operations, the killings and other grave crimes
established in the Trial Judgement, for the most part, were not investigated and the perpetrators of
such crimes were not prosecuted.1471
435. • The Trial Chamber found that Doraevic "contributed significantly tn the campaign of terror
and extreme violeoce by Serbian forces against Kosovo Albanians which had the purpose of
changing the. demographic composition'of Kosovo".1472 It further found-that he had knowledge
of.
.
the crimes committed by Serbian forces_in Kosovo and that he acted with the requisite intent when

he, inter alia: (i) failed to ensure the investigation and sanction of MUP personnel for crimes
1473

committed in Kosovo; (ii) acted to conceal these crimes;

and (iii) deployed paramilitary units in

Kosovo. 1474

1469

Trial Judgemenl,para. 2102. See also Trial Judgemenl,paras 2081-2101.
Trial Judgement.para. 2103.
1471
Trial Judgcmeut,para. 2105.
72
><
Trial Judgcmenl,para. 2158. •
1473
Trial Judgement.para. 2158. Seesupra, paras 37Z-373.
1474
Trial Judgement.para. 2158. See supra, para. 351.
1470
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2. Arguments of the parties
436.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that he did not take any measures

to ensure the investigation of crimes committed by ML'P forces and that this failure formed part of
his significant contribution to the JCE.1475
437.

Dordevic challenges the Trial Chamber's finding that the lack of reporting and investigation .

•of crimes between 1998 and at least June 1999 demonstrated a pattern in relation to the JCE. 1476 He
submits that the pattern consisted primarily of IDcidents that occurred between 1998 and early
1999,1477 which were not listed in MUP Staff reports,14711and which were investigatedby local SUP
or VJ organs.1479 He also notes that the Trial Chamber, in assessing Exhibit D888 (a collection of
"thousands of summaries" of offences committed in Kosovo from July 1998 to June 1999) failed to
consider that this exhibit was part of a larger volume of documents which was not admitted ioto
evidence in its entirety due to its "sheer volume".1480 According to Dordevic, the "sheer volume" of
this document undermines the Trial Chamber's finding of a general pattern of a lack of reporting
and investigations.1481•
438.

Dordevic also argues that there is no evidence showing that he knew or had reason to know

of incidents not listed io MUP or SlJP reports and .as such, he could not have had a duty to
investigate.1482 Dordevic further claims that the Trial Chamber made "vague findings of a duty to
investigate all crimes"1483 in light of its finding that he had 'effective control' and should have
punished crimes".1484 He asserts that the iovestigative measures
required of him should have been
those "within his material possibility".1485 He argues in this regard that the Trial Chamber failed to
consider the hierarchy of the MUP and which iove~tigationsand punishments were withio his actual

1475

IJordevic Appeal Brief, para 268, ref=ing to Trial Judgemm~ paras 2.154-2.158.
269.
1477
IJordevic Appeal Brief. para. 272.referringto Trial Judgement,paras 2083-2085,2178-2.179,2.182.
14711
IJonlevic Appeal Brief, para 272. refemng to Trial Judgement,paras2093, 2097-2.098,2100.
1479
IJordevic Appeal Brief, para 2.72. IJordevic refers to 1he following sites in support of this assertion:
Podujevo/Podujevc, Tmjolfermje, Izbica/Izbice, Pusto Solo/Pastaselle,and Kotlina/Kotline (I>ordevic Appeal
Brief, fn. 469, referring to Trial Judgement,paras 1959, 2091, 2092, 2094, 2096).
1480
IJordevic Appeal Brief, para 269, referring to Hearing, 2 Mar 2010, T. 12180, 12182-12184, 12187 (closed
session);IJordevic Reply Brief, para 82..
•
1481
IJordevic Appeal Brief, para 269.
1412
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para 272.
148
' IJordevic Appeal Brief, para. 270, referringto Trial Judgement,paras 2191, 2194.
1"'"' Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 2.70,referring to Trial Judgement,paras 2174-2185, 2191; Dordevic Reply Brief,
• para 82. Dordevic notes tha1 a full appeal regarding bis liability pmsuant to Article 7(3) is not available to him
since no conviction under tbis Article wasente,ed (IJardevic Appeal Brief, fn. 464).
1
"'
IJordevic Appeal Brief, para 271, referring to Boskoski and Tarculovski Appeal Judgement, para 230,
Hadiihasanovic and Kubura Appeal Judgement,para 154, Strugar Trial fodgement, para 373, LJnwjet al.· Trial
Judgement.paras 526-52.1.
•
1<1• IJordevic Appeal Brief, para.

.
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authority.1486 In particular, Dordevic submitsthat the Trial Chamber failed to consider that once the
•judicial organs were involved, the MUP had no further influence on investigations and
prosecutions.1487 Dordevic further claims that the Trial Chamber appeared to assess the quality of
investigations rather than "any attempt at investigation"within his actual authority,and has failed to
consider the effect of the plight of wartime conditions on the ability to carry out investigations.1488
439.

Dordevic additionally submits that the only findings on his active obstruction of

investigations were made in relation to his ·Jiabilityfor aiding and abetting, and that these findings
are "seemingly" based only on the incidents. of concealment of crimes addressed in subground 9(G) of bis appeaL1489
440.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic's submissions should be dismissed as he merely

• repeats arguments made at trial without demonstrating that the Trial Chamber erred.1490 It argues
that the Trial Chamber reasonably found that there was a pattern of non-reporting and noninvestigation with respect to crimes committed by Serbian forces. against Kosovo Albanian
civilians, as well as efforts to frustrate such investigations, based on a careful assessment of the .
evidence.1491 The Prosecution~r

claims that the Trial Chamberreasonably found that Dordevic

significantly contributed to the JCE by failing to ensure the investigation and punishment of MUP
members for crimes committedin Kosovo,in spite of bis knowledge of such crimes.1492

44L

As to Dordevits assertionregardingExhibit D888, the Prosecutionpoints out that Dordevic

did not seek to admit the exhibit in its entirety.1493 It further asserts that the Trial Chamber

1
""

Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 273.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para 273.
1488
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 213 (emphasisin original).
14
" Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 274. See supra, paras 372-432.
,... Prosecution Response Brief, para. 234, noting the comparisonbetween Dardevic AppealBrief, paras 268, 270-273,
and ElordevicDosing Brief, paras,413-429,447.
.
·
•
"" Prosecution Response Brief, para. 235, referring to Trial Judgement,paras 2081-2107. The Prosecution also notes
that the Trial Chamber found the. systematiclad:: of reporting to be consistent with the paitcrn to conceal such
crimes (Prosecution ResponseBrief, para 238, ref=ing to Trial Judgement,para. 1985).
•.14n Prosecution Response Brief, para. 234, refeII:ingioTrial Judgement,paras 2157-2158.The Prosecution asserts that
while recognising Iha! the MUP reports sent to Belgrade did not inclucleserious crimes committed by MUP forces
against Kosovo Albanian civilians, the Trial Chamber found that Dordevic was informed of crimes through other
means (Prosecution ResponseBrief, para. 238, referring to Trial Judgement,paras 1985-1998).
1493
Prosecution Response Brief, para 236, referringto 6D2, 5 Mar 2010, T. 12440 (dosed session). Contra Dordevic
Appeal Brief, para. 269.
14117
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reasonably admitted and relied only on those portions of the document "which were shown to a
witness"_1494

442.

'The Prosecution asserts that while recognising that the MUP reports sent to Belgrade did not

include serious crimes committed by MOP forces against Kosovo Albanian civilia,ns,the Trial
1495

Chamber found that Dordevic was informed of .crimes throµgh other means.

The Prosecution

also notes that the Trial Chamber found this systematic lack of reporting to be consistent with the
pattern to conceal such crimes.1496 The Prosecutionfurther responds that Dordevicfails to show that
the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of bis role in the •investigation and punishment of
crimes.149' According to the Prosecution,Dordevic had the authority and obligation,as Head of the
RIB, to prevent the commission cif crimes by his subordinates, punish offenders, and set up
1498

investigative bodies or coilllDissions.

3. Analysis
(a) Alleged errors regarding the pattern of lack of reporting andinvestigation of crimes committed
by Serbian forces
443.

AB set out above, accordingto Dordevic, the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that there

was a pattern of a general lack of reporting and investigation of crimes committed by Serbian
forces1499 because the evidence relied on consisted primarily of· incidents: (i) which occurred
1500

between 1998 and early 1999 and therefore were not relevant to his actus reus in 1999;

(ii) that

• were not included in MUP staff reports and as such, he did not know or have reason to know about
1502

thern;1501 and (iii) for which on-siteinvestigationswere conducted.

i
444.

With respect to Dordevie s first submission, the Aprieals Chamber recalls that it is within

!

the discretion of a trial chamber to consider evidence of events that occurred prior to the indictment

Prosecntion Response Brief, para. 236. refor:ringto 2 Mar 2010, T. 12179-12187 (closed session), 6D2, 4 Mar
2010, T. 12324 (closed session), 602, 5 Mar 2010, T. 12440 (closed session). 17 Mar 2010, T. 12954, Trial
Judgement, paras 279,301,310,314,384,431,548.
1495 Prosecu!ion Response Brief, para. 238, refor:ringto Trial Judgement. paras 1985-1998.
1496 Prosecufion Response Brief, para. 238,reforringto Trial Jndgement, para. 1985.
.
•
1497 Prosecufion Response Brief, para. 239. The Prosecntion no1es that despi1e Dordcvies awareness of widespread
crimes committed by MOP forces in Kosovo, he failed to take any measures to ensure lhe investigation of crimes
or punishment of those 'mvolved OJlringthe Indictment period or thereafter while he ww; still serving as lhe RIB
Cbicl (ProsecutionResponse Brief, para. 237,refa:ring to Trial Judgement, paras 2157, 2191).
1498 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 239, refor:ringtoTrial·Judgement,paras 1999, 2174-2175,2187.
1499 See Trial Judgement, para. 2102. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2083-2101.
1500 Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 272, referring to TrialJndgement. paras2083-2085, 2178-2179,2182.
1501 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para 272, ref=ing to Trial Judgement paras 2093, 2097-2098, 2100.
1502 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 272, refe.t:ringtoTrial Judgement, paras 1959. 2091, 2092, 2094, 2096.

1494
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!I

period as long as such evidence is found to be relevant and of probative value. 1503 The Appeals
Chambernotes that the Trial Chamberfound that the evidence of events in 1998 and the first half of
• 1999 demonstrated "a pattern of excessive use of force by the Serbian forces in Kosovo and an
absence of action to investigate and sanction the perpetrators of crimes co=itted

against Kosovo

Albanians".1504 It similarlyfound that "by the end of March 1999, a pattern of non-investigationof
incidentsinvolving the killings of Kosovo Albanian civilians had already been:established" and that
"this pattern continued through the end of the Indictment period and thereafter''.1505 The Appeals
Chamber is therefore satisfied that the evidence of incidents pre-dating the Indictment period is
relevant to, and probative of, the general pattern of the failure to report, investigate, and punish
crimes committed by Serbian forces in Kosovo against Kosovo Albanians during the fudictment
period. The Appeals Chamber, therefore, finds •that it was within the discretion of the Trial
Chamberto consider the evidenceof events which occurred prior to the Indictmentperiod.
445.

As such. Dordevic has failed to show that the Triai Chambererred in this respect.

446.

As to Dordevic' s second submission, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it has upheld the

Trial Chamber's finding that Dorde~c remained informed of MUP operations during the
Indictment period.1506 Specifically,the Trial Chamber found that while serious crimes committed •
•by MUP forces against KosovoAlbanian civilians during 1998 and 1999 were not included in MOP
reports, such crimes were reported to Dordevic "through other means".1507 fuparticular, the Trial
Chamber considered that: (i) Dordevic had personal contact with a number of SUP chiefs; (ii) the
Head of MUP Staff, Lukic,was present on the ground on several occasions; and (Iii) that reports
were relayed orally to binJ by his subordinatesover the telephoue.150s In light of such other means.
by which Dordevic was informedof the crimes,the Appeals Chaniberfound that the Trial Chamber

J.503 See supra, para
1504

295.
Trial Judgement, para 2083,
1505
Trial Judgement, para. 2086.
150
' See supra, paras 247-252. See also infra, para. 492.
1507
Trial Judgement, para 1985.See alsoTrial Judgcmi,nt, paras 1986-1998. The Trial Chamber further explamod that
rather than constituting evidence of a lack of knowledge of crime, on the part of Elordevic,the systematic Jack of
reporting by the Mill' is consistcat with the pattern of concealment within the MCJPof crimes committed against .
Kosovo Albanian civilians (Trial Judgemeot, para 1985). The Appeal, Chambci: further notes that the Trial
Cha,$er coosidered and rejected Elordev.ic's argumeot that investigations·were not conducted with respect to
certmnincidpntE relied on by the Trial Chamber because they were not reported. For example, with regard to the
killmg of Koso"l'oAlbanian civilians on the night of 1-2.April 1999 by MUP forces the Trial Chamber explained:
The notion that the ldllings of a large nmnber of civilians and the bmning of houses in the centre of
Elakovica/Gjalrove.,during an operation involving a large number of police, would go un-investigated if not
fornially reported by Kosovo Albanian eye witnesses to the event, cannot be taken serionsly (Trial Judgement,
para 2093. See Elordevic Appeal Brief, para. 272, fn. 468, referring to Trial Judgement, para 2093, in support of
his assertion that there isno evidencethat he knew of incidents not listed in MUP reports).
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dld n~t err in concluding that Dordevic had knowledge of crimes notwithstandingthat they were not
included in SUP and MUP reports.1509 Therefore, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic hai;
failed to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial
Chamber, and as such has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred by relying on incidents not
included in the SUP andMUP reports to assess his contributionto the JCE.
447.

With respect to Dordevic's third submission, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial

Chamber considered and rejected his argument that on-site investigations into crimes committed
against Kosovo Albanians were carried out by· the· MUP.1510 The Trial Chamber found tl;iatthe
• evidence presented by the Defence concerning on-site investigations conducted by the MUP on
killings of Kosovo Albanians "reveal[ed] that for .the most part, these investigations were
manipulated to present the false view that the victims concerned were members of the KLA who
were killed in combat".1511Moreover, contrary to Dordevic's submissions, the Trial Chamber found
that the evidence demonstrated that neither proper investigations were conducted nor were reports
completed concerning the crimes committed in Podujevo/Podnjeve(30 March 1999), Tmje!Terrnje
(last week of March 1999), Izbica/Izbice (28 March 1999),Pusto Selo/Pastaselle (31 March 1999),
and Kotlina/Kotline (9 and 24 March 1999).15u The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has
failed to demonstrate any error by the Trial Chamber in this respect.
448.

In relation to Dordevic's argument regarding the "sheer volume" of the compilation from

which Exhibit D888 was.taken,1513 the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber admitted
only those portions of the document that were shown to Witness 6D2.1514 Furthermore, when
tendering this document, the Defence expressly stated that it did not intend "to tender into evidence
the entire document, but just the parts that the witness can talk about based on his direct
experience". 1515 The Appeals Chamber recalls that it will in principle take into consideration only.
evidence referred to by a trial chamber in the body of the trial judgement or in a related footnote,
evidence within the trial record and referred to by the parties, and, where applicable, additional

"°' Trial Judgement, paras 1985-1987.The Appeals Cbmnber notes that Dordevic' s submissionsregarding these "other
means" are wldressedby the Appeals Chamber in relation to his renth ground of appeal (see infra, paras 485-504).
See supra, para. 250. See ;µso irifra,para. 492.
.
Trial Judgement, para. 2102. See Trial Judgemrot,paras 2086-2100.See also Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 272. •
1.m Trial Judgement, para. 2102. •
.
.
.
15
u See TrialJudgement, paras 1259-1966(Podujevo/Podujeve),2091 (fmje/ffumje), 2092 (Izbka/Izbice), 2094-2095
(Posto Selo/Pastaselle),2096.(Kot]ina'Kotline).See also DordevicAppeal Brief, para. 269, fu. 469.
lSU Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 269.
·
151
' See 602, 5 Mar 2010, T. 12440 (closed session).See also ProsecutionResponse Brief, para. 236.
1515
6D2. 2 Mar 2010, T. 12186(closed session).See also 6D2, 5 Mar 2010, T. 12440 (closed session).
15
"'
1510
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evidence admitted on appeaL1516 The Appeals Chamber, therefore, finds that the Trial Chamber
reasonably considered only the portions of Exhibit D888 that were admitted into evidence.
. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber will not consider the portions of this document that were not
admitted into evidence and, thus, '>\illnot make any findings with respect to the "sheer volume" of
the larger document from which Exhibit D888 was taken.
449.

In liglit of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to demonstrate

that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that there was a pattern of a general Jack of reporting
and investigation of crimes committed by Serbian forces against Kosovo Albanian civilians in
Kosovo between 1998 and at least the end of the NATO campaign in June 1999.
(b) Alleged errors regarding:the duty to investigate
450.

The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber did not, as asserted by Dordevic,

"make [ ... ] vague findings of a duty to investigate all crimes related to Dordevic in light of an
Article 7(3) command responsibility liability".1517 Rather, it carefully assessed whether Dordevic
took the necessary and reasonable measures to prevent crimes and/or punish the perpetrators,
1518

referring to specific incidents where Dordevic failed to do so.

Furthermore, in contrast to •

Dordevic' s submission, the Trial Chamber made clear findings. that Dordevic exercised de jure
power and effective control over the police in Kosovo within the context of bis participation in the
common plan of the JCE, "had detailed knowledge of the events on the ground", and "played a key
1519

•role in coordinating the work of the MUP forces in Kosovo in 1998 and 1999".

Dordevic ignores

the Trial Chamber's findings that he actively concealed crimes committed by Serbian forces and
ensured that they would.not be investigated_1520Dordevic' s conduct, therefore, went beyond merely
failing to take any measures to ensure that crimes were investigated. Accordingly, the Appeals
Chamber finds that Dordevic fails to show that the Trial Chaniber erred in making such findings.
4 51.

With respect to Dordevic' s argument that the Trial Chamber failed to consider.the hierarchy

of the MUP, as well as whether investigations and punishment were within bis actual authority in
relation to the incidents for which investigatio~s were conducted, the Appeals Chamber notes that
the only incident Dordevic relies on in support of this assertion is the discovery of the bodies near

1516

See supra, para. 15.
•
•
SeeDordevic Appeal Brief, para. 270, citing Trilll Judgement.paras 2174-2185,2191, 2194 (citalion&omitted).
1518 See Trial Judgement, paras 2185-2192.
15" Trial Judgeiµent, para. 2154.
•
.
•
•
1520 Trial Judgement, paras 1969-1982. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2154-2158. See also supra, paras 344-349,
400-431.
1517
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the villag!' of Tekija 1521He argues that the Trial Chamber failed to consider that the MUP' s
1522
responsibi)ity ended.once the investigativejudge and prosecutor were contacted. The Appeals
Chamber, however, observes that the Trial Chamber found that Dordevic in fact took steps to
ensure that no proper investigation into the circumstancessurro11I1ding
the discovery of these bodies
could be conducted.1523The Appeals Chamber finds that even if a hierarchy had existed limiting
Dordevic's ability to ensure that the crimes were investigated, his obstructionist <:onductand, in
particular, his role in transporting the bodies and their clandestine burial demonstrates that his
1524
conduct in relation to Tekija and other locations went beyond a breach of his duty to investigate.
The Appeals Chamber further notes the Trial Chamber's finding that the investigations that were
carried out were, for the most part, manipulatedto present the false view that the victims.concerried
were members of the ·KLA who were killed·Illcombat 1525Contrary to Dordevi<;'ssuggestion, the
Trial Chamber did not therefore hold him responsible for ''the standard of [... ] work" carried out by
1526
the investigative judge and prosecutor with respect to investigations, but reasonably considered
his conduct when •finding that he failed to take any measures to ensure that crimes were
investigated.1s21
452.

Jn light of these findings concerning Dordevic' s active role in the concealment of crimes

and obstruction of investigations, the Appeals Chamber finds his further submission - that the
investigative measures required of him should have been those within his materi:µ ability and that
the duty to punish may be fulfilled, in certain circumstances, by reporting the matter to ·the
. competent authorities - to be unpersuasive.1528For the same reas~ns, the Appeals Chamber also
finds Dordevic' s claim that the Trial Chamberignored the effect of the plight of wartime conditions
1529
on the ability to effectively conduct investigationsto be unsubstantiated.
453.

Jn light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber and, as such,
has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that Dordevic failed to ensure
that
(•
investigations were carried out in relation to crimes committedin Kosovo by Serbian forces.

See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 273.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 273.
Trial Judgement,para. 1970. See supra,para. 408.
Trial Judgement, para. 1970. See Trial Judgement; paras 2154-2158. See also supra, paras 406-408, 413-414,
421-423.
1525
Trial Judgemen~para. 2102.
1526
See DordevicAppeal Brief, para. 273.
1.m See TrialJudgomen~paras 2156-2157.

• i,,,,

im
1523

=
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(c) Alleged errors regarding the contribution to the JCE
454.

Finally, the Appeals Chamber finds unpersuasive E>ordevic's suggestion that the Trial

Chamber made no findings in relation to how any Jack of investigations could be linked to the JCE
and "much Jess construed as a 'significant contribution"' to the Jc:£.

1530

The Appeals Chamber

observes that the Trial Chamber clearly and explicitly found that Dordevic's conduct in coucealing
the yrimes of Serbian forces in Kosovo and failure to ensure the investigation and punishment of
MUP personnel for crime_scontmitted in Kosovo, contributed significantly to the JCE.

1531

The Trial

Chamber also considered fue noI1creporting,lack of investigations, and concealment operations to
be part of fue overall effort to remove evidence of crimes committed by Serbian forces against
Kosovo Albanian civilians during the Indictment period.

1532

It specifically found 1hat Dorqevic's

role in fue concealment of the bodies of the Kosovo Albanian civilians killed in Kosovo by Serbian
forces ensured that the bodies were not the subject of investiga(:ions at the time, an<fthat the
perpetrators were not punished despite his duty under the law to properly investigate fue discovery
of the bodies. 1533
455.

The Appeals Chamber further observes tmrt,in contrast to Dordevic' s submission that "the -

only findings [on him] 'actively trying to obstruct' are referred to in relation to aiding and abetting
liability", the Trial Chamber referred to its findings concerning Dordevic's "leading role" in tlte
MUP concealment efforts and bis orders_to preclude investigations in its assessment of his _
participation in the JCE.1534 Furthermore, in relation to Dordevic' s contention that these findings
were "seemingly" based only on tlte incidents of concealment addressfl(i in his sub-ground of
appeal 9(G), he ignores that the Trial Chamber found 1hat his role in obstructing investigations was • ditectly related to the overall plan to conceal tlte bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians killed by
Serbian forces in Kosovo.1535 Dordevic fails to articulate any error by the Trial Chamber in this
respect

,,,, See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 271. See aho Dordev;t Appeal Brief, para. 268. The Appeals Chamber further
finds this argument to be underdeveloped(see supra,pan. 20)
•
'-"" See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. T/3.
1530 SeeDordevic Appeal Brief, paras 268, 275.
1531
Trial Judgement, para. 2158.
1532 Trial Judgement, paras 2111, 2156-2158.See also Trial Judgement,paras 2083-2105.
,.,-,, Trial Judgement, para. 2156-2157.
15" Trial Judgement, para.·2156. See also Dordevic AppealBrief, para. 274.
iru
See Trilll Judgement, para. 2156;Dordevic AppealBrief, para.
274.
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456.

In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic bas failed to show that the

Trial Chamber erred in concluding that his failure to ensure the investigation and punishment for
crimes committed in Kosovo constitutedpart of his significant contributionto theJCE.
4. Conclusion
457.

For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to

demonstrate that the Trial Chambererred in finding that he failed to take any measures to ensure the
investigation of crimes and that this constitutedpart of his significant contnbution to the JCE. The
Appeals Chamber therefore dismissesDordevic's sub-ground 9(H) in its entirety.

L Conclusion
458.

In sum, the Appeals Chamber bas found .that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial

Chamber erred in concluding that the creation of the Ministerial Staff by the Mmister's Decision
·_did not terminate Dordevic's involvement in Kosovo or alter his former·role and power over the
MlJP Staff in Pristina/Prishtine.1536 The Appeals Chamber has upheld the Trial Chamber's findings
that Dordevic remained involved and· active in Kosovo throughout 1999 and retained de jure
authority and effective control over the MUP forces, including the PJP and SAJ units deployed to
Kosovo, during the Indictment period.1537 The Appeals Chamber is also satisfied that the Trial
.

)

.

Chamber reasonably concluded that anti-terrorist operations were discussed at the Ministerial
Collegium meetings, that Dordevic remained an active member of the Joint Command throughbut
1999, and that he had knowledge of the events occurring in Kosovo throughout the fudictment
period_1s3a
459.

The Appeals Chamber also found that the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that

Dordevic was de jure responsible for ·the disarming of Kosovo Albanians and knew that Serbian
civilians were being

armed.

1539

Furth=ore,

the Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov

dissenting, found that the Trial Chamber did not err in relyiog on the Racak/Rai;:ak:
iocident as
evidence of the coonlioated action of MUP and VJ, io the context of Dordevic's contribution to the
ICE.

1

£1•
1537
1538
1539
1540

1540

See supra, paras 226-230.
See supra, paras 235-239, 242-243.
•
See ,upra, paras-247-252, 269-271, 283-290.
See supra, paras 304-309, 315-323.
See supra, paras 331-335. See also supra, 338-340, 344-349.

;l
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460.

Toe Appeals Chamber, Judge Toznmkbaroerlovpartially dissenting, further fonnd that the

Trial Chamber did not err in concluding that: (i) Dordevic was involved in and aware of the
dqiloyment of paramilitaryunits to Kosovoincluding the Scorpionsto Podujevo/Podujeve,and that
this formed part of his significantcontributionto the JCE; (ii) there was a plan to conceal the crimes
committed by Serbian forces against Kosovo Albanian civilians; (iii) Dordevic was directly
involved in the concealment of these crimes; and (iv) Dordevic failed to ensure and/or actively
1541

obstructed; investigationsinto the crimes committedby Serbianforces.
461.

Toe Appeals cliamber, Judge Tuzmukbamedovpartially dissenting, therefore finds that the

Trial Chamber reasonablyrelied on these findings to conclude that Dordevic acted in furtherance of
the JCE. The Appeals Chamber accordinglyfinds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial
Chamber erred in concluding, based on the above factors, that he was a member of, acted in
furtheran~ of, and substantiallycontributedto the JCE.
462.

1541

The Appeals ChamberthereforedismissesDordevies gronnd of appeal 9 in its entirety.

See supra, paras 355-362, 366-370, 378-384, 389-390, 395-399, 406-409, 413-415, 421-425, 428-432, 443-457.
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XI. DORDEVIC'STENTHGROUNDOF APPEAL:ERRORSOF LAWAND
FACTWHEN FINDJNGTHATDORDEVICSRAREDTHE NECESSARY
INTENTFOR LIABILITYUNDERJOINT CRIMINALENTERPRISE
A. Introduction
463. • The Trial Chamber found that I>orde~c participated in the JCE

1542

and that the crimes of

murder, deportation, other inhumane acts (forcible transfer), and persecutions were the "means by
which the purpose of this JCE was to be achieved".1543 It also found that Dordevic shared the intent
with the other members of the JCE.1544 The Trial Chamber further found that, alternatively, had it
not been satisfied that Dordevic acted with the requisite intent to establish liability pursuant to the
first category of joint criminal enterprise, it would have been satisfied that he_was aware that the
crimes "might be committed by Serbian forces in Kosovo and willingly took this risk", which is the
1545

requisite standard for the third category of joint criminal enterprise.
Dordevic aided ~d abetted these crimes.
. 464.

It further found that

1546

Under his tenth ground of appeal, Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber committed

several errors of _law and fact in assessing his me:n.srea and requests that his convictions be
quashed.154T I>ordevic contends that the Trial Chamber erred in failing to make the necessary
1548

:findingsand in making findings that were impermissibly vague.

I>ordevicfurther argues that the

Trial Chamber's assessment of his mens rea was unreasonable as it "ignored the other reasonable
inferences that would suggest that E>ordevicdid not possess the requisite intent" to establish his
1549

responsibility under the first category of joint criminal enterprise.
465.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably assessed the totality of the

evidence.1550 It argues that Dordevic's submission is an attempt to sub~titutehis evaluation of the

1542

Trial Judgement,para, 2127-2128,2158, 2193. See also Trial Judgement,para. 2213; supra, para. 461.
"" Trial Judgement para, 2193, 2213. See Trial Judgement paras 2131-2152,2158.
1544 Trial Judgement para, 1999, 2158.
1545 Trial Judgement para. 2158.
1546
Trial Judgement,paras 2164, 2194.
1" 7 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para, 276-295.
.
1548
DordevicAppeal Brief, para, 276-278,281.
1549 I>ordevic Appeal Brief, para, 280, 282-295; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 86. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May
2013,AT. 61.
1550 ProsecntionResponse Brief, para. 244.
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evidence for that of the Trial Chamber, and should be summarily dismissed because it is based on
arguments that he raised at trial or in other grounds of appeal.1551

B. Alleged error iP failing to make the necessary findings or in makingimpermisSiolyvague
findings

1. Arguments of the parties
466.

Dordevic first argues that the Trial Chamber erred as it failed to make "explicit :findings1hat

[he] intended to expel Kosovo Albanians on a permanent basis" which, he submits, were required
1552

for a conviction on the basis of joint criminal enterprise liability.

Second, Dordevic submits that

the Trial Chamber's mens rea finding that ''he acted with the requisite intent'' was irnpermissibly
vague as· it was made without any consideration of whether he intended the crimes in. the
Tndictment.1553 Specifically, he argues that the Trial Chamber failed to. find the necessary intent to
sustain a conviction for persecutions under the first category of joint criminal enterprise.1554

H(?

asserts that in order to enter such a conviction, the Trial Chamber was reqmred to make findings not
only that he shared the general intent to commit the underlying offence, but also that he "shared in
the discrimirull:orypolicy" and "had consciously intended to discriminate".1555 Third,' Dordevic
submits that the Trial Chamber confused the matter further in :findingthat he aided and abetted the
established crimes and in making an alternate finding on Dordevic' s mens rea for the third category
of joinJ;criminal enterprise.1556
467.

The Prose.cution responds that the Trial Chamber applied the correct legal standards and

made the necessary findings.1557 In particular, the Prosecution responds that Dordevic' s argument
concerning persecutions should be surotn:arilydismissed because he ignores relevant :findings.1558 It
further argues that the Trial Chamber correctly stated and applied the law on persecutions, including
the requirement of discriminatory intent, and made all the necessary findings underpinning

1551ProsecutionResponse Brief, para. 245. See also ProsecutionResponse Brief, paras 247,251, 254-255, 259-262.
15" Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 276. See also Donlevic Reply-Brief,para. 84.
im Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 277, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 2158. See also E>ordevicReply Brief,
para. 85.
1554
Dordevit Appeal Brief, para, 277-281.
1555Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 281.
•
•
1550
E>ordevitAppeal Brief, paras 277-278;fJordevicReply Brief, para. 85. Dorce-viearguesthat three cfistinctlevels of
mens rea wa:e found in the Trial Judgement- namely intention, recklessness and awareness - but these findings
do not provide a reasonable opinion that esi,,l,tishesbeyond a reasonable doubt the w,cessarymental elements for
any of these modes of liability (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 108-109, referring to Trial Judgement,
paras 2158, 2153, 2194). •
•
1557
ProsecutionResponse Brief, para. 246, referringto Trial Judgement,paras 1859-1868.
155
' ProsecutionResponse Brief, para. 250, referringto Krajiinik Appeal Judgement,para. 18.
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Dordevic' s •conviction for persecutions. 1559 In addition, the Prosecution responds that the Trial

°

Chamber's findings on Dordevic' s mens rea are not vagoe.156 Finally, the Prosecution argues that
the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that Dordevic's conduct satisfied the legal elements of
both committing and aiding and abetting, and made findings on bis intent under both modes of
liability_1s61
2. Analysis
468.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the mensrea required for liability under the first category

of joint criminal enterprise is that the accused·shares the intent with the other participants to carry
- out the crimes forming part of the· commqn purpose. 1562 The Appeals Chamber observes that the
Trial Chamber correctly set out thelaw on joint criminal_ enterprise

1563

and discussed in detail the
1564

underlying facts in relation to the existence of the JCE and its objective.

With regard to

Dordevic' s mens rea, the Trial Chamber was satisfied, based on Dordevic' s conduct at the relevant
time coupled with his knowledge of the crimes that were commitled by Serbian forces in Kosovo,
that he "acted with the requisite intent'', which was shared by the other participants, to commit the
qimes that fell within the JCE. 1565 The Trial Chamber specifically found that the oimes of
deportation, other inhumane acts (forcible transfer), murder, and persecutions were the means
through which the purpose of the JCE was achieved.1566 Considering that the Trial Chamber clearly
identified the crimes _that were part of the JCE and_then found that Dordevic shared the requisite
intent for these crimes, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial
Chamber's finding on his mens rea was made without any consideration of whether he intended the •
crimes charged in the Indictment.
469.

1567

Further, to the extent Dordevic suggests that there is a legal requirement to find that he

intended to permanently expel the Kosovo Albanian population when assessing his mens rea in
respect of the JCE, the Appeals Chamber finds that he is mistaken: The Appeals Chamber recalls

15"

Prosecution ResponseBrief, para. 250, rofClringtoTrial Judgement,paras 1755, 2149, 2158.
Prosecution ResponseBrief, para. 246.
.
1561
Prosecution ResponseBrief, para 247.
1562 Tadic Appeal Judgement,paras 220, 228; Kr<q'isnik
Appeal Judgement,para 707.
1563 Trial Judgement, paras 1864-1865,rofaring to Tadic APPealJudgement,paras 202-204, 220, 227-228.
1564
See Trial Judgement,paras 2000-2157.
,
·
•
1565 TrialJudgOillOill,
paras 2154-2158.See also TrialJudgemen~ paras 1999,2128, 2193.
1566 Trial Judgement, paras 2135-2152,2193. •
.
Contra Dordevif Appeal Brief, para 277.
1560

=
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that the mens rea of the crimes of deportation and other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) does not
require intent to displace on a permanentbasis.156! Dordevic's submissionis therefore dismissed.
470.

With regard to Dordevic's submission that the Trial Chamber failed to find the necessary

intent to sustain a conviction for persecutions under the first category of joint criminal enterprise,the Appeals Chamber recalls that the mens rea for the crime of persecutions requires an intent to
discriminate on political, racial, or religious grounds.1569 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial
Chamber did not make separatefindings on Dordevic's intent in relation to each of the crimes that
were within the JCE. Although this would have been preferable, the Appeals Chamber nevertheless
considers that the Trial Chamber's finding that Dordevic "acted with the requisite intent'' for the
crimes within the JCE, in this instance, must be understood to include the finding that he also
_possessed the discrimioatory intent required for persecutions.1570 The Appeals Chamber considm _ that the Trial Chamber clearly found that "the crimes of forcible transfer, deportation and murder
amounted to the crime of persecutions (as a crime against humanity) against the Kosovo Albanian
populatiop."and were part of the JCE.1571 The Trial Chamber also found that persecutions through
destruction or damage to Kosovo Albanian religious sites was part of the co=on
view of the Appeals Chamber, the essence of the JCE - the co=on

plan.

1572

In the

pnrpose of which was to

modify the ethnic balance of Kosovo in order to establish Serbian wntrol

1573

-

was clearly

discriminatory. Dordevic has therefore failed to show that the Trial Chamber failed to find the
necessary intent to sustain a conviction for persecutions under the first category of joint criminal
enterprise.1574 His submissionis fuereforedismissed.
471.

The Appeals Chamber now turns to Dordevic's submissions concerning the Trial

Chamber's alternative finding on his mens rea pursuant to the third category of joint r.rimioal
1575

enterprise, and its additionalfindingin relation to aiding and abetting.
472.

After finding that Dordevicparticipated in the ICE,1576 the Trial Chamberheld that: •

"" Brdanin Appeal Judgement. para. 206; Stakic Appeal Judgement, paras 278, 307; Krajiinik Appeal Judgement.
para. 304. See also supra, para. 154.
150' Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 111; Blas"kicAppeal Jndgement. para. 164; Kvocka et aL Appeal
Judgement, para. 109.
.
l57ll Trial Judgement. paras 2149, 2152. See also Trial Judgement,para. 2193.
1'7l Trial Judgement. paras 2149, 2152. See also TrialJudgement,para.. 2193.
im Trial Judgement, para. 2151.
'-573 Trial Judgement, paras 2128, 2158, 2193. See also Trial Jndgement,para. 2213.
1574_ Contra Dcrdevic Appeal Brief, paw 277-281.
1575 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 277-278; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 85.
1'70 Trial Judgement. para. 2158. See supra, para. 461.
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[a]ltemativcly, had the Chamber been not able to be satisfied that the Accused acted with the requisite intent, il would have been satisfied that the Accused acted with the intent to further the
cmnpaign of terror and extreme violence by Serbian forces against Kosovo Albanians and that be·
• was aware that the crimes established in [the Trial] J~ment
might be committedby Serbian
forces in Kosovo aod willinglytook this risk,1577_
••
•

473.

Dordevic argues that by entering these :findmgs,the Trial Cham~ "confused the matter

further" in a manner which rendered the mens rea findings pursuant to the first category of joint
1578

criminal enterprise "imperroissiblyvague".

_474. In the view of the Appeals Chamber, the Trial Chamber's wording could be read as
ambiguous. A plain reading may suggest that the Trial Chamber made a finding on Dordevic'.s
responsibility pursuant to the third category of joint criminal enterprise independent of a mens rea
finding in relation to the first category of joint criminal enterprise. However,the Appeals Chamber
recalls that the mens rea in relation to the third category of joint r.riroina)enterprise is two-fold A
finding_thatan accused possessed the requisite mens rea to commit the crimes which were not part
of the common plan must be accompaniedby a finding of intent under the first category of joint
- criminal enterprise.1579 The Trial Chamber's additional findings phrased in third category of joint
. criminal enterprise language does not detract from the Trial Chamber's clear finding that Dordevic
participated in the first category of joint criminalenterprise with the necessary intent

1580

The

Appeals Chamber does not consider that the Trial Chamber's mens rea findingspursuant to the first
category of joint criminal enterpriseare imperrnissiblyvague as it made the required findings.
475.

I

As for the Trial Chamber's finding that Dordevic was also guilty of aiding and abetting the

.established crimes,1581 the AppeaTuChamber considers that the fact that the Trial Chamber was
satisfied that Dordevic' s mens rea met the reqoired standard for more than one mode of liability
does not detract from its finding that Dordevic shared the necessary intent for the JCE.
476.

In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber's alternative

finding that Dordevic' s mens rea also met the requirements for liability pursuant to the third
category of joint criminal enterprise and its additional finding on aiding and abetting neither
impacts on, nor raises any vaguenesswith respect to the Trial Chamber's mens rea finding pursuant
to the first category of joint crinlinal enterprise.

1577 Trial

Ju~t,
para. 2158.
•
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 277, referring to Trial Judgement,para. 21S8.
.
1579 See Tadii Appeal Judgement, paras 204, 228; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 83, as referred 1D in Trial
Judgement, para. 1865.
,
_
1580. See Trial Judgement, para. 2193. Soo also Trial Judgement,paras 2158, 2213. See supra, paras 463, 468.

1578
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477.

E>ordevichas thereforefailed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in failing to make the

necessary mens rea findings pursuant to the first category of joint criminal enterprise, or that it
made impermissibly vague findings. The Appeals Chamber will now consider E>ordevic's
argumentsrelating to the reasonablenessof these findings.
C. Alleged errors in the assessment ofDordevic"s mens rea

478.

The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic "acted with the requisite intent" on the basis of his

blow ledge of the crimes combined with his conduct.1582 The Trial Chamber found that E>ordevic
1583

was aware of the crimes being committed by MUP forces against Kosovo Albanian civilians

based on several factors,1584 including: (i) reports of crimes that were made to E>ordevic"through
1585

other means" than regular reports, such as by telephone or personal contact;
1586

Dordevic issued in 1998 and 1999, deploying MUP forces to Kosovo;

(ii) orders that

and (iii) the Serbian

• media and Human -Rights Watch reports.1587 With this knowledge, the Trial Chamber found that
E>ordevic:(i) was involved in the deploymentof members of a paramilitaryunit to assist SAJ forces
during anti-terrorist operations;1588 (ii) participated in operations to conceal the bodies of Kosovo
Albanians killed throughout Kosovo;1589 and (iii) failed to establish a commission or body to
1590

investigate allegations of crimes committed by MOP forces in Kosovo.

The Trial Chamber

concluded that Dordevic shared the intent with the other members of the JCE that "the crimes be
perpetrated, and t1]atthey =ained
479.

1591

without investigation".

Dordevic submits that there was no direct evidence that he shared the intent to further the

JCE.1592 Specifically, he argues that the Trial Chamber erred in: (i) failing to consider p~

1"'

of his

S~ Trial Judgement. para. 2194. Whether the Trial Chamber erred in enlering concurreut convictions will be dealt
with later in tlris Judgement (see infra, paras 825-834).
""' Trial Jndgement. paras 2154-2158. See also Trial Judgement. paras 1983-1999.
15" Trial Judgement, paras 1983-1999.
1™ Trial Judgement, paras 1985-1998. In addition to the factors· listed in the main text, the Trial Chamber also
considered, for example, Dordevic' s sttcndanr.e.at Joint Command meetings and his knowledge of Security
Council Resoluticni 1160 of 31 Man:h 1998 condemning, inter alia, the ·use of excessive force by Serbian police
forces against civilians (Trial Judgement,paras 1988, 1990).•
1585 Trial Judgement, paras 1985-1987.See supra, para. 250.
1586
Trial Judgement. para. 1989.
1.m Trial Judgement, paras 1996-1998.
1588 Trial Judgement. para. 1993.
15
" Trial Judgement, para. 1994.
1
. ~
Trial Judgement, para. 1999..
"" Trial Judgement, para. 1999.
1592 l)ordevM Appeal Brief, para.279.
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testimony at trial;1593 (ii) assessing bis knowiedge of the crimes;1594 and (iii) inferring intent from

bis conduct 159~
480.

The Prosecution responds that, in reaching the findings on Dordevic's intent, the Trial

Chamber relied on both circumstantial and direct ·evidenceand correctly assessed the weight to be
given to each piece of evidence in light of the totality of the evidence.1596
1. Alleged failure to considerparts of Dordevic's own testimony at trial
(a) Arguments of the parties
481.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber failed to analyse parts of bis testimony at trial,

which constituted direct evidence that be had no knowledge of any plan to expel the Kosovo
Albanian population from Kosovo.1597 Dordevic points to two statements be made during bis
testimony at trial, namely that he: (i) "never heard either the minister or any top people issue any
tasks that would call for crimes against the [Kosovo] Albanian civilian population, that would incite

MUP personnel to commit crimes or to the effect that their crimes would be tolerated";1598 and (ii) "did hot hear from a single politician of any intention or of any plan or of any activity or of

anyone who was supposed to carry out that plan if there was any such thing in relation to tlre
expulsion of Albanians from Kosovo and Metobija''.1599 Dordevic argues that instead of considering
this direct evidence, the Trial Chamber relied only on inferences.1600 In tlris regard, he
acknowledges that while the jurisprudenceprovides that a "state of mind can be found by inference,

it must be the only reasonable inference on the evidence".1601 However, he argues that the Trial
Chamber instead ignored the "other reasonable inferences that would suggest that [he] did not
possess !he requisite intent of JCE r'. 1602
482. •_The Prosecution responds that it was within the Trial Chamber's discretion to disregard
•Dordevic's testimony at trial and further asserts that Dordevic fails to explain why the Trial

15
"
15
"'
1595

.

Dorelevic Appeal Brief, pa:ras 279-280.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 2820288.
See Elordevic Appeal Brief, paras 289-294.
1596
ProsecationResponseBrief. paras 248-249.
1593
E>ordevic Appeal Brief, para. 279, referring to Vlastimir Dordevic, 27 Jan 2009, T. 238, Vlastiml:r Dardevit,
14 Dec 2009, T. 10145.
1598
Dordevil5 Appeal Brief, pa:ra.279, referring to Vlastimir Dordevic, 27 Jan 200~, T. 238.
1599
Dardevit Appeal Brief, pa:ra.279, ,:efoa:ingto Vlast:imirDordevic, 14 Dec 2009, T. 10145.
1600
E>ordevicAppeal Brief, pa:ra.280.
•
1601
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 280, refemng to Br4anin Appeal Judgement, para. 429.
um Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 279-280 (emphasis omitted), referring to Kvoc'Jca
et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 237.
See also Dordevic Reply Brief. paras 83, 86.
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Chamber should have preferred the evidence he cites in his appeal brief to the "detailed and
consistent circUIIIBtantial
evidence of his intent upon which it based its findings".1603
(b) Analysis

483.

The Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic correctly observes that the Trial Chamber, in

assessing his mens rea for the JCE, did not specifically.analyse the two statements he made at
trial 1604 However, the Appeals Chamber recalls that a lrial chamber has discretion in weighing and
assessing the evidence 1605 and is not obliged to cite to every piece of evidence on the record.1606

i-

The Appeals Chamber further notes that, in arguing that the Trial Chamber relied only on
inferences, Dordevic misrepresents the Trial Chamber's reasoning and findings. •In assessing
Dordevic's mens rea, the Trial Chamber did, in fact, consider ample evidence, both direct and
circumstantial, including relevant parts of Dordevic' s own testimony.1607 In particular, it considered
his testimony that "[e ]verything that was happening [in] the organs of the interior was for the most •
part brought to [his] attention through regular channels or in some other way". 1608 Toe Trial
Chamber found this evidence as a whole to be indicative of Dordevic's knowledge of the situation
on the ground, including crimes that were being committed by MUP forces against Kosovo
Albanian civilians.1609 Inlight of this evidence, together with all of the other evidence concerning
Dordevic's participation in the JCE, the Trial Chamber concluded that he "acted with the requisite
intent"_1610
484.

For these reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dqrdevic has failed to show that the Trial

Chamber erred in failing to consider parts of his own testimony at trial when assessing his

mens

rea.

1603

.ProsecutionResponse Brief, para. 249.

•

'°"See Dardevre Appeal Brief. para. 279, referring to VJastimirDor<1e,ic,27 Jan 2009, T. Z'.38,Vlastimir Dori1evic,

1

14 Dec 2009, T. 10145.
'"" See e..g. Boskoski ant!Tarculovski Appeal Judgement, para. 14; Kupreskic et al Appeal Judgement, paras 30-32;
Nchamihigo Appeal Judgemrot, para. 47.
0
" ' See e.g. Kvoc'1ca
et al Appeal Judgemen~para. 23; Celebici AppealJudgement,para. 498; K,,preskic et oL Appeal
Judgement,para. 39; KDrdic and CerkezAppeal Judgement,para.382. •
•
1
"" Trial Judgement, paras 1984-1999.See e.g. Trial Judgement, paras 1986, (referring to VlasfurrirDori1evic,?Dec
2009, T. 9703, Vlasti:mirDordevic, 14 Dec 2009, T. 10087), 1987 (referring toVlastimirDordevic, 7 Dec 2009,
T. 9735-9739, VlastinrirDordevic, 11 Dec 2099, T. 10020).
1
'°' Trial Judgement, para. 1986, referringto ExhibitP1508, p, 5 (Dori1evic's testimony before theBelgrade Court).
See VlastimirDordevic, 14Dec2009, T.10086-10087.
1609
Trial Judgement,paras 1983-1999,2154-2158. See also supra, para. 478.
mo Trial Judgement,para. 2158. See also Trial Judgement,poras 1983-1999,2154-2157.
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2. Alleged errors in assessing Dordevic's knowledge
(a) Introduction

485.

The Trial Chamber's conclusion that Dordevic had knowledge of the crimes committed by

MUP forces against Kosovo Albanian civilians was based on several factors, including: (i) reports •
of _crimesthat were provided to him tb:rough'various means;
and 1999 deploying MUP forces to Kosovo;

1612

/

Serbian media and Human Rights Watch reports.

1611

(Ii) orders that he issued in 1998

aod (iii) the information he received from the
'

1613

(b) An!l.1II1ents
of the parties

486.

Dordevic su]lmits that the Trial Chamber improperly emphasised his knowledge ofevents in
1614

1998 to conclude that he had knowledge of the crimes committed in 1999.

Specifically,' with

regard to "reporting structures", Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber imprpperly _relied on
1615

circumstances concerning 1998 "to assume what information would be available in 1999".

He

submits that ·the Trial Chamber thereby failed to adequately 'weigh: (i) the lack of reporting of
crimes through regular channels and the inability to travel or use phone lines during the Indictment
period; 1616 (ii) certain orders that he issued.;1617 and.(iii) the media sources available to him.

487.

1618

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic's submissions warrant summary dismissal.as he

"repeats failed trial submissions and substitutes his evaluation of the· evidence for that of the
Chamber without showing an error". 1619 Further, the P~secution argues that the Trial Chamber
reasonably found, based on numerous so~es. that Dordevic had knowledge of the full extent of the
· crimes against civilians by Serbian forces in Kosovo in 1998, and that he knew of the risk that these
1620

forces would commit further crimes if redeployed in 1999.

Trial Jndgemrot. paras1985-1987.
Trial Judgement;para. 1989.
Trial Judgement.paras 199~1998,
Dordevi6Appeal Brief, para. 282.
1615 Trial Judgement.plira. 283. See supra, para. 293. See also Appeal Heming, 13 May 2013, f>,.T.
80-81.
1616 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 283-286.
•
1617 DordevicAppeal Brief. para. 287. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 173.
1618 DordevicAppeal Brief. paras283, 288. •
•
16" ProsecutionResponse Brief. para. 251 (citationsomitted).
1620 ,ProsecutionResponse Brief, paras 252-253.Dordevic replies that the Prosecution's argmnent that he was aware of
"the risk:' of further crimes in 1999 based on crimes committedin 1998 is mare akin to liability under ,the third
categoryof joint criminal enterprise, ''but contradictBthe Prosecution's argmnentthat a JCE I plan was deliberately
'implementedto perpetrate crimes against Kosovo Albanians"(DordevicReply Brief, para. 87).

1 11
•

161l
16
"
1614
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488.

The Appeals Chamber will now address Dordevic' s individual arguments relating to bis

overall submission that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that he possessed knowledge of the
crimes.

(C) Analysis

a. Lack ofreporting
489.

The Trial Chamber found that Bordevie was informed of the situation on the ground in

Kosovo 1998 and 1999 through, amongst other means, telephone calls from his subordinates and
1621

personal conract with a number of SUP chiefs in Kosovo and Head of the MUP Staff, Lukic.
490.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber's finding implies that he was not aware of the full

extent of criminal acts in Kosovo, because co=unication

systems were severely hampered after
1622

24March 1999, the date when the NATO bombing started.

He also submits that, even in relation

to the period before the bombardment, the Trial Chamber made "complete assumptions of how and
1623

what information was delivered to [bim]".
491.

The Prosecution responds that, in finding that crimes were reported to Dordevic "through

other means", the Trial Chamber relied on, inter alia, Dordevic's own testimony, which was
1624

"carefully considered."alongside the testimony of a number of other witoesses.
492.

The Appeals Chamber has previously found, in the context of the analysis on the reporting

system within the MUP during the Indictment period, that the Trial Chamber made a reasonable
finding based on the totality of the evidence that Dordevic remained informed of the MUP
operations during that time.1625 The Appeals Chamber therefore rejects Dordevic's argument that he
was not aware of the full extent of criminal acts in Kosovo due to all co=unication

systems being

severely hampered. after 24March 1999.

Trial Judgement, para. 1987.
•
Dordevlt Appeal Brief, paras 284-285, refemng to Trial Judgement,paras 1985-1987. See also supra, para. 251.
'"' Dordevic Appeal Bricl, para. 286. A,, an example, be argues that there are no firutings as to what knowledge he

l!i2l
1.,,_

1""'

obtained "through other means" and as to how Lukic, the head of the MUP Staff, "consistently reported'.'to him
(Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 88).
•
•
Prosecution Response Brief, paras 253-254, refcmng to Trial Judgoment. paras 1897, 1986, fn. 6502, Vlastimir

Dordevic, 14 Dec 2009, T. 10086.
"'' See supra, para. 252.
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b. Orders issued by Dordevic
493.

In assessing Dordevic's knowledge of the situation on the ground in Kosovo, the Trial

Chamber also considered certain "orders" that Dordevic issued throughout 1998 and 1999,
deploying MOP forces to Kosovo.1626
494.

Dordevic submits that the "orders" the Trial Chamber considered relevant to his mens· rea

were only "'dispatches" and neither indicate specific planning or acts on the ground in Kosovo,
contain any specific tasks, nor suggest a criminal purpose.1627
495.

TheProsecutionresponds that Dordevi.c's submissionis inapposite, as the evidence supports

the Trial Chamber's finding that his knowledge regarding the situation ori the ground is reflected in
these orders.162s
496.

The documents referred to as "orders" by the Trial Chamber include information about

deployment of MUP forces to Kosovo during the Indictment period and were sigI).ed by
Dordevic.1629 The Appeals Chamber considers it reasonable for the Trial Chamberto have found on
this basis that Dordevic was aware of the content of these "orders". Dordevic is correct in noting
that these documents are "dispat_ches"and not "orders" and that they do not explicitly contain
instructions that crimes be committed.1630However, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic
otherwise misinterprets the evidence in this regard. ft notes that these "orders" were considered by
the Trial Chamber, along with other relevant evidence_,in order to determine Dordevic' s knowledge
of the situation on the ground in 1999, including the crimes.1631 The Trial Chamber's conciusion on
Dordevic's mens rea was based on such knowledge combined with evidence of his acts.1632
Therefore, Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber committed an error in assessing
these docUlnents.

1026

Tr:ialJndgemen~ p= 1989, referring to Exhibits Pl36; P711, P1182, P!185, Pl189. See also Exhibits P1193,
Pll95, Pl196, P1487, P1488.
.
1627
Dardevic AppealBrief, p= 287. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 173.
""' ProsecutionResponseBrief, para. 256. See also AppealHearing, 13May 2013, AT. 119-120.
1029
Ex!nbits Pl36; P711; Pl182; Pll85; Pll89.
,.,,. E$ibits Pl36, P711, Pll82, Pl185, P1!89 are all MUP "dispatches"regarding the deploymentof PIP units.
1631
TriBIJudgement,paras 1983-1999.
1632
Tr:ialJudgemen, paras 1983-1999,2154-2158.
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i

c. Serbian media and international reports
497.

The Trial Chamber found that°the Serbian media was a source of knowledge for Dordevic of

the crimes committed by Serbian Forces.1633 It further found that the -Serbian media had denied
claims of crimes committed by Serbian forces in Kosovo.1634 Based on these findings, the Trial
chamber concluded that, even if Dordevic had merely confined his reading to Serbian. sources in
1999, as he testified at trial, he would at least have been aware of the accusations reported in the
media. 1635 The Trial Chamber further found that in 1998 and 1999, Human Rights Watch issued
reports and statements concerning crimes committed by MUP forces, which were disseminated by
email to, inter alia, the MUP .1636 In light of this, and considering Dordevic' s position within the
MUP, the Trial Chamber was unable to accept his testimony that he knew nothing of the
1637

accusations against the MUP by H498.

Rights Watch in 1998 and 1999.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber "bizarrely" relied on international media and
1638

human rights groups in order to establish hi!( mens rea.

Specifically, he argues that: (i) the

Internet was not widely available at that time; (ii) he does not understand any English;
(iii) Witness Frederick Abrahams (''Witness Abrahams") of Human Rights Watch admitted that
there was no confirmation of delivery or receipt of HumanRights Watch reports sent to the MUP,
which did not even have an email address at the tinie, and that none of them were addressed to
Dordevic; and (iv) he read local newspapers on a daily basis during the war, which did not suggest
1639

that crimes were committed in Kosovo.
499.

The Prosecution responds that in establishing Dordevic's mens ren, the Trial Chamber

relied on extensive evidence obtained from a variety of sources, including the media and Human
Rights Watch reports. 1640 Further, it responds that the Trial Chamber's reliaoce on Humao Rights
1641

Watch reports as a source of Dordevic's notice of crimes was reasonable.

It argues that

regardless of whether Dordevic was the addressee, in light of the evidence that Human Rights
Watch sent these reports to the MUP offices where Doidevic was based, the Trial Chamber

1 33
'
1

Trial JucI.o=ent.para. 1996. •

°" Trial Judgement,para. 1996.

.
.
"" Trial Judgement,para. 1996, referringto Vlastimi:rDordevic, 11Dec 2009, T. 9981, VlastinrirDordevic, 14 Dec
2009, T.10078. Seea!soVlastimirDordevic, 14Dec2009, T.10079-10082. 10087-10089.
1636
Trial Judgement,para. 1997.
1<mTrial Judgement,para. 1997.See VlastimirDordevic, 11 Dec 2009,T. 9981-9982.
1"' DordevicAppealBrief, para. 288;DordevicReplyBrief, para. 88.
'"'' DordevicAppealBrief, para.288.
1640 ProsecutionResporu;eBrief, para. 257.
16" ProsecutionResponse Brief, para. 258, referringto Trial Judgement,para. 1997.
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reasonably rejected his assertion that he knew nothing of the accusations against the MUP by
Human Rights Watch.1642
500.

The Appeals Chambernotes that, as Dordevic correctly argues, there is no confumation of

delivery of Human Rights Watch reports to the MUP and there is no evidence, or Trial Chamber
findings, that he personally received or read such reports.1643 The Appeals Chamber considers that
no reasonable trier of fact could have inferred from the simple fact that reports were sent by Human
Rights Watch to the MUP that Dordevic had personal knowledge of them, since reports from
international human rights groups were not part of the established internal reporting system within
the MUP .1644 In addition, the Appeals Chamber takes into account Dordevic's arguments that the
Internet was not widely available in 1999 and that he does not understand any English.1645 The
Appeals Chamber thereforefinds that the Trial Chamber committed an error in inferring Dordevic' s
knowledge of the crimes from reports issued by Human Rights Watch.1646
501.

The Appeals Chamberfinds, however, that despite this error of fact it was reasonable for the

Trial Chamber to conclude that Dordevic had knowledge of the crimes. As outlined above, the Trial
Chamber's conclusion was based on several factors, including Dordevic's: position within the
MUP; role in negotiations with international bodies; participation at Joint Command and MOP
Collegium meefuigs; presence on the ground while certain operations were carried out; personal
contact with Lukic; involvement in the deployment of paramilitary units and in. operations to
conceal crimes; and the reporting system within the MUP.1647

I!
502.

Further, the Trial Chamber considered the media as an additional source of Dordevic' s

knowledge of the crimes.1648 In light of the Trial Chamber's findings on Dordevic's role in the
events in Kosovo, the fact that he was reading about accusations of crimes in Kosovo, in the local
Serb media was relevant for the Trial Chamber to consider as an indicator of his knowledge of the
crimes. The Appeals Chamberfinds that the Trial Chamberreasonablyrelkd on this evidence.
503.

Dordevic' s submissions in relation to the media :311dinternational reports are therefore

dismissed.

1
"'-

Prosecution Response Brief, para. 258. .
"" See Trial Judgement, para. 1997;cf. Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 288.
'"' See wpra, paras 247, 249.
1645
See supra, para. 498; DordevicAppeal.Brief.para. 288.
164
' See Trial Judgement, para. 1997.
1647
See Trial Judgement, paras 1983-1999.
1641
See Trial Judgement, para. 1996.
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(d) Conclusion
504.

·The Appeals Chamber has found above that the Trial Chamber did not err in assessing the

evidence on: (i) the reporting system in 1999; (ii) the "orders" Dordevic issued in 1998 and 1999;
1649

·and (iii) the information on the crimes provided by the Serbian media.

The Appeals Chamber

notes that this evidence was considered by the Trial Chamber, along with other evidence, in
establishing that Dordevic bad full knowledge of the events in Kosovo in 1999, thereby including
the crimes that were committedby Serbian forces.1650 The Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial
Chamber's :findingon Dordevic's knowledge of the crimes was based on several cumulative factors
and on the totality of the evidence. The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that Dordevic has not
shown that no reasonable trier of fact could not have reached the conclusion the Trial Chamber did.
3. Alleged errors in finding that Dordevic's actions showed that he possessed the requisite intent

(a) Introduction .
The Triai Chamber reached the conclusion on Dordevic's mens rea on the basis of his

505.

knowledge of the crimes, combined with his conduct

1651

Specifically, it considered:

(i) his involvement in operations to conceal the bodies of Kosovo Albanians killed throughout

i

Kosovo during the relevant time; (ii) his failure to investigate crimes committed by MUP forces in

i!

1652

Kosovo; and (iii) bis involvementin deploying :tnembersof paramilitary units to Kosovo.

.

(b) Arguments of the parties

506.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred iri inferring bis intent to further the JCE

from: (i) the commission of ex post facto acts, including the concealment of the crimes of Serbian
forces and the failure to ensure the investigation and sanction of MUP personnel for crimes in
1653

Kosovo; and (ii) the deployment of paramilitary units to Kosovo.

Dordevic argues that the

evidence of his "participation in the concealment of bodies was of impromptu reactions on the basis
of lack of prior knowledge" and, as such, "did not reveal a cohesive co=on

purpose shared by

him". 1654 Further, he argues that the Trial Chamber failed to take into-account evidence that he was

1649
1050
1651
1652
1653
1654

See supra, paras 492, 496, 501.
Trial Judgement, paras 1985-1998.
Trial Judgement, paras 2154-2158. See also Trial Judgement, paras 1983-1999.
Trial Judgement, paras 2154-2158.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 289-294. See also Appeal Hearing. 13 May 2013, AT. 85-90, 172.
Dordevic AppeafBrief, para. 291.
•
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"surprised" when he was contacted about the finding of the bodies in Serbia,1655 as well as that he
had.requested an investigation, but that these efforts were blocked by the Minister of futerior.1656
With respect to the involvement of paramilitary units, Dordevic argues that the Trial Chamber erred
in inferring bis intention mithe basis that he deployed "members of a known paramilitary unit to
[Podujevo/Podujeve] to assist the SAJ forces" and claims that the evidence was limited and did not
establish the conclusion that he intended the Indictment crimes.1657
507.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial .Chamber did not err in finding that Dordevic

658
intended to participate in the JCE,1.
and contends that Dordevic repeats previous arguments

outlined elsewhere in bis Appeal Brief and Closing Brief.1659 The Prosecution submits that the Trial ·
Chamber carefully assessed Dordevic' s involvement in the operation to conceal bodies, which
showed that he took an active and direct role in it.1660 It further argues that this eyidence, combined
with the Trial Chamber's previou,sfinding that Do:rdevichad knowledge of the crimes committed
by Serbian forces, led the Trial Chamber to reasonably conclude that he also shared the intent to
further the common purpose.1661 With respect to investigations, the Prosecution contends that
Do~devic's request for investigations was not blocked1662 and that the Trial Chamber's findings on
Dordevic's failure to investigate were reasonable and based on a thorough review of the
evidence.1663 In light of this, the Prosecution ar!;Uesthat the Trial Chamber properly concluded that
Dordevi6' s failure to investigate crimes committed by MUP forces in Kosovo was "compelling
evidence that he. shared the intent with the .other JCE members".1664 Furthermore, the Prosecution
argues that it was within the Trial Chamber's·discretion to assess the veracity of Dord:evic's denial
of his knowledge of the crimes and that, in light of other clear evidence contradictinghis testiniony,
the Trial Chamber's rejection of bis testimony was reasonable.1665 With respect to the deployment
of par~tary

units, the Prosecution reiterates the Trial Chamber's findings that: (i) Dordevic

• deployed paramilitary units, including the Scorpions, to Kosovo, without ensuring basic screening
despite the fact that their members were widely-known to have a criminal background; (ii) the

1055

Dordevic Appeal Brief; para. 291, referring to Trial Judgement, para.•1301, Caslav Golubovic, 2Mar 2009,
T. 1706-1707,Caslav Golubovic,3 Mar 2009,T. 1748-1749.
"" ElordevicAppeal Brief, para. 291, reforr:ingto, inter alia, Trial Judgement,para. 1970, VlastinrirElordevic,7 Dec
2009, T. 9723-9724,9729-9730,Vhstinrir Dordevic, 11 Dec 2009, T. 9977, 10002-10003,10009-10010.
1657
ElordevicAppeal Brief, para. 293, referringto Trial Judgement,para. 1993. See supra, para. 353.
1058 Prosecution Response Brief; paras 259-262.
•
"" Prosecution ResponseBrief, paras 259-262.
1660 Prosecutioo RosponseBrief, para. 259,referring to Trial Judgement,SectionVII, paras 1967-1982.,
1661
Prosecution Response Brief,para 259,refening to Trial Judgement,para. 2158.
1662
Prosecution ResponseBrief, para. 260. See also ProsecntiooResponseBrief, para. 232.
16"' Prosecution Response Brief, para. 261. See also ProsecutionResponsoBrief, paras 234-242.
16
Pro,ecution ResponseBrief, para. 261, refening to Trial Judgement,para. 1999.
1665
Prosecution Response Brie~-para.261, referringto Trial Judgement paras 1985-1999.

°'
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members of this unit )cilled 14 women and children in Podujevo/Podujeve on 28 March 1999; and
(iii) Dordevic not only failed to ensure any proper investigations into these murdera, but also
1666

authorised the redeployment of the Scorpions.
(c) Analysis
508.

Toe Appeals Chamber observes that Dordevic' s submissions latgely reiterate previous

arguments outlined in bis ninth ground of appeal.1667 The Appeals Chamber recalls its_findings
upholding the Trial Chamber's conclusions that Dordevic: (i) concealed crimes of Serbian forces
against Kosovo Albanian civilians; (ii) failed to investigate and sanction MUP personnel for crimes
in Kosovo; and (iii) was involved in and aware of the deployment and engagement of paramilitary
1668

units to Kosovo.
509.

To the extent that Dordevic argues that the concealment of crimes, the deployment of

paramilitary units to Kosovo, and the failure to investigate crimes constitute ex post facto actions,
the Appeals Chamber finds that he is mistaken. The Trial Chaniberfound that: (i) as of March 1999,
a plan existed among senior members of the FRY govemment, including DordeVic, to conceal the
crimes committed against Kosovo Albanian civilians by Serbian forces in Kosovo, through the
concealment of bodies; 1669 (ii) in the context of a general pattern of the failure to report, investigate
and punish crimes committed by Serbian forces .in Kosovo throughout the Indictment period,
1670

Dordevic failed to ensure investigation and obstructed those investigations that were initiated.;

and (iii) Dordevic was involved in the deployment of paramilitary units to-Kosovo from February
1672

1999.1671 The Appeals Chamber has already upheld these findings

and observes that Dordevic's

conduct as described above occurred prior to and/or during the commission of the crimes.

1673

In this

regard, it further notes that the first crimes for which the Trial Chamber convicted Dordevic were

Prosecution Response Brief, para. 262, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1956, 1966, 1993, 2188, See also
Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 118-122.
1667 See supra, paras 353,364,404, 436-439,454.
1668 See supra, paras 355-362, 366-371,378-384,390, 395-399,406-409,413-415, 422-425, 428-433, 443-457.
1669 See supra, paras 372-433. See Trial Judgement,paras 1980-1981,2116-2117.
1670 See supra, paras 325-350, 434-457.See also mpra, paras 380-429.
1671 See.supra, para. 363. See also supra, paras 351-371. •
um See supra, paras 372-433 (concealment), 325-350, 434-457 (failure to :investigate),351-371 (deployment of

1666

·

167'

p,rmnililaries)'
•
•
See supra, para. 379. See Trial Judgement,paras 2099, 2146. The Trial Chamber found that after the discovery of
the bodies in Tekija and subsequentremO'lal and burial of these bodies, 296 Kosovo Albanians were killed by
Serbiao forces on 27-28 April 1999 during the joint VJ and MUP action code-named "Operation Rolra"' (Trial
Judgemeni,para. 2099). Th<, Trial Chamber further found that rather than :investigatingthese killings, coordinated
efforts were IRlrenby Serbian authoritiesto conceal the crimes through the removal and clandestine burial of the

bodies of the victims (Trial Judgement,paras 2146, 2163).
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committed on 20 and 21 March 1999,1674 which is after or simultaneous to Dordevic's conduct
relied on by the Trial Chamber to infer his intent. Therefore, Dordevic' s actions concerning the
concealment of crimes, the deployment of paramilitary units to Kosovo, and the failure to
investigate crimes were not ex post facto, as Dordevic argues. His •argument in this regard is
dismissed.
510.

Moreover, Dordevic's submissions
concerning the Trial Chamber's
failure .to consider
.
. some

evidence relating to the burial of bodies and investigations of crimes constitute a mere repetition of
arguments he has already raised at trial, and are unsubstantiated. The Appeals Chamber first
observes that the Trial Chamber considered and dismissed the evidence that Dordevic was
1675

"surprised" when he was contacted about the discovery of the bodies in Serbia.

The Appeals

Chamber also observes that the Trial Chamber found that Dordevic was ''the initial, and primary,
point of contact", that he made decisions-and gave orders on his ciwninitiative with respect to the
"secret handling, transport and reburial of bodies"; arid that he was "not a mere conduit pipe for
orders from the Minister".1676 Second, •with regard to Dordevic' s testimony that his efforts to
investigate were blocked by the Minister, the Appeals Chamber notes that, while the Trial Chamber
left open this possibility,1677 it nevertheless found that Dordevic gave orders to the SUP chief to
bury the bodies at the scene, keep the media out, and destroy the refriger_atedtruck used for moving
1678

the bodies, thus acting in breach of his duty to conduct investigations.

The Trial Chamber

concluded that this conduct constituted "the first steps in ensuring that no investigation into these
bodies could take place".1679 The Appeals Chamber finds this conclusion to be reasonable.
511.

Finally, with regard to the deployment of paramilitary units, including the Scorpions, to

Kosovo, the Trial Chanlber considered Dordevic's direct role in the· deployments, along with other
evidence indicating that although he had knowledge of crimes committed by members. of these

1674 Trial Judgement,para. 1702. See alsoTrial Judg__ement,
para. 1639.See infra, para. 619.
"" See Trial Judgement, para.1301. referring to Caslav Golubovic, 2 Mar 2009, T. 1706-1707, Coslav Golubovic,
. 3 Mar 2009, T. 1748°1749.
1676 Trial Judgement,para. 1969. See also supra, para. 428.
um Trial Judgement, para. 1970,referring to VlastimirDordevi( 7 Dec 2009. T. 9723-9724,9827. The Trial Chamber
stated that "[ w]l:rileit must be left open that.os suggestedby the Accused, the Minister instructed him to concoal
the bodies in order to prevent NATO from using the discovery for 'propaganda purposes' and told mmthat no
further measures should be taken to establish the origin of the bodies and how they were killed, [ ... ] this does not
absolve the Accused of his duty to investigate this incident'' (Trial Judgement. para. 1970). Contra Doraevic
Appeal Brief, para.291.
1671
Trial Judgement.para. 1970.
""' Trial Judgement,p,ra. 1970.

l--
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units, he took no steps to investigatethese crimes and, instead, authorised the redeployment of these
units to Kosovo.1680
512.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the mens rea _for participation in a joint criminal
1681

enterprise may be inferred from knowledge combined with continuing participation.

The

Appeals Chamber observes that, in reaching its conclusion on Dordevid's contribution to the JCE,
the Trial Chamber relied on its combined findings, that: (i) Dordevic was fully aware of the
situation on the ground in Kosovo in 1998 and 1999, including the crimes that were being
committed by Serbian forces;1682 and (ii) Dordevic's conduct, considered in its totality as detailed in
the Trial Judgement ~ including his actions of concealing crimes, failing to ensure investigations,
1683

-and deploying paramilitary units to Kosovo - contributed to the JCE.

Based on these findings,

the Trial.Chamber concludedthat Dordevic "acted with 1he requisite intent" when he concealed the
crimes by Serbian forces, failed to ensure investigation and sanction of MUP personnel, and
deployed paranrilitaryunits to Kosovo.1684
513.

The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonable trial

chamber could have come to the conclusion that he possessed the mens rea for the JCE based on

i

D. Conclusion
In light of all the foregoin~,the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's tenth ground of

appeal in its entirety.

16"
1681

Trial Judgement, paras 1966, 1993, 2155. See supra, paras 353, 358:360.
See Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, para. 697, upholding the Krajisnik Trial Chambor's finding an Krajisnik's mens
rea (see Krajilnik Trial Judgement, para. 890):
• • •
16112 Trial Judgornent, para. 2154. See also Trial Judgement, paras 1983-1999. See ,upra, paras 483,489,493, 495-496.
1"' Trial Judgement, paras 2154-21S7. See supra, pens 209,351,356,362, 366-433, 440,454.
1684 See Trial Judgement, para. 2158.
,
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XII. E>ORDEVIC'S
TWELFTHGROUNDOF !})PEAL:
DEFINITIONOF CIVILIANA. Introduction
515.

The Trial Chamber foUildthat Serbian forces carried out attacks against Kosovo Albanian

civilians, which resulted in the commissiop.of the crimes of murder as a violation of the laws or
custo111Sof war. and crimes against hummrity_,as well as deportation and other inhumane acts
(forcible transfer) as crimes against hummrity.1685 With respect to the crime of.murder, the Trial
1686

- Chamber fouod that rieariy all killed wereunarmed and in the custody of Serbian forces.

It

concluded that there was "an outright intent [by1-the Serbian forces to kill male Kosovo
Albanians".1687 With respect to the crimes of deportation and forcible transfer, the Trial Chamber
fouod that ''what caused the civilian population (if not murdered) to leave their homes and join
masses of other siroilarly displaced, were the specific attacks by Serbian forces against Kosovo
Albanians" and that this "campaigo ~onducted against Kosovo Albanian civilians by _.Serbian
688

forces" was the "dominant and compelling" cause of the displacement of Kosovo Albanians,1
B,_ Arguments of the parties

516.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Judgement is uoclear as to whether the armed conflict was

characterised as internal or intemational.1689 He argues that the Trial Chamber"s reliance on
Additional Protocol II suggests that it considered the standards applicable to the conflict between 1690

the FRY and the KLA to be those relevant to internal armed conflicts.
two questions ofprinciple.
517.

In his view, this raises

1691

First, Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber incorrectly concluded that the presumption
1692

of •civilian status applies equally to internal and international armed conflicts.

He argues that

based on this error, the Trial Chamber applied an "over-expansive definition of civilian whereby _
1693

individuals were presumed to lie civilians when they should not have been" .

He argues that as a -

"'' Trial Judgement, pares 1697, 1701-1704 (deportation and other inhumane acts (forcibie transfer)), 1753 (murder).
16
Trial Judgement, para. 1707.
•
_
1687
Trial Judgement, para. 1707,
16" Trial Judgement, para. 1697.
"" Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 305.
t 09o Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 305.
'"' Dordevic Appeal Brief. para. 306.
1092 Drn:devicAppeal Brief, paras 307-309.
16" Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 308. See also Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 315, 319; Dordevic Reply Brief,
paras 91-92, 95.
•

'°
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result the Trial Chamber incorrectly found that attacks by Serbian forces were directed against the
civilian population causing the population to fiee. 1694 He argues that the Trial Chamber thereby
reversed the burden o{proof and erroneously convicted him' for the crimes of deportation, other
1695

inhumane acts (forcible transfer), and murder.
518.

Second, Dordevic contends that the Trial Chamber erred in concludingthat individuals were
1696

actively participating in hostilities only if they had a "continuous combat function"

and that the

Trial Chamber's reasoning "was polluted by its suggestion that an individual is protected in an
1697

internal armed conflict unless their continuous function is to take a direct part in hostilities" .

He

· submits that the Trial Chamber placed "great emphasis" on the clothing of the victims but argues
that such evidence does not establish that the victims were necessarily civilians rather than KLA
casualties.1698 He also asserts that, in determining whether the attack was proportionate,.the Trial
Chamber should have considered the presence of large numbers of individuals assisting the KLA,
who did not have a "continuous combat function".1699

Ifucontends

that expecting "a clear

distinction between civilians and combatantsin a conflict characterised by terrorists, insurgents and
1700

irregular forces is unreali~tic''.
519.

Dordevic submits that these errors.jeopardise "the conclusions that a JCE existed and that
1701

the FR Y's attack was indeed directed against civilians rather than legitimate military targets" .
520;

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic misrepresents the Trial Chamber's findings and

that his submissions warrant summary dismissal.1702 It.argues that Dordevic's submissions pertain
1703

to "observations on the law'' that were not decisive to the Trial Chamber's conclusions.

Further,

the Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber did not· presume individuals to be. ciillians.

1704

Rather, it found that Serbian forces did not even attempt to distinguish civilians from KLA

1004

Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 308, 316. He further submits that this approach led to the application of too strict a
standard of military targeting (I)ordevic Appeal.Brief, para. 316; Dordevic Reply Brief, paras 93, 95).
1" 5 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 305-307, 316-318; Dortlevic Reply, paras 92-93.
1695 Don1evi6 Appeal Brief, para. 310.
1697 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 311.
1"" Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 312-313.
. •
•
.
11
•• Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 314; Dordevic Reply, paras 93-94.
1700
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 312.
1101. Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 315.
1101 Prosecution Response Brief, paras Z/5, 291.
1703 Prosecation Response Brief, paras 276--277,284. The Prosecution further ell.egosthat the presumption of civilian
stBlll&should also apply in non-international armed conflicts (Prosecution Response Brief, paras 281-282).
1704 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 280.
•
.
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members1705 and it was entitled to rely upon evidence of the clothing of the victims to establish their
civilian status.1705

C. Analysis
521.

Toe Appeals Chambernotes that while the Trial Chamber concluded that an armed conflict.

existed between the KLA and Serbianforces in Kosovo, it did notexplicitly establishthe nature of
the armed conflict.1707 By contrast,it explicitlydefined the conflictbetween the FRY and NATO as
international in n.ature.1708 The Trial Chamber,however, applied the law relevmt to internal armed
coi:rfilcts1709 and separatelyfound that "the KLA possessed sufficient characteristicsof m organised
armed force to be able to engage in ~ internal armed conflict''.1710 The Appeals Chamberrecalls in
1711

this respect that m internal armed conflict may exist· alongside an international anned conflict,

and is satisfied that the Trial Chamber therefore considered the conflict between the KLAand
•Serbian forces to be an internal armed~onflict.1712
522.

The Appeals Chamber turns to Dordevic's contention that the Trial Chamber =din

its

definition md application of m individuar s civilian status in an internal armed conflict. Dordevic
argues that the Trial Chamberreversedthe burden of proof when it consideredthat the presumption
of civilian status, as set out in Article 50(1) of Additional Protocol I, applied to internal armed
conflict despite its absence from the text of Article 13 of Additional Protocol II.

1713

The Appeals

Chamber recalls that the principle contained in Article 50(1) of Additional Protocoll, that in cases
of doubt a person shall be considered a civilian, is limited to the expected conduct of a member of
the military.1714 In contrast, where the criminal responsibility of an accused is at issue, the
1715

Prosecution bears the burden of proof concerning the civilian status of victims.

Dordevic' s

submissions fail to acknowledgethese two different standards. As a result, he misrepresents two
'
'
.
.distinct sets of findings made by the Trial Chamber: (i) the findings made in relation. to the

°' ~ution ResponseBrief,paras 279-280_,
no, Prosecution ResponseBrief,panL 290.
1707
Trial Judgement, paras 1578-1579.
1708
See Trial Judgemen~para. 1580.
1709
See Trial Judgement,paras 1530, 2066.
1710
Trial Judgement para. 1578.
im Tadic Appeal Judgement,para. 84,
1712
Cf.D. MilosevicAppeal Judgement,para 23.
171
' Trial Judgement, para. 2066,fu. 71JO.
1714 Kordic and Cerkez. Appeal Judgement, para,, 48, refon:ing to BlaskicfAppeal Judgement, para. 111. See also
D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement,para. 60.
•
.
1715 D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement,para. 60; Kordic and Cerkez. Appeal Judgement, para. 48, referring to Blas7cic
Appeal Judgement,para. 111.
17
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1716

disproportionate use of force by Serbian forces as an indicator of the existence of the JCE

and

(ii) the findings made in relation to the coIIJIDiJ;sion
of crimes by these forces.1717 In discussing the
first set of findings and determining whether the disproportionate use of force by the VJ and the

MUP was "a farther indication that the purpose of the operations was to perpetuate the crimes
established",1718 the Trial Chamber stated that, in an internal armed conflict, in case of doubt an
individual should be presumed to be a civilian.1719 It considered that this principle entailed, at a
minimum, that attacking forces assess and determine whether there is any doubt as to the status of
the target. 1720 It then concludedthat the Serbian .forces' excessive use ·offorce showed that no such
assessments were rnade.1721 Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber
did not relieve the Prosecution of its burden to prove that the victims were civilians or otherwise
protected persons under IHL, nor did it apply an "over-expansive definition" of civilian.

1722

The

Appeals Chamber will now consider whether the Trial Chamber properly applied the burden of
proof in finding that Serbian forces committed the crimes of murder, deportation, and other
inhumane acts (forcible transfer).
523.

With respect to the crime of murder, the Trial Chamber correctly recalled that Common

Article 3 of the Geneva Conventionsis applicable to internal armed conflicts and protects persons
not taking active part in hostilities.1723 The Appeals Chamber recalls that persons talring no active
part in hostilities include persons in detention1724 and that the ''well-establishedjurisprudence of the
Tribunal has repeatedly affirmed that the body proper of the Geneva Conventions cannot be
interpreted in such a way as.to afford lesser protection to individuals than that which is affordedby
common Article 3". 1725 The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber performed an
extensive analysis of the circumstances surrouoding the killings and took into accouot numerous
factors in reaching its findings that the great majority of the victinis were detained, unarmed, or
1726

otherwise taking no active part in hostilities at the timeof their death.

Accordingly, the Appeals

1716

Trial Judgement,paras 2064-2069.
m 7 Trial Judgement,para. 17ITT.
m, Trial Judgement,para. 2069.
171
' Trial Judgement,para, 2066, fn. 7110.
1720
Trial Judgement,para, 2066.
1721
Trial Judgement,para. 2066.
1722
See infra,paras 523-526.
'"' Trial Judgement,pan. 1530.
1™ CommonArticle 3(1) of the GenevaConventions.
ms Prosecutor v. Radovan Karo.diiif,,CaseNo, IT-95-5/18-AR72.5,Decision on Appeal of Trial Chamber's Decision
on PreliminaryMotion to DismissCount 11 of the Indictment,9 July 2009, para. 23.
1726 The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordovic's claim that the Trial Chamberorredin relation to specific crimes siresis
not supportedby the evidence(Dordevi6Appeal Brief, para. 318). The Trial Chamberreasonably concludedthat
the indivicl.ua1s
were detainedor otherwise not activclyIBkingpart :inhostilities at the time of their death: In Bola
Crkva/Bellacerke,the Trial Chamber found that on 25 March 1999, MUP farces killed 13 Kosovo Albanians,
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Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov partially dissenting, finds that the Trial Chamber reasonably
concluded that the victims were entitl~d to protection under Co=on

Article 3(1) and Article 13(2)

of Additional Protocol II. Dor<1evichas therefor!c'failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in
reaching this conclusion.
524.

The Appeals Chamber is further .satisfiedthat the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded·that

Serbian forces committedthe crimes of deportation and other inhumane acts (forcible transfer). The
Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber reasonably found that no evidence suggested that
the shelling, shooting, and burning of houses by the Serbian forces were directed at military targets.
1727

By contrast, it found that the Serbian forces intentionally targeted protected persons.

In

among them three WOJDeit and seven children, w]]Qhad attemptedto flee from the MUP. A two year old boy was
the only survivor of the ,hooting (Trial Judgement,paras 464-466, 1393:1394,1710). After assessing the totality of
the evidence, the Trial Chamber concluded thnJ:these persons were not taking active part in ]]Qsfilities(Trial
Judgement, para. 465). Also in late March 1999, the bodies of six Kosovo Albanian men were found in a channel
close to Belaja Bridge. The Trial Chamber found that no evidence suggestedthat these six men were armed 111the
time of the shootings; activelyparticipatingin the hostilities; or members of the KLA. It found that they were shot
by. the Serbiao police who had, shortly earlier, killed captured Kosovo Albaniao men 111the Belaja Bridge and
stream (Trial Judgement, peras 468, 473, 1712). In relation to Mala Krusa/Kruse-e--Vogel,see the Appeals
Chamber finding later in this Judgement (i,ifra, paras 662-667). In Meja/Meje, contrary to Dordevic's allegation,
the Trial Chamber did determinethe civifum statos and the individual circumstances of the 281 murder ,ictims
during Operation Reka on 27 and 28 April 1999, finding that groups of Kosovo Albaniao men were taken out of a
convoy by Serbian forces and then shot, and that there was no evidence that any of these men were armed at the
time or taking an active part in hostilities, or that there was fighting between the Serbian forces and the KLA in the
area at that time (Trial Judgement, paras 962-963, 1739). Similarly, the Trial Chamber found that there was no
evidence that Kol~ Duzhruaniwas a member of the KLA wben he was shot during the Operation Reka. Rather, it
found that he was detained at the time of bis killing (Trial Judgement, para. 1737). In VucitrnNushtrri
muaicipality, the Trial Chamber found that during the nigbt of 2 and 3 May 1999, Serbiao forces killed four
detained Kosovo Albanianmen (Trial Judgement,paras 1187, 1742). In Kotlina/Kotline,the Trial Chamber held.
thll1on 24 March 1999, at least.22 nnarmoosnd imprisonedKosovo Albaniau men were killed by Serbian forces.
Toe Trial Chamber based this finding au the account of eye-witness Hazbi Loku, after having attentively •
considered ),is credibility and bis evidence that the men "were .forced to go to the wells to be beaten there and
eventually thrown in beforeexplosive devisesin the wells were set off' (Trial Judgement,paras 1125, 1431, 1744).
In Slatina/Slatine and Vata/Vataj, contrary to Don1evi6's submission,the Trial Chamber based its finding that four
Kosovo Albanian villagerswere detainedby VJ soldiers on 13 April 1999, and later killed, not only on the hearsay
evidence of Sada Lama. Rather, it found that bis hearsay evidence was coofumed by: the location where their
bodies were found; the mutilation of two of them; the civilian clothes they were found in; and the fact that they
were unarmed (Trial Judgement,paras 1138,1747).
1727 For example, in Bela Crkva/Bellac!:rke
the Trial Chamberfound that MUP and VJ force, caused Kosovo Albanian
villagers to flee, that men were separll1edfrom women and children, and that about 65 of these men were shot
(Trial Judgement, paras 1617-1618). In Ma1a Krusa/Kruslili-e-Voge).the Trial Chamber found that 400-500
Kosovo Albanian residents were forcibly transferredon 25 March 1999 after the village had been shelled, houses
looted and set on fire, and male residents killed (Trial Judgement, paras 482-483, 1619-1620). In Velika
Krusa/Krushe-e Madho, a village very close to Mala Krusa/Knlshe-e--Vogfil,
the Trial Chamber found that about
3,000-4,000 residents fled beCBI1seof the increased menacing presence of the Serbiao forces surrounding the
village, later the Serbian forces burnt houses and destroyed the mosque (Trial Judgement, paras 503-506, 1622).
The Appeals Chamber notes that paragraph 1622 of the Trial Judgement refers to ''Velika Krusa/Krushii-e-V{!ger'
rather than ''Velika Krusa/Krushe-eMadhe". However, based on the facts described in the paragraph, the Appeals
Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber was discussing the events that occurred .in Velika Knisa!Krusbe-e
Madho). In Celina/Celine,the Trial Chamber held that Serbian forces shelled the village, killed residents, burned
houses and forcibly transferred Kosovo Albanian residents on 25 Marcb 1999 (Trial Judgernen~ paras 517-522,
1623). The Trial Chamber IIll!de explicit findings· that the shelling WaB not directed at military targets (Trial
Judgement, paras 533, 1623) and that the victims were unarmed and not taking part in hostilities (Trial Judgement,
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particular, the Trial Chamber found that no KLA troops were seen in the area where some of the
crimes occurred.17Z'·Further, where the evidence established KLA presence and activities, the Trial
Chamber carefully considered whether the Serbian forces were legally combating the KLA.1729
;
I

para 522). In Landovica/Landovicii,the Trial Chamber found that the VJ shelled and burned the village on
26 March 1999 which caused the residents to flee. Eleven of the 13 villagers who were killed were women and
children (Trial Judgement, paras 588-594, 1628). In Leo~ine.
Brocna/Burojo and Izbica/Izbico, the Trial
Chamber found that Kosovo Albanian villagers were forcibly transferred in late March 1999 after Serbian forces
had talcen positions in Brocna/Buroje and shelled Leocina/Leyine and Izbica/Izbice, with no evidence that the
shelling was directed agillDStmilitary targets. Also, Serbian forces were burning honses on their way, and women
and children were ordered to leave their home villages and go to Albania (Trial Judgement,paras 607, 1630-1631).
In Kladernica/Kllademice,the Trial Chamber found that 10,000 to 12,000 Kosovo Albanians, mainly women l!lld
children, fled the shelling of the village on 12 April 1999.Serbian forces separated 300-400 men and ordered the
rest of the people to go to Albania (Trial Judgement, paras 647, 1634). In Turicevac/Turiqecand Tosilje!I'usbill;
the Trial Chamber held that Kosovo Albanian resiqents left the villages in late March/earlyApril 1999 due to the
acts of Serbian forces; that they were escorted by the police and that 111enwere separatedfor questioning (Trial
Judgement, paras 635-639, 1632-1633),some were released and some were killed (Trial Judgement, para. 639). In
Pecane/Peqan, the Trial Chllmberexpressly considered that while virtually every honseholdhad a family member
in the Kl.A and that the KLA was active in the area, the displacement was caused by the Serb forces shelling and
that this shelling was not directed at any military target (Trial Judgemen~ paras 704-706, 1639). In
Belanica/Bellanice, the Trial Chamber held that Serbian force, killed three men in the village on 1 April 1999; set
houses on fire; threatened the people; and killed livestock (Trial Judgement, paras 715, 1641); the Trial Chamber
further found that the KLA had withdrawn from the area (Trial Judgement, para. 712-)that the populstion tried to
surrender to the Serb forces and that it was the Serb forces that directed the convoy to the Albanian border (Trial
Judgement, paras 714, 716, 718, 1641). In Zabare/Zbabar, the Trial Chamber held that thousands of Kosovo
Albanian residents were deportedon 17 April 1999 after the shooting of Serbian forces with machine guns, and that
specific orders to leave were given by the ·MUP to the population (Trial Judgeroent, paras 1647-1648). In
Vle.dovo/1.ladovo,the Trial Charoberfound that Kosovo Albanianresidents were forciblytransferred after they had
left the ,'illage because of Serbianmilitary presence nearby; that villager, who attemptedto return -including one
woman - were killed by Serbianforces; aod that villagers who had not fled were orderedby VJ soldiers toleave the
village which they did (Trial Judgement, para. 1661). In NosaljetNosalje, the TriBJ.Chamber held that Kosovo
Albanian residents were attacked by Serbian forces and forcibly transferred in April 1999 (Trial Judgement, para.
1662). In Mirosavlje/Mirosale,the Trial Chamber found that 4,000 Kosovo Albanianswere deported by Serbian
forces in early April 1999, by fear' caused by acts of Serbian forces in the village end in neighbouring villages
(Trial Judgement, para. 1667). In Kotlina/Kotline,the Trial Chamberfound that on 24 March 1999, shelling by
Serbian forces caused the male populationto flee, and women, children and elderly men were put on military trucks
snd driven to the town of Kac~ao.ik.
The Trial Chamberfound that Serbian forces had blown up 22 men
captured in wells that had been mined. Out of fear, the remaining48 villagers left the village. In addition, Serbian
forces specifically ordered women snd children to leave (Trial Judgemen~ para. 1669). In Kacanik/Ka,aoik. the
Trial Chamber held that Kosovo Albanisn residents were forced to leave the town on 27 and 28 March 1999 due to
shelling and shootiog carried out by Serbian forces, aod ullimately deported. There was no evidence of return fire.
A pregnant WOIIll!.Il died after being shot while walking through the courtyarq of her house (Trial Judgement,
paras 1127-1130, 1670). In Donja Sudimlja/Stodime-e-Poshtme,the Trial Chamber found that Kosovo Albanian
villagers left the village in late March 1999 because of shelling by Serbian forces, that Serbian police told the
remaining residents to leave the village within 15 minutes and that shooting was directed at civilian houses (Trial
Judg<;Ihent,para. 1676).
•
.
•
171' In Velika Krusa/Krushl!--e--Vogel,
the Trial Chamber found-that 3,000-4,000 Kosovo Albanians were forcibly
transferred on 25 March 1999 (Trial Judgement,para. 1622).In Pirane/Pirane, the Trial Charnbor held that 2,700
Kosovo Albanians were forcibly transferred on 25 March 1999 (Trial Judgement, paras 582-586, 1628). In
Pecane/Peqan, the Trial Chamber found that the Kosovo Albanian population of Ibis village was displaced in
March 1999 (Trial Judgement,paras 704-707, 1639). In Vata/Vataj, the Trial Chamber held that the Kosovo
Albanian residents of the village were deportedin April 1999 (Trial Judgement, para. 1671).
1129 The Trial Chamber found in relation to the Serbian forces' presence in Vesekovce/Vesekocand their shelling of
Slakovce/Sllakovc on 1May 1999, that on the following day, no less than 30,000 Kosovo Albanians headed
towards VucitroNushtrri in a convoy which came under Serbien. shelling. Shortly thereafter, Serbian forces
specifically directed the convoy to the Agricultural Cooperativein VucitrnNushtrri town. The Trial Chamber
considered that the KLA, who were present in the area, had told the villagers that they could no longer protect
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Additionally, Dordevic merely notes instances of shelling of towns and villages, but fails to provide
1730

any examples of whenan "over-expansive" definition of civilian was applied.

In light of the

overwhelming evidence that entire towns and villages were displaced, the pattern of the attacks, and
the coordinated action of the Serbian forces involved, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has
failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that Serbian forces targeted Kosovo
Albanian civilians and that these attacks were the "dominant and compelling" reason causing the
civilians to flee, resulting in the crimes of deportation and other inhumane acts (forcible
transfer).1131

525.

The Appeals Chamber is also not convinced by Dordevic's assertion that the Trial

Chamber's assessment of "targeting" was "polluted" by the notion of a continuous combat
function.1732 Dordevic alleges that, based on this notion, the Trial Chamber erroneously considered
1733

the presence of civilian, clothing in determining the status of an individual.

The Appeals

Chamber, however, finds that the Trial Chamber reasonably took into account Aumerous factors,
including but not limited to the presence of civilian clothes, in concluding that those killed had no
cODJbatfunction at the time of their death.1734 Dordevic also has not shown that the Trial Chamber

them, but that i( was' the Serbian forces who had ordered theni to go to Vucittn/Vushtni town, shelling the convoy
and killing some men (frial Judgeinent, pll!a. 1677).
1730
See Dorde'VitAppeal Brief, para. 316,
•
1731
See supra, paras 173-176, 194-207.
1"" See Dorde\-it Appeal Brief, paras 310-311.•
m, DordevicAppealBrief, paras 312-313.
•
"
•
11"" See supra, paras 522-523. The Appeals Chamber has previously accepted a Trial Chamber's reliance on the clothes
of a 'Vietimwhen determining that he was not actively•participating in hostilities at the time of his death (see
Boskoski <I1ld
Tarculovski :AppealJudgement,para. 81) ("The Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber's
conclusion that Rami Jusufi had been an 'unarmed civilian' not taking part in the hostilities at the lime of his death
was based on \ts careful evaluation and analysis of the evidence. The Trial Chamber explained [... ] ilB reasons for
its reli/mce on certain pieces of e'Vidence[ ... ], finding inter alia thatRami Jusufi was in civilian clothes at the time
of his dea&' (cirations omitted).) Dorde'Vicalso does not show thllt the Trial Chamber erred in considering the
·relevant evidence in the following municipalities. Slatina/Slatilili:the Trial Chamber found that Mahmnt Caka,
Hebib Lami, Brahim Lami and Rraman Lami were captured by VJ soldiers and killed on 13 April 1999; that two of
the bodies had been mutilated; and that they were,1roarmed(Trial Judgement, paras 1138, 1747), Izbica/Izbice: the
Trial Chamber hcld that forensic e'Videnceproved that the victims who were killed on 28 March 1999 and later
exhumed at Petrovo Selo PJP Centre, were detainedby Serbian forces at the time of their death (Trial Judgement,
paras 627, 633--ei34,1727). Meja/Meje and Korenice/Korenica: the Trial Chamber found thllt no evidence
suggested that the 'Victimswho were murdered on 27-28 April 1999 were armed at that time, or taking an active
part in the hostilities, or that there was fighting between Serbian forces and the KLA (Trial Judgement,
paras 990,991, 1738-1739).The four civilians who were murdered during the Operation Reka in a village next to
Ramoc were found to be hostages in the captivity of Serbianf=s (Trial Judgement, paras 976, 992, 1738-1739).
Tmje/Termje: the Trial Chamber found that the victims were not armed or taking an active part in the hostilities
when they were killed in March 1999 (Trial Judgement.paras 708-709).Bela Cckva/Bollacorlre: the Trial Chamber
held that about 40 unarmed vicmns were murdered at _theBe!aja Bridge in late March 1999 (Trial Judgement,
paras 472, 527, 1711). RacaklRa,ak: the Trial Chamber found that 20 to 24 of the about 45 victims appeared to
have.been shot from a close range on 15 January 1999;'that one 'Victimhad been decapitated; and that there were
women and a child among the victims (Trial Judgement, paras 416, 1920). Danube River: The Trial Chamber
•considere.dthat many of the bodies that were found in a truck that was floating in the Danube showed the signs of
blunt objeem and large blades; that the hands of one individual were tied; and that there were 10 women and two
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erred by not considering the ''large numbers of individuals who fought for or assisted the KIA, but
who did not have a continuous combat function" .1735 Contrary to Dordevic' s assertion, the Trial
Chamber did in fact acknowledge that the Kl,A was composed of both permanent members and
othe~ supporters, 1736but found that the vast majority of crimes occurred in situations in which there
was little or no Kl,A activity.1737The Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber
reasonably c'onduded that any difficulties in distinguishing between suspected KLA members and
civilians could not explain the deportation and forcible transfer of entire villages of Kosovo
Albanians. 1738Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber did not err in
its determination of the protected status of individuals or in its assessment of the proportionality of
the attack.1739
526.

Finally, the Appeals Chamber is also not convinced by Dordevic's assertion thatthe Trial

Chamber's findings with respect to the definition of civilian "jeopardises the conclusions that a JCE
existed". 1740As described above, tlie Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber did not
apply an overly broad definition of civilian. It therefore did not err in its determination of the
protected status of victims and ~sessment of the proportionality of the attacks. 1741 this context,

fu

the Appeals Chamber notes that Dordevic did not identify any specific error with respect to the
JCE. His argument is therefore dismissed.

D. Conclusion
527.

For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Don1evic's twelfth ground of

appeal in its entirety.

children among them (rrial Jndgement, paras 1300, 1305, 1311). Suva Relca/Sururrek8:The Trial Chamber
conBideredthat Jashar Berisha was murderedwhen'he was unarmed and detained by members of .the Serbianforces
(frial Judgement, paras 678, 683, 17W, 1723).Furthermore,contrary to Dordevic's submission (DordevicAppeal
Brief, para. 313, fn. 532), the Trial Chamber did not hold him responsible for the murder of the following victims
who were found to have been killed in civilian clothes: Milam, Lokn and Emrlah Kuci (Trial Judgement,
paras 1111, 2096; Trial Judgement,Aunex H).Furthermore, contrary to Dordevic's submission, the Trial Chamber
did not :findDordevit guilty of having murdered: (i) victims in Prizren municipality (Trial Judgement,paras 1268-,
1270, 1705); (ii) individuals who had their bodies disinterredby Witness K72 in Dakmica/Gjakove Dllllricipality
(Trial Judgement, paras 1277-1278,1281-1282,1285);(ili)individuals who were buried in two mass grave sites at
the Petrovo Selo PJP Centre in April 1999 (Trial Judgement, paras 1353, 1355, 1507, 1730..1741, 1753);
(iv)individuals who were murdered in Celina/Celine(Trial Judgement, pacas 532, 1705); and (v) individuals who
were found dead in a trnckin the Orahovac/Rahovecarea (Trial JudgeI[\Oill,
paras 553, 1705, 1714-1719,1753).
1735Dordevit AppealBrief, para. 314.
1736 Trial Judgement, para. 2058,referring to Trial Judgement,paras 1539-1540.See also Trial Judgement, paras 2059W61.
1737 Trial Judgement, para. 2065.
173
' Trial Judgement, para. 2067.
17
" See also supra, paras 93, 97-99, 102, 107-109.
1740 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 315.
1741
See supra, paras 522-525.
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XIII.. DORDEVIC'STHIRTEENTHGROUNDOF APPEAL:ALLEGED
ERRORWITHREGARDTO THE CRIMEOF DEPORTATION
A. Introduction

528.

The Trial Chamber convicted Dordevic for the crunes of deportation (Count 1) and
42

persecutions through the acts of deportation (Count 5) as crimes against humanity.17 The Trial
Chamber concluded that from 24 March to 20 June 1999, at least 200,000 Kosovo Albanians were
.deported from a number of towns and villages in Kosovo to locatioru in Albania, FYROM, and
Montenegro,1743 In reaching its conclusion, the Trial Chamber found, inter alia, that the
1744

displacement of Kosovo Albanians from Pec/Peje on 27 and 28 March 1999

and from Kosovska

Mitrovica/Mitrovice on 4 April 19991745 to Montenegro constituted displacement across·a de facto
border and thus met the requirement for deportation.1746 The Trial Chamber also found that
numerous other individuals, wbo did not cross the de facto border, were victims of other inhumane
1747

acts (forcible transfer) and that these acts were of a similar gravity to the acts of deportation.
B. Arguments of the parties

529.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that individuals who were

displaced from Kosovo to Montenegro·crossed a de facto border as required for the crime of
deportation.1748 He ar~es that the crime of.deportation only applies to irutaoces where persons are
forcibly displa_cedto another country oi: occupied territory1749 and challenges the Trial Chamber's
assertion that "the Tribunal's jurisprudence has firmly established that the offence <ifdeportation
may be established ifthere is a displacement across a de facto border".1750 Dorde~ic contends that
the essence of deportation is that.individualsbe forcibly displaced to the territory of another country
1751
• He

and, in the present ·case, the FRY merely moved citizens within its own borders.

further

asserts that the Trial Chamber: (i) ~rroneouslycoruidered a number of factors in detemnmng that a .

1742

I

Trial Judgement, paras 1700-170I, 704, 2193-2194, 2230.
Trial Judgement, para. 1700.
1144 Trial Judgement, paras 1642, 1701.
5
"'
Trial Judgement, paras 1646, 1701.
1746
Trial Judgement, para. 1683.
1747
Trial Judgement, paras 1702-1703.,
1748
Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 320-328.
1149 Dordovic Appeal Brief, para. 321; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 95-97, referring to Stakic Appeal
Judgement, para. 300.
.
50 Dordevi6 Appe,tl Brief, para. 322, citing Trial Judgement, para. 1683.
.17
1751 Dordevic Roply Brief, paras 97, 99. See alsoDordevic Appeal Brief, para. 328; Dordevi6 Reply Brief, paras 97, 99;
Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 95, referring to Staldc Appeal Judgement, para. 300.
1743
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1752

border existed including serious hardship and ease of control over Kosovo;

(ii) failed to

take into account that the FRY, which consisted of the Republics of Serbia and Montenegro, was a
sovereign nation; 1753 and (iii) erred in law when determining that the crime of deportation can be
satisfied by the displacement of individuals across a de facto border.

1754

Dordevic submits that the

Trial Chamber's error should result in the reversal of bis convictions of 1he crime of deportation
(Count 1) and _thecrime of persecutions (Count 5) to 1;beextent that they relate to displacements
1755

from Kosovo to Montenegro.
530.

The Prosecution responds that the forced displacement of individuals from Kosovo to

Montenegro. constitutes deportation.1756 It contends that the Trial Chamber's factual findings
support its conclusion that the boundary between Kosovo and Montenegro constituted a de facto
1751

border and 1hereby satisfied 1he requirement for a finding of deportation.

The Prosecution,

maintains 1hat, although the Assembly of Serbia officially revoked Kosovo's autonomous status in
1990 and Kosovo failed to obtain international recognition as a sovereign entity, it remained a de
facto

autonomous region throughout 1he 1990s.1758 The Prosecution further contends that the same .

underlying acts also constitute the crimes of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) and
persecutions. 1759 It therefore argues, in the al~mative, that if Dordevic's ground of appeal is
granted, the Appeals Chamber should enter a conviction for the crimes of other inhumane acts
(forcible transfer) and persecutions.1760 Moreover, the _Prosecutionpoints out that it is immaterial
for the purposes of the crime of persecutions whether the underlying act amounts'to depbrtation or
forcible transfer as long as the act was carried out with the requisite discriminatory intent, which
1761

was established in this case.

531. . Dordevic replies that the Indictment neither charges the crime of other inhuniaoe acts
(forcible trarisfer), nor the crime of persecutions in relation to the displacement of the population

11" DordevicAppeal Brief, para. 326.

•
DcmlevicAppeal Brief, paras 324-326;DordevicReplyBrief,para 97; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 97-98.
175• Dordevic Appeal Brief, para _322.See DordevicAppealBrief, paras 320-321,327.
1755 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para 328.
•
1756 ProsecutionAppeal Brief, paras 292, 294.
_
1757 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 295, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 21-30. See also Prosecution Appeal
Brief,paras 293-294.
175' ProsecutionResponse Brief, para. 295.
1759 AppealHearing, 13 May 2013,AT. 134.
•
1160 AppealHearing, 13 May 2013,AT. 133--134,
referringto Staldc AppealJudgement,para. 321.
17" AppealHearing, 13 May 2013,AT. 134,referring to Naletilia and Martinuvic_Appeal Judgement,para. 154.
1753
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from Kosovo to Montenegro.l76l He therefore submits that he should not be convicted for these
crimes.1763

c. Analysis
532.

'fhe Trial Chamber correctly observed that the crime of deportation can be established, in
certain circumstances, by the displacement of individuals across a de facto state border. 1764The
Appeals Chamber in Stafdcdeter:n:tinedthat ''whether a particular de facto border is sufficient for_
the purposes of the crime of deportation should be examined on a case by case basis in light of
customary mtemational law" .1765
533.

'The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber recognised the territorial
sov~eignty of the FRY and the lack of a ·deJure bo:r:derbetween Montenigro and Kosovo.1766In

reaching its conclusion that a de facto border existed between Montenegro and Kosovo, the Trial
Chamber considered: (i) the degree of autonomy enjoyed by Kosovo; (ii) Montenegro's status as a
i;epublic withm the FRY; and (iii) th~ existence of "an armed conflict between forces of the FRY
and Serbia on one hand and the KLA on the other". 1767The Trial Chamber
also considered.that the
displacement of Kosovo Albanians from Kosovo to Montenegro would have the same effect of
"serious hardship" as the displacement across a state border; and that the displacement of Kosovo
Albanians out of Kosovo would have made it easier for FRY and Serbian authorities to control ••
Kosovo.1768
534.

However, in finding that a de facto· border existed between Montenegro and Kosovo1 the

Trial Chamber failed to articulate the basis in customary mt~mational law upon which it found that
1769
a de facto border could be established in these circumstances.
The Appeais Chal)lber considers
this to constitute an error of law. Consequently, the Appeals Chamber will assess whether, in light
of customary international law, the circumstances of this case support the finding that a de facto
border existed withln t4e territory of the FRY, between Kosovo and Montenegro.

11
"'
1763

Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 169-170.
Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 169-170.
1764
Trial Judgement, para. 1604, citing Staki( Appeal Judgement. paras 278, 288-303, .Kraji.srnkAppeal Judgement,
para. 304. •
1705
Stakil Appeal Judgement, para. 300. See Trial Judgement, para. 1604.
'"' See Trial Judgement, para. 1683.
Im Trial Judgement, para. 1683. .
17
" Trial Judgement, para. 1683,
1769 Trial Judgement, para. 1683. See StaldcAppeal Judgement, para. 300.
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535.

The Appeals Chamber in Stakic previously undertook a survey of customary international

law pertaining to the crime of deportation. The varioUBsources considered in Staldc, however, do
not provide any examples of an instance in which a displacement of persons from an autonomous
region within a federal state to. another republic within the same federal state constituted
r

deportation. 1770 Additional studies of customary international law regarding the crime of
deportation were also undertaken in Judge Schomburg' s Partly Dissenting Opinion in the Naletilic

and Martirwvic Appeal Judgement and Judge Shahabuddeen's Partly Dissenting Opinion in the
Stakic Appeal Judgement. 1771The authorities cited in these opinions, however, also do not address
the issue of forcible displacement of individuals within the confines of a sovereign state by the
government of that state but, instead, involve the presen~ of an occupying power or a contested
border between two states.1772 The Appeals Chamber observes that the presence of an occupying
73

power or of a contested border between states· is not at issue in the present case.17 The Appeals
Chamber has found no support in customary international law for the proposition that a de facto
border can be found within the confines of a sovereign state even where a certain degree of
autonomy is exercised by portions of that state. Accordingly, the Trial Chamber's finding that a de

facto border existed based on the degree of autonomy enjoyed by Kosovo's or Montenegro's status
as a republic within the state of the FRY finds no support in customary international law.

1714

536. · In addition, the other factors considered by the Trial Chamber do not support ,a finding on
the existence of a de facto border in customary international law. The Appeals Chamber does not
intend to diminish the importance

oithe "serioUBhardship"1~ 5 placed upon Kosovo Albanians

forcibly displaced from Kosovo to Montenegro, as considered by the Trial Chamber, nor does it
deny the presence -of an armed conflict or the conclusion by the Trial Chamber that the
displacement of Kosovo Albanians from Kosovo would have made it easier for FRY and Serbian

See Stald.6Appeal Judgement, paras 290-302. The Appeals Chamber instead defined a de facto border in lbe •
negative, concluding that "constantly changing frontlines [ ... ] are neither de jv.re stale borders nor the de facto
borders of occupied leI:ritory,either of which would automaticallybe sufficient to amount to deportation under
customary internationallaw" (Stakic Appeal Judgement,para. 301) (citations omitted).
.
mi See Naletilii and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, Separate and Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge Schomburg,
paras 3-33; Sta/ricAppealJudgeroent,Partly DissentiogOpinionof Judge Shahabuddebn,parasl9-76.
nn See Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, Separate and Partly Dissentiog Opinion of Judge Schomburg,
para. 12, citing the RuSHA case, pp 126-127, 139. The Appeals Chamber further observes that Judge
Shohabuddeen,in bis Partly DissentiogOpinion, refers to the Cyprusv. Turkey case to suggest that the crossing of
a front line could constitute depor\l!lionwithin customary international law (Staki6 Appeal Judgement, Partly
Dissenting Opinionof Judge Sbahabuddeen,para. 23, citing Cyprusv. Tw-k,:y,European Commission of Hwrum
Rights, European Homan Rights Reports, Val 4 (1982), pp 482--528("Cyprus v. Turkey case"), p. 520), The
Cyprus v. Turkey csse, however, also involves occupyingforces which distinguishes it from the present case (see
Stakic Appeal Judgement,Partly DissentiogOpinionof Judge Shahabuddeen,para. 23).
,m -See Trial Judgement,para. 1683.
•
1774
See Trial Judgement,para. 1683.
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authorities to coutrol Kosovo.1776 However, the Appeals Chamber finds no basis in customary
international law, including in any of the materials considered by the Stakic Appeal Judgement or in
the Partly Dissenting Opinions of Judge Schomburg and Judge Shahabuddeen,to infer the presence
of 'a de facto border in these circumstances.1777
537.

The Appeals Chamber is therefore.not satisfied that Kosovo Albanians crossed· a de facto

border during their forced displac_emerttfrom Kosovo to Montenegro and finds that the Trial
Chamber erred in concluding that the crime of deportation was committed. The Appeals Chamber
therefore overturns the Trial Chamber's findings on Dordevic' s responsibility for the crimes of
deportation (Count 1) and •persecutions through deportation (Count 5) with respect to the
displacements of individuals to Montenegro from Pec/Peje o~ 27 and 28 March 19991778 and from
Kospvska Mitrovica/Mitrovice on 4 April 1999.1779
538.

Toe Appeals Chamber now turns to the Prosecution's submission that, in the event the

Appeals Chaniber grants Dordevic's thirteenth ground of appeal, it should find that the
displacement of :individualsfrom Kosovo to Montenegro aniounts to the crime of other inhumane
acts (forcible transfer) and the crime of persecutions.ma The Appeals Chaniberrecalls that forcible
transfer, like deportation, "entail[s] the forcible displacement of persons from the area in which they
are lawfully present, without grounds r=itted

under international law'' 1781 but that it does so in

the context of.the displacement of individuals within national bouhdaries.1782
539.

•

The Appeals Chaniber, however, observes that the Indictment with regard to incidents of

other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) in paragraph 73 refers exchJsively and explicitly to
displacement within the territory of Kosovo. 1783 Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds.that the
forcible displacement of individuals from Kosovo to Montenegro was not pleaded in the Indictment
as other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) (Count 2). The Appeals Chamber therefore cannot enter a
conviction for the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer)'(Count 2).

1775Trul Judgement,para. 1683.
See Trial Judgement,para. 1683.
1777
See supra, para. 535.
•
'"' See Trial Judgement,.paras1642, 1701.
177
' Trial Judgement,.peras 1649, 1701.
•
•
mo AppealHearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 133-134.Sec supra, para. 530.
1781
Krajisnik Appeal Judgemen~para. 308.
1782
Sta/citAppeal Judgemen~para. 317.
.
17
" "With respect to those Kosovo Albanians who were internally displaced within the territory of Kosovo, the
Prosecutor re-alleges md-incorporates by reference paragraphs16-33, 60-64, and 71-72 [of the I:a.dictment]"
(Indictment,para. To) (emphasisadded).
1776

•
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540.- With regard to the crime of persecutions, the Appeals Chamber considers that the
underlying act of forcible displacement committed with a discriminatory intent may constitute the
crime of persecutions.17g4 The Indictment alleges the crime of persecutions through forcible transfer
and deportation as underlying acts in relation to· all of the locations set out in paragraph 72 of the
Indictment.17s5 The Indictment does not in: this regard contain an explicit limitation of forcible
transfer to displacements"within the territory of Kosovo" as it does in relation to the crime of other
inhumane acts (fordble transfer) (Count 2).

1786

I
541.

While the Indictment makes a general reference to displacementsto Albania, FYROM, and

Montenegro in paragraph 29,17B7 it contains no explicit reference to Montenegro in relation to any
of the listed locations.178g Furthermore, this general allegation wru;
not elaborated in 'relation to
Montenegro in the Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief.1789 The portions of the Indictment relevant to
Pec/Peje and Kosovska Mitrovica/Mitrovice,for wbich the Trial Chamber found displacements to
1790

Montenegro are paragraphs 72(e) and (f) of the Indictment.

These paragraphs describe

displacements to the Albanian border, but do not refer to any displacements to Montenegro, ~or do
1791

. they contain a general reference to displacements outside of Kosovo.

The Appeals Chamber

therefore considers that the Indictment does not set out the material facts with regard to any
displacement to Montenegro. The Appeals Chamber therefore considers that displacement to

.

Montenegro was not charged. The Appeals Chamber notes that the jurisprudence provides that the
'

"final.trial brief or closing argumentsmay assist in some instancesin determiningto what extent the

1784

See Deronjic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, para. 109; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 320, 454;
BlaJ/cicAppeal Judgement, -para.131; KrrwjelacAppeal Judgement, para. 1~5; Vasiljevic Appeal Judgement,
para. 113.
"'' Indictment, paras 76-77. See infra, paras 692-694.
1786 Indictment, paras 76-77. Cf. Indictment,para. 73.
17" Indictment, para. 29. Relevantpart of paragraph 29 of the Indictmentprovides:
• Some of tliese internally displacedpersons remained inside the provinceof Kosovo throughoutthe
time period relevant to this indictment and IIlllilY persons died as a consequence of the harsh
• weather .conditions, mBufficient food, inarlequate medical attention and exhaustion. Others
eventually crossed over one of the Kosovo borders into Albania, Macedonia, Montenegro, or
orossed the provincial borimlarybetween Kosovo and Serbia. Forces of the FRY and Serbia
controlled and coordinated the movements of many internally displaced Kosovo Albanians until
they were finally expelledfrom Kosovo.
17" Indictment, para. 29. Relevantparts c;,f
paragraph 29 of the Indictmentprovides:
Some of these internally displacedpersons remained inside the provinceof Kosovo throughoutthe
time period relevant to thls indictment and many persons died as a consequence of the harsh
weather conditions, insufficient food, madequate medical attention and exhaustion. Others
eventnally crossed over one of the Kosovo borders into Albania, Macedonia, Montenegro, or
crossed the provincial boundary between Kosovo and Serbia. Forces of the FRY and Serbia
controlled and coordinatedthe movements of many intemally diKplacedKosovo Albanians until
they were finally expelledfrom Kosovo.
1789 See Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief, paras 230-231.
17'° See Trial Judgement,paras 1642, 1646, 1701.
1791
Indictment, paras 72(e) and (f).
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accused was .put on notice of the Prosecution's_case".1792 Although Dordevic mentioned the
·displacement of the Kosovo civilian population to, inter alia, Montenegro, in his Final Trial
Brief1793,he did so in order to challenge the existence of any common plan to "modify the ethnic
balance" in Kosovo, and his involvement therein.1794 In these circumstances,the Appeals Chamber
finds that there is no indication that Dordevic was mi notice that he was charged with the crime of
deportation to Montenegro.

D. Conclusion
542.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber grants Dordevic's thirteenth ground of

Appeal and overturns the Trial Chamber's findings regarding Dordevic's responsibility for the
crime of deportation (Count 1) and persecutions through deportation (Count 5) with respect to the
1795

displacements of individuals to Montenegrofrom Pec/Peje on 27 and 28 March 1999,
1796

Kosovska Mitrovica/Mitrovice on 4 April 199~.
any, will be considered later in this Judgement

and from

The impact of these findings on sentencing, if

1797

1792

Simba Appeal Judgement,para. 64.
m, Dordevic Closing Brief, paras 690-694.
179• Dordevic Closing Brief, para. 692. .
1195
See Trial Judgement,paras 1642, 1701.
179' See Trial Judgement, para. 1646, 1701.
1797
See infra,paras 976-980.
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ERRORSCONCERNINGTHE MENS REA FOR MURDER
The Trial Chamber found that the crime of murder both as a crime against humanity
1798

(Count 3) and as a violation of the laws or customs of war (Count 4) was established.

The Trial

Chamber articulated and applied the following elements for the crime of murder pursuant to both ,
Articles 3 and 5 of the Statute:
a)
the death of a victim (actusreus), alfuonghit is not necessary to establish that the body of
the deceased person has boenrecovered;
b)

that the death was the result of an act or an omission of the perpetrator; it is sufficient that

the "perpetrator's conductcontributedsubstantiallyto the death of the person"; aod

tbal the perpetrator,at the time of the act ar omission,.inteodedto kill the victim or, in the
absence of such a specific intent, in the knowledge tbal death was a probable consequence of the
act or omission (mens rea). It has been found that negligence and gross negligence do not form
part of indirect intenL'"'
c)

A. Argumentsof the parties

.544. Dordevic submits that as a matter of law the element of premeditation is required to
1800

establish the merisrea for murder under Articles 3 and 5 of the Statute.

He submits that there is a

discrepancy between the use of the term "murder" in the English version of Article 5.of the Statute
and "assassinat" in the French text.1801 According to Dordevic, this discrepancy should be resolved
by adopting the approach of certain ICTR trial chambers which required premeditation in order to
establish murder as a crime against humanity.1802 Dordevic contends that the same standard should
apply by analogy to murder as a "war crime".1803 He concedes that premeditation was found by the
. Trial Chamber in relation to a number of crimes sites, but submits that it has not been established in
relation to certain other crime sites.1804 Accordingly, he requests that the Appeals Chanlber quash

1798

Trial Judgement, para. 1753.See Trial Judgement,paras 1709-1752.
Trial Judgement,para. 1708 (citationsomitted).
Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, paras 330-331. See Dordovic Appeal Brief, paras 332-342; Dordevic Reply Brief,
para. 101.
"'" Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 330-331.
18°' Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 335-337, 341, referring to Kayishema and Ruzindana Trial Judgement,
paras 137-140;MuhimanaTrial Judgement,para. 569; Seman:.,,Trial Judgement,paras 334-339;BagilishemaTrial
Judgement,para. 84.
""' DordevicAppeal Brief, para. 331.
IBD4 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 342-343.

1799
.
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bis convictions in relation to those sites where premeditation was not established and reduce his
sentence.1805
545.

Toe Prosecution responds that the jurisprudence of the Tribunal does not require

premeditation in order to satisfy the mens rea for murder under Articles 3 and 5 of the Statute.1806 It
contends that the Appeals Chamber has not disturbed a "significant number" of trial judgements •
.which have not required premeditation to establish the crime of murder under Article 5(a) of the
Stamte.1807 Although some ICTR trial chambers ~ve includelpremeditation as

a

requirement of

the mens rea for murder as a crime against humanity, the Prosecution submits that Dordevic neither

demonstrates an error in law nor provides convincing reasons for the Appeals Chamber to depart
from the jurisprudence of the Tribunal.1808

B. Analysis
546.

At the outset, the Appeals Chambernotes that both the ICTY and ICTR Statntes include the

crime of murder as a crime against humanity.1809 Articles 5 and 3 of the French versions of the
ICTY and ICTR Statutes, respectively, list "assassinat" as one of the underlying acts constituting a
crime against humanity, while the English versions specify ''J;nurder".1810 Toe Appeals Chamber
recalls that the term "assassinaf' has ''a very precise meaning in French national law" requiring
premeditation, im whereas the term murder is "clearly understood and well defined in the national
1812

law of every State" and requires no further explanation.

Turning to. murder as a violation of the

laws and customs of war, the Appeals Chamber notes that Article '4_of the ICTR Statute prohibits

1805

Dordevi~ Appeal Brief, paras 342-343. Dordevic argues thll1there was no evidence of premeditation in relation to
the following crimes sites: (i) Bela Ctkva/Bellaci;rke on 25 March 1999; (ii) Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel on
25 March 1999; (iii) Suva Reka/SuharekoJown on 26 March 1999; (iv) Daltovica/Gjakovo on 1-2 April 1999; and
(v) Korerrica/KorettlceandMeja/Mejo on 27-28 April 1999 (E)ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 342).
1806
Prosecution Response Brief, paras 296, 298, 302.
1807
Prosecution Response Brief, paras 299-300.
180
' Prosecution Response Brief, para. 302,
1
"'°Aricle 5 of the ICI'Y Statute; Article 3 of the ICTR Statute.
mo Aticle 5 of the ICTY Statun,; Article 3 of the ICTR Statute.
1811
,Blaildc Trial Judgement, para. 216; fn. 414, citing Article 221-3. of the French Criminal Code which refers to
..assassinar"as "meurtrec,muni.ravecprlmedifation".
mz 1996 ILC Report. p. 48. See Kupreskic et aL Trial Judgement, fn. 821, para. 560; B/.a!kirfTrial Judgement,
para. 217; Kordit and Cerkez Tri.alJudgoment,fn. 316. The Appeals Chamber notes that the drafting biHtoryof the
IMT Charter reveals that the French delegaJ:iondid not suggest the inclusion of the tenn "assassinaf' when
negotiating the jurisdiction of the IMT (see "Observations of the French Delegation oo American Draft, June 28,
1945", in Robert H. Jackson, Reprrrt af Robert H. Jackson. United States Representative to International
Conference on Military Trials (U.S. Department of State, 1949) ("Jackson Report"), pp 89-91; "Draft Article on
Definition of "Crimes", Submitted by the French DelegaJ:ion,July 19, 1945" in Jackson Report, p. 293; "Revised
Defurltion of "Crimes",-Prepared by British Delegation and Accepted by French Delogation, July 28, 1945" in
Jackson Report. pp 390-391).
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1813

"violence to life [.:.], in particular murder", and the French version uses the term "meurtre".

Article 3 of the ICTY Statute, on the other hand, does not explicitly list murder as one of the
violations of the laws or customs of war.1814 It is however firmly established in the jurisprudence of
1815

the Tribunal that Article 3 of tl:ieICTY Statute encompasses murder.
547.

Toe Appeals C)lambernotes that the terms "meurtre" and "assassiruit"have been expressly

considered by a number of early trial judgements.1816 For instance, the Jelisic Trial Chamber
conclu~

that it was appropriate to adopt the term;"murder" in the English text "as the accepted

term in international custom".1817 It reached this conclusion after considering the Akayesu case,
Article 7(1)(a) of the ICC Statute, and Article 18 of the International Law Commission Code of
Crimes Against the Peace and Security of Mankind; all of which refer to the t=

murder

("meurtre"). 1818 After consid,eringthe same sources, the BlasKicTrial Chamber similarly concluded •
that it is murder, and not premeditated murder, that constitutes the underlying offence of a crime
against humanity under the ICTY Statute.1819 In Kordic and Cerkez, the Trial Chamber, referring to
the BlasKiccase, stated that:
[a]lthough thore has been some conttoversyin the InternationalTribuoal's jurisprudence as to the
meamng to be attached to the discrepancybetween the use of the ward "murder" in the English
text of the Statute and the use of the word ''ass(JlJsinaf'in the French tex~ it is now settled that
premeditationis not required.1820

548.

While the Appeals Chamber has uot expressly considered the ternis "meurtre" and

"assassinaf', the case law of the ICTY has been consistent in not requiring premeditation as one of
the elements of the crime of murder either as a violation 'of the laws or customs of war or as a crime
against humanity.1"" The elements of the crime of murder as a war crime pursuant to Article 3 of
the Statute have been established by the ICTY Appeals Chamber as follows: (i) the death of a
victim taking no active part in hostilities; (ii) the death was the result of ao act or omission of the

1813

Article 4 of the ICI'R Statute.
Article 3 of the ICTY Statute.
1815 See CeMriciAppeal Judgement,para. 136; Tadi6October 1995 Appeal Jurisdiction Decision, paras 87, 89. The
Appeals Chamber observes that Article 2 of the ICTY Statute lists "wilful killing" as one of the grave breaches of
the Geneva Conventions of 1949 prohibited uoder the Statute, which is translated in the French version as
"homicideintentioner'.
"'• Kordic and Cerkez Tr;ial Judgement, para. 235; Blalkic Trial Judgement, para. 216; Jelisic Trial Judgement,
para. 51; Krstic Trial Judgement,paras 484-485,fn. I 119; Brdanin Trial Judgement,para. 386, fns 911-912.
1817 JeliricTrial Judgement, para. 51.
. •
1818 Jelisic Trial Judgement, para. 51, referring to AkayesuTrial Judgemen~ para. 588, ICC Statute, Article 7(l)(a),
Draft Code of Crimes againstthe Peace and Security of Maokind,in 1996 ILC Report, Article 18.
1819 Blas"kicTrial Judgement, para. 216. See
also Kordit and Cerk<zTrial Judgement,paras 235·236. •
182 Kordic and CerkezTrial Judgement,para. 235, referring to Blas1:ir!
Trial Judgemeol,para. 216. See also Kordic and
CerkezTrial Judgeme~ para. 236.
•
•
1821 D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, paras 108-109;Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement,para. 261; Kortiic and Cerk<z
Appeal Judgement, paras 37, 113; C.ZebiciAppeal Judgement,para. 423.

1814

°
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perpetrator(s) or of one or more persons for whom the accused is criminally responsible; and
(iii) the perpetrator intended to kill the victim or wilfully harm or inflict serious injury with

reasonable knowledge that the attack was likely to result in death." 22 These elements have been
established to be identical to those required for murder as a·crime against humanity under Article 5
of the Statute, with the exception that the general chapeaurequirements for each be met. 1623
549.

The Appeals Chamber further notes that it has consistently upheld convictions for murder

where.the relevant trial chambers have not required premeditation in order to satisfy .the elements of
murder both under Articles 3 and 5 of the Statute.1824 Contrary to Dordevic' s assertion, the Appeals
•Chamber in Kupres/deet al. also _affirmedconvictions of murder as a crime against humanity on the
basis of mens rea not requiring premeditation.1825 The Trial Chamber in Kupres/deet ~l. articulated
that the "constituent elements of murder under_Article S(a) of the Statute are well known"1826 and
further stated that "the requisite mens rea for murder under Article S(a) is the intent to kill or the
intent t~ inflict serious injury in reckless disregard of human life". 1827 While setting out the legal
elements, the Trial Chamber in Kupreslcicet aL noted that intentional and premeditated killing had
been articulated by the Trial Chamber in Kayishema.1828 However, it did not require premeditation
when it applied the legal standard of murder under Article 5 of the Statute.1829
550.

The ICTR Appeals Chamber has established the same elements.as those articulated by the

ICTY Appeals Chamber in relation to the crime of murder·as a violation of the laws or customs of
war. 1830 Premeditation is, therefore, not an element of murder as a war crime under Article 4 of the
ICTR Statute.1831 The ICTR Appeals Chamber has, in some cases, affirmed convictions for murder
as a crime against humanity under Article 3 of the ICTR Statute without requiring

""' Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 261; Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 37; Celebici Appeal
Judgement, para. 423.
•
11123
• See Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgemeut, para. 113, citing Kordic and_CerkezTrial Judgement, para. 236.
1824
See e.g. D. Milosevi6 Appeal Judgement, p. 128; D. Milosevic Trial Judgement, para, 931_;Kordi6 and Cerkez
Appeal Judgement, pp 295-297; Kordic and Cerkez Trial Judgement, para. 236; Stakic Appeal Judgement, p. 142;
Stakic Trial Judgement, para. 587; Mrksic and Sljivanlanin Appeal Judgement, p. 169; Mrklic et al. Trial
Judgement, para. 486; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, p. 242; Kvocka et al. Trial Judgement, para. 132;
Kupreilic et al. Appeal Judgement, pp 170-171; '&pres"ki6et al. Trial Judgement, pBras 560-561; Krstic Appeal
Judgement, p. 87; Krstic Trial Judgement, para. 485; Limaj et al. Appeal Judgement, p. 116; Limaj et-al Trial
Judgement, para. 241.
•
lll2S Kupreski.cet al. Appeal Judgement, pp 170-171.
1826
Kupreski.cet aL Trial Judgement, pa,a. 5 60.
um Kupreskic et al. Trial Judgement, para. 561, citing Kuyishemaand RuzindanaTrial Judgement, para. 139.
1828
Kupreskit et al. Trial Judgement, para. 561, citing Kayishemaand RuzindanaTrial Judgement, para. 139.
11129
Kupre:fkicet aL Trial Judgement. paras 818, 820, 822. See a1BOKDrdit and Cerkez Trial Judgement, para. 235
(:incluilingreferences).
1"° Setako Appeal Judgement, para. 257.
1 1
"
See Setako Appeal Judgement, para. '157.
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premeditation.1832 In other cases, however, it has upheld convictions based on a standard requiring
premeditation. 1833 While there is indeed a difference in the approach of some early trial judgements·
1834

of the ICTR, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it is not boond by decisions of trial chambers.

Although Dordevic suggests that a mens rea standard requiring premeditation be adopted, the
Appeals Chamber considers that Dordevic has failed to show any cogent reasons to depart from the
existing case law of the Tribonal which has consistently upheld convictions for murder without the
requirement of premeditationondet both Articles 3 and 5 of the Statute.
551.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that the case law of the Tribonal does

not require premeditation to satisfy the mens rea element for murder as a violation of the Jaws or
customs of war onder Article 3 or as a crime against humanity onder Article 5(a) of the Statute.

C. Conclusion
552.

Jn the absence of any cogent reasons put forward by Dordevic to depart from the

jurisprudence of the Tribonal, the Appeals Chamber confirms it'i previous jurisprudence that
premeditation is not a required element for the crime of murder. Considering there is no legal
requirement of premeditation, Dordevic' s submissions challenging the Trial Chamber's assessment
of premeditation in relation to specific crime sites ate therefore dismissed. Dordevic's fourteenth
ground of appeal is dismissed.

"" Far instance, the AppealsChamber in theAkayesu case did not disturb Akayesu's conviction far murder as a crime
against hwrumity (AkayesuAppeal Judgement,p. 143) which was based on a standard not requiring'premodilation
(see Akayesu Trial Judgement, para. 588, where the Trial Chamber slates that: "Customary International Law
dictates that it is the act of 'Murder'that constitutesa crime against humanityand not •Assassinat'").The Appeals
Chamber in Rutagandaquashed Rulagauda's conviction fnr murder as a crime against humanity on the basis of that
same standard (RutagandaAppeal Judgement, p. 168. See also Rutaganda Trial Judgement, paras 79-81, 426,
433). InMusema, the Appeals Chamber did not disturb the Trial Chamber's finding that Musema was not guilty of
murder as a crime agamst hmrumity on the basis of this same standard (MusemaAppeal Judgement, para. 958,
p. 130. See MusernaTrial Judgement, para. 955, See also Musema Trial Judgement, paras 214-215 where the Trial
Chamber, referring to the Akayesu and SemanzaTrial Judgements, articulated that customary interoatiooal law
dictates that the offence of "murder
.., andnot "assassinat",constitutesa_crimeagainsthumanity).
1"' The Appeals Chamberin Muhimana aud Semanzaaffumed convictionsfor murder as a crime against humanity on
. the basis of a standard requiring premeditation (MuhimanaAppeal Judgement, para. 228, p. 81.; Semam.aAppeal
Judgement, p. 126). The Trial Chamber in Muhimana concurred with the Trial Chamber in Semanza that
premeditated murder (i.e. assasinat)'constitutes a crime against humanity, Muhimana Trial Judgement,para. 569,
citing Semanza Trial Judgement, pane 339. See also Semanza Trial Judgement, paras 334-338. The Appeais
Chamber notes that in BCLgilishema,
the Appeals Chamber affirmed Bagilishema's acquittal based on the Trial
Chamber's standard requiring premeditation (Bagilishema Appeal Judgement, p, 57. See Bagilishema Trial
Judgement, paras 84-85, p. 340). The K.ayishemaand Ruzindana Trial Chamber determined that the concepts of
murder and assassinatshould be considered together and that the standard of mens rea required for murder as a
crime against humanity is intentional aud premeditated killing (K.ayishemaand Ruzindana Trial Judgement,
para. 138. Seo K.ayishemaand 1/J,zirula,,aTrial Judgement, para. 137, 139-140).In Kayishemaand Ruzin.da.na,the
Trial Chamber found however that murder as a. crime against humanity was fully subsumed by the counts brought
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XV. DORDEVIC'SFIFTEENTHGROUNDOFAPPEALIN PART:
ALLEGEDERRORSCONCERNINGDESTRUCTIONOF RELIGIOUSOR
CULTURALLY
SIGNIFICANTPROPERTY
A. Introduction

553.

The Trial Chamber found that the crime of persecutionsthrough destruction of religious or

culturally significant property was established in relation to the mosques in Celina/Celine, Bela Crkva/Bellacerke, Landovica/Landovice,Suva Reka/Suhareke (White Mosque), Dakovica/Gjakove
(Hadum Mosque), Rogovo/Rogove, Vlastika/Llashtice, and Vucitrn/Vushtrri (Charshi Mosque)
(''Eight Mosques").1835
554.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber •erred in law with regard to the mens rea

•requirement for the crime of persecutions through destruction of religious sites and erred in fact in
relation to its TMns rea findings relevant to the Hadwn Mosque, the Charshi Mosque, and the
mosques in Vlastica/Llashtice and Landovica/Landovice("Four Mosques").1836 He further submits
that the Trial Chamber erred in its application of the requirement that acts of persecutions must be
1837

of an equal gravity or severil}'as the other crimes enumeraJedunderArticle 5 of the Statute.
B. Mens rea for persecutions through wanton destruction

1. Arguments of theparties
555.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law by holding that an act of destruction

or damage carried out with recklessness is "sufficient for persecutory wanton destruction".1838 He·

under Article 2 of the ICIR Statute (Genocide) and did not therefore enter convictions for nmrder (Kayishema and
RuzindanaTrial Judgement, paras 576-578).
• •
,.,. AlelcsovsldAppeal Judgement, para. 114.
•
1135 Trial Judgemeot, para. 1854. See alsq Trial Judgeroent, paras 1811, 1819, 1825, 1832, 1837, 1841, 1850. The
mosque b,,.Suva Reka/Suhareke.is also koown as Xhamia-e-Bardhe Mosque (Trial Judgement, paras 690, 1820).
Toe mosque in E>akovica/Gjalcove
is also known as Xhamia et Hadumit or Mosque of Hai!um Suleiman Aga (Trial
Judgeroent, para. 863). The market mosque complex in Vncitrn/Vushlrrii, also known as Char,hi Mosque, Xhamia
e Carshise or Tash Xhamia (Trial Judgemen~para. 1849).
.
'"" E>ordevicAppeal Brief, paras 344-347.DordeYic's additional submission that the Trial Chamber failed 1Dlink any
•
destroyed mosques to a widespread and systematic attack dttecled against the civilian population or to the ICE (see
f)ardevic Appeal Brief, paras 344, 350), is addressed in connection with ground of appeal 7 (see supra,
paras 198-200, 204, 207). His challenge, concerning the evidence underlying the Trial Chamber's findings on the
destruction of the mosques in Landovica/Landovi~, Dalcovica/Gjakove(Hadum Mosque), m Vlastica/Llashtice
(see Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 347) are addressed in relation to grouud of appeal 17 (see infra, paros 80:,.:815,
816-822).
•
1837 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 344, 348-349.
•
1838 E)ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 345, referring 1DTrial Judgemeot, para. 1773..
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s)lbmits that there appears to be confusion in the jurisprudence between destruction of property as a
war crime aod persecutions through destruction of property as a crime against humanity under
Articles 3 and 5 of the Statute, respectively.1839 While the Brdanin Trial Chamber found that the
niens rea requirement for Arti~le 3 crimes is satisfied by "reckless disregard'', Dordevic asserts that

this does not apply to Article S(h).1840 He argues that the crime of persecutions requires "specific
1841

intent'' and, therefore, must be committed with the intention to discriminate.

He asserts that the

Trial Chamber failed to apply this "requirement''.1842 Dordevic further submits that the Trial
Chamber's application of the recklessness standard in relation to the Four Mosques implies that "it
was unable to establish whether the perpetrators specifically targeted the mosque[s]".1843
556.

Toe Prosecution responds that (i) the Trial Chamber did not apply a recklessness standard;

(ii) Dordevic ignores relevant findings; and (iii) his submissions warrant summary dismissal 1844

.

Further, it submits that even if the evidence concerning the Four Mosques satisfied only a
"recklessness" standard, the Trial Chamber correctly found that the mens rea requirement was met
for the crime of persecutions through the destruction of these mosques.1845 It argues that acts
.undertaken in "awareness of the probability of the substantial likelihood of damage
or destruction
. .
.
,

of cultural property" can satisfy the mens rea element of the crime of destruction or wilful damage
under Article3(d) of the Statute.1846 Dordevic, according to the Prosecution, fails to show why a
different standard should apply to the same crime under Article 5(h) of the Statute.1847

1839

Dordevic Appeal Brief, para 346. See also Donlevic Reply Brief, para. 102.
.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para 346, referring to Brdanin Trial Judgement,paras 599, 1021,1024. Dordevic notes that
the Trial Chamber referenced the Krajiinik Trial Judgement to support that reckless disregard met the mens rea
requiremem:for destruction of religious sites as an underlyiog act of the crime of persecutions (Dordevic Appeal
Brief, para. 346, referring to Kraji.fnik Trial Judgement,para. 782). However, be argoes that nooe of the authorities
cited. by Krajisnik suggest that recklessness is a suilable standard for persecutions through destruction under
Article S(h).but instead "highlight the need to find 'the requisite discriminatoryintent'" (Dordevic Appeal Brief.
para 346, referring to Kordic and Cerkez Trial Judgement. paras 206-207, 362, Stald,f Trial Judgement,
paras 765-767, Brdanin Trial Judgement,paras 599, 1021, 1023, Stru.garTrial Judgemeot.paras 308-311).
1841 E>ordevicAppeal Brief, para. 345; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 102. Dordevic further submits that while the
. Prosecution relies on the StrugarTrial Judgement,"a comparisonwith that case is instructive.Had one of the shells
hit.• church in the Old Town of Dubrovnik, or started a fire which spread and engulfed a church, a conviction for
religious persecution would not necessarilyfollow'' (DoroovicReply Brief, para. 103). He further submits that "the
Prosecutor would need to alsoshow that the church was struck with the intention to discriminate on ·one of the
• prescribed grounds" (Dardevic Reply Brief, para. 103).
42
"
E>ordevicReply Brief, para. 105.
1843 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 347; Dordevic Reply Brief, paras 104, 106.
" 44 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 303, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1817-1819, 1830-1832, 1838-1841,
1848-1850, 2025, 2151.
"'' Prosecution Response Brief, para. 304.
1146
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 304, referring to Strugar Appeal Judgement,para. 277.
.
1847 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 304, referring to Kordic and Cerkez Appeal_Judgement, para. 108, BlaJkic
Appeal Judgement,paras 144-149,Kordic and Cerkez Trial Judgement.para. 206.

1840
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2. Analysis
557.

The Trial Chamber set out that the crime of persecutions consists of an act or omission that:

(i) discriminates in fact and denies or infringes upon a fundamental right laid down in international
customary or treaty law (actus reus); and (ii) is carried out deliberately with the intention to
discrirninate,on one of the listed grounds, specifically race, religion, or politics (mens rea). 1848 It
further held that the mens rea for the underlying act of destruction of religious sites is met when the
perpetrator "acted with the intent to destroy or damage that property or in the reckless disregard of
the substantial likelihood of the destruction or damage".1849
558. . By arguing that the mens rea standard for persecutions through destruction of religious or
culturally significant property is specific (di~criminatory)intent, Dordevic appears to overlook that

the mens rea for the crime of persecutions is twofold: it requires both the requisite men11rea for the
underlying act and the specific intent to discriminate on political, racial,,or religious grounds.1850 ,In
order to establish the crime of persecutions through destruction of religious or culturally,significant
property, a trial chamber thus roust be satisfied that: (i) the mens rea for destruction of religious or
'

culturally significant property is met; and (ii) the destruction is carried out with discriminatory
intent.
559.

The Appeals Chamber considers destruction of religious or culturally significantproperty as

an underlying act of the crime of persecutions to be the same as "destruction or wilful damage done

to institutions dedicated to religion, [or other cultural property]"; a violation of the laws or customs
of wat enuroeratetfunder Article 3(d) of the Statute.1851 Contrary to Dordevic's assertion,
the mens
'
'

1852

rea element for both a<;tsis the same.

'

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the men11rea element

for destruction of institutions dedicated to religion or other ,culturalproperty_under Article 3( d) "is
[... ] met if the acts of destruction or damage were wilfully, i.e. either deliberately or through
recklessness, directed against" the property.1853 Dordevic has, therefore failed to show that the Trial
Chamber erred in law in holding that recklessness is sufficient to satisfy the men11rea element for
destruction of religious or culturally significant property as an underlying act of persecutions.

184
'
849
,1

Trial Judgement, para. 1755.
Trial Judgement, pora. 1773.
1~ Sia/deAppeal Judgement,para. 328.
.•_
..
.
1151
CJ.Trial Judgement, paras 1770-1771,referringto Kordic and Cer/cezTrial Judgement, para. 206. Article 3(d) of •
!he Stalutc refers to. !he "destruction or wilful damage done to instirutions decliClltedto religion, charity and ,
e<lncalion,the arts a.ndsciences,!ri&toricmonumentsand works of art and science".
1
• "' Krajisnik Trial Jndgement, para. 782; Stakic Trial Judgement, paras 765-767; Brdanin Trial Jndgement,
paras 596-599, 1021, 1023. See also Trial Judgement,para. 1773.
"" Strugar Appeal Judgement,pora. 277, with further references.
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Consequently, his argument that the perpetrators must have "specifically targeted" the mosques
cannot hold. Dordevic' s argument that the Trial Chamber erred in applying the recklessness
standard in relation to the Four Mosques is therefore dismissed.
560.

The Appeals Chamber will now address Dordevic's argument that the Trial Chamber failed 1854

to apply the element of specific intent required for persecutions.

The Trial Chamber correctly set

out that the crime of persecutions requires specific intent, i.e. the intent to discriminate on political,
racial or religious grounds.1855 It subsequently made a general finding that the "widespread
destruction [of Kosovo Albanian religious sites] was committed with persecutory intent as symbols
of Kosovo Albanian heritage and identiti.

1856

The Trial Chamber also specifically addressed the

element of discriminatory intent with regard to the mosques in _Celina/Celine, Bela
Crkva/Bellacerke, and Rogovo/Rogove.1857 It subsequently found for each of these mosques that the
1858

crime of persecutions through wanton destruction was established.

With regard to the Four

Mosques and the White Mosque in Suva Reke/Suhareke, while it did not specifically discuss the
element of discriminatory intent

in relation

to each mosque,

1859

the Trial Chamber equally

concluded that the crime of persecutions was established through their destruction or the damage
they sustained.1860

I

561.

As noted above, the Trial Chamber made a general finding on whether the wanton

destruction or damage of religious sites was committed with discriminatory intent.

1861

As this

finding relates to all of the damaged mosques, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial
Chamber was not required to discuss separately, in relation to each mosque, whether it was
destroyed with discriminatory intent. However, it would have been preferable if the Trial Chamber
had taken a consistent approach rather than providing a discussion in relation to so_meof individual
mosques and not in relation to others. The Appeals Chamber considers that the placement of a legal
finding in a trial judgement is i=aterial

and a matter within a trial chamber's discretion provided

it is clear that the finding is overarching.

1"'

Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 345; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 105.
Trial Judgement, para. 1755.
1056
Trial Judgement, para. 2151. This finding is located in the section of the Trial Judgement discussing whether the
crimes es!Bblished in the Trial Judgement were part of the cOIIl]]l[)n
plan (Trial Judgement, Section XII.B .2(b)).
u 57 Trial Judgement, paras 1810, 1836. Thls discussicn can be found in the section of the Trial Judgement concerning
persecutions through wanton destruction or damage to religious property (Trial Judgement, Section XI.C.2(d)).
1858
Trial Judgemeo, paras 1811, 1837.
•
"" See Trial Judgement, Section XI.C.2(cl).
1860 Trial Judgemen, paras 1819, 1825, 1832, 1841, 1850. See also Trial Judgement, para. 1854.
1861
Trial Judgemen, para 2151.
•
.
1855
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In these circUIDStances,the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber made the

re\flli!ed finding that the destruction_or damage to the mosques was carried out with discriminatory
intent. Dordeyic has therefore failed to show that_the Trial Chamber erred, and his argument is
dismissed.
C. Equal gravity
1. Arguments of the parties
563.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the destruction of the Eight

Mosques amounted to persecutions as it misapplied the equal gravity test.

1862

Dordevic agrees with

the Trial Chamber that the natµre and the extent of an act of destruction determine whether such an

I

act satisfies the equal gravity requirement.1863 He argues that since the Trial Chamber "recognised

I

1864

that the destruction of a religious site 'may' (not must) amount to an act of persecutions":

I

it

should have determined whether the equal gravity requirement was met in relation to each
individual mosque.1865 In his view, the Trial Chamber should have assessed "the importance of the
place of worship to a particular co=unity",
564.

and its failure to do so constitutes an error.

1866

The Prosecution responds that it is clear from the Trial Chamber's reasoning that the equal

gravity requirement is satisfied when a building is dedicated to religion, without the need to further
demonstrate the value of the building to the co=unity.

1867

2. Analysis
565.

In setting out the law on the crime of persecutions through destruction of religious or

culturally significant property, the Trial Chamber held that:
[w]hetber the destruction of property meets the equal gravity reql1irementdepends on the nature
and extent of destruction.A number of Trial Chambershave noted that the destruction of religious
property amounis to 'an attack on the very religious identity of a people' and as such manifests 'a
nearly pure expression' of the notion of crimes aga:inslhuroanity. [.. ,] The International Military
Tribunal, the 1991ru;:Report. and national courlx, inter alia, have singled out the destruction of
religious buildings as a clear case of persecution as a crime against humanity. In the view of the

1862

DordevicAppealBrief, paras 348-349.
DordevicAppealBrief, para. 348, referring to Trial Judgement,para. 1771.
DardevicAppeal Brief,para. 348.
•
"" DordevicAppeal Brief,paras 348-349.
1866
DordevicAppealBrief, para. 349.
11157Prosecution ResponseBrief, para. 310.

_ 1863
1864
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Chamber, therefore,the destructionand wilful damageto Kosovo Alban:ianrelirous sites, coupled
186
with the requisite discriminatoryintent, may amountto an act ofpersecution.
•

566.

Toe Trial Cha:mberfound that, in general the nature and extent of the destruction of property

determine whether it meets the equal gravity requirement

1859

It then analysed the destruction of

• religiousproperty and found that the destruction and wilful damage to Kosovo Albanian religious
1870

sites "may" amount to an ~et of persecutions.

By use of the modal verb "may", the Trial

I

Chamber recognised that, while the destruction of religious sites satisfies the requirement of equal

!

gravity to the crimes listed in Article 5 of the Statute, it does not autmnatically amount to the crime
of persecutions as a crime against humanity. Additional requirements must be met, which the Trial
1871

Chamber set out in the subsequent paragraphs.
567.

The Appeals Chamberhas not previously addressed the issue of equal gravity specifically in

relation to persecutions through destruction of religious or culturally significant property. The
Appeals Chamber finds that the des_tructionof religious property meets the equal gravity
requirement as it amounts to "an attack on the very religious identity of a people" and as. such
manifests "a nearly pure expression" of the notion of crimes against humanity, as also found by
several trial chambers.1872
Proof that a building is dedicated to religion satisfies the equal gravity
requirement without requiriog an assessment of the value of the specific religious property to a
particular co=unity.11!7 3 It is different in that respect to the destruction of private property which
may not necessarily have a sufficiently severe impact to constitute a crime against humanity.
568.

1874

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that it was not necessary for the Trial

Chamber to assess for each mosque individually whether its destruction satisfied the equal gravity
requirement. In these circumstances,Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred and

I-

his argument therefore must fail.

I

1868

Trial Judgement, para. 1771(emphasisadded; citationsomitted).
"" Trial Judgement, para. 1771.
•
mo Trial Judgement, para. 1771.See Milutinovicet al. Trial Judgement,voL I, paras 204-205;Kordir! and Cerkez Trial
Judgement,paras 202. 206-207;Stakic Trial Judgement,paras 766-768;Krajisnik Trial Judgement, paras 780-783.
im Trial Judgement, paras 1772 (property destroyed must not hav_ebeen used for military purposes), 1773 (general
elementsof crimes againstbnmanity;specificm.en.r
rea for persecution;actus reus andmen.rrea for destructionof
religious sites). See also Trial Judgement,para. 1770.
•
•
!877. See Trial Judgement, para. 1771; Mi/utimwic et al. Trial Judgement, voL 1, para. 205; Kordic and Cerke,; Trial
Judgement. paras 202, 206-207;Stakic Trial Judgement;para5766-768;Krajisnik Trial Judgement, paras 780-783.
The 1991 ILC Report lists the destructionof religious buildings as an example of persecutions as a crime agajnst
hmnanity (1991 ILC Report, vol II, part. 2, p. 104). Similarly, post-WWII judgements have considered the
des1ructioaof religious buildingsas per1lCCU!iom
as a crime agsinst humanity (IMT Judgement,pp 248, 302; Israel
v. Adolph Eichmann, District Court of Jerusalem, Judgi,ment of 12 December 1961, 36 International ww
Reports 5, para. 57).
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D. Conclusion

569. In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's fifteenth ground of
appeal, in part_1115

I

i

1873

See Kordic and Cerkez Trial Judgement,paras 202, 206-207; Sta/dt Trial Judgement, paras 766,768; Krajiinik
Trial Judgement,paras 780-783.
"" See Blas"/dc
Appeal Judgement,para. 146, citing and agreeingwith KupreI/dt et al. Trial Judgement,para. 631.
1875
The Appeals Chamber will address the remainder nf this ground of appeal in the part dealing with ground o(
appeal 17. See infra, C)IaptcrsIX and XIX.
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XVI. DORDEVIC'SSIXTEENTHGROUNDOF APPEAL:ALLEGED
CONVICTIONSBASED ON CRIMESNOT PLEADEDIN THE

U'ffilCTME:NT
A. Arguments of the parties
570.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting him of crimes not alleged in

the Indictment. 1876 He argues that several of his convictions in relation to the crimes of deportation,
other inhumane acts (forcible transfer), persecutions as crimes against humanity, and murder as a
violation of the laws or customs of war as well as a crime against humanity, should be quashed
since certain locations or events in relation to these crimes were not alleged in the lndictment.

1877

He requests that his sentence be reduced accordingly.ms
571.

The Prosecution responds that: (i) this ground of appeal should be summarily dismissed as

Dordevic rai,ses it for the first time on appeal, and by not objecting to the evidence when it was
187
~

introdnced during the trial he has waived the right to raise the issue on appea1;

i

'i

i

(ii) Dordevic

received fair notice of the material facts, 1880 arguing that the Indictment includes all the locations
and crimes which Dordevic challenges;1881 and (iii) the Appeals Chamber should not automatically
quash the relevant convictions in the event that it finds that certain incidences were not alleged in
the Indictment, 1882 bilt should also consider whether th~ defects were cured by the provision of
clear, consistent, and timely information by the Prosecution in its Pre-Trial Brief and Rule 65ter

i,

witness summaries, 1883 the disclosed evidence,18S4 and Dordevic's own submissions at trial.1885

I.

1876

DordevicAppeal Brief, para. 352; AppealHearing, 13May 2013,AT. 99-102.
•
Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, paras 352°360, referring to Kordi6 and Cerkez Appeal Judg=nt, Renzaho APpeal
Judgement.See DordevicReplyBrief, paras 110-111.
1878
DordevicAppeal Brief, para. 361.
117' ProsecutionResponse Brief,.para. 313. See also ProsecutionResponse Brief, paras 320, 322, 325, 327-328,333,
335-336,340-344, 346-347;AppealHearing, 13May 2013,AT. 150-151.
1880
ProsecµtionResponseBrief,para. 314; Appeal Hearing,13May 2013, AT. 149-151.
1" 1 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 314-315, 319, 321, 323-324, 326, 328-332, 334, 336-339, 341, 343-344,
347-348;Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013,AT. 149-157.
.
.
•
'"' Prosecution Response Brief, para. 316, referring to BlaJkic Appeal Judgement, para. 238, Niyitegeka Appeal
Judgement,para. 195.
.
•
13
"
ProsecutionResponse Brief,para. 316, referring to Simic AppealJudgement,paras 23-24, NaletiUr!mid Mamnovic
Appeal Judgement, paras 26, 33, 61-65, Kvocka et aL Appeal Judgement,paras 34. 44, Kordir!and Cerkez Appeal
Judgement,paras 142, 165. See also Appeal Hearing,13 May 2013, AT. 149-150.
" 84 ProsecutionResponse Brief, para. 316, referring to Kupreskic et aL Appeal Judgement,paras 117-120,N"zyitegeka
Appeal Judgement, para. 197, Ntakiru#mana and Ntakirutimana Appeal Judgement,para. 48, Gacumbitsi Appeal
Judgement,paras 57-58.
•
•
1885 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 316, referring to Simir! Appeal Judgement. para. 24, Kvocka et aL Appeal
Judgemeot, paras 52-53. See :i!soProsecution Response Brief, para. 318, where the Prosecution argues that

• 1817
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572.

£>ordevicreplies that the question of waiver does not arise since he only became aware of
1886

the additional crimes when the Trial Chamber issued the Trial Judgement.
1887

that he does not argue that the Indictment was vague.

He explicitly states

Furthermore, Eiordevicinvites the Appeals

Chamber not to rely on Rule 65ter witness •uroroaries.or witness statements, claiming that the
.

.

Prosecution seeks to expand the charges against him and hold him responsible for additional attacks
1888

that were not identified in the Indictment.

B. Analysis

1. Introduction
573. At the outset, the Appeals Chamber considers that challenges ·pertaining to defects in an
indictment are normally dealt with at the pre-trial stage by the trial chamber, or, if leave to pursue
an interlocutory appeal has been granted, llllder Rule 72(B)(ri) of the Rules, by the Appeals
Chamber. 1889 In the instant case, however, the Appeals Chamber is faced with a different scenario,
in .that Dordevic's submission is made at the appellate stage and concerns crimes that he claims
were not alleged in the Indictment and of which he only became aware of when the Trial Judgement
was issued. 1890 Therefore, this submission can orily be considered in relation to the criminal conduct
for which Dordevic was ultimately convicted.1891 Consequently, in the present circumstances it is
irrelevant whether Dordevic raised any objections before the Trial Chamber, since the issue of
waiver is not applicabie in this context.1892 However, as Dordevic raises defects in the· Indictment
for the first time on appeal, he bears the burden of proving that his ability to prepare bis defence
1893

was materially impaired.

Elordevic "cross-examined witnesses about the incidents he challenges and has not demonstrated any material
impah:mentin his defence".
1886
Elordevic Reply Brief, para. 107:
1887
Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 108.
"'' Elordevic Reply Brief, para. 109, referring to Muvur,yi11Appeal Judgement, para. 28. The Appeals Chamber notes
that the reference to the Muvunyi II Appeal Judgement appears to be erroneous and understands it instead to be a
reference to the M,rnmyi I Appeal Judgement.
1889 See ~upres"kicet al. Appeal Judgement, para. 79.
1800 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 352, 354; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 107.
1"' See Kupreskic et al. Appeal Judgement.,para. 79. •
" 92 Contra Prosecution Response Brief. para. 313. See ElordevicReply Brief, para. 107.
••
1893 See MrkJic and Sljivantanin Appeal Judgell).Ont,
para. 142; Simic Appeal Judgement, para. 25; Kvocka et aL
Appeal Judgement, para. 35; Ntageruro et al, Appeal Judgement, para. 31; Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement.,
para. 200. See also Ga,;umbitsiAppeal Judg=n~ para. 51.
•
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574.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that a trial chamber can only convict an accused for crimes

which are charged in an indictment 1B9'4It is well established in the jurisprudence of the Appeals
Chamber, in accordance with the Statute of the Tribunal, that the charges against an accused and the
material facts supporting those charges must be pleaded with sufficient precision in an
indictment.1895The ICTR jurisp~dence has, howevi;r, clarified that whether a crime is charg~ in
an indictment and whether an indictment is vague in the manner it sets out the alleged material facts
of a crime are two separate issues.1896Indeed, a distinction is to be drawn between "counts or
charges", and "material facts".1897Defects •arising from an omission of a "count or a charge" from
1898
an indictment can only be remedied through formal amendment under Rule 50 of the Rules.
However, defects concerning vagueness in an indictment, such as the omission of a material fact
underpinning a charge can be cured in certain circumstances and through the provision of timely,
clear and consistent information in post-indictment documents such as ·the pre-trial briefs,
1899
Rule 65ter witness summaries and witness statements.
When challenges to an indictment are
raised on.appeal, the Appeals Chamber must determine whether the error of trying the accused on a
defective indictment "invalidat[ed] the decision" to convict, as the indictment can no longer be
arnended.1900

1894 Naletilic

and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, para. 26; Kvoi!ka et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 33; Munyakazi
Appeal Judgement. para. 36; Kalimanzira Appeal Judgement; para. 46; Muvw,yi I Appeal Judgement, para. 18;
Ntagenua et al. Appeal Judgement,pari 28.
"" Martie Appeal Judgement, para. 162; Simic Appeal Judgement. para. 20; Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal
Judgement, para 2.3; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 27; Kupresld[et al Appeal Judgement, para. 88;
Ntabakuze Appeal Judgement, para. 30; Bagosora and Nsengiyurnva Appeal Judgement, para. 96; Ntakirutimana
Appeal Judgement, para 58; Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement.para. 200; Article 2.1of the Statute.
1896 Ntabakuze Appeal Judgement, para. 30, rekrring to Bagosora and Nsengiyumva Appeal Judgement, para. 96,
Ntawukulilyayo Appeal Judgement,para. 189, Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 32.
1897 ~ Prosecutor v. Bagosora et al., Case No. ICTR-98-41-AR73,Decision on Aloys Ntabalruze's Interlocutory
Appeal on Qnesti.onsof Law Raised by the 2.9June 2006 Trial Chamber I Decision on Motion for Exclusion of
Evidence, 18 September 2006 ("Bagosora Decision of 18 September 2.006"),para. 19, referring to The Prosecutor
• v. Tharcisse Muvunyi, Case No. ICTR-00-55A-AR73, Decision on Prosec1JtionInterlocutory Appeal Against Trial
Chamber JI D~on
of 23 February 2005", 12 May 2005 ("MuvurryiDecision''). "The count or charge is the legal
characterisation of the material facts which support that count or charge. In pleailing an indictment, the Prosecution ••
is required to specify the alleged legal prolnbition infringed (the count or charge) and the acts. or omissions of the
Accused that give rise to that allegation of infringement of a legal prohibition (materialfacts)" (MuvurryiDecision,
para. 19).
•
_
1898 Ntabdkuze •Appeal Judgement, para. 30; Bagosora and Nsengtyumva Appeal Judgement, para. 96; Bagosora
Decision of 18 September 2.006, para. 2.9; Karera Appeal Judgement, paras 2.95-296. See Ren,;aho Appeal
Judgement, para. 128; Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, paras 1027-1028; Ntagerura et al. Appeal
Judgement, para. 32; Rule 50 of the Rules.
.
•
1"' See ,.g. Martie Appeal Judgement.para. 163; Simic Appeal Judgement, para. 23; Naletilic and Martirwvic Appeal
Judgement, para. 26; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 33; Kupreslcit et al Appeal Judgement, para. 114.
1900 Article 25(1)(a) of the Statute; Kvocka et~ Appeal Judgment, para. 34.
•
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575. The Appeals Chamberrecalls that whether or not a fact is c?nsidered material depends on the
nature of the Prosecution's case.1901 The Prosecution's characterization of the alleged criminal
conduct and the prorimity of the accused to the underlying crimes are decisive factors in
determining the degree of specificitywith which the Prosecution must plead the material facts of its
1902

case in the indictment in order to provide the accused with adequatenotice.

Where the scale ~f

the alleged crimes prevents the Prosecution from providing all the neceSSl\lYmaterial facts, less
information inay be acceptable.1903 However, even where it is impracticable or impossible to
provide full detirils of a material fact, the Prosecution must indicate its best understanding of the
case against the accused and thetrial should only proceed where the right of the accused to know
1904

the case against himand to prepare hlJi defencehas been assured.

The Prosecutionis expected to

know its case before proceedingto trial and may not rely on the weaknesses of its own investigation
1905

in order to mould the case against the accused as the trial progresses.
576.

An indictment which fails to set forth the specific material facts underpinning the charges

against the accused .is defective.1906 The Appeals Chamber has held: "[a}n indictment may also be
defective when .the material facts are pleaded without sufficient specificity, such as, unless there are
special circumstances, when the times refer to broad date ranges, the places are only generally·
indicated, and the victims are only generally identified."1907 As stated above, the prejudicial eff~t
of a defective indictment may only be "remedied'' if the Prosecution provided the accused with
timely, clear and consistent information that resolves the ambiguity or clarifies the vagueness,

Naletilic and Martinavic Appeal Judgement. para. 24; Kvocko.et al. AppeBIJudgement, para. 24; Kupreskic et al.
. Appeal Judgement, para 89; 1-areraAppeal Judgement. para. 292; Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 322;
Ndindabahizi Appeal Judgement, para. 16; Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 23; Kamuhanda Appeal
Judgement, para. 17.
.
1902 Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 28; KiJpreskic et al.
Appeal Judgement, para. 89. Where it is alleged that the ace11sedplanned, instigated, ordered, or aided and abetted
the alleged crimes, the Prosecution is reg_triredto identify the "particular acts" or "the particular course of conduct''
on the part of the accused which forms the ba,is for the charges in question (Naletilic!and Marlinovic Appeal
Judgement, para. 24); Kupres/de et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 89; BlaJld<fAppeal Judgement, para 213; Renzaho
Appeal Judgement, para. 53; Karera Appeal Judgement, para. 292; Sert>mbaAppeBI Judgement, para. 27, citing
Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 25.
•
1903 The Appeals Chamber has held that "in ccrbrin circumstances, 'the sheer scale of alieged crimes makes it
impracticable to reqtrire a high degree of specificity in such matters as the identity of the victi= and the dales of
the commission of the crimes'" (Kupreskic Appeal Judgement, para. 89; Muhimana Appeal Judgement, para. 79,
citing GacumbitsiAppeal Judgement, para. 50 (citations omitted)).
1904 Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 30.
'"' Kvo/Jka el al. Appeal Judgement, para. 30; Kupreikic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 92.
"°'Kvocka et· al. Appeal Judgement, para. 28; Kupreskic et al. Appeal Jodgement, para. 114; Ren1.ahoAppeal
Judgement:, para. 55;. Kllrera Appeal Judgement, para. 293; Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 22;
Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement, para. 195; Munyakazi Appeal Judgement, para. 36; Kalimanzira Appeal Judgement,
para. 46; Rukundo Appeal Judgement, para. W.
'"" Kvolka et al. Appeal Judgement,para. 31.
1901

f
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thereby compensating for the failure of an imHctment to give proper notice of the charges.

· However; in some circumstances, the provision of material facts only through post-indictment
information may impact upon the ability of the accused to know the case·agaiust him or her and to
prepare bis or her defence.1909 AJ,, such, the possibility of curing the omission of material facts is not
unlimited. For example,. au expansion •of charges through the introduction of new material facts
• should not lead to a "radical transformation'' of the Prosecution's case which may result in
unfairness and prejudice to an accused.1910 In such circUillBtances,"if the new ma~al
such that they could on their own, support separate charges",

1911

facts are

a formal amendment pursuant to

Rule 50 of. the Rules is required.1911 In this regard, the Appeals Chamber considers that when an
indictment is very specific in pleading certain crimes - for example, by giving an exhaustive list of
locations and indicating a precise time period of incidents occurred within those locations - the
addition of new material facts by the Prosecution, such as an incident occurred in a location and/or
in a time period that was not specifically alleged in an indictment, constitutes an expansion of
1913

• charge which may lead to prejudice to the accused.
577.

In order to det=ine

whether the Trial Chamber erred in entering convictions, the Appeals

Chamber will consider whether the incidents challenged by Dordevic formed part of the
Prosecution's case. Accordingly, the Appeal Chamber will assess whether: (i) the Indictment was
defective; (ti) the defect was curable _and,if so, whether it was cured; and (iii) Dordevic suffered
prejudice. Contrary to Dordevic's claims,1914 the Appeals· Chamber may rely on, inter alia, the
information contained in the Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief and Rule 65ter witness srnnmaries and.
1915

statements for·this purpose.
578.

The Appeals Chamber will consider Dordevic's submissions with respect to each crime in

the following order: (i) deportation and other inl!umane acts (forcible transfer); (ii) murder; and
(iii) persecutions.

"" See e.g. Martie Appeal Judgement,para. 163; SimicAppeal Judgement, para. 23; NaJ,etilic
and MartinovicAppeal
Judgement, para. 26; Kvockaet aL Appeal Judgement,para. 33; Kupres/deet aL Appeal Judgement,para. 114,
19 Renzah.o
Appeal Judgement,para. 128.
•
.
1910 See BagosoraDecision of 18 September2006, para. 30, referring to Kuprelkic et aL Appeal Judgement, pai:a. 121,
NtakirutimanaAppeal Judgement,para. 28.
•
"" BagosoraDecision of 18 September2006, para. 30, refemng to Mi,vu,ryiDecision, paras 33, 35.
" 12 Bagosora Decision of 18 September 2006, para. 30; Muvunyi I Appeal Judgement, para. 20. See also Ka:rera
Appeal Judgement, para. 296;Mwunyil Appeal Judgement,para. 161.
19" See e.g. Mwunyi I Appeal Judgement,paras 89-100.
1914 Dordevic'• Reply Brief, para. 109.
1915 Supra,para. -~74.
•

°'
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2. Deyortation and other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) as crimes a~ainsthumanity
579.

The Trial Chamber found Dordevic responsible for deportation (Count 1) and other

inhumane acts (forcible transfer) (Count 2) as crimes against humanity, carried out by Serbian
forces against Kosovo Albanian civilians in relation to incidents in thirteen municipalities in
Kosovo.1916
580.

Dordevic challenges his convictions for deportation and/or other inhumane acts (forcible
1917

transfer), with respect to incidents in specific sites located in nine of the municipalities,
1918

· basis that these locations were not pleaded in the Indictment.

o~ the

The Appeals Chamber will address

his ·submissionswith regard to the respective municipalities.
(a) Pri=
581.

municipality

With regard to Prizren municipality, Dordevic challenges his convictions for deportation in
1920

relation to incidents in Dusanovo/Dushanove1919 and Srbica/Serbica;
1921

acts (forcible transfer) in Landovica/Landovice.

and for other inhumane

•

a. Dusanovo/Dushanove
582.

The Trial Chamber found that "on 28 March 1999, Serbian forces entered the

neighbourhood of Dusanovo/Dushanove of Prizren" and forcibly displaced some 4,000 to 5,000
residents across the border to Albania.1922 It further found that Dusanovo/Dushanoveis a suburb of
1923

Prizren town, located to the north of the town centre.
583.

The Indictment alleges that from 28 March 1999, Kosovo Albanians were ordered to leave
1924

"the city of Prizren" and were forced to the Albanian border.

1916Trial Judgement, paras 1703-1704. The Trial Chamber found Elordevic responsible for crimes commit\Odin the
municipalities of: Orahovac/Rahovec; Prizren; Srbica/Slrenderaj; Suva Reka/Suhareke; Pec/Peje; Kosovska
Mitrovica/Mitrovice; Pristina/Prishtine; Dakovica/Gjakove; Gnjilane/Gjilan; Urosevac.lFerizaj; Kaca.niki'Kll\'anik:;
Decam/D~an; and Vuc.itrn/Vushtrri(TrilllJudgement, parHB1615-1702).
•
"" Dardevic Appeal Brief, paras 357-358. Elordevic's submissions relate to the municipalities of: Prizren;
Srbica/Slrenderaj; Dalrovica/Gjakove;Suva Reka/Suhareke; Gnjilane/Gjilan; Urosevac/Ferizaj; Orahovac/Rahovec;
Pe6'Peje; and Decani/Dqan.
19" Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, paras 352, 356.
1• 1• Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 356, 357(a)(i), referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1626-1627, 1701, 1704..
mo Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 356, 357(a)(ii), referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1629, 1701, 1704.
1921 DordevicAppeal Brief, parHB356, 358(b), referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1628, 1702-1704.
122
"
Trill1 Judgement, para. 1626.
1923
Trilll Judgement, para. 565.
,,,. Indictrnen(para. 72(b).
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584.

The Appeals Chambernotes that the term "suburb" generally refers to an "outlying part of a

city'\ a "co=unity

adjacentto or within co=uting

distance of a city'",or "the area belonging to a
1925

town or city that lies immediatelyoutside its walls or boundaries".

The Appeals Chamber notes

that the Trial Chamber clearly considered Dusanovo/Dushanoveto be part of the dty of Prizren
''located to the north of the town centre" and that Dordevic does not challenge this finding on
appeal.1926 Specifically, the Appeals Chamber also notes the evidence of Witness Rexhep Krasniqi,
1927

who testified that Dusanovo/Dushanoveand Prizren were "merged together".
.585.

In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that Dusanovo/Dushanoveis part of

the town of Prizren. Consideringthat the Indictment alleges the material facts underlying the charge
of deportation from the "city of Prizren'', the Appeals Chamber therefore finds that deportation
from Dusanovo/Dushanove is alleged in the Indictment. Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial
Chamber erred in entering a conviction for the crime of deportation in relation

to

Dusanovo/Dushanove on 28 March 1999.
b. Srbica/Serbica
586.

The Trial Chamberfound that some villages in Prizien municipality were attacked between

25 and 30 March 1999, causing the villagers to flee to Srbica/Serbica,from where they were later
deported, between 9 and 16 April 1999, to the Albanian border,1

923

It found that the crime of
1929

deportation from Srbica/Serbicawas establishedbetween 9 and 16 April 1999.
587.

The Indictment alleges that· on: 25 March 1999, some villages in the Prizren municipality
1930

were attacked and, as a result, some of the villagers fled towards Srbica/Serbica:

It continues:

"[f]orces of the FRY and Serbia then launched an offensive in the area of Srbica/Serbica and

10"

See Merriam-Web.,terDictionary Online, Unabridged (Merriam-Webster,Incorporated, 2013); O:,ifordEngli,h
DictiorraryOnline (OxfordUniversityPress, 2013).
1926 Trial Judgement, para. 565. The Appeals.Chamber notes that in support of this statement,the Trial Chamber cites
the statement of Witness Hysni Kryeziu, who refers to the "village" of Dusanovo/Dusbanovein the commune of
Prizren (Exhibit P8?6, p. 2). The Appeals Chamber further notes that in describing the events, Witness Krasniqi
clearly considers Dusaoovo/Dushanoveas part of Prizren: "[a]bout 4 or 5 thousand people were forced out of our
town. There was a convoy of people, like a cham, for 16 km., from Prizrem [sic] to the border." (ExhibitP848,
~~

•

1927

See Trial Judgement, para. 565, fn, 2088, referring to Exhibit PB50,p. 4922.
1928 Trial Judgement, paras 599, 1628-1629.
1929
Trial Judgement. para. 1629.
1930 Indictment, para. 72(b).
•
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shelled the villages of Donji Retimlje/Reti e L1et, Retimle/Reti and Randubrava/Randobrave.
Kosovo Albanian villagers were forced from their homes and sent to the Albanianbonier."

1931

1932

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Indictment should be read as a whole.

588.

Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber considers that the In~ctment alleges the material facts relating
to the deportation of Kosovo Albaniansfrom the area of Srbica/Serbica following the attack on that._
village which was subsequent to the attacks on some villages in the Prizren municipality a few days
earlier, from which the Kosovo Albanians had fled. The findings in the Trial Judgement are
consistent with this allegation.
589.

The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred

in entering a conviction for the crime of deportation in relation to incidents in Srbica/Serbica
betweim 9 and 16 April 1999.
c. Landovica/Landovice
590.

The Trial Chamber found that the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) was

established on the basis of events that occured on 26 March 1999, when the residents of
Landovica/Landovice fled north-west and south-west as a result of an attack by Serbian forces on
• the village.1933
591.

The -Indictment alleges that on 25 March 1999, the villages of Pirane and
1934

Landovica/Landovice in the Prizen municipality were shelled and bumed.

More specifically, it

alleges that "[i]n the town of Landovica/Landovice, an old mosque was burned and heavily
1935
damaged by forces of the FRY and S_erbia."
The following passages read: "[s]ome of the
1936

• ·Kosovo Albanians fleeing toward Srb_ica/Serbicawere killed or wounded by snipers";
1937

of the FRY and Serbia then launched an offensive in the area of Srbica/Serbica";

"[f]orces

and "Kosovo
1938

Albanian villagers were forced from their homes and sent to the Albanian border".

Further,

paragraph 72 alleges that an atmosphereof fear and oppression was created to facilitate expulsions
and displacements through ''the use of force, threats of force and acts of violence" described in

1931

Indictme~t,eara 72.(b).
•
.
Mrksic and Sljivimcanin Appeal Judgement,para 138,referringto Gacwnbitsi Appeal Judgement,para. 123.
' 933 Trial Judgement,para. 1628.
1934
Indictmonl,para. 72(b),
1935 Indictment,para. 72(b).
1936
Indictment,para. 72(b).
1937
Indictment,para. 72(b)._
cc/_,_-.
•
"'" Indictment,para. 72(b).
~_ .
1932
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detail in paragraphs 25-32 of the Indictment as, inter alia, "the burning and destruction of property,
including[ ... } cultural monumentsand religious si~s".
592.

1939

The Appeals Chamber considers that the material facts relating to the crime of other

inhumane acts (forcible transfer) at Landovica/Landovice are alleged in the Indictment The
allegation concerning Landovica/Landovice should be viewed :in context of the Indictment as_a
whole, which describes a chain of events starting with attacks on villages throughout the Prizren
m1lllicipalityon 25 March 1999, leading to the forcible transfer of the Kosovo Albanian villagers
towards Srbica/Serbica.1940 The Trial Chamber's finding that the forcible transfer occurred on
26 March 1999 is, therefore, consistent with the lndictment Toe Appeals Chamber further notes
that Landovica/Landoviceis located :inthe Prizren municipality,1941 which is specifically mentioned
in the Indictment as one of the villages attacked and shelled on 25 March.1942 Further, the
• destruction of the mosque in Landovica/Landovicewas described in the Indictment as one of the
1943

"acts of violence" that were used to ''facilitate expulsions"from the municipality.
593.

The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that Dordevic •has failed to show that the Trial

Chamber erred :in entering a conviction for the crime of other :inhumaneacts (forcible transfer) :in
relation to Landovica/Landoviceon 26 March 1999.
(b) Srb:ica/Skenderajmunicipality
594.

With regard

to

the Srbica/Skenderajmunicipality, Dordevic challenges bis conviction for

deportation on the basis of incidents in Kladern:ica/Kllademice,between 12 and 15 April 1999;1944
and his convictions for other inhnmane acts (forcible transfer) on the basis of incidents :in
Brocna/Buroje,betwe~n 25 and 26 March 19991945 and Tusilje/Tushile, on 29 March 1999.1946

,,,. Indictment, para. 72. Seelndi-ent, paras 25-32
1940
Indictment, para. 72(b).
1941
Trial Judgement, para. 588. See Exhibit P349.
""- Indictment, para. 72(b).
,... Indictment, para. 72.
_
1944Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 357(b), referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1634, 1701, 1704; Appeal Hearing,
•
13May 2013, AT. 99. Seo also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 10i-102.
'"" Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 358(c)(i), refening to Trial Judgement, paras 1631, 1702-1704; Appeal Hearing,
13 May 2013; AT. 99. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 101-102.
1946 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 358(c)(ii), refening to Trial Judgement, paros 1632, 1702-1704; Appeal Hearing,
13 May2013, AT. 99. Seo eJ,;oAppeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 101-102.
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a. Klademica/Kllademice
595.

The Trial Chamber found that as a result of attacks launched between 25 and 26 March

1999

on

villages in

the

Srbica/S!cenderaj municipality, !ttcluding the

village

cif

Klademica/Kllademice, a group of 5,000 Kosovo Albanians sought refuge in Izbica/lzbice, from
where the women and children were sent away in the db:ectionof Albania.1947 The Trial Chamber
held that the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) from Izbica/Izbice was establi~hed on
28 March 1999, but it was not satisfied that the crime of deportation was established, as the
•evidence did not demonstrate that the women and children reached the border with Albania.1948 The
Trial Chamber further found that on 12 April 1999, Kladernica/Kllademice was again shelled,
causing 10,000 to 12,000 villagers to take refuge in the village school.1949 The villagers were then
ordered by Serbian forces to go to Albania.1950 The Trial Chamberheld that the crime of deportation
in relation to Kladernica/Klladernicewas established on 12 April 1999.1951
596.

Dordevic only ·challenges his
conviction
for deportation from . Klademica/Kllademice on
.
' .
1952

12 April 1999.
597.

The lndictment alleges that a number of villages in the Srbica/Sk:enderajmunicipality,

including K!ademica/Klladeruice, were attacked and destroyed ''beginning on or about 25 March
1999".1953 It further ~lieges that following the attacks, "[oJn or about 28 March 1999, at least 4,500
Kosovo Albanians from:these villages gathered in the village of Izbica/Izbice."1954 The women and
children were forcibly moved by· Serbian forces towards Klina/Klioe, Dakovica/djakove and
eventually to the Albanian border.1955
598.

The Appeals Chanlber finds that the Indictment contains the material facts relating to other

inhumane acts (forcible transfer) and deportation of Kosovo Albanians from villages in the
Srbica/Skenderaj municipality ~esulting from attacks.beginning on or about 25 March 1999. The
Appeals Chamber however notes that the findings in the.Trial Judgement on Klademica/Klladeruice
relate to two specific scenarios resulting from two separate incidents: (i) the forcible transfer from_

,.., Trial Judgement,paras 1630-1631.
1
"'
Trial Judgement,para. 1631.
1
"" Trial Judgement,para. 1634.
1950
Trial-Judgement,para. 1634.
1951
.
Trial Judgement,para. 1634.
1952
Donlevic Appeal Brief, para. 357(b)_-refon:ing to Trial Judgemen, paras 1634, 1701, 1704; Appeal Hearing,
13 May 2013,AT. 99. See also AppealHearing, 13 May 2013, AT.101-102.
1953
Indictmens para. 72(c).
•
m 4 Indictment,para. 72(c).
1955 Indictment,para. 72(c).
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Izbica/Izbice on 28 March 1999, which was caused by attacks launched between 25 and 26 March
1999 on several villages, . including Klademica/Kllademice; and (ii) the deportation from
Klademica/Kllademice on 12 April _1999, which resulted from a further attack launched on
Klademica/Kllademice about three weeks later.1956 In the view of the Appeals Chamber the
allegation in the Indictment only covers the Trial Chamber's finding on other inhumane acts
(forcible transfer) of approximately5,000 Kosovo Albaniansfrom Izbica/Izbice on 28 March 1999,
. but not. the finding on the deportation of 10,000 to 12,000 Kosovo .Albanians from
Klademica/Kllademice on 12 April, which occurredin different circumstancesand was caused by a •
subsequent attack by Serbian forces on the village.
599.

.,

Furthermore, contrary to the Prosecution's suggestion, the Appeals Chamber finds that

merely pleading a general pattern of events throughoutKosovo is insufficient to support the charge
of deportation at Kladernica/Kllademice.1957 The Appeals Chamber therefore considers that while
the material facts in relation to the first scenario were properly pleaded; the material facts of the
'

'

second scenario were not pleaded with sufficient specificity.The Indictment is therefore defective
with regard to the deportation of 10,000 to 12,000 Kosovo Albanians from Kladernica/Kllademice
on 12 April.
600.

The Appeals Chambersnotes that the Rule 65ter witness summaries and statementsprovide

certain information· relating to one witness's account of an attack on the village of
Kladernica/Kllademice, after 28 March 1999, following which displaced people who had found
refuge in a school were forced to leave, all the way to the Albanian border, around 15 April
1999.1958 However, the Appeals Chamber considers that the content of the witness summaries and
statements relating to this witness alone was not sufficient to have informed Dordevic in a timely,
clear and consistent manner of the new material facts that the Prosecution mtended to prove at
trial.1959 The defects in the Indictment were thereforenot cured by the provision of post-indictment

"" Compere Trial Judgemro~ paras 1630-1631 (refening to 5,000 Kosovo Albanians seeking refuge in Izbica/Izbice
after attacks on various villages between 25 and 26 March 1999) with TrialJudgemeot. para. 1634 (referring to
10,000 to 12,000 villagers seeking refuge in the school of Kladernica/Klladomiciifollowmg an attack'launched on
Kladernica/Kllademice on that same day).
•
•
1957 See Prosecution Response Brief, para, 321,' fn. 1069. In support of i!E argument that the 'deportation from
K!adernica/Kllademice is covered by paragraph 7'},(_c)of the Indictment. the Prosecution argued that paragraphs
25-30 of the Indictment "set out• pattern of events in Kosovo: followmg m attack on a Kosovo Albanian village
by Serb forces, villagers md displaced persons woreexpelled in convoys that moved towards Kosovo's borders.
[,. cJ These paragraphs were incorporated into both the deportation and forcible transfer counts (Counts I and 2)"
(Prosecution Response Brief, para. 321, fn. 1069). See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. -151.
1951 65ter Witness List No, 45; Exhibit P. 281 (Sadik Januzi),p. 2; Exhibit P. 282 (Sadik Januzi), p. 7-8.
195
' See supra, para. 576.
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documents. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevi6 has shown that his ability to
prepare his defence was materially impaired and that he suffered prejudice as a result.
601.

For these reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting

Dordevic for the crime of deportation on. the basis of_the incidents in Kladernica/Klladi!mice
between 12 and 15 April 1999.
b. Brocna/Buroje and Tusiljetrushile
602.

The Trial Chamber fouud that the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) w~s

carried out by Serbian forces in Brocna/Buroje and Tusilje/Tushile between 25 and 26 March and
on 29 March 1999, respectively.1960 Brocna/Buroje and Tusilje/Tushile are part of the
1961

SrbicaiSkenderaj municipality.
603.

The Indictment alleges with regard to Srbica/Skenderaj municipality, that "[b]eginning on

or about 25 March 1999, forces of the FRY and Serbia attacked and destroye_dthe villages of
Vojnike/Vocnjak, Leocina/Lecine,Kladernica/Klladi!mice,Turicevac!Turi9CC
and Izbica/Izbice, by
shelling and burning" and that "[oJn or about 28 March 1999, at least 4,500 Kosovo Albanians from
these villages gathered in the village of Izbica/Izbice [fro:inwhere] [t]he women and children were
forcibly moved."

1962

6Q4. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Indictment is specific in identifying the villages .in
Srbica/Skenderaj municipality that were attacked and from where the villagers fled to Jzbica/lzbice.
The Indictment gives an exhaustive list which does not mention the villages of Brocna/Buroje or
Tusiljeffushile. 1963 It also does not include a general allegation of attacks and expulsions
"throughout the municipality", or indicate that the locations identified were only examples of
1964

villages in Srbica/Skenderajmunicipalitythat were attacked.
. 605.

Thus, the lndictment is defective.

'Toe Appeals Chamber notes that the allegation of forcible tr~sfer at Brocna/Buroje is

nowhere to be found either in the Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief or in the 65ter Witness List. With
regard to Tusilje/Tushile, Rule 65ter witness summaries contain some information about a witness
who escaped to Tusiljetrushile after the Serb forces shelled her village, on 26 March 1999, and she

1
'"'·

Trial Judgement.,paras 1630-1632.
•
1"" See Trial Judgement, paras 604-644, 1630-1634.
1961
Jndictmen~para. 72(c).
1'°' See Indictment.,para. 72(c).
1964. See Indictment.,para. 72(c).
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was subsequently forced, along with the other villagers who had gathered in Tusilje/Tushile, to
1965

leave in the direction of Klina, and then to Dak:ovica.

Notwithstanding this information, the

Appeals Chamber is of the view that it is not possible to cure the defect in the Indictment with
respect to Brocna/Buroje and Tusilje/Tushile. In this case, the Rule "65ter witness summaries
expand the charges pleaded in the Indictment. The introduction of a new material fact in relation to

j.

a village other than those specifically mentioned in the Indictment, leads to a "radical

I

transformation" of the Prosecution's case. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic
has shown that his ability to prepare his defence was materially impaired and that he suffered
prejudice as a result.
606.

For these reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting

Dordevic for the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) in relation to incidents in
Brocna/Buroje between 25 and 26 March 1999, and Tusilje/Tushile on 29 March 1999.
(c) Dakovica/Gjak:ovemunicipality
607.

With regard to Dakovica/Gjakovicemunicipality, Dordevic challenges his convictions for

deportation and other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) on the basis of incidents in Zub/Zhub, in
1966

early April 1999 and from 27 to 28 April 1999.
608.

The Trial Chamber found that the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) was

established with respect to several villages in Dakovica/Gjakovice municipality, including
Zub/Zhub, in early April 1999, when ·Serbianforces went door to door in several Kosovo Albanian
1967

villages "telling the people to leave within two hours".

The Trial Chamber also found that the

crime of deportation was established on 27 and 28 April 1999 with respect to, among other villages
1968

in the municipality, the village of Zub/Zhub.
, 609.

The Indictment alleges deportation_andother inbUillaneacts (forcible transfer) for the period

of 2 to 4 April 1999 with regard to "thousands of Kosovo Albanians living in the town of
Dakovica/Gjakovice and neighbouring villages".1969 In addition, it sets out that "during late March

1965

65ter W!.lllessList No. 32.
E)ordevicAppeal Brief, paras 365, 357(c); 358(d),referring to TriBlJudgement,paras 1655, 1701-1704.
1967
Trial Judgement, para. 1655.
1968 Trial Judgement, paras 984, 1656-1657, where the Trial Chamber found that the crime of deportation was
established in: Junik, DobroS!Dobrosh,Ramroc, Meja/Meje, Orize, Korenicai'.Korenice,Guska/Gwke, "and other
village, in th1'• area"; Trial Jndgement, para. 1701, also listing Zub/Zhub among the locations in
Dakovica/Gjakovicem1JI!icipality
where the crime of deportation was established.
1969Indictment, para. 72(h)(i).
1966
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and April 1999 forces of the FRY and Serbia forcibly expelled the Kosovo Albanian residents of
many villages in the Dakovica/Gjakovicemunicipality, includiog the villages of Dobros/Dobrosh,
Korenica/Korenice and Meja/Meje".1970 It further describes that many of these residents were
ordered or permitted to return to their homes only to be expelled again on or about ·27April
1999.1971
610.

The Appeals Chamber notes that Zub/Zhub is located south of Dakovica/Gjakovetown, in

Dakovica/Gjakovice municipality.1972 The Appeals Chamber considers that deportation and other
inhumane acts (forcible transfer) of the residents from Zub/Zhub, in early April 1999 and on 27 and _
28 April 1999, is alleged in the Indictment by the reference to forcible expulsions of_"Kosovo
1973

Albanian residents of many villages in the Dll,kovica/Gjakovicemunicipality''.

The Indictment

did not provide an exhaustive list of locations, since the villages listed are only exaniples of
locations where the crimes were allegedly committed within the municipality.
611.

For these reasons, the Appeals Chamberfinds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial

Chamber erred _inentering a conviction for the crimes of deportation from 27 to 28 April 1999, and
other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) in early April 1999, in relation to Zub/Zhub.
(d) SuvaReka/Suhareke municipality
612.

With regard to Suva Reka/Suliarekemunicipality, Dordevic challenges his convictions for
1974
other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) on 3 April 1999 and deportation between 7 and 21 May
1999,1975 in relation to Suva Reka/Suhareke town; and his conviction for other inhumane acts
1976

(forcible transfer) in relation to incidents in Pecane/Peqan,between 21 and 22 March 1999.
a. Suva Reka/Suhareke town
613.

The Trial Chaniber found that the crin1e of other inlnrmane acts (forcible transfer) occurred

as a result of killings and destruction of buildings in Suva Reka/Subareke town on two occasions:

1970

Indictmen~ para. 72(h)(ii). •
•
•
72(h)(ii): The Indictment alleges that [a)round the mrnning hours of 27 April 1999, a massive
attack was then launched m the area, including against "the remaining residents of the aforementioned villages..
[ ... ] Throughout the entire day, villagers UDderdirect threat from the forces of the FRY and Serbia left their homes
and joined several convoys of refugees [:..] and eventuallycrossed mto Albania" (Indictment,para. 72(h)(ii)),
1972 Trial Judgemi,nt,para. 935.
·
1973 Indictme~ para. 72(h)(ii),
•
•
' 974 DordeviciAppealBrief,para. 358(e)(i),referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1637, 1702-1704.
1975 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 357(d), referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1638, 1701, 1704; Appeal Hearing,
13 May 2013, AT. 99. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 101-102
1076 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 358(e)(ii), referring to Trial Judgement,paras 1639, 1702-1704.

1971 Indictment, para.
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1988

first, from 27 to 28 March 1999, following the killing of at least 41 µiembers of the Berisha family
and the destruction of the mosque in the town; and second, on 3 April 1999, following shooting and
1977

burning of houses in the Gashi neighbourhood of Suva Reka/Stihareke town.

The Trial Chantber

further found that on 7 May 1999, Serb forces returned to Suva Reka/Suhareke town and looted and
burnt houses. 1978 On 21 May 1999, the residents were ordered by Serbian forces to leave in a
1979

convoy crossing into Albania; which the Trial Chantber found constituted deportation.
614.

The Indictment. alleges that on the morning of 25 March 1999, the town of Suva

Reka/Suhareke was. surrounded by Serbian forces, and "during the following days" police officers
threatened, assaulted and killed Kosovo Albanian residents and forcibly removed many of them
from their homes 1980 and that Kosovo Albanians from ·suva Reka/Suhareke town were "forced to
• flee, making ,theirway in trucks, tractors and trailers towards the border with Albania", 1981
615.

.

The Appeals Chantber considers that the material facts underpinning other inhumane acts

(forcible transfer) and deportation from Suva Reka/Suhareke town are alleged in the Indictment as
part of the overall cantpaign aimed at the e~pulsion of the Kosovo Albanian villagers from the Suva
Reka/Suhareke municipality.1982 The Appeals Chantber however notes that, while the Indictment
refers to these events as having been carried out during the days following 25 March 1999, when
Serbian forces surrounded the town, the findings in the Trial Judgement clearly distinguish between
two specific scenarios, resulting from separate incidents which occurred with an interval of over
one month. First, the Trial Chaniber found that forcible transfer from Suva Reka/Suhareke town
took place from 27 to 28 March1983 and on 3 April 1999,1934 following attacks by Serbian forces on
the town. Second, it found that deportation was carried out between 7 and 21 May 1999, when the
Serbian forces returned to Suva Reka/Stihareke town with the purpose of telling the remaining
1985

residents to .leave in the direction of Albania.

Therefore, considering the broad lapse of time

between these two events, the Appeals Chantber finds that the allegation in the Indictment n;ferring

1977

TtialJudgement,paras 1635-1637.See a!,o Trial Judgement, paras 687-695.
Trial Jndgement, para. 1638.
•
1919 Trial Judgement, paras 1638, 1701. See also Trial Judgement, paras 700-702. The Trial Chamber further found that
the displacement constituting deportation of Kosovo Albanians from Suva ·Reka/suhareke town on 21 May 1999
"was caused by specific orders of the Serbian forces to the population to leave and by fear ca1JSedby octs of the
Serbian forces in the previous days" (Trial Judgement, para. 1638). The Trial Chamber ultimately concluded that
the crime of deportation in relation to Suva Reka/Suhareke town occurred "between 7 and 21 May 1999" (Trial
Judgement, para ..1701).
1980
Indictment, para. 72( d).
1
"'
Indictment, para. 72(d).
19
"- See Indictment, para. 72(d).
1983
Trial Judgement, paras 1635"1636.
19
" Trial Judgement, para. 1637.
'"' Trial Jndgement, para. 1638.
" 1'

.
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to attacks and expulsions on 25 March 1999 and days thereafter covers the Trial Chamber's first
finding of forcible transfer from 27 to 28 March 1999 and on 3 April 1999. However, it does not
reasonably encompass the second finding of deportation between 7 and 21 May 1999.
616.

Therefore, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Indictment is defective with regard to the

deportation from Suva Reka/Suharekebetween 7 and 21 May 1999.
617.

The Pre-Trial Brief and Rule 65ter witness summaries contain information from a male

Muslim witness, residing in Suva Reka/Suharekeat the relevant time, and who was told by Serbian
1986

police to leave bis home in the direction of Albania, on 21 May 1999.

However, the Appeals

i

Chamber considers that this information provided was not sufficient to inform Dordevic in a timely,

i:

clear and consistent manner of the new material facts that the Prosecution intended to prove at
trial.1987 The defects in the Indictment were.not cured. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber also finds
that Dordevic has shown that his ability to prepare his defence was materially impaired and that he
suffered prejudice as a result.
618.

For these reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting

Dordevic for the crime of deportationbetween 7 and 21 May 1999 from Suva Reka/Suharekiitown.
b. Pecane/Peqan
619.

The Trial Chamber found that as a result of attacks by Serbian forces on many villages in

the Suva Reka/Suhareke municipality between 20 and 21 March 1999, most .of the civilians who
1988

had left their homes gathered in Belanica/Bellanice.

Specifically, it found that the village of

·Pecane!Peqan was shelled by Serbian forces between 20 and 21 March 1999, with the purpose of
1989

displacing the population of the village; and as a result, the civilian population.was displaced.
620.

The Indictment alleges that "[b]y 31 March 1999, approximately 80,000 Kosovo Albanians

displaced

from

villages

in

the

Suva

Reka/Suhareke municipality

gathered

near

1990

Belanica/Bellaoice."
621.

The Appeals Chamber considers that the Indictment alleges displacement from villages in

the Suva Reka/Suhareke municipality.1991 It further notes that the village of Pecaoe/Peqan is located

1986

65terWitness List No. 10.
"" See supra,para. 576. •
1981 Trial Judgement, para.'1640.
.l9 " Trial Judgcnient, para. 1639.
,..., Indicbnent, para. 72(d)(i).
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in Suva Reka/Suhareke municipality, approximately two kilometres from Suva. Reka/Suhareke •
town.1992
622.

Therefore, Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in entering convictions

for other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) from Pecane/Peqan, between 20 and 21 March 1999.
(e) Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality
623.

With regard to Gnjlane/Gjilan municipality, Dordevic challenges his conviction for
1993
deportation at Vlastica/Llashtice, on 6 April 1999.
624.

The Trial Chamber found that on 6 April 1999, members of the Serbian forces entered the

village of Vlastica/Llashtice,forced the inhabitants out of their homes, looted, and set the houses on
1995
fire. 1994 The mosque was also heavily damageo., and its library destroyed.
Between 6 and
11 April 1999, the inhabitants were forcibly displaced across the border with Serbia and eventually
1997

to FYROM.1996 The Trial Chamber found that this constituted deportation.
625.

The Indictment alleges several attacks and forcible expulsions of Kosovo Albanians carried

out by Serbian forces in different locations throughout the municipality of Gajilane/Gjilan, starting
on or about 6 April 1999.1998In particular, it is ajleged that "[t]hroughout the entire municipality of
Gnjlane/Gjilan, forces of the FRY and Serbia systematically burned and destroyed houses, shops,.
cultural monuments and religious sites belonging to Kosovo Albanians, including a mosque in
"
Vlastica/Vlastica".1999The Indictment further alleges that many of the displaced persons from
2000

Gnjilane/Gjilan crossed Kosovo's boundary with Serbia before eventually entemi:g FYROM.

Additionally, it alleges at paragraph 72, referring to paragraphs 25-32 of the Indictment, that "[t]o
facilitate the expulsions and displacements, forces of the FRY and Serbia deliberately created an
atmosphere of fear and oppression through the use of force, threats of force and acts of violence",

1991See lndictmen, para. 72(d)(i).
1992
TrialJudgement, para. 704. .
19" ElordevicAppeal Brief, para. 357(e), referring to Trial Judgement,paras 1663, 1701, 1704.
1994
Trial Judgemens para. 1663 •
"" Trial Judgemen, para. 1663.
1996TrialJudgement,paras 1054-1061;1663.
1
"" Trial Judgemons para. 1663. •
1998
Indictment, para. 72(i).
199
' Indictmen~ para. 72(i).
2000
Indictment, para. 72(i).
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1985

such as "the _burning and destruction of property, including [... ] cultural monuments and religious
sites".2001

626.

The Appeals Chamber considers that deportation from the municipality of Gnjlane/Gjilan is

pleaded in the Indictment, which refers to displaced Kosovo Albanians crossing the border to Serbia
as a result of various attacks carried out by Serbian forces throughout the municipality. Further,
with regard to the attack on the mosque in Vlastica/Vlastica, the Appeals Chamber considers this as
an example of the "acts of violence" directed to "[t]o facilitate the expulsions and displacements",
2002

as alleged in the Indictment.
627.

For these reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial

Chamber erred in entering a conviction for ·the crime of deportation_from Vlastica/Llashtice

·on

6 April 1999.
(f) Urosevac/Ferizai municipality

628.

With regard to Urosevac/Ferizaj municipality, Dordevic challenges bis conviction for
2003

deportation in relation to Urosevac/Ferizaj town on 27 April 1999.
629.

The ·Trial Chamber found that the crime of_deportation was established on 27 April 1999,

when the Kosovo Albanians present in Urosevac/Ferizaj left the town in the direction of FYROM,
"because it was too dangerous to remain_inUrosevac/Ferizaj" and therefore they "had no genuine
2004

choice" but to go towards the safest location, which was FYROM, across the border.
630.

The_ Indictment alleges that, as a result of attacks carried out between 24 March and

14 April 1999 on villages in the municipality of Urosevac/Ferizaj, "[t]he displaced persons went to
the town of Urosevac/Ferizaj, where most boarded trains which carried them to the Macedonian
[FYRO:M]border crossing."
631.

2005

The Appeals Chamber notes that the deportation from Urosevac/Ferizaj town is alleged in

the Indictment as a consequence of the attacks carried out throughout the municipality .between

2001

2001
2003
2004
•

2005

Indictment,paras 26, 72. Soe also Indictment,paras 25-32.
Indictment,para. 72(i), referringto lndictment,paras 25-32.
Dar&vi6 AppealBrief, para. 357(f),refemng to Truil Judgement.paras 1665, 1701, 1704.
Trial Judgement,paras 1665, 1668.
Indictment,para. 72G),
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24 March and 14 April 1999, and considers that this allegation is consistent with the Trial
2006

Chamber's finding that the deportation from Urosevac/Ferizaj occurred on 27 April 1999.
632.

For these reasonB,the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial

Chamber erred in convicting him for deportation on the basis of the events in Urosevac/Ferizaj
town on 27 April 1999.
(g) Orahovac/Rahovec municipality
633.

With regard to Orahovac/Rahovec municipality, Dordevic challenges his convictions for
2007

other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) from Bela Crckva/Bellacerkve,
2009

Voge!,2008 and Velika Krusa/Kmshe
634.

Mala Kru!a/Kruse-e-

on 25 March 1999.

The Trial Chamber found that, as a result of attacks carried out by Serbian forces in the

villages of Bela Crckva/Bellacerkve, Mala Krusa/Kruse--e-Vogel and Velika Krusa/Krush.e, on
25 March 1999, the Kosovo Albanian residents were forced to leave these villages and that this
2010

constituted other inhumane acts (forcibletransfer).
635.

The Indictment alleges that on 25 March 1999, attacks were carried out on villages in_

Orahovac/Rahovec municipality, which resulted in the forcible expulsions of the -v:illagersover _the
following days "throughout the entire municipality".2011 In addition, and specifically with reg~d to
Bela Crckva/Bellacerkve and Velika Krusa/Kmshe, the IndictmeQ.tfurther alleges that "[i]n the
course of the expulsions, throughout the entire municipality of Orahovac/Rahovec, forces of the
FRY and Serbia systematically burned houses, shops, cultural monuments and religious sites
belonging to Kosovo Albanians."2012 Among these acts of violence was the destruction of the
2013

mosque in Bela Crckva/Bellacerkve and in Velika Krusa/Krushe, on or about 25 March 1999.
636.

The Appeals Chamber notes that Bela Crckva/Bellacerkve,Mala Krnsa/Kruse-e-Vogel, and

Velika-Krusa/Krushe are located in the municipality of Orahovac/Rahovec.The Indictment alleges
forcible expulsions "throughout the entire municipality" which, therefore, includes these villages.

- 2006Soe Tri.al Judgement, parRB1665, 1668.
2007 Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 358(a)(i), referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1618, 1702-1704.
•
"''" Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 358(a)(ii), referring to Trial Judgement,paras 1619-1621, 1702-1704.
2009 Dordcvic Appeal Brief, para. 358(a)(iii),referring to Trial Judgement, par .. 1622, 1702-1704.
>DLOTrial Judgement, paras 1618-1620, 1622.
2011
Indictment, para. 72(a)(i).
2012
·Indictment, para. 72(a)(i).
2013
Indicbnent, JJBill-72(a)(i).
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637.

The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that Trial Chamber erred in

convicting him for the crime of other inhumaneacts (forcibletransfer) from these locations.

i
I

(h) Pec/Peje municipality
638.

With regard to Pec/Peje municipality, Dordevic challenges his conviction for other

inhumane acts (forcible transfer) from Cuska/Qyusbkon 14 May 1999.2014
639.

I
I

!

The Trial Chamber found that on 14 May 1999, Serbian forces forced the Kosovo Albanian

women and children to board tractors and sent them to Pec/Peje froni the village of Cuska/Qy~sbk,
and that it constituted the crime of.other inhumane acts (forcible transfer).2015
640.

!

The Indictment reads:
Pec/Peje: On DI about 27 and 28 March 1999,in the city of Pec/Peje, forces of the FRY and Serhia
went from house to house forcing Kosovo,Albanians ·to leave. Some houses were set on fire.
Soldiers and police were stationed along every street di:rectingthe Kosovo Albanianstoward the
town centre. Once the people reached the centre of town, those without cars or vebiclcs were
forced to get on buses DI trucks and were driven to the town of Prizren and then on towards the
Albania boroor. OutsidePrizren,the KosovoAlbanians were forced to get off the buses and trucks
"'ld walk approximately15 kilometres to the Albanian border where,prior to crossing the border,
they were ordered to rum their identificationpapers over to forces of the FRYand Serbia.2016

641.

The Appeals Chamber J:\Otesthat the allegation iri the Indictment concerning the

municipality of Pec/Peje does not refer to the village of Cuska/Qyushk, but only to the city of
Pec/Peje.2017 However, the Prosecution asserts that the crime. of other inhumane acts (forcible
transfer), based on the events in Cuska/Qyus~ is charged in paragraphs 25 to 32 and 72(e) of the
Indictment, as Count 2 (other inhumane acts (forcible transfer)) and Count 5 (persecutions)
incorporate these paragraphs.2°18 Further, it argues that Dordevic received timely, clear, and
consistent· notice from the Rule 65ter witness summaries and the witness' prior testimony that
evidence of events in Cuska/Qyusbk would be offered in support of paragraphs 25 to 32 of the
Indictment.2019

2014

Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 358(!), referring to Trial Judgement,paras 1643-1644,1702-1704;Appeal Hearing,
13 May 2013, AT. 99-100. See alsoApPea!Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 101-102.
•
:unsTrial Judgement, pans 1643-1644.
•
''"' Indictment, para. 72(e) (emphasisadded).
2017
See Indictment, para. 72(e).
"'" Prosecution:Response Brief, para. 334, referring to Indictment paras 73-76. The Prosecution further claims that
"notice of forcible transfer as m uoderlying act of persecutions would thus suffice for notice of the charge of
unlawful transfer, and vice versa" (ProsecutionResponseBrief, para. 334, citing Naletilic and Martinovic ApPeal
Judgeroent,para. 54). Seo also AppealHearing, 13May 2013, AT. 153.
2019
Prosecution Response Brief, par'-' 334.
.
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642.

The Appeals Chamber notes that Count 2 incorporates, by reference, paragraphs 25 to 32 of

the Jndictment.2020 However, these paragraphs do not allege crimes at Cuska/Qyushk, nor
throughout the municipality of Pec/Peje. The Jndictment also generally alleges widespread
2021

systematic expulsions and displacements "across the entire province of Kosovo",

and

The Appeals

Chamber, however, considers this allegation to be too broad and general to provide Dordevic with
notice. The Appeals Chamber also notes that there is over one month's difference between the date
provided in the Indictment in relation to Pec/Peje municipality and the Trial Chamber's findings
concerning Cuska/Qyushk:.2022 Therefore, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Indictment

is

defective with regard to other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) from·euska/Qyushk.
643.

The Appeals Chambernotes that Rule 65ter witness summariesprovide informationconcerning

events at Cuska/Qynsbkaround mid-May 1999 which is iru:ficative,inter alia, of the forcible transfer
carried out by Serbian forces.2°23 The summaries refer to Serbian forces attacking the village on or
2024

about l4 May 1999, by firing weapons and burning houses, and separatingmen from.women.

By'

. introducing new material facts regarding the events in Cuska/Qynsbk in May 1999, the Prosecution
,·

expanded the charge. Notwithstanding this information, the Appeals Chamber is of the view that it
is not possible to cure the defect in the Indictment with respect to Cµska/Qyusbk. The introduction
of a new material fact in relation to a village other than those •specifically ·mentioned in the
Indictment, leads to a "radical transformation" of the Prosecution's case. Accordingly, the Appeals
Chamber finds that Dordevic has shown that his ability to prepare his defence was materially
impaired and that he suffered prejudice as a result.
644. . In these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber erred m
convicting Dordevic for the crime of other inhumane acts _(forcibletransfer) in relation to the events
occurred at Cuska/Qyushk,on 14 May 1999.

•2020

Sec Indictment, para. 73, alleging that: "[w]ith respect to those Kosovo Albanians who wore iot=ally displaced
within the territory of Kosovo, the Prosecutor re-alleges and iocorporatesby reference paragraphs 16-33, 60-64,
and 71-72"; Indictment, para. 76, alleging that "[t]he Prosecutor re-alleges aod incorpcn:atesby ·reference
paragraphs 16-33, 60-64, 72 and 75."
Indictmen, para. 25.
2022
Trial Judgemen, paras 1643-1644.
2023
Rule 65tuListNos. 11, 73,
2024 Rule 65terList Nos. 11, 73,

'°"
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(i) Decani/Decan municipality
645.

With regard to Decani/Dei;:anmunicipality, Dordevic challenges·bis conviction for other
2025

inhumane acts (forcible transfer) from DrenovacJDrenoc,bn 26 March 1999.
646.

The Trial Chamber found tl:iatSerbian fo~

attacked Drenovac/Drenoc on 26 March 1999,
26

resulting in the villagers of Drenovac/Drenoc fleeing to the neighbouring village of Beleg._20 This
constituted other inhumane -acts (forcible transfer).2027 It further considered that the village of
Drenovac/Drenoc is located in the central part of Decani/Dei;:anmunicipality, in the proximity of
Beleg.2028
647.

-

The relevant passage in the Indictment alleges various attacks by Serbian forces on the
2029

village of Beleg and "other surrounding villages in the Decani/Dei;:anmunicipality''.

It.further

alleges that following these attacks, villagers were told to leave their houses, which were then
looted and burned.2030 Several men, women, and children gathered in a nearby field in the village of
Beleg.2031
648.

Considering that Drenovac/Drenoc is located in the central part of Decani/Dei;:an

- municipality, 2032 the Appeals Chamber concludes that the off~nce of oilier inhumane acts (forcible
transfer) of villagers from Drenovac/Drenoc, as found by the Trial Chamber, is covered by the
allegation in the Indictment that attacks on "other surrounding villages" in Decani/Dei;:an
2033

municipality caused the villagers "to leave their houses" .
649.

For these reasons, 1heAppeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial

·Chamber erred in entering a conviction for the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) in
relation to the events at Drenovac/Drenoc on 26 March 1999.

3. Murder as a violation of the laws or customs of war and as a crime against humanity
650.

The Trial Chamber found Elordevicresponsible for murder, both as a violation of the laws

or customs of war and as a crime against humanity (Counts 3 and 4), for killings of Kosovo

2025DorilevicAppeal Brief; para. 358(g),referringto Trial Judgemen, paras 1672, 1702-1704.
Trial Judgemens paras 1144, 1672.
7
"''
Trial Judgement,para. 1672.
2021 Trial Judgement, para. 1142.
029
'
Indictment, para. 72(1).
2030
Indictment, para. 72(1).
"'" Indictment, para. 72(1).
2032 See Trial Judgement,paras 1142, 1144.

2026
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Albanian civilians carried out by Serbian forces in various locations covering seven municipalities
in Kosovo.2034
65 L

Dorde,ic submits that the Trial Chamber err~ in entering convictions for murder in relation

to four specific crime sites: (i) Dakovica/Gjakove town, on 1 April 1999; (ii) Podujevo/Podujeve
town, on 28March 1999; (iii) Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel, on 25March 1999; and (iv) Suva
2035

Reka/Suhareke town, on 26 March 1999.

(a) Dakovica/Gjakove town in Dakovica/Gjakovemunicipality
652.

The Trial Chamber found Dordevic responsible for the murder of 20 Kosovo Albanian

civilians at 157 Milos Gilic/Millosh Giliq Street and four members of the Cana family at 80 Milos
Gilic/Millosh Giliq Street in Dakovica/Gjakovetown, carried out by MUP forces on the night of
-1 April 1999.2036
653.

Dordevic challenges his conviction for the murder of the four members of the Cana family

at 80 Milos Gilic/Millosh Giliq Street
654.

2037

The Indictment aneges that an operation was launched on the evening of 1 April 1999

against the Querim district of Dakovica/Gjakove, during which Serbian forces "forcibly entered the
houses of Kosovo Albanians in the -Querim district, killed the occupants and set fire to the
buildings".2038 It further states that "over 50 persons were killed" and as an example referred to the
murder of 20 Kosovo Albanians, listed in Schedule G of the Indictment, -in a house located at
2039

157 Milos Gilic/Millosh Giliq Street.
655.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Indictment alleges that .over 50_persons were killed in

various "houses of Kosovo Albanians in the Querim district" on 1 April 1999. Thus, it considers
that although Schedule G only lists 20 persons killed at 157 Milos Gilic/Millosh Giliq Street, the

'"" Indictmen, para. 72(1).
w< Trial Judgement; paras 1753, 2193-2195. These locations are: Bela Ckva/Bellacerke_and Mala Krulio/Krus<\-eVogel (Orahovac/Rahovec muoicipality); Suva Reka/Suhareke muoicipality; Izbica/Izbice (Sbrica/Skenderaj
mwricipality); E>akovica/Gjakovoaod Meja/Mejo (l)akovica/Gjakovemuoicipality); Vucitrn/Vushtrri muoicipality;
Kotlina/Kotline, Slatina/Slatine, Vata/Vataj, and Dubrava/Llsnaje (KacaniklKafanik mwricipality); Pod11jevo/
Podnjeve mwricipality (see Trial Judgemen, paras 1709-1752}.
2035 Dardevic Appeal Brief, para. 359, refon:ing to Trial Judgement, paras 1715, 1719, 1721, 1732, 1734, 1751-1753,
• 1956, 2143. In relation to the murders aHodujevo aod·MaJa Krulia/Kruse-e-Vogfil,see Appeal Hearing, 13 May
2013, AT. 100. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 101-102.
_
'"" Trial Judgement, paras 1732, 1734, 1753, 2193-2195. See also Trial Judgement, paras 886-889, 891-892. "" 1 f>ardevic Appeal Brief, para. 359(a).
""' Indictment, para. 75(g).
:,o,. Indictment, para. 75(g).
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reference to the "over 50 persons" killed in the Querim district includes the murder of members of
the Cana family at 80 Milos Gilic/MilloshGiliq Street, which is also located in the Querim district
656.

The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that the Trial Chamber =d

in entering a conviction for the murder in relation to the four members of the Cana family, at

•soMilos Gilic/Millosh Giliq Street, on 1 April 1999.
(b) Podujevo/Podujevetownin Podujevo/Podujevemunicipality
657.

The Trial Chamber found E>ordevicresponsible for the murder of two elderly Kosovo

Albanian men, Hamdi Duriqi and Selmon Gashi, in Podujevo/Podujeve town, on 28 Match
1999.2040 It found that the two elderly men were shot by Serbian forces at a coffee shop outside the
courtyard where, a little later, 14 women and children were shot dead.2041 The Trial Cham~
acknowledged that the names of the two elderly men were ''not specifically listed by name in the
Indictment",2042 but nevertheless found that these killings fell within the same set of events alleged
to have occurred at the courtyardon 28 March 1999.2043
658.

The Indictment alleges the killing of "at least 14 members belonging to the Bogujevci,

Duriqi and Llugaliu families, all women and children, in the courtyard of a house in the town of
Podujevo/Podujeve" on 28 March 1999.2044 The Indictment further states that "[t]hose persons
killed wb,o are knowri by name are set forth in Schedule L.''2045 Schedole L lists the rumies of
14 victims, all of which were women and children.2046
659.

The Appeals Chambernotes that the Trial Chamber found that the killing of the two elderly

men, whose names it acknowledgedwere not listed in the Indictment, was part of the events alleged
to have occurred at the courtyard in Podujevo/Podujeve on 28 March 1999, since the evidence
established that this incident occurred outside the courtyard where women and children were later
killed by Serbian forces, on the same day.2047 The Appeals Chamber however notes that the
Indictment is specific in alleging.that the killing in the courtyard of a house in Podujevo/Podujeve

2040

Trial Judgement, paras1751-1753,1956,2143.

2041
Trial Judgement, paras1751-1753.
2042 Trial Judgement, para. 1751.
700

Trial Judgement, para.1751.

2044 See Indictment, para. 75(1).

2045Indictment, para, 75(]).
•
,... Indictment, ScbodnleL, PersonsKnown by NomeKilled_at Podujevo/Podujeve- 28 March 1999.
2047 See.Trial Judgemen~ para. 1751 (The Trial Chllmberfonnd that the two men ''were shot and killed by Serbian
forces at a coffee shop outsidethe courtyardwhere,a little later, the 14 women and childrenwere shot and killed").
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on 28 March 1999 involved "all women and children" and that no killing of men is =ntioned.

2048

Considering that the Indictment is specific about the gender and age of the victims, in the view of
the Appeals Chamber, the killing of two elderly men is not alleged. The Indictment is therefore
defective.
660.

The Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief and Rule 65ter witness <uromariP.scontain information

about the alleged events at Podujevo/Podujeve on 28 March 1999, based on the testimony of three
witnesses.2049 However, in_the view of the Appeals Chamber, this information is not specific
enough to give notice about the murder the two elderly men. For example, Witness Saranda
Bogiijevci referred to her "brother" and "other relatives" being shot,2050 but since neither the age
nor the sex of the "other relatives" were specified in her testimony, the possibility remains that
these were women or children, which would be consistent with the allegation in the Indictment.
Similarly, Witness Stoparic referred to killings taking place at Podujevo/Podujeve, the victims of
which were "almost all" women and children, but did not give an indication as to the time period of
these events.2051 Considering that the Indictment is very specific with regard to this allegation - in
referring to the killing occurred io the courtyard of a house in Podujevo/Podujeve on 28 March
1999 involving "all women and children"2052

-

the Appeals Chamber cannot conclude that the _

information provided by the Prosecution irithe Pre-Trial Brief was sufficient to inform I>ord_evicin
a timely, clear and consistent manner of the new material fact&that the Prosecution intended to
prove at trial, regarding the murder of two elderly_men.2053 Therefore, the defects in the Indictment
were not cured. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that I>ordevichas shown that his ability to
prepare his defence was materiallyimpaired and that he suffered prejudice as a result.
66L

The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that the Trial Chamber erred in convicting Dordevic

for the murder of two elderly Kosovo Albanian men, Hamdi Duriqi and Selmon Gashi, at
Podujevo/Podujeve, on 28 March 1999.
(c) Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogelin Orahovac/Rahovecmunicipality
662.

The Trial Chamber found that during the day of 25 March 1999, nine Kosovo Albanians

who refused to leave their homes following an attack by Serbian forces were burnt to death in their

2048

Indictment, para. 75(1).
Pre-Trial Brief, para. 240, referring to witnessesFatos Bogujevci, Saranda Bogujevci and Goran Stoparit.
""" Rule 65ter LlstNo.15; Prosocuti6nPre-TrialBrief, para. 240. _
2051
Rule 65terList No. 115; ProsecutionPre-TrialBrief, para. 240.
2052
Indiclment, pera. 75(1).
•
20
" See ,upra, para. 576.
204
•
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houses ill Mala Krusa!Kruse-e-Vogel.2054 It also found that Serbian forces·then assembled a large

I

group of Kosovo Albanian men in the Batusha barn, located at the outskirts of Mala Krusa/Kruse-e2055

Vogel, where they were either shot dead or burned to death when the baro was set on fire.

This

2056

operation resulted in 104 deaths.
663.

The Indictment alleges that on or about 25 March 1999, Serbian forces attacked the villages

of Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Voge1 and Velika Krusa/Krushe-e-Madhe, systematically looting and
burning houses.2057 Subsequently, the villagers took refuge ill the house of Sedje Batusha, located
on the outskirts of Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel.2058 On the morning of 26 March 1999, Serbian
forces located the villagers, separated the men from the women and children and assembled the men
and boys illto the house.2059 As

a result

of shooting and fire, the Indictment alleges that

approximately 105 Kosovo Albanian men and boys were killed.
664.

2060

The Appeals Chamber notes that in making its finding on the killing of the nine men, the

Trial Chamber acknowledged that this killing did not-occur at the Batusha barn, as alleged in the
Indictment. Nevertheless, it found that the killing was carried out in the course of the attack by
2061

Serbian forces on the village of Mala Krusa!Kruse-e-Vogel on 25 March 1999.

However, the

Appeals Chamber considers that, while the Indictment clearly charges the killings of. approximately
105 persons on 26 March 1999, there is no mention of any killings occurring on 25 March during
the attack by Serbian forces on the villages of Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel and Velika
Krusa/Krushe-e-Madhe.2062 Only looting and burning of houses are alleged to have occurred on
• 25 March 1999.2063
665.

The Appeals Chamber further considers that three of the nine men who were found to ·have

been killed on 25 March 1999 were listed in Schedule C of the Indictment as victims of the incident
occurring. on 26 March 1999,2064 but not on 25 March 1999. Thus, in the view of the Appeals
Chamber, these three men are alleged to have been part of the approximately 105 victims of fue

= Trial
Judgement;paras 485, 1715.
Trial Judgement;para. 1717.
205
'

"'" Trial Judgement;para. _1717.
2DS'1
Indictment,para. 75(c).
''" Indictment, para. 75(c).
"'' Indicbnent, para. 75(c)..
20
'° lndicbnent, para. 75(c).
2001 Trial Judgement, para. 1715, See also Trial Judgement,para. 485.
2062
See Indiclmflnt,para. 75(c).
2063
Indictment, para. 75(c).
20" See Trial Judgement, para. 485 (referringto Sali Shehu, Demir Rwilikajand NeJChat
Shelm),fn. 6121 (reff:l'ringto
Trial Judgement, Schedule:Victim&Chm); Indiclmflnt,Schedule C, Persons Known by Name Killed at MalaKruia-e-Vogel- VelikaKrusa-e-Mahde-26March 1999.
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. killings which occurred at the Batusha barn on 26 March 1999, but there is no indication in the
Indictment that. they were alleged to have been killed on 25 March 1999 during the attack by
Serbian forces on the villages of Maia Krusa/Kruse--e-Vogeland Velika Krusa/Krushe-e-Madhe.As
such, ~e Indictment is defectivewith regard to the killing of the nine men in Mata Krusa/Kruse-eVogel on 25 March 1999.
666.

While the Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief and the Rule 65ter_Witness List refer to the killing of

over a hundred Kosovo Albanian men and boys in the Batusha barn, no information is to be found
in relation to the killing of 9 Kosovo Albanian men in their house in J\/lalaKrusa/Krusi.e-Vogel on
25 March 1999.2065 Therefore, the defects in the Indictment were not cured. Accordingly, the
Appeals Chamber finds· that. Dordevic has shown that his ability to prepare his defence was
materially impaired and that he sufferedprejudice as a result.
667.

Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber committed an error in

convicting Dordevic for the murder of the nine men in Mala Krusa/Kruse~e-Vogelon 25 March
1999.2066

(d) Suva Reka/Suhareke town in Suva Reka/Suharekemunicipality
. 668.

The Trial Chamber found that on 26 March 1999, six members of the Berisha family were

killed by MUP forces in the vicinity of the Berisha family compound in Suva Reka/Suhareke
town.2061 It also found that two elderly members of the Berisha family were shot by MlJP forces
2068

while running away from these killings.
669.

Dordevic challenges his conviction for the murder of the two elderly members of the

Berisha family.2069
670.

The Indictment refers to the killing of at least 47 civilians during an action carried out on

26 March 1999 by Serbian forces, whereby these forces surrounded the "vicinity of the Berisha
family compound in the town of Suva Reka/Suhareke".2010 Specifically,it alleges that: six members
of the Betj.sha family were killed outside their house; the remaining family members along with

''"' Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief, para. 224.
2060
See Trial Judgement, paras 1715, 1717.
20<1
Trial Judgement, para. 1721.
"'! Trial Judgement, para. 1721.
'"" DorGe~ Appeal Brief, para. 359(d).
2070
Indictment, para. 75( d).
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"three extended Berisha family groups" were killed inside the coffee shop; and "[a]n additional
1

•

·

•

family member was later also brought to the coffee shop and shot dead."
671.

2071

The Appeals Chamber notes that the killing of the two elderly members of .the Berisha

family, as found by the Trial Chamber occurred at the sametime and location described in the
Indictment, which alleges that "[a]t least 47 civilians" were killed during the action carried out by
2072

Serbian forces in the vicinity of the Berisha family compound.

Therefore, it is immaterial that

the In~ctment did not specify the circumstances of these particular killings as found in the Trial
Judgement; namely, that the two elderly men were killed while running away from the site of the
killings.2013
672.

The Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevi6 has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred

in entering a conviction for the murder of two elderly members of the Berisha family in the vicinity
of the Berisha compound on 26 March 1999.
4. Persecutions
673.

The Trial Chamber found Dotdevic responsible under Count 5 for persecutions as a crime

. against humanity, committed by Serbian forces against Kosovo Albanian civilians in Kosovo during
the Indictment Pflriod, through the underlying acts of: forcible transfer; deportation; murder; and
2074

destruction of religious or culturally significant property.
674.

Dordevic submits that the errors of the Trial Qiamber in the context of the crimes of

deportation, other inhumane acts (forcible transfer), and murder also apply to convicti_onsentered
2075

• for the crime of persecutions committed through these underlying acts.

He also makes three

additional claims arguing that the Trial Chamber erred in: (i) convicting him for persecutions by
way of the murder in Pusto Selo/Pastaselle;2076 (ii) adding to Count 5 murders not alleged in

2011

Indictment, para.75(d).
Indictment, para. 75(d).
''"' Trial Judgement, para. 1721.
•
2074 Trial Judgement, para. 1856. See also Trial Judgement,paras 1774-1855,2193-2195.
:w,s Doidevic Appeal Brief, para. 360(a),referring to Trial Judgement,pm-as1774-1783, 1789-1790,1856.
2076 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 360(b), referring to Trial Judgement,paras 541, 17'79-1784,1790, 1856; Dordevic
Reply Brief, para. ll 1.

2072

t-
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Count<;3 and 4;2077 and (iii) convicting him of persecutions by way of forcible transfer as it was not
alleged in the Indictment 2078 .
675.

The Prosecution requests the Appeals Chamber to summarily dismiss Dordevic's additional

claims as undeveloped and without merit.2079
(a) Alleged .errors in entering convictions .for persecutions in relation to locations that were not
charged in the Indictment
676.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the material fact<;pleaded in support of the allegation of

persecutions committed tl!rough the underlying acts of deportation, forcible transfer, and murder
(Count 5) are the same as the material facts pleaded in support of the allegation of the crimes of
deportation (Count 1), other inhumane act<; (forcible transfer) (Count 2), and murder (Counts 3
and 4).2080 Accordingly, the convictions entered for the crime of persecutions committed through
the said underlying acts are based on the saine material facts as the convictions entered for lhe
crimes of deportation, other inhumane acts (forcible transfer), and murder.2°81 In this regard, the
Appeals Chamber recalls its findings that the Trial Chamber erred in entering convictions for the
crimes of: (i) deportation in relation to Klademica/Klladernice2082 and Suva Reka/Suhareke;

2083

(ii) other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) in relatio~ to Brocna/Buroje and Tosilje/Tushile,2084 and
2086
Cuska/Qyushk;2085 and (iii) murder in relation to incidents in P_odujevo/Podujeve
and_Mala

Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel. 2087- The Appeals Chamber considers these errors automatically have an
impact on the conviction for the crin,ieof persecutions, since it was based on the same material facts
in the Indictment.
677.

On the basis of the same reasoning, the Appeals Chamber therefore reaffinns and applies

•these findings to the convictions entered by the Trial Chamber for persecutions through the same

,rm Dordev:icAppeal Brief, para. 360(c), referring to Trial Judgement,paras 1264, 2232, fn. 4872.
""" E>ordev:ic
Appeal Erie~ para. 360(d),referring to Trial Judgement,paras 1763, 1775-1778,1856; E>ordev:ic
Reply
Brief, para. 112.
2019
ProsecutionResponse Brief, para. 345. See ProsecutionResponseBrief, paras 346-348.
2080
See Indictment, paras 77(a) and (b) (In support of !he charge of persecutions through deportatio~ forcible transfer
and murder, in Count 5, the lndictmen_t
refers to the same paragraphspleaded in support of Count 1 (deportation),
Count 2 (other :inhumaneacts (forc,bletransfer)), Counts 3-4 (murder)).
• wBI See Trial Judgement, paras 1774-1790,1856,
See supra, paras 595-601.
"" See supra, paras 613-618.
2004
Seo supra, paras 602-606.
2085
•
See si,pra, paras 638-644.
'"'" See supra, paras 657-661.
"'" See supra, paras 662-667.

'°"
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underlying acts. The Appeals Chmnber therefore finds that the Trial Chamber committed an error in
convicting Dordevic for persecutions with respect to· the abovementionedincidents.
(b) Alleged error in convicting for persecutions by way of the murder iri Pusto Selo/Pastaselle. in
Orahovac/Rahovec municipality
678.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in including incidents in Pusto

Selo/Pastaselle in its .findingwith regard to the crime of persecutions through the underlying act _of
murder.20ss.
679.

The Prosecution asserts that the murders in Pusto Selo/Pastasellewererelevant to the charge

of persecutions in Count 5.2089 It further submits that, in any event, Dordevic received proper notice
of these murders through the Rule 65terwitness •ummaries and statements, and he did not object to.
2090

this evidence at trial.
680.

The Trial Chamber found that on 31 March 1999, 106 men were killed by Serbian forces in
2091

the village of Pusto Selo/Pastaselle in Orahovac/Rahovec municipality.

Whileacknowledging

that these murders were not alleged in the Indictment, the Trial Chan!ber nonetheless considered
2092

them as ''relevant to other issues and to the charge of persecutions contained in Count 5".

Accordingly, it included the events at Pusto Selo/Pastaselle on 31 March 1999 in its findings on
persecutions through murder, based on evidence of discriminatory conduct by Serbian forces in
2093
connection with the killings.
681. · The Appeals Chamber considers that the killings at Pusto Selo/Pastaselle on 31 March 1999
2094

were not alleged in the Indictment either under murder (Counts 3 and 4),
or under persecutions
95, as the Trial Chamber acknowledged.The lndictment is therefore defective.
(Count 5)2°
682.

However, the Appeals Chamber observes that with regard to murder (Counts 3A) and

persecutions (Count 5), the lndictment clearly provides a non-exhaustive list of incidents of mass

'°''Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 360(b), refming

lo Trial Judgement, paras 541, 1779-1784, 1790, 1856; Appeal
Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 100. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May2013, AT. 101-102.
"" Prosecution Response Brief, para. 346; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 154.
2"" Prosecution.Response Brief, para. 346; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 154-155.
2 1
'" Trial Judgement, paras 541, 546.
2092 Trial Judgement, para. 541, referriog to Trial Judgement, para. 1784. The Trial Chm:ober used the phrase "not
charged", however, in order to be consistent with its terminology, the Appeals Chamber prefers "not alleged".
w, Trial Judgement, paras 541, 1779-1784, 1790.
2094 Trial Judgement, para. 541. See Indictment, paras 74-75.
2095 Seelndiclment, paras76,.77.
•
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killings which allegedly occurred throughout the Indic1ment period.

'
i

It further no~ that the

Rule 65ter Witness List 'and some witness statements provide detailed and consistent information
concerning ki.Ilingsof 106 Kosovo Albanian men in Pusto Selo/Pastaselle on 31 March 1999.2097
The Appeals Chamber considers that this information was sufficient to infonn Dordevic in a timely,
clear and consistent manner of the new material facts that the Prosecution intended to prove at trial.
Any prejudice caused to Dordevic was remedied by the post-indictment documents and therefore
the defects were cured.
683:

For these reasons, the Appeals Chamber concludes that the Trial Chamber did not err in

.finding Dordevic responsible for persecutions through murder based on the . killings at Pusto
Selo/Pastaselle on 31 March 1999.
(c) Alleged error in adding murders to Counts
684.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber "erroneously and unjustifiably" added to the

persecutions allegation in Couot 5 "other murders beyond those in Counts 3 and 4", claiming that
these additional murders were not alleged in the Indictment.2098 Dordevic refers to the Trial
Chamber's finding that "killings [were] committed by Serbian forces in at least 14 municipalities
2099

throughout Kosovo during the Indic1mentperiod" .

685. . The Prosecution responds that Dordevic overlooks that Count 5 expressly incorporates
specific allegations concerning the JCE in paragraphs 16-33 of the Indictment and the general
allegations of widespread and systematic acts of violence, including killings, against Kosovo
Albanians throughout Kosovo.2100
686,

Dordevic replies that the Prosecution "appears to want a blank.cheque whereby any murder,
2101

or for that matter ,any other crime, could be said to fall within Count 5".
687.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber's finding challenged by Dordevic, that

killings were committed in at least 14 municipalities throughout Kosovo, was made in the context
of the "Concealment of Bodies"! 102 This finding was not used as a basis for the legal findings on

2090

Indictment, para. 75. Seo also lndictmont,paras 76-77, which incorporate by referonoe, inter alia, para. 75.
Rllle 65ter List Nos. 76, 89; Exhibits :1'908;P987; P988; D226. See also Rule 65terList No. 35.
,_09, Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 360(c), referring to Trial J udgemeot, paras 1264, 2232, fn. 4872.
2099Trial Judgement, para. 1264.
210
• Prosecution Response Brief, para. 347.
2101
Dordevic Reply Brief, para: 111.
2101
Trial Judgemen~ para. 1264.
2097
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murder2103 or persecutions through murder.2104 Dordevic was ultimately convicted for persecutions
through murder in Coi,nt 5 only for killini;s specifically alleged as murder in Counts 3 and 4. The
only exception is the incident at Pusto Selo/Pastaselle oi:t31 March 1999, which has already been
discussed above.2105
688.

Furthermore, the Appeals Chamber understands Doi:devic to argue that the Trial Chamber

also coi:nmittederrors.in adding victims to the ''Victim Charts''.

2106

Toe Appeals Chamber finds this

reference inapposite. If Dordevic intended to use this finding in support of his claim that the Trial
Chamber "erroneously and unjustifiably" added murders to Count 5 beyond those set out in

i
I·

Counts 3 and 4, he should have identified particular incidents or victims, which he claims were not
listed in the Indictment, as he has done in relation to other submissions in this ground of appeal

2107

. Instead, by solely referring to this general statement in the Trial Judgement, he fails to challenge
2108

any specific factual finding and does not articulate the Trial•Chambers' alleged error.

The

Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses this claim.
689.

In light of the foregoing. the Appeals Chamber finds that the Dordevic has failed to show

that the Trial Chamber committed,an error in entering convictions for persecutions through murder •
in Count 5 of the Statute.

i

(d) Alleged error in entering convictions for persecutions through forcible transfer

690. • Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in entering a conviction for the crime of
persecutions through forcible transfer.2109 In support of his submission, Dordevic argues that
paragraph 77(a) of the Indictment includes paragraph 72 (deportation/

110

by reference but does not

°'
See Trial Judgement, paras 1709-1753.
04
See Trial Judgement, paras 1779-1790.
21°"See supra, paras 678-683,
2106
21
"

•
·
•
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 360(c), refening to Trial Judgement, para. 2232. "The Trial Chamber added two
further categories of victims to the Victims Charts, other Ihm victims whose names are alleged in the Indictment.
These categories are: 'Victims known by name and not listed in the scheduleof the Indictment', and 'Victims not
known by name and not listed in the Schedule of the Indictment'" (frial Judgement,para. 2232).
21°' See Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 357-359,360(a-b).
21°' See suj,ra, para. 20.
•
21°' Dordev:icAppeal Brief, para. 360(d).
ma See Prosecution Response Brief, fn. 1148. The Prosecutionnotes that paragraph 360(d) of Dordevic Appeal Brief
contems a scrivener', error, in that instead of "paragraph7" it should have referred to ''paragraph 7'2:'.The Appeals
Chambernotes that Dordevic'.,ReplyBrief is silent on this issue.
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1UHe claims that the Trial Chamber

include paragraph 73 (other inhumane acts (forcible transfer)).2

=

''i gnored this "-'tati· on" .2112

691. . The Prosecution responds that 0ordevic' s argument is incorrect, because paragraph 77
alleges persecutions by means of both forcible transfer and deportation, and includes the paragraphs
setting forth the material facts, namely paragraphs 25-32 and 72. Accordingly, it. argues that
"[n] otbing requires the Indict:inentto have incorporated by reference the legal characterization of
the facts supplied by Count 2 (forcible transfer) and paragraph 73, which itself incorporates by
2113

reference, among others, paragraphs 25-32, and.72."
692.

The Appeals Chamber notes that paragraph 77(a) of the Indictment alleges the crime of

persecutions through forcible transfer and deportation.2114 With regard to the material facts pleaded
in support of this charge, paragraph77(a) refers to, an:1ongothers, paragraph 72 (deportation) but
not paragraph 73 (other inhumane acts (forcible transfer)). Nevertheless, the Appeals Chamber
observes that the material facts pleaded in paragraph 72 in support of Count 1 (deportation)2115 are
the same as those pleaded in paragraph73 in support of Count 2 (other inhumane acts (forcible
2116

transfer)) since paragraph 73 itself incorporates by reference paragraph 72.
693.

.

The Appeals Chamber notes that, paragraph 77(a) of the Indictment alleges the crime of

•persecutions through ''the forcible transfer and deportation by forces of the FRY and ~erbia of
approximately 800,000 Kosovo Albanian civilians".2117 In any event, the Appeals Chamber recalls
that the crime of persecutions requires that an "act or omission" - not a "crirne"2118

-

which

infringes upon a fundamental right laid down in customary intemational law, be committed with
discriminatory. intent.2119 The Appeals Chamber also notes the finding in Krnojelac Appeal
Judgement that "acts of forcible displacementunderlying the crime of persecution punishable under

2111 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para.

360(d).
m> Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 360(d).
m, Prosecution Response Brief, para. 348.
2114 Indictment, para. 77(a), alleging "[t]he forcible transfer and deportation by forces of the FRY and Serbia of
approximately 800,000 Kosovo Albaniancivilians asdescribed in paragraphs 25-32, and 72."
"" Indictment, paras 71-72. "The Prosecutorrc,-alleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 16-33 and 60-64."
(Indictment, para. 71).
lll< Indictment, para. 73, stating that "[w]ith respect to those Kosovo Albllllianswho were internally displaced within
the territory of Kosovo, the Prosecutor re-alleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 16-33, 60-64, and
71-72."
2117
Indictment, para. 77(a).
2118
Kvocko.et al. Appeal Judgement, paras322-323;Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para: 296.
2119 Deronjic Judgement, para. 109; Kvac/ra
et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 320, 454; Blas7d6Appeal Judgement, para.
131; KrnojelacAppeal Judgement,para.185; Vasi/.jevicAppeal Judgement. para. 113.
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• Article S(h) of the Statute are not limited to displacements across a national border".2120 The
Appeals considers that paragraph 77(a) of Indictment therefore refers to "forcible transfer" and
"deportation" as general t=s

in order to cover the acts of "forcible displacement".2121 The lack of

reference in paragraph 77 to paragraph 73 of the Indictment does not affect the allegations.
Accordingly,the Appeals Chamberconsiders that the material facts pleaded in relation to the crime
of persecutions are set out in detailin paragraph 72 of the Indictment.
694.

Therefore, the AppealsChamber finds that Dordevic has failed to demonstratethat the Trial

Chaniber erred in entering a conviction for persecutions in relation to those acts of displacement
that were charged in the Indictment.2122

•

C. Conclusion
695.

In ligllt of all of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber grants, in part, Dordevic's sixteenth

ground of appeal, with respectto:
- ·Deportation(Count 1) at
•

Klademica/Kllademice,in Srbica/Skenderaj municipality, between 12 and
15 April 1999;2123 and

• •Suva Reka/Suhareketown, between 7 and 21 May 1999;2124
- Other inhumaneacts (forcible transfer) (Count 2) at:
■

Brocna/Burojeand Tusilje/Tushile,in Srbica/Skenderajmµnicipality between
25 and 26 March and on 29 March 1999;respectively;2125 and

•

Cuska/Qyushk,in Pec/Peje municipality,on 14 May 1999;2126

- Murder as a violation of the laws or customs of war and as a crime againsthumanity
(Counts 3 and 4) in relation to:

mo Kmoje/m: Appeal Judgement,para. 218.
,ui See Kmojelac Appeal Judgement,paras 213-216.
.
121
'
The Appeals Chamber recalls lhat all the Trial Chamber's findings in relation to persecutions through acts of
displacement are based on acts charged in the Indictment, with the exception of a few locations that were discussed
in detail above, see supra, paras 595-601, 602-606,613-618,638-644,657-661,662-6(i7.
2
'" See supra, paras 595-601.
•
24
"
See supra, paras 613-618.
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■

the two elderly Kosovo Albanian men at Podujevo/Podujeve town, in
Podujevo/Podujevemunicipality,on 28 March 1999;2127
I

■

the nine men at Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel. in Orahovac/Rahovec
municipality, on 25 March 1999;2128

■

Persecutions (Count 5) committed through:
•

deportation

at

Kladernica/Klladfunice, in

municipality, between

12 and 15 April

Srbica/Skenderaj

1999;2129

and Suva

Reka/Suhareketown, between 7 and 21 May 1999;2130
• forcible

transfer

at Brocna/Buroje and Tusiljetrushile,

in

Srbica/Skenderaj municipality between 25 and 26 March and on
29 March 1999, respectively;2131 and Cuska/Qyushk, in Pec/Peje
municipality, on 14 May 1999;2132
•

murder in relation to the two elderly Kosovo Albanian men at

Podujevo/Podujeve town, in Podujevo/Podujeve municipality, on •
28 March 1999;2133 the nine men at Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel, in
Orahovac/Rahovecmunicipality,on 25 March 1999.2134
696.

The Appeals Chamber overturns the Trial Chamber's findings on Dordevic's responsibility

in relation t_othe incidents listed above but upholds his convictions for the crimes·of deportation,
,

other inhumane acts (forcible transfer), murder, and persecutions. The impact on sentencing is
discussed in the sentencing part of this Judgement.2135 The Appeals Chamber dismisses the
remainder of Dordevic' s sixteenth ground of appeal.

2125

See supra, paras 602-606.
See supra, paras 638-644.
m, See supra, paras 657-661.
21211
See supra, paras 662-667 .
2129
.
See supra, paras 595-601, 676-677.
2130
See supra. paras 613-618, 676-677.
2131
See supra, paras 602-606, 676-677.
21" See supra, paras 662-667, 676-677.
"" See ,upra, paras 662-667, 676-677.
2134
See supra,paras 678-683, 676-677.
,rn See irifra,Chapter XX.
212
•
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XVII. DORDEVIC'SSEVENTEENTH
AND PARTOF FIFTEENTH
GROUNDSOFAPPEAL:CRIMESOFDEPORTATION,OTHER
INHUMANEACTS(FORCIBLETRANSFER),MURDER,AND
PERSECUTIONSIN RELATIONTO A NUMBEROF CRIMESITES
A. Introduction
697.

The Trial Chamber found that the crimes of deportation (Count 1), persecutioDB(through

deportation, forcible transfer, murder, and destruction of religious or culturally significantproperty)
(Count 5), other inhumane acts (forcible traDBfer)as crimes against humanity (Count 2), and murder
both as a violation of the laws or customs of war and -a crime agamst humanity (Counts 3 •and 4)
2136

were established.
698.

Do;rdevicsubmits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crimes of deportation, •

persecutions, other inhumane acts (forcible transfer), and murder were established in a number of
locations.2137 His underlying argument is that the Trial Chamber erred in failing to consider other
possible inferences and that the Trial Chamber's conclusionswere therefore not the only reasonable
ones.2138
699.

The Prosecution responds that none of Dordevic' s challenges meet the standard of review,

and that "some arguments warrant summary dismissal because they are unsupported, undeveloped,

2136

Trial Judgemen~ paras 1704, 1753, 1856.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 364-379.
2131 Dardevic Appeal Brief. paras 347(g). 362,l79. Deportation: Belanica/Bellanice in Suva Reka/Subareke
municipality on 1 April 1999 and Vata/Vataj in Kacanik/Kafanik municipality on 14 April 1999. Other inhumane
_acts(forcible lrllllsfer):Leoci:oa/1.0finein Srbica/Skenderajmunicipality on 25 and 26 March 1999; Guska/Guske
in f!akovica/Gjakove municipality on 27 March 1999; Prilepnica/Pr~lepnicein Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality on
6 April 1999; Nosa).je/Nosaljein Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality on 6 April 1999. Murder: Mala Kruia/Kruse-eVoge! in Orahovac/Rahovec municipality on 25 and 26 March 1999; Suva Reka/Suhareke town in Suva
Reka/Suharekc municipality on 26 March 1999; Meja/Meje in Dakovica/Gjakovo municipality on 27-28 April
1999; Vucilrn/Vushttri municipality on 2/3 May 1999; Kotlina/Kotlino in Kacanik/Kafallik
municipality on
24 March 1999; VaWVataj and Slatina/Slatinein Kac~anik
municipality on 13 April 1999.-Persecutions:
Ce]ina/Celine and Bela _Crkva/Bellacerke in Orahovac/Rahovec municipality and Rogovo/Rogove in
Dakovica/Gjakove municipality_on 28 March 1999; Landovica/Landoviceon 26 and 27 March; Hadum Mosque in
Dakm1ca/Gjakove municipality on 24/25 March 1999; and Vla.stica/Lashtice Mosque in Gnjilane/Gjilan .
municipality on 6 March 1999.
2137
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and vague".2139 It further responds that Dordevic ignores a number of factual findings, and "proffers
2140

his interpretation of the evidence over that of the [Trial] Chamber".

B. Analysis
700.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the applicable burden on appeal is to show that no

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the original decision based on the evidence before the
trial chamber.2141 The Appeals Chamberrecalls that "there is nothing intrinsically erroneous about a
criminal case being established through proof by circumstantial~dence".

2142

However, where the

challenge on appeal is to an inference drawn to establish a fact on which a conviction relies, the
standard is only satisfied if the inference was the onlyreasonable one that could be drawn from the
evidence presented.2149 In. such instances, the Appeals Chamber will determine whether it was
reasonable for the trial chamber to exclude or ignore other irlferences that lead to the conclusion
2144

that an element of the crime was not proven.
701.

In support of his argument, Dordevic frequently refers to findings in the Milutinovic et aL
2145

case to show that other reasonable inferences remained open to the Trial Chamber.

The Appeals

Chamber recalls that two reasonable triers of fact may reach different but equally reasonable
2146

conclusions on the basis of the same evidence.

An error cannot be established by merely
2147

pointing to the fact that other trial. chambers have exercised their discretion in a different way.

The Appeals Chamber will however consider Dordevic's specific submissions and determine
whether the Trial Chamber's findings were reasonable on-thebasis of the trial record in this case.

2139

Prosecution Response Brief, para. 351, refetring to Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 365-366, 36&-370,372-375,
376(ili), 377. • .
•
2140 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 351, referring to Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 365-366, 36&-370,372-375,
•376(iii), 377.
.
2141 See Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Bo.fkoski and Tarculuvski Appeal Judgement, para. 13;
D. MilosevicAppeal Judgement,para. 15; Mrklic and SljivancaninAppeal Judgement, para. 13; Kraji§nikAppeal
Judgement, para. 14; Hadzihasanuvic and Kubura Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Halilovic Appeal Judgement,
para. 9; Limaj et aL Appeal Judgement,para. 12; Brdanm Appeal Judgement, para. 14; Galic Appeal Judgement,
para. 9.
•
wn Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 218. See Krstic Appeal Judgement,para. 83; KupreI/cicet aL Appeal Jndgement,,
para. 303.
•
2143 Stakic Appeal Judgoment, para. 219. See also Staki,f Appeal Jndgement,para. 220; Celebici Appeal Judgement, .
para. 45&.
Zl# Stakit. Appeal Judgement, para. 219. See also Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 458; Kvoifkaet al. Appeal
Judgement,para. 18.
2145 Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 363,365, 366, 369, 370(ii), 372, 376;Dardevic Reply Brief, para. 113.
2146
See Kmojelac Appeal Judgeme.ut,para. ·12.
2147
See KrnojelacAppeal Judgement,para. 12.
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1. Alleged errors in relation to the crimes of deportation and other inhumane acts (forcible
transfer) as crimes against humanity
702.

The Appeals Chamber will now tqm to Dordevic' s specific arguments in relation to the

crime of deportation established in the following locations: (i) Belanica/Bellanice in Suva
Reka/Snhareke municipality; and (ii) Vata/Vataj in Kacanik/Ka~anikmunicipality.

2148

The Appeals

Chamber will also address Dordevic' s specific arguments in relation to the crime of other inhumane
acts (forcible transfer) in: (i) Leocin~ine

in Srbica/Skenderaj municipality; (ii) Gnska/Guske in

Dakovica/Gjakove municipality; (iii) Prilepnica/Prelepnice in Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality; and
2149

(iv) Nosalje/Nosalje in Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality.
703.

Before addressing Dordevic' s particular challenges in relation to the crimes of deportation

and other inhumane acts (forcible transfer), the Appeals Chamber will consider a number of
Dordevic;s overarching· arguments touching upon the legal definition of these crimes.'

150

In su~ort

of his submissions that the Trial Chamber erred in ignoring other inferences, Dordevic argues that
2151

the Prosecution failed to establish that the KLA were not in the vicfnity
2152

not legitimately directed at the KLA.

and that the attack was

According to Dordevic, the inference remained, therefore,
2153

that the poi:,ulationfled for legitimate reast:ms.
704.

The Appeals Chamber observes that Dordevic' s submissions will be considered below in .

light of the finding, upheld by the Appeals Chamber, that a co=on

plan to alter the ethnic balance

of Kosovo in order to gain Serbian control over the territory existed.

2154

This goal was to be

achieved by terrorising the Kosovo Albanian population into leaving, through waging against them
a campaign of terror which the Trial Chamber found to have been implemented by Serbian forces,
. including members of the MUP and associated forces.2155 The attacks of the Serbian forces were the
very means used to commit the crimes of deportation and other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) in
accordance with the co=on

plan.2156 The nature of these attacks by the Serbian forces cannot

214'

DordevicAppeal Brief, paras 364-366.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 367-370.
mo Dordevi6 raises this argument in relation to the crime of deportationin: Belanica/Bellanicein Suva Reka/Suharek~
municipality (Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 365); Vata/Vataj in Kacanik/Ka\:anik
municipality (Dordevic Appeal
Brief,-para. 366). He further raises Ibis argumentin relation to the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer)
in: Leocina/Ley]M in Srbica/Skenderajmunicipality (Dardevi6-AppealBrief, para. 368); Prilepnica/Prelepniccin
Gnjilane/Gjilanmunicipali!y (DordevicAppeal Brief, para. 370(i)).
2 1
"
See e.g. Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 115.
""- See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para: 366.
•
_
"" See Dordevi6Appeal Brief, paras 365-366,368, 370(i);Dordevic Reply Brief, para 116.
1154 Trial Judgement. paras 1683, 2005, 2025. See Trial Judgemmt. parru 1631, 1641, 1653, 1658; 1662, 1671.
2155. Trial Judgement,para. 2025.
.
·
•
zm See Trial Judgemen~ parru 1697, 2007, 2026, 2131-2:: 2193, 2213, 2131-2152. Seesupro, Chapters X-XI.
21
"
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therefore be viewed in isolation,_but must be seen in the context of the pattern of excessive use of
force by the Serbian forces when attackingvillages, as discussed in detail by the Trial Chamber and
upheld by the Appeals Chainber.2157 Whether legitimate or not, the attacks were the means by
which the co=on
705.

2158

plan to change the ethnic composition of Kosovo was imp!emented.

The Appeals Chamber further recalls that the co=on

elements of both deportation and

other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) are: (i) the forced displacement of individuals; (ii) who are
. lawfully present in the area from which they are subsequently displaced; (iii) without grounds under
IHL permitting the displacement; and (iv) c_arriedout intentionally.2159 The Appeals Chantber notes
that the Prosecution is required to prove·the elements of the crime beyond reasonable doubt, which
includes proving that the displacement was carried out on grounds not permitted under IHL.
However, it is not a legal requirement to prove that the attack causing the displacement was
unlawfol or that the KLA was not present in the area. Although involuntary displacements may be
justified under IHL, such·circumstances are Jimited.2160 The Appeals S:hamberwill consider these
findings when addressing Dordevic's submissions in relation to each location and apply at all times
the legal principle set out above. •
(a) Belanica/BeThmicein Suva Reka/Suharekemunicipality
706. . The Trial Chamber was satisfied that the crime of deportation was established in relation to
Be!anica/Bellanice in Suva Reka/Suhareke mrnlicipality on 1 April 1999 by the acts of Serbian
forces that killed three men in the village, threatened people, set houses on fire and killed
livestock.2161
707.

Dordevic submits that, in light of an evacuation order issued by the KLA to the civilian

population to withdraw with it to the mountains, no reasonable trial chamber could have attributed

See supra, paras 97-98, 173-208,515-527.
See supra, paras 97-98, 138-139,ChapterX.
2159 Kroji.fnik Appeal Judgement, para. 304; Stakit Appeal Judgement, paras 278, 3rJI. See Trial Judgement,
paras 1604, 1613. S;,e also supra, paras 532-538. The Appeals Chamber notes lhat the Trial Chamber incorrectly
stated that the elen,ents of the crime of forcible transfer reqwre Iha! the forcible displacement of persons "takes
plw:e within national boundaries" (Trial Judgement, para. 1613, referring to Staldr! Appeal Judgement, para. 317,
referring to Krstic Trial Judgement,para. 521, K,:nojelac Trial Judgement,paras 474,476). Rather, the case law bas
established that the displacement may take place witllin national boundaries but is not so restricted (see Sta/dc
Appeal Judgement, para_317).
•
2160
See Staki<f Appeal Judgement, paras 284-285, 287. IHL recognises that displacements may be justified: (i) "for •
reasons related to the conflict" where inter aUa ''the security of the civilians mvolved or :imperative military
reasons ,o domand'.' (Article 17 of Additional Protocol m; (ii) where an occupying power undertalces total or
partial evacuation of a given area if the security of the population or :imperativemilitary reasons so demand
(Article 49 of Geneva Convention IV); and (iii) when ii concerns the removal of prisoners of war out of the combat
zone and into internment facilities, and subjectto namorous conditious (Article 19 of Geneva ConventionIll).

ll57
215
'
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the movement of individuals to the actions of Serbian forces.2162 He further avers that the KLA

i
' '

"was in and/or near Belanica".2163
708.

The Prosecution responds that the evidence supports the Trial Chamber's conclusion that

the population left Belanica/Bellaniceas·a result cif the.acts of Serbian forces.2164 It further responds
that Dordevic' s arguments sbould be summarily dismissed as he sinlply •repeats failed trial
submissions andignores relevant factual findings.2165
709.

In reaching its conclusion,the Trial Chamber explicitly considered evidence suggestingthat

the KLA issued an evacuation order to the civilian population "for security reasons" so that
civilians "would not get caught up in the fighting".2166 However, the Trial Chamber found that the
evacuation order was_not obeyed and that instead the civilian population s=ndered

to the Serbian

forces, who ordered them to join a convoy directed by Serbian forces to the border with Albania or
be killed.2167 Dordevic ignores these findings and has failed to demonstratethat the Trial Chamber's
evaluation of the evacuation order was erroneous. The Appeals Chamber finds, for the reasons
discussed above, that by merely stating that tb,e Kl.A was in and/or near Belanica/Bellanice,
. Dordevic has failed to demonstratethat the Trial Chamber erred.2168

710. In_light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that
no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as. the Trial Chamber, and
therefore has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crime of deportation
was establishedin relation to Belanica/Bellanice.
• (b) . VaWVataj in Kacanik/Kacanikmunicipality

711.

The Trial Chamber found that the crime of deportation was established with respect to

Vata/Vataj in Kafamk/Ka~aoik inunicipality on 14 April 1999.2169 The Trial Chamber found that
Serbian forces arrived in VaWVataj on 13 April 1999 and opened ~e at the village, th~reby
frightemng residents who first fled out of fear into the Ljuboten Mountains and then to FYROM.2170

2161
2162
2163
21

°'

216

'
06
"
2167

2168
1169
2170

Trial JudgementpaIBS716, 1641, 1701, 1704. See Trial Judgement, paras 710-726.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 365.
Dordovic Appeal Brief. para. 365.
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 352.
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 352.
Trial Judgement, para. 716. See Trial Judgement, para. 1641.
Trial Judgement, pans 716, 164L
•
See supra, paras 700, 704.
·
Trie!Judgement,paras 1138-1139, 1671, 1701, 1704. SeeTrialJudgement,para.1747.
Trial Judgement, paras 1138, 1671, 2048.
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I

It further found ' that residents also left out of fear as a result of sighting the dead bodies of Mahmut.
Caka, Hebib Larni, Brahim Lami, and Rraman Lami, two of which were badly mutilated.217lAll
four victims were found to have been captured in Vata/Vataj, detained, paraded through .the village
172

earlier that day, and later shot and killed by Serbian forces in Slatina/Slatine.2
712.

•

Dordevic submits that there. was no evidence that the attack on Vata/Vataj was not

legitimately directed at the KIA, or that the bodies which the Trial Chamber found to have caused
2173

• the villagers to flee were the bodies of civilians killed by Serbian forces.
713.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic' s submissions ·.warrantsummary dismissal as he

ignores relevant factual findings, such as the Trial Chamber's finding that KLA soldiers left
2174

Vata/Vataj one day prior to the attack on the village by Serbian forces.
714.

Dordevic replies· that the inference remained that the KLA was present, notwithstanding
175

"[t]hat the KLAmay have left Vata shortly before Serb forces attacked".2

.I

i

715.- The Appeals Chamber considers that by merely stating that there was no· evidence that the
'

.

attack on Vata/Vataj was not legitimately directed, at the KLA, Dordevic does not demonstrate that
the Trial Chamber erred. Further, the Appeals Chamber emphasises that the attack on Vata/Vataj
was one of many which formed part of the co=on

plan to change the ethnic co~position of
2176

Kosovo through, i.nteralia, the displacementof Kosovo Albanians.
716.

Don1evic also suggests that the four men who were killed were combatants and therefore

177
legitimately _targeted.2
He further argues that the inference that the population left out of fear

cannot be sustained.2178 The Appeals Chamber considers the· question of whether the four
individuals were civilians or combatants to be irrelevant The mutilated state of the bodies of the

2171

Trial Judgement, paras 1138, 1671, 1747.

.

•

,m Trial Judgement, paras 1671, 1747. The Appeals Chamber notes that Dorllevic challenges the Trial Chamber's
fincling that-these four men were detained when murdered (Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 376(iv), referring to Trial
Judgement, paras 1747, 1138-1139. The Appeels Chamber will address this challenge below (see infra,
paras 783-790).
217
' Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 366.
174
'
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 353.
2175
Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 115.
" 76 See supra,paras 173 (with references therein), 202-203.
2177 See Dordevic Appeal Brief para. 366; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 115. In concluding that the four Kosovo
Albanian 1Ilfl!l were not taking any active )lfiltin hostilities when killed, the Trial Chamberconsidered evidence that
they were Kosovo Albanims "dressed in civilian clothes and had no weapons" (Trial Judgement, paras 1138-1139).
The Appeals Chamber recalh; that the clothing of victims may be accepted when determining whether a particular
victiln was actively participating in hostilities at the time of death (see Boskosld and Ta:ri!uluvsldAppeal •
Jndgement, para. 81; see supra,para. 525).
m• See Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 115.
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men in civilian clothing who had previously been seen alive and paraded through the village, was
reasonably considered by the Trial Chamber to have contributed to instilling fear in the population,
causing it to flee.2179 The Ap:peaJsChamber also notes that the sight of the mutilated dead.bodies
was only one of the factors taken into account by the Trial Chamber. In particular, the Trial
Chamber found that the civilian population also fled out of fear into the mountains as a result of
2180

shots being fired by Serbian forces upon their arrival in Vata/Vataj.

It was therefore reasonable

for the Trial Chamber to conclude that the civilian population left out of fear as a result of Serbian
forces opening fire upon entering Vata/Vataj, combined with the sighting of the mutilated dead •
bodies.
•717. . In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no
reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and as such
has failed to show that the Trial Chamber .erredin concluding that the crime of deportation was
established in Vata/Vataj.
(c) Leocina/L~ine in Srbica/Skenderajmunicipality
718. . The Trial Chamber found that the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) was
established on 25 and 26 March 1999 in the village of Leocina!Le9ine, in Srbica/Skenderaj
2181

municipality, as a result of shooting, shelling, andthe burning ~f houses by Serbian forces.
719.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber failed to consider or eliminate the inference that
2182

the KLA was present and legitimately targeted by Serbian forces.
720.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic disregards the evidence concerning the Serbian
2183

for~s• attack on Leocina/Leyine.
721.

Dordevic replies that since the Prosecution did not prove that the KLA was not in

Leocina/Le',ine or not believed to be there, a reasonable inference consistent with his acquittal
~mained. 2184

"'' Trial Judgement, paras 113B, 1671, 1747. The Appeals Chomber notes that Elordevic's challenges to the Trial
Chamber's reliance 011the evidence of Sada Lama for this incident will be addressed below (see infra,
paras 783-790).
•
"'° Trial Judgement, paras 1137-1138.
2m

2182
2113
2114

Trial Judgement, paras 607, 1630-1631, 1702, 1704.
Dordevic AppealBrief, para. 368.

J" .

ProsecutipnResponseBrid,para. 355.
Dordevic Reply Brief,para. 116.
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722.

As discussed above, Dordevic' s mere suggestion that the KLA was present and legitimately

targeted does not demonstrate that the Trial Chamber erred in excluding the inference that the
2185

i·

population in Leocina/Leyine fled f~r legitimate reasons.
723.

'

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that

no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and as
such has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crime of other inhumane
acts (forcible transfer) was established in Leocina/Le~ine.
(d) Guska/Guske in Dakovica/Gjakove municipality
724.

The Trial Chamber found that the crime 6f other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) was
2186

established on 27 March 1999 in Guska/Guske in Dakovica/Gjakove municipality.

It found that

VJ forces "expelled the residents of the village of Guska/Guske and made them join a convoy of

some 1,000 other Kosovo Albanian people who had been expelled from neighbouring villages".mt
725.

Dordevic submits that siuce there was no evidence of use of violence or force against the

civilil!IIpopulation in Guska/Guske, the inference remained that these individuals were "evacuated"
from a combat zone rather than "expelled".2188
726.

The Prosecution responds that there is no need to demonstrate that violence or force was

used and that the Trial Chamber reasonably conduded that Serbian forces expelled the inhabitants
2189

of Guska/Guske.
727.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that forced dis)llacementrequires, inte: alia, that the victims

had no genuine choice,2190 which is not "limited to physical force but includes the threat of force or
coercion, such as that caused by fear of violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or
abuse of power against such person or persons or another person, cir by taking advantage of a
coercive environment".2191 While fear of violence or use of force and other such circumstances may
create an environment where there is no choice but to leave, thus leading to forced displacement,

2115

Soo supra,paras 700, 704.
Trial Judgement,paras 1653, 1702, 1704.
zm Trial Judgement,para. 1653.SooTrial Judgement.para. 930.
2
'"
DordevicAppeal Brief, para. 369; DordevicReply Brief, para. 117.
2189
ProsecutionResponseBrief, para. 356.
2190 Stakic Appeal Judgement,paras 279, 282; KrnojelacAppeal Judgement,para. 229.
219' Stakitf Appeal Judgement,para. 281,referringto KrnojelacTrial Judgement,para. 475.

2186
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the determination as to whether a transferred person had a genume choice is one to be made.within
• 1ar case be"mg cons1
"dered.2192
the' context of the particu
728.

In reaching its conclusion, the. Trial Chamber considered that Serbian forces initially

ordered the residents to go to Albania, but later sent them to Korenica/Korenice,where they stayed
for one week before they were ordered to leave and join a convoy of approximately 1,000 Kosovo.
2193

Albanians expelled from neighbouring villages.

This tollowed the murder of several civilians in

the neighbouring villages on 25 March by the same forces, which then entered Guska/Guske on
27 March and expelled the villagers.2194 Dordevic does not point to·any evidence or Trial Chamber
findings supporting his position, and simply speculates that an alternative inference remained that
• the inhabitants were "evacuated" as opposed to "expelled". Speculation of an alternative inference
2195

falls short of meeting the applicable standard ofrev:iev,r.
729.

For these reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and as such
has failed to show that the Trial Chaniber _erredin concluding that the crime of other inhumane acts
(forcible transfer) was established in Guska/Guske.
(e) _Prilepnica/Prelepnicein Gnjilane/Gjilanmunicipality
730.

The Trial Chamber found that the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) was

established in the village of Prilepnica/Prelepnice in Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality on 6 April
1999.2196 It found that all 3,000 Kosovo Albanian and Roma villagers fled as a result of Serbian
· forces threatening to mine the village and ordering them to leave, while approximately :fiveor six
2197

Serb families rernamed in Prilepnica/Prelepnice.
731.

Dordevi6 submits that the :inferenceremained that villagers from Prilepnica/Prelepnicewere

"evacuated" rather than "expelled".2198 He forther notes the Trial Chamber's :findingthat the KLA
2199

was in the area.

2192

Staid<!
Appeal Judgement,paras 281-282.
""' Trial Judgement, paras 930, 1653.
2194 Trial Judgement, paras 927-928,930.
2195
See supra, paras 700, 704.
21" Tria!Judgoment,paras 1658, 1702, 1704.
2"" Trial Judgemen~ para.s1015, 1022, 1024, 1658, 1702, 1704. See Trial Judgement,paras 1016-1023.
• ' 1" Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 370(i).
.
•
,,,. Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 370(i).
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2200

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber's finding was reasonable.

It contends

that by repeating submissions which were unsuccessful at trial, Dordevi6 has failed to demonstrate
that the Trial Chamber eried.2201 The Prosecution notes that the Trial Chamber considered that only
the Kosovo Albanian and Roma villagers were ordered to leave the village, while the Serb villagers
2202

stayed in Prilepnica/Perlepnice.
733.

Dordevic replies that the Trial Chamber's finding that Kosovo Albanian and Roma villagers
2203

were ordered to leave the village while Serb families remained is not decisive.

He contends that

the inference remained that Kosovo Albanian and Roma villagers "offered resources and_support to
KLA in the area''.2204
734.

The Trial Chamber considered Dordevic's argument at trial that villagers were moved out of

Prilepnica/Prelepnice for their own safety, but concluded that there was no evidence to support the
conclusion that the displacement.of Kosovo Albanians or ''the mining of the yillage was to be
carried out on a ground permitted under international law".2205 It considered that Serbian f~e&
threatened to mine the village and that only the Kosovo Albanian and Roma population left the
2206

village while "Serb resident families stayed in PrilepnicaJPrelepnice".

While displacements may

be justified to ensure the security of the civilian population,2207had genuine safety concerns existed,
the five or six Serb families. living in Prilepnica/Prelepnice would similarly have been
evacuated.2208 ·Toe Appeals Chamber therefore finds that the Trial Chamber reasonably excluded
the inference that genuine safety conc=s existed for the civilian population.
735.

Further, the Appeals Chamber understands Dordevic'; contention that the KLA was in the

vicinity and that those in the village may have offered resources and support to suggest that the
placement of the mines

was
legitimate, thereby permitting the displacement of 3,000 inhabitants
2209

under IlIL and showing that the Trial Chamber's finding was not reasonable.

Dordevic provides

no support for bis contention. The Appeals Chamber notes that even if there were evidence of
civilians offering resources or support to the Kl.A, this would not automatically change •the

2200

Prosecution Response Brid', para. 357.
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 357, referring to fJordevic Closing Brief, paras 847-848.
""' Prosecution Respoll8CBrief, para. 357.
3
2lll Doi:devicReply Brief, pan. ll8.
22D4 Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 118.
Trial Judgement, para. 1658.
Trial Judgement, paras 1022, 1024.
""" Stakic Appeal Judgement, paras 284-285, citing Additional Protocol IT,Article 17,
"" See Trial Judgement, paras 1015, 1017.
,.,,. See Dordev:itAppeal Brief, para. 370(i).

2201
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protection afforded to them. Further, even if some of the villagers were KLA members, in light of
the reasons discussed above, this would not have justified the displacement of 3,000 Kosovo
Albanian and Roma villagersfromPrilepnica/Perlepnice.2210 ,
736.

Jn light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds t.l:lat
Dordevic has failed to show that no

. reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber,and therefore
has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crime of other inhumane acts
(forcible transfer) was establishedin Prilepnica/Prelepnice.
(f) Nosalje/Nosalje in Gnjilane/Gjilanmunicipality

737.

The Trial Chamber found that.the crime of other inhumane acts (forcible transfer; was

established on or about 6 April 1999 in the village of Nosalje/Nosalje in Gnjilane/Gjilan
municipality.2211 It found that Serbian forces attacked Nosalje/Nosalje causing inhabitants to
flee.2212

738.

Dordevic submits that "[t]here was no evidence as to what, if anything, took place" in

Nosalje/Nosalje.2213
739.

TheProsecution responds that Dordevic
misrepresents the trial record in
'·
.
.
'

submitting that

-

there is no evidence and asserts that his submissions should be summarily dismissed on the basis
that he has failed to articulateany error.2214
740.

Dordevic replies that the Trial Chamber failed to find that the displacement of Kosovo •

Albanians resulted from the attack on Nosalje/Nosalje and failed to consider "what transpired in
·-that village". 2215
741.

Contrary to Dordevic's contention, the Trial Chamber took into account ample evidence of

the circumstances in Nosalje/Nosalje when concluding that the crime of other inh1imane acts
(forcible transfer) was established.The Trial Chamber found that VJ, MlJ"'P,and paramilitary forces
"took part in operations that displaced Kosovo Albanian residents" from a number of villages in
Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality, including Nosalje/Nosalje between March and early May 1999 and

2210

See supra, paras 704-705.
2211Trial Judgement, paras 1662, 1702, 1704. See Trial Judgemen~ para. 1042.
2212Trial Judgement, para. 1662.
2213Dardevic Appeal Brief, para. 370(ii); Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 119.
2214
Prosecution ~onse
Brief, para. 358, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1042, 1662.
2215
• Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 119.
•
.
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I

that many' persons were killed by Serbian forces.2216 In particular, it considered that on or about
2217

6 April 1999, Serbian forces attacked Nosalje/Nosalje and the surrounding villages

in Vit:ina/Viti

municipality and Vladovo/Lladove in Gnjilane/Gjilan municipality, causing approximately 20,000
inhabitants to flee to Donja Stnbla/Stubell-e-Posbime.2218 It further considered that 1,500 of those •
displaced to Donja Stubla/Stnbell-e-Poshtm retnrned to the villages in Vit:ina/Viti municipality,
while groups of approximately 500 to 1,000 of the remaining Kosovo Albanians fled to FYROM
each day out of fear of being further attack~ by Serbian forces.

2219

It was on this basis that the

Trial Chamber expressly found "that the inhabitants of these villages were forcibly displaced from
2220

their homes by the attacks of the Serbianforces'.'.
742.

The Appeals Chamber therefore.finds that Dordevic misunderstands the Trial Chamber's .

findings insofar as he contends that there was no evidence as to what took place in N osaljeJNosalje
and that the Trial •Chamber failed to find that the displac=ent

was a result of the attack on .

Nosalje/Nosalje by Serbian forces.
743.

In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Donievic has failed to show that no

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and therefore
has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crime of other inhumane acts
(forcible transfer) was established in NosaljeJNosalje.
2. Murder as a violation of the laws or customs of war and as a crime against humanity •
744.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crime of murder was

established as a violation of the law_sor customs of war and as a crime against humanity in the •
following locations: (i) Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel in Orahovac/Rahovec municipality; (ii) Suva
Reka/Suhareke town in Suva Reka/Suhareke municipality; (iii) Meja/Meje in Dakovica/Gjakove
municipality;

(iv) Vlicitrn/Vushtrri municipality; (v) Kotlina/Kotline in Kacanik/Kai;anik
2221

municipality; and (vi) Vata/V ataj and Sla1ina/Sla1inein Kacaoik/Kai;aoik municipality .
745.

Before addressing Dordevic's particular challenges to the crinle of murder, the Appeals

Chamber will address Dordevic's underlying argument. Dordevic ,suggests ihat the inference

,.,_16

Trial Judgement,para. 2046.
2217The villages of Rimmk/Ribirik, Gomja Buclrika/Burrl::e-e-Epenneand, Mogila/Mogille (Trial Judgement,
paras 1042, 1662).
2218
Trial Judgement,paras 1042, 1662.
:zn, Trial Judgement,para. _1662.
2220
Trial Judgement,para. 1662.See Trial Judgement,para. 1042.
'"" Dordctlc Appeal Brief, paras 371-376.
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'.
remained that the victims were legitimately targeted combatants, by suggesting that the victims

'

2222

were KLA members and therefore taking active part in the hostilities.
746.

The Appeals Chamber recalls the elements of the crime of murder, namely: (i) the death of a

victim takingno active part in hostllities; (ii) the death was the result of an act or omission of the
perpetrator(s) or of one. or more persons for whom the accused is criminally responsible; and
(iii) the perpetrator intended to kill the victim or wilfully harm or inflict serious injury with
2223

reasonable knowledge that it would likely to result in death.

Since murder can only be

established where the victim was taking no active part in hostllities, the status of a victim at the time
2224

of death is relevant to establishing the crime of murder.
747.

The Appeals Chamber recalls in this regard that in addition to civilians taking no active part

in hostilities, victims of murder as a war crime under Article 3 of the Statute include 11J1Yindividual
not taking .active.part in hostllities, "including members of armed forces who have laid down their

annsand those placed hors de combat by sickness, wounds, detention or any other cause".2225 For
murder as a crime against humanity under Article 5 of the Statute, while the chapeau requirements
necessitate proof _that the act of the· perpeti:ator was part of a widespread or systematic attack·
"directed against any civilian population",zm this does not mean that the individual victims of
crimes against humanity must be· civilians.2227 Persons hors de combat may also be victims of

murder as a crime against humanity, provided that they were victims of a widespread and
systematic attack against the civilian population, and that all the elements of the crime were met

2228

Therefore, even if some of the victims were members of the KLA, as Dordevic suggests, ffthey had
laid down their arms at the relevant time, they were no longer legitimate targets.
748.

The Appeals Chamber will now address Dordevi6' s specific argrnnents in relation to the

crime of murder established at specific locations.

= Dordevi6Appeal
Brief, para. 372(i).
The Appeals Chamber notes 1hat the elements.of murder as a war crime UDderArticle 3 and as a crime against
2223

humanity under Article 5 of the 'Starute are identical, wi1h the exception that the general chapeau requirements for
each be met (see supra, para. 548).
2734
See swpro,para. 548.
Common Article 3. See also CelebiLiAppeal Judgement, para, 420.
.
'"" See Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, paras 93, 95-97; BlaWc Appeal Judgement, para. 98; Kimarac et aL
Appeal Judgement, para. 85. Likewise, the presence of soldiers does .not necessarily deprive a civilian population of
its civilian character (Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 144; BlaJkic Appeal Judgement, para. 115. See Kordic and
Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 50).
•
•
•
Martie Appeal Judgement, para. 308.
•
.
,
''" See Martie Appeal Judgement, paras 307, 311, 313; Mrksic and $/jivancaninAppeal Judgement. paras 29, 33. See
also Manic Appeal Judgoinent,paras 303-306, 308, 318-319, 346, 355.

=
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(a) Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Voge1Orahovac/Rahovecmunicipality
a. 25 March 1999

749.

The Trial Chamber found that the crime of murder was established with respect to Mala

• Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel in Orahovac/Rahovecrnunicipality.2229 It found that during the course of an
attack on the village, nine civilian Kosovo Albanians taking no active part in hostilities were burnt
2230

to death inside their own houses by Serbian police, assisted by local Serb villagers.

750.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the deaths of the nine

Kosovo Albanians constitutedmurder because no evidence was presented as to the circumstances of
their deaths, whether their deaths were intended, or whether the deceased were members of the
KLA.2231.

751.

The Prosecution responds that "Dordevic fails to articulate an error and merely requests the
2232

Appeals Chamber to prefer bis own interpretation of the evidence".

752.

The Appeals Chamber considers this argument to be moot in light of its finding above that

the Trial Chamber erred in convicting Dordevic for the murder of the nine men in Mala
Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel on 25 March 1999

2233

•

b. 26 March 1999
753.

The Trial Chamber found that during the course of the Serbian forces' attack on.the village

of Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel on 26 March 1999,Hysni Hajdari was shot and killed by 11UP forces
2234

either while in the Batusha Barn or after escaping from the Batusha Barn to the mountains.

754.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in inferring that Hysni Hajdari was killed by
235

MUP forces since there was no evidence -asto the circumstances of his death.2

755.

2236

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic incorrectly asserts that there was no evidence.

2229

Trial Judgement, para. 1715.
Trial Judgement, paras 485, 1715.
2231 Doraevic Appeal Brief, para. 372(i). See Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 120.
2232 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 359.
•
2233
See supra,para. 667.
=< Trial Judgement, paras 493, 1402, 1718.
"" Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 372(ii). The Appeals Cb8mhernoles that Dordevic willldrewhis appeal in relation tn
the Trial Chamber's finding that Hysen Ramadani and one additionalperson w.erekilled (Dordevic Appeal Brief,
para. 372(ii), referring tn Trial Judgement,paras 1716, 1718).

2230
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756.

The Appeals Chamber, Judge· Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, considers that Dordevic

misstates the Trial Chamber's findings. The Trial Chamber found that approximately 114 Kosovo
Albanian men and young boys, including Hysni Hajdari, were forced by MUP forces into the
•

'

Batusha Barn.2237 MUP forces opened fire .on these men and boys and then set the barn on fire.2238
Ten of the Kosovo Albanian men escaped2239 and the re~aining 104 died either as a result of.being
shot or burnt in the Batusha Barn.2240The Trial Chamber further found that two of the men who
managed to escape the barn as it bumed were subsequently shot and killed by MUP forces.2241 It
further considered that Mehmet Krasniqi, one of the ten individuals who escaped the barn, saw the
body of Hysni Hajdari, who was unarmed aod had sustained a gunshot wound.2242
757.

On the basis of these findings, the Trial Chamber concluded that the only reasonable

inference was that Hysni Hajdari died as a result of gunshot wounds inflicted by MUP forces while
he was in the Batusha Barn, or as he attempted to escape.2243 The Appeals Chamber, Judge
Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, therefore considers that the Trial Chamber reasonably considered
aniple evidence as to the circumstances surrounding Hysni Hajdari's death. In this context,
Dordevic simply suggests that the inference remained that after escaping the Batusha Barn, Hysni
Hajdari proceeded to join the KLA on the same day and may have been killed in combat, but fails
to point to any evidence supporting such theory or otherwise articulate an error.2244 Dordevic has
therefore not demonstrated an error.
758.

In light of the ab.ove,the Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhaniedov dissenting, finds that

Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonable lrier of fact could have reached the same conclusion
as the Trial Chamber, and therefore has failed to show that the Trial Chanibet erred in concluding
that Hysni Hajdari was shot and killed by MUPforces.
(b) Suva Relca/Suharek:etown in Suva Reka/Suhareke municipality

759.

The Trial Chamber found that the crime of murder was established in relation to Afrim;

• Arta, Hamdi and Zana Berisha, who were killed by Serbian forces on 26 March 1999 in Suva

2236

Prosecution Response Brief, para. 360, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 490, 493, 1718, Mehmet Krasniqi,
12 Feb 2009, T. 991, Mehmet Kraxniqi,13 Feb 2009, T. 1009,Exhibits P305, p. 14, P312.
m 7 Trial Judgement, paras 490, 493, 1395.
2238
Trial Judgement, paras490,493, 1395, 1717,
2239
Trial Judgement, para. 1717,
"'°
Trial Judgement, paras 490, 1717,
2241
Trial Judgement, paras 491, 1718,
"" Trial Judgement, para. 493.
224
' Trial Judgement, paras 493, 1718.
2244
See supra, p!Q11.
700,
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2245

Reka/Suhareke town in Suva Reka/Suhareke municipality.

The Trial Chamber concluded
2246

that Afrim, Arra,

"notwithstanding the absence of forensic evidence of their causes of death",

Hamrli, and Zana Berisha were killed by Serbian forces "[b]ased on the totality of the evidence and
2247

the pattern of.attack by Serbian forces in Suva Reka/Suhareke".

In particular, it considered that

on 26 March 1999, police shot and killed: (i) Bujar, Nexhat, Faton, Fatine, Sedat, and Nexhmedin
Berisha in the vicinity of their family compound; (ii) au elderly man and woman fleeing the Berisha
family compound; (iii) 32 members of the Berisha family who fled the Berisha family compound to
a pizzeria in the nearby shopping centre; and (iv) Jashar Berisha near the pizzeria
760.

2248

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in inferring that Afrim, Atta, Hamdi and

Zana Berisha were killed by Serbian forces in the absence· of evidence as to the cause of their
deaths.2249
761.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic incorrectly submits that no evidence was tendered

as to the cause of death of the four members of the Berisha family and has failed to demonstrate au
error_2250.
762.

Dordevic replies that the victims' membership in the Berisha family "does not necessarily
2251

establish that they were murdered along with the other Berisha family members".
763.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that proof beyond a reasonable doubt that a person was

murdered may be inferred circumstantially from the evidence presented to a trial chamber.2252 In
concluding that Afrim, Arta, Hamdi, and Zana Berisha were killed, the Trial Chamber considered
that at least 41 other members of the Berisha family, including women, children and the elderly,
253
.

were murdered by Serbian forces on that same day in Suva Reka/Suhareke.2
764.

In particular, the Trial Chamber found, on the basis of eyewitness evidence of a survivor,

that MUP forces approached Vesel Berisha's house on 26 March 1999, called for Bujar Berisha to
come out of the house, and shot him and five other members of the Berisha family who were fleeing

2245

Trial Judgement,paras 1491, 1720, 1724.
Trial Judgement,paras 683, 1724.
""'' Trial Judgement,paras 683, 1724..
•
'"'
See Trial Judgement,paras o72, 674,676,678, 683, 1721-1723.
""' Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 373. See also Elordevic Reply Briof, para. 121.
2250 ProsecutionResponseBrief, para. 361.
2251 ElordevicReply Brief, para. 121.
2252 See Kvoc1ca
et aL AppealJudgement,para. 260.
2253
Trial Judgement,paras 672,674,676, o78, 683, 1721-1723.
2246
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from the house.2254 The Trial Chamber further found, on the basis of another eyewitness, that an
elderly woman and an elderly

man
were also shot while fleeing the Berisha family compound.

2255

The shooting intensified and 35 members of the Berisha family fled from the house to a shopping
centre across the road and entered a pizzeria.2256 Members of the local police then approached the .
pizzeria, broke-the window, threw two grenades inside and shot at the 35 rnemb_ersof the Berisha
family inside the pizzeria, killing all b~t three individuals.2257 The Trial Chamber also found that
Jashar Berisha was detained by local members of the police, brought to the pizzeria, and then shot
in the back 2258
765.

Based .on forensic evidence, the Trial Chamber further found that the remains and personal .

iterns of some of the 41 members of the Berisha family discussed above, as well as those belonging
to other members of the Berisha family, were later discovered at three locations: (i) the Snva
Reka/Suhareke cemetery; (ii) the VJ firing site near Prizren referred to as "Krqj-I-Popit"; and (iii) in
a mass grave at the Batajnica SAJ Centre in Serbia.2259•The Appeals Chamber notes in this regard
that the remains of Afrim, Atta, Hamdi, and Zana Berisha were among the remains of 24 members
of the Berisha family exhumed from a mass grave in Batajnica SAJ Centre'.2260 Additionally, some
of the personal items· belonging to Afrim Berisha were also identified in Kroji-I-Popit, where the
remains and personal items of other members of the Berisha family killed that day were found.2261
The Appeals Chamber therefore considers that the Trial Chamber did not base its conclusion that
• Afrim, Atta, Hamdi, and Zana Berisha were mlll'deredby Serbian forces solely ontheir membership
in the Berisha family, but reached its conclusion based on forensic evidence, as well as the pattern

2254

Trial Judgement. parBS669-671. .
"" Trial Judgement, para. 672. The elderly woman an4elderly man were left unnamed by the evidence and therefore
not listed in the Schedule to the Indictment (frial Judgeroent,para. 672).
•
.
2256
Trial Judgeroent, paras 670, 674. The location of this incident, as noted by the Trial Chamber, is interchangeably
referred to as the cafe or the pizzeria. While the Trial Chamber beardevidence that members of the Berisha entered
the pizzeria and locked them<elvesinside.BSwell as that they were.told by police to enter the care and sit down, it
noted this discrepancy to be insigoificantin light of the "events that followed and the charges in.the Indictment''
(Trial Judgement, para. 674)..
Trial Judgement, paras 675-676.
2258
Trial Judgement, para. 678.
·
2259
Trial Judgement, paras 1403-1406, 1720, 1724. See also Trial Judgeroent,paras 683-684, 1377, 1484-1491. The
bodies of members of the Berisha family were collected and transportedby truck to K:roj-I-Popit,where they were
boded for a short period of time before being disinterred,leaving beltlnd persoual item&identified by two members
of tbeBerisha family that accompanieda British forensic team to the site as well. The bodies were then reburied in
·amass grave e1 the BatajnicaSAJ Centre (frial Judgement.paras 679-681).
2260
Trial Judgement, paras 1491, 1724.
2261
Trial Judgeroent, para. 683. All of the personal item&were presented to family for·identification, many were
identified as belonging to various member&of the Botlsba family, and some of the item&were identified as
belonging to members of the Berisha family identified by an eyewitness as being killed at the pizzeria (frial
Judgement,paras 683, 1406).
•
•

=
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of attack on the Berisha family by Serbian forces in Suva Reka/Suhareke .town on the very same
day.2262
. 766.

In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show ~t no

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and as such
has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in ccincluditig that Afrim, Arta, Hamdi, and Zana
Berisha were killed by Serbian forces on 26 March 1999 in Suva Reka/Suhareke.
(c) .Meja/Meje in Dakovica/Giakove m~cipality
767.

The Trial Chamber found that 281 Kosovo Albanians were shot and killed by Serbian forces

in Meja/Meje in Dakovica/Gjakove municipality as part of a large coordinated joint MUP and VJ
2263
operation known as "OperationRek.a'' on 27-28 April 1999.
768.

Dordevic submit~ that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that_281 person~ were murdered . •
during "Operation Reka", 2264arguing that in light of the Trial Chamber's finding that the KLA was
2

5

in the vicinity, the inference remained that those ..killed were killed in combat. :u,
769.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic ignores the Trial Chamber's findirigs and fails to
2266
demonmate an error.
770.

In reaching its conclusion, the Trial Chamber considered that large numbers of Serbian

forces entered Meja/Meje on 27 April 1999, started shooting outside houses and ordered inhabitants
to joln a convoy towards Albania.2267Serbian forces then removed numerous groups of Kosovo
2268
Albanian men who were travelling in the convoy and shot them at different locations.
The Trial .
Chamber also considered a list of 344 persons, all of whom were reported as missing and having
been last seen alive in Meja/Meje on 27 and 28 April 1999, and wereI listed as victims in
Schedule H of the Indictment 2269 Of those listed, 15 persons were named by eyewitnesses as having_
2270
been· killed by Serbian forces after peing removed from their homes and shot.
The bodies of
281 individuals were exhumed from a mass grave in Batajnica and identified as those listed in

I

2262

See Trial Judgement, paras 669-683, 1403-1406.
Trial Judgement, paras 1738-1739.
2264 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 374.
2265 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 374; Darcievie Reply Brief, para. 122.
""' Prosecution Response Brief, para. 362.
226'1 See Trial Judgement, paras 958, 961.
2268 Trial Judgement, para. 1738. See Trial Judgement, paras 967-979, 985-995.
2269
Trial Judgemen~ para. 9.90.
zno Trial Judgemen~ paras 955-962,_1735-1737. See also Trial Judgement, para. 990.
2263

!
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Schedcle H of the Indictment.~71 Although forensic evidence determined that only 172 of
281 victims died as a result of gunshot wounds, no caus~ of death could be established for the
, remaining 109 victims.22n The Trial Chamber nevertheless concluded that the only reasonable
inference was that those 109 victims were also killed by Serbian fotces during "Operation Reka" in
circumstan~es similar to those established with respect to the 172 victims found to have been shot
2273

when removed from the convoy.
771.

Although Dordevic contends that the inference remained that the 281 men were killed

during combat, the Appeals Chambernotes that the Trial Chamber found that there was no evidence
of fighting between Serbian forces and the KLA in the area at the time of these events in
Meja/Meje, "save for a short unplannedfire fight in the village ofRamoc on27 April 1999 between

a

four KLA fighters and members of VJ unit".2274 Instead, there was evidence that a large number
2275

of men in Meja/Meje were forced to join a convoy and many of them were subsequently shot.

The Trial chamber explicitly found that there was no evidence that the individuals killed in
2276

Meja/Meje were armed or taking part in hostilities·at the relevant time,.

The Trial Chamber also.

dismissed Dordevic' s argument that the Serbian forces directed their actions against terrorist
activities.2277 In making this finding, the Trial Chamber considered, inter alia, that the exhumed
2278

victims "where it could be determined - were wearing civilian clothing";

a factor which the

Appeals Ch.amber recalls may be considered in determining whether a particular victim was
2279

actively participating in hostilities at the time of death.

772. •In these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Giiney and Judge Tuzmukhamedov
dissenting, finds that Dordevic has not shown that his suggested alternative inference - i.e. that
,those found to have been murdered were killed in combat - was unreasonably excluded by the Trial

Trial Judgement, para. 990, The Trial Chamber considered evidence that the bodies of the victims killed during
Operation Reka were exhumed from their initial burial sites, transported and re-buried in mass graves at the
Batajnica SAJ Center (Trial Judgemen~paras 985-989).
2272 Trial Judgement,para. 1738.See Trial Judgement,para. 990.
"'" Trial Judgement,para. 1738.The AppealsChamber observes that the Trial Chamber considered that there was no
evidence concerning the fate of 48 additional individuals listed as missing from. Meja/Meje on the OMPF
ConsolidatedList of Missing Persons, and in Schedole H of the Indictment. As a result, the Trial Chamber was
unable to ~ a finding that they wore murdered althoughit was of the view that '1t is likely that these persons
,
were also killed in the course of OperationReka" (Trial Judgement,para. 993).
•
•
"' 4 Trial Judgement,paras 980, 1739.The Trial Chamberalso consideredDorde:vic's contentionthat the actions of the
Serbian forces were directed.againstKosovo Albanian terrorists bnt found that there was no evidence to suggest
that those killed bad participatedor were participatingin terroristactivities (Trial Judgement,para. 1739),
'-'-" TrialJudgement,paras 958,961; 967-979,985-995, 1738. .
•
"'' Trial Judgement,para. 1739.
im Trial Judgement,para, 1739.
•
•
•
•
,m Trial Judgement,para. 990, The Trial Clmnber noted that two of the bodies found in the Batanica mass grave were
.female and that the victims woreof varying ages.
WI
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Chamber." 80 Dordevic consequentlyhas failed to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have
reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and therefore has failed to show that it erred in
concluding that 281 Kosovo Albanians were shot and kille4 by Serbian forces on 27-28 April 1999
in Meja/Meje during "OperationReka".

I

(d) VucitrnNushtrri municipality

i-

. 773.

The Trial Chamber was satisfied that Hysni Bunjaku, Haki Gerxhaliu, Miran Xhafa, and

Veli Xhafa.were detained and murdered by Serbian forces on 2/3 May 1999 while travelling in a
convoy in VucitrnNusht:rri municipality."
774.

81

Dordevic submits that the evidence did not establish that Hysni Bunjalru, Haki Gerxhaliu,

Miran Xhafa, and V eli Xhafa were detained and notes that "the Trial Chamber found that KLA
were in the convoy"." 82 He argues that
if these four men were not detained, the inference remained
that they were legitimately targeted, and that therefore.a finding of murder.should not follow.2283
775.

The Prosecution responds that DordeviChas failed to demonstrate that the findings of the

Trial Chamber were unreasonable.2284 It asserts that Dordevic' s submission that the evidence did
not establish that the four individuals were detained is undeveloped and should be dismissed.2285
776.

The Appeals Chamber is of the view that the question of whether Hysni Bunjalru, Haki

Gerxhaliu, Miran Xhafa, and Veli Xhafa were detained, or whether KLA members were in the
convoy of displaced persons travelling to VucitmNushtrri, is not relevant in this instance. The
Appeals Chamber observes that the circumstances in which these men met their deaths, as
considered by the Trial <;hamber,show that all four men were hors de combat, taking no active part
in hostilities at the relevant time and therefore were not legitimate targets.n 86 For example, the Trial
Chamber expressly consideredthat Hysni Bunjaku was unarmed and driving a tractor in the convoy
of displaced persons when Serbian forces approached him, repeatedly asked him for money, and .

2279

See supra,para. 525.
nao See supra,para. 700.
.
""'' Trial Judgement, paras 1184-1185,1191-1192, 1197, 1742-1743:
Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 375, referring to Trial Judgement,paras 1197-1199, 1742-1743.
"'" Dordevi<:Reply Brief, para. 123.
"'" Prosecution Response Brief, para. 363.
•
""' Prosecution Response Brief, pa:ra.363.
.
2286 Tue Appeals Chamber notes that the relevant portion of the Trial Judgement to which Dordevi6 refers provides that
there was ongoing fighting between the KLA and Serbian forces in Vucm:n/Vusbrrrimunicipality and not that the
Kl.A was present in the convoy (Trial Judgement, para. 1199. See Trial Judgement, paras 1197-1199, 1742-1743,
as referred to in Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 375).

=
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then pulled him off bis tractor.2287 Although bis father begged the police not to kill him, Hysni
Bunjaku was shot and killed by S~bian forces.2288 The situation was similar in relation to Haki
Gerxhaliu and bis family.2289 Haki Gerxhaliu was travelling with his family and was shot by

°

Serbian forces as he got off bis tractor.229 Further, the Trial Chamber found that Miran Xhafa, who
'

'

at the time was 71 years old and unarmed, was dragged away from the tractor on which his family
was travelling in the convoy, as a policeman pointed a machine gun at bis wife.2291 The police fired
three shots, after which Miran Xhafa fell to the ground, and soon after fired a fourth shot
2293

Trial Chamber found that Miran Xhafa died during this incident.

2292

The

Finally, the Trial Chamber

2294

found that the body of Veli Xhafa was seen lying dead on his tractor.
777.

_Inlight of the above, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, finds that

.

Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion
as tl;ieTrial Chamber, and as such has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred ir! concluding that
Hysni Bunjaku, Haki Gerxhaliu, Miran Xhafa, and Veli Xhafa were murdered._
(e) Kotlina/Kotline in Kacanik/Kacanikmunicipality
778.

The Trial Chamber found that on 24 March 1999, Serbian forces detained and subsequently
2295
killed at least 22 men at the Kotlina/Kotlinewells in Kacanik/Ka9anikmunicipality. In reaching

this conclusion the Trial Chamber relied on the evidence of Witness Hazbi Loku ("WitnessLoku"),
296

who observed the ~vents froin a billside less than 600 meters away through hunting binoculars.2

In particular, it considered his evidence that Serbian forces captured a group of approximately

20men and for~ them with their hands above their head to two dry wells.2297 It further accepted
his account that "he [then] saw all of the men 'executed and rnassacred"'.

2298

2287

Trial Judgement,para, 1184.
Trial Judgement,para. 1~84.Trial Judgement,para. 1185.
''" Trial Judgement,para. 1185.
2291
Trial Judgemenspara. 1191.
2292 Trial Judgement,para. 1191.
229
' Trial Judgement,para, 1191.
2294 Trial Judgement,para, 1192.
2295 TrialJudgement,paras 1126, 1744, SeeTrialJudgement,paras 1116, 1120, 1428, 1431, 1433-1436.
2296 Trial Judgomeot.paras 1115-1116,1125-1126,1428,fn. 4336.
• 2297 Trial Judgement,paras.1115-1116,1125-1126,1428,fn. 4336.
"-'' Trial Judgement,para. 112S.
221
'
2219
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779•. Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on the evidence of Witness Loku
to conclude that the 22 men were detained when killed, considering the distance from which he
observed the events.2299
780.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic fails to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber's

findings were unreasonable.2100 It further asserts that Dordevic' s submission should be disnµssed on
the basis that he repeats argumentswhich failed at trial and seeks to substitute his own evaluation of
2301

the evidence for that of the TrialChamber.
781.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that a trial chamber has broad discretion in assessing the

appropriate weight and credibility to be accorded to the testimony of a witness,2302 and may rely on
the uncorroborated evidence of a single· witness.2303 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial
Chamber explicitly considered and addressed Dordevic' s argument at trial that, due to Witness
Loku' s distance from the wells in.Kotlina/Kotline, he could not have seen all that he described in
relation to the circumstances surrounding the deaths.2304 However, the Trial Chamber found that
'

'

•Witness Loku had an unobstructedview of the wells from a higher position on top of a hillside, and
2305

that although he could see the events withhis naked eye, he also used hunting binoculars.

The

Appeals Chamber finds no error in the Trial Chamber relying on Witness Loku' s evidence that the
22 men had their hands over their heads when killed, especially'in light of the evidence that Witness
2306

Loku used hunting binoculars and that the events were visible by the naked eye.

Further, the

Appeals Chamber is of the view that it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber to rely on this
evidence to establish that the 22 men were unarmed, taking no active part in the hostilities at that
time of the killings and, "[i]f any. of tliem had been members of· the KLA, they were hors de
combat."2301It is therefore not relevant whether the individuals concerned were members of the
KLA at tlie time of the killings.
782.

Based on the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and as such

""'' Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 376(iii); 0ordcvic Reply Brief, para. 124.
2300 Prosecution Final Brief, para. 364.
•
•
2301 Prosecution FinalBrief, para. 364, referring to E)ordevit Closing Brief, para. 871.
'"" Haradinaj et aL Appeal Judgement,para. 129. See also Bikin4iAppeal Judgement, para. 114;Nchamihigo Appeal
Judgement, para. 47; Nahimana et al. AppealJudgement, para. 194.
•
.
2303
.
Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 219; KupreJkic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 33; Alek.'iovski Appeal
• Judgement, para. 62; Tadie Appeal Judgement, para. 65.
. .
•
" 04 Trial Judgement, para. 1125, fns 4327, 4336, 4342. See E)ordcvicClosing Brief, para. 871.
Trial Judgemeot, paras 1115-1116, 1125-1126, 1428, fns 4327, 4336, 4342.
'""' TrialJudgement, paras 1112, 1115-1116,fn. 4237.
2307
See Trial Judgement, para. 1744,

"°'
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has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding·that Serbian forces killed at least
.22 men at the Kotlina/Kotline wells in Kacanik/Kac,rurik
municipality.
(f) Vata/Vataj in Kacapjk(Kacanikmunicipality

783.

The Trial Chamber found that Mahmut Caka, Hebib Lami, Brabim Lami, and RramanLami

from the village of Vata/Vataj were detained, paraded through the village, and later shot and killed
by Serbian forces in Vata/Va~j in Kacanilc/Kac;:anlk
municipality on 13 April 1999.2308 In reaching
its conclusion the Trial Chamber relied on the evidence of Witness Sada Lama("Witness Lama"),
as well as forensic evidence that all four men died as a result of gunshot wounds.2309
784.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erroneously placed decisive weight on hearsay

evidence of Witness Lama to support the assertion that the four deceased Kosovo Albanians had
been detained.2310
785.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic fails to demonstrate that no reasonable trial

chamber could have relied on hearsay evidence,_corroborated by other evidence, to support its
factual finding.2311
786.

' Witness Lama's
Dordevic replies that the deaths ()f these individuals do not corrobo.rate

evidence that they were detained.2312
787.

The Appeals Chamber unders~ds Dordevic's argument to be that the Trial Chamber's

finding that the four men were detained is vital to the crime of murder, since if the men were not
detained the inference remained that they were legitimately killed and therefore the killings did not
constitute murder.
788.

Witness Lama's evidence is comprised of both direct evidence, in which he describes the

incident as he saw it himself, and hearsay evidence in respect of what he was told by his wife, who
had observed the events from a hiding spot 300 meters away.2313 The Appeals Chamber notes that
Witness Lama's hearsay evidence that the four men were detained was the only evidence presented
to the Trial Chamber that they were detained. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber

""'' Trial Judgement, para. 1747. See Trial Judgemen~ paras 113B-1139,1447.
23119
Tria!Judgeme~ paras 113B-1139,1447-1449, 1747.
2310
•
Dordevit Appeal Brief, para. 37 6(iv).
.
2311
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 36S.
2312
Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 125.
'-"" Trial Judgement, para. 113B,fn. 4410.
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found that the four men were hors de combat and taking no active part in the hostilities at the
relevant time. 2314
789.

For this finding, the Trial Chamber did not only rely on hem-sayevidence but rathei; based

its conclusion on the direct evidence of Witness Lama, who recounted that he saw the bodies of
Mahmut Caka, Hebib Lami, Brahlm Lami, and Rraman Lami on a path above the gorge after they
315

had been paraded through the village em-lier that day .2 In particular, Witness Lama further
recounted that all of the victims were wearing civilian clothing and had no weapons.

2316

The

Appeals Chamber recalls that the clothing of victims may be considered when determining whether
7

a particular victim was actively participating in hostilities at the time of death_m Therefore, it was
reasonable for the Trial Chamber to rely on Witness Lama's evidence to conclude
. that the victims
'
were hors de dombat and not taking part in hostilities at their time of death.

2318

It follows that,

whether Mabmut Calm, Hebib Lami, Brahim Larni, and Rraman Larni were detained is of no
relevance in this instance, since the Trial Chamber's finding that they were hors de combat and not
taking active part in the hostilities, was in any event reasonable.
790.

In light of the above, Dordevic has failed to. show that no reasonable trier of fact could have

reached the •same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and as such has failed to show that the Trial
Chamber erred in concluding that Serbian forces killed Mabmut Caka, Hebib Lami, Brahim Lami,
and Rraman Larniin Vata/Vataj.
3. _Persecutionsas a crime against humanity
791.

The Trial Chamber found that the crime of persecutions throµgh destruction of religious or

culturally significant property was established in relation to the mosques in Celina/Celine, Bela
Crkva/Bellacerke, Landovica/ Landovice, Suva Reka/Suhareke (White Mosque), Dakovica/Gjakove
(Hadum Mosque), Rogovo/Rogove, Vlastika/Llashtice, and VucitrnNushtni (Charshi Mosque).
792.

2319

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crime of persecutions

was established by means of destruction of religious sites in relation to: (i) the Celina/ Celine, Bela

2314

Trial Judgemen~ para. 1747.
.
Trial Judgemen~ para. 1138,fn. 4410. See Sada Lama, 24 Apr 2009, 1'.3722-3724.
Trial Judgemen~ para. 1138, fn. 4410. See Sada Lama, 24 Apr 2009, T. 3722-3724.
2317 SeeBoskosld and Tarculov.ldAppeal Judgement,para. 81. See supra, para. 525.
" 1' Trial Judgement, paras 1139, 1747.
• • •
" 19 Trial Judgement, paras 1811, 1819, 1825, 1832, 1837, 1841, 1850, 1854, 1856, 2033.

" 15
" 16
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Crkva/Bellacerke, and Rogovo/Rogove mosques; (ii) the mosque in Landovica/ Landovice;
2320

(iii) Hadum Mosque; and (iv) the mosque in Vlastica/Lashtice.
793.

2321

The Prosecntion responds that Dordevic has failed to demonstrate an error.

(a) Celina/Celine and Bela Crkva/Bellacerke mosques in brahovac/Rahovec municipality and the
mosque in Rogovo/Rogove in Dakovica/Gjakove municipality
794.

The Trial Chamber concluded that the Celina/Celine and Bela Crkva/Bellacerkemosques ·in

Orahovac/Rahovec municipality, as well as the mosque in Rogovo/Rogove in Dakovica/Gjakove
municipality, were destroyed by explosive devices detonated by Serbian forces on 28 March
1999.2322 On the basis of the direct eyewitness evidence of Witness Sabri Popaj ("Witness Popaj"),
corroborated by ·the indirect account of Witness Agim Jemini (''Witness Jemini"), the Trial
Chamber concluded that Serbian forces entered the mosque in Celina/Celine and detonated an •
explosive device causing its destruction,2323 It further relied on, inter alia, the evidence of Witness
Popaj in relation to the mosque in Celina/Celine to infer i:hatthe mosques in Bela Crkva/Bellacerke
and Rogovo/Rogove were similarly destroyed consecutively, in a matter of minutes, by explosive
2324

devices laid and detonated by Serbian forces.
795.

Dordevic challenges.the Trial Chamber's reliance
on Witness Popaj's evidence on the basis
•
'

that the witness was ''uncertain when testifying", "biased as a KLA supporter", and that his
evidence conflicted with that of Witness Jemini?325 He further submits that the Trial Chamber
erroneously relied on the evidence of Witness Popaj in relation to the destruction of the mosque in
Celina/Celine to infer that the Bela Crkva/Bellacerke and Rogovo/Rogove mosques wete also
destroyed by Serbian forces.2326 Dordevic finally submits that there was no eyewitness evidence to

Dordevic Appeal Brief, peIBB347(f), 347(g), 377. The finding that destructionof Kosovo Albllllianreligio,;,, sites
was.part of the commonplan and alleged errors of law in regard to the finding of persecutionsin relation tothe
mosque in Landovica/Landovice,the Hadum Mosque, and the Vlalitica/LashticeMosque, respectively, have been
addressed under his seventh aod fifteenth grounds of appeal. Dordevic,under his seventeenth ground of appeal,
challenges only the factnal basis upon wbicli the actu.rr,u., w .. satisfied(see supra, paras 198-200, 204; 557-562,
565-569).
.
•
'"' 1 ProsecutionResponse Brief, paras 366-368.
•
•
2322 Trial Judgement, paras 477,528,931,933, 1804, 18015,1808, 1811, 1836-1837.
''"' Trial Judgement, para. 1804,referringto Agin, Jcmini, 21 Apr 2009,T. 3542, 3544, Exhibit P638.
23
"- Trial Judgement, paras 478,528,931,933.
.
•
2325
Dordevic Appeal Brief,para. 377(a).
2326
Dordevic Appeal Brief, psra. 377(a).

23'"
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support the findings that the Bela Crkva/Bellacerke and the Rogovo/Rogove mosques were
destroyed by Serbianforces.2327
796.

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic's challenges to the credibility of Witness Popaj

were addressed at trial and that the Trial Chamber reasonably relied on his evidence.2328 It further
responds that Dordevic has failed to. demonstrate that no reasonable trial chamber could have
concluded that Serbian forces destroyed the Bela Crkva/Bellacerke and Rogovo/Rogove
mosques.2329
797.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber addressed in detail 1he submissions

maqe by Dordevic at trial as to the credibility of Witness Popaj, including, inter a!ia, the
discrepancy between his evidence and that of Witness Jemini, but was satisfied that his evidence
concerning events in and around the village of Bela Crkva/Bellacerkewas reliableY' 0 The Appeals
Chamber recalls in this regard that a trial chamber has broad discretionin det=ining
2331

attach to the evidence of any .given witness.
co=only

the weight to

It further recalls that minor inconsistencies m_ay

occur in witness testimony without rendering such testimony unreliable.2332 It is within

the discretion of a trial chamber to evaluate discrepancies and to consider the credibility of the
2333

evidence as a whole, without explainingits decision in every detail.
798.

The Trial Chamber considered the evidence of Witness Popaj, who testified that from his

vantage point on the side of the mountain, _he could see 1he villages of Celina/Celine, Bela
Crkva/Bellacerke, and Rogovo/Rogove,all of ''which were close by'' .2334 In particular, it considered
that Witness Popaj saw police enter the mosque in Celina/Celinewhere they remained for one hour,
following which he heard a loud explosion and saw that the mosque was destroyed.2335 While

2327

Dordevic AppealBrief, para. 377(a).
Prosecution ResponseBrief, para. 366.
,,,.. Prosecution ResponseBrief, para. 366.
2330 Trial Judgemen~ paras 456, 528, fn. 1934. See Dordevic Closing Brief, parBB744, 980. The Appeals Cbmnber
notes that Dordevic challenged at trial Witness Popaj' s evidence that the destruction of the Celina/Celine mosque
occurred on 28 March 1999 in light of the conflicting evidence of Witness1emini ,. to the date. Although the Trial
Cbarnbor beard from Witness Jemini that the mosque was blown up on 30 or 31 March 1999, Witness Popaj
explained the inaccuracy of this recount as Witness Jemini had not seen the explosion (Trial Judgement,fn. 1934).
It WBBon the basi&that Witness Popaj viewed the destruction of the mosque and the forces involved in the village
of Colina/Celinethat the Trial Chamber acceptedthe date BB 28 March 1999 (Trial Judgement,fn. 1934),
"" Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgement,para. 129. See also Bildndi Appeal Judgerne~ para. 114; NchamihigoAppeal
Judgement, para. 47; Nahimanaet al. Appeal Judgement,para. 194.
2332 Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement,para, 23, referring to Celebi6iAppealJudgement,paras 481, 498, Kupreild6 et al.
Appeal Judgement,para. 31.
.
2333 Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgeme~ pa,a..23, referriog to Ce!ebiciAppeal Judgement,paras 481, 498, Kupresldc et al.
Appeal Judgement,para. 31.
2334 Trial Judgemen~para. 1833.
'"'' Trial Judgement,pa,as 528, 1804, 1833.

2328
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Witness Popaj' s evidence was the only direct eyewitness account that police entered the mosque,
placed and detonated an explosive device, the Trial Chamber also considered the evidence of
Witness Jemini, "who, _thatevening, saw that the mosque had been completely destr~yed",2336 It
was on the basis of this·evidence that the Trial Chamber concluded that the mosque was destroyed

I -

•by an explosive device placed and detonatedby members of the MUP.
799.

In conciuding that the mosque in Bela Crk:va/Bellacerkewas similarly destroyed, the Trial

Chamber considered that shortly after the destruction of the mosque in Celina/Celine,
Witness Popaj heard another explosion from Bela Crkva/Bellacerke, after which he saw that the
mosque in that village was no longer standing.2337 Witness Popaj then heard and saw the mosque in
Rogovo/Rogove explode.2338
800.

The Trial Chamber also considered the evidence of Witness Andras Riedlmayer

("Witness·Riedhnayer") that the minaret of the mosque in Rogovo/R.ogove"had been blown up
with charges placed under the stairs causing its complete destruction" and found it to be consistent
with the evidence that police laid and detonated explosives inside all three mosques, causing their
2 39
_destructi.on.
~ In the :Trial Chamber's finding, it was significant that the three n;iosques, all of

which were located in close geographicalproximity, were successively destroyed on the same day,
and by the same method.2340
801.

In the context of the pattern of destruction of all three mosques, their close geographical

proximity, that the destruction occurred s~cessively within minutes, and the evidence of
Witness Jemini and Witness Riedlmayer, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber
reasonably inferred that the mosques in Bela Crkva/Bellacerke
and Rogovo/R.ogove
.
.
. were also
destroyed by Serbian forces in a manner similar to the mosque in Celina/Celine.
802.

-In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to show that no

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, and therefore
has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crime of persecutions was
established in relation to the destruction of the mosques in Celina/Celine, Bela Crkva/Bellacerke,
and Rogovo/R.ogove.

6

TrulJudgemont, para. 1804.
Trul Judgement, paras 477, !"806,1833.
.Trul Judgement, paras 931,' 1833.
2339
Trial Judgement, para. 932.
2340 TriB1Judgement, para. 1836.

""
23

"
1338
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(b) Mosque in Landovica/Landovicein Prizren municipality
803.

Toe Chamber was satisfied that Serbian forces set fire to the interior of the mosque in

Landovica/Landovice in Prizren municipality on 26 March 1999, and caused substantial destruction
2341

to its structure and minaret by use of an explosive device on 27 March 1999.
804.

Dordevic submits that -no reasonable Trial Chamber could have relied solely upon the

evidence of Halil Marina ("Morina") admitted pursuant to Rule 92quater to conclude that the
2342

mosque in Landovica/Landovice was set on fir~ by Serbian forces,
805.

Toe Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber's finding was not based solely on

Rule 92quater evidence but was cdrroboratedby the testimony of Witness Riedlmayer, who saw the
site after it was damaged.2343 It further responds _thatDordevic repeats arguments which did not .
2344

succeed at trial without demonstrating that the Trial Chamber erred.
806.

Dordevic replies that the Prosecution fails to explain how Witness Riedlmayer' s evidence
2345

was corroborative ofMorina's evidence that Serbian forces caused the daruage.
807.

Morina's evidence, which consists of a witness statement and testimony adduced in another
7346

case, was admitted in this case pursuant to Rule 92quater of the Rules.

The Appeals Chamber

recalls in this regard that a conviction may not be based solely or in a decisive manner on the
2347

evidence of an individual whom the accused has had no opportunity to cross-exarnine.

In

Galic,

the Appeals Chamber determined that where the evidence is pivotal to the Prosecution's' case and

"goes to proof of the acts and conduct of the accused's i.mriJ.ediatelyproximate subordinates", it
must be corroborated.2348 The Appeals Chamber considers Morina's evidence - that Serbian forces
. set fire to the interior of the mosque in Landovica/Landovice causing substantilj.].destruction to its
structure and minaret by use of an explosive.device - to be a critical element of the Prosecution
case and a vital link in demonstrating Doflievic's responsibility for the destruction of the mosque

''

41

2342

""
"44

'""
""'

""'
23"

Trial Judgement, para. 1819.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 377(b). See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 347(1).
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 367.
•
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 367.
•
Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 127, referring to Prosecution Response Brief, para. 367.
Trial Judgemen~ para. 1817, referring to Exhib\ts P283, pp 3-4, P284, pp 8%-897.
.
Prosecutor v. J.adrankoPrlie et al., Caso No. IT-04-74-AR73.6, Decision on Appeals agamst Decision Admitting
Traoscript of Jadranko Prlic's Questioning into Evidence, 23 Nov 2007, paras 53, 58.
Galic Appeal Decision on Rule 92bis(C) of 7 June 2002, paras 13, 18-19. The Appeals Chamber found the
statement of thewitaess demonstrating that • shell was fired from a gun manned by a suborclinaleof the accused,
which caused many casualties, was a vital link to the Prosecution's ·case and therefore needed to be corroborated
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committed by Serbian forces. Toe Appeals Chamber must therefore determine whether the
conviction for persecutions through the destruction of the mosque in Landovica/Landovice-was
based solely or in a decisive manner on the evidence ofMorina.
808. · In reaching its conclusion, the Trial Chamber also • considered the evidence of
Witness Riedlmayer, who reported on the damage sustained to the mosque, and concluded that his
evidence on the nature of the damage to the mosque and its mechanism "is consistent in material
respects with the observations of [Morina] and provides independent confirmation of his
account".2349 Toe AppealsChamber observes that Witness Riedlmayer's evidence does not directly
corroborate that of Morina with respect to Serbian forces having caused the destruction of the
mosque in Landovica/Landovice.The Appeals Chamber notes, however, that the Trial Chamber •
found a consistent pattern of attack by the Serbian forces entering towns and villages on foot,
beginning on 24 March 1999, and Settinghouses on fire and looting valuables.2350 Particularly,it
found that "[t]he same pattern continued in . the following days, on 26 March 1999 in
Lando~ica/Landovice."2351 Toe Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, finds this
pattern of attack by the Serbian forces to be corroborative of Morina' s account in the admitted
statement and transcript that the Serbian forces set .fire to the interior of the mosque in
Landovica/Landovice. The Appeals Chamber therefore considers, Judge Tuzmukhamedov
dissenting, that the Trial Chamber's conclusion is not based solely or in a decisive manner on
Marina's 92quater evidence, as other evidence supports Dordevic's conviction for the crime of
persecutions through the destruction of the mosque in Landovica/Landovice.2352
809.

In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds, Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, that .

Dordevic has failed to show that no reasonabletrier of fact could have reached the same conclusion
as the Trial Chamber, and therefore has failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding
that the crime of persecutions was establishedin relation to the mosque in Landovica/Landovice.

before admitted under Rule 92bis of the Roles (Galic Appeal Deci6i.onon Rule 92bis(C) of 7 June 2002,
parllS18-19).
234' Trial Judgement, parBS181B-1819.The Appeals Chamber recalls that hearsay evidence is in principle admissible,
although in assessing its probative value, the surrounding circumstances m11&tbo considered (Blalkir!Appeal
Judgement, _para.656, fn. 1374. See Prosecutorv. Zlatko Aleksovsld,Case No. IT-95-14/1-AR73, Decision on
Prosecutor's Appeal on Admissibility of Evidence, 16 February 1999, para. 15. See also Haradinaj ,t aL Appeal
Judgement, paras 85-B6).
2350
Trial Judgement,para. 2027.
1351
Tru,1 Judgement,para. 2027.
.
''" See Popovic et aL Trial Judgement,para. 63.
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(c), Hadum Mosgue and adjoining library in Dakovica/Gjakove town
810.

The Trial Chamber found that the crime of persecutions was established in relation to the

destruction of the Hadum Mosque and adjoining library during the night of 24 to 25 March
1999.2353 In particular, it found that the Hadum Mosque was destroyed by a fire set by Serbian
2354

police '1XJssiblyacting together with paramilitary forces".

While the Trial Chamber considered

Dordevic' s argument at trial that the Hadum Mosque was destroyed by a NATO aerial bombing, it
concluded "that the damage sustained by the mosque .and nearby buildings is inconsistent with
2355

• damage caused by [NATO] aerial bombing".
811.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erroneously excluded NATO as the cause of the
356

destruction of the mosque on the basis that VJ barracks were· not in the historic old town.2

He

furfuer submits that it was unreasonable for the Trial Chamber to rely on the evidence of
Witness Abrahatns that the buildings were set on fire from the inside.
812.

2357

The Prosecution responds that Dordevic's challenge should be dismissed as he repeats
2358

arguments which failed at trial and ignores the Trial Chamber's reasoning.
813.

·1n reaching its conclusion that the historic centre of Dakovica/Gjakove was deliberately set

on fire by Serbian police, the Trial Chamber carefully considered but nonetheless rejected
2359

Dordevic's submission that damage to the Hadum Mosque was a resuit of the NATO bombing.

•Contrary to Dordevic's submission, the Trial Chamber did not exclude NATO as the cause of the
destruction solely on the basis that VJ barracks were not in tb:ehistoric old town.2360 The Appeals
Chamber notes, that the Trial Chamber considered an MUP staff report indicating that NATO
aircraft fired missiles hitting the historical centre of the city during the night of 24 March and in the
morning of 25 March 1999, but was "unable to accept this report as reliable" when weighed against
the following evidence:2361 (i) war diaries of VJ units present in the city-which do not record any
such bombing of the old town;2362 (ii) the fact that none of the relevant witnesses o~ the ground at

2353

Trial Judgement, para. 1831·.See Trial Judgement, paras 870,872.
Trial Judgement, para. 1831. See Trial Judgement, paras 870, 872.
2355 Trial Judgement, para. 1831. Soo Trial Judgement, paras .870,872.
2356
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 377(c)..
2351
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 377(c).
2358
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 368,referring to Trial Judgement, paras 866-870, 1830-1832.
• 2359 Trial Chamber Judgement, paras 865-870,1830-1832.See Dardevic Closing Brief, paras 1005-1008.
2360
See Dardevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 377(c).
•·
2361
Trial Judgement, para. 866.
2362
Trial Judgement, para. 867.
2354
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• the time testified that NATO bombed the ·historiccentre or other civilian areas;23~3 (iii) the evidence
of Witness Abrahams, a Hunian Rights Watch researcher, who observed that the mosque had been
set on fire from the inside as. the walls remained standing while the roofs of the mosque were
bumed;2364 (iv) the evidence of Witness Riedlmayer that "the building interiors were burned out to
rooflines" and that there were "no signs of _theblast damage'' consistent with an aerial bombing;2365
and (v) an aerial photograph from the US Department of Defense depicting the Hadum Mosque
intact but the adjacent bazaar buming.2366 The Trial Chamber found that the damage sustained by
the mosque and adjacent buildings were "inconsistent with damage caused by aerial bombing".2367
The Appeals Chamber finds that it was reasonable on the basis of these factors for the Trial
Chamber to exclude NATO as the cause of the destruction of the Hadum Mosque and adjacent
library.
814.

1n relation to Dordevic's cbaUenge to the Trial Chamber's reliance on the evidence of

Witness Abrahams,2368 the Appeals Chamber notes that bis evidence that the buildings appearedto
have been set on fire from the inside was consistentwith that of Witness Riedlmayer, wbo reported
.that buildings "were burned out to rooflines" and that "there were no signs of blast damage that
would have beeil expected if the bazaar had really been hit by air strikes": 369 While corroboration
is not necessary before accepting the evidence of a particular witness, the Appeals Chamber notes
that Witness Riedlmayer' s evidence not only corroborates Witness Abrahams evidence but is
2370

consistent with the exclusion of NATO as the cause of the destruction.
815.

Based on the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to demonstrate·

that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber and
therefore Dordevic bas failed to show that the Trial Cbamber erred in finding that crime of
persecutions was established in relation to the Hadum Mosque and its adjacent library.
(d) Mosque in Vlastica/Lashticein Gnjilane/Gjilanmunicipality
816.

The Trial Chamber was satisfied that the mosque in Vhlti.ca/Llashtice in Gnjilane/Gjilan

municipality was heavily damaged and its library destroyed by Serbian forces who set it on fire on

2363
23
23

.

Trial-Judgement, para. 868.

°' Trial Judgoment, para. 869.
°' Trial Judgement, para. 869. •

"" Trial Judgement, para. 869.
2367
Tri.,} Judgement, para. 1831.
,,., See £lordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 377(c).
2369
Trial Judgement, para. 869, referring to Exln'bita P1098, pp 6, _50,P1137, p. 173, PllOS, p. 1, P1106, Andras
Riedlmayer, 16 Jui 2009, T. 7509-7511.
•
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or about 6 April 1999_zmThe Trial Chamber considered that Serbian forces entered the village and
burned houses in the village, with the mosque in Vlastica/Llashticebeing the first building that was
set on fue. 2372
817.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in. finding that the mosque in

Vlastica/Lashii.ce was the first building to be set on fire by Serbian forces, based on the
2373

uncorroborated evidence of Witness K81, who watched events from a distancein the mountains.
74

818.

The Prosecutionresponds that Dordevic's argumentwarrants summarydisrnissal.zs

819.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the only direct evidence that the rnosq~ was the first
5

building set on fire by Serbian forces was provided by Witness K81.m The Appeals Chamber

a

recalls that a trial chamber may rely on the testimony of a single witness on material fact withont
6
the need for corroboration:1.37
arid has discretion to assess the appropriate weight and credibility to

be accorded to the testimony of a witness.zs77 The Appeals Chamber notes that Witness K81' s
evidence discloses that he was on top of a mountain when he saw the mosque bein.gset on fire by
Serbian forces and that this ~as not explicitly considered by the Trial Chamber. Witness K8l's
evidence, however, also disclosesthat he observed the events from a distance which he described as
379

"close enough [that] I could see the activity",2378 and in addition that he had a pair ofbinoculars.Z
820.

.

.

The Appeals Chamber also notes that Witness K81's evidence that the mosque was

destroyed by a fire is consistent with the evidence of Witness Riedlmayer who, on the pasis of the
examination of a photograph provided by the Islamic community, _observedthat the mosque in
Vlastica/Llashtice was "heavily damaged" by an intense fire_zssoThe Appeals Chamber therefore
finds, based on the vantage point of Witness K81, as well as the consistency of Witness K81's

2370

See Trial Judgement, para. 869.
Trial Judgement, paras 1055, 1841.
72
'-'
Trial Judgement, paras 1055, 1838.
2313 • Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 347(g); Dordevil Reply Brief, para. 106(b).
2374 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 307.
•
2375 K81, 15 May 2009, T. 4535. See Trial Judgement,paras 1055, 1838.
. '-'" Luki.cand Lukic Appeal Judgement, para. 375; Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 219; Strugar Appeal
Judgement, para. 78; Limoj et al..Appeal Judgement, para. 203; Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 274;
Kupreskic et al. Appeal Judgement,para. 33; Cekbici Appeal Judgement,para. 506;Aleksavski Appeal Judgement,
para. 62; Tadic Appeal Judgement,para. 65,
2377 Lukic and Lu/de Appeal Judgement, paras 86, 235, referring to Nchamihigo Appeal Judgement, per.i..47, Bikindi
Appeal Judgement, para, 116, Nahirnanaet al..Appeal Judgement,para. 194.
23 " ExhibitP791, statement of 30 May 1999,p. 3.
23
" See K81, 15 May 2009, T. 4535.
238
' Trial Judgement, para. 1838, citiog Exhibit Pl 125.
2371

t
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evidence with that of Witness Riedlmayer, that it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber in its
dis=tion to rely on the evidence of Witness K81.
821.

Witness Riedlmayer's evidence does not however corroborateWitness K8 l' s assertion.that

the mosque was the fust building set on fue by Serbian forces. The Appeals Chamber not only finds
corroboration unnecessary in these_circumstances, but also finds that whether the mosque in
Vlastica/Llashtice was.the first to be. destroyed has no bearing on the Trial Chamber's reasonable
conclusion that the mosque was damaged by a fire set by Serbian forces.
822. • Based on the forgoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has.failed to demonstrate
that ·no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Ch~ber and
therefore has failed to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber e_rredin finding that the crime of
persecutions was established in relation to the destruction of the mosque in Vlastica/Llashtice on or
about 6 April 1999.
• C. Conclusion
823.

For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to

demonstrate that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding that the crimes of deportation, persecutions,
other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) as crimes against humanity, and murder both as .11violation
of the laws or customs of war and a crime against humanity, were established.
· 824.

The Appeals Chamberdismisses Dordevic' s seventeenth ground of appeal in its entirety and

in part his :fifteenthground of appeal.2381

2381

The remai:nru,;.of Dordevic's fifteenthground of appealbas been dismissed(Jupra.ChapterXV).
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XVIII. DORDEVIC'SEIGHTEENTHGROUNDOFAPPEAL:ALLEGED
ERRORSOF LAWWHENENTERINGMULTIPLECONVICTIONS•

I

A. Alleged errors of law when enteringconvictionsunder joint criminalenterpriseand
aiding and abetting
825.

The Trial Chamber found Dordevic guilty of the crimes of murder, deportation, other

inhumane acts (forcible transfer), and persecutions (through deportation, forcible transfer, murder, .
and destruction of religious or culturally significant property), pursuant to Article 7(1) of the
2383

Statute, for participating in the JCE2382 and for aiding and abetting the same crimes.
•

·.

The Trial

Chamber further stated that "[t]he modes of responsibility under Article 7(1) of the Statute are not
mutually exclusive, and it is possible to convict on more than one mode in _relationto a crime if this
better reflects the totality of the accused's ronduct."

2384

It further stated that the facts of the case

were "sufficiently compelling" to maintain the conviction for aiding and abetting the established
crimes, in addition to the conviction for participation in the JCE, "in order to fully encapsulate the
5

Accused's criminal conduct".23e

•

1. Arguments of the parties

826.

I

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law by convicting him twice for the same

crimes: once for cornmittjng the crimes through participation in a joint criminal enterprise; and
again for aiding and abetting them.2386 According to Dordevic, such duplicate convictions under
2387

Article 7(1) of the Statute are ''impermissible and logically incompatible",
2388

drawn distinction between the two forms of liability.

and blur the carefully

Dordevic further submits that the Trial

•Chamber erroneously r~lied on jurisprudence which neither addresses concurrent convictions for
"commission via_ JCE participation" and aiding and. abetting • nor results in concurrent
convictions.2389 Dordevic. argues that once a finding of commission by participation in a joint

Trial Judgement,paras 2193, 2230. See also Trial Judgement,para. 2213.
"'" Trial Judgement, paras 2164, 2194, 2230. See also Trial Judgement,para. 2214.
2384
Trial Judgement,para. 2194.
'"" Trial Judgement,para. 2194.
•
••
•
'"' Bordevic Appeal Brief, paras 380-381;Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 103-104,110.
2387 Boroevic Appeal Brief, para. 380. See also Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 104.
"" E>ordevicAppe;alBrief, para. 392. See also Bordevic Appeal Brief, paras 387-391.
'"' E>onlevicAppeal Brief, para. 382; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 105.Bordevic arguesthat the cases referred
to by the Trial Chamber, namelyNahimana. Ndindabahizi,and Kamuhanda,are not mstructive as they do not deal
with jomt crinrina] enterprise (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 105). Bordcvic also contends that this
jurisprudence "traces back to" the AlcayesuTrial Judgement m which the Trial Chamber found that it was not
justifiable to convict an accused where "one offence charges accomplice liability and the other offence charges
2382
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criminal enterprise is made, all of the other charged modes of liability "fall away".2390 He asserts
that it is co=on

sense that "the principal cannot be the accomplice of the same crimes, just as the

accomplice cannot be the principal".2391 Dordevic further argues that the Trial Cbamb"f failed to
give a reasoned opinion as to why his conviction under two modes of liability would better reflect
the totality of his criminal conduct.2392 In his view, the lack of clear reasoning on the part of the
Trial Chamber invalidates the entire Trial Judgement and warrants a full acquittal or, at the very
least, his conviction pursuant to one of the two modes of liability should be quashed, and his
sentence reduced accordingly.2393 Finally, Dorde,ic submits that he has been prejudiced by, inter

alia, the Trial Chamber's failure to "unequivocally express his criminal liability'',2394 and the fact
that.his sentence was increased as a result of this double conviction.2395
827.

The Prosecution responds that a person may perpetrate a single crime in more than one way,

in which case a trial chamber has the discretion to enter concurrent convictions.2396 It argues that the
Trial Chamber properly exercised its discretion in using concurrent convictions to fully characterise

liability as a principal" in relalion'to the same set of facts (DordovicAppeal Brief, para. 383; Appeal Hearing,
13 May 2013, AT. 105, citing Akayesu Trial Judgement, para. 468). Dordevic further argues !bat the Trial
Chlunber's language that bis "conduct was such as to also render him liable to conviction and pmrlshment for
aiding and abet\ing the offences established" distinguishesbis _casefrom the receot Gatete case, where the ICTR
Appeals Chamber found that "a mere referenceto other modes of liability were not additionalconvictions'' (Appeal
Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 103-104, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 2214, Gatete Appeal Judgement,
para. 235).
•
•
.
2390
Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 106. Dordevic points to.recent trial judgements where trial chambers have
adopted the practice of declinio.gto convict on other modes of liability after reaching a finding ou joint criminB1
enterprise (see Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 106, referringto Stanisit and 'htpljaninTrial Judgement,vol. 2,
paras 529, 780, Gotavina et aL Trial Judgement,vol. 2, paras 2375, 2587, To!imir Trial Judgement, para. 1174,
fn, 4509).
,
·
2391
Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 106. See also Appeal Hearing, 13May 2013, AT. 105, refening to Akayesu
Trial Judgement,para. 468.
.
"" Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 107-111.In arguing that the Trial Chamber did not give a reasoned opinion,
Ilordevic refers to the Gotovinaand Markac Appeal Judgement,where the Appeals Chamber clearly stated that "a
finding of a significant eontributioui£ not equivalentto a substanrialcontribµtionrequired to enter a convictionfor
aiding and abetting" (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 107-108, citing Gotavina and Markac Appeal
Judgement, para. 149). Dordevic contends that the Trial Chamber did not give any explanation a, to bow the
. finding that he participated in the JCE "somehow tnm&formsinto· one of substantial effect [ ... ] or bow be
substantially assiste~• (Appeal Hearing, 13May 2013, AT. 108, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 2158, 2163,
2194).
•
•
"" Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 380, 398. See also DordevicAppealBrief, para, 393.
"" Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 393-395; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 110, referring to Krsti6 Appeal
Judgement, para, 217, .lrnnaracet al. AppealJudgement,para. 169.
95
"
Dordovi6 Appeal Brief,'paras 396-397; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 103-104; 110-111. Dordevic argues
• that be was clearly eonvictedtwice for the same conduct(Appeal Hearing, 13May 2013, AT. 103-104,referring to
Trial Judgement, para. 2214).
·
•
.
"" Prosecution Response Brief, paras 369, 373. See also Prosecution Response Brief, para. 371; Appeal Hearing,
13 May 2013, AT. 137-139, roferri)lg to Ndindabahizi Appeal Judgement, Kam,;handa Appeal Judgoment,
Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement. The Prosecutionrefers mparticular to Ndinda.bahiziAppeal Judgement aod
argues that, contrary to Dordevic's submission, it is relevant to the present case as it dei,ls with convictions
"through the concurrent modes of commission, aiding and abetting, and instigation" in relatioo. to overlapping
conduct (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 138;contraAppeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT, 105).
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Dordevic' s actus reus and mens rea.2397 The Prosecution also responds that the conduct upon which
the Trial Chamber found Dordevic responsible is not exactly the same under both modes of

Hability.2398 Specifically, the Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber relied on four types of
· contributions to the JCE: (i) Dordevic' s role in planning and coordinating MUP operations; (ii) his
role in the deployment of the Scorpions and other volunteer units; (iii) his role in the concealment.
2399

of bodies; (iv) and his failure to prevent and punish the crimes.

However, according to the

Prosecution, the Trial Chamber only relied on the final three types of contributions in concluding
that Dordevic also aided and abetted the crimes.2400 In the ·Prosecution's view, this shows that the
2401

Trial Chamber focused on this particular aspect of his conduct.

Further, it submits that, contrary
2

to Dordevic' s assertion, the Trial Chamber in fact entered only one conviction for each count24°
2403

and that the sentence was based on the totality of his conduct.
2404

convictions had no impact on Dordevic' s sentence.

Accordingly, the concurrent

The Prosecution requests. that the Appeals

Chamber summarily dismiss Dorde;'ic' s argument "as a theoretical challenge to the law of
2405

concurrent convictions".
828.

Dordevic replies that an accused person cannot perpetrate a single crime in more than one
2406

way, if this entails possessing a different mens rea and/or actus reus at the same time.

He

emphasises that his challenge is indeed substantive, rather than theoretical, since tlte Trial Chamber
2407

entered convictions for both modes of liability, which impacted his sentence.

" 97

Prosecution Response Brief, paras 373-376, 385-386. See also Prosecution Response Brie(paras 370-371; Appeal
Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 136-137, 141. Further, in referring to ,Don1evic's.argument concerning the Akayesu
Trial Judgement. the Prosecution, c]mfies thll! in that case, the Trial Chamber was dealing with cumulative
convictions and held that it was inappropriate to. com~ct both for genocide and complicity to commit genocide,
•whereas the present case concerns convictions throngh concurrent modes of liability (Appeal Hearing, 13 May
2013, AT. 141; conlra Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 383; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 105-106, citing
Akayesu Trial Judgement, para. 468).
'"' Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013,AT.136.
""' Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 136.
0
""'
,\ppeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, /ff. 136.
""' 1 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 136.
2402 Prosecution Response Brief, paras 371, 381; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 139-141. According to the
Prosecution, a conviction entered through more than one mode of liability does not result in a double conviction for
the same crime (Appeal Hearing, 13 May ·2013, AT. 139, referring to KamuhandaAppeal Judgement. Separate
Opinion of Judge Schomburg, para. 389).
2403 Prosecntion Response Brief, paras 371-372, 382-386; Appeall!earing, 13 May 2013, AT. 140-141, referring to
Trial Judgement. para. 2214.
•
,..,. Prosecution Response Brief, paras 372, 382, 386.
""' Prosecution Response Brief, para, 372. See ProsecntionR.esponseBrief, paras 380-386. •
DordevM Reply Brief, para. 129, citing Prosecution Response Brief, para. 369.
• """ Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 131.

"°"
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2. Analysis

829.

The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber entered convictions against

Dordevic for each of the crimes of deportation, other inhumane acts (forcible transfer), murder, and
persecutions on the basis of both bis participation in ~ JCE' 408 and in aiding and abetting them.2409

This is apparent from the language used by the Trial Chamber in making its legal fi.ndings2410 and
from the Disposition in the Trial Judgement.2411

830. •Jn det=i.ning

whether Dordevic could also be held liable for aiding and abetting the

crimes, the Trial Chamber relied on the same underlying conduct which formed the"basis of bis
·participation in the JCE.2412 lt was satisfied that Dordevic' s conduct "had a substantial effect on the
perpetration by MUP forces of the crimes of murder, deportation and persecutions in Kosovo in

1999" and that he was "aware that his acts were assisting the commission of these crimes" .2413 The
Trial Chamber further found:
[i]n thill case, the Accused's leading role in the MUP effort&to conceal the killings of Kosovo
Albanian civilians and other persons taking no active part in the hostilities by organismg'for the
clandestine transportation of the bodies of person killed by Serbian forces in Kosovo to secret
mass grave sites on MUP property in Serbia, together with bis active steps to prevent any
investigation into the circumstances of these killing, and bis failure to ensure that all offences by
MUP forces were reported and investigated, taking into account bis position as Chief of the RIB,
substantially assisted the commission of these crimes. These facts are sufficiently compelling to·
- also maintain the convictionfor aiding aod abetting, as well as the convictionfor Rarticipatingas a
member of the ICE, in order_to fully encapsulatethe Accused's criminal conduct. 14
_

831.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that trial chambers are not inherently precluded from entering

a conviction for a crime on the basis of more than one mode of liability, if this is necessary to

reflect the totality of an accused's· criminal conduct.2415 The Appeals Chamber considers that the

"'" Trial Judgement, paras 2159, 2193, 2230.
2409 Trial Judgement, paras 2194, 2214, 2230. See also Trial Judgement,para. 2164.
0
"'
In relation to Dordevi.c's participationin a JCE, the Trial Chsmbcr explicitly stated that it "will enter a conviction
on this basis" (Trial Judgement,para. 2159). While frmade no such statementin relation to aiding and abetting, the
laoguage used elsewhere in the Trial Judgement clearly indicates that the Trial Chamber intended to also enter a
conviction far each crime on the basis of this mode of liability: "[t]he Chamber is satisfied beyond reasonable
doubt and finds that Vlast:irrrlrDordevic is guilty of aiding and abetting the crimes of deportation,forcible transfer,
murder, and persecutions established in this Judgement'' (Trial Judgement, para. 2164); "[t]hese facts are
sufficiently compelling to also maintain the convictioo for aiding and abetting, as well as the conviction for
participating as a _meroberof the JCE, in order to fully encapsulate the Accused's criminal conduct'' (Trial
Judgement, para. 2194); "[h]owever, as detailed in this Judgeroent, the Accused's conduct was such as to also
render him liable to conviction aod punishment for aiding aod abetting the offences established" (Trial Judgement,
para. 2214).
2411
Trial Judgement, para. 2230. .
_
,
"'" Trial Judgement, paras 2154-2158,2162-2163. See also Trial Judgement,para 2194.
2413 Trial Judgement, para. 2163.
,
2414
Trial Judgement, para. 2194. •
•
· ·
,
2415
See Nahimana <t al. Appeal Judgement, para. 483; Ndiruio.bahiziAppeal Judgement, para. 122; K.a.rm,handa
Appeal Judgement, para. 77. See·alsoD. Milosevic Appeal Judgement,para. 274,
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Trial Chamber correctly set out the applicable law in relation to the entering of.convictions on the
basis of multiple modes of liability.2416 The Appeals Chamber further recalls that the scope of a
convicted person's criminal responsibility must be unequivocally established2417 and that a trial
chamber must "identify unambiguously the mode(s) of liability for which an accused is convicted
and the relation between them".2418 The Appeals Chamber emphasises that whether single or
multiple forms of responsibility are found to be appropriate, it is the crime itself, rather than the
mode.of liability, for which an accused person is convicted.2419 It follows that any
sentence imposed
by a trial chamber must correspond to the totality of the criminal conduct of a convictedperson, and
that the convicted person must not be punished more than once for the same conduct.2420 In this
regard, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber convicted Elordevicfor the crimes
once, on the basis of two modes of liability, and not, as he contends, twice for the same crimes.2421
.Accordingly the Appeals Chamber finds that, as a matter of law, it was within the Trial Chamber's
discretion to enter convictions on the basis of more than one mode of liability.
832.

The Appeals Chamber observes,however, that, contrary to the Prose\:Ution's submission,2422

the conduct relied upon to establish Elordevic's liability pursuant to aiding and abetting is entirely
encapsulated within the conduct the Trial Chamber relied on to establish his participation in the
JCE, and that the Trial Chamber made no distinction between the acts committed by Dordevic with
. respect to either form of liability.2423 Jn these circumstances, the Trial Chamber's .conclusion that
"[t]hese facts are sufficiently compelling to also maintain the conviction for aiding and abetting
[ ... )in order to fully encapsulate [Dordevic's] criminal conduct" does not provide any explanation
of the relationship between the two modes of liability.2424 As a result, the Trial Chamber fails to

2416

Trial Judgement, para. 2194, citing Nalumana et cl. Appeal Judgement, para. 483; Ndindahahizi Appeal
Judgement, paras 122-123;KamuhandaAppeal Judgement,para. 77.
24
" Ndindabahi:dAppeal Judgement,para. 122.
•
•
"'' NdindabahiziAppeal Judgement,para. 123. See also NdindabahiziAppeal Judgement,para. 122.
"'' See NdindabahiziAppeal Judgement,para. 122. See also KamuhandaAppeal Judgement, Separate and Partially
Dissenting Opinionof Judge Shahabuddeen,para. 405.
•
2420
See NdindabahizlAppeal Judgement para. 122. See also Prosecutorv. Milorad Kmojelac, Case No. IT-97-25-PT,
Decision on the Defeuce PreliminaryMotion on the Form of the Indictment, 24 February i999, para. 10. See also
KamuhandaAppeal Judgement,SeparateOpmionof Judge WolfgangSchomburg,para.389.
2421
See Trial Judgement,paras 2194, 2230. ContraBordevic AppealBrief, paras 380-381.
,.,, See supra, para. 827; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 136].The Appeals Chambernotes that the Prosecution's
suggestion that the Trial Cruunber relied on a partially different conduct in finding aiding aod abetting is
unconvinciug.The Prosecutionrefers to one concludingparagraphon l)ordevic' s criminalliability, aod ignores the
Trial Cbaruber's other findings on aiding aud abetting (compareTrial Judgemeut,para. 2194 with Trial Judgement,
paras 2160-2164).
.
.
Compare Trial Judgement,paras 2154-2158with Trial Judgement,paras 2160-2164.The Appeals Chamber notes
in particular the Trial Chamber's discussiuoof Bordevfu's failure to take steps to prevent any investigation into
crimes, his active role in engagingvolunteersand paramilitaryWllls,aod his leading role in MUP efforts to couceal
killings (see Trial Judgement,paras 2154-2156,2163).
2424
See Trial Judgement,para. 2194.

=
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articulate why both modes of liability were necessary to reflect the totality of his conduct,2425
particularly in light of its explicit finding that Dordevic' s "primarycruninalliability in this case is
by virtue of his participation[ ... } in a joint criminal enterprise". 2426 In the Appeals Chamber's view
this constitutes a failure to provide a reasoned opinion, and amounts to an error of law. 2427
833.

The Appeals Chamber will therefore .consider whether convictions on the ·basis of both

aiding and abetting and commission through the JCE are necessary. to reflect the totality of
Dordevic's conduct, In light of the fact that the two modes of liability were established based on
exactly the same conduct,2428 the Appeals Chamber finds that entering a conviction under both
. modes is not necessary to reflect the totality of Dordevic' s conduct. In this regard, the Appeals
Chamber agrees with the Trial Chamber that Dordevic' s "primary criminal liability" follows from
his participation in the JCE.2429 Accordingly, the _Appeals Chamber :finds that the totality of
Dordevi.c's criminal conduct is fully reflected in a conviction based solely on his participation in the
JCE.
834.

The Appeals Chamber therefore grants Dordevic's sub-ground of appeal 18(A) in part and

reverses the Trial Chamber's :findings concerning Counts 1-5 withrespect to aiding and .abetting,
and dismisses the remainder of Dordevic's sub-ground of appeal 18(A). In light of this reversal.,
Dordevic' s ground of appeal 11, allegiog =ors in rel~tion to aiding and abetting; is moot.2430 The
impact, if any, of this reversal, and the question of whether his senten\:Cwas increased due to a
"double conviction", 2431 will be discussed in the Sentencing section of this Judgement.2432

B. Alleged errors of law when enteringmultiple convictionsunder Article 5 of the Statute
835. · The Trial Chamber entered convictions against Dordevic under Article 5 of the Statute for •
deportation (Count 1), other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) (Count 2), and murder (Count 3), as
well as persecutions (Count 5) through those same underlying crimes.2433 It found that these crimes
c~ntained materially distinct elements and were thus permissibly cumulative.2434 •

2425

See Trial Judgement, para. 2194.
"" Trial Judgement, para. 2213 (empbasiBadded).
7
""'- See supra, paras 14-15.
·
142
' Trial Judgement, paras 2154-2158,2162-2163.
2420
Trial Judgement, para. 2213.
""' See Dardevic AppealBrief, paras 296-303.
2431
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 396.
1432
See infra, paras 976-980.
••
2433
Trial Judgement, paras 2202, 2230. See also Trial Judgementparas 2196-2201.
24
" Trial Judgement, paras 2198-2201.
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1. Argumenfu of the parties

836.

Dordevic submits that the cumulative convictions entered against him for the crimes of

deportation, forcible transfer, and murder as well as for persecutions through the same conduct
under Article 5 of the Statute are ~air

2435

and prejudicial.

According to him, "the Trial Chamber

did not provide adequate reasoning to show how these crimes are materially distinct or how the
2436

original counts are not subsumed by the more sp~ific crimes as persecutions".
submits that th=

Dordevic further

are "cogent reasons to review this issue and return to the original jurisprudence

which would prohibit cumulative Article 5 convictions" in light of a number of dissenting opinions
on this matter in Appeals Chamber judgements and a recent judgement of the ECCC ("Duch Trial
2437

Judg=ent'').

Dordevic • accordingly requests the Appeals Chamber quash bis convictions

pursuant to Article 5 of the Statute to the extent they are cumulative and reflect the sam_e
conduct.2438

837.

The Prosecution responds that it was within the discretion of the Trial Chamber to enter

convictions against Dordevic for the crimes of deportation, murder, and forcible transfer and the
2439

crime of persecutions through those same acts.

It_further responds th_atthe Trial Chamber

followed the well-established jurisprudence that cumulative convictions are permissible where
Article 5 crimes contain materially distinct elements and emphasises that such precedent should not
lightly be disturhed.2440 Finally, the Prosecution responds that Dordevic fails to explain how the
Trial Chamber's analysis was insufficiently reasoned, or how the case law may be characterised as
2441

dev~loping.

l:lordevic Appeal Brief, paras 399, 405; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 110, referring to Stanisic and
Zupljcmin Trial Judgement, vol. 2, para. 912.
•
. .
•
24" Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 405.
•
.
2437 l:lordevic Appeal Brief, paras 402-403, referring to Kardic and Cerkez Appeal Judgemeot. ·Joint Dissenting
Opinion of Judge Schomburg and Judge Gllney on Cumulative Convictions, Stakic Appeal Judgement, Opinion
Dissidente du Jugo Gilney sur le curnul de d6claratlons de culpabilite, Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement,
Opinion dissidente conjointe des Juges Giiney et Schomburg sur le cumul de dfolaratioris de culpabilit6, Nahimana
et aL Appeal Judgement, Partly Dissenting Opinion of Judge Gtiney. Prosecutor v. Guek-Err;Kaing alias "Duch",
Case No. 001/18-07-2007/ECCOTC, Trial Judgement, 26 July 2010, paras 563-565. Dordevic contends that the
widorlying crimes of murder, deportation end forcible transfer are "already encapsulated by a conviction for
persecution by those same.crimes" (f>ordem Reply Brief, para. 136).
•
04" l:lordevic Appeal Brief, para. 406.
24" Prosecution Response Brief, para. 387.
24-1-0Prosecution Response Brief, paras 387-389.
2441 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 390, citing l:lordevic Appeal Brief, paras 399, 405.

24"
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838.

Dordevic replies that the practice of entering cumulative convictions "began in late 2004 in

a narrow 3:2 decision which reversed years of established practice".2442
2. Analysis
839.

The jurisprudence of the Tribunal on the is~ue of cumulativeconvictionsis well-established.

The Appeals Chamber in Celebici held that it is only permissible to enter multiple criminal
convictions under separate statutory provisions to punish the same conduct if "each statutory
provision involved has a materially distinct element not contained in the other''.2443 The test, which
has been applied by the Tribunal since that case, therefore "focuses on the legal elements of each
crime that may be the subject of a cumulative conviction rather than on the underlying conduct of
the accused."2444 In order for an element to be considered inaterially·distinct, it "requires proof of
2445

fact that is not required by the other" element.

a

The Appeals Chamber in Kordic and Cerkez

opined that "[t]he cumulative convictions test serves twin aims: ensuring that the accused is
convicted only for distinct offences, and at the same time, ensuring that the convictions entered
fully reflect his criminality."2446 Where, in relation to two crimes, this test is nqt met, the trial
chamber should enter a convictionunder the more specific provision.2441
840.

The Appeals Chamberrecalls that cumulativll convictions on the basis of the same conduct

under Article 5 of the Statute have been held to be permissible in relation to the crimes of
deportation, forcible transfer:_murder, and persecutions as a crime against humanity.2448 The
Appeals Chamber in Kordic_and Cerkez concluded that persecutions as a crime against humanity
has a materially distinct element from deportation, other inhumane· acts (forcible transfer), and
murder as crimes against humanity, in that persecutions requires ]?roof that an act or omission
discriminates in fact and proof that the act or omission was committed with specific intent to

2442

Donievic R,,ply Brief, para. 135.
•
•
Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 412. See Krajimfk Appeal Judgement,·para. 386; Sia/de Appeal Judgement, para.
355; Kordic and Cerket Appeal Judgement,paras 1032-1033;Krstic Appeal Judgement, para. 218; Kunarac et al.
Appeal Judgement, para. 173; Jelisic Appeal Judgement,para. 82. See Gatei,, Appeal Judgement,para. 259.
•
2444
Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 387, citing Stakic Appeal Judgement,para. 356. See Konlii and Cerkez Appeal
Judgement, paras 1039-1043.
,
2445
Celebici Appeal Judgement,paras 412-413. See Krajisnfk Appeal Judgement,para. 386; Stakic Appeal Judgement,
para. 355; Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement,paras 1032-1033;Krstic Appeal Judgement,para. 218; Kimarac
et al. Appeal Judgement,para. 173; Jelisic Appeal Judgement, para. 82.
2446
Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement,para. 1033.
.
2447
Stakic Appeal Judgement, paras 355-356; Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, paras 1032-1033;Krstic Appeal
Judgement, para. 218; Celebici Appeal Judgement,paras 412-413;Jelisit Appeal Judgement,paras 78-79.
""' Krajiln/J::Appeal Judgement,para. 391; Stakic Appeal Judgement,para. 3ol.
244
'
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discriminate.2449 The Appeals Chamber is not convinced by Dordevic's assertion that the Kordic
and Cerkez Appeal Judgement improperly applies the Celebici test and recalls that the Kordic and
Cerkez Appeals Chamber "clearly explained the reasoos that warranted the departure from previous

cases".2450 Subsequent Appeal Judgements in the Stakic, Naletilic and Martinovic, and Nahimana et
al. cases confirmed the approach adoptedinKordic and Cerkez.2451.

841.

The Appeals Chanlber finds unpersuasive Dordevic's suggestion that the "continuing

dissents on this matter" and the Duch Trial Judgement constitute "compelling'' reasons to revisit the
jurisprudence of the Tribnnal.2452 In a number of dissenting opinions, including tp the Kordic and
Cerkez Appeal Judgement, Judges Schomburg and Giiney have argued that intra-Article 5

convictions for persecutions with other crimes against humanity are impermissibly cumulative.2453
The Duch Trial Judgement supports their view.2454 The Appeals Chamber notes, however, that
neither the dissenting opinionsnor the Duch Trial Judgement are binding uponit Further, as stateci
above, the Appeals Chamber in Kordic and Cerkez clearly explained the reasons for its
interpretation of the standard set out in Celebici,2455 and subsequent Appeal Judgements have
confirmed the Kardic and Cerkez approach.2456 The Appeals Chamber therefore sees no cogent
.reason to depart from its well-establishedjurisprudence.
842.

The Appeals Chamber is further satisfied that convictions based on the same acts may be

entered for the crimes of deportation, other inhumane acts (forcible transfer), murder, and
persecutions under Article 5 of the Statute. The Appeals Chamber accordingly finds that the Trial
Chamber did not err in law in enteringcumulative convictionsfor these crimes.
•843.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Dordevic's sub-ground of

appeal 18(B) in its entirety..

™• Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, paras 389, 391; Stakic Appeal Judgement, paras 359-362; Kordic and Cerkez Appeal
Judgement,paras 1041-1042.

° Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 389, referring to Kordit and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 1040.

245
2451

See. Nahimana et al Appeal Judgement, paras 1026-1027; Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement,
paras 587-591; Staldc Appeal Judgement,paras 355-367.
•
2452
See Dordevi~ Appeal Brief, paras 399, 403.
"'' See Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, Joint Dissenting Opinion of Judge Schomburg and Judge Gilney on
Cumulative Convictions, StakicAppeal Judgement, Opinion dissidente du Jugo Giiney sur le cumul de d6clarations
de culpabili!e, Naletilic·and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, Opinion dissidente conjointe des Juges Oiiney et
Schomburg sur le cumul de d6clarations de culpabilite, Nahimarw. et aL Appeal Judgement, Partly Dissenting
Opinion of Judge Giiney.
2454 Duch Trial Judgement, para. 565.
'""' Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 389, refeiring to Kordi6 and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 1040. See Krstic
Appeal Judgement, paras 230-233; Vasilijevic Appeal Judgement, paras 144-146; Kmojelac Appeal Jndgement,
para.188. •
•
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XIX. PROSECUTION'SF1RSTGROUNDOF APPEAL:RESPONSIBILITY
FOR PERSECUTIONSTHROUGHSEXUALASSAULT
A. Introduction

I
844.

The Trial Chamber found thattwo young women, Witness K14 (in_Prilitina/Prisbtinetown)

and Witness K20 (in Beleg village, Decani/De~anmunicipality), were raped and that sexual assault
24 7
'

had been established with regard to both women.
2458

other alleged sexual assaults had been proven.

The Trial Chamber was not satisfied that any

Further,.the Trial Chamber was not satisfied that·

the crime of persecutions was established with regard to the established sexual assaults as it did not
find that they were carried out with the requisite discriminatory intent.

2459

As the Indictment does

not charge sexual assault other than as an underlying act of persecutions, the Trial Chamber could
2460

not enter convictions against Dordevic for sexual assault.
845.

Under its first ground of appeal, the Pro&ecution·submits that the Trial Chamber erred in
2461

failing to find: (i) sexual assault in relation to a Kosovo Albanian gir1

in a convoy in

Pristina/Prishtine municipality and two young Kosovo Albanian women in Beleg, Decani/D~an
municipality; (ii) the crime of persecutions through the sexual assaults of these three young women .
and that of Witness Kt4 and Witness K20; and (iii) that Dordevic was liable for these crimes under
._the third category of joint criminal enterprise.2462 The Prosecution requests that the Appeals
Chamber enter a conviction for persecutions through sexual assault as a crime against humanity and

245'

See Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 1026-1027; Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement,
'paras 587-591; Staki6 Appeal Judgement,paras 355-367.
,
2457 Trial Judgement, paras 838, 1151, 1791, 1793. The Appeals Chamber notes that in these finding,. the Trial
Chamber identified the two women who had been raped as, respectively,"a young KosovoAlbanianwoman [whoJ
was taken from her home in the municipalityof Pri.Btina/Prishtine
by policemen to a hotel" and "a young Kosovo
Albanian who was subjected to multiple rapes by VJ soldier, [... ] in the night of 29/30 Mllrch 1999 in the village ,
of Beleg" (Trial Judgement, paras 1791, 1793).However, it is clear from the context that the Trial Chamber was
referring to Willless K14 and WilllessK20, respectively (see Trw Judgement. paras 833, 838, 1151, 1791, 1793, ,
and references cited therein). The Appeals Chamber will therefore in this Judgement refer to these two young
women by their pseudoil)'lIIB.
•
2451
Trial Judgement,paras 832, 1792, 1794-1795.
24" TrialJudgemcnt,parasl796-1797.
,
"'" See Indictment, paras 72-73, 75, 77. The Indictment alleges, under Count 5, that E>ordevicis responsible for
persecutions lbrough sexual assaul1scommittedby the force, of FRY and Serbia (Indictment.para. 77(c)).
•
2461 The Trial Oi=ber mainly refers to the female in a convoy as a girl. However, .thereis no evidence indicating her
precise age and whether she should be described as a girl or a young woman_The Appeals Chamber note, that
Witness K14's evidence refers to. her both as a girl aod as a woman (see K14, :z4Sep 2009, T. 8997-8998,
9024-9025 (closed session); Exhibits P1325_(confidential),pp 3-4; Pl326 (confidential), p. 1426). The Appeal,
Chamber will maintain the usage of the word "girl" in this Judgement, rather than substitutingit with "young
woI!llllf'but stresses that this must in no way be understoodto imply that her treatment duringthe alleged events is
more serious.
2462 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 1,4-56; AppealHearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 176-191, 199-206.
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increase Dordevic' s sentence.2463 Dordevic argues that the Prosecution has failed to show any errors
in the impugned.parts of the Trial Judgement and that, in any event, the Appeals Chamber does not
. possess the power to enter new convictions or increase a sentence when there is no right of a further
appeal.2464 Toe Appeals ChamberWill address these submissions in turn.

B. •Allegederrors in findings nn sexual assault
1. Introduction
846.

Toe Trial Chllmber found that the alleged sexual assaults of the Kosovo Albanian girl in a

convoy in Pristina/Prishtine and two young Kosovo Albanian women in Beleg were not established
2465

due to a lack of direct evidence.
847.

The Prosecution submits that by requiring direct e,idence, the Trial Chamber erroneously
2466

considered the evidence before it to be insufficient to prove these sexual assaults,

Toe

. Prosecution contends that the on1yreasonable conclusion to be drawn from the evidence is that the
Kosovo Albanian giri in. a convoy ·aud the two young women in Be!eg village were ~exually
2467

assaulted and that the Trial Chamber therefore erred when itfound othe~wise.
848.

•

Dordevic responds that the Prosecution "simply restates the evidence" without showing how
2468

the Trial Charober failed to take it into consideration.

He contends that the Trial Chamber acted
2469

within its discretion when it declined to rely solely on circumstantial or indirect evidence.
849.

In this sub-secti6n, the Appeals Chamber will first set out the elements of sexual assault. It

will subsequently address the submissions with regard to the alleged sexual assaults of the girl in a
convoy in Pristiua/Prishtine muoicipality and the two young women in Be!eg.
2. Definition and elements of sexual assault
850.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the definition aud elements of sexual assault have been
2470

discussed, in various degrees of detail, by several trial chambers.

Trial chambers have held that

2403

Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 56; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 178, 206.
Dordevi6 Response Brief, paras 3-6, 54.
2465 Trial Judgement, paras 1792, 1794. The Trial Chamber alllo found that the alleged sexual assaults in the
municipalities of Srbica/Skenderajaod Prizren had not been proven (frial Judgement, para. 1795). The Prosecution
has not appealed this finding.
246' Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 5, 18.
2467 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 5, 18, 22, 24, 34, 39,
24611
I>ordevicResponse Brief, paras 33, 35.
2469
•See Dordevic R£sponse Brief, paras 33-34.
2464

t
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sexual assault is broader than rape and encompasses "all serious abuses.of a sexual nature inflicted
upon the physical and moral integrity of a person by means of coercion, threat of force or
2471

intimidation in a way that is humiliating and degrading for the victim's dignity''.

The Appeals

Chamber notes that the Milutinovic!et al. Trial Chamber, after·a thorough analysis, identified the
elements of sexual assault as follows:
(a) The physical perpetrator commits an act of a sexual nature on another; this includes requiring
that other person to perform such an act
(b) That act infringes the victim's physical integrity or amoUDtsto an outrage to the victim's
persoual dignity.

(c) The victim does not consent to ·the act.
(d) The physical perpetratorintentionallycommi!E tbe act

fa

2472

(e) The physical perpetrator aware that the act occurred withoutthe consent of the.victim.

851.

2473

This definition was adopted by the Trial Chamber in the present case,

While the Appeals

Chamber is satisfied that this definition correctly reflects the elements of sexual assault (other than
rape), it finds that some further elaboration is useful.
852.

i:

It is evident. that sexual assault requires that an act of a sexual nature take place. The

Appeals Chamber notes that the act must also constitute an infringement of the victim's physical or
moral integrity.2474 Often the parts of the body commonly associated with sexuality are targeted or
2475

involved. Physical contact is, however, not required for an act to be qualified as sexual in nature.

Forcing a person to perform or witness certain acts may be sufficient, so long as the acts humiliate
and/or degrade the victim in a sexual rnanner.2476 Furthermore, the Appeals Chamber agrees with
the MUutinovicet aLTrial Chamber that ''it would be inappropriate to place emphasis on the sexual
gratification of the perpetrator [... ]. In the c,ontextof an armed conflict, the sexu~ humiliation and

See Milutinovic et aL Trial Jµdgement, vol. 1, paras 195-201; Brdanin Trial Judgement,,para. 1012; Stakic Trial
Judgement, para. 757; Furundtijll Trial Judgement,para. 186.
•
2471 Brdanin Trial Judgement,para. 1012;Stakic Trial Judgement, para. 757; Furund!lja Trial Judgement,para. 186 (in
these cases, the definition of sexual assault was not challenged on appeal). See Kvolka •et al. Trial Judgement,
para. 180, referring to Akayeso Trial Judgement, para. 688 (the definition of sexual assault was again not
challenged on appeal). SeeAkayesu Trial Judgement.in which tbo Trial Chamber held that "sexual violence, which
inclndes rape, [is] any act of a sexual nature which is committed o,;ta person under circumstances which are
coercive. [It] is not limiteii to physical invasion of the human body and inay include aclE which do not involve
penetration or even physical contact'' (Akayesu Trial Judgement,para. 68 8.This definitionWRS also not challenged
on appeal).
•
•
,..,,_ Milutinovic et al. Trial Judgement,vol 1, para. 201.
2473
Trial Judgement,para. 1768.
2474 See StakicTrial Judgement,para. 757; Furundl.ija Trial Judgement,para. 186.
2415 See Milu!inuvic et aL Trial Judgement,vol. 1, para. 199;Akayesu Trial Judgement,para. 688.
2470
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_ degradation of the victim is a more pertinent factor than the gratification of the perpetrator" as it is
477

precisely the sexual humiliation and degradation which "provides specificity to the offence" .2

With regard to the issue of consent, the Appeals Chamber considers that any form of coercion,
including acts or.threats -of (physical or psychological) violence, abuse of power, any other forms of
duress and generally oppressive surrounding circumstances, may constitute proof of lack of consent
ap.dusually is an indication thereof.2478 In addition, a status of detention, particularly during armed
2479

conflict, will normally vitiate consent.

3. Kosovo Albanian girl in a convoy in Pristina/Prishtioe municipality
853.

The Trial Chamber considered Witness _Kl4's evidence that, sometime in April 1999, a

Kosovo Albanian girl, who was travelling with other displaced persons in a convoy from
• Grastica/Grashtice in the Pristina/Prishtinemunicipality to the townof Pristina/Prishtine, was taken
off a tractor in Lukare/Llukar by two men, one being a policeman and the other carrying knives and
dressed in camouflage trousers.2480 The man dressed in camouflage trousers took the girl into the
woods, while the policeman stood guard.2481 When the man came out of the woods, the police!IlJlil
then went into the woods with the girl.2482 The Trial Chamber considered Witness K14's evidence
ihat the girl was heard. from the convoy to be screaming and crying while in the woods, and that
2483

when she was returned to the convoy about half an hour later, .she was flushed from crying.

It

also noted that, while she had been clothed when taken into the woods, "[s]he was barefoot,
484

wrapped in a blaoket and appeared to be naked" upon return to the convoy.2 The 'Trial Chamber
concluded that the evidence on the alleged sexual assault of the girl in the convoy was insufficient
to satisfy a finding of sexual assault, noting in particular the lack of direct evidence regarding the
2485

events in the woods.

2476

See Milutinovic! et aL Trial Judgement, vol. 1, para. 199; Brdanin Trial Judgement, para. 1012; Stakic Trial
• Judgement, para. 757; °FurundfijaTrial Judgement,para. 186.
2477 Milutinuvic et al. Trial Judgement,vol 1, para. 199.
2478 See Mi1utinovic et aL Trial Judgement,vol. 1, para. 200.
•
1479 See Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgemrnt, para,'396; Kunarac et aL Appeal Judgement, paras 132-133; Milutinovic et
al. Trial Judgement, vol. 1, para. 200.
2480
Trial Judgement, paras 832, 1792.
"" 1 Trial Judgement, paras 832, 1792.
2482
Trial Judgement, para. 832.
•
2483
Trial Judgement, paras 832, 1792.
""' Trial Judgement, paras 832, 1792, with furthe,,: references. .
'-"'' Trial Judgement, paras 832, 1792. •

t
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(a) Arguments of the parties

I
854.

The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber erred in fmding that the girl taken from the

convoy was not sexually assaulted.2486 According to the Prosecution, Witness Kl4 wilnessed that
the girl was sexually assaulted by two men: a policemimand a man carrying knives and dressed in

I

camouflage trousers.2487 It argues that the intent of the !llen was clear when they told the girl she
was beautiful and dragged her from the convoy into the woods:2488 According to_the Prosecution,

:-

i

the specific circumstances of the· incident further confirm that the girl was subjected to sexual
assault. These circumstancesinclude that the men took turns going into the woods with the girl and
standing guard, the girl returned wrapped in a blanket and appeared to be naked after the incident
w):rileshe had been_dressed before, and "[~]he showed Iio signs of bruising or bleeding that could
have accountedfor her screams."2489
855.

Dordevic responds that no one saw what happened to the girl in the woods and _shedid not

tell anyone what occurred.2490 He contends that the only available evidence is Witness Kl4's
assumption regarding "what may have happenedto the girl" taken from a convoy, and that the Trial
Chamber acted within its discretion in declining to rely solely on her circumstantial evidence to
. make a finding that sexual assault was not.established.2491
(b) Analysis
856. • The Appeals Chamber recalls that trial chambers are vested with broad discretion in their
assessment of the evidence.2492 Therefore, the Appeals Chamber will not lightly disturb a trial
chamber's finding of fact.2493 It will only do so when it considers that no reasonable trier of fact
could have reached the impugned decision.2494 The Appeals Chamber will assess whether no

'"" Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 18-24; AppealHeming, 13 May 2013, AT. 179.
2487
Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 18, 20.
2488
Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 20-22, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 832, Exhibit Pl325 (confidential),
pp 3-4.
"" Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras-20-22. The Prosecution furtbe,r refer, specifically to the fact that the girl's screams
could be beard in the convoy and that she was red in the face and flushed from crying when she returned to the
convoy (Prosecution App_ealBrief, paras 20-22, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 832, Exhibit P1325
(confidential),Kl4, 24 Sep 2009, T. 8997-8998 (closed sessicm).
"" Dordevic Response Brief, para. 34. •
2491
llordevit Response Brief, paras 33-34.
.
•
2492
See e.g. Bofkoski and Tarif.ulovsldAppeal Judgement, para. 14; Kupreskic et aL Appeal Judgement, paras 30-32;
Nchamihigo Appeal Judgement, para. 47.
"" D. Milo§ev/6 Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Mrkii6 and STjiwmcaninAppeal Judgement, plll'll. 14; Simi6 Appeal
Judgement,para. 11; Krnojelac Appeal Judgement,para. 11. See also supra, para. 17.
•
"" Haradinaj et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Boskosld and Tarculovsld Appeal Judgement, para. 13; D. Milosevit •
Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Mrksic and STjivancaninAppeal Jµdgemcnt,para. 13. See al&osupra, para. 16.
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reasonable trial chamber could have found that the evidence was insufficient to satisfy a finding of
sexual assault in relation to the girl in a convoy.
857.

With regard to the lack of direct evidence, to which the Trial Chamberreferred, the Appeals

Chamber recalls that a lrial chamber may infer the existence of a particular fact upon whieJi the
guilt of the accused depends from circumstantial evidence, as long as it is the only reasonable
495

inference that could be drawn from the evidence presented.2

This also means that there is no

requireI!lent that an alleged victim personally testify in a case for a trial chamber to make a finding
that a crime was committed. As regards the alleged sexual assault of the· girl in the convoy, the
Appeals Chamber considers that the facts that she was heard from the convoy to be screaming and
2496

crying, and that when she returned to the convoy she was flushed from crying,

are clear

indications that she was subjected to mistreatment at the hands of the two men while in the woods.
Further, as the Trial Chamber noted, the girl was dressed when she was taken into the woods but
2497

wrapped in a blanket and appeared to be naked when she retumed.

The Appeals Chamber

considers that the only reasonable conclusionin a situation where a young girl is taken by men to a
location out of sight, is heard screaming and crying, and is retupied in a seemingly naked state, is
2498

that she was subjected to mistreatmentthat was sexual in nature.
{i) the suggestive comment made by one of the men when

This is further corroborated by:

taking the girl fro~ the convoy,2499

(ii) the fact that the men took turns standing guard and going into the woods to be alone with the

girl,2500 (iii) the girl's apparent emotionaltrauma when she returned to the convoy while she did not
show any visible sign of ·ex~mal violence, such as bruising or bleeding, that could have otherwise

2495 Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 21B; StakirfAppeal Judgement, para. 219; Cekbici Appeal Judgement, para. 458;.
•
Kupreskic et al. Appeal'Judgement,para. 303; Muhimana Appeal Judgement,para. 49.
"'' See Trial Judgement,paras 832, 1792.
•
'"' Truil.Judgement,paras 832, 1792.
.
.
2498 Cf. Muhimarra Trial Judgement,para. 32, m which the Trial Chamber found that: "[a]ltbough Witness AP was not
an eye witness to the rape of Goretti and Languida,the Chamber infers that the Accusedraped them on the basis of
the following factors: the witness saw the Accused take the girls mto his house; she heard the victims scream,
mentioning the Accused's name and stating that they 'did not expect him to do that' to tbern; finally tbe witnesses
saw the Accused lead the victims out of bis house, stark naked, and she noticed that they were walking 'with thcir
legs apart'" (Muhimana Trial Judgement, para. 32). The Appeals Chamber confirmed that, on this basis of this
evidence, it was reasonable for the trial cbfilnber to have found. that the girls were raped (Muhimana Appeal
Judgement, para. 50). The Appeals Chamber did not, however,•uphold the finding that the accused personally
committed the rapes (MuhiTflllf!a Appeal Judgement,paras 51-52).
'"' See Exhibits P1325 (confidential),pp 3-4; P!326 (confidential),p. 1426; K14, 24 Sep 2009, T. 8997, 9024 (closed
·session). According to Witness K14, ono of the mon told the giri "Come here with me, You're very beautiful"
(Exhibits P1325 (confidential), p, 3; Pl326 (confidential), p. 1426; K.14, 24 Sep 2009, T. 8997, 9024 (closed
session)). CJ Prosecution AppealBrief, para. 22.
•
25 See Trial Judgement,·para. 832, referring to Exhibit P1325 (confidential), p. 4, Kl 4, 24 Sep 2009, T. 9024-9026
(closed session).
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accounted for her screaming and crying,2501 and (iv) Witness K14's evidence that the nian who
canied. knives and· was dressed in green camouflage trousers was known to do "these kinds of
things".25°' The Appeals Chamber :findsthat no reasonable trier of fact presented with this evidence
could liave failed to conclude that the only reasonable inference was that the girl was subjected to
an act sexual in nature that infringed upon her right to physical integrity and/or amounted to an
outrage on her personal dignity. Moreover,ihe circumstances,including that the girl was "dragged"
into the woods by the men and that she was heard to be screaming, shouting, and crying, confinn
2503

that the girl did not consent and that the two men knew this.
858.

The Appeals Chamber considers that this conclusion is not undermined by l:>ordevic's
2504

argument that the only evidence on this assault comes from Witness K14 without corroboration.

In this regard, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the testimony of a single witness may be accepted
2505

without the need for corroboration, even if it relates to a material fact.

Additionally, although

Witness Kl 4 did not directly witness what the men did to the young girl in the woods, the Appeals
Chamber considers· that Witness Kl 4' s evidence is not simply based on an "assumption" as
suggested by Dordevic.2506 Rather, it consists of what Witness K14 personally observed and heard
i=ediately

2507

prior to, during, and after the taking of the girl into the woods.

Moreover, ·the·

Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamberfound Witness Kl4's evidence to bereliable.

2508

Also, Dordevic does not raise specific challenges to Witness K14's eredibility.
859.

Jn .view of these considerations, the Appeals Chamber considers that no reasonable trier of

fact could have concluded that the evidence was insufficient to prove the sexual assault of the
Kosovo Albanian girl in a convoy by two men, one being a policeman. The Appeals Chamber
therefore finds that the Prosecution has shown that the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of the

See Trial Judgement, par,,..832 (referringto Exhibit P1325 (confidential),p. 4, K14, 24 Sep 2009, T. 8997 (closed
session)), 1792. According to Witness Kl4, the girl showed no signs of bruises or bleeding but looked "quite
different'' when she was retnrned back to the convoy, being completely red in the face and flushed with erying
(Exhibit P1325 (confidential),p. 4; Kl 4, 24 Sep 2009, T. 8997 (closed session)).
zm Exhibit P1325 (confidential),p. 4.
"°' ExhibitP1325 (confidential),pp 3-4; K14, 24 Sep 2009;T. 8997 (closed session).
2504
See Dordev:icResponse Brief, para. 34.
2505 Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgement,para. 219; Tadit Appeal Judgement, para. 65; Alek.rov,ki Appeal Judgement,
para. 62; Celebici Appeal Judgement,paras 492, 506; Kayishema ®d Ruzindana Appeal Judgement, para. 154. See
also D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement,para. 215 (expressingthat "nothing prohibits a Trial Chamber from relying
on uncorroborated evidence;it has the discretionto decidein the circumstancesof each case whether corroboration
is necessary or whether to rely on uncorroborated,but otherwise credible, witness testimony").
" 06 See Dordevic Response Brief, para. 34. .
•
2507 Exhibits P1325 (confidential),P1326 (confidential);Kl 4, 24 Sep 2009, T. 8997-8998,9024, 9026 (closed session).
2508 The Trial Chamber stated it had taken into account variations in the evidence of the witness on eertain issues but
found that such variations did not affectthe reliability of her evidence (Trial Judgement,para. 833, fn. 3209).

2501
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evidence. The Appeals Chamber will address the Prosecution's submission that this sexual assault.
constitutes the crime of persecutions in the following section.2509
4. Two young Kosovo Albanian women in Bdeg
860.

The two young Kosovo Albanian women in Beleg were detained on the night of 29 to

30 March 1999 together with a group of other women and children, including Witness K20 and
Witness K58.2510 The Trial Chamber found that Witness K20 was raped that night by members of
the Serbian forces.2511 Jn addressing the alleged sexual assaults of the other two young women, the
Trial Chamber recalled Witness K58' s evidence that:
other young Kosovo·Albanian women were selected and taken away by soldiers, for lengthy
periods of time throughoutthe night of 29B0 March 1999 in Beleg. When the young women were
brought back, they· were eryin:5and had dishevelled hlliI. One of them was heard telling her
mother that she had boonraped. 12
•

The Trial Chamber concluded that: "[i]n the absence of further evidence [it was] unable to make a
finding that these two women were subjected to sexual assault."2513
(a) Arguments of the parties
861.

The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the two young Kosovo

Albanian women were not sexually assaulted on the night of 29 to 30 March 1999 by failing to
consider the relevant evidence of Witness K20.2514 It argues that had the Trial Chamber considered
all of the relevant evidence, including that of Witness K20, it would have found that the two young
women were sexually assaulted.2515 According to the Prosecution, the evidence shows that the two
young women were taken to a burnt-out house together with Witness K20,2516 who saw one of the
.women being taken td a room by Serbian forces and heard both women screanting.2517 The
Prosecution contends that the conclusion that the two young women were sexually assaulted is

°' See infra, SectionXIX.C3.

25

2510

See Trial Judgement, paras 1149-1152,with furtherreferences.
Trial Judgement,para. 1151, 1793.See alsoinfra, SectionXIX.C.
2512
Trial Judgement, para. 1794 (citatlons omitted). See also Trial Judgement,para. 1152, referring to ElthibitsPl080,
p. 6, Pl081, p. 7468, K58, 13 Ju12009, T. 7299.
2513
Trial Judgeroen~para. 1794.
.
2514
Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 5, 34, referring to .Trial Judgement, para. 1794, Exhibits P1279 (confidential),
pp 5-6, P1281 (COilfidential),p. 2532; Prosecutioo Reply Brief, para. 10. See Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013,
AT. 179, 182.
•
2515
ProsecutionAppeal Brief, para. 34; ProsecutionReply Brief, para. 10.
2510
ProsecutionAppeal Brief, paras 34-35.
2511
ProsecutionAppeal Brief, para. 36; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 182.
2511
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further supported by the fact that during that same night, other young Kosovo Albanian women
were sexnally assaulted.:zsu
862.

Dordevic responds that the evidence presented on the alleged sexual assaults of the two
2519

young women in Beleg is based on hearsay and uncorroborated.

He contends that Witness K58's

evidence on the incident is hearsay as she overheard one girl telling her mother that she had been
raped.2520 He adds that Witness K58 did not know the girl who told her mother that she had been
raped.2521 Therefore,-it could have been that Witness K58 overheard Witness K20, for whom sexual
2522

assault has been established,telling her mother that she had been raped.

Dordevic further argues

that the two young women both told Witness K20 that they had not been raped and that
Witness K20's assumption is therefore the only basis for establishing that they were subjected to
sexual assault.2523 Dordevic submit.sthat the Trial Chamber acted within it.sdiscretion in declining
to rely solely on this circumstantial evidence to make a finding of sexual assault in relation to this
incident.2524
(b) Analysis

863.

In finding that the sexual assault.sof the two young women in Beleg were not established,
2525

the Trial Chamber relied only on the evidence of Witness KSS.

The Trial Chamber thereby

· failed to consider the evidence of Wi1nessK20 on this incident, even though it had previously
discussed Wi1nessK20' s evidence in the context of the description of events in Beleg, found her
2526

credible, and relied on her evidence to find that she was raped.
864.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that, while a trial chamber is not obliged to refer to every

piece of evidence on the record, failure to address evidence that is clearly relevant to a finding

Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 37. The Prosecution refo:rslo evidence that during that night, other· women were
taken away in small groups for lengthy period&by Serbian soldiers, returnedcrying and with dishevelledhair, and
one of them was overheardsaying that she had been raped (ProsecutionAppeal Brief, para. 37, referring to Trial
Judgement, para, 1151-1152,1794).See AppealHearing, 13May 2013, AT. 182.
25" Dordevic Response Brief, para. 34.
2520 Dordevic Response Brief, para. 34, referring to Trial Judgement,para. 1794.
2521 Dordevic Response Brief, para. 34, referring to Exlnbit P1080, p. 9.
Dordevic Response Brief. para. 34.
25'-' Dordevic Response Brief. para. 34, referring lo Exlnbit Pl279 (confidential),p. 6.
2524 Dordevic Response Brief, para. 33.
•
2525 Trial Judgement, para. 1794. The Trial Chamber recalled WitnessK58's evidence that several women were
selected and removed from the room by soldiers during the course of the night and that.when they retumed they
were crying and had dishevelledbarr, and·one of them was beard telling hor mother that she bad been raped. The
Trial Chamber stated th& no further evidence had been presented (Trial Judgement,para. 1794, referring to Trial
Judgement, para. 1152).
"" Trial Judgement,paras 1148-1151,1793, and references cited therein.

2511
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25
2& The

amounts to an error oflaw. 2527 Witness K20 knew the other two y~ung women.

three young

· women were taken together from the room in which they were being held by members of the
Serbian forces to a nearby house, where Witness K20 was raped and the other two young women
2529

were allegedly subjected to sexual assault at the same time.

Considering the clear relevance of

Witness K20 's evidence to the Trial Chamber's finding on the alleged sexual assaults of the other
two young women, the Trial Chamber's. failure to take this evidence into account constitutes an

'

error of law.
865.

In light of this error, the Appeals Chamber will now eXlllil4ieWitness K20's evidence

regarding the alleged sexual assaults of the two young women, who were taken to the house along
with her by m~mbers of the Serbian forces. The Appeals Chamber will determine whether it is
convinced beyond a reasonable doubt on the basis of all the available evidence that the only
2530

reasonable inference is that the two young women were subjected to sexual assault.
866.

On the night of .29.to 30 March 1999, members of the Serbian forces entered the room

where they had detained the two young women together with a group of other Kosovo Albanian
w~men and children.2531 The men indicated that they needed people to help clean and some older
women volunteered to go with the soldiers.2532 The soldi~rs, however, told them to stay in the
room.2533 They then "checked the faces of the people in the room using a flashlight'' and selected
Witness K20 and the two other young women to come with them.2534 The three women were taken
2535

together to a nearby house, where they were each taken to diff~rentrooms.

Witness K20 started

2527

Kvoc'1co.
et al Appeal Judgement, pata. 23; Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 498; Kupres/de et_aL Appeal
Judgement, para. 39; Kordilfand Cerl<z,Appeal Judgement,para, 382. The Appeals Chamber also recalls that it is
to be presumed that the trial chamberevaluated all the evidencepresented to ii, as long as there is no indication that
tlie trial chamber completely disregarded any particular piece of evidence (Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement,
para. 23).
,,,. Exhibits P1279 (confidential),p. 4; P1280, p. 4; Pl281 (confidential),pp 2513, 2527.
252' Exhibits P1279 (confidential), pp 4-6; Pl280, pp 4-6; P1281 (confideritial), pp 2526-2527, 2558; P1282
(confidential), pp 10063-10064; K20, 27 Aug 2009, T. 8494, 8502-8503 (closed session). See also Trial
Judgement. paras 1150-1151;Exhibits P1080, p. 6; P1081, pp 7467-7468, 7476-7477;K58, 13 Jui 2009, T. 7299,
7329-7330, 7343.
2530
See supra, para. 15. Cf ProsecutionAppeal Brief, paras 34-39.
.
'"' Trial Judgement, paras 1149-1150;Exhibits Pl279 (confidential), p, 4; P1280, p. 4; P1281 (confidential), •
pp 2526-2527, 2558; P1282 (confirlential),pp 10063-10064;K20, 27 Aug 2009,'T. 8494 (closed session), See also
Exhibits P1080, p. 6; P1081,pp 7467-7468,7477-7478;K58, 13 Jnl 2009, T. 7299, 7329-7330,7343.
Trial Judgement, para. 1150; Exhibits P1079 (confidential),p. 6; P1279 (confidential),p. 4; P1280, p. 4; P1281
(confidential),p. 2558; K58, 13 Jui 2009, T. 7299, 7343.
•
2533 Trial Jndgemeot. para. 1150;ExhibitsPl279 (confidenti,I),p. 4; Pl280, p. 4.
-''"' Trial Judgement; paras 1149-1150;Exhibits P1279 (confidential), p. 4; Pl280, p. 4; Pl281 (confidential),
pp 2526-2527, 2558; Pl282 (rrinfidential),pp 10063-10064;K20, 27 Aug 2009, T. 8494 (closed session). See also
Exhibits PlOSO,p. 6; P1081,pp 7467-7468,7477-7478;K58, 13 Jn12009, T. 7299, 7329-7330,7343.
2535
Trial Judgement, para. 1151;Exhibits Pl279 (confidential),p. 5; P1280, p. 5; K20, 'l:/ Aug 2009, T. 8503 (closed
session).
•
•
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screan:ring as a soldier started fo undress her.2536 However, an Albanian speaking policeman
2537

standing gnard commented: "[w]hy are you screaming? [A}ren't the other ones girls as well?"

2538

The soldier then took Witness K20 to a bathroom where she was •raped by several soldiers.

According to Witness K20, while she was·in the honse, she could hear the screams of the other two
women, with the ·screamsof one being particularly clear becanse she was held in the room next to
the bathroom where Witness K20 was raped.2539 Witness K20 stated that: "[t]he same what
happened to me, must have happened with them. Their screams were the same as my screams while
they raped me.'' 2540 Upon their return to the room where the group of women and children were
held, one of the two young women told Witness K20 that she had been cleaning and both told
Witness K20 that the soldiers had not done anything to them.2541 The Appeals Chamber notes that
this is exactly the same explanation that the soldiers had instructed Witness K20 to give to her
family· after she was rapecL2542 The Appeals Chamber further notes that according to Witness K20,
one of the girls seemed "a little bit lost'' after she returned, _andthat she heard each of the two
2543

women screaming while they were in the house wi_ththe soldiers.

It finds that this evidence
2544

stands in stark contrast to the two women's claim that nothing had been done to them.

The .

comment by the Albanian speaking policeman prior to her rape further supports the inference that
the two women were subjectedto the same fate as Witness K20. In addition, the Appeals Chamber
considers that it is not uncommon for women to refrain from disclosing that they were sexually
assaulted depending on, inter alia, personal feelings of shame or fear, religious views, sociocultural
2545

background, and the inteiisityand severity of the attack.
867.

The Appeals Chamber further notes that Witness K58 was held in the same room _as

Witness K20, the two young women, and the group of women and children on the night that these

1536

Exhibits P1279 (confidential), p. 5; P1280, p. 5; Pl281 (confidential), p. 2529. See Trial Judgement, para. 1151.
ExhibitP1281 (confidential), pp 2529-2530. See Trial Judgement, para. 1151.
_ 2531 Trial Judgement, paras 1151, 1793; Exhibits P1279 (confidential), p. 5; P1280, p. 5; P1281 (confidential),
pp 2529-2532.
2539 Exhibits P1279 (confidential), p. 6; Pl280, p. 6.
lS40 Exhibits P1279 (coafidential), p. 6; P1280, p. 6.
2541 Exhibits Pl279 (confidential), p. 6; P1280, p. 6.
. 2542 See Exhibits Pl279 (confidential), p. -S;Pl280, p. 5; K20, 27 Aug 2009, T. 8504 (closed session). •
2543 Exhibits Pl279 (coDfidentiBl),p. 6; P1280, p. 6.
2544 See Exlribits P1279 (confidential), p. 6; Pl280, p. 6.
2545 See K.G. Weiss, "Too ashamed to report Deconstructing the shame of sexual victlmization", Feminist
Criminology, VoL 5(3) (Joly 2010), pp 286-310; S.G. Smith, ''The Process and Meaning of Sexual Assault
Disclosure", PsychologyDissertation,paper? (2005), pp 19, 23, 31. See also PL.Fanflik, Victim Responses to
Sexual A,sault: Count,r-Intuitive or Simply Adaptive (National District Attorneys· Associirtion American
Prosecutors Research Institute, Special Topic Series, Aug2007), pp 4-5. Toe·Appeals Chamber also notes that the
Trial Chamber in Kvo/fkaet aL found that "the fact that Witness K did not meotion [her] rape incident in 1993 to a
journalist [was] irrelevant, particularty in light of the sexual and intensely personal nature of the crime"
(Kvockaet aLTrial Judgement, para. 552 (emphasis added)).
•

=
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events occurred.2546 Toe Appeals Chamber observes that Witness K58's evidence is corroborative
of that of Witness K20. In particular, according to Witness K58, during the course of that night, on
several occasions_''young girls" were selected and about 20 of them were taken away in small
2547

groups by the soldiers for lengthy periods of time; supposedly to clean.
2548

returned they were crying and had dishevelled hair.

When the young women

The Appeals Chamber notes that Witness
2549

K58 overheard one of the women ielling her mother that she had been raped.

Toe Appeals

Chamber notes Dordevic's argument that, as Witness K58 did not know the woman whom she
overheard talking to her mother, it may have been Witness K20.

2550

However, the Appeals Chanlber

recalls that Witness K58 ~tatedthat she heard one mother ask her daughter: '"[w]hat did they do to
you?' And she answered, 'Mom, they raped us"'. 2551 This is inconsistent with Witness K20's
evidence of what she told her mother. Witness K20 stated that: "[m]y mother must have understood
what had happened. She asked me: 'How many'. I answered her: 'Four'. This is all I told my
mother."2552 Therefore, Dordevic's argument does not hold.
868.

In the view of the Appeals Chamber, this evidence supports the inference that, in addition to

Witness K20, the other two young women were sexually assaulted after being taken to the·nearby_
house by the soldiers that night.-Considering the evidence as a whole, the Appeals Chan'.J.ber
finds
that the only reasonable inference is that the twQ young women were subjectedto an act sexual in
nature that infringed upon their right to physical integrity and/or amounted to an outrage to their
personal dignity. Furthermore, the circumstances, including the fact that the two young women,
along with Witness K20, were removed by the soldiers from the room where they were detained
and taken to another house, where they were heard to be screaming, confirm that they did not
consent and that the perpetrators of their sexual assaults knew that they did not consent.
869.

The Appeals C)lamber is therefore convinced beyond reasonable doubt that the only

reasonable inference is that the two young Kosovo Albanian women in Beleg, taken away with
Witness K20, were sexually assaulted by members of the Serbian forces. The Appeals Chamber
finds that the Prosecution has shownthat the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of the evidence,

·p.

2546

Trial Judgement. paras 1149-1150;Exhibits P1080, p. 6; Pl081, pp 7467-7468; P1279 (confidential), 4; Pl280,
' p. 4; P1281 (confidential), pp 2526, 2558; P1282 (confidential), p. 10064; }y8, 13 Jui 2009, T. 7299, 7329-7330,
7343; K20, '1:1Aug 2009, T. 8494 (closed session).
2547 Trial Judgement. para. 1152. See also Exhibits Pl080, p. 6; P1081, pp 7467-7468; K58, 13 Jui 2009, T. 7298-7299.
2548 Trial Judgement, paras 1152, 1794;Exhibits Pl080, p. 6; P108 l, pp 7468.
"'' Trial Judgement, paras 1152, 1794.See also Exhibits Pl079 (confidential), p. 6; Pl080, p. 6; P1081, p. 7468.
25'° Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 34.
2551
ExhibitP1081, pp 7468.
J
2552
Exhibits !'1279 (confidenlial),p. 6; P1280, p. 6.
1,>f--'
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Whether these acts amounted to persecutions, as alleged by the Prosecution, will be addressedin the
• section.
• 2553
,o 11owmg
~

C. Alleged errors regarding findings on persecutions through sexual assault
• 1. Introduction
870.

54

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber found that Witness K2c>25 and

Witness K14 were raped,2555 and that sexual assault had been established in respect of these two
young women.2556 However, the Tnal Chamber found that these acts were not committed with
2557

discriminatory intent, and thus did not constitute persecutions.

255

finding, arguing that Trial Chamber erred in law and in fact.

The. Prosecution appeals this

s The Appeals Chamber further

recalls that it has found that the Trial chamber erred in failing to find that the Kosovo Albanian girl
in a convoy in Pristina/Prishtine municipality and the two young Kosovo Albanian woman in Beleg
2559

who were detained together with Witness K20 were sexually assaulted.

The Prosecution submits

that these sexual assaults were also carried out with the intent to discriminate and amounted to acts
of persecutions.
871.

2560

The Appeals Chamber will first address the alleged error of law.

2. Alleged error of law in the evaluation of relevant evidence in assessing the discriminatoryintent

regarding the rapes of Witness K20 and Witness Kl 4
(a) futroduction
872.

The Trial Chamber stated that:
[n]o specific evidence bas been presented with respect to either of _the incidents that the
perpetrators [of the sexual assaults of Kl 4 and K20].acted with intent to discrimioate. While ·the
victims in ea.ehof these incidents were Kosovo-Albaniansand the _perpetrators
were members of
the Serbian.forces, considering the limited number of incidents relied no to support this nnderlying
act of.persecutions, the Chamber finds that the ethnicity of the two victims alone is not a sufficient
2561
basis to establish that the perpetrators acted with-discriminatoryintent
•

2553

g.,;,infra, Section XIX.C.3.
Trial Judgement, para. 1793. See aJso TrialJudgemen~ paras 1150-1152.
2555 Trial Judgement, para. 1791. See aJso Trial Judgement,paras 833-838.
2556
Trial Judgement, paras 1791, 1793.
2557
Trial Judgement, paras 1796-1797. .
25" ProsooutionAppealBrief,paras 1, 4-6, 8-17, 25-33, 40-41, 56.
25
" See supra, paras 859, 869.
•
25'° Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 1, 18-24, 34-39.
"" Trial Judgement, para. 1796.
25"
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(b) Arguments of the parties

873.

Toe Prosecution submits that the Trial Charnber erred in law in evaluating the sexual

assaults of Witness K20 and Witness Kl.4 in isolation and thus only considering a subset of the
relevant evidence.2562 It argues that, contrary to the Trial Chamber's conclusion, "the ethnicity of
the victims was not the only evidence presented to establish that the perpetrators acted with
discriminatory intent''. 2563 'fl:e Prosecution submits that, by concluding that "[n}o specific
evidence'' had been presented that the perpetrators of the sexual assaults acted with specific intent,
2564

the Trial Chamber "unduly limited the scope of evidence it deemed relevailt".

Toe Prosecution

asserts that it is settled case law that evidence of discriminatory intent goes beyond the specific
facts of the crime in isolation, and that relevant evidence includes the coutext and circumstances in
which the crime occurred.2565 It contends that by failing to view the sexual assaults within the .
broader context in which they occurred, namely a campaign of persecutory violence against Kosovo
2566

Albanians, the Trial Chamberthus committed an error of law.

874.

Toe Prosecution further submits that the Trial Chamber failed to consider the context and

circumstances of the -sexualassaults, while it did take such contextual factors into account as
2567

evidence of discriminatory intent with· regard to other underlying acts of persecutions.

According to the Prosecution, the Trial Chamber also erred in law when jt relied on the limited
2568

number of incidents in finding that the crime of persecutionswas not established.

875. •Dordevic responds that the· Trial Chamber reasonably found that the evidence was
insufficient to find that Witness K20 and Witness Kl 4 were sexually assaulted with discriminatory
.lntent2569 He submits that the error alleged by the Prosecution "appears to lie only in its repeated •
claim" that,' the Trial Chamber artificially separated. the incidents and considered them in

25

Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 40-41.
Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 40.
25" Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 40; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 119.
•
,,., Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 41; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 179, .191, referring to Knwjelac Appeal
Judgement, paras 184, 188. According 1Dthe Prosecution, il' the circamstances surronnding the specific crimes are
consistent with the broader dlscriminamryattack, discriminatory intent may be inferred from contextual factors
(Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 191).
•
256 ' Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 4041; Appea!Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 179. See also Prosocution Appeal
Brief, paras 1, 4, 6, 8, 17, 25, 33; Prosecution Reply Brief, para. 2.
.
.
•
,.,., Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 41; Appeal Heariog, 13 May 2013, AT.179-183, 189-190, 200-201, 204, 206,
. rofen:ing to Trial Judgement, paras 618, 720, 824, 1192, 1701, 1751, 1774, 1777, 1781, 1783-1789, 1855.
25" Appeal Hearing; 13 May 2013, AT. 177, 183-184, 205. The Prosecution submits that !hero is no legal requiremont
that a certain numerical threshold be proven in order foi acts to amounts to persecutions aod that a single act may
qualify a, persecutions (Appeal Heariog, 13 May 2013, AT. 177, 183-184, referring to Kordic and CerkezAppeal
Judgement, para. 102, Blas1citf
Appeal Judgement, para. 135, Kunaracet al. Appeal Judgement, paras 153, 155).
25
E>ordevicResponse Brief, psras 10-11, 24; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 192-196,
&

2563

°'
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isolation.2570 According to Dordevic, discriminatory intent can only be inferred from the context of
an attack characterised as a crime agaiost humanity if it is substantiated by the surrounding
circumstances of the crime.2571 He argues that an assessment of.a perpetrator's subjective intention
depends on more than the surrounding context of an attack and it is clear from the Trial Chamber's
findings that it examined all the relevant facts.2572 Dordevic contends that the Prosecution has not
shown that the Trial Chamber failed to consider the overall context of each situation when finding
that it was not proven that the perpetrators sexually assaulted the women "because they were
Kosovo Albaoian" ;2573 Dordevic further responds that overall, th~ evidence presented fails to
support the conclusion that the alleged five sexual assaults were committed with discriminatory
intent.2574 He argµes that the Prosecution merely seeks to ''infer intent derived from the entirety of
2575

the conflict instead of·the specific intentions behind the actual sexual assaults".

Dordevic further

contends that "a coincidence of ethnicity and a crime did· not, on the facts of these incidents,
2576

establish that the individuals w~ raped becauseof their ethnicity''.
(c) Analysis
876.

The.Appe!!l.sChamberrecalls that the crime of persecutions "requires evidence of a specific

intent to discriminate on political, racial, oi:religious grounds and that it falls to the Prosecution to
2577

prove that the relevant acts were committed with the requisite discriminatory intent".

The Trial

Chamber correctly stated that the requisite discriminatory intent cannot be inferred directly from the
general discriminatory nature of an attack characterised as a crime agaiost humanity, however, it
"may be inferred from such a context of the attack so long as, in view of the facts of the case,
circumstances surrounding the commission of the alleged acts substantiate the existence of such

• mo Dordevic Response Brief, para. 18.

Dordcvic Response Brief, paras 19-20. referring to Naletilic and MartirwvicAppeal )'udgcment,para. 129, Kvocka
et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 460, Blalkic Appeal Judgement, para. 164, KrnojelacAppeal Judgement,para, 184.
Dardevic asserts that the cases referred to by the Prosecution are distinguishable from tbe cnrrent case since in
those cases the circumstances involved crimes agairu:tprisoners on the basis of their ethnicity or religion and ''ii
was the pattern of multiple pe.rpetratoi:safuong the same group that showed a· discriminatory intent'' (Dordevic
Response Brief, para. 20, referring to ProsecutinnAppeal Brief, fn. 140).
zsn Dardevic Response Brief, para. 22; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 1_94-196.Dordevic argues in particular ihat
• . the Trial Chamber's reference to the ''limited number of incidenfs relied on to support" the allegation of
persecutions through sexual assault clearly indicates that it exJIIIlllledall the ,:elevant facts (DordevicResponse
Brief, para. 22).
. .
_
•
•
2'71 Dori!evic Response Brief, paras 21-22 (emphasisJn original).
2574 See Dardevic RespoIIBCBrief,
paras 10-11, 35; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 193.
2575 Dordevic Response Brief, para. 21.
"'' Dardevic Response Brief,para. 22 (emphasisin original).
2511 Kmojelac Appeal Judgement,para. 184.

2571
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iiltent"_2578 Circumstances 1hatmay be taken into consideration iilclude 1heoperation of a prison (in
particular, the systematic nature of the crimes committed agaiilst a racial or religious group wi1hin
that prison) and 1he general attitude of 1he alleged perpetrator of 1he offence as seen 1hroughhis or
her behaviour. 2579 The Appeals Chamber further recalls that, if out of a group of per.sons selected on
the basis of racial, religious, or political grounds, only certaiil persons are singled out and subjected
to mistreatment, a reasonable trier of fact may infer that this mistreatment was· carried out on
2580

discriminatory grounds.
877.

fumaking its finding on discriminatory intent, the Trial Chamber stated 1hat "no specific

evidence" had been presented and that, "considering the limited number of iilcidents", "the ethnicity
2581

of the two women alone" was an iilsufficient. basis to establish discriminatory httent.

The

Appeals Chamber finds that, ii1so considering, the Trial Chamber failed to evaluate the surroum;ling
circumstances of \Vitness K20's and Witness Kl4's sexual assaults and the broader context ii1
which these crimes occurred.2582 For example, the· Trial Chamber failed to consider that these
. crimes occurred in the course of the forcible displa=ent

of the Kosovo Albanian population

carried out by the Serbian forces pursuant to the JCE.258' It further failed to take into account that
the JCE was implemented 1hrougha systematic campaign of terror and violence, aimed at forciilg
2584

the Kosovo Albanians to leave Kosovo to ensure Serbian control over the ·province.

Inthe

Appeals Chamber's view, the Trial Chamber's failure to consider these factors, together with its
statement that "specific evidence" was required, shows that the Trial Chamber iilcorrectly applied
the relevant legal standard and thereby committed an error oflaw.

2578

Trial Judgement, paras 1759-1760.See Blas/deAppeal Judgement, para. 164, citing Krnojela{:Appeal Judgement,
para. 184. See also Kordicand CerkezAppeal Judgement,para. 110.
.
2579 Krnojelac Appeal Judgement,para. 184. There, the Appeals Chamber found that iu a situation when only the nonSerb detainees in a pmon were subjected to beatings and forced labour, it was reasonable to conclude that these
acts were committed because of the political or religious affiliation of the victims, and that they were committed
with the requisite discriminatoryintent (KrnojelacAppeal Judgement,paras 186, 201-202, see also paras 236-237
regarding forcible displacement).
••
.
"'' Naletilic and MartinovicAppeal Judgement,para. 572, referring to Kordu!and CerkezAppeal Judgement, where
the Appeals Chamber found that in a sitoation in which all the guards belong to one ethnic group and all the
pr:i,;onersto another, it could reasonablybe inferred that the !airer group was being discriminated against (Kordic
and Cerkez Appeal Judgement,para. 950); Kvoc'1ca
et al. Appeal Judgement, where the Appeals Chamber stated
that since almost all.the detaineesin the carop belonged to the non-Serb group, it could reasonably be coocluded
that the reason for their detention was membership of that group and that the detention was therefore of a
discriminatory character (Kvockaet aLAppeal Judgement,para. 366).
2581 Trial Judgement, para. 1796 (emphasisadded).
•
2581 A,; recalled above, provided that it is substantiatedby the circumstancessurrounding the acts allegedly underlying
the crime of persecutions,the discriminatoryintent may he inferred from the context of the attack (see Naletilic!and
Martinovic Appeal Judgement,para. 129; Bla:IkicAppeal Judgement, para. 164; KrnojelacAppeal Judgement,
para. 184).
·•
•
2513 See Trial Judgement, paras 817-832, 834-835, 1142-1160, 1617-1679, 1791, 1793, 2007, 2034-2035, 2126,
2128-2130, 2136.
2584 See Trial Judgement, paias 2007,203'5,2126, 2128, 2130-2131.See also supra, paras 116-120,153-159.
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878.

In light of this legal error, the Appeals Chamber will apply the correct legal standard to the •

evidence and determine whether it is itself convinced beyond reasonable doubt· that the sexual
assaults of Witness K20 and Witn~ss Kl 4 were committed with discriminatory intent and
•constituted persecutions as a crime against humanity.
879.

Jn this regard, the Appeals Chamber also recalls.that it has previoUBlyfound that the Kosovo

Albanian girl in a convoy in Pristina/Prishtine municipality aod the other two young Kosovo
Albanian women in Beleg were sexually assaulte~ 2585 and notes the Prosecution's submission that
these sexual assaults also constituted persecutions.2586
880.

The Appeals Chamber will therefore consider the •sexual assaults of these five young

women together and determine whether it is convinced beyond.reasonable doubt that these acts
constituted persecutions.
3. Whether the sexual assaajts constituted persecutions
(a) Arguments of the parties

i

I
881.

With respect to Witness K20, the Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber erred when it

ignored the context in which she was raped and overlooked direct evidence of discriminatory
intent.2587 It submits that Witness K20' s sexual assault was committed in the course of the forcible
ex_pulsion of Kosovo Albanians from Beleg, during which they were robbed, beaten, killed,
detai.Md, and subjected to many discriminatory acts by Serbian forces.2588 The Prosecution further
submits that the Trial Chamberignored direct evidence of discriminatoryintent, namely persecutory.
remarks made by the perpetrators.2589
882.

With respect to Witness K14, the Prosecution contends that the Trial Chamber erred in fact

when it concluded that no specific evidence had been presented to establish the discriminatory
intent of the perpetrators of her rape.

2590

The Prosecution submits that leading up to her assault;

Witness Kl.4 endured a series of persecutory acts because she was Kosovo Albanian. 2591 It notes
that Witness Kl 4 and her family were among the Kosovo Albanians in Pristina/Prishtine town who

:ms See supra,paras 859, 869.
"'" See supra,para. 870.
.
.
· ,m Pr~cutionAppealBrief, paras 25-33; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 179-180.
25" Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 25-26, 28, 33; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 180.
25" Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 25, 28'-29, 31-33; Appeal Hearing, 13.May2013, AT. 180-182, 204. •
2590
Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 8. See Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 9-17.
"" Prosecution AppealBrie~ paras 10-11, 15-17; Appeal Hearing 13 May 2013, AT. 182-183.
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were forced from their homes and escorted from the town by Serbian forces, that she and her family
were repeatedly fo~

from one village to another in order to seek safety from the•Serbian forces'

attacks against Kosovo Albanians, .and that ultimately, following her rape; Witness Kl4 and her
sister fled to FYROM out of fear.2592 According to the Prosecution, Witness Kl4's rape "cannot be
2593

divorced from the chain of discriminatory acts" she endured prior to her llight.
883.

With regard to the two young Kosovo Albanian women in Beleg, who· were detained

together with Witness K20, and the Kosovo Albanian girl in a convoy, the Prosecution submits that
their sexual assaults also took place during; and as part of, the campaign of persecutory violence by
Serbian forces with the aim of forcing the Kosovo Albanian population to leave Kosovo, and
amounted to persecutions.2594 It submits tliat it would be "simply wrong" to separate the acts of
2595

sexual violence from the other persecutory acts these young women endured.

The Prosecution

submits that the sexual assaults of the two women in Beleg were committed in the course of the •
forcible expulsion of Kosovo Albanians from Beleg, during which they were robbed, beaten,.killed,
2596

detained, and subjected to many discriminatory acts by Serbian forces.

During these events,

women, such as the two women in question, were .particularly vulnerable as they were separated
from the men .before being detained.2597 The Prosecution also points to direct evidence of
discriminatory intent, namely persecutory remarks made by the perpetrators of the sexual assaults
of these two women. 2598 With respect to the Kqsovo Alb~an

girl in a convoy, the Prosecution

notes in particular that Serbian forces created an atmosphere of terror that caused Kosovo
2599

Albanians, including the girl in question, to flee in convoys.
these circ~stances

According to the Prosecution, in

the displaced persons were vulnerable to mistreatment by Serbian forces, who

continued to harass and abuse displaced persons, including those fleeing in the .same convoy as the
2601
girl.2600In such circumstances, "Kosovo Albanians girls were easy targets."

.

"" Prosecution Appeal Brief, p?,ras10-11, 15; Appeal Hearing 13 May 2013, AT. 182-183.
25" Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 16.
25" Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 6, 18, 23-24, 38; Appeal Heazmg, 13 May 2013, AT. 179-180, 182, 184.
259
' Appeal Heazmg, 13 May2013, AT. 182-183, 190.
"" Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 38. See also Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 26; Appe,1 Hearing, 13 May 2013,
AT. 180, 182, 201.
''"' Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 38.
259
' Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 25, 28-29, 33.
"" Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 19; Appeal Hearing, 13 May2013, AT. 183.
00
"
Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 20, 23.
2601
Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 23.

/lj ..
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884.

The Prosecution also argues that even if the motivation of the pel'petrators of the sexual

assaults was entirely sexual, this does not preclude a finding that they acted with discriminatory
intent.2602
885.

Dordevic responds that the sexual assaults of Witness K20 and Witness K14 were not linked

to any "persecutory plan" but committed by "criminals operating in the theatre of war under the
cover of night". 2603 He further responds that, while the Trial Chamber did not address Witness
K20's e'l<idenceon the persecutory statements of the perpetrators, it is clear from the Trial .
Judgement tb,tt it thoroughly considered Witness K20's e'l<idencein making its findings on the
2604

crimes in Beleg, and thus also "would have considered" her evidence on these statements.

He .

also submits that "all references [which ·according to the Prosecution show discriminatory intent]
were merely to 'NATO' (an alliance army) planes flying overhead and the 'U<:X' (a _terrorist
2605

organization) andnot persecutory statements with regard to an ethnicity",
(b) Analysis

a. Discriminatory intent
i. Introduction

886.

In order to find that the sexual assaults of the five young women aroount to the crime of

persecutions, the Appeals Chamber must be satisfied·that the only reasonable inference is that the •
sexual assualts were carried out with the intent to discriminate on political, racial, or religious
groimds.2606 In this respect, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the requisite discriminatory intent
cannot be inferred directly from the general discriminatory nature of an attack characterised as a
crime against humanity.2607 It may nevertheless be inferred from the context of the attack ~o long
as, in the light of the facts of the case, ·circumstances surrounding the commission of the crime

2602

Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 184, 189, 206, refea:ing to Kunarac et al. Appeal Judgement,paras 153, 155.
In general, the Prosecution argues that scx1llllassault should not be treated differently from other violent acts
simplybecause of its sexualcomponent(AppealHearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 176).
•
2003 E>ordevicResponse Brief, paras 25-30. E>ordevic
also submits that it is not sufficient for an accused to be aware
that be or she is, in fact, acting in any way that is di•ctiroinatory, bnt must consciously intend to discriminate
(Appe,uHearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 193-194,referring to Trial Judgement, para. 1759, Brdanin Trial Judgement,
para. 996, Kordi6 amiCerkez Trial Judgement,para. 217).
•
""" E>ordevicResponse Brief, pai:a.29, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement,fns 4463-4480.
"'°'
E>ordevicResponse Brief, para. 28 (citationsomitted).
260' Deronjic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, para. '109; Bl,µ'1d.6Appeal Judgement, para. 131; Kmojelac Appeal
Judgement,para 185. See Trial Judgement,para. 1755.
um See Kvocka et al. Appe,,l Judgement,para. 366. See also B/as'1d.6
Appeal Judgement, para. 164, citing Kmojelac
Appe,,lJudgement, para. 184; Kordi6 and Cerktz Appeal Judgement,para. 110.
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substantiate the existence of such intent. 2608 Furthermore, the case law shows that the fact that
crimes occurred while the victims were - on discriminatory grounds - deported or detained prior to
deportation, has been considered in order to infer discriminatory intent from the circumstances.
887.

2609

The Appeals Chamber further recalls that personal motive does not preclude a perpetrator

from also having the requisite specific intent. 2610 The Appeals Chamber emphasises that the same
applies to sexual crimes, which in this regard must not be treated differently from other violent acts
simply because of their sexual component. Thus, a perpetrator may be motivated by sexual desire
but at the same time also possess the intent to discriminate against his or her victim on political,
'
racial, or religious grounds.25ll Furthermore, the Appeals Cruµnber recalls that, although the crime
of persecutions often refers to a series of acts, a single act may qualify as persecutions as long as it
discriminates in fact and is carried out deliberately with the intention to discriminate on one of the
listed grounds. 2612
888.

As recalled earlier, the Trial Chamber found that a joint criminal enterprise existed, which

had the discriminatory common purpose of modifying the ethnic balance of Kosovo to ensure Serb
control over the province.2613 The Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber f~und·that, in
the context of the JCE, in the period between March and June 1999, Serbian forces carried out "a
campaign of terror and extreme violence in Kosovo directed against [the]· Kosovo Albanian
people". 2614 It found thaf "deportations, murder~. forcible transfers and persecutions were typical
features of [this] campaign" and that the actions of the Serbian forces: "were directed to terrorizing
the Kosovo Albanian population, killing mge numbers of them and making the: remainder leave

'"" See Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, par•; 366. See also Bla!kic Appeal Judgement, pw;a. 164, citing Kmojela.c
Appeal JudgeII)f:llt,para. 184; Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement,para. ll0.
"'" Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, paras 185-186; Kordic a~d Cerkez Appeal Judgement, pora. 950; Kvocka et al.
Appeal Judgement, paras 462-463;Naletelic ®d Martin.ovmAppeal Judgement, para. 572.
2610 Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 463; Kmojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 102; lelisic Appeal Judgement,
para. 49.
2511 See Kvoc"kaet aL Appeal Judgement, para. 370 (where the Appeajs Chamber coruidered that the Trial Chamber
reasonably conclude that Radie acted with the required discriminatoryintent when he committed rape and sexual
violence against non-Serb women ''notwithstandinghis personal motives for c□mrrritting these acts" (Kvocka et al.
Appeal Judgement, p~. 370). See also Kunarac et ol. Appeal Judgement, para. 153 (where the Appeals Chamber
held !hat even jf the perpetrator's motivationis entirely sexual, it does not follow that the perpetrator does not have
the intent to commit an act of torture (Kunarac et al Appeal Judgement, para. 153)); Jelisic Appeal Judgement,
para. 49 (where the Appeals Chamber held that a perpetrator-of the crime of genocide may act to obtain personal
econontlc benefits, or political advantageor some form of power, but this does not preclude him or her from also
having the specific intent to commit genocide(Jelisic Appeal Judgeinent,para. 49)).
2612 KordJc and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 102, citing BlaslcicAppeal Judgement, para. 135; Vo.riljevicAppeal
Judgement, pera. ll3.
• •
1
" ' Trial Judgement, para. 2007. See also supra, para. 86.
261_• See Trial Judgement, para. 2130. See also Trial Judgement, paras 1597-1601, 1617-1679, 2007, 2027-2029,
2034-2035,2126, 2128-2130.
•
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Kosovo, so that ultimately the whole, or a substantial proportion of the population of .Albanian
ethnicity would no longer live in Kosovo",2615 The.Trial Chamber found that this campaign_was
also carried out in the Decani/Dec,anand Pristina/Prishtine municipalities where, in the same time
period. the five sexual assaults at issue took place.2616 The Appeals Chamber will now look at these
sexnal assaults in tum to assess whether they were carried out with the required dis~atory
intent.
ii. Witness K20 and the other two young Kosovo Albanian women in Beleg
889.

The sexual assaults of Witness K20 and the other two Kosovo Albanian women took place

in Beleg in Decani/Degan municipality.2617 The Trial Chamber found that, on 29 March 1999'.
Kosovo Albanians in Beleg were violently forced from their homes, subjected to_searches and
beatings, forced to relinquish their identification documents, rounded up and detained under guard
2618

overnight, and ultimately deported to Albania by Serbian forces on 30 March 1999.

The Trial

Chamber also found that Serbian forces looted and set fire to the homes of Kosovo Albanians
2619

dnring these events in Beleg.
890.

Witness K20, along with her family, and the other two young women were among the

people who were targeted by Serbian forces in Beleg.2620 Witness.K20 gave evidence that in the
early morning of 29 March 1999, she and her family were forced from their hcime and into a
basement together with other families.2621 While detained in this basement. members of the Serbian
forces made co=ents

to the group including: "[y]ou asked for NATO, riow they will come and

save you. Do not cry, there is no wedding without meat, you asked for this yourself' and "[yJou
shouldn't cry. You should have thought earlier, because now you're at war with the state. But
NATO will come and help you."i622 Later in the day, Witness K20 was brought to another _house
where she was again detained by Serbian forces together with her mother, sisters, and a group of
other Kosovo Albanian women and children, including Witness K58, and the other two young •

2615

Trial Judgement, paras 2035, 2130. •
•
Trial Judgement, paras 817-832, 834-835, 1142-1160, 1649-1650, 1672-1673, 1791, 1793, 2027, 2029, 2034-2035,
2129-2130; supra, paras
859, 869.
2617 Trilll Judgement, para. 1793; supra, paras866-869.
2518 TrilllJudgement, paras 1144-1149, 1153-1156, 1159, 1673, 1774, 2027.
"'' Trial Judgement, paras 1148, 1155, 1160, 2027,
•
Trilll Judgement, paras 1145-1153;Exhibits P1279 (confidential),pp 2-6; P1280, pp 2--6.
2021 Ex!nbits P1279 (confidential), pp 2-3; P1280, pp 2--3. See Trial Judgement, P"'8- 1146; K20, 27 Aug 2009,
T. 8490-8492.
'"' ExhibilB Pl279, p. 3 (confidential); P1280, p. 3; P1281 (confidential), pp 5221-2522. See Trial Judgement,
para. 1146.
•
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women.2623 Late at night, members of the Serbian forces took Witness K20 and the other two
2624

•women to a courtyard under the pretence .that they needed women for cleaning.

While the three

young women stood in the courtyard, soldiers cursed NATO planes that flew overhead saying
"[f]uck NATO's mothers" and pointed their thumbs to the planes.2625 Witness K20 and the other
2626

two women were then taken to another house.

•

Witness K20 became very scared as she "knew

what was going to happen" having heard that "the Serbs were raping the Kosovar girls and
women".2627. lndeed, as found by the Trial Chamber, Witness K20 was raped by several Serbian
· soldiers.2628 When she screamed, one of the soldiers threatened her, telling her not to scream or he
would ''fuck [her] mother".2629 During Witness K20' s ordeal, the same policeman who had expelled
Witness K20 and her family from their home earlier in the day stood guard in the doorway of the·
2630

room and she could see soldiers waiting in the hall behind him.

The policeman co=ented
2631

her afterwards: "[t]he [KLAldid worse than they are doing. You can handle them."

to

The Appeals

Chamber has found that like Witness K20, the other two young women were also sexually assaulted
2632

by members of the Serbian forces that same night while detained.

Furthermore,there is evidence.

that on the same night, some twenty young Kosovo Albanian women in Beleg were systematically
selected and removed by soldiers from the room where Witness K20 and the group of women and
children were being held.2633 When they returned to the room they were crying, had dishevelled
2634

hair, and one was overheard telling her mother that she had been raped.

Toe next mopling,

_WitnessK20, Witness K58, the other two women, and the group of women and children were

Exhibits P1079 (confidential), pp 5-6; 1'1080, pp 5-6; Pl279 (confidential), p. 4; P1280, p. 4; Pl281 (confidential),
pp 2525-2526. See Trial Judgement, para. 1149; supra,paras 866-867.
2'U K20, 27 Aug 2009, T. 8494 (closed session); Exhibits P1279 (confidential), p. 4; Pl280, p. 4; 1'1281 (confidential),
p. 2527. See also Trial Judgemeot; para. USO; K58, 13 Jui 2009, T. 7299; Exhibits Pl079 (confidential), p. 6;
Pl080,p. 6.
'"" ExhibitP1279 (confidential), p. 4; Pl280, p. 4.
2626
Exhibit P1279 (confidential), p. 4; Pl280, p. 4.
7
1C2 ExhibitP1279 (coafideotial), pp 4-5; P1280, W 4-5.
"'" Trial Jndgement, para. 1151, 1793. See Exhibits Pl279 (coafidential), p. 5; Pl280, p. 5; Pl281 (confidential),
p. 2529-2532.
•
•
""' Exhibits P1279 (confideotial), p. 5;Pl280, p. 5.
2630
Exhibits P1279 (confidential), pp 4-5; P1280, W 4-5.
2631
Exhibits )'1279 (confidential), p. 5; Pl280, p. 5.
2631
See supra,para. 869.
.
•
2633 Trial J1]dgement,para. 1152; K58, 13 Jui 2009, T. 7298-7299; Exluoits Pl079 (confidential), p. 6; Pl080, p. 6;
P1081, pp 7467-7468;.
•
•
2634 Trial Judgement, paras 1152, 1794;Exhibits Pl079 (confidential), p. 6; P1080, p. 6; Pl081, p. 7468.
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ordered to leave for Albania2635 and were told: "America is waiting for you, you will live like in
America..,2636
891.

In addition to these specific circumstances, the Appeals Chamber also.takes into account the

broader context of the sexual assaults. In this respect, it considers that Witness K20' s rape took
place in the context of the systematic campaign of terror and violence invo.lvingthe commission of
numerous persecutory ~cts against Kosovo Albanians2637 with the aim to .force the Kosovo
2639

Albanians out of Kosovo.2638 Witness K20 was sexually assaulted just prior to her expulsion.

The Appeals Chamber further notes that Witness K20 was Kosovo Albanian and that the
perpetrators were members of the Serbian forces, who also carried out the general attack on the
Kosovo Albanian population.2640
892.

The Appeals Chamberfinds that Witness K20' s direct evidence of her rape as set out above

and in the Trial Judgement, considered in conjunctionwith the circumstances surrounding her rape
and the context in which it occurred, clearly supports the finding that Witness K20 was targeted •
because of her ethnicity and that her rape was carried out with discriminatoryintent In this respect,
the Appeals Chamber, Judge Tu=ukhamedov dissenting, considers that, even if .it were to be
assumed that the perpetrators also were motivated by sexual desire when they raped Witness K20,
• their decision to do so arose out of a will to discriminate against her on the basis of ethnic grounds.
893.

As set out above, the other two young women from Beleg were.held in the same house as

Witness K20 and Witness K58, and were taken to a nearby house together with Witness K20 on the
evening of the sexual assault.2641The circumstances surroundingthe sexual assaults of the other two
women are therefore the same as those regarding Witness K20' s rape. This includes, in particular,
evidence regarding: (i) the clear discriminatory nature of comments made by members of the
Serbian forces to the three women as they were standing in the courtyard, (ii) comments made to
the group of women and children,·(iii) the· fact that the perpetrators were members of the Serbian.

"" K58, 13 Jul 2009, T. 7300;Exhibits P1079 (confidential),p. 7; P1080, p. 7; Pl279 (confidential),p. 6; Pl280, p. 6;
Pl281 (confidential), p. 2533. See Trial Judgement,para. 1153.
'"" Exhibit Pl279 (confidential),p. 6; P1280, p. 6; P1281 (confidential),p. 2533. Witness K58 stated that they were
1nld"[gJo to Albania. You have asked for NATO." (Exhibits P1079 (confidential),'p. 7; Pl080, p. 7; K58, 13 Jul
2009, T. 7300).
.
''""See Trial Jndgement, paras, 1145,1154,1672,1673, 1777-1778, 1781, 1783, 1790, 1811,'1819, 1825, 1832, 1837,
• 1841, 1850, 1854-1856,2027-2035,2129-2130. See supra. Sections XVI.B, XVII.B. The Appeals Chamber notes
that the Trial Chamber found that during this cmnpaign, Kosovo Albmrillnswere specifically targeted on tbe basis
of their ethnicity (see Trial Judgement,pam 1649-1650,1777-1778,1781, 1783).
''" Trial Judgement, paras 2007, 2035,2126, 2128-2130,2143-2144.
"" Trial Judgement, paras 1151, 1153,and refe=
cited therein.
2640 Trial Judgement, paras 1151, 1597-1598.1601,1791, 1793, 2027-2029,2036-2051.
41
"
Sec supra. paras 866,890.
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forces who were also involved in the forcible traruiferof Kosovo Albanians, (iv) the fact that both
women were Kosovo Albanian, and (v) the fact that their sexual assaults took place in the context
of their forcible transfer.2642 The Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissentirig, therefore
finds that the only reasonable inference that can be orawn
from fue evidence is that the perpetrators
acted with discriminatory intent when they sexually assaulted the other two young women. Like for
Witness K20's perpetrators, the fact tba.tthey may have also been motivated by personal motives,
does not affect the conclusion tba.tthey acted with the intent to discriminate.
iii.. Witness K14.
894.

Turning now to Witness Kl 4, this witness and her family were amongst the many Kosovo

Albanians who were forcibly expelled from their homes and from the town of Pristlna/Prishtine by
Serbian forces in late March 1999.2643 At the end of March 1999, they fled on a convoy to
Grastica/Grashtice.2644 Serbian forces swore at Kosovo Albanians in the convoy and told them to go
to their "brothers in Albania'' and ask NATO for help.2645 After two or three weeks, Witness Kl4
"

~d her family had to flee yet again in a convoy, together with many other Kosovo Albanians, and

returned to Pristina/Prishtine, hoping to find safety.2646 Serbian forces were standing along the road
to Pristina/Prishtine as the convoy passed.2647 After returning to Pristina/Prishtine, one morning in
May 1999, six Serbian policemen came to the house where Witness K14 and her family were
staying.2648 They gave Witness Kl 4 and her family green cards to fill out, and told them they would
2649

return the next day to take the family to the Bozhur Hotel to get their papers stamped.

Witness K14 and her family became frightened upon hearing this since the Bozhur Hotel was
2650

known as a place where people were mistreated.

The next day, two of the same policemen,

accompanied by a third man, returned and forced Witness Kl 4 and her sister to come outside with
them to their car.2651 While Witness K14's sister was then· allowed to return to the house,
Witness K14 was taken to the Bozhur Hotel.2652 Many people of Kosovo Albanian etlrrricitywe~
queuing. at the hotel.2653 Witness Kl 4, however, was taken to a separate room in the hotel where she

2042•

Soo supra, paras 866-869, 889-891;Trial Judgement, paras 11511-1151.
,.., Trial Judgement, paras 823-824, and references cited therein.
2644
Trial Judgement, paras 823-824, and references cited therein. •
2645
Trial Judgement, paras 823-824, and references cited therein.
"" Trial Judgement, para. 824, and references cited therein.
2041
Trial Judgement, para. 824, and references cited therein.
2643
Trial Judgement, para. 833, and references cited therein.
-• Trial Judgement, para. 833, and refer=ces cited therein.
2650
Exhibit P1325 (confidential), p. 4.
2651
Trial Judgement, para. 834, and references cited therein.
,.,, Trial Judgement, para.. 834, and references cited therein.
2653
Trial Judgement, para. 835; Exhibit P1325 (confidential), p. 5.
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was raped by one of the tw~ policemen.2654 A second policeman tried to come into the room, but
was prevented by the first policeman after Witness Kl 4 promised to come out 'with him again and
bring her. sister for the other policeman.2655 In the subsequent days, the policemen continued to
harass and infunidate Witness Kl 4 and •her family.2656 Out of fear of further sexu:ai assault,
2657

Witness Kl4 and her sister fled to FYROM shortly thereafter on 24 May 1999.
895.

The Appeals Chamber considers thatWitness K14's rape, like those of Witness K20 and the

two other youog women in Beleg, took place in the context of a systematic campaign of terror and
2558

violence involving the commission of numerous persecutory acts against Kosovo Albanians,

and

aimed at creating conditions of terror and fear so as to force the Kosovo Albani,ms out of
'
Kosovo.2559 The Appeals
Chamber notes that Witness Kl 4 1actually fled as a result of her rape,

fearing further sexual harassment.2660 The Appeals Chamber further notes that Witness Kl 4 was
Kosovo Albanian and the perpetrators of her sexual assault were persons in a position of authority
and members of the Serbian forces who also carried out the general attack on the Kosovo Albanian
people. 2561 Given the specific and contextual circumstances surrouoding Witness Kl4's rape, the
. Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, is satisfied that the only reasonable inference
is that the perpetrators acted with discriminatory intent. In this regard, the Appeals Chamber, Judge
Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, considers that, even if it were to be assumed thai the policemen were
also motivated by sexual desire, the decision to rape Witness Kl 4 arose out of a will to discriminate
against her on ethnic grouods.
iv. Kosovo Albanian girl in a convoy in Pristina/Prisht:inemuoicipality
896.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Kosovo Albanian girl in a convoy was fleeing with

other displaced Kosovo Albanians in convoys from Grastica/Grashtice towards Pristina/Prishtine
town in an effort to find safety.2562 As they travelled, the girl and those in the convoy with her were

"' 4

Trial Judgement, para. 835, and references cited therein.
Trial Judgement, para. 835, and references cited therein.
"'' Trial Judgement, para. 838, and references cited therein. The days after the incident, the policemen drove past
Kl4's house several times honking the carhom (Trial Judgement, para. 838).
265"1 Trial Judgement, para. 838, and references cited therein.
,
"" See Trial Judgemeot, paras 817-832, 1649-1650, 1777-1778, 1790, 1811, 1819, 1825, 1832, 1837, 1841, 1850,
1854-1856, 20Z7'2035, 2129-2130; supra, paras 866-869, 8890891. See ""pra, Sections XVI.B, XVII.B. The
Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber fowd that during this campaign, Kosovo Albanians were
specifically targeted on the basis of their ethnicity (see Trial Judgement, paras 1649-1650, 1777-1778, 1781, 1783).
2659 Trial Judgement, paras 1649-1650, 1791, 1793, 2007, 2035, 2126, 2128-2130, 2143-2144.
""' Trial Judgement, paras 838, and reference, cited therein.
2661 Trial Judgement, paras 834-835, 1597-1598, 1601, 1791, 1793, 2027-2029, 2036-2051.
2661
Trial Judgement, paras 824, 832, and references cited therein.
2655

l
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targeted and hllrassed by_Serbian for~es on the basis of their etbnicity! 663 Serbian forces stood
along the road when the convoy with the girl passed, they stopped and beat some Kosovo
Albanians, and confiscated vehicles.2664 The Appeals Chamber further notes Witoess Kl 4' s
evidence that she heard that Kosovo Albanian women were taken out of the convoy by members of
the Serbian forces.2665 As the Appeals Chamber has alreadyfound, the K.osovoAlbanian girl was
similarly taken out of the convoy and into the woods, where she was sexually assaulted by a
policeman and another man, who carried knives and was dressed in green camouflage trousers.2666
897.

The Kosovo Albanian girl's sexual assault took place in the context of. the systematic

campaign of terror and violence involving the commission of numerous persecutory· acts against
2668

Kosovo Albanians,2667 and aimed at forcing them out of Kosovo.

The girl in a convoy was

sexually assaulted while she and other Kosovo Albanians sought safety, and were travelling in a
convoy along a road lined with Serbian forces.2669 The Appeals Chamber, Judge Tuzmukhamedov
dissenting, finds that the specific and contextual circumstances surrounding 1hecommission of this •
sexual assault demonstrate that the only reasonable inference was that it was carried out with
discriminatory intent. Whether"1he perpetrators also acted out of sexual desire does not alter this .
conclusion. It particularly notes that the girl was travelling in a convoy with other fleeing Kosovo
Albanians, who were systematicallyharassed by Serbian forces standing along the road while the
convoy passed. The girl's sexual assault cannot be viewed separately from these circumstances.
898.

Having concluded that the sexual assaults of the five women were carried out with

discriminatory intent, the Appeals Chamber now turns to consider whetller the other elements of
persecutions as a crime against humanity are satisfied.

2063

Trial Judgemen~ paras 824, 832, and references cited therein, 17?&-1778,2136; supra, paras 85&-859;Exhibits
P1325 (confidential), p. 3; Pl326 (confidential),pp 1421-1425;K14, 24 Sep 2009, T. 8993-8996, 9016, 9022-9023
(closed session). The Appeals Chamber also notes generally that in Priltina/Prishtirio,as pre,iously described in the
context of the sexual assault of Witness Kl 4, Kosovo Albanians were forcibly expelled from their homes snd
subjected to violence and abuse by Serbian forces (Trial Judgement, paras 805-840, 1649, :2029; see supra,
paras 894-895).
.
_
2664
Trial Judgement, paras 824, 832, and references cited therein. See also Exhibit Pl325 (confidential), pp 3-4.
2665
Exhibit Pl325 (confidential),p. 4,
2666
See supra,para. 859. See also Trial Judgemen~para. 832; Exhibit Pl325 (confidential),pp 3-4.
2
'"
See Tri.alJudgement, paras 817-832, 1649-1650, 1777-1778, 1790, 1811, 1819, 1825, 1832, 1837, 1841, 1850,
1854-1856, 2027-2035, 2129-2130; supra, para. 859. See supra, Sections XVI.B, XVIl.B..The Appeals Chamber
notes that the Trial Chamber found that during this campaign, Kosovo Albani.am were specifically targeted on the
basis of their ethnicity (see Trial Judgement,paras 1649-1650, 1777-1778, 1781, 1783).
2668 Trial Judgement, paras 1649-1650, 1791, 1793, 2007, 2035, 2126, 2128-2130, 2143-2144.
2669 Trial Judgement, paras 817-832, 1597-1598, 1601, 1792, 2027-20'29,203&-2051;supra,paras 857, 859.
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b. Chapeau requirements and equal gravity
899.

Toe Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber found that, at the time the sexual

assaults took place, an armed conflict existed and tliere was a systematic attack against the Kosovo
Albanian civilian. population.2670 With regard to the nexus requirement; the Appeals Chamber finds
that the evidence discussed above, viewed as a whole and together with the Trial Chamber's
fmdings,2671 establishes that all five sexual assaults were part of a widespread and systematic attack
against the Kosovo Albanian civilian population, and that the perpetrators knew that their acts were
part of this attack.
900.

Toe Appeals Chamher finther recalls that in order tor underlying acts to amount to

persecutions as

acrime against humanity, they must be of equal gravity or severity as either acts

eoumerated under Article 5 of'the Statute.2672 ln this regard, the_Appeals Chamber notes that the
Trial Chamber found that Witness K20 and Witness K14 were raped, which is listed as a crime
against humanity under Article 5(g) of the Statute.2673 Toe Appeals Chamber found that the Kosovo
2674

Albanian girl in a convoy and the two young women in Beleg were sexually assaulted,

which is

not listed in the Statute as a crime against humanity. The Appeals Chamber, however, recalls that
sexual assault may be punishable as persecutions under international criminal law, "provided that it
reaches the same level of gravity as the other crimes against humanity enumerated in Article 5 of
the Statute".2675 The Appeals Chamber also recalls that sexual assault by definition constitutes an
2676

infringement of a person's physical or moral integrity.

Furthermore, it notes that the sexual

2670

TrutlJudgement, paras 1595-1600.
•
•
2611 See Trial Judgement, paras 1595-1601, 1649-1650,1672-1673.With respect to Witness K20, Dordew: argues that
her sexual assault was "not condoned" by Serbianforces and that it has not been shown that the perpetrators"were
attempting to perseculll as part of a plan'', sobmittingthat instead "they were criminals operating in the theatre of
war under the cover of night'' (DordevicResponseBrief; paras 27-30). Regarding Kl 4, Dordevic submits·that the
cireumstancesof her assault "does not pcm! to persecutoryintent, rather the crime appears to have been pe,petrated
by opportuvistic criminals" (Dordevic Response Brief, para. 25). In support of this contention, he points to
evidence that the perpetrator of her rape paid the "Roma'' who had helped tbe perpetratnr take WitnessK14 to the
llozhur Hotel where she was raped, notes that the description of the perpetrator's car does not coincide with a
regulation vehicle for MUP forces, and argues that the Trial Chamber failed to fully analyse whether the
individuals, including the man who lawr raped her, and who came to Witness Kl 4' s house the day prior to her rape,
were indeed "legi.timaw"Serbian forces in light of Witness K14's difficulty in identifying uniforms (Dordevic
Response Brief, para. 25). Dordevj6 merely repeats eiguments raised and rejecllld at trial without raising any new
issues or demonstrating any error (see Dordevic Closingllrief, paras 951-952, 957-974).
2672 . Simic· Appeal Judgement, para, 177; Blas'?dc Appeal Judgement, para. 135; Krnojelac Appeal Judgement,
paras 199, 221.
2673 Trial Judgement, paras 1791, 1793.
2614 See supra, paras 859, 869.
2675 Brdanin Trial Judgement, para. 1012. See Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 296; Simic Appeal Judgement,
para. 177; Naletilic a.ndMartinovic Appeal Judgement, para. 574; BlaJ/dt Appeal Judgement, para. 135; Kordic
and Cerkez Appeal Judgement,paras 102-103.
.
2676
See supra, paras 850-852.
{
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assaults in question were committed against young women, by multiple perpetrators, and in a
general context of fear, intimidation, and harassment.2677 Therefore, the Appeals Chamber is
satisfied that these sexual assaultsreach the same kvel of gravity as other crimeslis~ in Article.5.
(c) Conclusion
901.

Based on all the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that the crime of persecutions as a

crime against humanity has been established through the sexual assaults o_fWitness K20 and the
other two young women in Beleg, Witness Kl 4, and the Kosovo Albanian girl in a convoy.
D. Dordevic's responsibility
1. Introduction
902.

The Trial Chamber found that a common plan existed among.the political, military, and

•police leadership of the FRY and Serbia aimed at modifying the ethnic balance in Kosovo.2678 It
further found .that Dordevic significantly contributed to this co=on

plan. and that he shared the

intent to :iinplementit. 2679 The Appeals Cham)Jerhas upheld these findings of the Trial Chamber.2680
Further, the Appeals Chamber has overturned the Trial Chamber's finding that the sexual assaults
of Witness K20 and Witness K14 did not constitute persecutions as a crime against humanity.2681
The Appeals Chamber has also found that the sexual assaults of the Kosovo Albanian girl in a
convoy and the other two Kosovo Albanian women in Beleg amounted to persecutions as a crime
against humanity.2682
903.

Before addtessmg the Prosecution's submission that Dordevic shouldbe convicted pursuant

to the third category of joint criminal enterprise for persecutions through sexual assaults as a crime
against humanity,2683 . the Appeals Chamber will first address two legal issues Dordevic raises in bis
response with regard to the third category of joint criminal enterprise.

See Trial Judgemens paras 824,832, 1145-1156,1649-1650,1673.
Trial Judgemen, paras 2007-2008,212&-2130.
Trial Judgement,paras 2154-2158,2193.See also Trial.Judgemenspara. 1981.
2680
Seesupi-a,Chapters IV-VII,X-XI.
2681
See supra,paras 877, 901.
20112
See supra,para. 901.
"'" See infra,Section XJX.D.3.
2ul7
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•
2079
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2. Legal issues raised by Dordevic
(a) Mens rea standard for crimes under the third category: of ioint crinrinal enterprise
a. Arguments of the parties
904.

Dordevic submits that the Prosecution suggests an incorrect standard for criminal liability

under the third category of joint criminal enterprise. 2684 He contends that the Prosecution applies an
overly expansive standard in arguing that he was aware that sexual assaults "nught" • be
cornrnitted. 2685 Instead, D~rdevic subrits that the requisite mens rea for the third category of joint
criminal enterprise liability requires that the possibility that a crime could be committed is
"sufficiently substantial as to be foreseeable.to

anaccused".

2686

905. • The Prosecution replies that Dordevic misstates the foreseeability standard for the third
category of joint criminai enterprise liability, and attempts to raise the standard from possibility to
substantial possibility. 2687
b. Analysis
906.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that under the third category of joint criminal enterprise, an

accused can be held responsible for a crime outside . the· common purpose if, under the
circumstances of the case: (i) it was foreseeable that such_a crime might be perpetrated by one or
more of the persons used by him (or by any other member of the joint criminal .enterprise) in order
to carry out the actus reus of the crimes forming part of the common purpose; and (ii) the accused

26 4
'

Dardevic Response Brief,paras 37, 39-40. See also Dordevic ResponseBrief, paraS49, 53.
'"" :Qordevic Response Brief, paras 39-40, referring to Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 42, Karadlic Appeal Deci<ion
on Thir!i Category of Joint Criminal Enterprise Foreseeability of 25 June 2009, para. 18. See also E>ordevic
Response Brief, para. 49. E>ordevicreiterates bis general objections to the third category of joint criminal enterprise
as a mode of liability applied by the Tribunal,·arguing that it is not supported by customary international law
(Dordovic Response.Brief, para. 41; see also E>ordevicAppeal Brief; paras 68-71). E>ordevicalso repeats bis
challenge to the application of the third category of joint criminal enterprise to specific intent crimes (Dordevic
Response Brief, para. 38; see also Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 155). The Appeals Chamber has dismissed these
argumen1s under bis second and eighth. ground of appeal and therefore will not address them here (see supra,
Sections ill. C. ill. E.
• .
•
.
'"" E>ordevicResponse Brief, para. 39, referring to Karadiic Appeal Decision on Third Category of Joint Criminal
Enterprise Foreseeabilityof 25 June 2009, para. 18.
""' Prosecution Reply Brief, paras B-15. According to the Prosecution, sucl, an elevated standard is closer to the
"probability" standard or the "substantiallylikely to occur" standm:dwhich have previously been rejected by the
Appeals Chamber (ProsecutionReply Brief, para. 14, referring to Karadiic Appeal Decision on Third Category ofJoint Criminal EoterpriseForeseeabilityof 25 June 2.009,paras 15-18,Blas7cic
Appeal Judgement,para. 33).
'
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willingly took .that risk (i.e. the accused participated in the joint criminal enterprise with the
awareness that ·such crime was a possible consequencethereof?
907.

688

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the mens rea standard for the third category of joint

criminal enterprise liability does not require awareness of a "probability" tbat a crime would be
committed.2689 Rather, liability under the third category of joint criminal enterprise may /lttach
where an accused is aware that the perpetration of a crime is a possible consequence of the
implementation of the co=on

2690

purpose.

However, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the

"possibility standard":
is not satisfied by implausibly remote scenario,. Plotted on a spectrum of likelihood, the JCE ill
mens rea standard does not require an understanding that a deviatory crime would probably be
commit.too;it does, however,tefilfe thata crimecould be COmmitted
is sufficientlysubstantialas
to be foreseeable to an accused. "
•

908.

The Appeals Chamber will therefore apply this standard when determining whether

Dordevic is liable for the crime of persecutions through sexual assaults pursuant to the third
category of joint criminal enterprise.
(b) link between the JCE and the direct perpetrators of the foreseeable crimes

a. Arguments of the parties
909.

Dordevic submits that, in order for a crime to be imputable to him pursuant to the third

category of joint criminal enterpriseliability, it must be proven that one of the members of the JCE
used the physical perpetrator(s) to commit the foreseeable crimes in furtherance of the co=on
plao.2692
910.

The Prosecuti.on submits that Dordevic's argument that the physical perpetrators were not
usedm.order to commit sexual assaults misunderstandsthe Prosecution's appeal.2693It argues that

2688

Brdanm Appeal Judgement, paras 365, 411; Kvocka et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 83; Blas'kic Appeal Judgemens
J;!a!a,33; Va.rilje:vi6Appeal Judgement,para. 101; Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 228.
26
" Sainuvi6 et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 1061, 1272, 1525,)557-1558; Karadiic Appeal Decision on Third
C:itegory of Joint Criminal Enterprise Foreseeability of 25 June 2009, para. 18. See also .Brdanin Appeal
Judgement, paras 365, 411; Kvoc"kaet al. Appeal Judgement, para. 83; Bla.r'7d6Appeal Judgement, para. 33;
Va.riljevi6Appeal Judgement,para. 101; Tadic Appeal Judgement,para. 228.
•
""" Brdanm Appeal Judgemcnt, paras 365,411; Kvocka etaL Appeal.Judgement, para. 83; Blas"'lcic
Appeal Judgement,
para. 33; Vasiljevic:Appeal Judgement,para. 101; Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 228.
•
"" 1 Karadl,ic Appeal Decision on Third Category of Joint Criminal Enterprise Foreseeability of 25 June 2009, para. .18
(emphasis in original). See tainovic et al. Appeal Judgement,paras 1081, 1538, 1575.
2
""
Dordevi6 Response Brief, paras 42-45. referring to Brt!anin Appeal Judgement, para. 413, Limaj et al. Appeal
Judgement, paras 119-120, Taditf Appeal Judgement,para, 220.
""' Prosecution Reply Brief, para. 20,
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Dordevic wrongly suggests that the Tribunal's jurisprudence requires that a member of a joint
criminal enterprise use a perpetrator in order to commit a third category of joint criminal enterprise
,

cnme.

2694

b. Analysis
911.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that under the third category of joint criminal enterprise, an

accused may incur criminal responsibility for crimes committed by non-members of the joint
criminal enterprise.2695 It has been established that in such circumstances: the accused may be found responsible provided that he participated in the common crimmal
purpose with the requisite intflnt and that, in the circumstances of the case, (i) it was foreseeable
that such a crime might be pe,petrate4 by one or-more of the porscns used by him (or by.any other
member of the JCE) in order to carry out tbe actu, reur of the crimes forming part of the common
purpose; and (ii) the accused willingly took that risk. The Appeals Chamber thus held that
members of a JCE could be held liable for crimes committed by principal petpelrators wb:o were.
not members of the JCE provided thal it had been shown that thecrimes could be imputed to al
least ooe member of the JCE and that this member, wben using a principal perpetrator, acted in
accordancewith thecommonplan.2696
.
.

912.

On this basis, the Appeals Chamber rejects Dordevic's argument that persecutions through

sexual assaults cannot be imputed to him as a natural and foreseeable consequence of the JCE for
lack of showing that one of the JCE members used the direct perpetrators to commit the sexual
assaults in furtherance of the JCE.2697 In the case of crimes carried out by non-members of a joint
criminal ·enterprise, it must be shown that one or more joint criminal enterprise members_(in
furtherance of the joint crimioal enterprise) used the non-member to commit the aches reus of the
crimes forming part of the common purpose.2698 Should the non-members used by one or more
members of the joint criminal enterprise commit crimes outside the common purpose, these crimes
may also be imputed to members of the joint criminal enterprise, provided they were a natural and
foreseeable consequence of the joint criminal enterprise.26':9In such circumstances, the necessary
link has been established and members of the joint crimioa1enterprise may incur liability, pursuant
2700

to the third category of joint crimina1enterprise, for the perpetration of such extended crimes.

2694

Prosecution Reply Brief, paras 20-22.
,.,, Martie Appeal Judgoroont,para. 168; Brda.n.inAppeal Judgement, paras 411,431.
2696 Martie Appeal Judgement, para. 168 (citations omitted). See also Kraji!nik Appeal Judgement, para. 225; Brdanin
Appeal Judgoroent, paras 365,411,413,430.
'Wf1 See Dordevi6 Response Brief, paras 42-45.
''" Brdanin Appeal Judgement, paras 410,_413. See also Martie Appeal Judgoroent, para. 168; Krojisnik Appeal
Judgement, para. 225.
''" Martie Appeal Judgement, para 168; BrdaninAppeal Judgement, para 411.
z,oo Martie Appeal Judgement, para. 168; Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 411.
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913.

In 1he instant case, the Prosecution requests 1he Appeals Chamber to convict Dordevic for

. 1he crime of persecutions through sexual assaults under the 1hird category of joint criminal
enterprise.27.01 It does not allege that 1he seX11alassaults were part of the common plan. Therefore,
the Prosecution is not required to prove that one of the JCE members used the perpetrators in order
to commit persecutions 1hrough sexual assaults. Rather, it must be shown that these crimes were
committed by a person who was used by one of the JCE members to carry out the actus reus of
crimes that were part of the common purpose. Whether 1his reqwrement is fulfilled will be
2702

addressed in the following section.

3. Dordevic;s alleged re&P9nsibilityfor persecutions through sexual assaults under the third
category of joint criminal enterprise
(a) Arguments of the parties
• 914.

The Prosecution submits that Dordevic should be convicted for persecutions through sexual

assaults as sexual assaults were a natural and foreseeable consequence of the JCE, Dordevic was
aware of 1his, and he willingly accepted this risk when he participated in the JCE and furthered its
co=on
915.
co=on

2703

purpose.

Toe Prosecution submits that it was foreseeable that crimes that were not part of the
purpose, including sexual assaults, might be committed in the conte:ii.tof the campaign of

terror and extreme violence by the Serbian forces against the Kosovo Albanian population.

2704

It

'

further argues that it need not be established that sexual crimes were prevalent in order to be a
natural and foreseeable consequence of the co=on
that it is a matter of co=on

2705

purpose.

Further, the Prosecution contends

knowledge and a historical fact that women suffer sexual assaults

during such violent, persecutory campaignst

06

Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 42-56. The Appeals Chamber notes that the Indictmentdoes include persecutions
through sexual assault aroongthe crimes that werepart of the JCE (Indictment,Count 5, paras 21, '2:1,72, 76-77).
2
See infra.,para. 927.
•
Z71l3Sec ProsecutionAppeal Brief, paras 42-55;AppealHearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 178, 184-188,201.
2704 Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 42-43, 45-46; Prosecution Reply Brief, paras 13-15; Appeal Hearing, 13 May
2013, AT. 185, 187-188,201-202.The Prosecution argues that the Tribunal's case law confums the relevaoce of
these factors in assessing the foreseeabilityof crimes (AppealHearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 187, referring to Ktstic
Trilll Judgement,para. 616; KrsticAppealJudgement,para. 149,Kvoc"kaTrial Judgeroent,para. 327,Staldc Appeal
Judgeroent, paras 93, 95; Stan/fie and ZupljarrinTrial Judgeroent, voL 2, paras 525-526, 776). Furthermore, it
submits that the Trial Chamberrelied on these same factors when it made its alternativefinding that murder was a
"'\rural and foreseeable consequenceof the JCE (Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, 1'1.T.
187-188, referring to Trial
Judgement paras 2139, 2141, 2145).
•
.
.
271l5 Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 177.
2706
Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 44.

l71ll
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916. . Regarding whether the sexual assaults were foresei;able to Dordevic, the Prosecution
submits that he was a crucial member of the JCE.2707 It further contends that he was aware of the
massive displacement of civilians, as well as killings and other violent crimes against Kosovo
• Albanians committed during the course of the Serbian forces' campaign as a result of his position of
authority, his direct involvementin ·operationsand presence on the ground, and reports from various
sources.2708 According to the.Prosecution, Dordevic was aware of the commission of such violence
against Kosovo Albanians as early as 1998 and remained well-inf=ed

in 1999.2709 The

Prosecution submits that given these circumstances, Dordevic was aware of the possibility that,
during this persecutory campaign, Kosovo Albanian women might be seimally assaulted.2710 It
contends that be willingly took that risk when, with such awareness,he participated in the JCE.2711
917.

Dordevic responds that the sexual assaults were not foreseeahle to hlm.2712 He contends that

notice of the commission of general crimes in 1998 does not establish foreseeability on his part that.
sexual assaults in particular were a "sufficiently substantial possibility".2713 Dordevic also submits
that there is no evidence that, during the relevant time period, he was informed of the ordering or
occurrence of sexual assaults, which would have made him aware of the possibility that these
crimes would occur.2714
918.

In reply to Dordevic's argument that notice of general crimes was not sufficient to make

him aware of the possible perpetration of sexual assaults, the Prosecution submits that the Appeals •
Chamber has never held that crimes are foreseeable to an accused only ifhe knows of prior, similar

2707

Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 42.
Prosecution Appeal Brief,'paras44, 47-50, 53; AppealHearing. 13 May2013,AT. 185-186.
27
°'
Prosecution Appe·a1Brief,paras 47-53; Appea1Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 186.
2710
Prosecution Appea1Brief, paras 44, 46, 51; ProsecutionReply Brief, paras 13-15; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013,
AT. 185-186. The Prosecutionadds that for sexual assaults to be foreseeableto Dordevic, it is not required that he
bad prior knowledge of the same types acts previouslybeiog commil;led(AppealHearing, 13May 2013, AT. 202).
,m ·Prosecution Appeal Brief. paras 7, 42, 46, 52, 55; Appea1Hearing, 13May 2013, AT. 188.
2712
Dordevic Response Brief, paras 36, 46-52, 54; Appeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 196, 198; He argues that the
cases referenced by the Prosecutionto support a finding of foreseeability mast be distinguishedfrom the current
case since they are camp cases or relaie to the specific situation of Srebrenica (Appeal Hearing, 13May 2013,
AT. ~6-197).
.
"" Dardevic Response Brief, para. 46. See a1soDrn;devicResponse Brief, para. 47. Dordevic further submits that
"general knowledge of the potentia1for crime in war is not sufficient to meet the specific intent test of persecutory
intent" (Dordevic ResponseBrief, para. 46).
2714
.
Dordevic Response Brief, para. 50; Appea1Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 198-199. He argues Iha! "[r]apeis a
possibility in all wars.and, indeed, in peacetimetoo such that isolated incidents of sexua1assalllt do not on thei:r
own establish that repeat rapes are o:substantialpossioility'' (DordevicResponseBrief, para. 50 (citationsomitted);
see a1soAppeal Hearing, 13 May 2013, AT. 196). Dordevic further submitsthat neither of the sexoa1assaults at
issue were "sanctioned, approved,allowed or even known by superior officers" but rather ''took place in secretive
or highly irregular circumstances",and thus were not foreseeable (Dor(levicResponseBrief, para. 51).
2108
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crimes.2715 The Prosecution further replies that the elements of the third category of joint criminal
enterprise lire satisfied as the sexual assaults were perpetrated by m=bers of the Serbian forces
2716

who were controlled and used by the JCE members in the implementation of the'common plan.
(b) Analysis _
919.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the third category of joint criminal enterprise entails

responsibility for- crimes committed beyond the common purpose but which are nevertheless a
2717

-natural and foreseeable consequence of that common purpose.

The Appeals Chamber further

recalls that where the alleged foreseeable crime is a •specific intent crime such as persecutions, it
718

must be established that it was foreseeable to the accused that the crime might be committed,2
79

though it need not be shown that the accused possessed specific intent z i
920.

In order to assess the foreseeability of sexual assaults, the Appeals Chamber, will first

consider the overall context in which these acts occurred. It will then address the evidence relevant
to the determination of whether it was foreseeable to Dordevic, in particular, that sexual assaults
were a possible consequence of the implementation of the JCE.
921.

I!.

The Trial Chamber found that a common plan existed among the leadership of the FRY and

Serbia aimed at modifying the ethnic balance in Kosovo.2720 It further found that: "[a] core element
of the common plan was the creation of an atmosphere of violence and fear or terror among theKosovo Albanian population such that they would be driven, by their fear, to leave [ ... ]
Kosovo." 2721 Typically, Serbian forces shelled the area of a village and/or fired at houses causing
the population to flee and then entered the village on foot, setting houses ori fire, -damaging
•

'

.

property, looting, killing residents, forcibly expelling people from their homes, and threatening and
physically harassing the population.2722 In some cases, in addition to killing large numbers of men
and boys, women were also targeted and killed with the intent to instil fear among the Kosovo

' 71'

Prosecution Reply Brief, para. 16; Appea] Hemng, 13 May 2013, AT. 185, referring to Krstic Trial Judgement,
paras 616-617, Krstic Appe'1 Judgement, para. 149, Kvocka Trial Judgement, para. 327; Kvoc7caAppea]
Judgement, para. 86. See a]so ProsecutionReply Brief, paras 17-18.
2716 Prosecution Reply Brief, paras 21, 23.
2717 Kvocka et aL Appea] Judgement,para. 83; Tadic Appeal Judgement,para, 204.
2718 Sainavic et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 1456; Karadiic Appeal Decision on Third Category of Joint Criminal
Entorprisc Foreseeability of 25 June 2009, para, 18. See also Brdanin Appea] Decision of 19 March 2004,
~aras 5-6.
, _
2719 Sainovic et aL Appe'1 Judgement,para. 1456; Brdanin Appeal Decision of 19 March 2004, paras 5-6. See also
supra, Section ill. E.
•
2"" Tria] Judgement, par,. 2007, 2126-2130.
_
Wt Tri,! Judgement, para. 2143. See also Trial Judgement,paras 20rr/, 2035, 2152.
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Albanian population and to force them to leave.2723 Forced from their homes and fearing for their
lives and welfare, massive columns or convoys of displaced Kosovo Albanians left their towns and
villages and headed to Albania or FYR0M, often directed and escortedby Serbian forces, who
continued to intimidate and abuse them.2724 In thes_ecircumstances, the Appeals Chamber considers
that Kosovo Albanians were left highly vulnerable, lacking protection, and exposed to abuse and
mistreatment by members of the Serbian forces.
922.

The Appeals Chamber notes that, Kosovo Albanian men were frequently separated from the

women and children.2725 On several occasio_Ill!,
after being separated, the men were then killed by
Serbian forces. 2726 In some instanaes, women and children were detained by Serbian forces
2727

separately from the men. prior· to their forced displacement.

The Appeals Chamber considers

that, separated from their male relatives, Kosovo Albanian women were r~dered especially
vulnerable to being targeted and_subjected to violence by Serbian forces on the basis of their
ethnicity, including violence of a sexual nature as one of the most degrading and humiliating
forms.2728 Defenceless Kosovo Albanian civilians were confronted ·with Serbian forces, who knew

.

.

that they could act with near impunity. The Appeals Chamber has no doubt that in such an
environment, sexual assaults were a natural and foreseeable consequence.
923.

To be held liable for persecutions through sexual assaults pursuant to the third category of

joint criminal enterprise, the sexuai assaults, however, must have been foreseeable to Dordevic in
particular.2n 9 Tue Trial Chamber found that, as "one of the most senior MUP.officials, he had
detailed knowledge of events on the ground and played a key role in coordinating the work of the

See Trial Judgement, paras 1617-1624, 1626-1674, 1676-1679, 'lIJ27, 2029, See also Trial Judgement,
paras 2133-2137.
.
,
2723 See Trial Judgement,paras 1636, 1652, 2137, 2139-2140.See also Trial Judgement,paras 2143-2145.
2724 Trial Judgement, paras 1626, 1633, 1646, 1649, 1652, 1656, 1657, 1659, 1668, 1677,2030-2031.
2725 Trial Judgement, paras 1617, 1619, 1624, 1630, 1634, 1643, 1656, 1669, 1678-1679, 2028. See also Trial
Judgement, paras 2136-2137.
.
•
m• Trial Judgement, paras 1617-1620, 1630, 1643, 1656, 1669, 2028. See also Trial Judgement, paras 2136-2137;
,upra, paras 770, 772. .
2727
See Trial Judgement,paras 1149, 1153.
2.,.,. The Appeals Chamber also p.otesthe evidence of Witness K20 that, when she was taken by the members of the
Seibian farces, she "knew what wasgoing to happen[ ... ] as [she] bad beard that the Serbs were raping the Kosovar
girls and women'' (ExhibitsPl279 (confidential),pp 4-5; Pl280, pp 4-5). It further notes Witness Kl4's evidence
that the man carrying knives -and dressed in camouflagetrousers who took the Kosovo Albanian girl "was known
for doing these kinds of things" (ExhibitPl32S (confidential),p.4); that she beard from others that "they took more
women out'' from the convoy (ExhibitPl32S (confidenlial),p.4); and tba~ when, OP. the evening of her own rape,
Witness K14 told a friend what happenedto her, she confided in Witness Kl4 that•~ same thing had happened to
her.[ ... ] [S]he was rapedby four men and that she was brought back aftor two days" (ExhibitPl325 (confidential),
pp~.
.
.
.
•
2729 See Karadfic Appeal Decision on Third Category of Joint Criminal Enterprise Foreseeability of 25 June 2009,
para. 18; Brdanin Appeal Decision of 19 March 2004, para. 6. See a!J;oErdarun Appeal Judgement, para. 365;
Stakic Appeal Judgement,para. 65; Kvoi!ka et al, Appeal Judgement,para. 86.

2771
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MUP forces in Kosovo in 1998
and 1999".2730 In particular, the Trial. Chamber noted that Dordevic:
'
(i) was a member of the Joint Command aod of the MUP Collegium aod regularly attended
meetings of these bodies as well as MUP Staff meetings; (ii) had direct aod immediate contact with
Lukic, Head of the MUP Staff, and several SUP chiefs in Kosovo; (iii) participated as part of the
Serbian delegation in international negotiations, aod (iv) was present on the ground in Kosovo in
2731

1998 and 1999, including during VJ and MUP operations.
924.

Through his role and involvement in the operations in Kosovo, Dordevic was well informed

not only of the conduct of operations and overall security situation on the ground in Kosovo, but
also of the commission ·of serious crimes, such as looting, torching of houses, excessive use of
force, aod murder (including of women aod children) by Serbian forces during the course of
operations in both 1998 and 1999.2732 Moreover, with the knowledge that some iJnitshad committed
violent crimes. against Kosovo Albanian civilians in 1998 and 1999, and that such crimes had gone
unpunished, Dordevic authorised the redeployment of some of the same units in, 1999 into the
volatile situation.2733
925.

The Trial Chamber found that Dordevic shared the intent of the JCE with the co=on

purpose to change the ethnic balance of Kosovo.2734 It found that as a member of the JCE, he was
fully aware that this common purpose was to be achieved by creating

anatmosphere of terror and

fear to induce the Kosovo Albanians to leave, including by subjecting them to persecutions through
a variety of means.2735 Furthermore, the Trial Chamber found that he. was aware of the massive
· displacement of Kosovo Albanian civilians on the basis that he witnessed thousands of displaced
.

.

persons in 1998 and that he received regular MUP reports, throughout March to June 1999 that
reported on the increasing. numbers of Kosovo Albanians crossing the borders from Kosovo into
Albania or FYROM.2736 He also knew about the humanitarian situation as well as killings and other
violent crimes against Kosovo Albanians through other sources, including the media.
926.

2737

Under these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber finds that it was foreseeable to Dordevic

that crimes of a sexual nature might be committed. The Appeals Chamber recalls that thousands of

2730

Trial Judgement, para. 2154.

•

2731 Trial Judgement, paras 1897-1898, 1900-1903, 1916-1917, 1919, 1925, 1985-1998, 2154, 2158, 2162, 2178.
2731 See Trial Judgement, paras 1900-1907, 1918, 1920-1924, 1957-1958, 1961, 1963. 1981, 1985-1995, 2154-2158.

See also Trial Judgement, paras 2178-2184.
""' Trial Judgement, paras 1258, 2155, 2179-2180, 2185. See also supra, paras 355-357, 360-362.
" 34 See Trial Judgement, para_ 2158. See also Trial Judgement, paras 1999, 2128, 2130, 2154-2157, 2193; supra. '
Chapter XL
,
ms Trial Judgement, paras 2127-2128, 2130, 2135-2137, 2143, 2151-2152,2158.
2730 Trial Judgemen~ paras 1903, 1990, 2178, 2182. Seeisupra. paras 247-252, 489-492.
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Kosovo Albanian civilians were being forcibly displaced and mistreated on a massive scale by
Serbian forces who could act with near impunity, and that women were frequently separated from
the men

and thereby rendered especially .vulnerable. The Appeals Chamber, Judge

Tuzmukhamedov dissenting, finds that in such environment, the possibility that sexual assaults
might be committed was sufficiently substantial as to be foreseeable to Dordevic and that he
willingly took the risk when he participated in the JCE. The •Appeals Chamber, Judge
Tuznmkhame.dovdissenting, is further satisfied that, in light of his knowledge of the persecutory
natur_eof the campaign, it was also foreseeable to Dordevic that such sexual assaults might be
carried out with discriminatoryintent.
927.

The Appeals Chamber has found that the Trial Chamber did not err in concluding that

Serbian forces were used by members of the JCE to implement the actus reus of crimes that were
within the common purpose of the JCE.2738 These same Serbian forces sexually assaulted Witness
2739

K20, the other two young women in Beleg, and Wi~ess K14.

With regard to the girl in the

convoy, the Appeals Chamber notes that the identity of one the perpetrators, i.e. the mancarrying
740

knives and dressed in green camouflage trousers, is .unclear.2

However, his ide~tity is less

relevant since it has been found that the other man who sexually assaulted her was a policeman and
•
thus a member
of the Serbian forces.2741 Therefore, the Appeals Chamber.Judge Tuzmukharnedov

dissenting, is satisfied that the required·link between the crimes and Dordevic as a member of the
JCE has been established. Under these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber finds that thesy crimes
can be imputed to Dordevic.
928.

Finally, in light of ijie above finding, the Appeals Chamber recall.~ that, contrary to

• Dordevic' s contention,2742 the Appeals Chamber may enter new convictions at the appellate stage.
Article 25(2) of the Statute provides that the Appeals Chamber "may affirm, reverse or revise the
decisions taken by •th~ Trial Chambers". Moreover, the Appeals Chamb.er has exercised its

"' 7
273
'

Trial Judgement,paras 1996-1998,2183. See supra, paras 497-501.
See supra, para. 171.
•
2739 See supra, paras 866-869;Trial Judgement,paras 1150-1151,1791, 1793.
2740 The man was identified as "carrying knives and [... ] dressed in a black sleeveless shirt and green camouflage
trousers. He had a shaved head tied with a scarf and three earrings in one ear." (Trial Judgement, para. 832).
Elsewhere the Trial Cham.betfound that "[t]here were also other men among the Serbian forces [standing along the
road to Prutina/Prishllllewhere the convoy passed], who were dressed in green trousers, had bandannas on tl)eir
shaved heads and wore knives. Evidence considered elsewhere in this Judgemen~ indicates that such dress is
conELstentwith some Serbianparamilitaryunits, bµt the evidenceis not sufficient to enable a positive finding about
the identify of these troops" (TrialJudgement,para. 824).
2741
See supra, para. 859. See also Trial Judgement,paras 832. 1792.
2742
E>ordevicReponseBrief, para. 4.
•
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2743

discretionary authority to enter new convictions on several occasions

and Dordevic has not

2744

offered any cogent reasons to depart from this practice.

E. Conclusion
929.

Toe Appeals Chamberhas found that: (i) the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the sexual

assaults of the Kosovo Albanian girl in a convoy and two young Kosovo Albanian women in Beleg
were not 'established;2745 (ii) the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the· sexual assaults of
2746

Witness K20 and Witoess Kl4 were not carried out with discriminatory intent;

(iii) the sexual
'
assaults of Witness K20, the other two women in Beleg, Witness Kl 4, and the girl in a convoy were

in fact carried out with such intent and amount to persecutions as a crime against humanity,

2747

and

(iv) these acts were fore_seeableto Dordevic and that he willingly took this risk when he participated
in the JCE.2748 In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Tu=ukhamedov dissenting,
finds that Dordevic is responsible for persecutions through sexual assaults as a crime against
humanity pursuant to the third category of joint criminal enterprise and enters a conviction thereon.
Therefore, the Appeals Chamber grants the Prosec°'tion's first ground of appeal in full. The impact
of this finding, as well as. the r~roaindei:of the Prosecution's first ground of appeal, will be
2749

addressed separately in Chapter:XX.

27"

See e.g. Mrksic and SljivancaninAppeal Judgement,para. 103, p. 169; Kmojelac Appeal Judgement, paras 172,
180, 188, W7, 247, p. 114; Setoko Appem Judgement,para, 262, 301; Gacumbit,i AppealJudgemy11.t,
paras 124,
207.
l?# Dordevic submits that bis right to appeal bis convictionwould be violated if tho Appeals Charober were to enter
new convictions against him,referring in support to the Dissentiog Opinion of Judge Pocar to the !iljivancanin
Review Judgement (DardevicResponseBrief, para. 4). Dordevic does not raise any argumentsthat have not been
considered before (see e.g. Mrk,ic and !iljivancaninAppeal Judgement (compare majority opinion, para. 103,
p. 169, witi) Partially DissentingOpinion of Judge Pocar, para. 2); Setako Appeal Judgement (compare majority
opinion, para. 262, p. 85 with PartiallyDissentiog Opinion of Judge Pocar, para. 2). Tl)e Appeals Chamber further
recalls that dissenting opinionsare not binding upon it (see .rupra,para. 841).
•
. " 4' See ,upra, paras 859, 869.
7746 See supra, paras 877-878,892, 895.
,,., See supra, paras 892-893,895, 897, 901.
"'" See supra, paras 926-927.
"" See i,ifra, Chapter XX.
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XX. SENTENCING
A. Introduction

930.

The Trial Chamber sentenced Bordevic to a single sentence_of 27 years imprisonment for

his convictions foi:deportation (Count 1), other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) (Count 2), murder
(Count 3), and persecutions (through deportation, forcible transfer, murder, and destruction of
religious or culturally significantproperty) on racial grounds (Count 5), as crimes against humanity;
and murder (Count 4), as a violation of the laws or customs of war.

2750

Both Bordevi6' and the

Prosecution appeal Bordevic's sentence.2751 The Appeals Chamber will set out the applicable law,
before addressing Bordevic' s and the Prosecution's grounds of appeal. The Appeals Chamber
recalls that it has overturned a number of the Trial Chamber's findings and entered a finding of guilt
752

with respect to the crime of persecutions through sexual assault2

and will accordingly assess the

impact on Dordevic' s sentence.
_B. Applicable law and standard of review

931.

Pursuant to Article _·24of the Statute and Rule 101 of the Rules, in determining the

appropriate sentence a trial chamber must consider: the gravity of the offence; the. individual
circumstances of the convicted person; the general practice regarding sentencing in the courts of the
2753

former Yugoslavia;-aggravatingfactors; and any mitigating circumstances.

Due to its obligation

to individualise penalties to fit the circumstancesof the accused and the gravity of the crime, a trial
2754

chamber is vested with broad discretion in determining an appropriate ~entence.
932.

An appeal against sentencing is reviewed stricto sensu;it is corrective in nature and is not a

trial de novo.2155 The· Appeals Chamber will not revise a sentence unless the trial chamber

paras

"'' Trul Judgemen~
2230-2231.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 407-426; Dordevic Reply Brief, paras 137-143; Prosecutioo 'Appe,,1 Brief,
paras 57-96; ProsocutioriReply Brief, paras 25-33.
2752
See supra, paras 542, 695, 834, 877-!!78,901.
"'' Article 24 of the Statute;Rule lOl(B) of the Rules.
.
21" See D. Milofo1ic Appeal Judgement, para. 297; Kalimanzira Appeal Judgement, para. 224; Bi/cindi Appeal
Judgement, para. 141; Ncha,,uhigo Appeal Judgement, -para. 384; Mrksicf and S/jivancanin Appeal Judgement,
para. 352; Karera Appeal Judgement, para. 385; Strugar Appeal Judgement, para, 336; Hadiihasanovic and_
Kubura Appeal Judgement,para. 302; Blagojevic and Jo/de Appeal Judgement, paras 137, 321; Nahirnana et al.
Appeal Judgement,para. 1037; Simba AppealJudgement,para. 306; Ntagerura et al AppealJudgement, pan. 429;
Semtmr.a Appeal Judgement, para. -312;Blas1dcAppeal Judgement,paric 680. See also Harodinaj et al. Appeal
Judgemen~ para. 321, citing KrajisnilcAppeal Judgement,para. 734; M. Jokic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal,
para. 8.
•
21" Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgement,para. 321, referring toKrajimik Appeal Judgement, para. 734.

_ 2751
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756

committed a "discernible error" in exercising its dis=tion or failed to follow the applicable law.2

It is for the party challenging,the sentence to prove that the trial chamber made a discernible
error.Z757 In doing so,~ appellant must show that the trial chamber: gave weight to extraneous or
irrelevant considerations; failed to give sufficient weight to relevant considerations; made a clear
error as to the facts upon which it exercised its discretion; or, its decision was so unreasonable or
plainly unjust that the Appeals Chamber can infer that the Trial Chamber did not properly exercise
2758

its discretion.

C. Dordevic's nineteenth ground of appeal: alleged errors in relation to sentencing

933.

Dordevic raises four arguments.2759 He submits that the Trial Chamber erroneously:

(i) considered his position of authority as an aggravating factor; (ii) ignored several mitigating

circumstances; (iii) assessed his role in relation to those accused in Milutinovicet al.; and (iv) failed,
2760

to consider the sentencing practices of the FRY.

Toe Appeals Chamber will address each

argument in turn.
, 1. Alleged errors in considering Dordevic's position of authority as an aggravating factor

(a) Arguments of the parties
934.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law by "double-counting" his role and

position as Chief of the RJB.2761 He argues that the Trial Chamber erred by considering his role and
position as an aggravating factor while using the same findings: (i) to serve as the basis for his
2762

conviction; and (ii) in its assessment of the gravity of the crimes.

He contends that a

circumstance which has been considered as an element of an offence or in assessing the gravity of
the crimes cannot also be regarded as an aggravating factor.

2763

He further submits that his high

rank or position alone does not justify an increased sentence and argues that only where an abuse of
position is demonstrated can _there ''be a 7(3) aggravation based on position or role in the

,,.., Haradirwj et aL Appeal Judgemens para. 321, citing Krajiinik Appeal Judgemons para. 734,
Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgemen, para. 321, referring to Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, para. 734.
"'" Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgemen, pa:r116
321-322;D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 297.
"'' Dordevic Appeal Brief, par116407-426.
2760
Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, p,rras 407,-426.
2761 Dordevic Appeal Brief, par116407-408: Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 139. See Dorclevic Appeal Brief,
para. 409-411.
•
27& Dordevic Appeal Brief, par116
407-411. See also DorclevicReply Brief, paras 137-139.
2763 Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 408, referring to Galic Appeal Judgemens para. 408, Knrdirf and Cerkez Appeal
Judgement, para. 1089, Deronjic Judgement on Senlencing Appeal, para, 206, L,,ki,e and Lu1cuf Trial Jndgemen,
para. 1050, Milutinuvir! et al. Trial Judgement, vol. 3, para. 1149. See also Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 139,
referring to Trial Judgemens para. 2210.
•

2757
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commission of a 7(1) mode of liability".2764 Dorde,.,i.casserts that the Trial Chamber did not assess
whether Dordevic abused bis position.2765
935.

The Prosecution responds tl,at the Trial Chamber correctly assessed Dordevic's position of

authority only as an aggravating factor and "did not 'double count' this factorby using it as a basis
for both his conviction and the assessment of the gravity of the crimes".2766 It contends that the
Trial Chamber entered a conviction Only under Article 7(1) of the Statute and did not therefore
"double count'' his role as the basis for his conviction.2767 The Prosecution further responds that the
Trial Chamber's reference to Dordevic' s ''leading and grave role" in its assessment of the gravity of
the crimes relates to bis "actions and contributions to the JCE, and not to bis superior position". 2768
The Prosecution also submits that Dordevic misrepresents the Tribunal's case law on abuse of
authority. 2769
(b) Analysis
936.

The Appeals Chamber recalls at the outset that double-counting for sentencing purposes is

imperrnissible.2770 In that regard, a, factor considered by a trial chamber as an element of a crime
cannot also be consider~ as anaggravating circumstance.2771 Similarly, a factor taken into account
by a trial chamber in its assessment "of the gravity of the crime cannot additionally be taken into
• g crrcw.rn,=e,
• ,._,.."~"
, versa,,.2112
account as a separate aggravatin
an d vzce

Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 408,410,411. Dordevic aigues that "[o]n the contrary, it was only by virtue ofhis
position that oowas found to have met the actus reu., of JCE participation al all." (J)ordevic Appeal Brief,
para. 410). The Appeals Chamber bas already deaJt with this argument under Dordevic's ninth ground of appeal
(see supra, paras 225-230, 235-239, 242-243, 257-2.65, 275-277, 315-324, 355-362, 366-370, 372.433, 454-456).
See also Dordevic Reply Brief, peras 137-138.
2765
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 411.
2766
ProsecutionResponseBrief,paras391-393, 397.
7
Prosecution Response Brief, paras 391-392.
,
6
" ' Prosecution Response Brief, para. 396, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 2195, 222.0,2214 (citations omitted).
2769
Prosecution Response Brief, para, 395. It contends that a trial chamber may consider an accused's superior position
an aggravating factor "[w]here both article 7(1) and 7(3) responsibility are alleged under the saroe count, end the
legal requirements of both forms are met'' but will enter a· conviction based on Article 7(1) alone (ProseC11tion
Response Brief, para. 395, referring to BlaJkicAppeal Judgement, para. 91, Kordic and Cerkei Appeal Judgement,
para. 34, D. MilosevicAppeal Judgement,para. 302, fn. 873).
mo Limaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 143; Deronji6 Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, para.. 107; D. Milosevic
Appeal Judg"'!lent, paras 306, 309. •
.
2771
Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 408; Kordicand C4rkezAppeal Judgement, para. 1089; Blalki6 Appeal Judgement,
para. 693.
.
zm p, Milosevic Appeal Judgement, paras 306, 309, citing M. Nikolic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal. para. 58;
Deronjit Judgement on Sentencing Appeal. para, 107; li.maj et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 143.
2764

"'°

as

I
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937.

The Appeals Chamberfirst notes that Dordevic was convicted for bis participation in the

JCE pursuant to Article 7(1) of1he Statute.2773 While bis role andposition were relevant to the Trial
Chamber's assessment of bis conduct and its conclusion that he· contributed significantly to the
JCE,2774 the Appeals Chamberrecalls that the role and position of an accused is not an element
2775

required to establish criminal liability for participation in a joint criminal enterprise.

It was

therefore within the discretion of the Trial Ch.amb_erto consider bis· role and position as an
aggravatingfactor.
938.

In relation to the assessment of the gravity of the offences, the Trial Chamber considered

that Dordevic' s "actions and conduct" as a member of the JCE.2776 In assessing the gravity of the
offences, the Trial Chambernoted that Dordevic's actions, "were in support of, and·vital.to,· the
common enterprise"_zmThe Trial Chamber.ultimately concludedthat it was bis "leading and grave
rol<'in the JCE" which "warrant(ed}punishment".2778 The AppealsChambertherefore finds that the
Trial Chamber considered Dordevic's leading role and bis coniribution to the JCE as a factor
2779

relevant to the assessmentof the gravity of the offence.
939.

The Appeals Chamber will now address Dordevic's argument that the Trial Chamber
2780

erroneously relied on his position without assessing whether he· abused such authority.

In

entering a conviction againstDordevic for bis participationin the JCE, the Trial Chamber correctly
articulated ):hat "[w]here both Article 7(1) and Article 7(3) are alleged under the same collllt, and
where the legal requirementsare met, a trial chamber should enter a conviction on the basis of
Article 7(1) only, and consider the accused's superior position as an aggravating factor in

2773

Trial Judgement, paras 2164, 2193-2194, Although the Trial Chamber also found Dordevic lial,le pursuant to
Arlicle 7(3) of the Statute, it correctly entered a conviction on the baru of Arlicle 7(1) (Trial Judgement, para.
2195).
•
2774 Trial Judgement, para. 2158. See Trial Judgement,para. 2154-2157.See also supra, paras 209-461.
2775 The Appeals c;:i,amberrecalls its previous finding that the Trial Chamber correctly set out tbe elements of joint
criminal enterprise (supra, para. 468. referring to Trial Judgement, paras 1864-1865, citing Tadic Appeal
Judgem.,nt, paras 202-204,220,227-228). See Galic Appeal Judgement,para. 408.
m•_ Trial Judgement, para. 2210. The Trial Chamber considered that Dordevic "had a direct and leading role in efforts
to conceal the crimes for which the joint crimioal eute,prise was responsible, aod be failed to fulfill "bis
responsibility to· ensure that crimes committed by MUP forces in furtheranceof the joint crimiruiJ
enterprise were
reported BI1dinvestigated"(frial Judgement, para. 2211).
2
m Trial Judgement, para. 2210.
2771 Trial Judgement, para. 2214. See also Trial Judgement,paras, 2211, 2213.
2779 Trial Judgement, para. 2210. The Trial Chamber considered that Dordevic ''had a direct and leading role in efforts
to conceal the crimes for which the joint crinrinal enterprise was responsible, and he failed to fulfil bis
responsibility to ensure that crimes committedby MUP forces in furtherance of the joint criminal enterwise were
n,ported and investigated"(TrialJudgement, para, 2211).
2"' See Dordevic Appeal Brief,para. 410; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 138.
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sentencing."2781 The Trial Chamber considered as an aggravating factor, inter alia, "the role of
[Dordevic] who, as Chief of the RIB, was in a position of co=and

and effective control of the
2782

MUP forces, except the RDB, who were among the act:Iw.perpetrators".

fu the Sentencing

section of the Trial Judgement, however, the Trial Chamber failed to articulate that the case law
establishes that it is not the superior position in itself which constitutes an aggravating factor, but
2783

rather the abuse of such position which may be considered as an aggravating factor.
940.

fu failing to carry out the assessment on whether or not Dordevic abused bis position of
2784

authority, the Trial Chamber made a discemable error.

This led the Trial Chamber to consider

extraneous matters in its assessment of the aggravating factors applicable in this particular case.
This error will be addressed by the Appeals Chamber in making a final determination on the •
sentence to be imposed on Dordevic.
2. Alleged failure to consider mitigating factors
(a) Arguments of the parties
941.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in faifulg to properly consider as mitigating

factors: (i) bis behavior at trial and in detention; (ii) bis cooperation with the Prosecution, work
•undertaken in establishing agreedfacts, ·and the assistance provided in his testimony before Serbian
courts; (iii) bis expressions of remorse and sympathy for the victims; (iv) the impact of superior
2785

orders in a situation of duress; and (v) the ''har~h environment"of armed conflict.
942.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber took into account the relevant mitigating
2786

circumstances, and that Dordevic fails to show any error in the Trial Chamber's approach.

It

argues that Dordevic did not advance any specific mitigating factor at trial and raises these matters
2787

for the first time on appeal, which is not the appropriate forum.

Furthermore, the Prosecution

Trial Judgem~t, para. 1891, citing Blak.fi.6Appeal Judgement, pan. 91, Kordi6 and CerkezAppeal Judgement,
para. 34. See Alek.rovskiAppeal Judgement, para. 183; Celebit!iAppeal Judgement, para. 745. See also Trial
Judgement, paras 2192, 2195.
•
•
2182
Trial Judgement, para. 2220.
1783 Trial Judgement, paras 2217-2224; Hadf;i.hasmwvi6
and Kubura Appeal Judgement, para. 320; Stakic Appeal
Judgement,. para. 411; Babic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal; para. 80; -Kamuhanda Appeal Judgement,
para. 347; Aleksovski Appeal-Judgement, para. 183;. Ntaldrutimana and Ntakirutimana Appeal Judgement,
para. 563; Sfmba Appeal Judgement,para. 285; Kayishema andRu.zindanaAppeal Judgement,paras 358-359.
27" Seesllf'ra, paras 931-932.
•
•
. ms DorclevicAppeal Brief, para. 414.
2786
Prosecutlon Response Brief, para. 398.
2787
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 3~9.
2781
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responds that Dordevic fails to demonstrate that the consideration of the mitigating circUIDstances
2788
he proffers would have resulted in the reduction of his sentence.
943.

Dordevic replies that a trial chamber is ·required to take account of mitigating circUIDstances

and that "the jurisprudence shows that this_is done routinely even if the parties have not raised any
or all" of them. 2789
(b) Analysis
944.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that "neither the Statute nor the Rules exhaustively define the
2790
factors" whicn may .be considered in mitigation of a sentence
and that a trial chamber enjoys a
considerable degree of discretion in determining what consti.tutesa mitigating circumstance and the
weight, if any, to be accorded to thatfactor. 2791The Trial Chamber found:
in the Accused's favour, by virtue of the-positionhe held in tbe MUP, [that] the Accusedhad not
previously been convictedof any serious offence and that be had been of good characterprior to
the events that are subjectof theIndictment No other matter is advancedas warrantingmitigation
of this sentence.2.m ·
•

945.

The Appeals Chamber further recalls that Rule 86(C) of the Rules provides that sentencing
submissions shall be addressed during closing argurnents.2793Rule 85(A)(vi) of the Rules provides

that a trial chamber will consider any relevant information that may assist it in determining an
appropriate senten~e;2794however, case law establishes that a trial chamber is not ''under ai:i
2795
obligation to hunt for information that coonsel did not put before it at the appropriate time".
Tri
addition, appeal proceedings are not the appropriate forum to raise such matters for the first
• time.21%

2788

Prosecution ResponseBrief,para. 400.
Dordevi6 Reply Brief, para. 140, referring to D. Milosevit! Trilll Judgement, para. 1003; Haradinaj et aL Trial
Judgement, para. 495; Bo!/kosldand Tarculovski Trul Judgement, para. 601; Milutinovic et al. Trial Judgement,
vol. 3, paras 1178-1179.
2790 Babic Jndgemeol on SenteucingAppeal, para. 43.
2791 Lu/de and Lukic Appeal Judgement,para. 647; Ntabab,ze Appeal Judgement, para. 264; Kvocka et al. Appeal
Judgement, para. 715, refen:mgto CelebiciAppeal Judgement, para. 780.
2702
Trial Judgement, para.2224.
2
"'
Rule 86(C) of the Rules.
2794
Rule 85(A)(vi) of the Rules.
2795 Kupreskit! et al. AppealJudgement,para. 414. See Kvocka et al. AppealJudgement,para. 674.
•
2796 See Kupreildc et al. AppealJudgement,para. 414. See also Kvocka et aL Appeal Judgement,para. 674.

2789

t
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The Appeals Chamber considers that Dordevic has failed to show thatthe Trial Chamber •

946.

committed a discernible error in not considering the five mitigating circumstances, which he
.advanced for the first time on appeal? 797
3. Alleged error in assessing Dordevic' s role in comparison to those sentenced in
the Milutinavicet al. case
(a) Arguments of the parties
947.

Dordevic submits that his sentence of 27 years is "capricious and excessive" when

compared to those sentenced for 22 years in Milutinavic et al. case for participating in the same

JCE.2798 He argues that the Trial Chamber failed to reason why it found his role more significant in
comparison to the participants of the same JCE warranting a more severe sentence.2799 Dordevic
contends that the Trial,Chamber failed to provide a reasoned opinion as to how it concluded that his
role was ''more significant" than the accused in the Milutinavic et aL case, and argues that the .
2800

evidence demonstrates that he had a much less significant role.
\

948.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber correctly took into consideration the

sentences imposed by the Trial Chamber in Milutinavicet aL, and that Dordevic fails to show that it
was unreasonable in imposing upon him a higher sentence in comparison,2801 It contends that
._similarcases do not serve as a legally binding pattern of .sentences,but rather can be of assistance in
sentencing if they involve the commission of the same offences in substantially similar
circumstances. 2802 The Prosecution argues that Dordevic' s role was not peripheral,compared to that
of ttie accused in Milutinavicet a/;2803 rather, his contribution was crucial for the achievement of the
JCE. 2804 According to the Prosecution, Dordevic fails to· demonstrate how the Trial Chamber
ventured outside its discretionary bounds in imposing a sentence of 27 years.2805

• °' 97 See also supra, paras 941-943.
·
·
·
279
' Dordevic Appeal Brief, pani.s 416-4f 8, refemng to Trial Judgemen~ para. 2227; Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 1422799
. Dordevic Appeal Brief,'pani.s 416, 420. See also Doraevic Reply Brief, para. 141.
28oO Dordevic Appeal Brief, paras 419-420. See also Dordevic Reply Brief, para: 141.
2801
Prosecution Response Brief, pars, 402, 404.
.
21
°"Prosecution Response Brie~ para. 401, ref=:ing to Strugar Appeal Jndgemen~ •para. 348, Martie Appeal
Judgement, para. 330, FurundzijaAppeal Judgemen~ para. 250,
03
"
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 403.
2804 Prosecution Response Brief, para. 403. The Prosecution asserts that Dordevic: (i) •was on the ground mKosovo m
1998 and 1999, playing a direct role
MUP operations; (ii) participated at the highest level
the planning of
MUP operations; (iii) deployed the PJP and the SAJ mKosovo; and (iv) orchestrated the concealment of the crimes
of the JCE by bidmg the bodies of Kosovo Albanian civilians in Serbia (Prosecution Response Brief, ·para. 403).
2605
• Proseculion Response Brief, para. 405.
.
. ,

m

m
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(b) Analysis
949.

Toe Appeals Chamber recalls at the outset that trial chambers may consider sentences
2806

previously imposed by the Tribunal in similar cases.

It was therefore within the discretion of the

Trial Chamber to take into consideration the sen:tencesimposed by the Milutinovic et al. Trial
_.Chamber,in light of the fact that that case concerns similar crimes in substantially similar
circumstances. Sentences imposed in previous cases, however, are not binding on subsequent trial
2807

chambers, as each sentence must be tailored to fit the individual ~ircumstances of a case.

Further, the disparity between sentences rendered in similar cases may be considered "capricious or
excessive", hence warranting the intervention of the Appeals Chamber, only "if it is out of
reasonable proportion with a line of sentences passed in similar. circumstances for the same

offences".2808
950.

The Trial Chambercarefully consideredthe sentences of the five accused in the Milutinovic

et al. case and noted that they were convicted for. "their differing roles in essentially the same

off~nces" as Dordevic.2809 It also considered that no other member of the JCE, including those •
previously convicted in Milutinovicet al., made a more crucial contribution to the achievement of
the JCE than Dordevic.2810 The Appeals Chamber further notes that, the Trial Chamber, in the
present case, additionally convicted him for the murder of 14 Kosovo,Albanian women and children
in P~ujevo/Podujeve.2 811 The Trial Chamberfurther fonnd, inter alia, that he had effective control
over the forces committingthe crimes.2812 lt therefore concluded that his role was more significant
and called for a more severe sentence,2113 The Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber's
comparison with the Milutinovicet aL case, assisted it in distinguishing Dordevic role. In light of
. the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that the disparity between the sentences.is not- out· of
reasonable proportion and that the comparisonwith Milutinovicet al. assisted the Trial Chamber in
exercising a uniform sentencingpractice.

""' Mrksic and Sljivani!aninAppeal Judgement, para. 376, refemng to StrugarAppeal Judgemen, para. 348; Limaj et
. al. Appeal Judgemen, para. 135; DraganNikolicJudgement on Sentencini ApP,eal.
para. 19, Kvollcaet al. Appeal
Judgement, para. 681; Furundf.ijaAppeal Judgement, para. 250. See also CelebiciAppeal Judgement para 721.
2807 See Mrksic and !ljiwmcanin Appeal Judgement, para. 376, refemng to Strugar Appeal Judgement, para. 348;
Iimaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 135, Blagojevic and Jokic Appeal Judgement, para. 333; Dragan Nikolic
Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, para. 19, Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgemen, para. 681; Furund!J;ija
Appeal
Judgemens para. 250_;Celebii!iAppeal Judgement,paras 719, 721. See ilia Musema Appeal Judgemen, para. 387.
''°' Limaj et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 135 (emp!iasis added); Dragan Nikolic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal,
para. 19; KvollcaAppeal Judgemens para. 681; JelisicAppeal Judgement, para. 96.

°' Trial Judgement, para TJ.27.

28

2810

Trial Judgemens para. TJ.11.See Trial Judgement, para. 2213.
m, Trial Judgement, paras 2188, 22'1:7.See supra,paras 351,362, 371.
"" Trial Judgement, paras TJ.10-2211.
2813
Trial Judgement, para TJ.'l:7.
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951.

In these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber finds that Dordevic has failed to demonstrate

that the Trial Chamber's committed a disC<,mibleerror in excising its discretion.
4. Alleged error in relation to the sentencing practices of the FRY
952.

In determining Dordevic's sentence the Trial Chamber took into account the general

sentencing practices of the FRY, and in particular that the maximum sentence for crimes committed
before 2002 is 20 years imprisonment.m 4
(a) Arguments of the parties
953.

Dordevic submits that the Trial Chamber failed to properly consider the sentencing practices

of the FRY by imposing a sentence exceeding the maximum penalty of 20 years.2815 He further
argues that the Trial Chamber failed to explain why it diverged from the sentencing practices of the
. FRY.2816 Dordev:ic also contends that the Trial Chamber erroneously referred to the wrong statutory
provisions concerning the sentencingpractices of the FRY.2817
954.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber _properly considered the sentencing

practices of the FRY.2818 It further responds that the Trial Chamber was not bound by the
sentencing practice of the law of the FRY.2819 and that trial chambers may impose greater sentences
than those applicable under.that Jaw.'820
(b) Analysis

955.

Article 24(1) of the Statute and Rule lOl(B)(iii) of the Rules provides that a trial chamber is

required to take into account the general practice regarding prison sentences in the courts of the
FRY. A trial chamber is however not bound by the general sentencing practices of the courts of the

2614

Trial Judgement, par"-' 2225-2226, referring to S1:'RYCriminal Code, Article 3 8.
Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 422.
•
"" Dordevic Appeal Brief, para.s423-424.
"" Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 425.
2818
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 406.
:m, Prosecution Response Brief, para. 407.
2820
Prosecution Response Brief, para. 407.
281
'
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FRY .2821 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber expressly considered the sentencing
2822

practices of the FRY,taking into account both statutory provisions and case law .
956:

V,'hen taking into account the sentencing practices of the former Yugoslavia, the Trial

Chamber noted the penalties provided for in the applicable articles of the SFRY Criminal Code and
observed that the maximum penalty could not exceed 15 years unless the crime was considered
823

eligible for the death penalty, in which case the sentence could be. up to 20 years.2

The Trial.

Chamber also expressly took into account that there were "no precise equivalents to the offences"
2824

for which Dordevic was sentenced and considered "a n~ber of offences of a similar character" .

The Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber gave due consideration to the general
sentencing practice of the f=er

Yugoslavia and that it was within its discretion to impose a
825

sentence which exceeds the maximum penalty of 20 years provided in the SFRY Criminal Code.2
957.

Dordevic has failed to identify any discernible error on .the part of the Trial Chamber in its

consideration of the general sentencing practice of the foriner Yugoslavia. Dordevic' s arguments in
this regard are dismissed.
5. Conclusion .
958.

.The Appeals Chamber has found that the Trial Chamber made a discemable error when it

considered Dordevic's position of authority as an aggravating factor, rather than the abuse of such
power.2826 Therefore, the Appeals Chamber grants, in part, Dordevic' s nineteenth ground of appeal.
2827

The impact of this finding, if any, will be considered later in this Judgement.

The Appeals

Chamber dismisses the remainder of Dordevic' s nineteenth ground of appeal.

m, See Boskoski and Tarculovski Appeal Judgement, para. 212; BlaJkit Appeal Judgement, para. 681; Krajiinik
Appeal Judgement. para. 811; M. Jokic Judgement on Sentencing ApP,<>al,
para. 38; Stakic Appeal Judgement,
para. 398; Dragan Nifwlic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, para. 69; Celebi6iAppeal Judgement, para. 813 See
also Bikindi Appeal Judgement,para. 154;Nahimo.no.et al Appeal Judgement, para. 1063.
2"'
See Trial Judgement, para. 2226, fn& 7433-7434. Since the same 20-year maxim= penalty, as suggested by
Dordevic, WRS considered by the Trial Chamber, the Appeals Chamber finds whether the Trial Chamber
errooeolJS!ycited the SFRY Criminal r.ode as opposed to the FRY Criminal Code to be immaterial (see Elordevic
Appeal Brief, para. 425; Trial Judgement,para, 2225-2226).
2823 Trial Judgement, para. 2226.
·•
•
•
2824 Trial Judgement, para. 2226, referring to SFRY Criminal Code, Article,.141-145, 151. Dordevic contends that the
Trial Chamber erred in referring to the ''Republic of Serbia CriminalCode" which ho alleges did not deal with the
. type of crimes alleged in this case (ElordevicAppeal Brief, para. 425).
•
2!125 See Celebici Appeal Judgement, para. 816; Krstic Appeal Judgement, para. 262; BlaJkic Appeal Judgement,
para.. 681; Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 398; Krajisnik Appeal Judgement paras 749-750.
2826 See supra, para.940
•
,.,, See infra, Section XX.E.
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D. Prosecution's second ground of appeal: Dordevic's sentence of 27 vears is manifestly

inadequate
1. Arguments of the 11.arties

959.

The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber erred in the exercise of its discretion by

imposing a sentence that failed to reflect the seriousness of the crimes and Dordevic's role and
degree of participation.2828 It argues that the sentence is manifestly inadequate and requests that a
life sentence be'imposed by the Appeals Chamber upQnDordevic.2829
960.

The Prosecution contends that the crimes committed in the implementation ofthe JCE were

systematic in nature, massive in sc!\1e, and ranged over a broad .geographical and temporal
scope.2830 It further argues that the crimes were particularly heinous because tliey were based on
ethnic intolerance and, moreover, were committed in an "exceptionally cruel'' manner.2831 In
addition to the huodreds of thousands of Kosovo Albanians who were forcibly transferred from
• their homes,2832 the Prosecution highlights the murders of 724 unarmed. men, women, and
children.2833 The Prosecution asserts that the resulting impact of these crimes is grave and, for those
who survived the violence, includes physical, psychological, social, and economic suffering.2834
961. • The Prosecution argues that Dordevic's.crucial high-level government positions gave him
both de jure and de facto powers to coordinate MUPQPerationsin Kosovo and exercise effective
control over the primary.perpetrators of crimes.2835 Furthermore, Dordevic acted in dereliction of
his duties when he orchestrated the secret disinterment, transportation, and re-burial of Kosovo
Albanians in Serbia.2836

"'' Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 59, 96.
2829
ProsecutionAppeal Brief, paras 59, 75, 96-97.
2830
ProsecutionAppeal Brief, paras 57, 60, 62.
.
1
""
Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 64-65: The Prosecution pr0\1des three examples illustrating the particularly
heinous nature of the crimes (ProsecutionAppeal Bricl, paras 68-74).
""' Prosecution Appeal Brief, paras 58, 61.
2833
Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 61, referringto Trial Jndgemen~paras 1715, 1717,1728, 1731.
,.,. ProsecutionAppeal Brief, para. 75.
·
"" Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 83, The. Prosecution cites examples of how Dordevic's used his high-level
government positions as Head of the RIB and an Assistant Minister of the Interior to further the JCE. Dordevic
integrated a notorious psramili!lliygroup, the Scorpions.into the SAJ, and then later bad them removedfrom the
jurisdiction after they mnrdered 14• women and children, therefore protecting the unit from investigation.
Additionally, Dordev'ic was a member of both the MUP Coller;ium and the Joint Command. whereby he met
regularly ~tb other membersto plan the MUP and VJ actions in Kosovo (ProsecutionAppeal Brief, paras 83-86).
2835
Prosec.ntionAppeal Brief, para. 87.. Dordevic played a key role in creating clandestine operations to transport
Kosovo Albanian corpsesto mass gravesiteset the Batajnica SAJ Centre and Petrovo SeloPJP Centre (Prosecntion
Appeal Brief, paras 89, 91).
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The Prosecution notes that the Trial Chamber considered the sentences imposed in the case

%2.

2837

of Milutinovic et aL when determining Dordevic' s sentence.

It asserts that if the Appeals

Chamber were to increase the sentences in that case, it shouid also increase Dordevic's sentence in

I

2838

order to "maintain the.relationship to those sentences".
963.

Dordevic responds that the Prosecution's ground of appeal should be dismissed in its

entirety.2839 He asserts that the request itself is not consonant with the principles. of sentencing in
IHI.2840 and that the Appeals Chamber does not pos_sessthe power to increase a sentence when there
is no right of further appeal.2841 Further, he submits that the Prosecution failed to show any error or
abuse in the Trial Chamber's sentencing discretion.2842 Rather, he states that the Prosecution merely
2843

highlights findings of fact that the Trial Chamber considered when determining the sentence.
964.

Dordevic also contends that the Prosecution's argument to increase the sentence based 1,1.pon

. the seriousness of the crimes does not "appreciate" all the factors the Trial Chamber considered
when determining bis sentence.2844 He further asserts that by requesting a life sentence on appeal,
the Prosecution does n?t bear in mind that the Trial Chamber is required to tailor a sentence based
on the individual circumstances of the accused.2845 Furthermore, the sentence of 27 years reflects a
846

"very serious sentence".2

965.

As to bis alleged role in the JCE, Dordevic insists that the Prosecution made '.'incorrect

assertions'', particularly in reference to: bis.authority to the RJB;his knowledge of the crimes being
committed by the MOP; bis inclusion in the MUP Collegium aod Joint Command; the facts of the
2847

Podujevo incident; and, the facts of the concealment of the bodies.

Dordevic reiterates that he

was found not to have planned or ordered aoy of the crimes, nor was he a direct perpetrator.

2848

He

further maintains that the Trial Chamber found that his primary criminal liability lies in his

"'". Prosecution Appeal Brief, para. 94, referring to Trial Judgement, para. 2227 (stating that :in the Milutirwvic eial.
case, five of the accused were found guilty for their differing roles in some of the same offences for which
flordevic was charged. The Trial Chamber detemtined that Dordevic' s role was more significant than that of the
areused in the Milutinovic et aL case and, therefore, deserved a higher sentence than the sentences imposed :in that
case).
7838 Prosecution Appeal Brief,.para. 94.
'"' flordevic Response Brief;para. 81.
""' Dordevic Response Brief, paras 76, 78.
2841 DordeyiCResponseBrief,para·4.
'"'- f)ordevici Response Brief,para. 60.
2843 flordevic Response Brief, paras 59, 63, citing D. Milafrvic Appeal Judgement,para. 323.
2844 Dordevic Response Brief, para. 69.
•
•
'"' Dordevic Response Brief, para. 69, referring to D. MilosevicAppeal Judgemenl,para. 327.
"" Dordevic Response Brief,paras 68-69.
""' flordevic Response Brief,para. 7,2.
.
""' flordevic Respouse Brief, para. 74 (citations omitted),reforring to Trial Judgement, paras 2167-2168, 2213.
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participation in a joint criminal enterprise with other Serbian leaders and authorityfigures and that
holding a position of authoritydoes not itself require a harsher sentence.2849
966.

Finally, Dordevic challenges the Prosecution's "peremptory call for a raise of sentence

based on a contingent raise of sentence(s)" in the case of Milutinovic e_tal,2850 He submits that any •
• increase in sentence should be made_only at trial, with an available review mechanism, and only
based on facts presented to that trier of fact 2851
967. . The Prosecution replies that the Appeals Chlnnber may increase a sentence without further
appellate review.2852 Moreover, the Prosecution contends that it can use the Trial Chamber's
findings on both the gravity of the crimes and Dordevic's role to demonsirate the manifest
inadequacy of the present sentence.2853 Finally, the Prosecution states that Dordevic fails to rebut its
arguments and refutes Dordevic's challenge of assertim;ismade in the ProsecutionAppeal Brief. 2854
! '

!

I

2. Analysis
968.

At the outset, the Appeals Chamber recalls that a discernible error may be_found with

respect to a irial chamber's determinationof the sentence even where the factual findings of a case
are left undisturbed.2855
_969. The Trial Chamber correctlynoted that the gravity of an offence is a primary consideration
in the determination of a sentence.2856 It further remarked that a trial chamber may consider the
• nature of the crime, the scale and brutality of the crime, the role of the accused, and the overall
impact of the crime upon the victims and their families.2857

'"' Dordevic Response Brief, para. 74. See Donlevic Appeal Brief, paras 407-411.
ElordevicResponse Brief, para. 80, referringto ProsecutionAppeal Brief, pan. 94.
"" f)ordevic Response Brief, para. 80.
•
"'' Prosecution Reply Brief, para. 1, referrillg to Article 25 of the Stature. The Prosecution also provides examples of
cases where the Appeals Chamber-has increased senlences: Galic Appeal Judgement, p. 185 (disposition);
Krrwje!ac Appeal Judgement,para. 264;Aleksavski Appeal Judgement,para. 186, p. 80 (disposition)(Prosecution
Reply Brief, para. 1).
'"' Proseqution Reply Brief, para. 26; -referring to D. Miloie:vicfAppeal Judgement, para. 297, Galic Appeal
Judgement, para. 455.
.
"" Prosecution Reply Brief, par'!' 28-29. See also ProsecutionReply Brief, paras 31-32.
"'' See Galic Appeal Judgemen~ para. 455 (stating that "[a]lthough the Trial Chamber did not err in its factual
findillgs and correctly noted the principles goveo:iingsentencing,it committed an error in finding that the senrence
imposed adequatelyreflects the level of gravity of the crimes committedby Galic and bis degree of participation''),
6
'"
Trial Judgement, para. 2207, referringto M. NilwlicfJudgement on Sentencing Appeal,para. 11; AlelcsuvskiAppeal
Judgement, para. 182; Celebici AppealJudgement,para. 731; Kupreikic et aL Appeal Judgement,para. 442; Jelisic
Appeal Judgement, para. 101;Blalkic Appeal Judgement,pa,a 683.
_
"" Trial Judgement, para. 2207, referring to Rajic Sentencing Judgement, paras 83-95. See Aleksovski Appeal
• Judgement, para. 182;Blaskic AppealJudgement,para. 683.

"'°
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!'
970.

The Trial Chamberconsideredthat the c□=on plan of the JCE to alter the ethnic balance

of Kosovo was implementedthrough a "systematiccampaign of terror and violence'' and found that the crimes committed in furtherance of such plan were grave.2858 In doing so it considered the
violent and peremptorymannerin which the Serbian forces attackedthe KosovoAlbanianvillages,
the hardship, deprivation,and harassment suffered by the Kosovo Albanians who were expelled
from their homes, as well as the beatings,ill treatment,and killing of men, women and-children.2859
971.

The Trial Chamber determined the crimes had significant and, at times, irreparable·

consequences·for the victims.2860 It deemedthese to be "absolute"for the hundredsof victims who
lost their lives, while those who survived were left to cope with the loss of loved ones.2861 It
weighed not only the physical violence endured by Kosovo-Albanians,but also the considerable
mental and financial suffering.2862 The Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber duly •
considered the gravity of the crimes committed and therefore finds that the Prosecutionfails to
show that the Trial ehamber erred in its assessmentof the seriousnessof said crimes.
972.

As for Dordevic's role and participationin the commission of the crimes, the Appeals

Chamber recalls that a trial chambermay co_nsidera person's position of authorityin assessingthe
gravity of offence, and the assigned sentence should reflect the perpetrator's degree of
863
responsibility for those crimes committed.2
The Appeals Chambernotes that the Trial Ch'amber

found that besides SlobodanMilosevicand Stoljijkovic,no other member of the JCE "made a more

=•
Trilll Judgement, paras 2210, 2212.
2859

Trial Judgement, para. 2212. The Trial Chamber found that Serbian forces expelled Kosovo Albanians, often by
way of violence. Kosovo Albanians would leave their homes out of sheer fear for their Jives. As a result, many
Kosovo Albanians were displaced within Kosovo, or were forced to cross tbo borders to Albaoia, FYROM or
Montenegro. During this forced migration across tbo borders, Serbian forces subjected Kosovo Albanians to
harassment, beatings, and killings. In consequence of this conduct by Serbian forces, Kosovo Albanians endured
great hardship and deprivation. The Trial Chamber also took into consideration that soi.no724 Kosovo Albanian
residents were murdered and hundreds of thousands were displaced within Kosovo or across the borders. The
typical method of achieving tbose ends was by Serbian forces attacking predominantly Kosovo Albanian
neighborboods, villages, and towns using tanks and otbor heavy weaponry. Then; after the VJ shelled these areas,
MUP forces would enter and drive out the residents from their homes and set fire to houses and other buildings. In
some cases, Serbian forces·would destroy or damage mosques and other culturally significant sites. Additionally,
the Trilll Chamber considered tbll1on multiple occasions, Serbian forces - particularly the PJP and SAJ - would
separate the male residents from the women and children, then abuse themales before eventually killing them. At
times, Serbian forces also killed women and children (Trial Judgement para. 2212).
_''" Trial Judgement, para. 2215. See also Trial Judgerneol;para. 2212.
2861
Trial Judgement, psra. 2215.
"" Trilll Judgement, psra. 2215.
'"' Strugar Appeal Judgement, para. 353; Naletilit and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, paras 609-613, 625-6Z6;
Musema Appeal Judgement, paras 382-383; Krajifnik Appeal Judgement, para. 774; Nahimana et aL Appeal
Judgement, para. 1038; Lima} et aL Appeal Judgement, para. 133; Galic,Appeal JudgeIIlOJ!-t.
para. 409; Stalcic
Appea+Judgement, paras 375, 380; DragcmNilwlicJudgement on Sentencing Appeal, para. 18; Mwryakazi Appeal
Judgement, para, 185.
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crucial contribution to the achievement of its objective" than Dordevic.2864 lt also took into account
Dordevic's command over MUP forces (who were the principal perpetrators of the crimes), bis
leading role in the efforts to conceal the crimes, and his failure to report and investigate crimes
committed by the MUP forces.2865 Thus, the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the Trial Chamber
sufficiently considered Dordevic' s role and degree of participation in the crimes and finds that the
Prosecution fails to show that the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment
973.

The Appeals Chamber also notes that the Trial Chamber correctly took into consideration

the sentences imposed in other cases before this Tribunal, including the MiJutinovicet aL case.2866
• The Appeals Chamber however finM that a change in the sentencing in the Milutinovic et al. case
cannot show an error on the part of the Trial Chamber's ext?1'ciseof its discretion, since each case is
to be examined on its own facts.2867
974.

Asa final point, the Appeals Chamber notes that a sentence of 27 years imprisonment is "a

2868
very
and considers it to be reflective of
. serious sentence", especially.in light of Dordevic' s' age
the grave crimes for which Dordevic is responsible. Additionally, contrary to the Prosecution's

submission,2869 the Appeals Chamber is satisfied that the sentence mirrors the outrage of the
international co=unity

and is sufficient to act as a deterrent for other similarcrimes in the future.

Therefore, the sentence is not manifestly inadequate.
3. Conclusion
975.

Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Prosecution has failed to show that the

.Trial Chamber erred in the exercise of its discretion by imposing a manifestly inadequate sentence.
The Appeals Chamber dismisses the Prosecution's second ground of appeal

2864Trial Judgement, para. 2211. The Trial Chrunber noted thaiDordevic WaBnot the physical perpetrator of the crimes;.
rather, bis liability was based on bis participation in the JCE, the Jimpose of wlrich was to alter the ethnic balaoce
of Kosovo (TrialJudgemeot, para. 2213).
2""' Trial Judgement, paraB 2210, 2211, 2214.
,, .. Trial Judgement, pari 2227.
2
'"' See Mrmyaka,i Appeal Judgement, para. 186.
'"' See Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 782. TheAppeals Chamber observes that Dordevic was 62 years old when
he was sentenced to a term of 27 years'imprisomnent If he serves bis entire term, aod taking into consideration bis
time served, he will be 85 years old upon release (see Elordevi6Response Brief, para. 68).
""' Prosecution Reply Brief, para, 3 !.
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E. Jm:pactof the Appeals Chamber's findings on Dordevic's sentence
976.

The Appeal!i Chamber recalls tha~ by granting the Prosecution's first ground of appeal, it

has found Dordevic responsible for persecutions through the sexual assault of five women as a
crime against humanity (Count 5) pursuant to the third category of joint criminal enterprise.2870
977.

The Appeals Chamber also recalls that, as a consequence of the arguments raised in relation

to Dordevic' s thirteenth and sixteenth grounds of appeal, it has overturned the Trial Chamber's
findings concerning Dordevic's responsibility for committing the crimes of: (i) deportation as a
crime against humanity (Count 1) from Klademica/Klladernice in Srbica/Skenderaj municipality_
between 12 and 15 April 1999, Suva Reka/Suhareketown between 7 and-21 May 1999, Pec/Peje on
27 and 28 March 1999, and Kosovska Mitrovica/Mitroviceon 4 April 1999;2871 (ii) other inhumane
acts (forcible transfer) as a crime against humanity (Count 2) in_relation to Brocna/Buroje and
Tusilje/Tusbile, in Srbica/Skenderajmunicipalitybetween 25 and 26 March and on 29 March 1999,
respectively, and Cuska/Qyushk,in Pec/Peje municipality, on 14 May 1999;2872 (iii) murder as a
violation of the law

orcustoms of war and_a crime against humanity (Counts 3 and 4) of the two

elderly Kosovo Albanian men at Podujevo/Podujeve town in Podujevo/Podujeve municipality on
28 March 1999, and of the nine men in Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel on 25 March 1999;2873
(iv) persecutions as a crime against humanity (Count 5) through: (a) murder b~ed on the killings of
the two elderly men at Podujevo/Podujevetown, in Poduj evo/Podujevemunicipality on 28 March
1999, and the nine men in Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel, in Orahovac/Rahovec municipality on
25 March 1999;2874 (b) depor:tationfrom Pec/Peje on 27 and 28 March 2009, from Kosovska
Mitrovica/Mitrovice on 4 April 2009, from Kladernica /Klladernice, in Srbica/Skenderaj
municipality between 12 and 15 April 1999, and from Suva Reka/Sulw,reketown between 7 and
21 May 1999;-2875 and (c) other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) at Brocna/Buroje and
Tusiljetrusbile, in Srbica/Skenderaj municipality between 25 and 26 and on 29 March 1999,
respectively, and Cuska/Qyushk,in•Pec/Pejemunicipality, on 14 May 1999.2876
978.

As a consequence of Dordevic's arguments raised in his eighteenth ground of appeal, the_

Appeals Chamber has also overturned all the Trial Chamber's findings concerning Dordevic' s

2870

See supra, para.929.
•
See supra, paras 541-542,695-696.
m, Soe supra,paras 695-696.
287
' See supra, paras 695-696.
,.,. See s1<pra,
paras 695-696.
21175
See supra, paras 541-542,695-696.
"'' 6 See supra.paras 695-696.
21171
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responsibility for aiding and abetting the crimes of deportation (Count 1), other inhumane acts
(forcible transfer) (Count 2), murder (Count 3), and persecutions (through deportation, forcible
transfer, murder, and destruction of religious or culturally significant property) (Count 5), as crimes
against humanity; and murder (Count 4), as a violation of the laws or cu~tomsof war.
979.

2877

The Appeals Chamber further recalls that it has found that the Trial Chamber comfnitted a

discernable error when it considered Dordevic' s position of .authority as an ~ggravating factor,
2878

rather than the abuse of such position.
980.

In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that a reduction in Dordevic' s sentence is

appropriate. ·In particular, the Appeals Chamber considers that the convictions entered by the Trial
Chamber.which have now been overturned on appeal, outweigh the new convictions entered by the
Appeals Chamber - not only in terms of number of victims but also by way of Dordevic' s level of
responsibility. 2879 By this, however, the Appeals Chamber by no means intends to suggest that the
crimes for which Dordevic has been convicted on appeal are not grave. Considering the foregoing,
and in the circumstances_of this case, including Dordevic' s age, the Appeals Chamber reduces his
sentence by 9 years and imposes a sentences of 18 years' imprisonment, subject to credit being
given under Rule 10l(C) of the Rules for the period already spent in detention.

2877

See supra,para. 834.
"" See supra,para.,940, 958.
.
"' 9 Toe Appeals Chamber notes in respect of the·new convictionsthat Dorilevichas beeo found criminally responsible
an the basis of the third category ofjoint criminal enterprise.
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XXI. DISPOSffiON
981.

For the foregoing reasons, THEAPPEALSCHAMBER,

PURSUANTTO Article 25 of the Statute and Rules 117 and 118 of the Rules;
NOTINGthe respective written submissions of the parties and the arguments they presented at the
appeal hearing of 13 May 2013; •

SITTINGin open session;
WITHRESPECTTO DORDEVIC'SAPPEAL:
GRANTS Dordevic's Trurteenth Ground of Appeal, and REVERSES his convictions for
deportation (Count 1) and persecutions through deportation (Count 5) with respect to the
displacements of individuals to Montenegro from Pec/Peje on 27 and 28 March 1999, and from
Kosovska Mitrovica/Mitrovice on 4 April 1999;

GRANTS,in part, Dordevic's Sixteenth Ground of Appeal, and REVERSEShis convictions, in so
far as they relate to:
Deportation (Count 1) at Klademica/Kllademice, in Srbica/Skenderaj municipality,
between 12 and 15 April 1999 and Suva Reka/Suhareke town, between 7 and 21 May
1999;
Other inhumane acts (forcible transfer) (Count 2) at Brocna/Buroje and Tusilje/Tushile,
in Srbica/Skenderaj municipality between 25 and 26 March and on 29 March 1999,
respectively and Cuska/Qyusbk,in Pec/Peje municipality, on 14 May 1999;
Murder, as a crime itgainst humanity and as a violation of the laws or customs of war
(Counts 3 and 4), of the two elderly men at Podujevo/Podujeve' town, in
Podujevo/Podujeve municipality, on 28 March 1999 and of nine men at Mala
Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel, in Orahovac/Rahovecmunicipality, on 25 March 1999;
Persecutions (Count 5) committed through:
•

deportation at Klademica/Klladernice, in Srbica/Skenderaj municipality, between
12 and 15 April 1999 and Suva Reka/Suhareke town, between 7 and 21 May 1999;

•

forcible transfer at Brocna/Buroje and Tufilje/Tushile, in Srbica/Skenderaj
379
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municipality between 25 and 26 March and on 29 March 1999, respectively and
Cuska/Qyusbk,in Pec/Peje municipality, on 14 May 1999; and
•

murder of the two elderly men at Podujevo/Podujeve town, in Podujevo/Podujeve
·municipality, oo 28 March 1999 and of nine men at Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel, in
Orahovac/Rahovecmunicipality, on 25 March 1999; and

GRAJ•ffS,in part, Dordevic's Eighteenth Ground of Appeal, REVERSEShis convictions for
Counts 1 to 5 on the basis of aiding and abetting, lllld consequently DECLARES MOOT
Dordevic' s Eleventh Ground of Appeal;

GRANTS,in part, Dordevic' s Nineteenth Ground of Appeal and finds that the Triai Chamber erred
in considering Dordevic' s position of authority as an aggravating factor;

DISMISSES the rerrurinder of Dordevic's appeal, Judge Giiney dissenting with respect to
Dordevic' s Seventeenth Ground of Appeal, in part, and Judge Tuzmuk:hamedovdissenting with
respect to Dordevic's Sub-Ground!! 9(E), (F), and (G), and, in part, Twelfth, Fifteenth, and
Seventeenth Grounds of Appeal;

AFFIRMSall other convictionspursuant to Coµnts 1 to 5;
. WITHRESPECTTO THEPROSECUTION'SAPPEAL:
GRANTS, Judge Giiney and Judge Tuzmukhamedov dissenting in part, the Prosecution's Frrst
Ground of Appeal, and FINDS D<Jrdevicguilty, pursuant to Articles 5 and 7(1) of the Statute, of
the crime of persecutions through sexual assaults as a crime against humanity (Count 5), pursuant to
the third category of joint criminal enterprise, in relation to the sexual assaults of Witness K20 and
the other two young women in Beleg, Wiiness Kl4, and the Kosovo Albanian girl in a convoy, and

REVISESDordevic's_convictioowith respect to Count 5 accordingly;
DISMISSESthe Prosecution's Second Ground of Appeal;
SETS ASIDE the sentence of 27 years of imprisonment and IMPOSESa sentence of 18 years of
imprisonment, subject to credit being given under Rule lOl(C) of the Rules for the period already
spent in detention;

· ORDERS,in accordance with Rules 103(C) and 107 of the Rules, that Dordevic is to remain in the
custody of the Tribunal pending the finalisation of arrangements for his transfer to the State where
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his sentence will be served.
Judge Gfiney appends a Partially Dissenting and Separate Opinion.
Judge Tuzmukhamedov appends a Dissenting Opinion.

· Done in English and French, the English text being authoritative.

Judge Patrick Robinson

Judge Carmel Agius, Presiding

Judge Mehmet Giiney

Judge Khalida Racbid Khan

Judge B

i-

'

Dated this 27th day of January 2014,
At The Hague,
The Netherlands.

[Seal of the Tribunal]
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•XXII. PARTIALLY
DISSENTINGAND SEPARATEOPINIONOF
JUDGEMEHMETGONEY
1.

I respectfully disagree with the following conclusions contained in the Appeal Judgement

(i) upholding the finding that the killing of 281 Kosovo Albanians during the Operation Reka
amounted to murder as a crime against humanity;1 (ii) entering new convictions on appeal regarding
the crime of persecution through sexual assaulis.2 I would also like to file a separate opinion
regarding the Appeals Chamber's conclusions: {i). that the Trial Chamber was not required to
exin:rrinethe individual actions or scrutinize the intent of the other JCE members;3 (ii) the dismissal
ofDordevic's submissions regarding cumulative convictions under Article 5 of the Statute.4

1. The Killing of 281 Kosovo Albanians during Operation Reka

2.

The Trial Chamber found that 281 Kosovo Albanians w= shot and killed by Serbian forces

in Meja:/Mejein Dakovica/Gjakovemunicipality as part of a large coordinated joint MUP and VJ
operation known as. "(?peration Reka" on 27-28 April 1999.5 It based its conclusion ~n the

'

following evidence: (i) that the bodies w= buried in mass graves in BatajDicaSAJ Center;6(ii) that
the victims were wearing civilian clothes at the time of their death;7 that they had been killed by
gunshot wounds. 8 The Majority upholds this finding on the basis that: (i) the Trial Chamber found
that there was no evidence of fighting between Serbian forces and the KLA in the area at the time of
these events in Meja/Meje, "save for a short unplanned fire fight in

tlievillage

of Ranioc on

27 April 1999 between four KLA :fightersand members of a VJ unit"; 9 (ii) there was evidence that a
large number of men in Meja/Meje were forced to join a convoy and many of them were
subsequently shot; 10 (iii) it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber to dismiss Dordevic' s arguments

1

AppealsJudgement, para. 772.
AppealsJudgement, para. 98L
' AppealsJudgement, paras. 138-144.
4
AppealsJudgement, para. 843.
'Trial Judgement,paras. 1738-1739.
6
Trial Judgement,para. 991.
7
Trial Judgement,para. 990.
" Trial Judgement,para. 991.
'Trial Judgement, paras. 980, 1739.The Triel Chamber also c;onsideredDordevic', contention that the actions of the
S~bian forces were wrected against Kosovo AlbOillllll-orisls but found that there wa.sno evidence to suggest that
thosekilled had participated or were participatingin terrorist activities.(Trial Judgemont.para. 1739).
10
Tri.,JJudgement,paras. 958,961, 967-979, 985-995, 1738.
.
.

2
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that .the Serbian forces directed their actions against terrorist activities based on the forensic
11

evidence that the exhumed victims were wearing civilian clotbing.
3.

I respectfully disagree with this conclusion. Al, noted by the Majority, in, the context of

establishing criminal responsibility, the burden to prove that the victims were civilians or hors de

I

12

combat at the time of their deaths lied with the Prosecution. In my view, the circumstances
13

surrounding the death of those individuals remain in the sphere of speculation: In my view, the
circumstantial evidence relied upon to conclude that all 281 victims were civilians or combatants
hors de combat allows for other alternative conclusions, and therefore the one reached by the Trial

Chamber was not the onLyreasonable inference.
4.

Indeed, as convincingly argued by my Colleague Judge Tuzmukhamedov in his dissenting .

opinion, in light of the evidence that (i) the victims exhumed from that mass grave were males who
originated from Dakovica/Gjakova;14 and (ii) that it was acknowledged that the Albanian
paramilitary fighters were hiding within the civilian population, wearing civilian clothes, which was
15
a tactic adopted by the KLA throughout the conflict, I believe that it was reasonably open to a trial
chamber, in its application of the correct legal standard, to conclude that. in absence of other
evidence in this regard, the 281 victims in question buried in the Batajnica mass grave could have
been legitimate military targets at the time· of their death. I would have therefore reversed the
convictions in relation to these victims.

2. New Convictions on Appeal related to the Crime of Persecution through Sexual Assaults

5.

The Trial Chamber acquitted Dordevic of the crime of persecµtion through sexual assaults

as a crime against humanity as charged in the Indictment due to lack of evidence of discriminatory
intent nece;sary as a basis for persecution.16 Toe Appeals Chamber, by majority, gr3fltS the

11

Appeals Judgement, para. 771.
Appeals Judgement, para. 52.2; citing D. Milosevic Appeal Judgemen~ para. 60; Kordic and Cerkez, Appeal
Judgement, para, 48·,refenmg to B/a,"kicAppeal Judgement, para. 111.
.
13 Toe Trial Charnbec relies on (i) the forensic reports of 109 of the 281 exhomed victims concluding that the.vicfuns
died following gunshot wounds; (ii) that 15 victims also exhumed in Batajnica mass grave were killed by Serbian forces
after having been removed from theirhomes aud shot See Trial Jndgement, paras. 955-962, 1735-1737.
"Trial Judgement, para. 990. Exceptfor two victims that were identified as being female.
13Trial Judgement, para. 944..I note in particular that evidence to the effect that 200 KLA combatants were posing as
displaced persons in villages in this area.
16 Trial Judgement, paras. 179.J-1797,2230. Indictment, para. 77 (c).
11

.i
!
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Prosecution ground of appeal 'and reverses the acquittals.17I note that the same approach was
preferred by majority in the corresponding SainovicetaL case.18
6.

I maintain my position taken in the Sainovicet aL case that, considering the charges and the

circumstances of this case, those convictions should not be entered on appeals. Indeed, the Appeals
·Chamber is endowed with the discretion to enter or not new conviction in the ·verdict on appeals,
and I believe that, in the circumstances of this case, those convictions should be noted, but not
entered as new convictions.19 L therefore, respectfully disagree with the majority on this issue.
3. Cumulative Convictions Regarding Article 5
7.

As I have stated sev~ral times in the past, I maintain my position that a conviction for

persecution, a crime against humanity pursuant to Article 5 of the Statute, cannot be cumulative to
another conviction under Article 5 of the Statute, if both convictions are based on the same criminal
conduct.20 However, I also accept that it is now part of the applicable jurisprudence of this Tribunal,
and will not formally dissent from the Appeals Chamber conclusion upholding the Trial Chamber •
entering convictions based on the same acts for the crimes of deportation, other inhuman acts
(forcible transfer), murder and persecutions under Article 5 of the Statute.21
4. Other JCE Members
8.

The Appeals Chamber concluded that "the Trial Chamber was not required to examine the

individual actions or scrutinize the intent of each member of the JCE.',22While l agree that this
principle has been consistently applied by the Tribunal, I believe that, in the circumstances of this
case, the results are regrettable and could have been avoided.
9.

First, I consider the Milutinovicet al. case file to have been very different, and presumably

more complete, regarding some of those "other JCE members", including Lazarevic and Ojdanic,
than the. case file before the Dorde:vicTrial Chamber. One cannot expect Dordevic to have
presented the same defense evidence filed by Lazarevic and Ojdanic in their own trials .. This

17

Appeals Judgement, paras. 929, 981.
Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgemont,para. 600.
,. See Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement,para. 1604.
•
•
2D See Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, Joint Dissenting Opinion of Judge Schomburg and Judge Giiney on
Cumulative Convictions, Stakic Appeal Judgement, Opinion dissidente dn Juge Giiney sur le cumnl de declarations de
culpabilite, Naletilic ll1ldMartinovic Appeal Judgement, Opinion dissidente conjointe des Juges Gilney et Schomburg
sur le cl!lllil! de declw;ationsde cu!pehilite,Nahirruma et al. Appeal Judgement, Partly Dissenting Opmion of Judge
Gilney..
'-' /1,ppealJudgement, para 846.
11
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situation, in my view, led inevitably the two trial chambers to reach different conclusions different
results.

·rnmy view, the fact that the Dordevic Trial Chamber was not obliged to "scrutinize" the

10.

actus reus and mens rea of the other JCE members, can. lead to the following regrettable

consequences: (i) following an asses~mentof the evidence concerning the mens rea and actus reus, _
23

Lazarevic/0jdanic were acquitted for crimes related to the JCE in their own trials;

on the other

hand (ii) the Dordevic Trial Chamber reached a finding "out of reasonable doubt" that Lazarevic
and Ojdanic were members of the JCE, but without having to legally and explicitly assess whether
Lazarevic/0jdanic had the requisite ~ns rea and actus reus;24 (Iii) Dordevic can be held criminally
responsible for the acts perpetrated by Lazarevic/Ojclanicfor which they themselves were found ~ot
guilty after a trial chamber scrutinised their mens rea and actus reus. I therefore agree with the
submissions of Dordevic that this amounts to applying a double standard.
11.

In order to avoid this situation, at least within the jurisdiction of this Tribunal, I believe it

would have been advisable for the Dordevic Trial Chamber to take into account the :findings of the
Milutinovic et al Trial Chamber. In my view, though not bound by the findings of the Milutinovit et
al. Trial Chamber, the Dordevic Trial Chamberwas not precludedfrom consideringthem either. And,

indeed, for obscurereasons,i1,at times,did25 Ibelieve it wouldhavebeenfair torule on this issueprior to the
commencementof the trialand Illllintain
a consistentapproachtowardsthe Miluiinnvicet al TrialJudgement,

so to ensure consistencythroughoutthe Dordevii Trial Judgementand to avoid potential unne,;essary
contradictionswithin the ICIY jurisdiction.However,sincethe ultimatefindingis whetherDordevicactedin

concertwithothers,the itcquittalsof Lazare
vie andOjdanicdo noturulerrninetheTrialChamberconclusion,

_

22

Appeal Judgement,paras. 138.
See Mili,tinovit et al.Trial Judgemens voL 3, paras. 1209, 1211.
24
Tri.alJudgemens para. 2127.
.
25 For instance, see Tri.alIudgemen~para. 2120 where the Trial Chamberspecificallyrefrained from making findings
"about the involvement or knowlodge of General Streten Lukic in the concealementof bodies." It noted that Lukic was
before the Tribuoalregarding the same evenls and his appeal was pending.See also Trial Judgemen~para. 2211 where
the Trial Chamberalso consideredthe Milutinovicet al case Judgementas a whole and opined that "'noother member of
the joint criminal enterprise [other than Dordevic] made • more crucial contribution to the achievement of its
objective."

13
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Done in English and French, the English text being authoritative.

k(g; \run&
Gtiney
Done this 27th day of January2014 at The Hague, The Netherlands.

[Sealof the Tribunal] •
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XXIII. DISSENTINGOPTh'ION
OF JUDGETUZMUKHAMEDOV
A. Introduction
1.

In this Judgement, the Appeals Chamber upholds Dordevic's _convictions,pursuant to ICE I,

for deportation, other inhumane acts (forcible transfer), murder, and persecutions (through
deportation, forcible transfer, murder, and destruction of or damage to property of cultural and
religious significance) as crimes against humanity, as well as murder as a violation of the laws and
customs of war.1 Furthermore, the Majority finds that the Trial Chamber erred in acquitting
Dordevic of persecutions through sexual assaults as crimes against humanity, committedby Serbian
forces against five Kosovo Albanian women, and enters new convictions against him for these
crimes pursuant to JCE Ii:i'.2
.

2.

I respectfully disagree in part with the Majority's reasoning and conclusions regardiog

Dordevic' s contribution to the comm.onplan. Moreover, I consider that certain uoderlying crimes of
murder as crimes against humanity and violations of the laws or customs of war and persecutions
through the destruction of or damage to religious property as crimes against humanity could not

I

have been reasonably attributed to Dordevic. I also cannot agree with the Majority that there is a

i

sufficient basis to hold Dordevic responsible for persecutions though sexual assaults as crimes
against humanity.
B. Dordevic's contribution to the common plan
3.

For the following reasons, I take issue with the Majority's reasoning and conclusions in

relation to the allegations that Dordevic contributed to the common plan, thus incurring criminal
liability pursuant to JCE, through his involvement in the deployment of paramilitary units. to
Kosovo and help in the concealme~tof crimes of Serbian forces.
I.

1. Deployment of panimilitaries
4.

In assessing Dordevic's participation in the common plan, the Trial Chamber found that he

contributed to the deploymentof paramilitary units to Kosovo in 1999.3In this context, the Trial
Chamber observed that, in February 1999, Dordevic "acted to implement a decision to engage

1

See Appeal Judgement, paras 458462, p. 381.
'See Appeal Judgeme.nt,paras 846-929,p. 381.
• 'Tr:W Judgement, para: 2155,
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volunteers and paramilitary units by sending a di.5patchto all SUPs in Serbia requesting them to
establish complete control over volunteer and paramilitary units and their m=bers".

4

It further

considered that Dordevic was personally and directly involved in the incorporation of members of
the Scorpions into the MOP reserve force, their formal attachment to the SAJ, and their deployment
to Podujevo/Podujeve in March 1999, and that Dordevic subsequently authorized the re-deployment
5

of members of the same unit to Kosovo.

5.

6

The Majority dismisses Dordevic' s challenges to these findings in .their entirety. I

respectfully disagree with this decision because in my view the Majority has not paid sufficient
attention to the fact that the question of 13/hetherDordevic made a significant contribution to the
common plan through his involvement in the deployment of paramilitaries to Kosovo should be
resolved in light of the Tribunal's jurisprudence on imputing liability to JCE members for crimes
committed by non-JCE members. In the following, I will first briefly recall this jurisprudence and
explain why it is pertinent to the allegations against Dordevic. I will then specifically address
whether a reasonable trier of fact could have concluded that Dordevic was involved in the

v

deployment of paramilitary units _(otherthan the Scorpions) to Kosovo and that he significantly
contributed to the common plan by deploying and re-deploying the Scorpions.
(a) General observations: contribution to a common plan by deploying non-JCE members
6.

The JCE doctrine demands that the accused make a significant contribution to the crimes for

which he is convicted.7The Trial Chamber made no finding that the paramilitary units operating in
8

Kosovo during the Indictment period were members of.the JCE. In my view, this fact is crucial to
the assessment of whether the Trial Chamber could have reasonably concluded that Dordevic
significantly contributed to the common plan through his involvement in the deployment of
paramilitaries. I submit that for such a conclusion to stand, it 1had to be shown that: (i) paramilitary •
units committed crimes which were attributable to the members of the JCE because the members
"used" these units for the commission of crimes in furtherance of the common plan; and (ii) through
his involvement in deploying the paramilitaries, Dordevic either personally "used" these units to
commit crimes in furtherance of the common plan or contributed to such use in another significant
way'. Unless the first requirement was met, the conduct of paramilitaries in Kosovo at the relevant

4

Trial Judgement, para. 2155,
•
'See Trial Judgement,para. 2155. See also ibid., paraB1934-1943,1953.
'.see Appeal Judgement,paraB351-371.
•
_
•
•
7 See, e.g., Krajiinik Appeal Judgement,para. 215; Brdanin Appeal Judgement,para. 430.
'See Trial Judgement,paras 2126-2128.See"1so ibid., paras 191-216,
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time had no tangible effect on the accomplishmentof the common plan and, for this reason alone,
could not have been relevant to Dordevic's liability pursUlliltto ICE. If the secondrequirement was
not fulfilled, it could not have been reasonable for the Trial Chamber to conclude that Dordevic' s

I

significantly contributed to the common plan through bis involvement in the deployment of

I

paramilitaries to Kosovo.
7.

According to the Tribunal's jurisprudence, crimes committed by non-members of the JCE

may be imputed to all membersof the JCE if at least one of them ''used" the physical perpetrators to
commit the crime in question and in doing so acted in accordance with the COilll?onplan.9 The_

°

existence of this link must be assessed on a case-by-case basis.1 Factors which may be taken into
account in this respect include whether any JCE member closely co-operated with the principal
perpetrators in order to further the co=on

plan or whether the principal perpetrators knew of the

existence of the JCE. 11 The requisitelink can also follow from the fact that a JCE member explicitly
or implicitly requested a:non-JCEmember to commit a crime, or instigated, ordered,encouraged, or
otherwise availed himself of the non-JCE member to commit the crime.12 In my opinion, this
jurisprudence is also relevant to the question under which circumstances an accused. such as
Dordevic, may be considered to have significantly contributed to the common plan through his
involvement in operations of non-JCEmembers.
(b) • Dordevic' s involvement in the deploymentof paramilitary units other than the .Scorpions

8.

Both the Trial Chamber's conclusions on Dordevic's participation in the co=on

plan as

previously set out and the Majority's reasoning in this Judgement create the impression that
Dordevic was involved in the deployment of several paramilitary units to Kosovo during the
Indictment period. 13 The underpinningevidence is Dordevic's dispatch of 18 February 1999, which •

9

See Brdanin Appeal Judgement, paras 413,430. See also Krajifoik Appeal Judgement, paras 225, 235; Martit Appeal
Judgement, paras 171-172.
•
10 Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 413; Krafisnik Appeal Judgement,para. 226.
11
Brdanin Appeal Judgemen~ para. 410.
•
11
Krajiinik Appeal Judgement, para 226. 1 further.note that the authority and control of a JCE member over nonmembora of the JCE has been consideredto be a primary factor in det=ining whether the crimes of non-members
could be attnbnted to .the members of the JCE. See Kraji!nik Appeal Judgement, paras 238-282; Martie Appeal
Judgement, paras 187, 192,195,200,205,210 .
13
.
See TriBIJudgement, paras 2155, 2158; Appeal Judgement,para. 371 (concluding thatthe Trial Chamber reas01lllbly
found that Dordevi6 ''was involved in, and aware of, the deployment of paramili!l!Iyunits to Kosovo, including the
deployment of the Scorpions to Podujevo/Podujevo,in concert with MU!'and RIB forces, and that this formed part of
Iris significantcontribution to the JCE.") (mtemel citations omitted; emphasis added).
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I
called for the need to "establish complete control over volunteer and paramilitary units and their
members".14

9.

I

I!

I note that the Trial Chamber found that various paramilitary groups operated in Kosovo

_during.theIndictment period.15 It observed that such groups were "used" by the VJ and MUP;16 that
the MUP reserve forces "included'' many members of paramilitary groups,17 and that paramilitaries
regularly "served" in Kosovo at the relevant time.18 Specifically wi1hrespect to "Arkan's Tigers",
the Trial Chamber noted that members of this paramilitary unit were attached to and thus
"associated with" the RDB, and that they "played an active part" in joint operations of the MUP and
VJ in Kosovo.19 In relation to the "White Eagles", the Trial Chamber considered that this
paramilitary unit was "associated" with the deputy prime minister of Serbia, Vojislav Seselj, and
that its inembers "participated in coordination" with the MUP in operations in Kosovo in 1999.20
The Trial Chamber also observed that the paramilitary unit "Pauk Spiders" was "absorbed into the
Vf'.21

10.

However, I cannot clearly discern from the re\!Soningin the Trial Judgement whe1her the

paramilitary units in question were actually deployed as a result of Dordevic' s dispatch of
18 February 1999.22 The Trial Judgement further lacks any indication that Dordevic personally cooperated with the paramilitary units during .the Indictment period, issued specific instructions to
them regarding the commission of crimes, or had authority over such groups. Under these
circumstanc~. I consider that the Trial Chamberfailed to adequatelyexplain why it considered that
Dordevic made a significant contribution to the common plan through his involvement in the
deployment of paramilitary units to Kosovo (o~r

than the Scorpions).23 Unfortunately, the

Majority does not address this issue even though Dordevic advances arguments to that effect 24
Instead, the Majority repeats the Trial Chamber's interpretation of Dordevic' s dispatch of

14

See Trial Judgement, paras 195, 926, 1929 (fu. 6616), 2021, 2155; Appeal Judgement, paras 363, 367.
See Trial Judgement, paras 195-216.
10
Trial Judgement, paras 195-196.
17
Trial Judgomont, para. 196.
18
Trial Judgement.,para. 202.
•
"'Soo Trial Judgement, paras 209-210.
20
Soo Trial Judgement, paras 212, 214.
·'-'Trial Judgement, para. 216.
•
•
:22 I note that the Trial Chamber· concluded that Minister Stojiljkovi6 .and Dordevi6 prepared for the inclusion of
. paramilitary units into MUP units in early 1999, and tha1 Dordevic's dispatch of 18 February 1999 "was quite clearly an
instruction to implement tbe Minister's order to 'engage volunteers'". Seo Trial Judgomc;nt,parRB196, 2021. See also
ibid., para. 1929, whore the Trial Chamber found that Dordevic "had knowledge of, and shared in, an intention of the
•MUP to engage paramUltmiesin anti-torroristoperationsprior tq the startof~ war",
"'Soo Trial Judgement.,pm:as2155, 2158.
"Sec Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, para. 234. See also Appeal.Judgement,para. 364.
15
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18 February 1999, refers to evidence on which the Trial Chamber relie_din finding only that
Dordevic was aware that paramilitaries operated in Kosovo in 1998 and 1999, and recalls
conclusions in the Trial Judgement that paramilitary groups worked in concert with MUP units in
Kosovo and that Dordevicdeployed the Scorpions to Podujevo/Podujeve,25
(c) Dordevic's involvement in the deploymentof the Scorpions
11.

As indicated above, the Trial <:bamber concluded that Dorde.vic made a significant

contribution to the common plan by deployingmembers of the Scorpions to Podujevo/Podujeve on
28 March 1999 and re-deploying the Scorpionselsewhere in Kosovo shortly thereafter.26 I recall my
prior observation that the Trial Chamber made no finding that paramilitaries, including the
Scorpions, which operating in Kosovo during the Indictment period were members of the JCE.
Accordingly, it had to be established that the Scorpions or units to which they were attached
committed crimes which were attributable to members of the JCE and that Dordevic either
personally "used" these individuals to commit crimes in furtherance of the co=on

plan or in

another significant way contributedto such use.
12.

The Trial Chamber concluded that the Scorpions killed 14 women and children :in a

courtyard in Podujevo/Podujeve on 28 March 1999 and convicted Dordevic pursuant to JCE I in
relation to this event for murder as a violation of the laws and customs of war and as a crime against
hurnanity.27 It could be argued that this fact, taken together with the Trial Chamber's conclusion
that Dordevic was personally and directly involved in the Scorpions' incorporation into the MUP
reserve force, their formal attachmentto the SAJ, and their deployment to Kosovo,28 implies that, in
the Trial Chamber's view, he ''used" the Scorpions to commit the murders at Podujevo/Podujeve on
28 March 1999 or at least contributedto such use.
13.

However, as Dordevic points out on appeal, there is no evidence that he gave orders to the

Scorpions to commit crimes in Podujevo/Podujeve.29 Rather, the Trial Chamber noted that en route

'-' See Appe~ Judgemep.t,paras 366-367.
.
See Trial Judgement, paras 2155, 2158. In this context, it might be infonnative to recall thlll according to evidence
before the Trial Chamber, 1he SAJ unit which operatedin Podnjevo/Podujeveon 28 March 1999 comprised, among
otherindividualK, former members of 1he Scorpions.See, in particular, Trial Judgement, paras 1238, 1934-1945. The
Trial Chamber further concluded that the Scorpion,; were subsequently re-deployed to Kosovo with Dorclevi.c's
af'l.'.roval.See Trial Judgement,paras 1946-1948.
.
•
• See Trial Judgement, paras 1243sl245, 1247-1252,1750, 1944, 2155, p. 883. See also ibid., para. 1258. I observe
thlll 1he AppealKChamberfinds that 1heTrial Chamber erred in holding Hordevic responsible for the additional killing
of two elderly men by Serbian forces in Podujevo/Podujeve on 28 March 1999 because these incidents were not
W,'perly pleaded in the Indictment. See AppealJudgement,paras 659-661.
See Trial Judgement,para. 2155.
" Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 229; DoroovicReply Brief, paras 69-70.See also Appeal Judgement,para. 353.

26
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to Podujevo/Podujeve these individuals were tasked to "clear up" parts of the town. 30 The Trial
Chamber further accepted that Dorclevic was informed . about the crimes perpetrated at
Podujevo/Podujeve ouly after they were perpetrated.31 While the Majority brushes these issues
aside as irrelevant, 32 I consider them to be important because they call into question whether a
reasonable trier of fact could have concluded that Dorclevic acted in furtherance of the common
plan when he decided to deploy ~ Scorpions to Podujevo/Podujeve.

14.

Regarding the re-deployment of the·unit to which the Scorpions were attached, I note that

the Trial Chamber accepted that: (i) an on-site investigation into the killings at Podujevo/Podujeve
was conducted on 30 March 1999;33 (ii) the unit was initially withdrawn in light of what had
happened at this location;34(iii) Dordevic ordered Zivko Trajkovic, then commander of the SAT,35
to bring the unit back to Belgrade, disarm its members and send them home;36 and (iv) Dordevic .
requested Trajkovic to provide a·reporf on the events at Podujevo/Podujeve, which was submitted
by Trajkovic on J.3May 1999 and forwarded by Dordevic to Mmister Stajiljkovic.37

15.

The Majority declares these facts to be "moot" because Dordevic subsequently authorized
38

the re-deployment of the Scorpions to Kosovo. The Majority also points to findings in the Trial
Judgement that the perpetrators of the crimes in Podujevo/Podujeve were not prosecuted or
convicted.39 The Majority further suggests that the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the redeployment ''further displayed [Dordevic's] contribution to the furtherance of the JCE" was not
affected by the fact that some of the perpetrators of the crimes in Podujevo/Podujeve may have
been removed from the unit before it was re:deployed.40
16.

However, the fact that members of the Scorpions were eventually re-deployed to Kosovo

Jilone does not necessarily show that Dordevic personally ''used" these individuals to co=it
crimes in furtherance of the common plan or contributed to such use in another significant way.
Furthermore, I consider it to be relevant in this context whether Dordevic took bona fide measures
to address what happened in Podujevo/Podujeve on 28 March 1999. Unlike the Majority, I tend to

~ See Trial Judgement, paras 123B, 1938. See also ibid., para. 2144; Appeal Judgement. para. 358.
31

Trial Judgement, paras 1258, 1943.
See Appeal Judgement, para. 358.
•
33
Trial Judgement, paras 1258, 1261, 1959.
"'See Trial Judgement, paras 1943, 1963.
" Trial Judgement, para. 1260. •
"'Trial Judgement, paras 1943, 1945, 1963.
37
Trial Judgement, paras 1260, 1961.
" Appeal Judgement, para. 358.
"Appeal Judgement, para. 359.
0
• Appeal Judgement, para. 360.

•

32
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think that whether the perpetrators of the killings at this location were removed from the unit before
it was re-deployed is relevant to the question ·of whether a reasonable trier of fact could have
concluded that Dordevic acted in furtherance of the common plan when arranging for the redeployment.41 Accordingly, it should have been directly addressedin this Judgementwhether it was
reasonable for the Trial Chamber to reject evidence suggesting that all perpetrators of the crinles
committed at Podujevo/Podujeveon 28 :March1999 were removed from the unit in questionbefore
it was re-deployed.42 Moreover, since I cannot discern from the Trial Judgement that Dordevic had.
any influence on judicial proceedings at the relevant time, I am not convinced that he could have
reasonablybeen faulted for a lack of prosecutions in relation.to the events at Podujevo/Podujeve.43
(d) Conclusion
17.

In light of the above, 1 cannot subscribe to the Majority's decision to dismiss Dordevic' s

submission that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that he made a significant contribution to the
common plan through bis involvementin the deploymentof paramilitary units to Kosovo.44
2. .TheRacak/Racakincident
18.

In assessing Dordevic's participation in the co=on

plan, the Trial Chamber observed that

he played "a leading role in the efforts of the MUPto limit any independent investigation of the
killings of not less than

45

men in Racak/Ra9ak in January 1999".45 The Majority dismisses

Dordevic's challenges to this finding.46 For the following reasons, I am unable to agree with this
decision.
19. .

The Trial Chamber observed that the operation in Racak/Ra9ak started at 0600 or 0700

hours on 15 January 1999 with the VJ firing into the village.47 Subsequently, white the VJ

41

Contra Appeal Judgement, pan. 360.
See Trial Judgement, para. 1964.
43 Contra Appeal Judgement, para. 359. ·
44 Contra Appeal Judgement, paras 362, 371.
45
Trial Judgement, para. 2154. The Trial Chamber found elsewhere that Dordevic had full infannation •about the
operation at Racak/R~ak on 15 January 1999 and "took an. organising role regarding the action• of the police on the
gronnd." See Trial Judgement, para. 1923. See also ibid., para. 425. However, since these findings are not mentioned in
the condmrlons on. Dordevic"s participation in the JCE (see Trial Judgement, paras 2154-2158), I nnderstand that the
Trial Chamber ultimately did not consider that Dordevic contributed to the JCE by playing a role in the Racak/Rayak
incident as such. Nonetheless, I submit that my explanations in the following also indicate that no reaoonable trier of
fact could have found that there was sufficient evidence to conclude that Dordevic took ao active part in the actoal
operation at Racak!Ra,ak. For theses re .. ons, I believe that the assessment of the Racak/R~
incident is related the
allegation that Dor<levic contributed to the common plan by concealing crimes.
.
46
See Appeal Judgement, paras 344-350.
•
41 Trial Judgement, paras 257, 1920. The Trial Chamber considered that coordination activities by the MUP related to
the operation occurred in nearby police stations as early as 0630 to 0700 hours. See Trial Judgement, para.397. •
42
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bombardment was still ongoing, the MUP entered the village. and conducted a house-to-house
search.48 The Trial Chamberwas satisfied that Dordevic arrived at the Stimlje/Shtimepolice station
(about a kilom~tre away from Racak/RaQak)at about 0830 or 0900 hours, that he stayed there for
over one hour and, during that time, received two brief phone calls from Deputy Prime Minister
Nikola Sainovic.49 The operation appears to have lasted until 1500.or i600 hours, and the Trial
Chamber considered that the close coordinationbetween the VJ and MUP forces indicated that they
were "controlled by a single. co=ander

°

on the ground".5 Furthermore, t):ie Trial Chamber

considered later denials about VJ involvementin the operation to be false.51
20.

The Trial Chamber further considered that KVM observers started investigations in

Rac~ak

on the mqming of 16 January 1999.52 The KVM observers noticed police and VJ in

the area.53 In the village, the KVM observers wete shown about 45 bodies of Kosovo Albanian
civilians who appeared to ·have been executed.54 Later in the day, villagers moved .the bodies into,
the mosque of Racak/Rayak.55 Around the same time, investigating Judge Marinkovic made several
unsuccessful attempts to enter Racak/Ra9akin. order to conduct investigations,.all of which failed
because she and her team were fired upon.56 .
21. . Judge Marinkovic finally gained access to Racak/Ra9ak on 18 January 1999, in the
company of the deputy public prosecutor and SUP inspectors.57 Shortly before, she met with
Dordevic at the Stimlje/Shtime police station.58 The Trial Chamber no~

that while in

Racak/Ra.;:ak,Judge Marinkovic was instructed by police that there were bodies in the mosque.
When she went there, she found· 40 bodies, all but one male, wearing shoes which looked like
military boots and other military attire.59
22.

The Trial Chamberultimately concluded that the scene presented to Judge Marinkovic was

staged by the MUP and that, in particular, Dordevic personally incurred "ultimate responsibility''

48

Tri.al Judgement, paras '257, 1920. •
Trial Judgement; paras 398, 1921.
50
Tri.al Judgement, paras 257,397, 1920.
51
Tri.al Judgement, para. 406.
52
Trial Judgement, para. 405
" Trial Judgement, para. 407.
54
Trial Judgement, paras 405, 407.
55
Trial Judgement, para. 408
56
See Tri.al Judgement, para. 411.
57
Trial Judgement, para. 412.
58
Trial Judgement, para. 424.
" Trial Judgemen~ para. 412.
49

I
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and led the efforts for covering up the use of excessive.force·by the police during the Racak/Rayak
•

60

operal::!on.
23.

I note that the Trial Judgement does not mention any evidence on what happened in

Racak/R119akbetween the visit of the KVMobservers on 16 January 1999 and Judge Marinkovic's
arrival two days later. Rather, the Trial Chamber's conclusion that the MUP and specifically
Dordevic arranged for the scene presented to Judge Marinkovic was based on circumstantial
61

I1·

evidence and thus had to be the only reasonable inference available.
24.

In this respect, I observe that the Trial Chamber appears to have accepted that, in addition to
6

"police" forces, the VJ was present in the surrounding area ·ofRacak/Rayak on 16 January 1999, '

i

. 'i

!

63

and that there was an overt KLA presence at this location on 17 January 1999, Tb).s e,idence
indicates that the MUP was not the only force operating in the vicinity of Racak/Rayak at-the time.
In my view, it was therefore incumbent upon the Trial Chamber to explain on which basis it
wnsidered it to be proved beyond reasonable doubt that the MUP staged the scene presented to
Judge Marinkovic and that Dordevic was behind such activity.
25.

The Trial Judgement does not contain an explanation as to how exactly the Trial Chamber

arrived at the conclusion that the MUP Wasresponsible for presenting the altered evidence to Judge
Marinkovic.64 Moreove~, in finding that Dordevic was personally involved in the concealment of
the crimes committed at this location, the Trial Chamber merely reasoned that Dordevic' s "presence
at Stimlje/Shtime police station on at least 15 January 1999 confirms his awareness of the joint VJ •
and MUP operation in Racak/Ra9ak on 15 January and its importance; and reveals his ultimate
responsibility for what occurred in Racak/Ra9ak, including the staged misrepresentation of bodies
and other circumstances presented to Judge Marinkovic's team and the international representatives
65

and the media on 18 January 1999".
26.

However, the Trial Judgement _doesnot mention evidence on what exactly Dordevi6 did

during his one-hour stay at the Stimlje/Shtime police station in the morning of 15 January 1999,
The Trial Chamber did not find that he gave any instructions to MUP forces regarding their

611See

TriBl Judgement, paras 415,425, 1924, 2084.
Lukic and Lukic Appeal Jndgemcnt,para. 149; Boikoskiand TarculovsldAppeal Judgement, para. 99.
62
See TriBl Judgement, para. 407.
•
" See Trial Judgement, para. 410. The Trial Chamber also appears to have accepted that the KYM wemod Judge
Marinkovic on 17 Iaouary 1999 tbll1it could not guarantee her safety if sbe insisted on entering Rae~
with a
heavy MUP presence. See Trial Judgement,para. 410,
"See, in particular, Trial Judgoment,paras 415, 425, 1924.
"Trial Judgement, para. 425.
61 See
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66
participation in the operation at Racak/Rac;,ak.
Although Dordevic had two brief telephone

conversations with Saino.ic while at the Stirnlje/Shtime police station, there appears to be no
evidence a:sto what they discussed.67 In particular, there is no indication, aod the Trial Chamber did
not establish, that the decision to conceal crimes committed. in the course of the Racak/Rac;,ak
• operation had already been made at that time.68 _Neitherdoes the Trial Judgement mention evidence
showing how, when, and by what conduct Dordevic subsequently arranged for the ultimate
69

conceiilinen{of such crimes,
27.

In light of the above, I consider that no reasonable trier of fact could have safely concluded,

based on the evidence discussed in the Trial Judgement, that the MUP staged the scene presented to
Judge Marinkovic and that Dordevic was behind such activity. Unfortunately, :instead of directly
addressing these issues, the Majority essentially repeats observations made by the Trial Chamber in
relation to the events at Racak/Rac;,ak,and recalls findings in the Trial Judgement on the "general
pattern of disproportionate use of force by the Serbiao forces in joint MUP and VJ 'anti-terrorist
operations'" and the "pattern of lack of investigations and concealment of crimes in 1998 and
1999'.'.70 On this basis, the Majority finds that Dordevic

hasfailed to show that no reasonable trier

of fact could have conclu.dedthat he took_a leading role in efforts "to conceal the excessive llBeof
force by the Serbian forces during joint operations".71 However, in making_these broad statements
with respect to Dordevic's role in the general covei:-up of criminal conduct of Serbian forces in
Kosovo, the Majority leaves open whether it was reasonable for the Trial Chamber to conclude that
he was personally responsible for the events at Racak/Ra9ak. I therefore respectfully dissent from
the Majority's reasoning and conclusion on this matter.

,. In this respect, I recall that the operation was already underway when Dordevi~arrived at the Stimlji1Shtimepolice
station. See Trial Judgement,paras 257, 397, 1920-1921.
67
See Trial Judgement,paras 398, 1921.
.
" I note that the Trul Chamber elsewhere found that "the body concealment operation was planned from the very
beginning of the operations by Serbian forces in Kosovo on 24 March 1999." .see Trial Judgement,para. 2118. When
discussing the evidence in support of this finding, the Trial Chamber did not refer to the events at RacajdR.a~ in •
January 1999. See Trial Judgement,paras 2109-2117.
.
09 In this respect, I uote that, whilethe Trul Chamberrejected.Dordevic' s testimony that be was in meetings at Prizren
and Pec/Peje on 15 aod 16 January 1999 and then went on a skiing trip until 17 Januory 1999 (see Trial Judgement,
para. 425), the Trial Judgementdoes not mention any evidence positively placing Dordevic at another location during
that time, especially not in the vicinityof~
'°
See Appeal Judgement,paras 348-349.
71
See Appeal Judgement,para. 349.
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3. Concealment of crimes
28.

In assessing Dordevic' s participation in the co=on

plan, the Trial Chamber found that he

played a leading role in MUP efforts to conceal the murder of Kosovo Albanian civilians and others
taking no ~ctive part in the hostilities during the Indictment period.72 In this context, the Trial
Chamber observed that Dordevi6 gave instructions for the clandestine burial of bodies found in the
Danube River and Lake Perucac.73 It considered that these operations and the transportation of
bodies from Kosovo to the Batajnica and Petrovo Selo centres were undertaken "as part of a
coordinated operation to remove evidence of crimes by Serbian forces again~t Kosovo Albanians in
Kosovo during the Indictment period".74
29.

On appeal, Dordevic submits, inter alia; that the Trial Chamber's findings on the

concealment of bodies could not have supported its conclusion that bis actions constituted a .
significant contribution to the co=on

plan, rather than fulfilling the elements of Article 7(3) of the

Statute.75 In my view, this contention·would have merited an elaborate analysis. In particular, I tend
to think that it should have been explained how, from a legal point of view, concealment operations

may constitute a contribution to a common plan, thereby allowing for a conviction for commission
pursuaot to JCE. Moreover, it should have been assessed whether the Trial Chamber provided
adequate reasons as to why it concluded that the .concealment of killings contributed significantly to
the common plan which consisted of a campaign of te=

and violence by Serbian forces against

Kosovo Albanians with the purpose of changing the demographic composition of Kosovo.76 Since
the Majority does not address these matters, I respectfully dissent from its decision to dismiss
Dordevic' s appeal on the issue.77

C. Underlying crimes
1. Murder
(a) Introduction

30.

The Trial Chamber convicted Dordevic for murder as a crime against hwnanity and as a

violation of the laws or customs of war in relation to the killing "of not less than 724 Kosovo

72

Trial Judgement,para. 2156.
Trial Judgement,para. 2156.
14
Trial.Judgement,para. 2156.
75 See Dordevic Appeal Brief, para 240. See also AppealJndgement,para 375.
76 Trial Judgement,paras 2007, 2131.
•
•
17
ContraAppeal Judgement,para. 384.
73
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Albanians".78 It held that these crimes were committed by Serbian forces in a number of
79

municipalities throughout Kosovo between March and June 1999. On appeal, Ilordevic submits
that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the crime of murder was established in relation to a
number of incidents, essentially maintaining that there was insufficient evidence to safely conclude
80

that the victims were protected under international h~tarian

law.

The Majority dismisses

Dordevic's submissions in their entirety.81 For the following reasons, I cannot entirely agree with
the Majority's reasoning and'conclusions.
(b) • Observations on the ap_plicablelaw

31.

Jn the Appeals Chamber;s understanding, the Trial Chamber considered that a non-

international armed conflict existed between the KLA and the Serbian forces in Kosovo at the
relevant time. 82 Moreover, the Trial Chamber concluded that, as of May 1998, the KLA was an
"organised armed_group".83 Jn order to understand the· :iJnpactof these findings on Ilordevic's
convictions for murder, I find it useful to make some observations on the law governing noninternational armed conflicts.
32.

In international armed conflicts, a member of the armed forces of a party to the conflict is

co~dered to ·be a combatant.84 This status bestows certain protections upon the person in question.
Under international humanitarian law, a combatant is allowed to participate in armed hostilities and
may not be held criminally responsible for such participation, provided that he does not breach
85

specific rules, for example by intentionally attacking civiliaos. Once captured by the enemy, a
combatant becomes a prisoner of war aod is entitled to protection under Geneva Convention ill

86

The corollary for such privileges is that a combatant is also considered to be a legitimate target of
attack, unless he has laid down his armsand expressed a clear intention to surrender or is hors de

combat.87 The Tribunal has· accep,tedthis to mean that a combatant who is not hors de combat may

.,. See Trial Judgement, para. 2230. See also ibid., para. 2212.
" See generally Trial Judgement,paras 1709-1752.
"See DordevicAppeal Brief, para,s304-315,317-376.
81 See Appeal Judgement,paras 522-523, 749-790.
" Appeal Judgement,para. 521.
"Trial Judgomon~para. 1578.See ai.o ilml.,para. 1522.
"'Soo Additional Protocol I to the GenevaConventions,Art. 43(2).
" See Additional Protocol I to tho Geneva Conventions,Arts, 43(2), 44{2). See also ICR.C, Commemary on the
Additional Protocols,para. 1679.
•
•
86
See Geneva ConventionIll, Art. 4.
" q.. Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions,Arts. 43(2),51(2).
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be legitimately attacked even if he is unanhed and does not engage in immediate fighting at the
89

time of the attack. 88 This equally applies to members of organized resistance groups.
33.

In non-international armed conflicts, the protection of persons is regulated by Article 3

common to the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol II. Article 3 co=on

to the Geneva

I

Conventions provides protection to "[p]ersons taking no active part in the hostilities; including
members of armed forces who have laid down their arms-and those placed 'hors de combat' by
sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause." The ICRC co=entary

to Additional Protocol Il

to the Geneva Conventions mentions that those belonging to organised armed groups "may be
attacked at any time".90 This suggests that, as a general rule, in nori-int=ational armed conflicts,
members of organised armedgroups enjoy protection against wounding and killing similar to that
provided to combatants in international armed conflicts. Consequently, the killing of members of
organised armed groups in non-international armed conflicts should only amount to a war crime or
a crime against humanity if it can _beestablished that the individuals in question had laid down their

armsand expressed a clear intention to surrender or were hors de combat at the time of the attack.
34.

The Tribunal's jurisprudence supports this interpretation. In Strugar, the Appeals Chamber

explained that "[t]he notion of participation in hostilities [within the meaning of Article 3 co=on
to the Geneva Conventions] is of fundamental importance to international humanitarian law and is
91

closely related to the principleof distinction betweencombatantsand civilians." It concluded that:
[l]n order to establish the existence of a violation of Common Article 3 under Article 3 of the
· Statute, a Trial Chmnbermust be satisfied beyoud a reasonable doubt that the victim of the alleged
offence was not participating in acts .of war which by their natnre ar·p1JI])Ose
are intended to cause
actual harm ta the personnel or equipment of the eneray' '-"nned forces. Such an enqniry must be
undertaken on a case-by-case basis, having regard ta the individual circamstaaces of the victim at
the time of the alleged offence. AI;. the temporal scape of aa individual's participation in hostilities
can be intennittent and discontinuous, whether a victim was actively participating in the hostilities
at the time of the offence depends on the nexus between the victim's activities at the time of the
offence and any acts of war which by their nature or purpose are intended to cause actoal harm to
the personnel or equipment of the adverse party.".

In this context, the Strugar Appeals Chamber further noted that "it may be necessary for a Trial
Chamber to be satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that the alleged offence committed against the
victim was not.otherwise lawful under int=ational humanitarian law", and that if the victim was a

"Bla.f/dc Appeal Judgement, para. 114; Kordicand Cerkez
Appeal Judgement, para. 51.

"See Blas7cicAppeal Judgement,para. 113. The Tribunal's jurisprudence also indicates that the killing of a combatant
who is not fiors de combatdoes not satisfy the requiroraenISfor murder as a crime against humanity. See MartieAppeal
Judgement, paras 306-314; Bla.fldcAppeal Judgement, paras 113-114. See also Appeal Judgement, para. 747.
90 ICRC, Commentary an the AdditionalProtocols, para. 4789.
91
StrugarAppeal Jndgemenl, para. 174 (emphasis added).
'
.
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combatant, "bis injury or death would not amount to a violation of international humanitarian law

even if he was not activelyparticipatingin hostilities at the time of the alleged ojfence."93
35.

Finally, I note that it is expressly accepted in the Tribunal's case law that for the purpose of_

establishing the individual criminal responsibility of an. accused for the crime of murder as a
violation of the laws or customs of war, the Prosecution bears the burden of proof regarding the
civilian status of the victim.94 In my view, ~s rule generally leads 1:0the following consequences:
(i) where it is clear that a person killed was a civilian, it must be established beyond reasonable
doubt that he was not actively participating in the hostilities at the time of his death; (ii) whete there
remain doubts as to whether a person was a civilian, rather than a combatant or member_of an
organised armed group, the Prosecution has to prove that this person had laid down his arms and
indicated a clear intention to surrender or was hors de combatwhen he was killed. ,36.

I have no doubt that the_Trial Chamber was.cognizant of lhe relevant law.95 However, I

believe that the Trial Chamber erred in its application of this law with respect to the following
_incidents.
(c) Bela Crkva/Bellacerke (Orahovac/Rahovec·municipality)
37.

The Trial Chamber held Dordevic responsible for the killing of Sedat Popaj, Irfan Popaj,

Hajrulla Begaj, Hysni Zhuniqi, Mhedi Zhuniqi, and Agim Zhuniqi in the area of in Bela
Crkva/Bellacerke on 25 March 1999.96 Dordevic submits on appeal that because the Tr:ialChamber
"relieved the Prosecution of it-sburden of proving [the] civilian status" of these victims, the Trial
Chamber erred in convicting him for murder as a violation of the laws or customs of war and as a
crime against humanity in relation to this event.97 The Majority dismisses Dordevic's challenges.98

92

Strugar Appeal Judgement,para. 178(internalcitations omitted).
"Strugar Appeal Judgoment,para. 179 (internalcitations omitted; emphasisadded).
94
See D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 60; Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 48. See also Appeal
Judgemen4 para. 522. See also Strugar Appeal Judgement, para. 178, where 1he Appeals Chamber held that if a
reasonable doubt s_ubsistedas lo 1heexistenceof a nexus between the victim and acts of war, en accused could not be
convicted under Ar-ticle3 of 1heStatute.
•
" I note, in pllrticular, the Trial Chamber's comments.on. the applicable law in the context of its assessment of
Dordevic's resporuubilitypursuant to JCE. See Trial Judgement,para. 2054. In addition,the Trial Chamberoften found
that specific victims were not ta1cingan activepart in the hostilities when assessingindMdual incidents of murder. See,
e.g., Trial Judgement, paras 1715_,1721, 1723, 1739, 1745. 1751, 1790.See also ibid., paras 1707, 2065.
i' Sec Trial Judgement,paras 473, 1712.
- •
• •
.
97
Dar<!evicAppeal Brief, para. 318.
.
" See Appeal Judgement, fn. 1726. I note Iha" unlike
1he other incidents discussed below, the Majority addresses the
killing of Sedat Popaj, Irfan Popaj, Hajrulla Begaj, Hysni Zhnniqi, Mhedi Zhnniqi, .and Agim Zhuniqi in relation to
DordeVIC's twelfth ground of appeal.However,I consider that Dordevic's submissionsunder this ground of appeal are
interrelated with Section XVII of the Appeal Judgementand shouldthereforebe assessed together.
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38.

However, the underlying evidence for this killing was provided by Witness Sabri Popaj. He

testified that, on 25 March 1999, shortly after the. shooting of a group of civilians at the Belaja •

j

Bridge, Serbian police forces followed the stream in the direction of Celina/Celine.99 Five minutes
later, the witness heard more gunfire from the direction taken by the police; however, he could not

see what was happening.100 On 28 March 1999, Witness Popaj found the bodies of Sedat Pop!lj,
hian Popaj, Haji1Jl.laBegaj, Hysni Zhuniqi, l\1hediZhuniqi, and Agim Zhuniqi in a channel near the
Belaja Bridge. 101 The Trial Chamber considered that this location corresponded ·with that from
which Witness Popaj had heard further shooting on 25 March 1999 and concluded that the six
individuals had been killed by the Serbian police.102 The Trial Chamber also noted that there was no
evidence to suggest that the victims w~re armed, taking part in the hostilities or members of the
KLA at the time of the shooting.103
39. . I note that there is no evidence as to what the victims were doing when they were killed and
under which exact circumstancesthey died. In light of these facts, I consider that no reasonable trier
of fact could have concluded that the only reasonable inference to be drawn from the available
evidence was that "theseindividuals were civilianstaking no active part in the hostilities or hors de
combat when they were attacked. I therefore respectfully dissent from the Majority's decision to

uphold Dordevic' s convictions for murder as a violation of the laws or customs of war and as a

'

crime against humanity :inrelation to this event.104

I -

(d) Mala Krusa/Kruse-e~Vogel (Orahovac/Rahovecmunicipality)
40.

The Trial Chamber held Dordevic responsible for the killing of Hysni Hajdari, who died

during the course of an attack by Serbian forces at Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogelon 26 March 1999.105
. The Majority dismisses Dordevic's submissions that because there was insuf:(icient·evidenceto find
that Hysni Hajdari was killed.by MUP forces and no proof as to the circumstances of his death, the
Trial Chamber erred in finding that the crime of murder as a violation of the laws or customs or war

"Trial Judgement, para 470.
100
Trial Judgement, para. 470.
·
,lotTrial Judgement, para. 473, V,'hilethe Trial Chamber mentioned in this context 26 March 1999 as the date of the
shooting, it appears that the event :infact took place a day earlier. See Trial Judgement,paras 459-470.
101
Trial Judgement, para. 473. • •
1
" Trial Judgement.,paras 473, 1712.
'" Conlra Appeal Judgement,fn. 1726.
11
" See Trial Judgement, paras 493, 1402, 1718.

j
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and as a crime against humanity had been established.106 For the following reasons, I disagree wilh
the Majority's conclusions.
41.

In finding that Hysni Hajdari was killed by MUP forces, the Trial Chamber relied the

. evidence of Witness Mebmet Krasniqi. This witness was one of 114 Kosovo Albanian men who
were detained on 26 March 1999 in fue Batusha barn on the outskirts of Mala Krusa/Kruse-e-Vogel,
which was first shot at and then set on fire by Serbian forces.107 Witness Krasniqi e~caped this
situation and testified that he left for the mountains, where he saw the dead body of Hysni Hajdari
108

who, according to the witness, had also escaped from the Batusha barn.
109

testified that Hajdari' s body had sustained gun shot wounds.

Witness Krasniqi further

Based on this evidence, the Trial

Chamber found that, although Hysni Hajdari' s remains were never recovered, it was the only
reasonable inference that he "died as a result of gunshot wounds inflicted by MUP forces whilst he
was in the Batusha barn, or as a result of being shot by MUP forces, who were in the area, as he
110

attempted to escape the Batusha barn when it was set on fire by MUP forces."
42.

Since Witness Krasniqi merely testified that Hysni Hajdari was initially detained in the

· Batusha barn and that he later observed Hajdari's dead body in the mountains, there is no evidence
as to exactly where, when, how, and by whom Hysni Hajdari. was killed. Moreover, .the Trial
Chamber made no finding as to whether Hysni Hajd&:i,who according to the schedule annexed to
the Trial Judgment was 21 years old and thus arguably of fighting age,111 was hors de comhat or a
civilian taking no active part in the ho_stilitieswhen he died. Under these circumstances,I consider·
that no reasonable trier of fact could have concluded )hat the only reasonable inference to be drawn
from Witness Krasniqi's testimony was that Hysni Hajd&:iwas killed by MUPf9rces and that his
killing aI)lounted to murder as a violation of the laws or customs or war and as a crime against
humanity .112
(e) Operation Reka (f)akovica/Gjakovemunicipality)
43.

The Trial Chamber found that Operation Reka was conducted in the Carragojs, Erenik, and

Trava valleys from the early morning of 27 April until the evening of 28 April 1999.113 It concluded

106

See Appeal Judgoment,.paras 757-762. •
Trial Judgement, paras 490,493. See also ibid.. para. 1717.
• 108 Trial Judgement, para. 493. See also ibid., para. 1718.
•
109 Trial Judgement, para 493. See also ibid., para. 1718.
110 Trial Judgmnent,-para. 493. See also ibid., paras 1402, 1718.
111 See Too Judgemen~ p. 893.
•
1" Contra Appeal Judgement, paras 756-758.
.
113 See Trial Judgment, paras 938,950. See also ibid., para. 1738.
. 107See
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4

that, in the course of this operation, Serbian forces killed no less than 296 individua!s.11 This
number comprised 15 individuals named .by eye-witnesses as having been killed on 27 April 1999
in Meja/Meje and Korenica/Korenice,115 as well as 281 Kosovo Albanians who, according to
official records, had gone missing "from Meja/Nieje" on 27 to 28 April 1999, and whose remains
were exhumed in 2001 from mass graves at the Batajnica SAJ Centre in Serbia
44.

116

On appeal, Dordevic challenges the Trial Chamber's findings regarding the 281 individuals

exhumed at.the Batajnica grave site.117 I disagree with the Majority's reasoning and conclusion to
dismiss Dordevic' s submissions.m In my view, the Majority overlooks that there was no evidence
regarding the circumstances under which these indiv1duals died. Instead, the Majority primarily
refers to findings in the Trial Judgement which relate to the killing of the above-mentioned

15 victims, 119 and the~~

120

of unnamed individuals as described by several witnesses at trial.

However, as indicated before, the Trial Chamber considered the 281 individuals exhumed at the
Batajnica grave site in addition to the 15 iodividuals named by eye'.witnesses as having been killed
in Meja/Meje and Korenica/Korenice on 27 April 1999.121Furthermore, the Trial Chamber made no
conclusive finding as to whether the other. unnamed victims whose killing was observed by

u, See Trial Judgement, paras 995, 1741,
115 See Trial Judgement, paras 955-964, discussing fu killing of five members of the Malaj and Kabashi families in
Korenica/Korenice, the killing of nine members of the Dedaj and Markaj families in Meja/Meje,and the murder of Kole
Duzbmani in Meja/Meje.
116 See Trial Judgement, para. 990. See also ibid., paras 992,995, 1738.
m Dordevic Appeal Brief, para. 374, Dordevic Reply Brief, para. 122.
11
' See Appeal Judgement, paras 77G-772.
119 See Appeal Judgement, para. 770.
•
1'" See Appeal Judgement, paras770-711, referring to Trial Judgement, paras 967-979, 985-995, 1738. I note thatfuese
- paragraphs of fu Trial Judgemeot refer specifically to the following: (i) Witnoss K90' s testimony that, on 27 April
1999, he observed: (a) Serbian forces take at least three to four groups of Kosovo Albanian men from villages in fue
area of Korenica/Korenice, each numbering from five to over ten people, to a compound guarded by PJP forces wbere
the victims were shot (ibid., para. 967); (b) at least four dead bodies along the road near the entrance of
Korenica/Korenice (ibid., para. 968); and (c) police escorting a group of eight to ten men in or near Meja/Meje to a
compound where fuey were shot (ibid., para. Trial Judgement,para. 969); (ii) Witness Nike Peraj.'s evidence that, on
27 April 1999, he: (a) saw fue dead bodies of four men in the grass behind the toilets of the school opposite fue
checkpoint in Meja/Meje (see ibid., para. 970); (b) ,yas told by Kosovo Albanian families about the killing of people
near the Ha&anajhouse in Meja/Meje and shortly lhereafter found the bodies of 20 deadmen laying in the meadow near
this location (see ibid., paras 970,971); and (c) on his way towards Madanaj village, observedthe bodies of eleYendead
men about 600 metres away from fue Shyt Hasanaj meadow as well as one dead body laying near the house of Peraj's
brofuer-in-law (see ibid., para. 973); (ill) Witness K73's evidence that fuo PlP killed four Albanian civilians taken
hostage by fu VJ (see ibid.,paras 975-976);'and{iv) the testimony of Witness MartinPnishi that seven young Albanian
men were lined np and shot by Serbian forces on the Meja/Meje side of the Ura e Traves bridge on 27 April 1999 (see
ibid., para. 986; see also ibid., para. 966). I note that, io total, the victims of these incidents numbered at least 70 up to
as many as 97 people.
111
Trial Judgement, paras 990;992, 995.
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witnesses during Operation Reka were among 1he 281 individuals exhumed at the Batajnica grave
site.122
I note that the Trial Chamber concluded that in the course of OperationReka, Serbian forces

45.

killed all 281 individuals.exhumed at the Batajnica grave site, reasoning that this was the only
reasonabl~ inference "on the basis of the clear and universal evidence of what occurred in 1he area
on 1hose days, the fact that these bodies were all buried in mass graves in the Batajnica SAJ Centre,
and, where it could be ascertained [ ... ],~tall

had been killed by gunshot,wounds".123 The Trial

Chamber further observed that, "where it could be determined", the victims were wearing civilian
clothing. 124Elsewhere, the Trial Chamber emphasized that there was no .evidencethat any of the
Kosovo Albanians killed during Operation Reka were "armed at the time or taking ail active part in
hostilities" and that "[i]ndeed, there is no evidence of fighting between the Serbian forces and the

KLAin 1hearea at 1hetime of these events."125
46.

Respectfully, I am not convinced by this reasoning. The Trial Chamber's general reference

to ''what occurred in the area on those days" is in my view too vague to reasonably establish that the

vic.timsexhumed at the Batajnica grave site were all killed by Serbian forces and that they were
civilians not taking an active part in the hostilities or lwrs de combat when they died. Neither did
this necessarily follow from the fact that the bodies were buried in mass graves at Batajnica or that
a number of individuals died from gunshot wounds. Moreover, I note that, with the exception of
two individuals, .the bodies found at the Batajnica grave site were males of varying, age and the
cause of death could only be established for 172 of the 281 victims exhumed.126The Trial Chamber
also acknowledged that the VJ was told during Operation Reka that KLA fighters bad discarded
their weapons and unifoi:ras and were taking cover among the civilian population, dressed in
civilian· clotbing.127It further accepted that the KLA resorted to such measures throughout the

122

=

See Trial Judgement, paras 967-979, 985-995, 1738. In particul;.,,,I note that the Trial Judgement inclDdosa list of
the
of the 281 individoals whose remains were exhumed at Batajnica in 2001 and that the Trial Chamber in this
context stated that it was satisfied that, in addition to its findings on specific killings discussed above, the listed
individuals were l<illedduring Operation Reka. See Trial Judgement, para. 992. At the same time, the Trial Chamber
concluded that Serbian forces l<illed296 people in the course of Operation Reka and observedthat it could not IIlllkea
positive finding that the remaining 48 victims listed in Schedule Hof the Indictment were murdered at the same time.
See Trial Judgement, paras 995. 1740-1741. I recall that, in total, the victims of the incidents described in Trial
,Judgement,paras 967-979, 986, numbered at least 70 up to as'IIlllllyas 97 people.
"'See Trial Judgement, para. 991.
124
Trial Judgement, para. 990,
125
Trial Judgement, para, 1739.
•
•
u, Trial Judgement,para 990. See also ibid., para. 1738.
127
Trial Judgemeot,para. 944.
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conflict in Kosovo.128 Under these circumstances, I believe that it was unreasonable for the Trial
Chamber to rely on the fact that some of the bodies found at the Batajnica grave site were dressed in
129

civilian clothes as being indicative of their civilian status.

Similarly, I maintain that whether the

victims were armed or fighting with the KLA occurred at the time of Operation Reka was not
decisive.
. 47.

Under these circumstances,I consider that no reasonable trier of fact could have concluded

that the only reasonable inference was that murder as a war crime and as a crime against humanity
in relation to all 281 individuals exhumed at the B atajnica grave site was established.
(f) VucitrnNushtrri municipality

48.

The Trial Chamber found that, on 2 May 1999, Serbian forces killed Hysni Bunjaku, H~

Gerxhaliu, Miran Xhafa, and Veli Zhafa, while they were in a convoy of Kosovo Albanians
130

traveling from Slakovce/Llakoc towards to VucitrnNushlrri town.

Domevic submits that there

were KLA members among the people in the convoy and that the evidence did not establish that the
four individuals killed were detained, thus leaving open the inference that they were legitimately
targeted.131
49.

With respect to Veli Xhafa, I note that the Trial Chamber made only one observation in

passing, namely that, as the convoy progressed, "a. witness observed seven or eight corpses" and
132

that "[a]mongst them she recognized her cousin, Veli Xhafa, who lay dead on his tractor.

In the

absence of any evidence as to the circumstances of Veli Xhafa' s death, I consider that no reasonable
trier of fact could have concluded that the only reasonable inference was that his killing amounted
to murder as a war crime and as a crime against humanity and was attributable to Dordevic. I
133

therefore dissent from the Majority's conclusion to the contrary.

m See Trial Judgement,paras 1562, 2065.
129 Contra Appeal Judgement, para. 771. I note that the Majority elsewhere observes that the "Appeals Chamber has
previoualy accepted that a Trial Chamber's reliance on the clothes of a victim when determining that he was not
actively participating m hostilities at the time of his death." See Appeal Judgement,fn. 1737,referring to Boskoski and
Tarcuk,vski Appeal Judgement,para. 8.L However, in my view, this reference is in.appositebecause in relation to the
mcident discussed there, the Appeals Chamber also accepted the trial chllmber's finding that the victim was not a
member of an organised group (theNLA). See Boskoski and Truculovski Appeal Judgement,para. 81.
130
See Trial Judgement.paras 1180, 1184-1185,1191-1192,1197, 1742.
m Bordevic Appeal Brief, para. 375; Bordevic Reply Brief, para. 123.
132 Trial Judgement, para. 1192. •
m Contra Appeal Judgement,paras 767-777.
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2. Destruction of the Mosque in Landovica/Landovice(Persecutions) .
50.

. The Trial Chamber held Dordevic responsible for persecutions through destruction of or

damage to property of cultural and religious significanceas crimes against humanity in relation to,

• inter alia, the mosqu~ in Landovica/Landovice(Prizren municipality).134 The Trial Chamber found
that ·serbian forces set fire to the:
interior of _themosque on 26 March 1999 and caused substantial
destruction to the minaret and the structure of the mosque by an explosive device on
27 March 1999.135 In support of these findings, the Trial Chamber relied on evidence of
Witness Halil Morin.a, which was tendere_dby the Prosecution pursuant to Rule 92 quater of the
Rules, as well as the testimony of Witness Andras Riedlmayer.B
51.

6

On appeal, Dordevic essentially submits that the Trial Chamber erred in relying solely on

Witness Morina' s evidence in order to. find that the destruction of the mosque in
Landovica/Landovice was caused by Serbian forces.137 The Majority ultimately dismisses
Dordevic' s challenge.138 For the following reasons, I cannot agree with this decision.
52.

Rule 92 quater of the Rules allows, under certain circumstances, for the admission of

evidence of a person in the form of a written statement or transcript where the person is unavailable
to testify in court. It is accepted in the Tribunal's case law that crucial evidence admitted pursuant
139

to Rule 92 quater of the Rules can be used to support a conviction only if it is corroborated.

Evidence pertaining to the acts and conduct of the accused or those of his close subordinates clearly
is of crucial relevance.140
53.

I note that.Witness Marina's Rule 92 quatermaterial is the only evidence mentioned in the

Trial Judgement which directly implicated Serbian forces in the destruction of the mosque in
Landovica/Landovice.141 By contrast, Witness Riedlmayer merely reported on his observations of
the consequent damage to the mosque.142 The M~j;rity acknowledgesthat: (i) a conviction may not
be based solely or in a decisive manner on Rule 92 quater material because the accused must have

134 Trial

Judgement, para. 1819, 2030.

135Trial Judgement, para. 1819.
136

See Trial Judgement, paras 1817-1819.

•

131See Dordevi6 Appeal Brief, paras 347(i), 377(b); Dordomc Reply Brief, para. 127. See also Appeal Judgement,
taras804, B06.
•
'Soo Appeal Judgement, paras 807-B09.
•
•
199 See Lukic and Lukic Appeal Judgement para. 570 with furtrnr references.
1 See Galic Appeal Decision on Rule 92 bis(C) of 7 June 2002, paras 13, 15-16.
141
Soo Trial Judgement, para. 1817.
142
See Trial Judgement, para. 1818.
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143

the opportwrity to cross-examine witnesses providing crucial evidence;

(ii) Witness Morina' s

Rule 92 quater evidence was. a "critical element of the Prosecution case md a vital link in
demonstrating Dordevic' s responsibility for the destruction of the mosque committed by Serbian
forces";144 and (iii) Witness· Riedlmayer's testimony "does not directly" corroborate
Witness Mo_rina's account that it was Serbian forces who destroyed the mosque in
Landovica/Landovice.145 However,the Majority notes that the Triai Chamber found elsewh';'rethat
there was a "consistent pattero of attack by the Serbian forces entering towns and villages on foot,
beginning on March 1999, and setting houses on fire and looting valuables" in Kosovo, and that the
146

"sanie pattern continued in the following days, on 26 March 1999 in Landovica/Landovice";

On

. this basis; the Majority concludes that E>ordevic'sconviction for the destruction of the mosque in
Landovica/Landovice was supportedby other evidence and that the Trial Chamber's decision in this
147

regard was "not based solely or in a decisive manner on Marina's 92 quater evidence".
54.

In my view, the Majority ignores that there is no indication in the Trial Judgement that the

Trial Chaniber relied on the consistent pattern of attacks by Serbian forces throughout Kosovo or
specifically in Landovica/Laodovice at the time in deciding whether Witness Morina' s
Rule 92 quater evidence was sufficiently corroborated. Rather, in this context the Trial Chaniber
reasoned that "the nature of the dµmage to the mosque and its mechanism, as suggested by_Andras.
Riedlmayer, is consistent in material respects with the observations of the witoess aod provides
148

independent confirmation of his account."

55.

However,

asexplained.above and accepted by the Majority, Witness Riedlmayer did not

implicate Serbian forces in the destruction of the mosque in Landovica/Laodovice. I therefore
consider that the Trial Chamber did not have. a reasonable basis for concluding that
Witness Marina's Rule 92 quater evidence was sufficiently corroborated to support a conviction
against_E>ordevicfor this event. Since Witness Marina did not appear in court, E>ordevicwas
ultimately left without the opportunity to test the crucial allegation that the mosque was destroyed
by Serbian forces. Any cross-examinationof Witness Riedlmayer on this issue would have been
fruitless because the witnesswas in no position to comment on the identity of the perpetrators.

143See Appeal

Judgement, para. 807. •
"'Appeal Judgement, para. 808.
"' See Appeal Judgement, para. 808.
146 Appeal Judgement, para. 808, referring to Trial Jugement, para. W27. •
147
Appeal Judgement, para. 808.
141See Trial Judgement, para. 1819 (emphasis added).
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56.

Moreover, I cannot discern how Dordevic could have successfully challenged, by cross-

f'-.caminingwitnesses, the relevance of general circUIDBtantial
evidence of a consistent pattern of
attacks by Serbian forces in the area at the time to the particular destruction of the mosque in
Landovica/Landovice. Consequently, I believe that such general evidence cannot constitute a
sufficient form of corroborationfor crucial Rule 92 quater evidence. I therefore think that in relying
on this evidence, the Majority has obviated Dordevic's fuodiµnental right to cross-examine
witnesses on 'crucial'aspectsof the case against him.149 -

57.

In light of the above, I consider that the Trial Chamber erred in convictingDordevic for the •

destruction of the mosque in Landovica/Landovice and dissent from the' Majority's decision to
uphold this conviction.
D. Dordevic''s responsibility for persecutions through sexual assaults
58,

The Indictment charged Dordevic with persecutions through sexual assaults as crimes

against humanity in a number of locations in Kosovo in 1999.150 The Trial Cliamber concluded that
Witnesses Kl 4 and K20 were raped by Serbian forces in Pristina/Prishtine and Beleg,
respectively.151 However, the Trial Chamber considered that it had not been proved beyond
reasonable_ d~mbt that .the physical perpetrators of these crimes acted with the requisite
discriminatory intent to fuJfill the elements of the crime of persecutions,152 The Trial Chamber
further found that there was insufficient evidence to conclude that a Kosovo Albanian girl traveling
with other displaced persons in a convoy towards Pristina/Prishtine as well as two other Kosovo
Albanian women in Beleg were sexually assaulted by Serbian forces.153 Consequently, the Trial
Chamber did not enter a conviction against Dordevic for persecutions through sexual assaults as
crimes against humanity.154
59.

The Prosecution challenges these findings on appeal, submitting that the Trial Chamber

erred in failing to conclude that all five victims referred to above were subjected to sexual assaults
by Serbian forces, that these crimes were committed with discriminatory intent, and that they were

149

Cf. Galic Appeal Decision on Rule 92 bis(C) of 7 June 2002, para. 13. I note that the Appeals Chamber has accepted
a trial chamber's reliance on croci.alRule 92 qumer e'1i.denceonly where the e'1i.dencein question was corroboratedby
witnesses who personally appearedin court and could be cross-exantlnedby the accused, See L,,,ki,,! and L,,,ki,c Appeal
Judgement, para. 570; Galic Appeal'Decisionon Rule 92 bis(C) of 7 JllI!e2002,paras 18-20,
150
lndictment, para. 77(c). See also ibid.,paras 27, 72.
m Trial Judgement,paras 1791, 1793.See also ibid., paras 833-836,1151.
"'Trial Judgement,paras 1796.
·
•
153
Trial Judgement.paras 1792, 17~4.
154
Trial Judgement.para. 2230.
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foreseeable to E>ordevic,thus requiring convictions under JCE III.

155

The Majority grants this

ground of appeal and enters new convictions against E>ordevicfor persecutions through sexual
156

assaults pursuant to JCE ill with respect to all five victims.

For a number of reasons, I

. respectfully disagree with this decision.
I -

60.

First, I take issue with the Majority's reasoning and conclusion that it was proved beyond

reasonable doubt that the physical perpetrators of all five sexual assaults acted with discriminatory
intent.157 Jn this respect, the Majority relies heavily on:the fact that a JCE existed at the time, which
had the "discriminatory co=on

purpose of modifying the ethnic balance of Kosovo to ensure Serb

control over the province," and that for this purpose, Serbian forces carried out a campaign of terror
and extreme violence directed against the Kosovo Albanian population, typical of which were, 'inter •
158

alia, persecutions, and which was aimed at driving Kosovo Albanians out of the province.

However, in my view, these observationsrather pertain to the general discriminatorynature of the
attacks again:stthe Kosovo Albanian population at the time and I note that it is accepted that the
discriminatory intent in relati.onto a specific crime may not be cfu-ectlyinferr_edfrom such general
159

circumstances.
61.

In the Majority's opinion, addition:alspecific circumstances exist which allow for the only

reasonable inference that all five victims were sexually assaulted because of their ethnicity. With
respect to Witness K20 and the two other women assaulted in Beleg, the Majority considers that
these individuals were in .the detention of Serbian forces at the time of their assault, that the assaults
were committed by members of fue Serbian forces who also carried out the general campaign of
forcible transfer against the Kosovo Albanian population, and that the crimes occ~d

prior to the

155 See Prosecution AppealBrief, paras 1-56.
156 See Appeal Judgement, paras

870-929.
m See Appeal Judgement, paras 881-903.I note that, with respect to the rapes of WitnessesKl4 and K20, the Majority
concludes that the Trial Chamber committed an error of law in finding that it bad not been presented with "specific
evidence" that the physical pei:petratorsof these crimes acted with the intent to discriminatebecause the Trial Chamber
failed to evaluate in this context "the surroundingcircumstaµces"of the crimes as well as the "broadercontext" in

which they occurred. See Appeal Judgement,para. 877, referring to Trial Judge=t, para. 1796. In my opinion, the
Trial Chamber's statement that "no specific evidenceha, been presented with respect to either of the incidents that the
perpetrators acted with intent to discriminate"(see Trial Judgement,para 1796) does not as such indicatethat the Trial
Chamber.did not eousider the eontextualfactors relied upon by the Majority. Moreover, I considerthat, even if it were
assumed that the Trial Chamberfailed to take proper aceount of such cir=tantial
evidence,I cannot discern how this
could be anything other than
error of fact, which would still oblige the Appeals Chamber to grant a margin of
deference to the Trial Chamber's ultimate conclusions. In finding that there was an error of law, the Majority
conveniently grants itself the prerogatives of the trier of fact in order to assess whether it is convinced beyond
reasonable doubt that the crimes wore committedwith disctimin.atoryintent. See Appeal Judgement,para. 878.
"' Appeal Judgement, para. 888. See also ibi.d.,para,;891, 895, 897.
.
"' See Kvocka Appeal Judgomont, para. 366; BlaJkic Appeal Judgement, para. 164. See also Appeal Judgment,
para. 886.
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160

forcible displacement of Witness K20 and the two other women.

In addition, the Majority takes

into account several comments made prior to and after the assaults by "members of the Serbian
forces", "soldiers", and a policeman who guarded the door when Witness K20 was raped.161 In
relation

toWitness Kl 4, the Majority observes that this victim was Kosovo Albanian and raped by

persons "in a position of authority'' who were members of the Serbian forces that carried out_the
general attack· against the Kosovo Albanian population at the time._162 Regarding the girl in the
convoy, the Majority's reasoning is essentially limited to the observation that she was sexnally
assaulted while she and other Kosovo Albanians sought safety, and were traveling in a convoy
along a road lined with Serbian forces.163
62.

I note that the Majority repeatedly emphasizes the ethnicity of the victims and perpetrators.

Indeed, -inrelation to Witness :K14and the girl in the convoy, the Majority appears to primarily rely
on such considerations, together with general circumstances of the overall attack against the
Kosovo Albanian population at the time. However, based on this approach every crime committed
during an overall attack against a population as a whole could automatically amount to
persecution.164 Regarding Witness K20 and the two other women in Beleg, -I have no doubt that
some of the comments referred to by the Majority were discriminatory. However I note that there is
no evidence that the specific individuals who sexually assaulted these victims made similar
remarks. I am also not quite convincedby the Majority's emphasis on the victims' detention. In this
165

context, the Majority points to case law
166

detention,

which conqerns the crimes of unlawful or inh=e

or refers to additional circumstances which may indicate that detainees were subjected

to crimes for discriminatory reasons.167 This jurisprudence does not per se demonstrate that crimes
committed against a person in detention amount to persecution, even if the detention itself was the result of discrimination.

160

See Appeal Judgement, paras 890-891,893.
See Appeal Judgement, p_ara.890. See also Trial Judgement, para. 1146.
162
See Appeal Judgement, para. 895.
'" See Appeal Judgement,para. 897.
164
I note that the Trial Chamber expressly considered the ethnicity of Witnesses K20 and Kl4 and the fact that theperpetrators of their sexual assaults belonged to theSerbian forces but found that this did not :in and of itself show that
these crimes were committed with persecutoryintent. See Trial Judgement,para. 1796.
"' See Appeal Judgement, para. 886, fn. 2625.
_
_
166
See Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement,para. 950; Kvolka et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 462-463.
167
See Krnajelac Appeal Judgement, para. 186, where the AppOlilsChamber noted thai, while the detention facility
conWned 'both Serbian and non-Serbian prisoners, only the non-SerbiJmprisoners were subjected to beol:ings.The
Appeals Chamber also held in this context that relevant circumstances wbich may be taken into consideration when
inferring the diBcriminatoryintent behind crimes committed during detention "include the operation of the prison (in
particular, the systernalic nature of the crimes committed aga:insta racial or religious group) and the -general attitude of
the offence', alleged perpetretor .. seen through bis behaviour." See KrnojelacAppeal Judgement,para. 184. Silllilarly,
Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement,para. 572.
161
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63.

Next, and most importantly, I disagreewith the Majority that the five sexual assaults can be

attributed to Dordevic pursuant to JCE ID. First of all, tbe Majority acknowledges that the
168
perpetrators were non-members of
case-by-case
. the JCE. However, instead of assessing on·a
.
basis whether there was a link between tbese individuals and Dordevic or another JCE member/ 69

the Majority is satisfied with stating that "Serbian forces were used by members of the JCE" to
implement the actus reus of crimes within the scope of the co=on

purpose, and that "[t]these

same Serbian forces" sexually assaulted Witnesses K14 and K20 as well tlle two other women in
Beleg. 170 In relation to tlle girl in the convoy, the Majority observes that the identity of one of tlle
perpetrators is unclear but contends that "his identity is less relevant" since the other perpetrator
was "a policeman and thus a member of the Serbian forces".171 In my view, these generalizing
statements are insufficient to show that tl).erequired link between the perpetrators of the five sexual
assaults and a JCE member existed.172
64.

Moreover, I am not convinced by the Majority's assessment of the foreseeability of tlle •

sexual assaults. In relation to crimes committedby a non-memberof the JCE, it must be shown that
it was foreseeable to the accused that "such a crime might be perpetrated by one or more of tlle
persons used by him (or by any other member of the JCE) in order to carry out the actus reus of the
crimes forming part of the common purpose", and that he willingly took thatrisk.173 In my opinion,
the Majority does not adhere to this standard.. Rather, the Majority loosely connects a number of
general facts pertaining to the broader context of the conflict in Kosovo and Dordevic's position
within the MUP to conclude that it was foreseeableto him that "crinies of a sexual nature might be
committed".174
65.

Thus, the Majority refers, inter alia,.to the Trial Chamber's finding that, as one of the most

senior MOP officials, Dordevic had detailed knowledge of events on the ground and played a key

lOBSee
l@

Appeal Judgement, paras 911-913, 927.

_

CJ.Krajisn.i/cAppeal Judgement, para. 236; BrdaninAppeal Judgement, para. 413.

l?O Appeal
11

Judgement, para. 927.
1 Appeal Judgement, para. 927.
m For an example of a detailed examination of this requirement on a case-by-case basis, see Krajisnik Appeal
Judgement, paras 239-282; Martie Appeal Judgement. paras 174-212. I note ID particular, !hat IDMartie, tho Appeals
Chamber reversed the appellant's conviction for crilllinal conduct of unidentified armed Serbs or soldiers, reasomng
that ''1:lworigin of those men and their affiliation remam[ed] uncertain'.' and !hat "[w]i1hout any further elaboration on
the affiliation of these armed men, no reasonable trier of fact could have held that the only reasonable conclusion in the
circumstances was that these crimes could be imputed tci a member of !he JCE." See Martie Appeal Judgement,
rara. 200.
•
73
MartieAppeal Judgement, para. 168; BrdaninAppeal Judgement, para. 411.
174Appeal Judgement, para. 926.
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I.

'

role in coordinating the work of the MUP forces in Kosovo in 1998 and 1999.175 it finds. that,
through bis role and _involvementin the operations in Kosovo, Dordevic was well informed about

I

the conduct of _operations,the overall security situation in Kosovo, as well as the commission of
seJious crimes by Serbian forces, such as looting, torching, excessive use of force, and murder.116

•

The Majority further observes that Dordevic shared the intent of the JCE, the common purpose of
which was to change the ethnic balance in Kosovo by creating an atmosphere of terror and fear
among the Kosovo Albanian population, and that he was aware of the massive, displacement of
Kosovo Albanians.177 Finally,. the Majority notes that Kosovo Albanians·were forcibly displaced
and mistreated on a massive scale by Serbian forces who could act with near impunity, and that
women were frequently separated from the men, thus rendering them especially vulnerable, and
concludes that, "in such environment, the possibility that.sexual assaults might be committed was
sufficiently substantial as to be foreseeable to Ilordevic".
66.

178

However, the Trial Judgement mentions no evidence that Dordevic ever received any

information about sexual assaults either during the Indictment period or before, which could have at
least alerted him to the proclivity of certain members of the Serbian forces to commit crimes of a
sexual nature, While the Majority points·to Ilordevic' s knowledge of looting, torching, excessive
use of force, and murder by Serbian forces in Kosovo, I harbour doubts that it is appropriate to infer
the foreseeability of sexual assaults from these other distinct types of crimes. Moreover, the
Majority does not point to evidence that Dordevic was aware of factors placing Kosovo Albanian
women in a vulnerable position at the relevant time. Likewise, I am not persuaded by the Majority's
reliance on the common purpose and Ilordevic' s intent in this regard. These factors_cannot as such
show that it was foreseeable to Ilordevic and that he.willingly took the risk that JCE members or
persons whom they used to .cDll)IJlit
crimes within the scope of the co=on

purpose might also

perpetrate persecutory sexual assaults.
67.

In sum, the Majority appears to assess whether sexual assault as a type of crime was •

generally foreseeable during the conflict in Kosovo and, on this basis, holds Dordevic responsible
for five specific sexual assaUlts.I find this outcome problematic with respect to the principle of
individual guilt. I also .question how Dordevic could have successfully defended himself against

115See

Appeal Judgement, para. 923.
Appeal Judgement, para. 924.
177
Appeal Judgement, para. 925.
17
' Appeal Judgement, ,para.926.
176
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such generalizations and wonder where the Majority draws the line between crinies that were
foreseeable to E>ordevicand those that were not.

Done in English and French, the English text being authoritative.

•Dated this 27th day of January 2014,
At The Hague,
The Netherlands.

[Seal of the Tribunal]
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XXIV. ANNEX A - PROCEDURAL IDSTORY
A. Appeal proceedings
1. Composition of the Appeals Chamber

1.

On 8 March 2011, Jooge Patrick Robinson, the then President of the Tribunal, designated

Judge Mehmet Gi.iney, Judge Fausto Pocar, Judge Liu Daqun, Judge Andresia Vaz, and Judge
1

Carmel Agius to form the Appeals Chamber's. bench assigned to this case. On 14 March 2011,
Judge Cfil'IllelAgius, having been elected as Presiding Judge in this case, .appointedhim.selfas Pre2

Appeal Judge with responsibility for all !?re-appealproceedings in the present case. On 7 March
2012, by order of Judge TheodorMeron, President of the Tribunal, Judge Khalida Rachid Khan was
3

appointed to replace Judge Fausto Pocar on the bench before this case. On· 27 September 2012,
President Theodor Meron.appointed Judge Patrick Robinson, f=er

President of the Tribunal, to

replace Judge Liu Daqun on the bench before this case.4 On 19 March 2013, by order of President
Theodor Meron, Jooge Tuzmukham.edovwas appointed to replace Judge Andresia Vaz on the
bench before this case.5
2. Notices of Appeal
2.

• Pursuant to the Pre-Appeal Judge's decision of 16 March 2011, the time-limit for filing lhe
6

notices of appeal in this case was el(tendedby 60 additional days. Consequently,both parties filed
7

their notices of appeal on 24 May 2011.

3. Briefs
3.

On 27 May 2011, Dordevic filed a motion seeking an el(tension of 60 days to submit the
8

appellant's brief and an el(tensionof lhe word-limit for a total of 60,000 words. By oral decision of
the Pre-Appeal Judge rendered on 30 May 2011,9 the deadline for filing the appellant's briefs in this
case was el(tended by seven days to 15 August 2011 for bolh parties. £lordevic ":as further granted

2
3

•
•
7

8

'

Order AssigningJudges to a Case Before the Appeals Chamber, 8 March2011.
Order Appointingthe Pre-AppealJudge, 14 March 2011.
Order Replacinga Judge in a CaseBefore the Appeals Chamber,7 March2012.
Order Replacinga Judge in a Case Before-theAppeal&Chamber,27 September2012.
Order Replacing a Judge in a CaseBefore the Appeals Chamber, 19 March2013.
Decision on Vlastimir Dordevit's Motion for an Extension of Time to File a Notice of Appeal, 16 March 2011,

~3.

.

.

.

Prosecution Notice of Appeal,24 May 2011;Vlastimir DordevicNotice·of Appeal, 24 May 2011.
. Defence Motionfor an Extensionof Time and Variation of the Word Limit, 27 May 2011.
•Status Conference,30 May 2011, AT. 8.
•
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an extension of up to 15,000 words for the appellant's brief, allowing him: to file a brief ofup to_
45,000 words, and the Prosecution was granted a corresponding extension of the word-limit for the
respondent's brief. 10
4.

During the Status Conference held on 21 September 2011, E>ordevicmade an oral request

for an extension of time by 15 days to submit the brief in reply and an extension of the word-limit
for a total of 15,000 words for the said hrief.11 By oral decision of the Pre-Appeal Judge, the
12

deadline for filing of the reply briefs for both parties was extended until 26 October 2011.
13

E>ordevicwas also granted an extension of the word-limit for a total of 12,000 words.

5.

The Prosecution filed its Appeal Brief on 15 August 2011. Dordevic filed
the respondent's
14

16

brief on 26 September 2011.15 The Prosecntion replied on 26 October 2011.

6.

17

E>ordevic filed his Appeal Brief on 15 August 2011.

The Prosecution filed the
19

respondent's brief on 26 September 2011.18 E>oi-devic
replied on 26 October 2011.
4. Other Decisions and Orders

7.

On 18 October 2012, by order of the Pre-Appeal Judge, any motions seeking a variation on

the grounds of appeal following the BCS translation of the Trial Judgement were to be filed no later

than 29 November 2012.20 On 29 November 2012, E>ordevicfiled a submission drawing a number
of matters to the attention of the Appeals Chamber, without seeking .a variation of the grounds of
appeal.21

10
11
12

"
14
15
16

17

"
"
20

21

Status Conference, 30May 2011, AT. 8-9.
Status Conference, 21 Sep 2011, AT. 16-17.
Status Conference, 21 Sep 2011, AT. 18.
Status Conference, 21 Sep 2011, AT. 18.
Prosecution Appeal Brief; 15 August 2011 (confidential; public redacted version filed on 17 August 2011).
E)ordevic Response Brief, 26 September 2011 (confidential; public redacted vCISionfiled on 30 January 2012).
Prosecution Reply Brief, 26 October 2011 (confide!!lhl; public redacted vCISionfiled on 8 February 2012).
E)ordevic Appeal Brief, 15 August 2011 (confidential; public redacted version filed on 23 January 2012). See also
Book of Authorities fiir Vlastimlr E)ordevic's Appeal Brief, 15 August 2011, as supplemented on 23 Jlllluary 2014
(see ProsecuJ:orv. VlastimirfJordevi6,.Case No. IT-05-87/l-A, Decision on Vlas1imirElordeVic's Request to File a
Supplementary Anthority, 23 January 2014).
Prosecution Response Brief, 26 September 2011 (confidential; public redacted version filed on 30 January 2012).
Vlastimir Dordevic Reply Brief, 26 October 2011 (confidential; reclassified as public on 9 February 2012).
Order Setting Out the Time Limit to File any Motion Seelring a Variation of the Grounds Of Appeal Following the
Translation of the Trial Judgement into the BCS Language, 18 October 2012. The BCS translation of the Trial
Judgement was filed on 17 October 2012 (ProsecuJ:or
v. Vlastimir fJordevi6, Case No. IT-05-8711-T, Presuda,
17 October 2012 (partly confidential).
•
Vlastimir E)ordevic Submission., Following the .Translation of the Trial Judgement, 29 November 2012. See also
Status Conference, 5 Dec 2012, AT. 42.
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5. Status Conferences

S.

In accordance with Rule 65bis(B) of ihe Rules, Status Conferences were held on 30 May
22

2011,

27

21 September 2011,23 16 January 2012,24 11 May 2012,25 23 August 2012,26
28

29

5

December

30

2012, 9 April 2013, 17 July 2013, and 13 November 2013.
6. Agpeal Hearing.
9.

On 22 March 2013, the Appeals Chamber issued a scheduling order for ihe Appeal Hearing

in ibis case.31 On 12 April 2013, the Appeals Chamber issued an addendum informing_iheparties of
certain modalities of the Appeal Hearing and inviting them to address several specific issues:32 The
Appeal Hearing was held on 13 May 2013 in The Hague.

22

23

24

25
26

27
28
29

30

"

32

Scheduling Order,4 May 2011; Amendmentto Scheduling Order, 17 May 2011; SratusConference, 30 May 201!,
AT.1-10.
Scheduling Order, 24 August 2011; Status Conferonce.21 Sep 2011, AT. 11-19.
Scheduling Order,29 November 2012; Status Conference, 16 Jan 2012,AT. 20-25.
Scheduling Order, 29 March 2012; Status Conference, 11 May 2012, AT. 26-30.
Scheduling Order, 10 July 2012; Status Conference,23 Aug 2012. AT. 31-36.
Scheduling Order, 2 November 2012; see olso Amendment lo Scheduling Order, 22 November 2012; Status
Conference, 5 Dec 2012, AT. 37-43.
Scheduling Order, 15 March 2013; Status Conference, 9Apr 2013,AT. 44-52.
Scheduling Order, 12 Juoo 2013; Status Conference 17 July, AT 210-215.
Scheduling Order, 14 October 2013; Status Conference, 13 November2013, AT. 216-220.
Scheduling Order,22 March 2013.
Addendum to the Scheduling Order for Appeol Hearing, 12 April 2013 ("Addendum"). On 8 May 2013, the
Appeals Chamber issued ao order amending the Addendnm (Order Amending the Addendum to the Scheduling
•Order for Appeal Hearing, 8 May 2013).
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XXV. ANNEX B - GLOSSARY
A. Jurisprudence
1. ICTY

ALEKSOVSKl
Prosecutorv. Zlatko Aleksovski, Case No. IT-95-14/1-AR73, Decision on Prosecutor's Appeal on
,Admissibility of Evidence, 16 February 1999

Prosecutor v. Zlatko Aleksovski, Case No. IT-95-14/1-T, Judgement, 25 June 1999 ("Aleksovski
Trial Judgement")

Prosecutor v. Zlatko Aleksovski. Case No. IT-95-14/1-A, Judgement, 24 March 2000 ("Aleksovski
Appeal Judgement")

BABIC
Prosecutorv. Milan Babic, Case No. IT-03-72-A, Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, 18 July 2005
("BabicJudgement on Sentencing Appeal")
BLAGOJEVICANDJOKIC
Prosecutor v. Vidoje Blagojevicand Dragan Jokic, Case No. IT-02-60-T, Judgement, 17 January
20()5 ("Blagojevicand JokicTrial Judgement")
Prosecutorv. Vidoje Blagojevicand Dragan Jokic, Case No. IT-02-60-A, Judgement, 9 May 2007
("Blagojevicand Jokic Appeal Judgement'')

BLASKIC
Prosecutor v. Tilwmir Blas7d.c,Case No. IT-95-14-T, Judgement, 3 March 2000 ("Blas7dcTrial
~

Judgement")

•

Prosecutorv. Tihomir Blaskic, Case No. IT-95-14-A, Judgement, 29 July 2004 ("Blas'7dcAppeal
Judgement")

BOSKOSKIANDTARCULOVSKI
Prosecutor v. Ljube Boskos/ciand Johan Tarculovski,Case No. IT-04-82-T, Judge)Ilent, 10 July
2008 ("Boslwskiand TarculovskiTrial Judgement")
Prosecutor v. Ljube Boskos/ciand Johan Tarculovski,Case No. IT-04-82-A, Judgement, 19 May
2010 ("Boskoskiand TarculovskiAppeal Judgement")
BRDANIN

Prosecutor v. Radoslav Brdanin, Case No. IT-99-36-AR73.10, Decision on Interlocutory Appeal,
19 March 2004 ("BrdaninAppeal Decision of 19 March 2004")
Prosecutorv. Radoslav Brdanin, Case No. IT-99-36-T, Judgement, 1 September 2004 ("Brdanin
Trial Judgement'') .

Prosecutorv. Radoslav Brdanin,Case No. IT-99-36-A, Judgement, 3 April 2007 ("BrdaninAppeal .
Judgement'')
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DELALICET AL. ("CELEBICP')
Prosecutor v. Zejnil Delali6 et al., Case Np. IT-96-21-A, Judgement, 20 February 2001 ("Celebi.ci
AppealJudgement'')

DERONJIC
Prosecutor v. MiroslavDeronjic, Case No. IT-02-61-A,Judgementon SentencingAppeal, 20 July 2005
("DeronjicJudgementonSentencingAppeal'')

DORBEVIC
Prosecutor v. Vla.mmir Dordevic, Decision on Prosecution's Motion for Leave to Amend the Third
Amended Joinder Indictment, Case No. IT-05-87/1-PT, 7. July 2008 ("E>ordevi6Decision on
Amendment of Indictment of7 July 2008")
Prosecutor v. Vlastimir Dordevi6, Case No. IT-05-87/1-T, Decision on Prosecutions' Motion for
Admission of Video-Recording MF! P1575, 30 March 2010 ("Doraevic Decision on Admission of
Evidence of 30 March 2010")
•

ERDEMOVIC
Prosecutor v. Dral.en Erdemovi6, Case No. IT-96-22-A, Judgement, 7 October 1997 ("Erdemovi6
Appeal Judgement")

FURUNDZUA
Prosecutor v. Anto Furundi:ija, Cas_e. No. IT-95-17/1-T, Judgement, 10 December 1998
("Furundiija Trial Judgement")
•
Prosecutor v. Furundzija, Case No. IT-95-17/1-A, Judgement, 21 July 2000 ("Furundzija Appeal
Judgement'')

GALIC
Prosecutor v. Stanislav Galic_ Case No. IT-98-29-AR73.2, Decision on Interlocutory Appeal
Concerning Rule 92 bis(C), 7 June 2002 ("Galic Appeal Decision on Rule 92 bis(C) of 7 June
2002")
Prosecutor v. Stanislav Galic, Case No. IT-98°29-A, Judgement, 30 November 2006 ("Galic
Appeal Judgement")_

GOTOVINAET AL.
Prosecutor v. Ante Gotovina et al, Case No. IT-06-90-T, Judgement, 15 April 2011 ("Gotovina et
al. Trial Judgement")
Prosecutor v. Ante Gotovina and Mladen Markac, Case No. IT-06-90-A, Decision on Motion to
• Intervene and·Statement of Interest by the Republic of Croatia, 8 February 2012
Prosecutor v. Ante Gotovi:naand Mladen Markac, Case No. IT-06-90-A, Judgement, 16 November
2012 ("Gotovina andMarkac Appeal Judgement")

HADZIHASANOVIC
ANDKUBURA

Prosecutor v. .Enver Hadzihasanovic andAmir Kubura, Case No. 01-47-A, Judgement, 22 April
2008 (Hadzihasanovic and Kubura Appeal Judgement")

HALILOVIC
Prosecutor v. Sefer Halilovic, Case No. IT-01-48-A, Judgement, 16 October 2007 ("Halilovic
Appeal Judgement")
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HARADINAJET AL
Prosecutor v. Ramush Haradinaj et al., Case No. IT-04-84-T, Judgement, 3 April 2008 ("Haradinaj
et al Trial Judgement")
Prosecutor v. Ramush Haradinaj et al., Case No. 04-84-A, Judgement, 19 July 2010 ("Haradinaj et
al. Appeal Judgement")

JELISIC
Prosecutor v. Goran Jelisic, Case No. IT-95-10-T, Judg=ent,
Judgement'')

14 December 1999 ("Jelisic Trial

Prosecutor v. Goran Jelisic, Case No. IT-95-10-A, Judgement, 5 July 2001 ("Jelisic Appeal
Judgement")

M.JOKIC
Prosecutor v. Miodrag Jokic, Case No. IT-01-42/1-A, Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, 30 August
2005 ("M. Jo/de Judgement on Sentencing Appeal")

KARADZIC
Prosecutor v. Radovan.Karad,zic,Case No. IT-95-5/18-AR72.4, Decision on Prosecution's Motion
Appealing-Trial Chamber's Decision on JCE III Foreseeability, 25 June 2009 ("Karadzic Appeal
Decision on Third Category of Joint Criminal Enterprise Foreseeability of 25 June 2009")
Prosecutor v. Radovan Karadzic, Case No. IT-95-5/18-AR72.5, Decision on Appeal of Trial
Cbamber' s Decision on Preliminary Motion to Dismiss Count 11 of the Indictment, 9 July 2009

KORDICAND CERKEZ

.

Prosecutor v. Dario Kordic and Mario Cerkez, Case No. IT-95-14/2-T, Judgement, 26 February
2001 ("Kordic and Cerkez Trial Judgement'')
.
Prosecutor v. Dario Kordic and Mario Cerkez, Case No. IT-95-14/2-A, Judgement, 17 December
2004 ("Kordic and CerkezAppeal Judgement")
.
•

KRAJISNIK
Prosecutor v. Momcilo Krajisnik, Case No. IT-00-39-T, Judgement, 27 September 2006 ("Krajisnik
Trial Judgement'')
Prosecutor v. Momcilo Krajisnik, Case No. IT-00-39-A, Judgement, 17 March 2009 ("Krajisnik
Appeal Judgement'')

KRNOJELAC
Prosecutor v. Milorad Kmojelac, Case No. IT-97-25-PT, Decision on the Defence Preliminary
Motion on the F= of the Indictment, 24 February 1999
Prosecutor v. Milorad Kmojelac, Case No. IT-97-25-T, Judgement, 15 March 2002 ("Krnojelac
Trial Judgement")
Prosecutor v. Milorad Kmojelac, Case No. IT-97-25-A, Jup.gement, 17 September 2003
("Kmojelac Appeal Judg=ent'')
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KRSTIC
Prosecutor v. Radislav Krstic, Case N\l. IT-98-33-T, Judgement, 2 August 2001 ("Krstic Trial
Judgement")
Prosecutor .v. Radislav Krstic, Case.No. IT-98-33-A, Judgement, 19 April 2004 (''Krstic Appeal
Judgement")
•

KUNARACET AL.
Prosecutor v. Dragoslav Kunarac et aL, Case Nos. IT-96-23-A & IT-96-23/1-A, 12 June 2002
("Kunarac et aL Appeal Judgement")

KUPRESKIC
ET AL.
Prosecutor v. Zoran Kupres/de et al., Case No. IT-95-16-T, Judgement, .14 January 2QOO
("Kupres/cicet al. Trial Judgement'')
Prosecutor v. Zoran Kupres/cicei aL, Case No. IT-95-16-A, Appeal Judgement; 23 October 2001
("Ku:preslcicet aL Appeal Judgement")

KVOCKAET AL.
Prosecutor v. Mirslav Kvocka et al., Case No. IT-98-30/1-T, Judgement, 2 November 2001
("Kvocka et aL Trial Judgement'')
Prosecutor v. Miroslav Kvocka et al., Case No. IT-98-30/1-A, Judgement, 28 February 2005
(" Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement")

LIMAJETAL.
Prosecutor v. Fatmir Limaj et al., Case No. IT-03-66-T, Judgement, 30 November 2005 ("LiTIUljet
aL Trial Juqgement")
Prosecutor v. Fatmir Limaj # al., Case No. IT-03-66-A, Judgement, 27 September 2007 ("LiTIUlj
et
al. Appeal Judgement'')

LUKICAND LUKIC
Prosecutor v. Milan Lukic and Sredoje Lukic, Case No. Tr-98-32/l~T, Judgement, 20 July 2009
("Luldc and Lu/de Trial Judgement")
Prosecutor v. Milan Lukic and Sredoje Luldc, Case No. IT-98-32/1-A, Judgement, 4 December
2012 Appea).Judgement ("Luldcand Luldc Appeal Judgement'')

MARTIC
Prosecutor v. Milan Martie, Case No. IT-95-11-T, Judgement, 12 June 2007 ("Martie Trial
Judgement")
Prosecutor v. Milan Martie, Case No. IT-95-11-A, Judgement, 8 October 2008 ("Martie Appeal
Judgement")
•
•

D. MILO§EVIC
Prosecutor v. Dragomir Milosevic, Case No. IT-98-29/1-T, Judgement, 12 December 2007
(D. Milosevic Trial Judgement)
Prosecutor v. Dragomir Milosevic, Case No. IT-98-29/1-A, Judgement,. 12 November 2009
("D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement") •

t
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i

MILUTINOVICET AL.

i

•Prosecutor v. Milan Milutinovic et al., Case No. IT-99-37-AR72, Decision on_Dragoljub Ojdanic's
Motion Challenging Jurisdiction - Joint Criminal Enterprise, 21 May 2003 ("Milutinovic et al.
Appeal Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 21 May 2003")
Prosecutor v. Milan Milutinuvic et al., Case No. IT-05-87-T, Judgement, 26 February 2009
("Milutinovic et al Trial Judgement")

MRKSICAND SLJIVANCANIN
Prosecutor v. Mile Mrksic et al., Case No. IT-95-13/1-T, Judgement, 27 September 2007 ("Mrksic
et al. Trial Judgement")
Prosecutor v. Mile Mrksic and Veselin Sljivancanin, Case No. IT-95-13/1-A, Judgement, 5 May
2009 ("Mrksic and Sljivancanin Appeal Judgement'')

NALETILICANDMARTINOVIC
Prosecutor v. Mladen Naletilic,. a.le.a. "Tuta" and Vinko Martinovic, a.le.a. "Tela", Case No. 9834-A, Judgement, 3 May 2006 ("Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement'')

DRAGANNIKOLIC
Prosecutor v. Dragan Nikolic, Case No. IT-94-2-A, Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, 4 February
2005 ("Dragan Nikolic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal")
•

MOMIRNIKOLIC
Prosecutor v. Momir Nikolic, Case No. IT-02-60/1-A, Judgement on Sentencing Appeal, 8 March
2006 ("M. Nikolic Judgement on Sentencing Appeal'')
•
ORIC
Pmsecutor v. Naser Orie, Case No. IT-03-68-A, Judgement, 3 July 2008 ("Orie Appeal
. Judgement")
PERISIC
Prosecutor v. Momcilo Perisic, Case No. IT-04-81-A, Judgement, 28 February 2013 ("Perisic
Appeal Judgement'')
•
POPOVIC ET AL.
Prosecutor v. Vujadin Popovic et aL, Case No, IT-05_-88-AR73.3,Judgement on Impeachment,
1 February 2008 ("Popovic Impeachment Judgement'')
•

Prosecutor v. Vujadin Popovic et al, Case No. IT-05-88-T, Judgement, 10 June 2010 ("Popovic et
al. Trial Judgement")

PRLICETAL.
Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et al.; Case No. IT-04-74-AR73.6, Decision on Appeals against
Decision Admitting Transcript of Jadranko Prlic's Questioning into Evidence, 23 November 2007

RAJIC
Prosecutor v. Ivica Rajic, a.le.a.Viktor Andric, Case No. IT-95-12-S, Sentencing Judgement, 8 May
2006 ("Rajic Sentencing Judgement'')

SAINOVICET AL .
. Prosecutor v. Sainovic et al., Case No. IT-05-87-A, Judgement, 23 January 2014 ("Sainovic et al.
Appeal Judgement")
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SIMIC
Prosecutor v. Blagoje Simi6, Case No. IT-95-9-A, Judgement, 28 November 2006 ("Simi6 Appeal
Judgement")

STAKIC
Prosecutor_ v. Milomir Staldc, Case No. IT-97-24-T, Judgement, 31 July 2003 (''Staki6 Trial
Judgement")
Prosecutor v. Milomir Stakic; Case No. IT-97-24-A, Judgement, 22 March 2006 ("Stakic Appeal
Judgement")

STANISICAND ZUPLJANIN
Prosecutor v._Mi6o Stanisi6 and Stojan Zupljanin, Case No .. IT-08-91-AR65.l, Decision on
Mico Stanisic' s Appeal Against Decision on his Motion for Provisional Release, H May 2011
Prose.cutor v, Mi6o Stanisi6 and Stojllll Zupljanin, Case No. IT-08-91-T, Judgement, 27 March
2013 ("Stllllisi6 lllld Zv.pljaninTrial Judgement'')
•

STRUGAR
Prosecutor v. Pavle Strugar, Case No. IT-01-42-T, Judgement, 31 January 2005 ("Strugar Trial,
Judgement'')
Prosecutor v. Pavle Strugar, Case·No. IT-01-42-A, Judgement, 17 July 2008 ("Strugar Appeal
Judgement")
•
•

TADIC.
Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadi6, Case No. IT-94-l-AR72, Decision on the Defence Motion for
Interlocutory Appeal on Jurisdiction,2 October 1995
Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadi6, Case No. IT-94-1-A, Judgement, 15 July 1999 ("Tadi6 Appeal
Judgement")

TOLIMIR
.
Prosecutor v. Z,dra\lko Tolimir, Case No. IT-05-88/2-T,Judgement, 12 December 2012 ("Tolimir
• Trial Judgement")

VASILJEVIC.
_Prosecutor v. Mitar Vasiljevi6, Case No. IT-98-32-A, Judgement, 25 February 2004 ('.'Vasiljevi6
Appeal Judgement'')
•

ZIGIC
Prosecutor v. 'Zoran Zigi6, Case No. IT-98-30/1-A, Decision on Zoran Zigic's "Motion for
Reconsideration of Appeals Chamber Judgement IT-98-30/1-A Delivered oh 28 February 2005",
26 June2006

j
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2. ICTR

AKAYESU
The Prosecutor versus Jean-Paul Akayesu, Case No. ICTR-96-4'T, Judgement, 2 September 199S
("Akayesu Trial Judgement'')
•The Prosecutor v. Jean-Paul Akayesu, Case No, ICTR-96-4-A, Judgement, 1 June 2001 ("Akayesu
Appeal Judgement")

BAGILISHEMA
The Prosecutor v. lgnace Bagilishema, Case No. ICTR-95-lA-T, Judgement, 7 June 2001
("Bagilishema Trial Judgement")

•

The Prosecutor v. Ignace Bagilishema, Case No. ICTR-95:lA-A, Judgement (Reasons), 3 July
•2002 ("Bagilishema Appeal Judgement")

BAGOSORAET AL.
The Prosecutor v. Thioneste Bagosora et aL, Case No. ICTR-98-41-AR73, Decision on Aloys
Ntabak:uze's Interlocutory Appeal on Questions of Law Raised by the 29 June 2006 Trial
Chamber I Decision on Motion for Excl~on of Evidence, 18 September 2006 ("Bagosora
Decision on lS September 2006")
Thio1teste Bagosora @d Anatole Nsengiyumva v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-9S-41-A,
Judgement, 14 December 2011 ("Bagosora and Nsengiyumva Appeal Judgement")

BIKINDI
· Simon Bikindi v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR~Ol-72-A,Judgement, 18 March 2010 ("Bildndi
Appeal Judgement")
•

GACUMBITSI
Sylvestre Gacumbitsi v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICIR-2001-64-A, Judgement, 7 July 2006
("Gacumbitsi Appeal Judgement'')

GATETE
Jean Baptiste Gatete v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR 00-6~-A, Judgement, 9 October 2012
("Gatete Appeal Judgement")

KAJELIJELI
Juvenal. Kajelijeli v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-98-44A-A, Judgement 23 May 2005
("Kajelijeli Appeal Judgement")

KALIMANZIRA
Calli.xte Kalimanzira v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-05-88-A, Judgement, 20 October 2010
•("Kalimanzira Appeal Judgement")
•

KAMUHANDA
Jean de Dieu Kamuh@da v The Prosecutor, ICTR-99-54A-A, Judgement, 19 September 2005
("Kamuhanda Appeal Judgement") •
•

KAREMERA
ET AL.
Edouard Karemera et al. v. The Prosecutor, Case Nos. ICTR-98-44-AR72.5,ICTR-98-44-AR72.6,
Decision on JurisdictionalAppeals: Joint Crimin: Enterprise, 12 April 2006
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KAJIBRA
Fraru;ois Karera v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-01-74-A, Judgement, 2 February 2009
("Karera Appeal Judgement")

KAYISHEMAAND RUZINDANA
The Prosecutor v. Clement Kayishema and Obed Ruzbuiana, Case No. ICTR-95-1-T, Judgement,
21 May 1999 ("Kayishema and Ruzindana Trial Judgement'')
•
The Prosecutor v. Clement Kayishema and Obed Ruzindana, Case No. ICTR-95-1-A, Judgement
(Reasons), 1 June 2001 ("Kayishema and Ruzindana Appeal Judgement")

MUGENZIAND MUGIRANEZA
Justin Mugenzi and Prosper Mugiraneza v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-99-50-A, Judgement,
4 February 2013 ("Mugenzi and Mugiraneza Appeal Judgement'')
'
•

MUHIMANA
The Prosecutor v. Mikaeli Muhimana, Case No. ICTR-95°1B-T, Judgement and Sentence, 28 April
2005 ("Muhimana Trial Judgement'') .
Mikaeli Muhimana v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-95-lB-A, Judgement, 21 May 2007
("Muhimana Appeal Judgement'')
'

MUNYAKAZI
The Prosecutor v. Yussuf Munyakazi, Case No. ICTR-97-36A-A, Judgement, 28 September 2011
("Munyakazi Appeal Judgement'')

MUVUNYI
Tharcisse Muvunyi v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-00-55A-AR73, Decision on Prosecution
Interlocutory· Appeal Against Trial Chamber II .Decision of 23 February 2005, 12 May. 2005
("Muvll!"yiDecision")
Tharcisse Muvunyi v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-2000-55A-A, Judgement, 29 August.2008
("Muvunyi I Appeal Judgement")
•
Tharcisse Muvinyi v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-2000-SSA-A, Judgement, 1 April 2001
("Muvunyi II Appeal Judgement")

MUSEMA

The Prosecutor v. Alfred Musema, Case No. ICTR-96a13-T, Judgement, 27 January 2000
( "Afusema Trial Judgement")

Alfred Musema v. The Prpsecutor, Case No. ICTR-96-13-A, Judgement, 16 November 2001
("Musema Appeal Judgemerit")

NAHIMANAETAL.
FerdinandNahimana, Jean-Bosco BaTYI)'agwiza,Hassan Ngeze v.. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR990 52-A, Judgement, 28 November 2007 ("Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement")

NCHAMIHIGO

Simeon Nchamihigo v. TheProsecutor, Case No. ICTR-2001-63-A, Judgement, 18 March 2010
("Nchamihigo Appeal Judgement")
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NDAHIMANA
Gregoire Ndahimana v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-01-68-A, Judgement, 16 December 2013
("Ndahimana Appeal Judgement'')

•NDJNDABAillZI
The Prosecutor v. Emmanuel Ndindabahizi, Case No. ICTR-01-71-A, Judgement, 16 January 2007
("Ndindabahizi Appeal Judgement")

NIYITEGEKA
The Prosecutor v. Eliezer Niyitegeli:a, Case No. ICTR-96-14-A, Judgement, 9 July 2004
("Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement'')

NTABAKUZE
The Prosecutor· v. Aloys Ntabakuze, Case No. ICTR-98-41A-A, Judgement, 8 May 2012
("Ntabakuze Appeal Judgement")

NTAGERURA
ET AL.
The Prosecutor v. Andre Ntagerura, Emmanuel Bagambild, Samuel Imanishimwe, Case No. ICTR99-46-A, Judgement, 7 July 2006 ("Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement'')
•

NTAKIRUTIMANAAND NTAKIRUTIMANA
The Prosecutor v. Elizaphan Ntakirutimana and Gerard Ntakirutimana, Cases Nos. ICTRc96-10-A
and ICTRc96-17-A, Judgement, 13 December 2004 ("Nta/drutimana and Ntakirutimana Appeal
Judgement'')
•

RENZAHO
The Prosecutor v. Tharcisse Renzaho, Case No. ICTR-97-31-A, Judgement, 1 April· 2011
("Renzaho Appeal Judgement'')

RUKUNDO
Emmanuel Rukundo v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-2001-70-A, Judgement, 20 October 2010
("Rulaindo Appeal Judgement")

RUTAGANDA
The Prosecutor v. Georges Anderson Nderubumwe Rutaganda, Case No. ICTR-96-3-T, Judgement,
6 December 1999 ("Rutaganda Trial Judgement")
Georges Anderson Nderubumwe Rutaganda v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-96-3-A, Judgement,
26 May 2003 ("Rutaganda Appeal Judgement")

RWAMAKUBA

Andre Rwamakuba v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-98-44-AR72.4, Decision on Interlocutory
Appeal R~garping Application of Joint CriminalEnterprise to the Crime of Genocide, 22 October
2004 ("Rwamakuba Appeal Decision on Joint CriminalEnterprise of 22 October 2004")

SEMANZA
Laurent Semanza v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ITCR-97-20-A, Decision, 31 May 2000
The Prosecutor v. Laurent Semanza, Case No. ICTR-97-20-T, Judgement and Sentence, 15 May
2003 ("Semanza Trial Judgement")

I

Laurent Semanza v..The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-97-20-A, Judgement, 20 May 2005 (''Semanza
Appeal Judgement")
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SEROMBA
The Prosecutor v. Athanase Seromba, Case No. IC'IR-2001-66-A, Judgement, 12 March 2008
("Seromba Appeal Judgement'')

SETAKO
Ephrem Setako v. The Prosecutor, Case No. IC'IR-04~81-A, Judgement 28 September 2011 .
("Setako Appeal Judgement'')

SIMBA
Aloys Simba v. The Prosecutor, Case No. ICTR-01-76-A, Judgement, 27 November 2007 ("Simba
Appeal Judgement").

ZIGIRANYIRAZO
Protais Zigiranyirazo v. The Prosecutor, Case No. IC'IR-01-73-A, Judgement, Hi November 2009
("Zigiranyirazo Appeal Judgement")

3. Decisions .relatedto crimes committed during World War Il
Trial of Erich Heyer and Six Others, British Military Court for the Trial of War Criminals, Essen,
18th- 19th and 21' t-22nd December, 1945, Law Reports of Trials of \Var Criminals, UNWCC, vol: I,
Case No. 8 ("Essen Lynching case")
The United States of America v, Kurt Goebel! et al., Records of United States Army War Crimes
.Trials, February 6 - March 21, 1946, National Archives Microfilm Publications M1103,
(Washington: 1980) ("Borkum Island case")
•
The United States of America; the French Republic, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics against· Herman Wilhelm Goring et
al., Judgement, 1 October 1946, Trial of Major War Criminals Before the International Military
Tribunal Under Control Council Law No. 10, Vol. 1 (1947) ("IMT Judgement")
The United States of America v. Alstoetter et aL, U.S. Military Tribunal, Judgement, 3 and
4 December 1947, Trials of War Criminals Before the Nuernberg Military Tribunals Under Control
CouncilLawNo.10.(1951), Vol. ID("Justicecase")
•
The United States of America v. Greifelt et al.,.U.S. Military Tribunal, Judgement, 10 March 1948,
Trials of War Criminals Before the Nuernberg Military Tribunals Under Control Council Law No.
10 (1951), Vol. V ("RuSHA case")
The United States of America v. Otto Ohlenforf et aL, U.S. Military Tribunal, Judgement, 8 and
9 April 1948, Trials of War Criminals Before the Nuemberg Military Tribunals Under Control
Council Law No. 10, Vol. N ("Einsatzgruppen case" and "Einsatzgruppen Judgement")

Review of Proceedings of General Military Court in the case of United States vs. Martin Gottfried
Weiss et al of the Recommendation of the Staff Judge Advocate ("Weiss et al. case")
Decision of the Supreme Court for the British Zone against Sch. et al., 20 April 1949,.
•Entscheidunge:ndes Obersten Gerichtshofesfar die Britische Znne, Entscheidungen in Straftachen,
Walter de Groyter & Co. (Berlin: 1950), vol. 2 ("Sch. et al. case")
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4. ICC
Prosecutor v. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, Case No. ICC-01/05-01/08, Decision Pursuant to
Article 61(7)(a) and (b) of the Rome Statute on the Charges of the Prosecutor Against Jean-Pierre
Bern.haGamba, 15 June 2009
Prosecutor v. Omar Hassan Ahmad Al Bashir, Case No: ICC-02/05-01/09, Decision on the
Prosecution's Application for a Warrant of Arrest against Omar Hassan Ahmad Al Bashir, 4 March
2009
Prosecutor v. Germain Katanga and Mathieu Ngudjolo, Case No. ICC-01/04-01/07, Decision on
the Confirmation of Charges, 30 September 2008 •
Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, Case No. ICC-01/04-01/06, Decision on the Confirmation of
Charges, 29 January 2007 ("Lubanga Decision on Confirmation of Charges")

5. STL
The Prosecutor v. Salim Jama Ayyash et al., Case No. S1L-ll-OlfI/AC/Rl76bis, Interlocutory
Decision on the Applicable Law: Terrorism., Conspiracy, Homicide, Perpetration, Cumulative
Charging, 16 February2011 ("STLDecision of 16 February 2011")

6. ECCC
Prosecutor v. Ieng Thirith et aL (Case 002), Case File: 002/19-09-2007-ECCC/OCIJ (PTC38),
Decision on the Appeals Against the Co-Investigative Judges Order on Joint Criminal Enterprise
(JCE), 20 May 2010 ("ECCC Decision on Joint Criminal Enterprise of 20 May 2010")
Prosecutor v.Guek Eav Kaing alias "Duch", Case Case File: 001/18-07-2007/ECCC/fC, Trial
Judgement, 26 July 2010 ("Duch Trial Judgement")

7. ICJ
North Sea Continental Shelf cases, ICJ,Judgement, 20 February 1969, ICJ Reports 1969

· 8. European Commission of Human Rights
Cyprus v. Turkey, European Commission of Human Rights, European Human Rights Reports,
Vol. 4 (1982), pp 482-528 ("Cyprus v. Turkey case")

9. National jurisdictions
(a) Australia
Ivan Timofeyevich Polyukhovich v The Commonwealth of Australia and Anor, (1991) 172 CLR 501
("Polyukhovich case")
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(b) Israel

Israel v. Adolph Eichmann, District Coqrt of Jerusalem, Judgement of 12 December 1961,
36 Intern,ationalLaw Reports 5
B. Other authorities
1. Publications
A. Cassese, "The Proper Limits of Individual Responsibility under the Doctrine of Joint Criminal
Enterprise", Journal of International Criminal Justice, vol. 5 (2007), pp 109-133
R. Cryer / JL Friman / D. Robinson/ E. Wilmshurst, An Introduction to International Criminal Law
and Procedure (Cambridge University Press 2007)
P.L. Fanflik, Victim Responses to Sexual Assault: Counter•Intuitive or Simply Adaptive (National
District Attorneys Association American Prosecutors Research Institute, Special Topic Series,
Aug2007)
Robert H. Jackson, Report of Rebert H. Jackson, United States Representative to International
Conference on Military Trials (U.S. Department of State, 1949) ("Jackson Report'') .
J.S. Martinez / A.M. Danner, "Guilty Associations; Joint Criminal Enterprise, Command
Responsibility, and the Development of International Criminal Law", 93 California Law Review 75
(2005)
H. Olasolo, The Criminal Responsibility of Senior Political and Military Leaders as Principals to
International Crimes (Hart Publishing, 2009)
S.G. Smith, "The Process and Meaning of Sexual Assault Disclosure"; Psychology Dissertation,
paper 7 (2005)
K.G. Weiss, "Too ashamed to report Deconstructiog the shame of sexual victimization'', Feminist
Criminology, Vol. 5(3) (July 2010)
2. Other documents

Merriam-Webster Dictionary Online, Unabridged (MerriamcWebster, Incorporated, 2013)
rd

Report of the International Law Commission on the work of its 43 Session, 29 April-19 July 1991,
General Assembly Official Records, 46th Session, Supplement No. 10, U.N. Doc. A/46/10 (1991)
("1991 ILC Report'')
th

Report of the International Law Commission on the work of its 48 Session, 6 May-26 July 1996,
General Assembly Official Records, 51' 1 Session, Supplement No. 10, U.N. Doc. A/51/10 (1996)
("1996 ILC Report")
•

O:ifordEnglish Dictionary Online (Oxford University Press, 2013)
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C. List of designated terms and abbreviations
According to Rule 2(B) of the Rules, the masculine shall include the feminine aiid the singular the
plural, and vice versa.
•
65ter Witness list
•Additional Protocol I

Annex II to Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief
Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August
1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of International
Ai:med Conflicts (Additional Protocol I) of 8 June l'J77, 1125
U.N.T.S.3

Additional Protocol II

Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August
1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of NonInternational Armed Conflicts (Protocol II) of 8 lane 1977, 1125
U.N.T.S. 609 .

Appeals Chamber

The Appe$ Chamber of •the International Tribunal for the
Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of
International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the
Fonner Yugoslavia since 1991

AT.

Transcript page from hearings on appeal in the present case
All transcript page numbers referred to are from the unofficial,
uncorrected version of the transcript, unless specified otherwise.
Minor differences may therefore exist between the pagination
therein and that of the final transcripts released to public

D

Designated "Defence" for the purpose of identifying exhibits

Defence

Counsel for Vlastimir Dorde,vic

Dordevic

Vlastimir Dordevic, the appellaot

Dordevic Appeal

Vlastimir Dordevic's Notice of Appeal and Dordevic's Appeal
Brief, coUectively

Dordevic Appeal Brief

Vlastimir Dordevic's Appeal Brief, 15 August 2011
(cou4dential; public redacted version filed on 23 January 2012)

Dordevic Closing Brief

Prosecutor v. Vlastimir £Jordevic, Case No .. IT-05-87/1-T,
Vlastimir Dordevic's Final Trial Brief, 30 June 2010

Dordevic Notice of Appeal

Vlastimir Dordevic's Notice of Appeal, 24 May 2011

Dordevic Pre-Trial Brief

Prosecutor v. Vlastimir £Jordevic, Case No. IT-05-87/1-PT,
Vlastimir Dordevic's Pre-Trial Brief Pursuant to Rule 65iter(F),
22 September 2008

Dordevic Response Brief

Vlastimir Dordevic' s Response Brief, 2-6 September 2011
(confidential; public redacted version filed on 30 January 2012)

Dordevic Reply Brief

Vlastimir Dordevic's Reply Brief, 26 October 2011
(confidential; notice• of reclassification to public filed on 9
February 2012)

ECCC

Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia

fn. (fns)

Footnote (footnotes)
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Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

FYROM
FRY

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
.

Geneva Convention ill

Geneva Convention ill Relative to the Treatment of .Prisoners of
War of 12 August 1949, 75 U.N.T.S. 135

Geneva Convention N

Geneva Convention IV Relative to the Protection of Civilian
Persons in Time of War of 12 August 1949, 75 U.N.T.S. 287

Geneva Conventions

Geneva Conventions I-IV of 12 August 1949

-

• ICC

International Criminal Court

ICC Statute

Statute of the ICC

ICJ

International Court of Justice

ICTR

International Criminal Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons
Responsible for Genocide and Other Serious Violations of
International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of
Rwanda and Rwandan Citizens Responsible for Genocide· and
Other Such Violations Committed in the Territory. of
Neighbouring States; between 1 January 1994 and 31 December
1994

ICTR Statute

Statute of the ICTR

ICTY

International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible
for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law
Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991

ICTY Statute

Statute of the ICTY •

IHL

International Humanitarian Law

IMT

The Nuremberg International Military Tribunal for the Just and
Prompt Trial and Punishment of the ,Major War Criminals of the
European Axis, established on 8 August 1945

IMTCharter

Charter of the International Military Tribunal, Agreement for the
Prosecution and Punishment of the Major War Criminals of the
European Axis (London Agreement), August 8, 1945, 58 Stat.
1544, E.A.S. No. 472, 82 U.N.T.S. 280

Indictment

Prosecutor v. Vlastimir IJord.evic, Case No. IT-05-87/1-PT, Fourth
Amended Indictment, 9 July 2008

JCE

The joint criminal enterprise with the pmpose of modifying the
ethnic balance of Kosovo, to ensure Serb of control over the
region, by waging a campaign of terror against the· Kosovo
Albanian civilian population ·

JNA

Yugoslav People's Army (Jugoslovenska Narodna Armija)

Joint Co=and

Joint Command for Kosovo and Metohija

JSO

Special Operations Unit of the MUP (Jedinica
Operacije)

Judgement

Prosec_utorv. VlastimirIJord.evi6, Case No. IT-05-87/1-A, Appeal
Judgement, 27 January 2014

za

Specijalne
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Kosovo and Metobija (Kosova i Metohije)

KiM
KLA

Kosovo liberation Army
.

KVM

Kosovo Verification :Mission

Minister's Decision

Exhibit P57 (decision of 16 June 1998 issued by Minister of
Interior Vlajko Stojiljkovic establishing a '_'MinisterialStaff for the
Suppression of Terrorism")

Ministerial Collegium

A body comprised of the MUP Minister •and the chiefs of
administrations in 1heRJB

Ministerial Staff

Ministerial Staff for the Suppression of Terrorism

MUP

Ministry bf the Interior of 1he Republic of Serbia (Ministarstvo

UnutrasnjihPoslova).
NATO·

North Atlantic Treaty Organisation

OMPF

Office for Missing Persons and Forensics of the United Nations
M:iBsionin Kosovo

Operation Grom-3 Directive

A VJ directive of 16 January 1999, signed by Dragoljub Ojdanic

OUP
p

Municipal Police Station

PJP

Special Police Unit (PosebneJedinice Policije)

.

Designates ''Prosecution" for the purpose of identifying exhibits

Plan of the Suppression of FRY plan to quash KLA activity in Kosovo, adopted in July 1998
Terrorism
Prosecution

Office of 1heProsecutor of the Tribunal

Prosecution Appeal

Prosecution's Notice of Appeal and Prosecution's Appeal Brief,
collectively

Prosecution Appeal Brief

Prosecution Appeal Brief, 15 August 2011 (confidential; public
redacted version filed on 17 August 2011)

Prosecution Notice of Appeal

Prosecution Notice of Appeal, 24 May 2011

Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief

Prosecutor v. V/,astimirDordevic, Case No. IT-05-87/1-PT,
Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief, 1 September 2008

Prosecution Response Brief

Prosecution Response Brief, 26 September 2011 (confidential;
public redacted version filed on 30 January 2012)

Prosecution Reply Brief

Prosecution Reply Brief, 26 October 2011 (confidential; public •
redacted version filed on 8 February 2012)

RDB

State • Security Department

of the MUP (fi.esor Driavne

Bewednosti)

RIB

Public

Security Department

of the

MUP (l/.esor Ja:me

Bezbednosti)

.

RPO

Reserve Police Squad (RezervniPolicijski Odred)

Rules

Rules of Procedure and Evi~nce of the Tribunal •

SAJ
.

Special Anti-Terrorist Unit (SpecijalnaAntiteroristickaJedinica)

SAO

Serbian Autonomous District (Srpskaautonomnaoblast)
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Serbian forces

Forces of the FRY, in particular forces of the VJ, or forces of the
Republic of Serbia, in particular forces of the MUP, or a
combination of these forces

SFRY Criminal Code

rriminal Code of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

Statute

Sta~

STI.,

Special Tribunal for Lebanon

SUP

Secretariat for Internal Affairs (SekretarijatUnutrasnjihPoslova)

T.

Transcript page from hearings at trial in the instant case

TO

Territorial Defence (Teritorijalnaodbrana)

Tribunal

International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible
for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law
Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since i991

Trial Chamber

Bench of Trial Chamber II of the· Tribunal assigned to Prosecutor
v. VlastimirDoraevic,Case No. IT-05-87 /1

Trial Judgement

.

I

of the Tribunal

Prosecutorv. VlastimirDordevic,Case No. IT-05-87/1-T, Public
Judgement vvithConfidential Annex, 23 February 2011

VJ

Yugoslav Army (VojskaJugoslavije)

Working Group

Working group set up in May 2001 to enquire into allegations
concerning a refrigerated truck containing bodies discovered in
the Danube in 1999.

Working Group Notes

Official N ates of interviews compiled by the Working Group

'.

i
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